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PART I

INTRODUCTORY

CHAPTER I

THE MEANING OF DEATH
SOME MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT DEATH
DEATH is a subject w~ich cannot but be of the deepest
interest to every one, since the one thing which is
absolutely certain in the future biography of all men
alike is that one d ay they must die-still more since
there is hardly an(J>ne, except the very young, from
whose ken death has not already removed some dearly
loved one. Yet thou gh . this is thus a question of such
universal interest, there is p erh aps none about which
the misconceptions current in the popular mind are so .
many and so serious. It is impossible for us to calculate
th e vast amount of utterly unnecessary sorrow and terror
and misery which mankind in the aggregate h as suffered
simply from its ignorance and superstition with regard
to this one most important matter. There is amongst
us a m ass of ·false and fooli.sh b.elief along this line
which has worked untold evil in the past and is causing
indescribable suffering in the present, and its eradication would be one of the greatest b enefits that could be
conferred upon the human race.
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This benefit · the Theosophical teaching\ at once
confers on those who, from their study of philosophy in
past lives, now find themselves able to accept it. It
robs death forthwith of all its terror and much of its.
sorrow, and enables us to see it in its true proportions
and to understand its place in the scheme of ·our
evolution.
Let us take the 'most prominent of these misconceptions one by one, and endeavour _to expose their
fallacies. Some of them may be described as religious
misconceptions, and their prevalence may be directly
traced to the corruption of original Christian doctrine
which has crept into our Churches and destroyed so
much of their vitality and usefulness. We will, however, leave those until later, and will first of all consider
some of the widely-spread popular delusions on this
important subj ect.
People are sometimes inclined to think that after
all it does not so very much matter if a m an 's ideas
about death are distorted; when he dies, they say, he
will find out the facts for himself, and if he has mistaken
he will soon realize it. Such a contention is defective
in two ways : it takes no account of the awful terror of
death which from ignorance overshadows the lives of so
many, nor of all the unnecessary sorrow and anxiety
felt by the survivors about the fate of departed friends;
and it ignores the fact that man after death often does
not immediately realize his mistakes, and correct them
by the light of the truth- and that in consequence of
his inability to do this, much trouble frequently arises.
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WHAT IS DEATH?

One who has made no special study of this subject
might be inclined to think that it is a question easily
answered. He might say: " Death is, of course, the
.end or life-the separation of the soul from the body."
A little examination, however, shows that the matter is
by no means so simple as that. There is a wide differ·ence of opinion as to what it is that constitutes death,
·.even when the matter is considered from a purely
physiological point of view. About seventeen years
ago Mr. Hereward Carrington and Mr. John R. Meader
made a remarkable attempt to arrive at a satisfactory
·definition of death, the results or which they published
under the title of Death, its Causes and Phenomena.
This work is thorough, and gives evidence or the painstaking collection of a great amount of material, but
though the information which it contains is varied and
important, it can hardly be considered to have settled
the question .
In order to assist them in arriving ·at their conclusions the authors sent round to a great number of
pr:ominent men in various walks of life the question':
"What do you consider to be the real nature of death?"
They received many interesting answers, but little
definite information. They express surprise, and even
a little annoyance, at the extraordinary indifference
d isplayed by many scientists towards this matter.
They sarcastically remark : "Things of real worth,
such as the mental life of the ant or the crab, fill
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psychological and scientific literature; but such a thing
as death, which involves the whole human race more
intimately than anything else possibly can-since all
must die-is regarded as h ardly worthy of serious
discussion! " As an example of this they quote a letter
from a fa~ous physician, in which he says : " I do not
take the slightest interest in either the physiological or
the psychological aspects of the death question. I
have no theories as to the cause of natural death." A
well-known Doctor of Philosophy wrote : " In reply to
your enquiry about my opinion of death, I can only
say that I have no theory or conception of it whatever.
I have never bothered my head about its nature for
five minutes. I really do not know, and do not care,
what it is. The cessation of life is all I know or believe
about."
Other replies, however, were less disappointing,
although it cannot be said that any of them were wholly
satisfactory. One view suggested that the reproductive
power of the cells of the body is limited, another
emphasized the fact that after a certain time processes
of induration and ossification set in, a third held that
life is an impulse containing a certain amount of energy,
and that when it is exhausted death supervenes, while
another suggested that life is an unlimited power which
uses the body for its expression, so that the body, like
other engines, gradually wears out, and is then no
longer able to transmit energy.
Having recorded all these different theories,
the authors of the book then propound their own.
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Mr. Carrington defines life as a species of vibration,.
and death as the inability of the life-force to raise to
the requisite rate of vibration the nervous tissue on
which it acts, so that it can no longer manifest.
Mr. Meader; on the contrary, thinks that death is by
no means a necessity; he regards it as simply a bad
habit which mankind has acquired. He considers that
we have hypnotized ourselves into the idea that life·
must end at or about a certain period, and the thoughtform has become so strong that_ it reacts upon the race
as a whole; in fact, we die because we think we musL
Is

DEATH THE

END?

The first and most fatal of all misconceptions
about death is the idea that it is the end of all things;
that there is nothing in man which survives it. Many
people seem to b e 1.:1nder the impression that this gross.
form of materialism has almost died out from among
us; that it was a mental disease of the earlier part of
the last century, and that the race has now outgrown it.
It is much to be wished that this view represented
the facts of the case, but I fea r a careful student of
contemporary thought can hardly endorse it. It is
happily true that this noxious weed of materialism no
longer -rears its, head in high places with the confidence
of yore, for the men whose opinion is worthy of attention have by this time learnt better than that. But
there is still an immense mass of blank ignorance in
the world, and, worse still, there is much of that most
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objectionable of all forms of ignorance which, having
picked up a few scientific catch-words, inflates itself
with aggressive self-conceit and believes itself 1in
possession of the wisdom of the ages. Among the
unfortunate beings who are suffering under that variety
of mental thraldom there is even yet much of the
crudest materialism.
Still we may certainly hope that any such feeling
is declining, but I fear that can hardly be said of
another less blatant but more insidious variety of the
disease. There are many thousands of men and women
who nominally profess some form of religion and
would indignantly repudiate the suggestion that they
were materialists, and yet for all practical purposes
they live their lives precisely as though this world were
the only one of which they had to think. They may
sometimes use words and phrases implying the existence of another, but it never appears to enter in the
slightest degree into the calculations upon which they
base their conduct. This practical materialism, while
less obviously idiotic than the other, and less offensive
to the man's neighbours, yet produces much the same
result in his condition after he has passed the portals
of death.
Another and perhaps even more widely spread
misconception is that death is a plunge into the great
unknown- that nothing can ever be learnt with any
certainty as to the states into which man passes when he
leaves this physical plane. Certainly various religious
sects profess to give exceedingly precise information
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:as to these states, yet to the vast majority of their
-followers 'there seems to be a sense of absolute unr.e ality
about it all; at any rate, they neither act nor speak as
though they really believed it. And indeed, in the
·Case of most of these sects the infopnation given is so
wildly inaccurate that, even if it were believed, it is
very doubtful whether it would not produce more harm
than good.
THE CATHOLIC TEACHING

Until recently, among the forms of faith of our
Western world, the great Roman Catholic Church and
the Anglo-Catholic section of the Church of England
:stood almost alone in giving teaching upon the subject
of the conditions beyond the grave which, though
·Couched in a symbolism which has been misunderstood
.and materialized, nevertheless expressed the facts
.sufficiently to enable those who accepted it to comprehend the position in which they found themselves
after leaving the physical body. Even here, however,
the truth is on the one side darkened by the false
.shadow of the blasphemous doctrine of eternal torment,
.and on the other side is deprived of much of its dignity
by a ridiculous system of so-called indulgences. I
presume that we may take the Catholic doctrine on the
:subject, stated very roughly, to be this-that while the
hopelessly wicked man drops into hell, and the great
saint is caught up immediately into heaven, as was the
.Blessed Virgin at her Assumption, the ordinarily good

10
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man still retains many faults and imperfections which.
unfit him to pass directly into the presence of God,.
and consequently needs a shorter or longer stay in.. an
intermediate condition called purgatory, during which
his various failings are eliminated by a comparatively·
short though painful proces!i. It is only after being
thus made perfect through suffering that he is ready to
pass on into the joy of the heaven-world.
It will at once be seen by Theosophical students
that this theory, in the form in which I have here
stated it, approximates fairly to the facts of the case.
In addition to this, within the last few years there has
arisen a section of the Church which boldly teaches the
full truth about the after-life, basing its doctrine not
upon tradition but upon observation-though it is
frequently found that careful observation a nd investigation throw such new light upon the old traditions as
to present them to us in a rational and credible form.
The section of the Church to which I refer is called
The Liberal Catholic.
THE THEOSOPHICAL EXPLANATION

We endorse the theory that the soul leaves the
body; but we are perhaps a little more definite in our
explanation of what we mean by the soul than are
many religious people. Our statement is not that man
possesses a soul, but that man is a soul, and tl:at the
body is merely a vestment which he casts off when it
is worn out. For many of us this statement, which
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may seem startling to some, is not a - matter ·of belief"
but of direct k~owledge. To explain-how such knowledge is attained will mean a certain amount-Of apparent' digression from, our subject; but in the course of"
that digression we may perhaps arrive at a clearer
conception of what is meant by the word " soul " ..
Man is a far more complex being. tha~ to physical
sight he appears to be; and the only way in which
~e can thoroughly understand him is by raising our
consciousness to altogether higher planes, w~ere wecan see much more of him. But the very terms which.
we shall need to employ in trying to .make this clear·
will themselves require explanation to one who has not
previously studied the subject.
Investigation shows us that other and subtler types
of m atter exist b esides these which we can see; there
is not only th'e ether, which is admitted b y modern
science as interpenetrating a ll known substances, but
there are also other types of matter which interpenetrate that other in turn. The question ·will n aturally
occur to the reader as to how it will be possible for
man to become conscious of the existence of types or
matter so wonderfully fine and so minutely subdivided.
The answer is that he can become conscious of them
in the same way as he becomes conscious of the lower
matter-by receiving vibrations fr~m them. And he is
enabled to receive vibrations from them by reason of"
the fact that he possesses matter of these finer types as.
part of himself-that just as his body of dense matter
is his vehicle for perceiving and communicatin g with.

12
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the world of dense matter, so does the finer matter
within him constitute for him a vehicle by means of
which he can perceive and communicate with the world
of finer matter which is imperceptible to the gro~ser
physical senses.
Experiment shows us that there are many grades
of this finer matter, and that each of these grades may
be considered as constituting a kind of world in itself.
But as man also has within himself matter of all these
<:lifferent grades, he h~ only ·to learn how to use that
.finer matter for t.he receipt of its appropriate vibrations
in order to be able to see and hear in those higher
worlds as well as he can down here. It is the opening
·of those higher senses (that is to say, the learning to
respond to those finer vibrations) which is commonly
called clairvoyance.
The average man does not in the least realizebecause he has no means of realizing-how very small
.a part of the world around him really comes within his
·consciousness. To understand that, it is necessary
fully to grasp the fact that all information which comes
to us from outside ourselves is conveyed to us by means
of vibration of some sort or other. Undulations of the
air convey sound to our ears, and in that way we are
able to hear one another speak; oscillations of the ether
<:onvey light to ou~ eyes, and it is only by these means
that we arc able to see one another, to see the books
which we read or the objects which pass before us. All
that we know is learnt from without in this way by
waves of one kind or another. If, therefore, there are
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other kinds of matter too fine to make their impression
upon our present physical senses, it is obvious that in
order to become acquainted with these finer types of
matter, and to learn anything about them, we must
develop more refined senses which can respond to those
higher and far more rapid vibrations. The idea of
these various bodies or vehicles of the man is not in
r eality new; St. Paul told us long ago that there is a
n!1tural body and there is a spiritual body, and ·h e also
spoke of the soul and the spirit, by no means using the·
two words synonymously, as is so often ignorantly done·
in the present day.
The detail of all this has been so fully given in
other Theosophical books that it is needless for me to
repeat it here. Suffice it to say that experiment shows
us that there are seven great divisions or stages of
matter, and tb these stages we commonly give the
name of planes. They may well be spoken of as
worlds, . if we do not allow ourselves to be misled by
that name into thinking of them as separate in space.
We must remember that they all interpenetrate one
another, and actually occupy the same space, although
we are conscious. at any given moment of only one of
these sets of conditions or subdivisions of matter.
Man is -in essence a spark of the divine fire-a
fragment of the Divine Life, if one may use an image
which is expressive, although unphilosophical and to
some extent misleading, since that wondrous Life.
cannot be divided. To that spark, dwelling at a level
b eyond the reach of our present investigation, we give:
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the name of Monad. For the purpose of human evolution that Monad manifests itself in lower worlds. At
·the highest stage in which it is at present possible for
us to observe it, it appears as the Triple Spirit, having
·itself three aspects, since in that respect Goc:l has made
man in His own image-a Trinity in Unity. O f.those
·,three facets or manifestations, one remains always at
that high level, and we call that the spirit in man.
"The second of those aspects descends to a slightly lower
level, and we speak of it as the intuition in man. The
·third of these aspects operates in that stage of matter
which we call the higher mental world, and to that we
.give the name of the intelligence in man. These three
aspects of the spirit when taken together constitute the
ego.
This ego is the man during the human stage of
-evolution; he is the nearest correspondence to the
ordinary unscientific conception of the soul. He lives
unchanged (except for his growth) from the moment of
his individualization until his humanity is transcended
.and merged into divinity. He, the ego, is in-no way
.affected by what we call birth_ and death; what we
-commonly consider as his life is only a day in his real
life. The body which we can see, which is born and
-dies, is a garment which he puts on for the purposes of
.a certain part of his evolution.
We have here the spirit, soul, and body spoken
-of by St. Paul; but in our literature we usually give to
.them the nanies of Monad, ego, and physical body .
.But this latter is not the only body which the soul
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.:assumes; he has various vehicles of different degrees of
-density, this which we see being only one, and the
lowest of them. All his vehicles may be described as
bodies in relation to their respective levels of matter.
He possesses one for each of these worlds, by means of
which: he may observe it and live in it. The vehicle in
which at his own level he n aturally and habitually lives
is called the causal body.
Though this ego or soul inhabits the higher mental
world, he is not at first sufficiently developed to be fully
-conscious in it; the vibrations of its matter are too
rapid to make any impression upon him, just as the
ultra-violet rays of light are too ra pid to make any impressiOn upon our eyes. Therefore in order that he
may evolve, he has to assume vestures of grosser matter
through which heavier vibrations can play-oscillations
slow enough fvr him to be able to feel them. For that
reason, when he wishes to descend into incarnation he
first draws around himself a veil of the matter which is
nearest in density to his own-that is to say, a veil of
the matter of the lower mental world, which we call his
mental body. This is the instrument by means of
which he thinks a ll his concrete thoughts. Next he
-draws round himself a second a nd thicker veil, of a
somewhat den ser type of matter which we call astral;
.and therefore to the garment which he makes of this
we give the name of astral body. This is the instrument o~ the passions and emotions, and also (in
-conjunction with the lower part of his mental body)
the instrument of all such thought as is tinged by
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selfishness and personal feeling. Only after having
assumed these intervening vehicles can he come intb
touch with the ba by physical b ody, and be born into
the world which we know.
THE MECHAN ISM OF D EATH .

This is the m ech anism of birth, the beginning of
an earthly life, which, as I h ave said, is but as one day
in the real life of the soul, which consists of a long
succession of such days, divided one from another by
nigh ts of repose. Each a wakening of the soul from
such a night is what we call a birth, when the soul
endues itself successively with these lower robes, ending
with the lowest, this robe of flesh; and when, sinking to
sleep again, it divests itself of these robes one by one,
it does so in reverse order; this physic::al body, which
was the last to be assumed, is the first to be cast off;
a nd it is the laying aside of that physical body which
we call death. But it makes no more difference to the
ego than does th e laying aside of an overcoat to the
physical man. Having put off h is physical body, he
continues to live in his astral body until the force has
become exh austed which h as been generated by such
emotions and passions as he has allowed himself to feel
during earth-life. When that has happened, the second
death takes place; the astral body also falls away from
him, and he finds himself living in the mental.body and
in the lower menta l world. I n that condition he remains until the thought-forces generated during his
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physical and astral lives have worn the_mselves out;
then he drops the third vehicle in its turn, and remains
once more an ego or soul in his own world-the higher
mental.
There is, then, no such thing as death as it is
ordinarily understood. There is only a su ccession of
stages in a cGmtinuous life-stages lived in these three
worlds one after another. If, however, we are to answer
categorically and accurately the question propounded
by Messrs. Carrington and Meader as to the cause and
mechanism of the death of the physical body, we shall
have to examine its constitution a little more closely.
The purely physical body is more complicated than we
ordinarily suppose. It is difficult for us to realize the
limitations of our senses, and to understand how much
more there is in the world a round us than is perceptible
by their means-. It is not only that our physical senses
are incapable of appreciating the vast ocean of astral
and mental matter in the midst ofwhich we are spending our lives; these senses acquaint us with only a
small part of the plane to which they themselves
·belong. Our sight, for example, enables us to distinguish solid and liquid_ matter; but it gives us no
information whatever as to the gaseous matter which
surrounds us. The very air by which we live is invisible
to u s, though it is purely phy_sical.
We are quite unable to perceive finer varieties of
physical _matter, although there are many of them in
dose contact with us. Occult -research enables us to
distinguish seven great varieties of this physical matter)
2

.
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differing from one another in the degree of their
density. The type~ of matter which we commonly call
solid, liquid, and gaseous are the lowest of these
sub-divisions; above them are four more, much finer, to
which in Theosophy we have given the name of the
etheric sub-divisions or sub-planes of the physical.
Investigation shows us that the physical body of man
contains matter of all these seven different sub-divisions
- not only of the solid, liquid, and gaseous sub-divisions
which we know. To that part of the physical vehicle
which is built of these four finer ~nd invisible types of
matter we usually give the name of the etheric double;
etheric, because it is built of various grades of etheric
matter, and double, because it is in appearance and
size an exact duplicate of that dense body which we
can see. To the visible part of it we usually give
the name of the dense body; but when we speak in
Theosophy of the physical body we mean not only that
d ense body, but also this etheric counterpart.
I have already said that · the soul draws around
itself bodies of mental and astral matter, as well as
physical. Every night when the man falls asleep, he
temporarily withdraws himself from this physical
vehicle, and lives for the time in his astral body. The
physical body, with the etheric double, remains lying
on the bed, but the astral counterpart of that body
still r etains its shape, so that as he floats out h e is
exactly the same in form and feature as the body lying
on the bed, though he is surrounded by a glow of
colour. The counterpart is built of the denser astral
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matter inside the lighter astral matter, so that when
you see him on the astral plane it may seem at first
that he is just the same as before, but if your observation 'is more attentive you will also see this faint, fine
coloured mist around him, though it is not dense
renough to hide his features.
In tlus astral vehicle he lives in the astral world,
iin which he can move about freely; in it h e meets with
many experiences, som.e of which he sometimes remembers in the morning, and then he says that he has
had an unusually viviel dream. When h e returns to
his physical body in the morning and, as we call it,
wakes up, h e is in rea lity waking down to this lower
life from a higher and freer one. It is precisely
because he is descending from that high er life into one
so much more... lim ited, that it is difficult for him to
bring over -any clear m emory of what he has seen or
:done. It is, however, possible to develop that memory,
and i~ that way to make the consciousness continuous
through the waking a nd sleeping states alike. One
who has acquired that art spends one-third of his time
.consciou~ly in the astral world, and is able there to
meet and to communicate with the other inhabitants
of that world. But among these inhabitants are those
whom we call the dead; for the dead ni.an a lso, like
the sleeping man, h as dropped his physical vehicle, and
finds himself living in his astral body-the lower part
of that spiritual· body of which St. Paul writes. A
man, therefore, who has developed within himself th.at
.continuous consciousness can communicate every night
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with his dead friends just as freely as during the hours
of the day he can communicate with those who are
still what we call alive. The only difference, in fact,
between the sleeping man and the d ead man is that the
former can return to his physical body while the. latter
can~ot.
It is when we enquire into the reason of this
fact that we at last find the answer to the question of
Messrs. Carrington and Meader: " What is the real
constitution of death? "
When the man withdraws himself in sleep from
his physical body he leaves it intact. J'hat is to say~
he leaves the whole of it in full working order, the
etheric part as well as the denser. That etheric part
of the physical body plays a very impor~ant part in its
welfare. It is through the etheric double that the
vitality or life-force which comes from the sun is drawn
into the man's physical body; and it is that vitality
which, flowing along his nerves, keeps the whole
machine in working order. 1 When the man himself is:
wandering far away in his astral vehicle during sleep,
the physical body is complete in itself, and carries on
its functions as a rule with admirable regularity,
entirely without his interference or assistance. There
is, however, still a very close link between the man and
his physical body, as is shown by the fact that by
touching or shaking that body he can easily be recalled
to it. The etheric double is intimately linked with the
astral vehicle on the one hand, and with the dense body
1 For further information on this interesting branch of occult physics see
my tponograph, TM Chakras, issued by The Theosophical Publishing Houser
Adyar, Madras.
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'On the other; and it is possible for the man to glide
·out of his body so ~asily and naturally in .sleep just
because the attachment of that etheric matter is closer
lo the dense physical than it is to the astral.
There comes a time, however, when by accident
·or disease or by the slow process of wearing out, the
physical body breaks up; then the attraction of the
etheric matter for the astral matter is stronger than
its link to the dense physical. When that is the case,
the man in ' leaving his body draws out the etheric
matter as well as the astral; and when the etheric matter
has entirely broken away from the rest of the physical
body, that physical body is dead. The action of an
amesthetic, for example, drives out part of the etheric
matter from the dense body; when too much of the
amesthetic is given, it drives out the whole of the
etheric matter~ and the man dies under the operation.
The actual definition of death, then, is the full and
final separation of the etheric double from the dense
body- or, to put it in other words, the breaking up of
the physical body by withdrawing its etheric part from
its lower part. So long as a link is maintained we may
have conditions of catalepsy, trance, or anresthesia;
but when the link is finally broken death has taken
place.
THE GREY WoRLD

When, therefore, a man withdraws from his dense
' him the etheric part of
body at death he takes with
that vehicle. But it must be understood that that
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etheric matter is not in itself a. complete vehicle-only
part of one. Therefore while that etheric matter still
clings round him, he is neither on one plane nor the
other. Consequently he remains in a condition of
unconsciousness, for he has lost the organs of his physical senses, and he cannot use those of the astral body
because he is still enveloped in this cloud of etheric
matter. He soon shakes that off in .most cases-sometimes in a few moments, sometimes in a few hours or
days. The conditions which determine his ability ~o·
do this quickly or slowly are various, and need not
detain us just now.
But we shall grasp the position better if we understand that the average man in his ordinary thinking is
not in the habit of separating himself into body and
soul as d efinitel.Y as does the student €>[ Occultism ..
True, the dead m an has finally left his Rhysical vehicle,,
and it is practically impossibl e for him again to take·
possession of it; but he is intimately acquainted with.
it, and its rates of vibration are familiar and sympathetic to him. Under all normal and clean and
proper conditions he has don e with it entirely; but
there are those who, having been intensely material,
having had no ideas, no conceptions of any sort beyond
the physical during life, become crazy with fear when
they find themselves altogether cut adrift from it.
Such men sometimes make frantic efforts to return into•
some sort of touch with physical life. Most do not
succeed; but when any of them do succeed to some
extent, it can only be by means of their o,w.n physical
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bodies. Such rapport as they still retain with the
decaying vestures sometimes enables them to draw
from them the basis of an imperfect and unnatural
half-materialization-not nearly enough to bring them
back into touch with the physical world, but yet sufficient to tear them for the time from healthy astral life.
Such people make for themselves ior a while-fortunately
only for a while-a dim grey world of discomfort and
restlessness in which they see physical happenings as in
· a glass darkly-as through a world of mist in which
they wander, losl and helpless.
They cannot get back entirely into their dense
bodies; a man who did would become a vampire. But
they do get hold of the etheric matter of their discarded
vehicles, and drag it about with them, and this is the
cause of all their suffering; and until they can get rid
of this cntanr;lement, until they can plunge through
the greyness and get into the light, there can be no
rest for them. They cannot see the astral world because
of the enshrouding mist of etheric matter; they have
suspended themselves between two worlds so that they
cannot fun ction in either. There is no reason whatever
why any man should suffer such unpleasantness at all;
he has only to let go and let himself slip into the
natural moment of unconsciousness, and he will awaken
instantly in the higher and more beautiful astral world.
But there ar.~ those who fear that in letting go this
shred of consciousness they may lose all consciousness
forever-may pass, in fact, into a state of annihilation;
and so they cling desperately to this that is left to
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them. In time, however, they must let go, for the
etheric double begins to disintegrate; and then they
slip quite happily into the fuller and wider life.
The man who is so unfortunate as to hold himself
in that grey world has sometimes been visible to his
fellow-men still on the physical plane. We sometimes
hear of what is called a ghost being seen in a churchyard, floating over or near a newly-made grave. When
that happens, either the dead man has drawn round
himself a little of the denser physical matter, or else
the person who sees him is for the moment slightly
clairvoyant. Etheric matter is just beyond the limit
of visibility for the ordinary man, but only just beyond
it; so that a slight disturbance in his physical body,
such as would slightly and temporarily intensify his
vibrations, might enable him to p erceive such an object.
When it is seen it must not, howevt.r, be at once
assumed that the. dead man is in the grey world.
When he withdraws immediately, as he should, from
the etheric body, it still remains as a kind of etheric
corpse and usually floats in the immediate neighbourhood of the spot where its denser portion is buried.
Such an etheric corpse cannot go far away from its
denser physical counterpart, nor can it last long in any·
case, as it rapidly disintegrates into its component
particles.
In the vast majority of cases, those who die know
and see nothing of the grey world, but, after the
usual period of unconsciousness, they find themselves
surrounded by the activities of the astral world, and
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:are engaged in acquainting themselves with this
mode of life. This process of transition from one
world to another is in no sense p ainful; we should
dismiss from our minds all thought of :;uffering in
-connection with death. There may indeed be suffer:ing before d eath, on account of disease or accident,
but the actual process of death is not only painless,
but usually full of joy and peace. The physical
·elemental relinquishes reluctantly his hold upon the
body, and so that body sometimes struggles for
breath, but the dying man himself is unconscious of
:that struggle, and feels only the wonderful lightness
.and relief of freedom from the heavy burden of the
flesh. Usually at the moment of death the events
of the life which is closing flash with lightning rapidity through the consciousness of the ego, and in
th at instantaneous review he sees the life as a whole,
realizing what it was intended to do for him, and
'how far he has or has not taken his opportunities
.and fulfilled his destiny, distinguishing clearly for
-:the first time the successes and failures, the victories
:and defeats, the wisdom or unwisdom of all that he
has done and said.
Those who stand round a death-bed should adopt
a mental attitude of absolute unselfishness, forgetting
entirely themselves and their sorrow, and thinking only of their departing friend and how they
-can help him on his upward way. Unrestrained
grief on their part will trouble him and call back
his mind to the plane whi<;:h he js leaving! They
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should enfo~d him in earnest though_ts of peace and
go<?_dwill, of. quiet J:lappy anti~ip?-,tion of the glory of'
the n~w life upon . ~hich he is entering~ Mourning
relations and friends, however affectionate they may·
be, are often · a .,sad hindran~e to_ a dying man,.
because . in their ignorance .they think only of them-·
se.lves· and the~r feelings. If they were better informed
they would understand that they have on that occasion
a fine opportunity of showing their love by controlling·
their emotions and concentrating their forces upon a .
determined effort to do some useful work in speeding ·
the traveller on his. way.
PHOTOGRAPHING AND WEIGHING THE
ETHERIC DouBLE

To me, person~lly, one o~ the ruost interesting
chapters of Messrs. Carrington ?-nd Meader's book
is that in which som~ account is given of various
attemp~s that have been made to photograph and to
weigh . the. ·"soul" as it leaves the body at the·
mo~ent of death. The photographs were made by
Dr. Baraduc of Paris, whom .I have myself had the
plea~ure of meeting many times: The doctor had
for ye~rs been_ .~aking expe~iments in the way of'
photographing upon specially sensitized plates the
effect of human emo~ion and the forms produced by
human thought. I h.a ve myself seen a large number·
of these photographs, a11d c~n testify . that they·
correctly repres~nt the ~ubject~ des·cribed. Having:
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thus proved to himself by repeated experiments the··
possibility of photographing emanations not visible·
to the physical eye, Dr. Baraduc resolved to try the·
further . experiment of photographing a. body at
intervals ~oon after its death, in order to see whether
he could find any trace of any emanation from it. .
In this way he obtained some di&tinctly startling·
results. Immediately after death three globes of"
-luminous matter were seen. just above the body,
apparently attached to it by certain cords of light.
An hour afterwards · these three globes had coalesced .
into one, and presently the ·cords were broken and
the globe of light floated away. I have not myself
seen these photographs, as they were taken after
the last time when I met Dr. Baraduc; but there
are reproductions of them in h is book. Knowing
the doctor as l did, I am, however, entirely certain
of his absolute good faith, though in some cases
cannot quite agree with the interpretation w hich he
gives for the phenomena which h e observed.
The attempts at weighing the departing soul were
made by Dr. Duncan MacDougall. His method was.
to place the bed of the dying patient upon the platform of an exceedingly sensitive weighing-machine,
in order to see whether- at the instant ofdeath there
was any appreciable loss in weight. As may be·
seen by reading the account quoled from .his papersin Mr. Carrington's book, Dr. MacDougall seems to
have taken the most elaborate precautions to eliminate from his calculation all known reasons for loss
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-of weight. Nevertheless, after making due allow-ance for all these, he found in several cases that a
:small but unmis_takable loss took place at the exact
·moment of death. The amount of this loss varied
-from three-quarters of an ounce to an ounce and a
~half; and he states that he cannot account for it by
.any of what are C<l:lled the normal changes associated
·with death.
THE TRUE MEANING OF DAMNATION

Having explained what death is, according to
-Theosophical knowledge, we may return to the
Catholic statement, in order to see the true meaning
of its main features. What is behind its doctrine of
eternal damnation? First, both these words are
wrongly translated; the phrases ao-tually reported
·in t_he New Testament as used by the Christ will
not bear the interpretation which most people now
put upon them 1 ; _ secondly, when the real meaning
of the mistranslated expression is understood, we
see that it embodies an important truth. It is this :
there comes a period in human ·development, though
not for millions of years yet, when the man who has
set himself steadily against progress does drop outnot, indeed, into an everlasting hell (for that is nothing
·but the ghastly invention of the disordered brain of
:some diabolical monster of human cruelty), but into a
See Salv_q._tor Mundi, by the Rev. Samuel Cox, published by Kegan
_f¥- _c_o_.
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condition of c.o mparatively suspended animation, in
which he awaits the advent of another scheme orevolution, which offers him, in its earlier stages, an
opportunity of advancement more within the limits orhis feeble capacities.
He is simply in the position of a child who has.
been unable to keep pace with his classmates; he ·
cannot work with them through the later and higher ·
portion of the course of study appointed for the year, .
so he must wait until, at the beginning of the next
school-year, another set of boys are commencing the··
studies which he failed to grasp. By joining them and
thus going over the same ground once more, he is .
enabled to succeed where previously he succumbed
before the difficulties of the path. So that instead of ·
the hideous lie of eternal damnation we have the·
merciful truth of ceonian suspension. Or;t the other
hand, the highly developed soul, who during earth-life·.:
has gained complete control over his lower nature, and
entirely dominated passion and desire, does in consequence sweep through the astral life with such rapidity ·
that when h e regains his consciousness he finds opening ;
out before it the indescribable glory and bliss of the·:
heaven-world.
But the ordinary man has by no means succeeded :
in entirely dominating all earthly desires an<;l passions.
before his death. Thus he finds himself upon the astraL
plane with a fairly vigorous desire-body, which he has .
made for himself during physical life, in which he now ·
has to live until the process of its disintegration is in .
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turn 'completed. · 'It. ·.disintegrates only as · the desire
which is its life dies out of it, ~nd this often involves
:Suffering which· is not inaptly symbolized by the fires of
.purgatory.
THE TRUTH ABOUT PuRGATORY

The often-quoted . mustration of the drunkard,
·though of course an extreme case, shows clearly the
manner in which this system of purgation works. We
'k now how terribly· strong this drink-craving is-how
when it seizes upon a man it overpowers all sense of
·decency, all his natural affection for those near and
dear to him, so that he will leave his wife and children
·starving, and will even sell the very clothes off their
backs in order to obtain the means to gratify his abominable appetite. When that man dies," his disposition
is in no way changed by death; the horrible craving is
.as strong upon him ·as ever-nay, even stronger than
.ever at first, because the desire-vibration has no longer
to set in motion the heavy physical matter. But since
he has lost the physical body, by means of which alone
he could achieve his desire, this craving must remain
for ever unsatisfied. It will be seen that we have there
the elements of a very real purgatory, and that the
-symbol of the purifying fire is by no means an unsuitable one.
Happily, however, it is purgatory, and not hellnot th_e senseless, useless eter.n ity of torment for the
mere gratification of the cruel malignity of an
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:irresponsible despot in which orthodox theology asks us
to believe, but simply the necessary, the only effective
.and therefore the most merciful process for the elimination of the evil desire. Terribl_e though the suffering
may be, the desire gradually wears itself out, and only
then can the man pass on into the higher life of the
heaven-world. But because the desire is burnt out, the
man is definitely freed from it, and he need not take
- ~p the burden of it again in his next incarnation unless
he wills it.
The desire itself is dead, but there still remains
the same weakness of character which made it possible
for him to be subjugated by it. In his next life
will
be born with an astral vehicle containing such matter
.as is necessary for the expression of the same desirewith, so to speak, an outfit which would enable him to
·repeat his last life in that respect. He receives that
matter because in his last incarnation he sought it and
made use of it; but though he is thus provided with it
this time, he is in no way bound to employ it in the
same way as before. If from the result of his previous
.actions h e ·should have the good fortune to find himself
.as a child in the hands of careful and capable parents,
and so be trained to regard such desires as evil, and to
:gain control over them and repress them as they appear,
1
then the matter which would have expressed them will
remain unvivified, and will gradually become atrophied
for want of use, as many of our physical muscles are.
The matter of the astral body is slowly but con:stantly wearing away and being replaced, precisely ·as

he
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is that of the physical body; and as this whkh is
atrophied disappears, it will be replaced by matter qf a
more refined order, which is incapable of responding to
the strong, coarse vibrations of that grossly sensual
desire, so that that particular abomination will become
impossible to him. He will, in fact, have grown beyond
it and finally conquered it, so that never again in all
his long series of future lives will he repeat that
mistake, for pe has now built into his ego the opposite
virtue of complete self-control as far as that vice is.
concerned.
Through the life of successful struggle against that
desire the victory over it has been won; and now there
is no longer a struggle, for he sees the vice in its true
colours and it has not the1 slightest attraction for him~
Thus the suffering on the astral plane which once
seemed, and was, so terrible to hil".r, has been in
reality a blessing in disguise, since through it he
has been enabled to gain this immense moral victory,
to take this decided step upon the path of evolution;
and so far as we can see there is no other method
than that suffering by which this splendid result could.
possibly have been achieved.
Thus we see that there is a real truth behind thedoctrine of purgatory, and that when the abuse of
pretended indulgence was swept away during that
extraordinary outbreak of morbific matter from the
ecclesiastical system which it is the fashion to call " the
reformation," a great deal that was beautiful, true and
useful was cast aside as well.
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PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD

. One of our most serious losses at that time was
the custom of prayer for the dead, and the nations who
blindly threw away that means of helping their fellows
have ever since paid the penalty of their folly in the
persons of their departed members, who have had to
fight their way unaided through the astral world,
b~cause their friends had persuaded themselves that it
was wicked to try to assist them! Truly against
stupidity even the Gods themselves fight in vain.
What is a prayer for the dead but an expression
of an earnest wish and loving thought for those \vho
have passed on before us? We who study Theosophy
know well that in physical life such wishes and such
thoughts are real and objective things-storage batteries
of spiritual force which will discharge themselves only
when they reach the persons towards whom they are
directed; why should it be supposed that there is any
difference in their action when the person thought of has
no longer a physical body? The prayer or the strong
loving wish for a particular dea d person always reaches
him and helps him, nor can it ever fail to do so while
the great law of cause and effect remains part of the
constitution of the universe. Even the earnest general
prayer or wish for the good of the dead as a whole,
though it is likely to be a vaguer and therefore a less
efficient force, has yet in the aggregate produced an
effect whose importance it would be difficult to exaggerate. Europe little knows what it owes to those great
3
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religious orders who devote themselves night and day
to ceaseless prayer for the faithful departed.
If it should be asked what it is that· we ougl).t to
wish for our dear· ones who have passed away-we who
in many cases know so iittle of their condition that we
might well fear to set in motion a force which might be
ill-directed, for want of more exact knowledge of their
need-we cannot do better than turn to the formulre of
the Catholic Church once more, and use that beautiful
antiphon which appears so often in the services for the
dead: "Eternal rest grant unto him, 0 Lord, and let
light perpetual shine upon him." Unless we are dealing with a case in which we know of some special
requirement towards which we can direct our thoughtforce, what better wish could we formulate than that
expressed in those words of long ago, words which for
many centuries have been the channe1 through which
yearning affection has voiced its holiest feelings-by
which so much suffering has been eased, so much
benefit given?
If we observe how exactly it meets the needs of the
man who has recently pas_sed away, we shall realize
that whoever may have composed that antiphon must
h ave known well what he was about, or perhaps been
guided from above to write even better than he knew.
For its two clauses express exactly the conditions which
are most desirable for the dead; first, perfect rest from
all earthly thought and care, so that his progr~s
towards the heaven-world may be undisturbed, and
secondly, the perpetual ljght of the divine love shining
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d early upon him through the higher and more spiritual
part of his own nature, drawing him ever upward
toward itself, so that his progress may be rapid. Truly
·earth has little more of assist~nce to give to a man for
whom such prayer as that is being earnestly and constantly offered.
W e see, th erefore, that religion (always excepting
the doctrine of those sects which proclaim their separation from universally accepted truth by announcing
themselves as " protestant" ) h as done much for the
help of the departed, and would also h ave done much,
if it h ad been intelligently believed, towards correcting
the wrong impressions current in the world with regard
to d eath. Yet nevertheless it is responsible for certajn
. .special misconceptions of its own, as will be seen
hereafter.
AN AMAZ ING T HE ORY

A curious form of th e delusion that nothing can
.be certainly known about after-d eath conditions is
the opin ion (which, absurd as it seems, is really held
to my own knowledge by devout and earnest people)
t h at man is not meant to know anything of this
-other world- that its secrets are a divine m ystery
which God has intentionally hidden froin the eyes
-o f m en,_ and that to pry into it is impious. Surely
no more absolutely fatuous contention h as ever
b een advanced; for if we find ourselv~s in possession of faculties to which that world lies open, can
it be supposed that we are intended delibera tely ~o
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blind ourselves to it? If we . find at every turn, as.
we do, evidence of the existence (of that world, and
of the continued life of our friends there, are we·
to ignore all this and hide our heads in the
sand like the ostrich? All the greatest saints of whom
we know have spoken of this unseen world and described their visions of it and their experiences in connection ·with it; are , we to suppose that they were all
guilty of blasphemous curiosity when they examined,
and of infidelity and treachery when they described~
the truths of this higher life? But surely argument
would be wasted in refuting so obviously foolish an
idea as this.
If we find that many among us are able to see this:
inner world-if it is even a mark of a certain kind of
development to be able to see it-then we know that
this faculty is the heritage of all our brothers, that one
day all mankind will see as some of us see now, and
consequently that the acquirement of such sight is
simply an incident of man's evolution, and a definite
part of the great scheme of the universe-a development to be welcomed and used, not to be regarded as
abnormal and impious. All the more certain are we
of this fact when we see the results which follow the
possession · of this faculty, when we see that to know
the truth by its means removes from a man all fear of
death on his own account, all anxiety and unrest with
regard to ¢e condition of his departed friends; above
all when we realize that he who holds this knowledge·
can be infinitely more useful to those who have passed
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away than is the ignorant man. We see that always
much good, and never aught of evil, comes from the
fuller knowledge and the wider hope with which the
higher· vis.i on endows us; and we know there can be
nothing wrong in that which brings us nearer to the
eternal truth which is behind all these forms of
manifestation.
THE TERROR OF DEATH

Directly connected with, and to a great extent
caused by, this delusion that nothing can be known of
the world beyond the grave, is the terror of death which
is so serious a factor in the lives of many. This is not
a matter which ·is commonly discussed, but any man
who is in a position, such as that of a priest, which
admits him to the inner confidence oflarge numbers of
people, will be aware that there are those to whom this
·ever-haunting dread is a real and terrible thing, a
:spectre present with them at every feast, and rarely
leaving them an hour's peace or freedom.
Naturally, too, the man who so fears death for
:himself fears it for his friends also, and when they pass
.away from him he not only sorrows for the separation,
but in addition is full of misery and anxiety as to their
probable fate. The knowledge of the real facts about
death at once destroys both the terror and the anxiety;
the man who is instructed upon these points recognizes
death as but an incident in life, and realizes that the
existenc~ upon the other side is no more to be dreaded
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than 1s that upon this side. The dread is inspired not
so . much by the definite expectation of anything
appalling, as by the feeling of dim uncertainty, the horror
of a vacant abys·s. When this is replaced py definite
knowledge as to the astral world, man regains his confidence and is prepared to face with equanimity
whatever fate may be in store for him. The recognition
that the higher worlds are governed by exactly the same·
laws as this which w.e know at once brings th em into
closer touch with us, and makes us feel more at h ome
with them; it is, in fact, in other words, the certainty
that in all worlds alike we are in the hands of the same
divine power , and that consequently we and our loved
ones also are equally safe in all.
DEATH THE GATE OF L IFE
~.

Thus seen, death is not the end oflife but merely
an incident in it- a casting off of the outer garment,.
which has h appened to the man often before. For
this reason a m an who has studied facts has no fear
whatever of this change which men call death. · He
realizes the great truth of r eincarnation. H e knows.
that· he has often before laid aside physical b odies, and
so he sees that dissolution is no more than sleep- that
just as sleep comes in between our days of work and
gives us rest and refreshment, so between these days of
labour · here on earth, which we call lives, there comes
a long night of astral and of h eavenly lif~ to give us.
rest and refreshment and to h elp· us on our way.
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Let it be clearly understood that to such a student
dying is simply the laying aside for a time of this robe
of flesh. He knows that it is his duty to preserve the
bodily vesture as long as possible, and to gain through
it all the experience that he can; but when the time
comes for him to lay it down he will do so thankfully,
because he knows that the next stage will be a much
pleasanter one than this. Thus he will have no fear of
this departure, although he realizes that he must live
his life to the appointed end because he is here for the
purpose of progress, and that progress is the one truly
momentous matter. He knows that there can be no
need to mourn over such decease, whether it comes to
himself or to those whom he loves. It has come to
them all often before, so there is nothing unfamiliar
about it. He sees it simply as a promotion from a life
which is more than half physical to one which is wholly
superior, so for himself he unfeignedly welcomes it;
and ·wheri it_ comes to those whom he loves, he recognizes at once the advantage for them, even though
he cannot but feel a pang of regret that he should be
temporarily separated from them so far as the physical
world is concerned. But he knows that the so-called
dead are near him still, and that he has only to cast
off his physical body in sleep in order to stand side
by side with them as before.
And best of all, all this is for him not a matter of
religious belief but of scientific certainty-not a matter
of speculation, but of observation and experiment.
He knows that man has n~ need to trust to blind faith,
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because 4e has within himselflatent powers which when
aroused enable him to see and to examine for himsel£
In this way he arrives at a certainty and a clearness of
thought which stand out in vivid contrast to the vagueness, and often unreasonableness, of the theories put
before us by various religious bodies. He knows
perfectly well what the Romans meant by their proverb:
Mars janua vitm, " Death is the gate of life." For
death to him is no longer a skeleton bearing a scythe
to cut the thread of life, but rather an angel bearing a
golden ·key to unlock for him the door to a far wider,
fuller, ~nd happier existence.

r.

CHAPTER II

"THE EVIDENCE FOR CONTINUED LIFE
THE ARROGANCE OF IGNORANCE

·IT is indeed strange that this erroneous view of death
.as "th~ undiscovered country, from whose bourne no
"traveller returns," should be so widely spread and so
firmly rooted among us. When we remember that, in
every country of the world and at all periods of history
·of which we know anything, travellers have been con:stantly returning from that bourne, it becomes more
and more difficult to account for this extraordinary
:popular delusion.
It is true that these remarkable misconceptions are
·to a large extent peculiar to ourselves, and constitute
·one of the products of that particular form of civilization
·Of which we are wont to be so proud. Since Europe is
·the fatherland of all these later sub-races which domi:.nate the -earth by means of military power, by commer·cial prosperity, by scientific discovery and mechanical
"invention, it is perhaps not unnatural that Europe
:Should come to regard itself as the world, and its
·opinions and doctrines as alone worthy of consideration.
Yet it is nevertheless. true that it is only a small corner
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of the earth and that we are as yet .but a young race,
possessing indeed the vigour of youth, but also much of"
its arrogance and many of its crudities. It is not infrequently our custom to seek to cover our own blank
ignorance of certain subjects with the confident asser-·
tion that nothing ever has been or can be really known
about them; and our treatment of this question of the·
life after death is one of the worst examples of this habit ..
If popular theology had not most unhappily alto-·
gether lost sight of the cardinal doctrine of reincarna-·
tion, its· views on this subject of death would naturallybe entirely different. A man who realizes tha.t he has.
died many times before regards the operation more·
philosophically than one who believes it to be an absolutely new experience fraught with all kinds ofvague·
and awful possibilities. In this sense it is true that all
travellers return from that bourne, though the more
evolved of them do not usually reappear until after a
period of from seven hundred to twelve hundred years.
or so. B.u t in quite another sense and after a much.
shorter interval travellers have constantly returned for
various reasons, and have been called apparitions.
APPARITIONS

There was a time not many years ago when it was:
fashionable to ridicule any one who had had the good
fortune to meet face to face an inhabitant of the world~
usually unseen, and though such experiences were:
presumably no less common then than now, those who·
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encountered them ·naturally kept them to themselves if"
they val11ed their reputation as sane members of a
materialistic society. Within . the last few years, however, a salutary change has come over public opinion in·
this respect. To sneer at psychic phenomena is now
recognized as showing not intellectual vigour but.
ignorance and assumption. When there exists a Society
for Psychical R esearch which has numbered among its.
members well-known scientists like Sir William Crookes
and Sir Oliver Lodge, and public men like Lord
Balfour, and· when that society issues huge volumes of"
learned .reports upon such phenomena and considers
them worthy of careful and prolonged investigation, it
is no longer safe for any one who wishes to be in the
fashion to r aise the silly and antiquated parrot-cry of"
" superstition " .
Impartial enquiry into the subject of apparitions:
shows us that from a ll countries of the world there
come well-attested accounts of the occasional return
of the d ead. Such visitors h ave rarely given much
information with regard to the world from which.
they came, though a good deal may be inferred from
collation and comparison of the various stories. But
at any rate the mere fact that man does survive the
process called death is proved for any fair-minded.
investigator by these accounts alone.
As Mr. W. T. Stead remarks in the introduction
to his Real Ghost Stories:
Of all the vulgar superstitions of the half-educated, .none
dies harder than the absurd delusion that there are no such things:
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.as ghosts. All the experts, whether spiritual, poetical, or scientific,
.and all the others, non-experts, who have bestowed any serious
.attention upon the subj ect, know · that they do exist. There is
·endless variety of opinion as to wh.at a ghost may be. But as to
the fact of its existence, whatever it may be, there is no longer any
:serious dispute among honest investigators. If any one questions
·this, let him investigate for himself. In six months, possibly in six
·weeks, or even in six days, he will find it impossible to deny the
reality of the existence of the phenomena popularly entitled ghostly.
He may have a hundred ingenious explanations of the origin and
nature of the ghost, but as to the existence of the entity itself there
.w ill no longer be any doubt.
SPIRITUALISM

Another way in which many travellers have
returned is through the use of the means provided by
modern spiritualism. I am well aware that there has
been much fraud and deception in this connection, but
I also know from personal investigation that there is
·. truth to be found along these lines by" the patient and
:indefatigable seeker. Unless specially trained in the
higher clairvoyance, however, the enquirer is at the
mercy of various masquerading entities, and this line of
research is surrounded by pitfalls into which the
unwary may readily ·stumble. I · hope later to devote
some pages to a careful analysis of some of the phenomena of spiritualism, but for the present my point is
:that here is another source from which information as
to the life after death is to be obtained by those who
:are willing to take some trouble in looking for: it.
It may be said that any value which spiritualistic
testimony may possess is largely discounted by the fact
that it is not always .consistent-that the accounts
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given by spirits at various times and places have:
differed considerably. This is quite true, and I am by·
no means suggesting that all spirit evidence is equally·
worthy of acceptance. But I do say that in many
cases the communicating entity is telling the truth as.
far as he knows it, and that the difference between th<::
statements made by two such entities is often due
to the fact that both of their views are partial, and·
not to a ny wilful deception practised by either orthem.
For exa.mple, most of tho"se who speak through
mediums in England and America describe the afterdeath state as a progressive life in a "summerland,"'
which is in fact only a glorified reproduction of the
earth, and so far as they give any religious teaching·
it is always a kind of Christianity-and-water- certainly
wider and less rigid than the orthodox idea, though
usually much vaguer, but still distinctly Christian in
tor.e. One gets so used to this that I remember it was.
quite a surprise to me when I attended m y first seance
in Ceylon to find that all the communicating entities.
were Buddhists, and that b eyond the grave they a lso
had found their religious preconceptions confirmed,
exactly as had the members of various Christian sects.
in Europe and America. But differences such as these
become easily comprehensible when we understand that
after d eath, as before, like attracts like, and that
people of the same race, religion or caste will keep .
together, and remain apart from the rest of humanity, .
in that world as in this.
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A

11oRE CERTAIN 11ETHOD

While it is no doubt true that much information
·upon the subject of the states after death is to b.e
.obtained by collating the evidence given by various
.apparitions and through .spiritualistic medi'ums, yet
there is a far more definite and satisfactory method
.by means of which we may acquaint ourselves with
•every detail of the life of this other world- in so
far, that is, as it is possible for us to comprehend
.it while still upon the physical plane. It is perfectly
possible for man, while still what we call alive, ~to
penetrate into this other world, to investigate it at his
'leisure, to communicate with its inhabitants, and then
to return into our present state of existence and des·cribe what he has seen. How it happens that this is a
possibility, I will now proceed to explafn.
The physical body, with which we think ourselves
:so well acquainted, is not the only vehicle through
which the soul of man can express itself, nor are its
:senses the only avenues through which information
.from the outer world can reach him. I have already
.said that St. Paul long ago remarked: " There is a
natural body and there is a spiritual body"; and
though, when he said that, he may not improbably
have been referring to a portion of the constitution of
man which we, as Theosophists, .should place upon a
level considerably higher than the astral, yet his words
are appropriate as describing this· lower stage also. For
it is tr'ue, as explained in Chapter I, that every man
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:has within himself a subtle body in addition to the
physical; indeed, a careful analysis shows that the soul
possesses several vehicles, one within or behind the
·other, and that each of these has its own senses or
m ethods of p erception, suitable to the p,lane of Nature
to which it corresponds.
The theory of the planes of. N ature will need
no explanation for the Theosophical student; but
on e who is approaching the teachings of the
W isdom-religion for the first time must endeavour,
.as a p reliminary to its study, to realize the exist·ence ·w ithin our. solar system of a series of perfectly definite interpenetrating planes or worlds,
·each h aving its own m atter of different degrees of
density-the whole of this physical world which
we ordinarily p erceive being only one of these
planes, and \.he lowest of them. Let me repeat
th a t it is certait:l that m an contains within himself
various grades of matter, drawn r espe.ctively from
each of the planes upon which his evolution is at
·present taking place; and just as the h abitu al activity of his physical senses enables him to receive
impressions from th e physical universe, so does the
activity of his subtler senses, wh en they. are on ce
awakened, enable him to receive impressions from
the worlds of subtle matter which surround him on
all sides.
When at death the true ego or soul of the man
is finally disconnected from· his physical body, he
proceeds to a dapt ·himself to his new conditions, and
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learns to use the senses of' that next vehicle of his·,.
which we have <tailed the astral body. This enables
him to recognize that astral world which lies next
above or rather within the physical, and is nearest to·
it in ~he density of its matter. In order, therefore,
to see and .share in this earlier part of the life beyond.
the tomb, all that is necessary for us is to learn ho.w
to use these astral senses during our earthly life~
The power of objective perception upon all the·
planes undoubte~ly lies latent in every man, but for
most of us it will be a matter of long and slow
evolution before our consciousness can function in.
those higher vehicles. With regard to the astral
body the m atter is however somewhat different, for
in the case of all the cultured people belonging to·
the more advanced races of the world, the consciousness is already perfectly capable not only of
responding to all vibrations co~municated to it
through astral matter, but also of using its astral body
definitely as a vehicle and instrument.
OuR CoNDITION DURING SLEEP

It is not only at death that the man separates:
himself from his physical vehicle and uses his astral
body, for he passes through this experience every
time that he sinks to sleep, although the link be-·
tween the two remains unbroken, so that he can
readily be recalled to this plane. In fact, ,in all
ordinary cases this withdrawal of the astral body
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is what constitutes the sleep. of the physical; for
naturally it is not the man himself who sleeps,
but only his body. Such cultured people as we
have mentioned have at the present time their
astral senses fairly developed, so that if they were
sufficiently aroused. to examine the realities which
surround them, during sleep, they would be able to
observe them and learn much from them. But in
the vast majority of cases they are not so aroused,
and they spend most of their nights in a kind of
brown srudy, pondering deeply over whatever thought
may ha,·e been uppermost in their minds when they
fell asleep. They have the astral faculties, but they
scarcely use them; they are certainly awake on the
astral plane, and yet they are not in the least awake
to the plane, and are consequently conscious of their
surroundings only vaguely, if at all.
The' have behind them the tradition of the
immemorial custom of a long series of lives in which
the astral faculties h ave not been used, for these
faculties have been gradually and slowly growing
inside a shell, somewhat as a chicken grows inside
the egg. The shell is composed of the great mass of
self-centred thought in which the ordinary man is so
hopelessly en tombed-a wall of his own making so
dense that he practically knows nothing of what
is going on outside. Occasionally, but rarely, some
violent impact from without, or some strong desire
of his own from within, may tear aside this curtain
of mist for the moment and permit him to receive
4
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some definite impression; but even .then the fog closes
in again almost immediately, and he dreams on
unobservantly as before. In the far-distant future
the slow but sure evolution of the man.will gradually
dissipate the curtain of mist, .so that he will become
conscious by. degrees of the mighty world of intensely
active life which surrounds him. Or h e himself, having
learnt the facts of the case, may by steady and
persistent effort from within clear away the mist and
gradually overcome the inertia resulting from ages of
inactivity. This is merely the hastening of the natural·
process, and will be in no way harmful if the man's
development is proceeding with equal rapidity along
other lines. But if he should gain this awakening
without having attained at the same time the strength,
the knowledge and the moral development which
should naturally have preceded it, he· is liable to the
double danger of misusing such powers as h e may
acquire, and of being overwhelmed by fear . in the
presence of forces which he can neither understand
nor control.
THE TRAINING OF OBSERVATION

A man who is put under definite occult training is
usually taught at an early . period to shake off this
habit of thought, and learn to see the new and
beautiful world around him,: in order that he may
be . able intelligently· to work in it.- Even then it
does not necessarily follow that he will be able
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to bring over into his waking consciousness any
recollection of his astral experiences. This question
-of remembrance depends upon the power of carrying
the consciousness through unbroken from one plane
t-o the other-an achievement entirely unconnected with
that other power to function freely' upon the higher
plane. But in course of evolution this also comes, and
the man begins to be able to use his astral consciousness at the same time with the physical, so that he has
the benefit of the use of the senses and powers belonging to it during waking life as well as when he is asleep.
When he has arrived at this stage he is able continu·Ously to perceive all ·around him those whom we call
the dead, and . so he can study at his leisure the conditions of their life. Thus he is in a position to supply
.any amount tl?-at may be desired of accurate and most
detailed information as to this existence beyond the
tomb; and it is from the accounts of such observers
that we may obtain the fullest and most satisfactory
ideas of that other world.
It is true that his observations afford direct proof
to himself only; hut even for others his statements are
evidence as far as they go, and they have at least the
value· that they claim to be first-hand and b ased upon
direct pe.rsonal observation. When it is found that a
number of such investigators are constantly in the
llabit of making separate.investigations and then comparing notes, al'l.d that broadly they always agree on all
points of importance, the evidence seems considerably
strengthened. When it is further found that their
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investigations fully confirm and even in some cases:
explain the teaching given on these subjects in all the·
older religions of the world, it is evident that a strong:
case is made out in their favour, and it would be foolish .
to refuse to allow them full weight in the discussion on
such subjects. We see that the hypothesis which theypresent is the only one which satisfactorily includes and
accounts for all the· various kinds of psychic phenomena
whic~ are continually presenting themselves for our·
study; and as has already been sho:wn, there is nothing·
in the older and truer doctrines of Christianity which in
any way conflicts with this teaching.
Naturally, for those students of Theosophy ,.vho
are constantly engaged in work upon the .astral plane,
its existence is as absolutely a matter of fact and of'
everyday experience as is that of the physical; and
thus there are among us an ever incr·e asing body of ·
people for whom these things are no longer a matter
of speculation, but of knowledge. The broad facts
which they learn in this way have already been indi- .
cated, and it will be seen that they are of the most
encouraging character, for they show death as merely an
incident in an immortal life-an incident in no way to
be mourned or dreaded, but on the contrary to be
accepted as a passage into a higher and truer existence ..

CHAPTER III

RELIGIOUS MISCONCEPTIONS
THE O RDER OF NATURE

WE come now to a class of misconceptions about death
which may reasonably be attributed specially to religion.
They are due not in the least to Christianity proper,
but to our absurd modern materialization of it. I
h ave already referred to the crude doctrine of the
instantaneous passage of the deceased into an eternal
heaven or hell which is held by some of the obscurer
sects-an idea which has done a great deal of harm in
· various ways, and from its obvious absurdity has caused
a considerable amount of practical unbelief. It was so
clearly impossible that such an arrangement could be
fair that p eople who professed to accept it found one of
two alternatives forced upon them. Either the whole
thing became misty and meaningless, and m en trusted
in comfortless uncertainty to what they called uncovenanted mercies-which meant that they vaguely
hoped that their deity m ight after all b e kinder than
their dogmas allowed; or else they adopted an unphilosophical theory of a sudden and complete change
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at the moment of death, whereby the departed immed~
ately lost all his evil qualities and became an angel,
and so was fit for heaven-or on the other hand (though
of this usually little was said) he presumably dropped
any fragments or reflections of good that may have
clung about him, and blossomed forth into a full-grown
demon.
It seems almost unnecessary to point out how
foolish and erroneous such a doctrine is. Nature plays.
no conjuring tricks, a nd with her all progress is gradual;
if the undesirable is to be eliminated, or the weak made
strong, these processes must take place step by step:.
little by little-naturally (as we so truly put it) and by
normal growth, not miraculously and by supernatural
intervention. As a matter of fact we find that death
makes absolutely no change whatever in the nature of
a man; what he was the day before · his death, that
precisely and neither more nor less he is the day after
his death. If he has been spiritually-minded, full of
devotion, or of magnificent intellect during life, then he
possesses all these characteristics after death also; if
on the other hand he has been mean and narrow, full
of base thoughts and sensual desire upon this plane, he
loses none of these evil qualities in his passage through
the portals of the grave.
The fact is that death does n ot affect the real man
in the slightest degree; the putting aside of the physical
body no more alters his nature than does the removal
of his overcoat. When a man realizes this he at once
sees that death falls into line with all the other processes
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of Nature of which we know anything; h e feels that he
need waste no time in expecting some miraculous
metamorphosis, but that h e has to build himself up
slowly and steadily into that which h e wishes to b e, for
he is working under an eternal and immutable law
which, though on the one h and it gives nothing without
effort, yet on the other hand never fails to reward effort
with mathematical exactitude. He has brought his
unseen world out of the imagined domain of caprice
into the recognized realm of universal law, and ·thus he
knows exactly upon wh at he has to rely.
PREPA RATION FOR DEATH

Our r eligion h as unwittingly done us another evil
turn in attaching su ch exaggerated importance to the
necessity of a·' special preparation for death. The
Church, as ever, is wiser and more tolerant than the
sects; she strongly recommends the administration of
various Sacraments when they can be had, but forbears
to pass adverse judgment upon a m an simply because
h e happens to die out of h er reach. Many of the sects,
however, make the man's eternal welfare depend
absolutely upon the state of his mind at the moment of
death; if h e is "saved" or "in a stat~ of grace" at
that particular instant h e may be regarded as booked
through for the Elysian Fields-if otherwise, the less
said about his subsequent condition th e better. This
extraordinary theory of salvation by hysteria-salvation
by feeling oneself" saved " - is perhaps one of the most
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astonishing aberrations of the human intellect, if indeed
we can suppose inteUect of any kind to be engaged in
such a superstition at all.
This strange delusion is peculiarly cruel in its
effects, for if a man dies suddenly and away from home
(as, for example, a soldier in battle) it is obviously
impossible for his relations to be certain of his state of
mind at the moment of death, and thus much utterly
unnecessary fear and anxiety is caused. As usual with .
popular superstitions, there is a tiny grain of truth at
the bottom of this curious idea, but it is by no means
large enough to bear the immense superstructure which
has been erected upon it.
The only preparation for death that is of any real
use or importance is a well-spent life. If a man h as
that behind him, it matters little ofwhat he happens to
be think.~ng· at the moment when a builet strikes him;
if h e has not that to serve as a basis for his future, he
cannot hope to change that future by a spasmodic
death-bed repentance. Of course a man who has gone
wrong must turn Tound and come back some time; and
if the shock of impending death causes him to do that
-well, that is so much the better. · It will not alter
the karma which he has to· work out, but if in the next
world he pers~veres in his good resolutions, it will
decidedly alter the way in which he takes that karma,
and will also affect the additions which he will make
to his stock in the future.
It would not be correct to say that the last thought
in the mind before death is absolutely unimportant;
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on the contrary, in the case of an undeveloped person
it may assume considerable importance. It will be
remembered that Theosophy attaches great weight to
the last d efinite thought in a man's mind before he
goes to sleep, b ecause at our present state of evolution
we often spend almost or even quite the en tire night in
revolving and considering it. Naturally with a person
who was fully awakened to the astral plane this would
matter less, as he would h ave the power of turning
r eadily from one thought to another, and so could leave
at will the subj ect which he was examining when he
fell asleep. The general trend of his thought would be
the important thing in h is case, for equally during the
day a nd during the night his mind would be likely to
move in its accustomed fashion.
Just so, in the case of ordinarily evolved people, it
wo~ld be the ge11eral tone of the mind during earth-life
th at would give the key to its probable working during
astral life, and the particular idea which occupied it at
the moment of transiti01l. from one state to the
·Other would not matter much. But with some quite
undeveloped ego, whose astral consciousness was still
vague and inchoate, the importance of that last thought
might be much greater, as his m ind would probably
be occupied with it for a long time, a nd it would
change only gradually. Thus it would to some extent
set the keynote to which a good deal of his astra l
Jife might be tuned, and so it would certainly be
worth while taking some trouble to see that it was a
good one. .
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THE DEATH oF THE SoLDIER

No one, however, need ever have the slightest
doubt or hesitation with regard to the fate of the man
who dies unselfishly at the call of duty. His future,. '
like ~hat of every one else, will depend upon his life,
and not upon his death; yet that death cannot but be a
potent factor in his evolution. The very fact that he
has developed sufficient heroism to die for what is to him
an abstract idea means great advancement from his
previous pos1t10n. Whether the . cause in which he is.
fighting be in the abstract right or wrong, simply does
not affect the case; he thinks it to be right, to him it is
the call of duty, the voice of his country, and he is.
willing to cast aside all selfish considerations, and obey
it even in the face of certain death. Observe that it is
in the last degree unlikely that the type of man from
whom our private soldier is drawn would in his ordinary
home life have any opportunity of developing such
magnificent courage and resolution as he gains on the
battle-field, and you will· begin to see that, in spite of
its horrors, war may nevertheless be a potent factor in
evolution at a certain level. This, again, is the grain
of truth at the back of the idea which possesses the
Muhammadan fanatic, tha~ the man who dies fighting
for the faith goes straight ~o a good life in the next
world.
Nevertheless, though in certain cases death on the
battle-field may do more for a man's evolution than
continued life would, there is reason in a general way
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in the prayer of. the Church : " From sudden d eath,
good Lord, deliver us:" When a man lives out his life·
to old age most of his lower desires are· naturally worn
out and cast aside even b efore he leaves' this physical
plane, and there is consequently so much the less to be·
done in the astral life. A .long illness often produces
much the same effect, but the man who dies suddenly
in the full flush of youth finds himself in a different
case. In him the· desires are strong and active, and,
therefore, other things being equal, h e is likely to have
a much longer astral ·life. At the same time, if he
learns to use that life well, it may be productive of
much more good karma than he would have been able
to make in the same time on the physical plane, so that
th ere a re always two sides of the account to take intoconsideration.
In some ca.ses the man who is suddenly thrown
out of physical life on to th e astral plane remains for a .
long time unconscious in a sleep filled with rosy
dreams, as it. was expressed in one of the early teachin gs given to us. In other cases he is conscious.
immediately and continuously, and it is not always.
easy to follow the working of the laws according to
which these variations take place. As a general rule it
may be said that his state depends largely upon the
direction in which his consciousness has b een used to·
working. Most young m en, for example, have in their
astral bodies a good d eal of the lowest matter o( the
plane, yet if they learn in good time to keep in check
sensual desire of various kinds, their consciousness will
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not be in the habit of functioning through such matter.
In the re-arranged .astral body that matter will be
·outside, and will therefore be the only channel open to
external impressions. The man, however, not qeing
used to receiving this . order of vibrations, cannot
suddenly develop the faculty, and will · therefore be
h appily unconscious of all the unpleasantnesses of that
lowest sub-plane.
.
Another compensation which comes to the victim
of sudden death, either in battle or by accident, is the
special ministration always accorded to such cases by
the band of invisible helpers. I t is stated th at such
work was in earlier periods undertaken exclusively by a
high class of non-human entities; but for some time
past those human beings who are able to function
consciously upon the astral plane have been privileged
to render assistance in this labour of ri.ove. Such help
is more especially needed in the case of these victims
of sudden death, not only because they have so much
.stronger an astral body to m anage, but .a lso b ecause in
many cases they a re naturally much startled and even
·sometimes seriously alarmed. The business of the
helper is therefore to reassure and console them, and to
-explain to them as far as is possible the condition
in which they find themselves and the course of action
which is most desirable for them.
All experience of these higher planes shows us that
in all possible cases we may depend upon finding that
the scheme of Nature provides as fully as may b e for
all contingencies, so tha t in spite of the difficulties
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which seem to us to be so constantly ansmg m
the path of our progress, the real fact is that everythingis arranged to help us and not to hinder us, and that
the great laws are intended to facilitate our advance and not to delay it. Whenever hindrance arises it is.
invariably th e result of man's interference with or ·
misconception of the divine scheme; and when we
once get behind the temporary confusion of these
l~wer planes we realize the truth of the old saying,
that all things work together for good for them that.
love Him.

CHAPTER IV

OUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS DEATH

THE SouL's JouRNEY

I N discussing the various p opular and religious misconceptions with regard to death, I have naturally
to a considerable extent indicated the attitude held
towards it by students of Theosophy. From our point
of view we cannot but look upon it as a matter of
much less importance to the soul of man than it is
commonly supposed to be. To the average man of
Western birth physical life seems to present itself as a
straight line beginning abruptly at birth , and cut off
again with equal abruptness at death. To us, however,
·even if for the moment we consider one ihcarnation
only, the physical existence appears rather as a small
segment of a large circle, birth and death being nothing
more than the points at which t he circumference of
that circle crosses a certain straight line which marks
the boundary b etween the physical and astral planes.
Our knowledge of the pre-natal part of the journey
of the soul in the course of its d escent into incarnation
is perhaps hardly sufficient as yet to enable us · to
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construct accurately to scale a diagram symbolizing
even its average movement. But if such an attempt
. were made, it is evident that that journey would have
to be indicated by a closed curve starting from the ego
and returning to it after its passage through the lower
worlds. The ego in its causal vehicle .would be represented by a point or a star in the higher division of
the mental plane, and the curve indicating the course
of the partially-detached personality would pass down
£rst into the lower division of that plane, then across
the line which marked the upper limit of the astral
plane, and, after traversing all the subdivisions of that
world, would dip for a small portion of its length below
the line separating the astral from the physical, ascending again afterwards through the various planes and
sub-planes to the point from which it started . VVe
could not accurately represent this course by a true
circle (that is, if equal portions of the circumference
were taken, as they should be, to indicate equal periods
of time), because the descent into incarnation seems
usually to be so much more rapid than the ascent
which follows it; but at least the line would be always
·a curve-it would contain no angles, for that which it
symbolizes is an orderly progression with no abrupt
changes of direction.
·
What, it may be asked, is the average interval
between earth-lives? The types and classes of men
differ so widely that the only useful answer would be
to suggest an average for each class, which would
·o ccupy much space, and take us too far ·away from our
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main subject. I must refer the enquirer to my book>
The Inner Life, where he will find an article upon " The
Intervals between Lives " .
THE REALLY IMPORTANT Poi NT

There is no reason whatever to regard the special
points in that circumference at which it happens to
enter and leave the physical plane as more important
than ony others. On the contrary, the only point of
real importance is one which is situated between those
two-the point of greatest distance from the ego, after
p assing which the course of the curve is upwards instead
of downwards. This should typify the time in a man's
life when the affairs of this world cease to engross him,
v,rhen he definitely turns his thought to higher things;
and it is eviden t that that.is a much more important
p oin t in his life-cycle than either physical birth or
death, for it marks the limit of the out-going energy of
the ego-the change, as it were, from his ·out-breathing
to his in-breathing.
Clearly, if the curve were regular that .change
would take place at the middle of the physical life.
The man would come to it gradually, almost imperceptibly, ~s part of the circular movement, just as a
planet arrives at its aphelion, but the position of the
point which indicates it ought to be .equidistant from
the points of birth and death.. It is significant that .this
agrees exactly with an arrangement made by the
wisdom of the ancients in the East. By .that old rule
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a man was to spend the first twenty-one years of his.
life in education, and the next twenty-one in doing his:
duty as householder and head of the family; but then, ·
having attained middle life, he gave up altogether his:
worldly cares, resigned his house and property into the
hands of ~is son, and retired with his wife into a little
hut near by, where he devoted the next twenty-one
years to rest and spiritual converse and meditation.
After that came the fourth stage of perfect isolation
and contemplation in the jungle if he wished it; but the
middle of life was the real turning-point. It may be·
remembered also that in ancient Peru forty-five was
the age at which a man was released from all worldly
obligations and left free to devote himself entirely to
whatever line of study most attracted him.
In the Western world our life has become so
unnatural that 'even in old age many m en eagerly
carry on the turmoil and the competition of worldly
business, and so their physical life is ill-proportioned
and its machinery all out of gear. The work of purification and detachment which should have begun in
middle life is left until death overtakes them, and has
therefore to be done . upon the astral plane instead of
the physical. Thus unnecessary delay is caused, and
through his ignorance of the true meaning of life the·
man's progress is slower than it should be.
THE ADVANTAGE OF KNOWLEDGE

Great as is the harm that often results from
ignorance of these facts during life, it is p erhaps even
5
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more serious after death. Hence the enormous advantage gained by one who has even only an intellectual
appreciation of occult teaching on this subject. He
realizes the true proportion' between the physical fragment of life and the rest of it, and so he does not waste
all his time here in wor~ng only for that fragment and
utterly neglecting all the rest, but regards his life as a
whole and lives it intelligently. When he reaches the
astral plane he is in no way alarmed or disco ncerted, for
he understands his surroundings and knows how to
make the best u se of the conditions in which he finds
himself. This knowledge gives him courage and confidence instead of bewilderment and fear; it endows
him with capacity and resourcefulness in a world where
otherwise he would be helpless as a rudderless vessel.
Experience has shown that even in the case of a
man who h as only once heard the trtth stated (say in
a lecture) and, regarding it simply as one h ypothesis
among many, has not been sufficiently impressed to
induce him to follow up the study, even in such a case
a considerable advantage has been attained. Such an
one, though he has neglected the opportunity of gaining
fuller information which offered itself to him, yet
remembers that he once heard ·a certain doctrine taught,
and because he finds that the speaker was accurate as
to questions of fact, he bestirs himself to recall what
directions. as to conduct accompanied the teaching
which he is now in a position to verify. He has thus
at least one point of connection with the known, and
so he avoids something of the discomfort felt by those
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who find themselves far away from· all their familiar
landmarks, adrift on a shoreless sea out of which who
knows what unspeakable and formless horror may at
:any m~ment arise?
Nor is this sense of security and confidence the
only advantage gained by the possession of definite
knowledge. The man who is sure of his own ground is
able to· ·extend a helping hand to others also, and can
readily m ake himself a centre of peace and happiness
for hundreds of those who h ave recently crossed the
boundary and entered the un seen world. In the very
act of doing all this he of course generates a . vast
amount of additional good karma for himself, and his
-own evolution is thus greatly quickened.
MouRNING AND GRIEF

When these preliminary misconceptions about
death are removed, and the real facts with regard to it
are made known, it is at once seen that the whole
system of mourning with which it is surrounded is a
mistake of th e most flagrant kind. Not only are all
the grotesque and ghastly p araphernalia of fashionable
· woe the concomitants of an absurd anachronism, an
ignoble survival of medic.eval superstiti9n, but the
exaggerated grief which they are so childishly supposed
to typify is itself a fatal error, born of grossest ignorzmce
and unbelief. A Christian who really believes that his
beloved frien0- has entered into the joy of the direct
presence of his Lord is ac; little likely to celebrate such
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an event ' by wearing black clothes and crape, or usi~g
b lack-edged notepaper, as is the true Theosophist who
knows that his dear one has passed to a higher and
happier existence on the astral plane, and is :well on
his way towards the still more glorious life of the
heaven-world. ·
Nor is this all. It is not only that the uncontrolled
grief for the death of a friend is based upon a complete
misapprehension, and so represents a vast accumulation
of absolutely unnecessary suffering. The case is far
more serious even than that, for these wild outbursts of
sorrow, this long-continued and unappeasable lamentation, always produce a most pail).ful effect upon the
departed friend for whom we feel so deep an affection.
When he is sinking peacefully and naturally into the
unconsciousness which precedes his awakening am id the
glories of the h eaven-world, he is t6o often aroused
from his dreamy happiness into a vivid remembran ce
of the earth-life which he has lately left by the passionate sorrow and desires of his friends on earth, which
awaken corresponding vibrations in his own desirebody, and so cause him acute discomfort and prolonged
depression, and seriously delay his onward progress.
T his lack of control on the part of surviving friends is .
one of the greatest obstacles in the way of those who
try to help the dead, ·and often renders futile long hours.
of patient endeavour on their part. Even the dead
themselves have sometimes recognized the hindrance
imposed upon them by the unrestrained grief of ignorant though well-meaning relations, as may be seen by
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some of the stories current among the peasantry of
Brittany.
It must not for a moment be inferred from this
that the occultist fails in sympathy towards those
who have loved and (as they so mistakenly think)
lost, or that his doctrine counsels forgetfulness of those
who have passed on before us. But it does suggest
that the remembrance should take a form which will
be helpful and not harmful, that for selfish and
unavailing regret should be substituted earnest and
loving good wishes, such as we have already recommended. It does ask the survivor to raise his thought
to a higher level-to forget himself and the delusion of
his apparent loss-in order to add yet something more
to the certainty of great and glorious gain for his friend.
Another widely-spread idea in connection with
death is that it is in itself necessarily painful, and much
has been done to foster this by gruesome stories about
death-struggles and death-rattles. It seems fairly
certain that this tradition also may be included among
our misconceptions, for these unpleasant symptoms are
usually only final spasmodic movements of the physical
body after the conscious ego has already left it. In
almost every case the actual passing-away appears to
be perfectly painless, even where there has been long
and terrible suffering in the illness which it terminates.
The peaceful look which so often comes over the face
after death is strong evidence in favour of this suggestion, which is also borne out by the direct testimony of
most of those to whom the question has been put
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immediately after death, while its circumstances were
still fresh in their memories.
THE GREATER REALITY

Even when we have fully realized hQw small a
part of each of our life-cycles is spent upon this.
physical plane, we are not yet in a position fairly to·
estimate its true proportion to the whole, unless we also
understand and thoroughly bear in mind the far greater
reality of the life in those higher worlds. This is a
point which it is impossible to emphasize too strongly,
for the vast majority of people are as yet so entirely
under the dominion of their physical senses that to
them the u nreal seems the only reality, while on the
other hand the nearer anything approaches to true
reality the more absolutely unreal and incomprehensible it appears to them.
The astral plane has been called the world of
illusion, for reasons which are sufficiently comprehensible; yet it is at least one step higher than the physical,
and therefore one stage nearer to reality. There may
be much in that world which is illusory, but at least
the further descent into this denser veil of .gross.
physical matter makes the delusion greater, and not
less. Far indeed is the astral sight from th·e clear
all-embracing vision of the soul of man on its own
plane, but at least it is keener and more reliable than
any physical sense. And as is the astral to the physical,.
so is the mental to the astral, except that the proportion
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is raised to a higher power; so that not only is the time
spent upon these pla,nes far longer than the physical
life, but every moment of it may if properly used be
enormously more fruitful than the same amount of
time here could possibly be.
WHY WE NEED PHYSICAL LIFE

So emphatically and so thoroug~ly is this the case
that the physical life would really seem an almost
unimportant and negligible quantity, but for the fact
that at our present stage of evolution there is mud1
experience that we can attain only through the slower
vibrations of this coarser and heavier matter, and so
the earth-life is necessary for us.
This is a p oint upon which, p erhaps, a word or two
ought here to "be said, lest in endeavouring to remove
misconceptions we should ourselves be misconceived.
Some people have been disposed to think that since
death is but the entrance into a better life, and seems
altogether so beautiful and desirable a thing, there. is,
therefo~e, no need for us ever to make any effort to
avoid it, or to take any trouble to preserve mere
physical life. Indeed, a . man might well suppose that
the sooner he died the better; such knowledge would
seem almost to place a prem.ium on suicide ! If we were
thinking solely of ourselv.es and of our pleasure, then
emphatically that would be so. But if we think of our
duty towards the Logos, and towards our fellowmen, then
we shall at once see that this consideration is negatived.
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While it .is perfectly true that in the case of
every one who has lived at all a good or u seful life here,
the astral existence will be a much happier a nd fuller
one than this, it must be remembered that we are h ere
for a purpose-a purpose which can only be attained
upon this physical plane. The imtinct of self-preservation is true and worthy, and has b een intentionally
implanted in our breasts; so it is our duty to make the
most of this earthly life which is ours, and to retain it
as long as circumstances permit. There are lessons to
b e learnt on this plane which cannot be learnt _elsewhere, and the sooner we learn th em the sooner we
shall be free forever from the need of return to this
lower and more limited life. At present the physical
p lane is the principal theatre of our evolu tion, and a
great deal of n ecessary progress can be made only
under its somewhat gross and undesirable conditions.
The appointed method for the evolution of our
latent qualities is by learning to vibrate in response
to impacts from withou t. Bu~ at the level of the soul
himself the vibrations are far too fine and rapid to
awaken this response at present; he must begin
with those which are coarser and stronger, and
having awakened his dormant sensibilities by their
mea ns, he will gradually grow more and more
sensitive until he is capable of perfect resp onse at
a ll levels to all possible rates of undulation-or, in
other words, he has become perfect in sympathy a nd
compassion. But to attain this glorious result he must
begin on the physical plane. Each incarnation costs
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the ego no inconsiderable trouble in its preparation,
and also in the wearisome period of early childhood,
during which he is gradually and with much effort gaining some control over his new vehicles. When, therefore, he has achieved his task and painfully grown for
himself a series of comparatively suitable bodies, it is
obviously alike his duty and his interest to make the
most of them and to preserve t,hem as carefully as
possible. Assuredly he ought by no means to yield
them up until the Great Law c ompels him to do so,
except at the bidding of some higher and over-mastering duty from outside, such as that of the soldier to his
.country.
So none must dare to die until his time comes,
though when it does come he may well rejo.ice, for
indeed he is about to pass from labour to refreshmentfrom darkness into light, from limitation into freedom;
and he may well be filled with exultation at the prospect.
Exultation is the going of an inland soul to sea,
Past the houses, past the headlands, into deep eternity.

Yet all this which we have heard is insignificant
beside the glory of the life which follows it-the life of
the heaven-world. This is the purgatory; that is the
endless bliss of which monks have dreamed and poets
.sung-not a dream after all but a living and glorious
reality. The astral life is happy for some, unhappy for
others, according to the preparation they have made for
i.t; but what follows it is perfect happiness for all, and
exactly suited to the needs of each. We shall describe
-this in a later chapter.
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In most of us, then, the consciousness is not yet
sufficiently developed to function untrammelled through
the higher vehicles, so that there are certain directions.
in which it can be reached only through the physical
senses~ · though when it has been so reached and fully
awakened down here, it can continue to work along
those lines in other and higher worlds. Thus, unreal
though it be, this physical life is in some sense a seedtime, for in it we may set in motion forces whoseh arvest will b e reaped under the far more favourable
and fruitful conditions of higher spheres.
But this truth in no way modifies the great fact
above stated of the superior reality of those higherspheres, and it must not be allowed to dim our appreciation of the eternal verity that death is for us in verytruth the gateway of a grander life-that all that we
know now of glory and of beauty is si'mply as no thing
to th e glory and b eauty of the worlds into which
it leads us. And this because, as we pass through that
gate of death, one at least (and that the heaviest and
the darkest) of m any veils falls for us from before theface of Him who is Himself Glory and Beauty, theaU-pervading Lord of life and death alike.
If we can but grasp this truth of the greater reality
of the higher worlds we shall have rid ourselves forever o£ that fatal sense of vagueness and dimness which_
for so many people surrounds all that is not p hysical.
There h as been no greater enemy to a true app reciation
of the meaning and the use of life, no more powerful
weapon in the hands of the evil-minded, than the-
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helpless vagueness about all· higher life ·which has so
long characterized the thought of the majority of the·
men of the Western races. For the occult student
there should be here no difficulty whatever, and among,the ranks of our members there should be none in.
whom this realization is still lacking.

CHAPTER V

THE NATURE OF THE EVIDENCE
BELIE F AND UNBELIEF

WHEN the Theosophical explanation of the life after
death is first presented to a man, he is often much
attracted b y it, but at the same time somewhat startled. ·
at the boldness and definiteness of its assertions, and
he na turally asks u s by what evidence we h ave b een so
strongly convinc~d of these truths, and' how it is possible
for him to obtain a similar conviction. I am always
especially anxious to meet and to help in the most
friendly manner a man who approaches us in this spirit,
though I confess that in the aggressive and blatant
:sceptic I feel but little interest. When a man seems to.
think that he is doing me a favour by believing what I
·say, when he says: " Convince me by doing so and so,"
I always feel inclined to reply: "My dear sir, why in
the world should I convince you? Your belief or unbelief is naught to me ! I state what I know to be facts;
hundreds of other persons at different times and places
have seen similar facts. Believe or not, as you like;
what possible difference can your faith or incredulity
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make either to the facts or to. me? It is true that
it may m.ake a good deal of difference to you; but
that is your affair, and not mine."
But for the man who is honestly anxious to•
believe, and is ·s earching for a definite basis for
such belief, we h ave always in Theosophy the most
cordial of welc~mes, and it is to him that I am
addressing myself in this chapter. It m ay p erhaps.
b.e useful if I begin by explaining exactly how I
myself reached that conviction, for it seems to m e
that the experience ·of a man who has sought the
truth with some measure of success along certain
lines can h ardly fail to be of some interest and some·
use to others who are studying along similar lines.
A

PERSONAL ExPERIENCE

At the time when Theosophical truth first came
in my .way, I was a clergyman of the Church of
England, a nd I might be one still if I had not
begun to think about cer tain things of which it is.
not well to think if one wishes to remain orthodox.
I had, as part of my duties, to prepare young
m en for Confirmation, and sometimes these young
men would have doubts to be solved and questions.
to ask, based usually upon the works of Thomas.
Paine or Bradlaugh. I was always able to answer
these enquiries to the satisfaction of the questioners,.
but not entirely to my own satisfaction, for when
I thought critically over some of the arguments.
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which I found myself · using-the stock arguments
which are always used-I was forced to admit that
they were not such as I should have accepted in
connection with any other subject. I felt that if someone came to me and offered me. for any ordinary
historical event the · evidence that is put forward for
the gospel story, I should instantly reject it as utterly
insufficient. But since the whole theory of eternal
s·alvation appeared to be based upon this alleged
histoi"y, this uncertainty seemed to be a serious matter,
for it left me with the uncomfortable feeling that I
might be teaching that which was not true. At this
time also I had the privilege of hearing some magnincently eloquent lectures by Dr. Annie Besant, who
was then speaking from the Free Thought platform,
and those lectures raised other difficulties for which
I saw n o solution. The only thing to tio was evidently
to study the matter more deeply, and to see what the
wise men of the Church had said on these points.
The result was disappointing, for they have said
practically nothing-nothing, that is, of any value to
the enquirer. There is a great deal of vigorous asserti~m, and much denunciation of the wickedness of those
who dared to doubt; but there is nothing whatever
that would be accepted as evidence or argument in any
·other connection. Nothing is said that really meets
:any one of the difficulties, and when a man's attention
and critical faculty h~ve b~en aroused, he sees at once
that the whole scheme as proposed for his acceptance
by orthodoxy is an unreasonable one, and that no shred
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of evidence is producible m its favour. All alleged
proofs break in his hands when he subjects them to
more than superficial examination, and he finds that
there is no certainty for anything anywhere-a terrible
thing for a m·an to discover with regard to the religion
in which he has been brought up; for he feels as
though all his · convictions had been torn up by the
roots, and nothing was left to him.
Personally I was not in so bad a position as many
men when this came to me, b.e cause before this I had
investigated spiritualism, and therefore I knew that
some things were true. Still, looked at in the cold,
calm light of reason, the story of the creation, of
the insensate anger of the Creator and of the alleged
necessity of salvation from thi~ fury by the extraordinary expedient of a · vicarious atonement, all looked
strange and um-easonable when divested of the sanctity
of the dim religious light of time-honoured custom;
and so this fantastic jumble of" fragments of a faith
forgotten " left me, as it has left so many others, "'"ithout any real satisfaction.

How

LIGHT CAME

Soon after this by chance, as it seemed-except
that I believe there is no such thing as chance-l met
with a book by Mr. A. P. Sinnett called The Occult
World, and found in it suggestions of a magnificent
scheme of philosophy which at once attracted my
attention and aroused my deepest interest. It was
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more fully explained in a second book, Esoteric
Buddhism, and as soon as I read it I noticed several
points in which it completely differed from anything
which had been offered to me before. I was acquainted
so far with two theories, the m aterialistic idea that
everything is ruled by blind chance, and the orthodox
theory that men are placed in happiness or misery,
in civilization or savagery, in criminal surroundings or in respectability, simply according to Divine
capnce.
Both of these were eminently unsatisfactory, for
neither of them seemed in the least reasonable, and
there were many phenomena that they entirely failed
to explain. The caprice theory h as been so thoroughly
disposed of ·by th~ writings of Colonel Ingersoll and
others that I need h ardly point out the manifold
objections to it; the materialistic system I knew to be
defective, because I had myself seen many phenomena
for which it failed to account. Here was a third hypothesis which certainly had immense advantages, for it
explained all the difficulties as to which the others had
failed, it really did account rationally for the conditions
which we see around us, it gave an intelligible scheme
of development which included the past, present a nd
future of man, and at the same time it agreed with th e
general trend of scientific thought. Here for the first
time I encountered a reasonable philosophy, according
to which it was possible to believe that God was allpowerful and all-loving without having to shut one's
eyes to all the facts of life.
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Naturally I seiz~d .up.o n this theory at once) since
it seemed so obviously the best of the three, and
proceeded to enquire further. I found my way to·
Mr. Sinnett, by whom I was received with the everready courtesy and affectionate interest which all his.
friends know so well, and through him I was enabled
to join the Theosophical Society. There was very
little Theosophical literature then; in those earlier
days we had not all the manuals with their detailed
explanations which make the study so much easier now,
and besides the two books which I h ave already mentioned, \·Ve had only Isis Unveiled and The Pe1ject
Wq,'.
W e asked how this knowledge had come to the
\Vest, and heard that it was through Madame Blavatsky from some great Oriental Teachers. We found
that the Indian' philosophy was far in advance of any
that we had previously known-far in advance of
anything that orthodoxy gives us now, though not
of the true early Christian teachings, as contained in
the writings of the great Gnostic Doctors. But the·
ignorant majority in the early Church cast out these
great Gnostics, and since then their religion is left
without anything to offer to the thinking man. Every
religion ought to be able to meet the needs of all
classes, the poor and ignorant on the one hand, and the
cultured and philosophically-minded on the other. You
will find that every religion has applied itself to meet
these two classes, and has had its plain ethical teaching
for those who could understand nothing more, but has.
6
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always been prepared to supplement that by metaphysical instruction f0r those who were capable of looking
more deeply into the heart of things. Christianity was
in no · way behind the other religions in this respect
originally' for it had its secret teaching for those who
had proved themselves worthy of it, but in these degenerate days the Church has largely forgotten its
birthright. I must not allow myself to be lured down
this ~ascinating by-path now; but it is a subject of
the greatest interest. I h ave treated it already in my
books The Christian Creed, The Science of the Sacraments, and Tlze Hidden Side of Christian Festivals ;
Dr. Besant · has dealt with it most ably in Esoteric
Christianity, · Four Great Religions and Theosophical Christianity, and Mr. Jinarajadasa has also written upon it
m The Law of Christ.
\)

A PossiBILITY oF PRoGREss
:tvfadame Blavatsky told us that there had always
been a body of men who knew the great truths of
Nature, and were therefore in a position to teach others.
She said that, so far from these truths being new, they
were old as the world itself. Was there more that we
could learn? Perhaps; for these great 1\.fasters of the
Wisdom sometimes took pupils, and any man whose
life was devoted to the service of humanity might hope
·s ome day to be accepted as one of those. As to this,
Madame Blavatsky could promise · us nothing, for the
matter remained entirely in the hands of the 1\.fasters;
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but men had been accepted, and t~erefore there was
always hope for others who were willing ·to take the
trouble to fit themselves for higher development. I felt
that a commonplace man like myself could hardly dare
to hope for such honour in this incarnation; but in the
1.rteantime there was plenty to study, and at least I
<:ould work for this cause which seemed to me so far
greater than a ny other that I had yet seen. So I gave
up my position in the Church, and went out to India
with Madame Blavatsky, to work in the office of the
Society a t the Headquarters. I expected nothing but
this opportunity to work for the cause, and I had no
idea at that time tha t any further advancement was
possible for m e in this life.
In India it was my privilege to meet some of the
great T eachers, and from Them and from Their pupils
I learnt much rnore tha n I ha d known before, and
began to gain a full er grasp of the system. Presently
I received hints as to how to raise my consciousne~s to
higher planes. I had had no expectation of this, as I
h ad supposed that one needed to be born with special
faculties in order to attain success along that line; but
I was told that such powers were latent in every human
being, a nd that if I worked at them with sufficient
·energy I might develop them. Naturally I took the
hint, went to work at once, and in process of time
found that all that had been told me was true-that it
was possible to develop astral and mental .s ight, and by
their means to verify at once the principal teachings of
Theosophy.
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Any one who is willing to work at it as I worked
may come to ·know, as I know, that the planes . of
Nature are definite facts; he m ay know the truth of the
teaching as to states after death, for he will see and
speak to the so-called dead, and meet them on their
own plane; and it is far more satisfactory for. him thus
to rise to their level than to drag them down again
to his own b y materialization. H e may know the
great facts of reincarnation, for he may learn to
look back on his own past lives, spread b efore
him as the pages of a book. He may verify for
himself without shadow of doubt the action of the
mighty laws of evolution and of Divine justice. All
these things I know for myself by personal observation, and so may any man ·who is willing to take the
trouble and to tread the Path. I do n ot say that he
will find it easy; I do not say that: it can be done
quickly; but I do say that many h ave done it, and that
every man has the powers latent within him a nd may
succeed if he will. How he ,\·ould have to begin his
effort I shall explain later.
No

HALLucixATION

It may be said that in thinking I know these
things I may be hallucinated. Of course theoretically
that may be true; I may be hallucinated at this
moment when I think that I am writing, and my
readers may also be under the influence of hallucination when they think that they have my book before
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their eyes; indeed, some philosophers argue that we are
all hallucinations ourselves; but if we really e.xist, if I
have written and you are reading, then it is also true
that I have seen these things and know them. I have
seen them not once, but hundreds of times; they are
daily facts in my experience. To many of us these
other planes arc known just as a man knows the streets
.of his own city, and we can no more doubt them than
a man can doubt the existence of the town in which he
lives. If Theosophy be an illusion, it is one which
has been shared by some of the greatest minds of
the world- by such men as the Lord Buddha, Shri
Shankaracbarya and Pythagoras. It would be rather
a serious assumption to accuse all these of hallucination . For myself I am fully satisfied upon this point;
but I quite recognize that though I have proved these
things to my own satisfaction, my mere assertion is not
in any way a proof to other men. Yet it is a piece of
evidence, of which they should take account along with
other evidence.
There are many who are deeply interested in the
study of Theosophy for whom a visit to India would
be an impossibility; and besides, it is obvious that
a man might spend a life-time in India without
necessarily encountering the same experiences which
came to me. So it is natural for men to ask what
proof there is available for them, short of this direct
personal experience of which I have spoken. I myself
believe that, short of experience, there is no direct
proof of such matters as these, but assuredly there is
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much evidence. These things may .be known just as
exactly and definitely as we know the majority offacts
in science, in which we all believe without question.
On this .subje;ct I should advise every student to read
carefully Mr. Fullerton's most admirable pamphlet
on Tlze Proofs qf Tlzeosoplzy, and follow closely the
unanswerable arguments by which he shows that the
proof of any proposition must be congruous with the
nature of the proposition, and that consequently the.
final proof cif the deepest of th e Theosophical doctrines
must always lie in the experience of the evolved soul.
Yet though in the ultimate this must always be so,.
there is still a great deal of confirmatory evidence to be
had, as I hop e presently to show.
PROOFS FOR ORTHODOXY
,,

Those who, ignoring the law of congruity, persist
in demanding for psychological problems and theories
a demonstration along mathematical lines, or a proof
on the physical plane which they can hold in their
hands, would do well to consider upon what evidence
they hold their own inherited convictions, if they are
not afraid to face the question. When we come to ask
for proofs of the orthodox theory of life, where are
they? There are simply none, and as a general
rule no one professing that faith even pretends
that there are, but simply remarks that it is wicked
to ask for them, and that doubt is a temptation of the
devil!
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The practice of orthodoxy has been always to
condemn reason, and to endeavour to f0rce men to
adopt its conclusions, recognizing no way but its
own, and no possibility that it may mistake, or that
any one else can ever have known anything. I do
not in the least wish to hurt the feelings of any loya.l
believer, but what I am saying here is simply indisputable, and has been confirmed over and over again
in the history of the Christian Churches. Their
theology is based upon a book which is obviously
self-contradictory and is known by every scholar to
be incorrect; indeed, in many cases one might suppose
that its professors had taken for their motto the
celebrated saying of one of them, Credo quia impossible
- I believe it because it is impossible! It asserts so
many things that it does not know, and so many
things that cannot possibly be known, and wquld
moreover be of no conceivable importance to any
human being even if they could be known.
On the really important questions which vitally
affect every one of us no shred of evidence· is ever
offered. As I said in an earlier chapter, not one
preacher in all the churches will . tell you that he
himself has been to heaven or to hell, and knows of
his own knowledge that such places exist as he
describes them. He will say simply : " The Church
teaches this," or : "It . is· written thus in the Bible."·
I venture to say that this is no sufficient evidence
upon which to pin a faith which, they tell us, is to
settle the question of our eternal salvation; that
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seems somewhat too important a matter to rest upon
so insecure· a foundation.. In Theosophy we ·at least
put forward nothing that we do not ourselves know
to be true by direct personal observation.
· But does theology at least account reasonably for
·everything that happens? H as it a dear, rational
a nswer to offer to the questions which arise in every
thinking mind wit~ regard to the problems of life? On
the contrary, it does not even attempt to suggest an
answer; it can only say that this is God's will, and that
man must submit without daring to enquire why. If
we can get no more information than that, we are indeed
in a parlous condition. The materialistic hypothesis
gives us, if possible, even less satisfaction, for it also
.attempts no explanation, but cynically refers us to blind
chance; but at least it adjures us to live well, not for the
sake of any future gain to ourselves,u but in order to
benefit the race-which is a noble and unselfish idea.
Theosophy asks no blind faith from any one, but
simply offers for consideration a theory which is reasonable in · itse1f, and does account for the facts which we
:See around us. It is based not only on the tradition
.and teaching of many ages, but also on the reports of
those who definitely state that they know certain things
for themselves. Which of these three theories shall we
.accept? Obviously the rational answer is that we
should provisionally accept the most reasonable, use it
as a working hypothesis, and begin to look round for
-confirmations of it. If we do so, we shall be surprised
to see how these confirmations appear on every hand.
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NoN-PHYSICAL FACTS ·

There are many occurrences, commonly regarded
.as mysterious, which the other systems find themselves
-compelled either to ignore or to deny; Theosophy
welcomes these, as it does all other facts, finds a place
for them in its system, and accounts for them in a
rational manner. Among these are the facts of spirituali~m, of apparitions and doubles, of mesmerism and
telepathy. Materialism, being unable to explain these,
takes refuge in denial of their existence-which is both
·disingenuous and foolish. A man may possibly not think
~t worth his while to examine these facts; but if he will
not take that trouble, he has no right to assert that those
who do examine, and testify to the reality of the occurrences, are either fraudulent or in error. Such an attitude
resembles that credited to the ostrich, who is said to hide
his h ead in the sand when danger is near, thinking that
when he can no longer see it, it must have ceased to
.exist. As Mr. Stead remarks in the passage already
quoted from his Real Ghost Stories, all honest enquirers
.know that these things happen, though they may have
a hundred different theories to account for them.
The Christian theory has little to say about these
facts. Sometimes it also denies them; sometimes it
admits them, but attributes them to the devil, as it has
always attributed everything which it could not understand. In any of the older countries where Christianity
.has long existed, we find that all the marvels of Nature
.are almost invariably ascribed to diabolical infiuenc~.
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The circular b ed of a prehistoric lake in H ampshire is.
called the Devil's Punchbowl ; certain isolated spears
of ro~k .in Yorkshire are known as the Devil's Arrows;
the truncated root of a certain species of scabious is
called by the p easantry devil's-bit ; and so in m any
other cases. Medireval ignorance is in many ways
still rampant among us and the silly old parrot-cry
of " the devil " is still raised in the twen tieth century.
But since we are sp eaking of proof, wh a t proof is there
of the existence of this same devil of which they talk
so glibly? Who h as ever seen him ? But orth odoxy
does not like to be asked for proofs .
Again, if we tell you that direct proof of many of
these facts is obtainable only by persona l experience,
we are saying no m ore th an is true with regard to
scien tific matters. In nearly a ll that we believe along
such lines, we have n ot made th e experiments for ourselves , b ut we are relying on the testimony of experts ;
and it is inevitable that it should be so, for life is not
long enough to allow every man to beco me a specialist
along all possibl~ lin es. We cannot all experiment for
ourselves, but we accept the deductions of those who
have mad e the exp eriments, when they a re in accord an ce
with the general principles of evolution and in h armony
with such facts as we already know. This is all th a t
any one is asked to do with regard to Theosophy.
A

PHILosoPHICAL S c H EME .

What facts are there then which b ear out its.
tGachings as being true? There are m a ny. Pe.r haps.
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may usefully divide its doctrines into two parts for
the purpose of such examination, and consider them
separately. 'Ne may think of its scheme of philosophy,
and for the moment leave all its more practical side
out of our consideration. Then it is clear thaL this.
philosophy must be judged as are other philosophies,
and that for much of it nothing like direct or physical
proof can be expected. We do not expect to demon-·
strate philosophy on a slate, like a problem in arithmetic;
we judge it by its inherent probability, and by the
degree in which it gives a rational explanation of known
conditions; and when tested by these criteria, it must
certainly be admitted by any unprejudiced person that
Theosophy far out-distances its competitors.
Consider its presentation of the glorious scheme of
evolution under an inexorable law of Divine justice, its
teaching that what we commonly call the life of man is
only one day of a larger life, and that that larger life in
turn is part of a coherent whole, which is ever moving
onward and upward towards its appointed end. Surely
that is grander than the thought of a b lind chance
which whirls us all to nothingness, or of a plan of
" salvation" which fails so miserably that nine-tenths
of the human race are hurled into endless perdition!
Among those who are rather afraid of psychology, or at
any rate prefer not to investigate it, there may yet be
many minds willing to accept and consider such a
system of philosophy as this. In that case by all means
let them take it, and leave the rest of our doctrines
until their interest in them is awakened. Remember
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always that we have no creed in Theosophy to which
every student is expected to subscribe; we ask no one
to believe anything, but simply offer a system for his
study; and it is of course open to him to take up one
part of this and put aside the rest.
OuR PsYcHOLOGY

There are those who accept our system of psycho. logy withou t special investigation, on the same grounds
as the philosophy, because it is the simplest explanation
of recorded facts, and of the many unclassified phenomena which are so constantly happening. But there
are others who, quite reasonably, desire to investigate
for themselves. How can they do this? They may
2.pproach the matter as I did myself, by examining
direct evidence, and trying to see for themselves as far
as possible. They may visit spiritualistic seances, they
may write to or interview those people who are known
to have had extraordinary experiences in connec6on
with the unseen world. Or, if they are not willing to
give this much time and trouble, they may read the
literature of both spiritualism and apparitions-and
there is an enormous literature on both subj ects-and
thus obtain the evidence of their fellow-men and secondhand, precisely as we do with other sciences. To ·s tudy
geography it is not necessary to virit in person all the
countries of which we hear, though no doubt it would
be interesting to do so; most of us are quite willing to
read and accept what others have written who have
visited them.
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Perhaps we hardly realize how entirely we are in
the habit of accepting the testimony of others about
things which we suppose that we know. A ready instance of this is the question of the rotation of the earth.
We should most of us say that we know this to be a.
fact, but in truth all the evidence presented to our
senses is entirely opposed to the theory. Here we are,.
sitting or standing on the earth, and it seems evident to
us that it is absolutely at rest; indeed terra firma is.
with us a very synonym of stability. The sun and the
stars seem to move round us, and the natural conclusion
would be that they do really move. So we do not know
that the earth moves; we only believe it, unless we
happen to have seen certain experiments. There is the
Foucault pendulum experiment, and another with the
gyroscope; a m an who has seen those knows that the
earth rotates, because he has seen two experiments.
which could not have resulted as they did on any other
hypothesis; but the r est of us are simply believing.
So in daily life there are many things which we·
say we know, which in reality we only believe. There
are far more witnesses to the reality and existence of
the astral pla ne than there are to the existence of
the island of Spitzbergen, or of the pygmy race which
Stanley found in Central Africa. Remember how Du
Chaillu had seen and described this pygmy race a
quarter of a century before Stanley, and how every one
ridiculed his story as a mere traveller's tale; and yet it
was perfectly true. No one was obliged to go to Central
Africa to see those pygmies; but unless people were
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willing to do so, they had no right to disbelieve Du
·Chaillu, who had been-or rather, their own private
opinion was entirely their own business, but they h ad
·no right to accuse Du Chaillu of falsehood . when they
had taken no steps themselves to discover the truth.
'So with regard to Theosophy, we do not press those to
i.nvestigate its assertions who feel no interest in them;
but we do say that they should neither on the one hand
deny their truth without enquiring into them , nor on
the other hand demand with regard to them a type of
proof which they do not expect in connection with any
:similar .subj ect of study.
UNEXPECTED CORROBORATIONS

It constan tly happens to u s to find unexpected
-corroborations turning up for statements made years
ago by M adam e Blavatsky, and at the time ridjculed as
u nscientific. The same thing is true with regard to the
later investigations. Take for one example the case of
the two planets beyond the orbit of Neptune, which are
mentioned b y Jvir. Sinnett 1n his book The Growth of
the Soul, published in 1896. No one outside of the
band of occult students suspected their existence at that
time, but in The Times of September 15th, 1902, it is
mentioned that Professor Forbes has pointed out that
there are two cometary groups which indicate the
existence of two planets beyond Neptune. This is a
:small point, but it is suggestive, and it is only a specimen of many others. Again, there was the question of
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the rotation of V enus. When I was at school we were
taught that Venus had a day and night not unlike that
of the earth, but later astronomical research seemed
to show that it kept one face always turned towards
t he sun, just as the m oon does with regard to the earth .
This would make it practically uninhabitable for beings
at a ll like ourselves, and therefore seemed to contradict
our knowledge that i~ is inha bited by an advanced
evolution. Recently, however, Sir Robert Ball stated
tliat the latest observations confirmed the original idea
that Venus revolved as we do, so once more the occult
explanation is shown to be true.
A

T HEOSOPHICAL SciENTIST

Science generally is undoubtedly gro\•ving gradually
towards the Theosophical theories. Notice these extracts
from the report of an address d elivered some twentyfive years ago by Sir O liver Lodge at Birmingham :
The fact that we should not have any definite knowledge of
the sun if the sky had always'.been cloudy, Sir Oliver used as a
parable to indicate that there may be other existences in the universe
which we might see if our senses were keener and nothing obscured
our vision. What we saw and knew was in all probability a minute
fraction · of what there was to know and see. ·wherever life was
possible there we found it; might not life be possible in planets
upon which we had no dir ect evidence of the existence of life?
Some people thought that science negatived the possibility of there
being existences and agencies higher than man. As far as he had
understood science, it had no business to negative anything of the
kind. , When a man did not know, he bad no right to make a n
assertion either in the positive or the negative. How life originated
on the earth was an entire mystery to science at present, but he did
not think it would always remain a m ystery . T he process of
evolution was not one that excluded or negatived the idea of Divine
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activity. It was, he ventured to say, a revelation to us of the
manner of Divine activity. How could order come out of chaos
without some guiding intelligence? With regard to the method of
Divine working, they must infer that He always worked in the
same way-by agents, by a gradual process, and not by occasional
direct personal intervention. He did not suppose that at any stage
the process of evolution was di£I:erent from what it was now. Thus
they were interested in watching Divine activity, and they should
not look for it in the past alone, but be guided by what they could
ascertain in the present. What he wished them to realize was that
they were an intelligent, helpful and active part of the cosmic
scheme. They were among the agents of the Creator, and could
make themselves more useful by co-operation- by helping one
another. While on this training ground they should realize the
'p rivilege of existence. In the midst of so much suffering, it was a
pity if they could not be kind to each other.

We see how much there is in recent scientific pronouncements which is quite in harmo ny with the
Theosophical teaching.
NOT A BLIND FAITH

It might seem that after all, for the majority of
our students, who do not yet see psychically for themselves, the Theosophical teachings must rest upon
faith, just as orthodox doctrines do. There is a sense
in which that is true, but the kind of faith is so different
~hat no comparison can be made. If our students, or
some of them, accept as true certain things which they
have not seen, their faith is not blind, but based on
reason. It is not founded merely on a scripture-though
if scriptures are required, we have them to support our
views, and they are scriptures far older than those ~f the
Jews: Veda.S and Upanishads, coming to us down the
stream of time from a nation which was at the height of
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civilization when. the Jews were yet an obscure·
and undeveloped tribe. But ·it is not on these alone
that our faith is based, but on the knowledge and
teaching of great Adepts of the present day-men
who are almost more than men in the splendour
of Their power and Their wisdom, Teachers well
and p ersonally known to many of our members. In
addition to all this we have the direct investigations
pursued by some of our European members, all
confirming at every point this grand Theosophical
system.
Yet the reason for the strong conviction of our
members is . not · the weight of testimony, important
though that may be, but the fact that the system is in
itself so inherently rational and satisfactory. The best
hypothesis h olds the field in a ll scientific study until a
better one is found ; a nd it is from th at point of view
that we feel our faith to b e impregnable. Show us a
better and more reasonable doctrine, and we all stand
ready to accep t it ; but we have little expectation that
it will be offered to us, for we h ave studied m any
faiths, and know of what nature most of them are.
Instead of finding difficulties arising, the more we think
and the more we study, the more confirmation we find
for our teachings. So many people are already developing psychic faculties to a greater or less extent that
it should not be hard for most of us to find additional
corroborations for qurselves. Many of us have had
experiences outside the mere physical, and many more
of us know of friends or relations who have had such
7
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experiences. Theosophy can explain these, and can
give a rationa l account of their place in Nature; can
any other explanation be found which is better or
clearer?
To the enquirer who is sufficiently interested
to be willing to take some trouble I should suggest
that h e would do well to begin by examining the
evidence for other states of matter than the physical, and other forces than those at present recognized
by science. He m ay approach the subjects of telepathy and mesmerism, for example, and he can (as
I said before) either himself investigate them b y
personal experiments or by study of the literature of
the subj ect.
If he is satisfied with his studies so far, he would
do well next to approach the consideration of the existence of the different planes in Natur'e; and he would
naturally begin by seeking for evidence ·that there is an
unseen world all about us-in fact, in trying to prove
to himself the astral plane.
Since this world is normally invisible to us, it is
·9 bvious that h e will have to commence by the examination of the abnormal occasions when for the moment
it declares itself- to investigate tl).e borderland between the two countries, as it were. This will lead him
to the consideration of the subjects to which we shall
d evote some subsequent chapters; he must enquire
into apparitions and into spiritualism-either personally, as I did, or through the eyes of those who have
.seen a nd r ecord ed.
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But such enquiries in no way prevent him from
making simultaneous efforts at self-training, such as
may in due time enable him to appreciate the normal
astral life as well as to study its abnormal manifestations. We will consider this in the following chapter.

CHAPTER VI

HOW CLAIRVOYANCE IS DEVELOPED
THE FIRST STEP

a man has studied the subject of clairvoyance
sufficiently to realize that the claims made on its behalf
are true, his n ext enquiry usually is: " How can I gain
this power for myself? If this faculty be latent in every
man, as you say, how can I so develop myself as to
bring it into action, and so have dj_rect access to all
this knowledge of which you tell me?" In reply we can
assure him that this thing can be done, and that it has
been done. There are even many '"''ays in which th.e
faculty may be gained, though most of them are unsafe
and eminently undesirable, and there is only one that
can · be thoroughly and unreservedly recommended
to all men a like. That we m ay understand the
subject, and see where lie the dangers that have to be
avoided, let u s consider exactly wh?.t it is that has· to
be done.
I n the case of ·all ·cultured people belonging to the
higher races of the world, th e faculties of the astral
body are already fully developed, as I h ave explained
in earlier ch apters. But we are not in the least in the
WHEN
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habit ·ofusing them; th ey have slowly grown up within
us during the ages of our evolution, but they have come
to us so :gradually that we have not as yet realized our
powers, and they are still to a great ·extent untr-i ed
weapons in our h ands. The physical faculties, to
which we are thoroughly accustomed, overshadow these
·others and hide their very existence, just as the nearer
light .of the sun hides from our eyes the light of the
faJ; distant .stars. So that there are two things to
:be done if we wish to enter into this -part · of our
heritage as evolved human beings; we must keep
·Our too ,insistent physical faculties out -·of ~he way
for tthe .time, and we must habituate ourselves to the
-employment of these others, which are as yet -unfamiliar .to us.
The first step, then, is to get the physical senses
•out ,of tthe way for the time. There are many ways
-of .doing this, but broadly they all range themselves
under two heads-one comprising methods by which
they .ar:e forced out of the way by temporary violent
suppr:essio~ and _the other including methods, much
.slower .b ut ·infinitely surer, by which we ourselves
gain ·p .ermanent control over them~ lvfost of the
meth<i>ds .of violent suppression are injurious to the
physica:J. .body, to a greater or less extent, and they ·
.all ha:ve ·certain undesirable characteristics in common.
10ne of these is that they leave the man in a passive
,condition;, able perhaps to use his ·higher . senses,
.but with little choice as to how he shall employ
them, and to :a large extent undefended against any
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unpleasant or evil influence which he may happen to
encounter.
Anoth er characteristic is that any power gained
by these methods can at best be only temporary.
Many of them confer it only during the limited period
of their action, and even the best of them can only
dower the man with certain faculties during this one
physical life. In the East, where they have studied
these matters for so many centuries, they divide
methods of development into two classes, just as I have
done, and they call them by the names laukika and
lokothra, the first being the " worldly " or temporary
method, any results gained by which will inhere only in
the personality, and therefore be available only for this
present physical life, while whatever is obtained by the
second process is gained by the ego, the soul, the true
man, and so is a permanent possesslon for evermore,
carried over from one earthly life to another. For
most methods of the former class little training is
required, and when there is training it is of the bodies
only, and so at the best it can affect only this present set of vehicles, and when the man returns
into incarnation with a fresh set all his trouble will be
lost; whereas by the second method it is the soul
itself which is trained in the control of its bodies,
and naturally it can apply the power and the knowledge thus gained to its new vehicles in the next
life. I will enumerate first some of the undesirable
ways in which clairvoyance is developed in various
countries.
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UNDESIRABLE METHODS

Among non-Aryan tribes in India it is often
obtained by the use of drugs-bhang, haschish and
others of the same kind. These stupefy the physical
body somewhat as anresthetics do, and thus the man in
his astral vehicle is set free as he would be in sleep,
but with far less possibility of being awakened. Before
taking the drug, the man has set his mind strongly on
the endeavour to train his astral senses into activity,
and so as soon as he is free he tries to use his faculties~
and with practice he succeeds to some extent. When
he awakens his physical body, he remembers more or
less of his visions, and tries to interpret them, and in
that way he often obtains a great reputation for clairvoyance and prevision. Sometimes while in his trance
some dead man may speak through him, just as might
happen to any other medium. There are others who
obtain the same condition by inhaling stupefying
fumes, usually produced by the burning of a mixture of
drugs. It is probable that the clairvoyance of the
pythonesses of old was often of this type. I t is stated
that in the case of one of the most celebrated of
those oracles of ancient days, the priestess sat always
upon a tripod exactly over a crack in the rock,
out of which vapour ascended. After breathing this
vapour for a time, she became entranced, and some
one then spoke through her organs in the ordinary
way so familiar to the visitors to seances. It is
not difficult for us to see how undesirable both
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these methods are from the point ~f view· of real
development.
Probably most of us have heard of the · da.n cing
dervi~hes, one part of whose religion consists iri this
curious dance of ecstasy, iri which they whirl round and
round in a kind of frenzy until vertigo seizes th~m, and
th ey eventually fall insensible to the ground. In that
trance, worked up as they are by religious fervour, they
frequently have most extraordinary visions, and are
able to some extent to experience and remember lower
astral conditions. I h ave seen something of this, and
also of the practices of the Obeah or Voodoo votaries
among the negroes; but these latter are usually conn ected with magical ceremonies, loathsome, indecent,
h orrible, such as none of us would think of touching for
any purpose, whatever results might be pro91ised to us.
Yet they certainly do produce effects under favourable
conditions, though not such consequences as any of us
could possibly wish to obtain . . Indeed, none of the
methods mentioned so far would at all commend themselves to us, though I have heard of Europeans who
have experimented with the Oriental drugs.
Nevertheless we also have u ndesirable methods in
the W est-methods of self-hypnotization which should
be c31refully .avoided by all who wish to develop in
purity and safety. A · person rna y be told to gaze for
some time at a bright spot until paralysis of some of
the brain-centres supervenes, and in that way he is
cast into a condition of perfect passivity, in which it is
possible that the lower astral senses may come into a
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measure of activity. Nattirally h e has no power of
.:selection in receiving under such circumstances;. .he
must submit ·himself to wh a tev·e r comes in his way,
good or bad· and on the whole it is much ·more likely
to b e bad than good! Sometimes the same general
:r esult is obtained by the recitation of certain formulre,
the repetition of which over and over again deadens
the men tal faculty almost as the gazing at a metal
.<;lise does.
LoRD T ENNYSON's METHOD

It may be remembered that the poet Tennyson
tells us that h e was ab~e by the recitation of his own
name many times in rapid succession to pass into
another condition of consciousness. The account is
:given in a letter in the p oet's h andwriting which is
d ated Faringford, Freshwater, Isle of Wight, May 7th,
1874. It was written to a gentleman who had com.municated to him certain strange experiences he h ad
.had when passing from u'nder the effect of amesthetics.
Lord Tennyson says :
I have never had any revelations through amesthetics, but a
.kind of waking trance (this for la:ck of a better name) I have
.frequently ha d, quite up from boyhood, when I have been all alone.
'This has often come upon me through repeating my own naQ'le to
crnyself silently, tip all a t once out of the i~tensity of the conscious.ness of individuality, ~he individuality itself seemed to dissolve and
fade away into boundless being; a nd this not a confused state, but
the clearest of the clearest, the surest of the surest, utterly beyond
'Words, where death was an almost laughable impossibility, the loss
·Of personality (if so it were) seeming no extinction, but the only
.true life. I am ashamed of my feeble description. Have I not said
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that the state is utterly beyond words? This is the most emphatic
declaration that the · spirit of the writer is capable of transferring;
itself into another state of existence, is not only real , clear, simple;.
but that it is also infinite in vision and eternal in duration.

Here is undoubtedly a touch of the higher life; no.
one who has pr.actical experience of realities can
fail to recognize the description as far as it goes,.
even though the poet stops ·short just on the brink.
of something so infinitely grander. H e seems to
h ave .held himself more positive than do many people·
who dabble in· these matters without the necessary
instruction or knowledge, and so h e gained a valuable·
certainty of the existence of the soul apart from the
body ; yet even his method cannot be commend.ed as.
good or really safe.
/
BREATHING ExERCISES
I

We are sometimes told that such a faculty can be·
developed by means of exercises which regulate the·
breathing, and that this plan is one largely adopted and
recommended in India. It is true that a type of
clairvoyance may be developed along these lines, but
too often at the cost of ruin both physical and mental..
Many attempts of this sort have been made in E urope:
and America. This I know p ersonally, because many
who have enfeebled their constitutions, and in some·
cases brought themselves to the verge of insanity, have·
come to me to know how they could be cured. Some·
have succeeded in opening astral vision sufficiently to
feel themselves perpetually haunted; some have not
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even reached that point, yet have wrecked their physical
health or weakened their minds. so that they are in
utter despair; yet one or two declare that such practice
has been ben'eficial to them.
It is true that such exercises are employed in India.
by the Hatha Yogis-those who attempt to attain
development rather by physical means than by inner
growth of the mental and the spiritual. But even
a?long them such practices are used only under the
direct orders of responsible teachers, who watch the
effect . upon the pupil of what is prescribed, and will at
once stop him if the ex€rcises prove unsuitable for him ..
But for people who know nothing at all of the subject
to attempt such things indiscriminately is most unwise
and dangerous, for the practices which are useful for
one man are often disastrous for another. They rna y
suit one man in fifty, 'but they are extremely likely
not to suit the rest, and I myself should advise:
every one to abstain from them unless directed to
try them by a competent teacher who r eally understands what they are intended ·to achieve. He who·
tries them may be the one man whom they will
suit, but the probabilities are against it, for there
are far more failures than successes. It is so fatally
easy to do a great deal of harm in this way, t4at
to experiment vaguely is rather like going into a
chemist's shop and taking down . drugs at random;
we might h appen to hit upon exactly what we needed>
but also we might not, and the latter is many times.
more probable.
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MESMERISM

A:r;wther method by which clairvoyance may be
. developed is by mesmerism-that is to .say, if a person·
.be thrown by another into a mesmeric trance it is
_possible that in that trance he may see astrally. The
mesmerizer entirely dominates his will, and the physical
.faculties are thrown utterly into abeyance.. That leaves
the field open, and the mesmerist can at the same time
stimulate the astral senses by pouring vitality into the
. astral body. Good results have been produced in
this way, but it r equires an unusual combination of
circumstances, an almost superhuman development of
.Purity in thought and intention both in the operator
.and the subj ect, to make the experiment a safe one.
The mesmerist gains great influence over his subject.a far greater power than is generally known; an d it
may ·he unconsciously exercised. Any quality of h eart
-or mind possessed by the mesmerist is readily trans:ferred t-o the subject, so if he be not entirely pure, we
:see at -once that avenues of danger open up before
us. To be thrown into . a trance is to give up one's
:l.ndividuality, and that is never a good thing in
.psychic experiments; but beyond and above that
.element of undes~rability, there is real danger unless
'We ,have the highest purity of thought, word and
~eed in our operator; and how rarely that is to be
found we all know. I should never myself submit
to this process; I should never advise it to any
one else.
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· I say· I'lothing· against . the practice of curative ..
mGsmerism by those who understand it; that is a totally
different matter, for in that it is unnecessary to produce ·
the trance condition. It is perfectly possible to relieve
pain, to remove disea~e, or ~o pour vitality. into a man
by magnetic passes, without "putting him to sleep"
at all. To this there can be no possible obj'ection; yet
the maR who tries to do even this much would do well
tq acquaint himself thoroughly with the literature of
the subject, for there must always remain a · certain
element of danger in playing, even with the noblest
intentions, with· fqrces which the operator does not
understand, which t.o him are still abnormal forces.
None of these are plans of clairvoyant development
which can be unreservedly r ecommended for trial by
every one.
THE BETTER PLAN

What, then, it may be asked, are the desirable ·
1nethods, since so many are undesirable? Broadly,
those which, instead of suppressing the physical body ·
by force, train the so ul to control it. The surest and
safest way of all is to put oneself into the hands of a
competent teacher, and practise only what he advises.
But where is ' the qualified teacher to be foun.d? Not,
assuredly, among any who advertise themselves as .
teachers; not among those who take money for their
instruction, and:: offer to sell the mysteri~s of the universe for SO• . many shilliQ.gS. Or SO many dollars.·.
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"Knowledge can be gained now where it has always
'been available-at the hands of those who are adepts
.in this great science of the soul, the fringe of which
we ar e beginning to touch in our deepest studies.
There has always been a great Brotherhood of the
·Men who know, and They h ave always been ready
to teach Their lore to the right man, for it is for that
very p~rpose that They have taken the tremble to
. acquire it-in order that They may be able to-guide
. a nd help. How can we reach Them? We cannot
reach Them in the physical body, and we might not
. even know Them if it should happen that we saw
· Them. But They can reach us, and assuredly They
will do so when They see us to be fit for the work
. of helping the world. Their ·one great interest is the
furthering of evolution, the helping of humanity; They
need men devoted to this work, an(!. They are ever
watching for them; so none need fear that he will be
. overlooked if he is ready for that work. They will
never gratify mere curiosity ; They will give no aid to
. one who wishes to gain powers for himself alone; but
when a man h as shown, by long and careful training of
. himself, and by using for helpfulness all the power
which he already possesses, that his will is strong
enough and his heart pure enough to bear his part in
the Divine work-then he may become conscious of
·Their presence and Their aid when he least expects it.
It is true that They found ed the Theosophical
Society, yet membe~ship in the Society will not of
-.itselfbe sufficient to bring a man into relationship with
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Them-no, nor even membership in that Inner School
through which the Society offers training to its more
.earnest· members. It is true that from the ranks of the
Society men have been cho~en to come into closer
r-elation with Them: but none could guarantee that as
.:a result of becoming a memb er, for it rests with Them
.alone, for They see further into the hearts of men than
we. But always b e sure of this, you whose hearts are
yearning for the higher life, for something greater than
this lower world can give-They never overlook one
honest effort, but always recognize it by giving through
Their pupils such teaching and such help as is best
for the man at his stage.
In the meantime, while we are trying in every
way to develop ourselves along the path of progress,
-there is much that we can d o, if we wish, to bring
this p ower of ci.airvoyance nearer within our reach.
Remember that it is not in itself a sign of great
development; it is only one of the signs, for man has
to advance along many lines simultaneously before he
-can r each his goal of perfection. See how highly
·d eveloped is the intellect in the great scienti-fic man;
yet perhaps he may have but little of the wond erful
force which devotion gives. See the splend~d devotion
of _the great saint of some church or religion; yet
in spjte of a ll that · progress along one line he may
have but little of the divine power of the intellect.
Ea~h needs what the other has; each will h ave
to acquire the faculty of the other before he will be
perfect.
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So it is evident that at present we are unequally
developed; some have more in one direction, anct
some in another, according to the line along which
each has worked most in past lives. If we particularly
long for devotion in our- character, by striving in that:
direction now we may attain much of it even in this.
life, and may assuredly make it a leading quality in
our next life. So with intellect, so with every quality ;:
so also with this faculty of clairvoyance. If you think
it well to throw your strength into work along this line,.
you may do much towards bringing these latent
faculties into action. I am not speaking here of a vague·
possibility, but of a definite fact, for som~ of our own
members in this Society set themselves years ago to try
to train the soul along the path of permanent progress,
and of those who persevered without faltering almost.
every one has even already found so1'iie definite resull.
Some have won their faculties fully, others only
partially as yet, but in all cases good has come from
their efforts to take themselves in hand and control
their minds and emotions. .
How

TO BEGIN

If you have this desire for higher sight, take your:...
self in hand first in the same way ; make sure first of
the mental and moral development, lest you should
succeed in your efforts, and gain your powers. For to
possess them without having first acquired those other
qualifications would be verily a curse and not a.
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blessing, for ·.you would then misuse them, and yo-ur
last state would. indeed be worse than the first. If you
consider that .you have made SU:t;'e of yo':lrself, and can
trust yourself under all possible circumstances to do the
right for the right's sake, even against your apparent
earthly interest, a lways to choose the utterly unselfish
course of action, and to forget yourself in your love for
the world, then there are at least two methods which
will lead you towards clairvoyance safely, and can in
no way do you harm, even though you should not
su cceed in your obj ect. The first of these, though.
perfectly harmle~s and even useful, is not suited for
every one; but the second is of universal application,.
and I have myself known both of them to be successfuL
THE FouRTH DIMENSION

This first method is purely intellectual, the study
of the fourth dimension of space. The physical brain
has never been accustomed to act at all along those lines,
and so it feels itself unable to attack such a problem ..
But the brain, like any other part of the physical
organism, can be trained by persistent, gradual, careful
effort to feats which appeared originally quite beyond
its rea.ch, and so it can be induced to understand and
conceive clearly the forms of a world unlike its
own. The chief apostle of the fourth dimension is
Mr. C. H. H inton, of Washington .. He is not a member
of our Society, -but h e has done many ofits members.
an excellent p1ece of service in writing so clearly and
8
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luminously on this wonderful subJect. In his books he
tells us that he has himself succeeded in developing this
. power of higher conception in the physical brain, and
several -of our own members have followed in his footsteps.
One of these has developed astral sight simply by
steadily raising the capacity of the physical brain until
it contained the possibility of grasping astral form, and
thus awakening the latent astral faculty proper. It is
simply a question of extending the power of receptivity
until it includes the astral matter. I suppose that out
of a score of men who took up this effort, not more than
one would succeed as well and as quickly as that; but
at any rate the study is a most fascinating one for those
who have a mathematical turn of mind, and where it
does not bring increased faculty to see, it must at least
bring wider comprehension and a broader outlook over
the world ; and this is no m ean resulr; even if no other
be attained. Short of absolute astral sight, it is the
only method of which I know by which a clear comprehension .can be gained of the appearance of astral
objects, and thus a definite idea of what the astral life
really is.
ANOTHER WAY

If that line of effort commends itself only to the
few, our second method is of universal application. It
··a lso· ·is not easy, but 'its practice camiot but be of the
greatest use to the .ma:o. · That is its great 4nd crowning advantage; it leads a mari towards these powers
which he so ardently desires; but the rate at which he
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can move along that road depends upon the degree of
his previous development in that particular way in
other lives, and therefore no one can guarantee him a
certain result in a certain time; yet while he is working
his way onward, every step which he takes is so far an
improvement, and even though he should work for the
whole of his life without winning astral sight, he would
nevertheless be mentally and morally and even physically the better for having tried. This is what in various
r'eligions is called the method of m editation. For the
purpose· of our examination of it I shall divide it into
three successive steps-concentration, meditation and
contemplation; and I will explain what I mean by
each of these three terms.
But remember always that to attain success, this
effort must be only one side of a general development;
a nd that it is a:bsolutely prerequisite for the man who
would learn its secrets to live a pure and altruistic life.
There is no mystery about the rules of the greater
progress; . the Steps of the Path of Holiness have been
known to the world for ages; the clearest and simplest
statement of them is given in that bea utiful little book
At the Feet of the Master, and I have myself written of
them in The Masters and the Path. There is no difficulty in knowing what to do; ·the difficulty is in carrying
Dut the directions which all religions have given.
CoNCENTRATION

The first step necessary towards the attainment
Df the higher, clairvoyance is· concentration. not to gaze
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at a bright spot until you have no mind left~ but to
acquire such control over your mind that you can do
with it.what you will, and fix it exactly where you want
to hold it for as long a period as you choose. This
not an easy task; it is one of the most difficult and
arduous known to man; but it can be done, because it
has been done-not once, but hundreds of times, by those
I
whose will is strong and immovable. There may be some
among us who have never thought how much beyond our
control our minds usually are. Stop yourself suddenly
when you are walking along the street, or when you are
riding in your car, and see what you are thinking, and
why. Try to follow the thought back to its genesis,
and. you will probably be surprised to find how many
desultory thoughts have wandered through your brain
during the previous five minutes, just dropping in and
dropping out again, and leaving alma.st no impression.
You will gradually begin to realize that in t~uth all
the.se are n ot ·your thoughts at all, but simply cast-off
fragments of other people's thoughts.
The fact is 't hat thought is a force, and every
exertion of it leaves an impression behind. A strong
thought .about some other person goes to him, a strong
though~ of self clings about the thinker; · but many
thoughts are not by . any means strong or especially
pointed in any direction, and so the forms which they
create are vaguely floating and evanescent. While
they last they are capable of entering into-any mind
that happens to come their way, and so it comes that
as we walk a long the. road we leave a trail of feeble

is
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thought behind us, and the next man who passes that
way finds these valueless fragments intruding themselves upon his consciousness. They drift into his
mind, unless it is already occupied with something
definite, and in the majority of cases they just drift out
again, having made only the most trifling impression
upon his brain; but here and there he encounters one
which interests or pleases him, and then he takes that
up and turns it over in his mind, so that it departs from
him somewhat strengthened by the addition of a little of
his mind-force to it. He has made it his own thought
for a moment, and so has coloured it with his personality. Every time we enter a room we step into
the midst of a crowd of thoughts, good, bad or indifferent as the case may be, but the great mass of them
just a dull, purposeless fog which is hardly worth calling
thought at all.
If we wish to develop any higher faculty, we must
begin by gaining control over this mind of ours. \.Y e
must give it some ·work to do, instead of just letting it
play about as it will, drawing in to itself all these thoughts
vvhich arc not ours, which we really do not want at all.
It must not be our master but our servant before we
can take the first step along the line of the true trained
clairvoyance, for this is the instrument which we shall
have to use, and it must be at our command and fully
under our control.
This concentration is one of the hardest things for
the ordinary man to do, because he has had no practice
in it, and indeed has scarcely realized that it needed to
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be done; Think what it would be if your hand were as
little under your control as your n:ind is, if it did not
obey your command, but started aside from what you
wished it to do. You would feel that you had paralysis,
and that. your h and was u seless. But if you cannot
control your mind, that is dangerously like a mental
paralysis; you must practise with it until you h ave it
in hand and can use it as you wish. Fortunately concen.tration can be practised all day long, in the common
aff~irs of every-day life. W'hatever you are doing, do
it thoroughly, and keep your mind on it. If you ar-((_
writing a letter, think of your letter and of nothing else
until it is finished; it will be all the better written for
such care. Jf you are reading a book, fix your mind on
it and try to grasp the author's full meaning. Know
~lways what you are thinking about, and why; keep
your mind at intelligent work, and do 'not leave it time
to be idle, for it is in those idle moments that all evil
comes.
Even now you can concentrate perfectly when your
interest is sufficiently keenly excited. Then your mind
is so entirely absorbed that you hardly hear what is
said to you, or see what passes round you.
THE CouRTIERs A.~D THE WATER-jARs

There is a story told in the East about some
sceptical courtiers, who declined to believe that an
ascetic could ever be so occupied with his meditation
as to be unaware that an army passed close by him as
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he ·sat under his tree rapt in thought. The sultan, w.Q.o
was present, assured them that he would prove. to them
the possibility of this, and proceeded to do so in a truly ·
Oriental and autocratic way. He ordered that some·
, large water-jars should be brought and filled to the
brim. Then he instructed the courtiers each to take
one and carry it; and his commatld was that they
should walk, carrying this water, through the principal
streets of the city. But ·they were to be surrounded hy
his guards with drawn swords, and if one of th~m spilled
one single drop of his water, that unfortunate was to be
instantly beheaded then and _there. The courtiers started oh their journey filled with terror; but they all carne
saf~ly back again, and the sultan smilingly greeted them
with a request to tell liim all the incidents of their walk,
and describe the persons whom they ha d met. Not one
of them could mention even one person th at they had
seen, for all agreed that they had been so entirely
occupied with the one id ea of watching the brimming
jars that they h ad noticed nothing else of any sort.
<( So, gentlemen," r ejoined the sultan, "you see that
when there is sufficient interest concentration is.
possible."
MEDITATION

When you have attained concentration such as
that, not under the stress of the fear of instant death,
but by the exertion of your will, then you may profitably try th e n ext stage of effort. I do not say that it
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will be easy; on the contrary, it is very difficult; but it
an be done, for many of us have had to do it. When
your mind is thus an instrument, try what we call meditation. Choose a certain fixed time for yourself, when
you can be undisturbed; the early morning is in many .
ways the best, if that can be managed. It is not always
an easy time for us now, for we have in modern civilization hopelessly disarranged our day, so that noon is no
longer its middle point, as it should be. Now we lie in
bed long after the sun has risen, and then stay up injuring our eyes with artificial light long after it has set at
night. But choose your time, and let it be the same
time each day, and let no day pass without your regular
effort. We know, if we are trying any sort of physical
exercise for training purposes, how much more effective
it is to do a little regularly than to make a violent effort
one day, and then to do nothing for a 'Week. So in this
matter it is the regularity that is important.
Sit down comfortably where you will not be disturbed, and turn your mind, with all its newly-develop·ed power of concentration, upon some selected subject
demanding high and useful thought. We in our Theo-sophical studies have no lack of such subjects, combining deepest interest with greatest profit. If you
prefer it you can take some moral quality, as is
advised by the Catholic Church when it prescribes
this exercise. In that case, you will turn the quality
over in your mind, see how it is an essential
quality in the Divine order, how it is manifested
in Nature about you, how it has been shown forth
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-by great men of old, how you yourself can manifest

it in your, daily life, how (perhaps) you have failed
to display it in the past, and so on. Such meditation
upon a high moral quality is a good exercise in many
ways, for it not only trains the mind, but keeps the
good thought constantly before you. But it needs to
be preceded generally by thought upon concrete subjects, and when those an~ easy for you, you can usefully·
.take up the more abstract ideas.
When this has become an established habit with
-you, with which nothing is allowed to interfere; when
you can manage it fairly well without any feeling of
·strain or difficulty, and without a single wandering
thought ever venturing to intrude itself, then you may
turn to the third stage of our effort--contemplation.
But remember that you will not succeed with this until
you have entirely conquered the mind-wandering. For
a long time you will find, when you try to meditate,
that your thoughts are continually going off at a tangent, and you do not know it till suddenly you start to
find how far away they have gone. You must not let
this dishearten you, for it is the common experience;
you must simply bring the errant mind back again to
. its duty, a hundred or a thousand times if necessary,
for the only way to succeed is to decline to admit· the
possibility of failure. But when you have at length
succeeded, and the mind is definitely mastered, then ·
we reach that for which all the rest has been but
the necessary preparation, good though it has been in
itself.
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Instead of turning over a quality in your mind~.
ta)_(e the highest spiritual ideal that you know. It does
not matter what it is, or by what name you cafl it. A
Theosophist will most probably take one of those
Great Ones to whom we have already referred-a
member of that great brotherhood of Adepts whom we
call the Masters-especially if he has the privilege of
having come directly into contact with one of Them.
The Catholic may take the Blessed Virgin or some
patron saint, the ordinary Christia n will probably take
the Christ; the Hindu will perhaps choose Shri Krishna:
and the Buddhist most likely the Lord Buddha Himself. Names do not matter, for we are dealing- with
realities now. But it must b e to you the highest, th at
"
which will evoke in you the greatest feeling
of reverence,
love and d evotion tha t you are capable of exp erien cing.
In place of your previous meditation, call up the most
vivid mental image that you can make of this ideal,
and, letting your most intense feeling go out towards
this highest One, try with all the strength of your nature
to raise yourself towards Him, to become one with.
Him, to be in and of that glory and beauty. If you .
will do that, if you will thus steadily continue to raise·
your consciousness, there will come a .time when you
will suddenly find that you are one with that ideal as.
you never wer~ befor~, when you realize and understand
Him as you never did before, for a new and wonderful
light has somehow dawned for you, and all the world
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has changed, for now for the first time you know what·
it is to live, and all life before seems like darkness and
death to you as compared with this.
Then it will all slip away again, and you will
return to the light of common day-and darkness·
indeed will it a.ppear by comparison! But go on working
at your contemplation, and presently that glorious·
moment will come again and yet again; and each time
it will stay with you longer, till there comes a period
when that higher life is yours always, no longer a flash
or a glimpse of paradise, but a steady glow, a new and
never-ceasing marvel every day of your existence.
Then for you day and night will be one continuous consciousness, one beautiful life of happy work for the helping of others; yet this; which seems so indescribable" and
so unsurpassable, is only the beginning of the entrance
into the heritage in store for you and for every child of
man. Look about you with that new and higher sight,
and you will see and grasp m any things which until n ow
you have never even suspected- unless, indeed, you
have previously familiarized yourself with the investigations of your predecessors along this path.
Continue your efforts, and you will rise higher still,.
and in due course there will open before your astonished eyes a life as much grander than the astral as that
is than the physical, and once more you will feel
that the true life has been unknown to you until
now; for all the while you a re rising nearer to
the One Life which alone is perfect Truth and perfect.
Beauty.
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This 1s a development that must take years, you
·will say. Yes, that is probable, for you·are trying to
·compress into one life the evolution which would
normally spread itself over many; but it is far more
·.:th an worth the time· and the effort. No man can say
how long it will take in any individual case, for that
·- depends upon two things-the amount of crust that
there is to break through, and the energy and determi.nation that is put into the work. I cannot promise you
that in so many years you will certainly succeed; I can
·only tell you that many have tried before you, and that
many have succeeded. All the great Masters of the
·wisdom were once men at our own level; as They have
risen, so must we rise. Many of u s in our humbler way
·have tried also, and have succeeded, some more and
some less ; but none who has tried regrets his attempt,
for whatever he has gained, be it l'ittle or much, is
gained for all eternity, since it inheres in the soul which
:survives death. Whatever we gain thus we possess in
full power and consciousness, and have it always at our
command; for this is no mediumship, no feeble intermittent trance-quality, but the power of the developed
.and glorified life which is to be that of all humanity
:some day.
PREREQUISITES

But the man who wishes to try .to unfold these
·faculties within himself will be ill-advised if he does
not take care first of
to have utter purity of heart
:and soul, for that is the first and greatest necessity.
lf he is to do this, and to do it well, he must purify the

all
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mental, the astral and the physical; he must cast aside·
his pet vices and his physical impurities; he must cease·
to defile his body with meat, with alcohol or tobacco, .
and try to make himself pure a nd clean all through, on
this lower plane as well as on the higher. Ifhe does.
not think it worth while to give up petty uncleannesses
for the higher life, that is exclusively his own affair; it.
was said of old that one cannot serve God and Mammon
simultaneously. I do not -say that bad habits on the ·
physical plane will prevent him altogether from any
psychic development, but I do emphatically and dis-tinctly say that the man who remains unclean is never
free from danger, and that to touch holy things with.
impure hands is to risk a terrible peril.
The m an who would try for the higher must free ·
his mind from worry and from lower cares; while doing
his duty to the uttermost, he must do it impersonally
and for the right's sake, and leave the result in the ·
hands of higher po . .vers. So will he draw round him
pure a nd helpful entities as he moves onward, and will
himself r adi.ate sunlight on those in ·suffering or in .
sorrow. So shall he remain master of himself, pure·
and clean and unselfish, using his new powers n ever for
a p ersonal end, but ever for the advancement and the ·
succour of men, his brothers, that they also, as they can,
rnay learn to live the wider life, may. learn to rise from
amid th~ mists of ignorance and selfishness into the·
glorious sunlight of the peace of God.
Take up this study of Theosophy then, not on
blind faith-for blind faith has done enough harm in.
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-the world already-but for enquiry; if you are not
.- satisfied, there is no harm done, while if you are satisfied,
much good may come to you thereby, as it has come
-to the rest of us. The best way of all to see whether
this thing is so, is to act as if it were true; live the life
which it teaches, and note its effects. Try the thought-control which it recommends, and see whether you are
the better or the worse for it. Try to realize the unity
_and brotherhood which it teaches, and to show the
unselfishness which it exacts; and then see for yourself
whether this is an improvement upon other modes of
living or not. It still remains true now, as in days of old,
that they that do the will of the Father that is in heaven,
they shall know of the doctrine, whether it be true.
The surest way to find the truth is to live the life;
try the unselfishness and the watchful helpfulness, and
see whether here is not an opening'into new fields of
happiness and usefulness. From that go on gradually
to other parts of the teaching, and you will find evidence
-enough. Think what the world would be if all held
·these doctrines of the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man; would it be better, or would it be
worse, if aU mankind held unity as a fact, and unself-ishness as a duty? As yet we a re only at the beginning
of this mightiest of studies; yet .we say to you with
utmost corifidence: Come and join us in our study, and
to you also will come the peace and confidence that has
.come to us, so that through your study of Theosophy
your lives shall become happier to ·yourselves and
_more useflJ.l to·_your fellow,. men.

PART II

THE FACTS OF AFTER-DEATH LIFE

CHAPTER VII

THE FACTS AS THEY ARE
EARTH-LIFE

AND

AsTRAL LIFE

I HAVE already referred to the I a tent faculties by
means of which the unseen world can be directly
cognized, and the whole life beyond the grave seen as
clearly and as fully in detail as we now see the physical
life around us. A certain number of our Theosophical
students have already unfolded these inner senses, and
so are. in a position to give definite information upon
this most interesting subject. I am quite aware that
this is a considerable claim to make-a claim which
would not be made by any of the modern expounders
of Western Orthodoxy. Any minister of any Church
has his version of the states after death to put before
us; and in support of it he will explain that the Church
teaches this or that, or that the Bible tells us so and so.
But he will never say to us: "I who speak to you have
been into this heaven or this hell which I describe; I
myself have seen these things and therefore know them
to be true." But that is precisely what the Theosophical investigators are able to say, for they do know that
9
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of which they speak, a nd they are dealing with a
definite series of facts which they have personally
investigated, and therefore they speak with the authority
and certainty which only direct knowledge gives. Yet
thus offering what they know, they say always tq their
hearers: "Unless this commends itself to you as
utterly reasonable, do not rest contented with our
assertion; look into these things for yourself as fully as
you c.a n, along any or all of the m any lines which are
open to you, and then you will be in a position to speak
to others as authoritatively as we do." But what are
the facts which are disclosed to u s by these investigations?
The state of affairs found a·s actually existing is
much more rational than most of the current theories.
It is not found that any sudden change takes place in
the man at death, or that h e is spirited away to some
heaven beyond the stars. On the contrary, man
remains after death exactly what he was before it-the
same in intellect, the same in his qualities and powers;
and the conditions into which he passes are precisely
those that he has made for himself. The th:oughts and
desires which he has encouraged within himself during
earth-life take form as definite living entities hovering
around him and reacting upon him until the energy
which he poured into them is exhausted. When such
thoughts and desires have been powerful and persistently evil, the companions so created may indeed be
terrible; but happily such cases form but a small
minority among the dwellers in the astral world. The
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worst that the ordinary man of the world "usually
provides for himself after death is a useless and unutterably wearisome existence, void of all rational
interests-the natural sequence of a life wasted
in self-indulgence, triviality and gossip here on
earth.
There is no reward or punishment from outside,
but only the actual result of what the man himself has
·dpne and said and thought while here on earth. In
fact, the man makes his bed during earth-life, and
:afterwards he has to lie on it.
Yet this new life must by n9 means be considered
as merely a life of results. It may be little more than
that for some men, but that is entirely their own fault.
The astral plane is one stage higher than the physical,
.and therefore its possibilities, both of enjoyment and of
progress, are in·' every way greater than those of the
lower level. But the possibilities are themselves of a
higher character, and it requires a certain amount of
intelligence and sense to take advantage of them. If a
man is so undeveloped intellectually that during the
physical stage of his life he has not been able to look
lbeyond that state, but has devoted the whole of his
;thought and his energy solely to material things, he is
little likely to be able to adapt himself to more
.advanced conditions. Since he neglected or was too
.blind to see the smaller opportunities ·of the physical, it
is scarcely probable that his half-atrophied mind will
be strong enough to grasp the wider possibilities of
this grander .life.
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Bul if during earth-life he has had any intelligent
interest, if he has had soul enough to l9ok beyond
gross matter, he will now find opening before him new
lines of investigation and study of the most thrilling
interest. If in this earlier stage he has learntto delight
in unselfish actions and to work for the good of others,.
the astral life will be for him one of vivid joy and rapid
progress. The m an who is intelligent a nd helpful, whounderstands the conditions of this non-physical exist-·
ence a nd takes the trouble to a dapt himself to them
and make the most of them, finds opening before him a.
splendid vista of opportunities both for acquiring fresh.
knowledge and for doing useful work.
He discovers that life away from this dense body
has a vividness and briilian cy to which all earthly
enjoyment is as moonlight unto sunlight, and that
through his clear knowledge and ~alm confidence
the power of the endless life shines out upon all
those around him. As has been said above, he may
become a centre of peace and joy unspeakable to
hundreds of his fellow men, and may do more good
in a few years of that astral existence than ever he
could h ave done in the longest physical life.
NoT

A

NEw LIFE

This is the first and most prominent fact-that we
h ave here not a strange new life, but a continu ation of
the present one. We are not separated from the dead,
for they are here about us all th e time. The only
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separation is the limitation of our consciousness, so that
we have lost, not our loved ones, but the power to see
them. It is quite possible for us so to raise our consci-ousness that we can see them and talk with them as
before, and all of us constantly do that, though we only
rarely remember it fully. A man may learn to focus
his consciousness in his astral body while his physical
body is still awake, but that needs special development,
:a_nd in the case of the average man would take much
time. But during the sleep ofhis physical body every
man uses his astral vehicle to a greater or less extent,
:and in that way we are daily with our departed friends.
Sometimes we have a partial remembrance of meeting
them, and then we say we have dreamt of them; more
frequently we h ave no recollection of such encounters
and remain ignorant that they have taken place. Yet
it is a definite fact that the ties of affection are still as
stro~g as ever, and so the moment the man is freed
from the chains of his physical encasement he naturally
seeks the company of those whom he loves. So that in
truth the only change is that he spends the night with
tthem instead of the day, and he is conscious of them
4.Strally instead of physically.
Monsieur L. Mariller, in his introduction to Le
Jkaz's La Legende de la Mort en Basse Bretagne, gives
.a ;yif;I'J m~eresting account of the feelings and beliefs of
:the pea-sa~try in Brittany with regard to death and the
:after-states. He says:
For the Bretons the living and the dead are equally the
;inhabitants of this world, and they live in perpetual intercourse with
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one another. · "L'Anaon" (as they name the vast crowd and
concourse of the dead) may be feared, as the storm and the tempest
are feared, but no more surprise is felt that the thorn-bushes and
the rushes that border the roadsides should be shaken by the passing:
of disembodied spirits than that the birds should warble blithely in
those bushes. For the Breton the world of wonder is interwoven
with the world visible, as the honey-suckle is intertwined about the
hedge. He has a tender respect for the dead. For" L'Anaon"
his feelings are deep and strong, half terror, half tender compassion.
The dead mingle with the living in close companionship'; they
are associated with their daily and hourly existence. They wander
at night a long the highways and the lonely lanes, they haunt the
fields and the plains, as thick as the blades of grass in the meadow,
and as the sands on the seashore. They return to the houses in
which they dwelt in their mortal bodies, bringing tidings from the
other side; the messengers of penance or of blessing, they glide
about the silent homesteads at the midnight hour, and they may be
dimly perceived from out screened bedsteads, crouching over the
dying embers on the hearth. They come as the protecting spirits
of the household, to watch over those they have left behind them
exposed to the dangers and snares of life. Mothers come to·
caress their children in their sleep, tending them, rocking them and
wiping away their tears. In some cases, however, it is the memory
of the possessions they have left behind, of th~ir well-fenced farms,.
of their red cattle with shining hides, of their cornfields waving like
a sea of golden sunshine, that brings the dead out of their gravesT
and an old labourer will return to his plough and guide it with a
firm hand through the fertile furrows, the yearning after old associations drawing him from out the silent realm of disembodied souls ..
All the dead, be it observed, are not regarded as kindly_
Some, on the contrary, can be cruel to those who are still amongst
the living, and it is not well to approach them too closely. The
sounds and movements of the ma,terial world drown for most people
the whispering voic.es of the dead. According to Breton belief,
were we less taken up with our business and our pleasure, we should
know almost all that goes on beyond the grave.

The bringing through of the memory from the
astral plane to the physical is another and quite separate consideration, which in no way affects our consci-·
ousness on that other plane, nor our ability to function
upon it with perfect ease and freedom. Whether we:
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recollect them or not, the dead are still living their life
close to us, and the only difference is that they have
taken off this robe of flesh which we call the body.
That makes no change in them, any more than it
makes a change in our personality when we remove our·
overcoats. We are somewhat freer, indeed, because
we have less weight to carry, and precisely the same
is the case with them. The man's passions, affections,
emotions and intellect are not in the least affected
when he dies, for none of these belong to the physica~
body which he h as laid aside. He has dropped this
vesture and is living in another, but he is still able to
think and to feel just as before.
THE REALITY OF THE UNSEEN

I know how difficult it is for the average mind to
grasp the reality of that which we cannot see with our
physical eyes. It is hard for us to realize how partial
our sight is-to understand that we are living in a vast
world of which we see only a tiny part. Yet science
tells us with no uncertain voice that this is so, for it
describes to us whole worlds of minute life of whose
existence we are entirely ignorant as far as our senses
are concerned. Nor are the creatures of those worlds
unimportant because minute, for upon a knowledge of
the condition and habits of some of those microbes
depends our ability to preserve health and in many
cases life itself. But our senses are limited in another
direction. We cannot see the very air that surrounds
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us; . our senses would give us no indication of its
existence, except that when it is in motion we are
aware of it by the sense of touch. · Yet in it there
is a force that can wreck our mightiest vessels and
throw down our strongest buildings. Clearly all
about us there are mighty forces which yet elude
our poor and partial senses; so obviously we must
beware of falling into the fatally common error of
supposing that what we see is all there is to see.
We are, as it were, shut up in a tower, and our
senses are tiny windows opening out in certain
directions. In many other directions we are entirely
shut in, but clairvoyance or astral sight opens for us
one or two additional windows, and so enlarges our
prospect, and spreads before us a new and wider world,
which is yet part of the old one, though before we did
not know it.
WHAT IS SEEN

Looking out into this n ew world, what do we first
see? Supposing that one of us transferred his consciousness to the astral plane, what ch anges would be the
first to strike him? At the first glance there would
probably be little difference, . and he would imagine
himself to b e looking upon the same world as before.
L et m e explain why this is so-partially a t least, for
to explain fully would n eed a whole essay upon astral
p hysics. Just as we have different conditions of matter
h ere, the solid, the liquid, the gaseous, so are there
different conditions or degrees of d ensity of astral
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matter, and each degree is attracted by and corresponds
to that which is similar to it on the physical plane. So
that our friend would still see the walls and the furniture to which he was accustomed, for though the
physical matter of which .they are composed would no
longer be visible to him, the densest type of astral
matter would still outline them for him as clearly as
ever. True, if he examined the object closely he would
perceive that all the particles were visibly in rapid
motion, instead of only invisibly, as is the case on this
plane; but few men do observe closely, and so a man
who dies often does not know at first that any change
has come over him.
He looks about him, and sees the same rooms with
which he is familiar, peopled still by those whom he
has known and loved-for they also have astral
bodies, which are ·within the range of his new vision.
Only by degrees does he discover that in some ,..,ays
there is a difference. For example, he soon finds
that for him all pain and fatigue have passed away.
If you can at all realize what that means, you will
begin to have some idea of what the higher life truly is.
Think of it, you who have scarcely ever a comfortable
moment, you who in the stress of your busy life can
hardly remember when you last felt free from fatigue;
what would it be to you never again to know the
meaning of the words weariness and pain? We have so
mismanaged our teaching in these Western countries
on the subject of immortality that usually a dead man
:finds it difficult to believe that he is dead, simply
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because he still sees and hears, thinks and feels. " I
am not dead," he will often say, " I am a live as much.
as ever, a nd better than I ever was before." Of course·
he is; but that is exactly what he ought to have:
expected, if he had been properly taught .
.R ealization may perha ps come to him in .this:
way. He sees his friends about him, but h e soon.
discovers that h e cannot always communicate with
them. Sometimes he speaks to them, and they do··
not seem to hear; he tries to touch them, and finds that
he can make no impression upon· them. Even then, for
some time he persuades himself that he is dreaming, and
will presently awake, for a t other times (when they are
wh at we call asleep) his friends are perfectly consciousof him, and talk with him as of old. But gradually
he discovers the fact that he is after all dead; and
..
then he usually begins to become uneasy. Why?
Again because of the defective teaching which he has
received. He does not understand where he is, or
what has h appened, since his situation is not what
he expected from the orthodox standpoint. As an
English general once said on this occasion, " But if
I a m dead, wh ere am I? If this is heaven, I don't
think much of it; and if it is h ell, it is better than I
expected ! "
A great deal of totally unnecessary uneasiness and
even acute suffering h as been caused in this way, and
the fault is with those who still continue to teach the:
world 'silly fables · about non-existent bugbears instead
of using reason and common sense. The baseless and
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blasphemous hell-fire theory has done more harm than.
even its promoters know, for it has worked evil beyond
the grave as well as on this side. But presently the:
new arrival will meet with some other dead person who,
has been more sensibly instructed, and will learn from
him that there is no cause for fear, and that there is a .
rational life to be lived in this new world, just .as there
was in the old one.
He will find by degrees that there is much that is
new, as well as much that is a counterpart ofthat which·
he already knows; for in this astral world thoughts an~:
desires express themselves in visible forms, though
these are composed mostly of the .finer matter of the·
plane, and are to be seen floating about like clouds..
Nevertheless, people see in that world to a great extent.
what they want to see; they concentrate their attention
on things which attract them, and for the time almost
ignore everything else. Therefore immediateiy after·
death, a man who is much interested in the things of the·
physical world sees their counterparts; to his c~:mscious
ness these are the prominent features, and the thought-forms are cloudy and vague, so that practically he sees;
only the things to which he h as been accustomed. As:
his astral life proceeds, however, gradually the more:
materia l particles wear away, the man's interests become
less physical, and the thought.,.forms become more and
more prominent-for we must remember tha t he is all
the while steadily withdrawing further and further into
himself. As has been explained, the entire period of
an incarnation is in reality occupied by the ego in first.
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:putting himself forth into matter, and then in drawing
:back again with the results of his effort.
We have already said that even during the physical
"life his thoughts should gradually turn upwards, and he
.should care less and less for merely physical matters,
until the time comes when ·h e drops the dense body
.altogether. Then his life on the astral plane commen·ces, but during the whole of it the process of withdrawal
·continues. The .result of this is that as time passes he
·pays less and less attention to the lower matter, of
which counterparts of physical objects are composed,
and is more and more occupied with that higher matter
·of which thought-forms are built-so far, that is, as
thought-forms appear on the astral plane at all. So his
life becomes more and more a life in a world of thought,
.and the counterpart of the world which he has left fades
from his view-not that he has changed his location in
space, but that his interest is shifting its centre. His
desires still persist, and the forms surrounding him will
be largely the expression of these desires, and whether
his life is one of happiness or discomfort will depend
chiefly upon the nature of these.
A study of this astral life shows us clearly the
reason for many ethical precepts. Most men recognize
that sins which injure others are definitely and obviously
wrong; but they sometimes wonder why it should be
said to be wrong for them to feel jealousy, or hatred or
a mbition, so long as they do not allow themselves to
manifest these feelings outwardly in deed or in speech.
A glimpse at this after-world shows us exactly hov,r such
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feelings injure th.e man who harbours them, and how·
they cause him suffering of the most acute character
after his death. We shall understand this better if we·
examine a few typical cases of astral life, ~nd see what:
are their principal characteristics.

CHAPTER VIII

SOME EXAMPLES OF ASTRAL LIFE
THE ORDINARY 11AN

u s think first of the ordinary colourless man, who
is neither specially good nor specially bad, nor indeed
specially anything in particular. He is in no way
·changed, so colourlessness remains his principal characteristic (if we can call it a characteristic) after his death .
•
He will have no special suffering and no special joy,
and may probably find astral life rather dull, because
he has not during his time on earth developed any
rational interests. If he has had no ideas beyond gossip
·Or what is called sport, if he has thought of nothing beyond his business or his dress, he is likely to find time
.hang heavily on his hands when all such things are no
.longer possible.
It may perhaps h elp the reader to understand this
if I quote a description of the attitude of a person of
this type, taken from a little-known book, written many
years ago by a Christian who seems never·to have heard
of Theosophy, and scarcely even of spiritualism,
yet possessed while still in physical life the power of
LET
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:seeing and conversing with those who h ave left their
hodies:
In p assing a certain house d uring the p ast year I have met
almost daily its former owner. H e had been a physician in good
practice and ver y popular socially-a welcome guest in many homes .
. . . He told me he was lonely and miserable; he had companionship, but did not care for it ; he liked better to roam ab'lut his old
home and live in his old associations, though it pained lnm that his
wife thought of him as happy in a far-off heaven, and that he could
not make her feel his presence. I urged him to leave the earth
atmosphere and rise into a higher life, where the stimulus of work
is even more urgent than here, but he. repl ied that he could not see
what there was for a doctor to do where there were no frail bodies
to wear out.
He was very much disappointed to find a continued existence
so unlike his anticipations, but supposed he must wait for the judgment-day to know whether he was among the lost or the saved. He
had always attended church when he could, both from habit and
because it was the proper thing to do, but had never thought
seriously about religious matters, preferring society and the good
things of earth, of which he had an abundance. ~eYertheless he
had died confessing his faith in the Redeemer. Now things seemed
to be turned upside down; those he had thought unbelievers are so
radiant with spiritua l light that he cannot endure their presence,
while many good church members are quite the opposite.. ..
I tried to make him understand how all days arc judgmentdays, that by h is own admission he had li\·cd for the physical life
alone, and the d warfing of his spiritual nature was his present judgment; tha t we arc saved by holy lives, not by a vicarious atonement; that Christ and his true d isciples (the Christlike) arc living
and working to increase the kingdom of righteousness, and that
though he could no longer heal the sick bodies, he could work to
save souls. But this idea offended him-he was not intended to
.be a minister; and I could not make him feel that, in t he sense
of heJpi ng, we are aU meant to be ministers . 1

This little account of an ordinary phenomenon of
astral life is both characteristic and interesting. I t gives
us evidence not only of the dullness and discomfort
1

Light on t1u Hiddtn Way, Boston, Ticknor & Co., 1886, p. 71.
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of the life which has no higher interests, but also of the
evil effect produced by false and imperfect religious.
teaching. The writer of the book goes on to relate·
h ow, after many conversations and explanations, this.
unfortunate doctor was at last brought through much.
suffering to a wiser and better frame of mind, and was.
enabled to rise to a higher level of the plane. It is by
no means uncommon for a man who, without ever
thinking of it, has been living a careless, selfish and
worldly life, to come gradually to the realization of that
fact when he is able to look back upon it with the·
clearer vision of the astral plane. . He sees himself for
the first time as he really is, and often his remorse is.
terrible and enduring.
Yet in this clearer sight there lies for him the·
possibility of great improvement; in his retrospection
•
h e sees the opportunities which he has missed, the·
qualities in which he has been defective and the good
that he might h ave done, but did not; and often he:
thinks of himself as outcast and condemned. But
fortunately for him there are helpers ever working upon
the astral plane, so that there will presently be someone·
to explain to him that it is never too late to mend, that
by beginning now to develop higher qualities within
himself he will ensure their possession in his next earth-·
life. Sometimes, however, such a man will settle down.
into a condition of apathetic despair, and surround.
himself with a heavy black cloud of depression which it
is exceedingly difficult to dissipate. Having h ad no
though t about or experiences of spiritual power in his
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earth-life, he has now no comprehension of its splendid
possibilitie.s, and so he sinks into a state of stolid
hopelessness which often resists for a long time the·
well-meant effort of his friends and h elpers. This
story of the doctor is a good example of the result
of an ordinary and rather selfish life; we find many
thousands of men on the astral plane in such a plight
as this, though h appily there are a lso thousands who·
are better circumstanced, just because they have been.
less selfish.
CASES BELOW THE ORDINARY

It will be well for u s to consider now various cases-.
which differ from the ordinary in both directions, in
order that we may obtain a full grasp of the possibilities of this after-life, and of the results produced on it
by the different characteristics acquired in the physical
existence. I have already referred in a previous chapter
to the sad predicament in which the drunkard finds.
himself after leaving earth-life; and it must be remembered that it is simply an example of the result of
any strong desires of a lower material type, such as
can be satisfied only on the physical plane. Such overmastering cravings remain undiminished after death,.
or rather, th ey are stronger than ever, since their
vibrations have no longer the heavy physical particles
to set. in motion. The case of the sensualist is perhaps
even worse than th at of the drunkard. All this was
perfectly well kn own in the ancient world, even as late
10
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as . classical times. We see it clearly imaged for us in
the myth of Tantalus, who suffered always from a
raging thirst, yet was doomed for e~er to see the water
recede just as it was about to touch his lips.
Sometimes. these people suffer woefully from the
pangs of remorse, but the situation is even more horrible
when they remain unrepentant and make frantic
·endeavours to come into touch to some extent with
their old debaucheries even in their new life. We have
seeri previously tha t men of similar tastes and desires
are drawn together in that life, just as they are in this;
and so it will happen that men of flagitious and
dissolute inclinations herd together even after death,
h aunting the scenes which they b efouled with their
depravity, and rendering their vitiated atmosphere still
more pestilent by the poisonous exhala tions of their
licentious thoughts and desires. Bdng in the lowest
and most degraded condition of astral life, they seem
often to b e still sufficiently near to the physical to be
sensitive to certain odours;. and 'though the titillation
produced by those is only sufficient still further to
excite their mad desires and to tantalize the poor
creatures to the verge of frenzy, they yet seem unable
to tear themselves away from the dens ofprofligacy to
whose malignant spell they had so recklessly yielded
while in the denser body.
Under these circumstances there sometimes opens
before them .t.he possibility of a vicarious gratification
of their lusts which is more terrible than the acutest of
their sufferings, in that it constitutes a new and more
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!heinous crime, which will exact an awful expiation
later. A man still alive (as we call it) in this physical
world, if he weakens his will as we11 as his body, brings
himself presently into a position in which the hold of
the ego upon its vehicles is exceedingly feeble. He is
therefore liable to be gripped by the vicious dead while
indulging his uncontrolled passions; he may be
impelled to still further excesses by their intervention,
and may finally be absolutely obsessed by one of
them, who thus brings himself once more into relations with a physical body and experiences vicariously
his old abominable gratifications. Such obsession
is of course utterly unnatural and in the highest
degree harmful to both parties; and to one who
knows anything of its results the bare possibility of
it would be the most powerful deterrent from a
dissolute life..
Sometimes, though not often, it is possible to rescue
one of these unfortunates from the bad company which
has so strong an attraction for him; and in this case
again his remorse is terrible to see. On the astral plane,
as on the physical, men sometimes fall into evil
surroundings from a feeling of despair- because,
through the cruelly defective and indeed blasph emous
teaching of modern theology, they believe themselves
to have committed unpardonable sins; and thus it
sometimes happens that by patient explanation they
may be extracted from th~ slough of despondency, and
so brought to regard with horror the associations into
which they had lapsed.
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AVARICE AND JEALOUSY

Many another sin produces its result in a manner
just as guesome as drunkenness o: sensuality, though
each is peculiar to itself. We may imagine how the
miser suffers when he can no longer hoard his gold, or
when he perhaps knows that it is being spent by alien
hands. We may see how the jealous man will continue
to suffer from his jealousy, knowing that he has no
power to iNterfere upon the physical plane, yet feeling
more strongly than ever.
Such men often cling desperately to physical life
because of the baneful fascination exercised over them
by their special vice. A man wh o during earth-life has
been so silly as to feel jealous of the affection showered
upon another, often learns no wisdom from his passage
through the gates of dea th. Though• he has no longer
any power to interfere, though he cannot possibly be
himself the recipient of the physical-plane affection, he
still continues insanely to grudge it to the other man,
and insists on torturing himself by remaining to witness
what above all things he loathes to see. Jealousy is of
course at all times utterly selfish and irrational, but
after death its surgings often become yet wilder, and its
unfortunate victim seems further removed than ever
from the faintest gleam of common sense.
Men who have hoarded money seem generally to
be more or less troubled about it, though their anxiety
takes various forms. Some feel strongly . the sense of
property in it, though they can no longer use it in any
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way, and they are in terror lest it should be discovered
~nd squandered, an d they often try to prevent this by
haunting the spot where ,it is concealed, in order to
terrify and drive away any who may come dangerously
near their hiding-place. Others, on the contrary, seeing
their friends or children in need of the hidden store,
are just as anxious that it should be found and utilized.
REVENGE

Several rem arkable instances of the display after
d eath of a spirit of revenge for real or fancied wrongs
have come under my notice within the last twenty years.
One of the most curious is thus described in The
Tlzeosophical Review, vol. xxii, p. 181.
A friend of j'n ine had a dagger which was said to have the
g ru esome property of inspiring anyone who took hold of it with a
longing to kill som e woman. M y fri end was sceptical, but still
eyed the dagger a little doubtfully, for when h e had himself taken
hold of it he felt so " queer " that he had quickl y put it down aga in.
There seemed no doubt that at least two women had, as a matter of
fact, been m urdered w ith it. I took the thing away to m ake some.
experiments, and sat down quietly by m yself, holding the dagger .
A curious kind of dragging at m e began, as thoug h some one were
trying to m ake me move away. I declined to stir, and looked to
see what it was. I saw a wild looking man, a Pa than, I think,
w ho seem ed very angry a t m y not going where he pushed m e, a nd .
h e was trying to enter my body-an attempt that I n atura lly
resisted. I asked what he was doing, but he did not understand.
So I looked from higher up and saw that his wife h ad left him for
another man, and that he had found them together and ha<;l. stabbed
them both with the other man's own dagger, which I was then
h olding . He had then sworn revenge against the whole sex, and
had killed his wife's sister and another woman before he was himself stabbed. He had then attached himself to the dagger, and h ad
obsessed its various o~ners, pushing them to murder women, and
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to his savage delight had met with much success. Great was his.
wrath at my unexpected resistance. As I could.not make him.
understand me, I handed him over to an Indian friend, who·
gradually led him to a better view of life, and he agreed that his
dagger should be broken up and buried. I accordingly broke it up·
and buried it.... I should have broken it up all the same, whether
the Pathan had permitted it or not. Still it was better fo~; him that
he should agree to it.
·

Another somewhat simllar case in more civilized
life was that of a dissipated old man who had· squandered a fortune in gambling and wild living, and then,
when after his repeated and disreputable ex~esses he:
found his friends beginning to avoid him, committed
suicide, declaring that the world had forced him to this
by its coldness and ingratitude, and that he wou ld'.
revenge himself upon it by destroying as many other
men as he could. In retaliation for these imagined:
wrongs he had haunted for some sixty years the scene·
of his own death, striving to impel into suicide any
person whose frame of mind laid him open to such·
influence, and, whenever he succeeded, overwhelming;
his victim with tauntings and ridicule. I related in•
T/ze Perfume of Egypt a still more dramatic case in
which an engine-driver returned from the dead in order
to kill his .successful rival; but the story is too long to·
quote here. Sooner or later such a man can generally·
be brought to see the wickedness of his attitude, and.
then his repentance is qften sincere and poignant..
Remember the fate of Sisyphus in Greek mythhow he was · condemned for ever to roll a heavy·
rock up to the summit of a mountain, only to see it:
roll down again the moment that success seemed within:
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his reach. See how exactly this typifies the after-life
of the man of worldly ambition. He has all his life
been in the habit of forming selfish plans, and therefore
he continues to do so in the _astral world; he carefully
builds up his plan till it is perfect in his mind, and only
then remembers that he has lost the physical body
which is necessary for its a~hievement. Down fall his
hopes; yet so ingrained is the habit that he continues
<l:gain and again to roll this same stone up the same
mountain of ambition until the vice is worn out.
Then at last he realizes that he need not roll his
rock, and he lets i-t rest in peace at the bottom of
the hill.
We had m any cases ofrevenge carried on through
the gates of death during the war, and really we could
hardly wonder at it, although we know revenge to be so,
u tterly wrong i'n every case, and so dreadful in its.
results. For men to see their homes destroyed and
their wives and daughters violated without having some
su~h feeling would mean that they were almost superhuman. It was therefore h ard to take those men and
teach them, as they h ad to be taught, to give up their
passionate desire to injure their brutal enemies, tomake them understand the meaning of what a far
greater Power has said: " Vengeance is mine ; I will
repay." Under the eternal laws of Nature the men
who have done these great wrongs must certainly
suffer for it; but we must simply do our duty, fighting when necessary, but avoiding anger, hatred and
revenge.
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ASTRAL THOUGHT-FORMS

Every thought of the man which is connected with
·self or tainted by desire for his own gain instantly
draws round itself matter of the astral plane as well as
-of the mental, and remains hovering round him. If
any man yields frequently to thoughts of this type, h e
makes for himself exceedingly strong thought-forms,
which are constantly fed and rendered more and more
powerful by each recurrence of the feeling. During
physical life these are invisible to him, although their
influence is all the time reacting upon him and tending
to reproduce in him the thought which created them;
but after death they become visible and haunting forms
from which h e cannot escape, because their attraction
to him is of the very essence of their nature. In many
cases it is in this way that men first come to realize
how ugly and hateful some of their thou ghts may be,
and so they learn to exercise more rigid supervision
-over them.
A man may sometimes find himself surrounded
by thoughts which are not his own, for if any one
-else is directing towards him any strong feeling, whether
it b e of love or hate, of joy or sorrow, he will certainly
find the tho~ght-form which expresses it hovering about
him, and will feel within himself the effect of its vibrations. It is in this way that the vivid thoughts of love
arid the friendly wish which should accompany every
remembrance of the dead produce so beneficent a result
upon them. We may, if we will, surround the friend
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·whom we have " lost" with a rosy cloud of affectionate
thought, through which he will see everything couleur
.de rose, so that it may be a veritable shield for him
·from unpleasant influences; and its own action upon
.him will also tend to stir up within him sympathetic
.feelings of affection, and to calm all disturbances. A
-reference to plate ix in Man, Visible and InvisibLe 1
will show how the thought-form of affection is shaped
'~ithin the astral body of the thinker, and in illustrations
l 0 and 12 in Thought-Forms 1 the thought-form will be
:seen rushing on its way towards its object.
Other thought-forms are less pleasant than this;
-~nd sometimes it is no small part of the retribution
which overtakes the man who during earth-life has
·.treated others harshly to see after death the thoughtforms of those whom he has injured, and to feel the
vibrations which' radiate from them. On the contrary,
.one who has been widely loved is very much helped
:and uplifted by the currents of thought directed to
him. A noticeable example of this was seen in the
-case of Her Majesty the late Queen Victoria, whose
.rapid passage into the heaven-world was undoubtedly
-due to the millions of loving and grateful thought-forms
·which were sent to her, as well as to her own inherent
goodness.
Unfortunately there are sometimes men who de:serve the distrust or anger of many, instead of their
:love. It has sometimes fared hardly after death with
1 Both these books are to be had from The Theosophical Publishing House,
Adyar, Madras.
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those whose financial 'operations have heartlessly ruined:
hundreds of people, for the forms which surround'.
them in menacing crowds have often caused th em the:
utmost horror and remorse. The thought-form has no.
intelligence of its own, and has only a temporary exist-·
ence, . the length of which is determined by the energy
put into the thought in the first place. Nevertheless it:
is impossible for the man towards whom it is directed .
to escape from it, since the very cause of its existence,
the essence of its being, is its attraction towards him.
He m ay, if he knows how to do so, surround himself.
with a shell which will prevent its vibrations fro m .
affecting him; he may (again if he knows how to do it)
break up and dissipate that thought-form by an effort.
of his will; but while it exists it will cling to him .
with the tenacity of a limpet. Usually thought-·
forms coming from different pers~ns retain their
individuality and have each of them a distinct impress .
of the mind from which they came; but under certain.
circumstances it has been found that it is possible for
the thought-form s generated by many persons to coalesce:
into one gigantic phantom, and if this be of an un- ·
pleasant nature, the result may be terrible.
THE FATE oF A CoQ.UETTE

One such case which came under the notice of ourinvestigators may serve as an example and a warning ..
It was that of a young woman who h ad appeared in_
some capacity at a music-hall, and had presumably-
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been at one time physically attractive. She seems to·
have been vain a nd heartiess, and to have taken a
malicious delight in exhibiting her power over foolish
and dissolute young men. . She herself boasted of"
having been the cause of two duels and a suicide, to·
say nothing of a long list of supposed conquests and
broken hearts. Her career, however, came to an abrupt
and tragic end, and on the astral plane she found herself confronted by the rage and hatred of all those
who felt that they had been deceived and ruined byher. In this case the concentrated anger and detesta-·
ti,on of many had collected into one horrible form, .
which in outward appearance somewhat resembled.
a huge distorted gorilla. This unpleasant attendant
seemed filled with the most m alignant ferocity, and
caused her the utmost terror; but though she spent her
astral life in flyl.ng from it, it was quite impossible to
escape it. The investigators who encountered this case
promptly destroyed this malignant apparition; but the
young woman herself was, unfortunately, so worthless.
a creature that it did not seem possible to do much to
assist her. It will of course be understood that it
would be in every way as serious a matter to take a
life (or as much of life as can ever be taken) on the
astral plane as on the physical, but a thought-form of'
this nature, however active and violent, is simply a
temporary creation of evil passion and ·not in any sense
an evolving entity, so that to dissipate it is simply like.
destroying a Leyden j ar, and is not therefore a criminaL
action.

THE OTHER SIDE OF 'DEATH
THE EFFECT OF CRIME

The effect in the future life of the commission of
·definite crime upon earth is almost infinitely varied
. according to the circumstances of the case, though
.always of a most serious nature. Many ex<::.mples of
the way in which such actions work themselves out will
be found in a later chapter. It is found , for instance,
that in many cases a murderer will go over a nd over
.again in thought the crime which h e has committed,
and will often by such a ceaseless round of half malevolent, half horror-stricken meditation produce something in the nature of a haunting at the scene of his
violent deed.·
That the man suffers acutely under such conditions
we cannot doubt; but perhaps his position is hardly
.so painful as that of one who is perpetually haunted.
A case of this latter n ature came under our notice
in the course of our examina tion into the laws under
which reincarnation takes place. We found two friends
living together as members of an Arab tribe, and
.greatly attached to one another until unfortunately
both of them became enamoured of the same young
lady. One of them, when this was discovered, became
·filled with rage and insane jealousy against the other,.
and, fearing that he was unduly favoured by the dam.sel, plotted to remove him from his path. He did not
.actually murd~r him, but betrayed him to certain
·death at the h ands of a hostile tribe b y causing false
information to be given to him. Shortly afterwards
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the young woman, who had not particularly cared for either of them , gave her hand to some ·third person,
and the murderer, h orror-stricken when he discovered·_
how little his crime h ad availed him, committed suicide.
Thus both of the · friends were thrown ou t almost
simultaneou.sly in the full flush of their young life upon
th e lower levels of the astral plane, with every prospect·
of an unusually long sojourn there, but under conditions which differed considerably. The young man who
had been practically murdered furnished an example of the case to which we h ave referred in an earlier
chapter, for although the arrangement of the matter of"
his astral body confined him to the lowest level of the
plane, he was yet entirely unconscious of his surroundings, by reason of the fact that during life he had not
been in the h abit of employing this lowest class of"
matter for· the expression of his feelings and emotions.
The murderer, on the contrary, had been a coarser
type, and in him this lowest class of matter had been
fully vivified, so that h e was quite conscious of the
unpleasant conditions which are found to prevail there.
The result of this combination of circumstances .
brought down upon him a penalty for his crime which,
a lthough wh en described it seems to amount to nothing,
was one of the most gruesome things to see which I
have ever encountered in a long and varied exp erience;
a nd what made it som ehow all the more h orrible was .
that it was so entirely the exact result of t~e actions
and conditions of the persons concerned, so that one
who understood the astra l plane might h ave accurately
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·predicted the course of events. The murdered man
·had died without knowledge of his friend's perfidy, and
~so was still full of affection for him, and though he
was unconscious as ,yet in his new life, the force of
this love constantly operated to bring him into the
neighbourhood of his murderer.
The latter, filled with unspeakable terror and dis·may, fled horror-stricken from the vicinity of his victim,
and rushed to hide himself amidst all the most loath-some scenes, places and people which he could find, in
the hope of thus escaping discovery. But just when he
thought himself at last to be safely concealed, the un•Conscious form of the murdered man would come drifting up behind him, unaware alike of the foul conditions
surrounding him and of the unspeakable horror which
his approach inspired in the mind of the former friend
.t owards whom the tie of affection unceasingly drew
him. The fact of the perfect unconsciousness and good
feeling of this drifting apparition appeared somehow to
add to the dread which its presence inspired; and there
seemed some strange grim pleasantry in the fact that a
man actuated only by the sweetest feelings and the
kindliest intentions was yet taking, without knowing it,
the most appalling revenge for a murder of the commission of which he was entirely unconscious. In the nature
of things this flight and pursuit must continue for years,
which no doubt would seem eternities of unavailing repentance to the criminal, until at last by slow degrees
·the outer shell would wear away and there would come
.a time .of mutual explanation.
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THE INTELLIGENT MAN

We have considered the case of the ordinary
'{}01ourless man, and also that of some of those who are
·distinctly below the ordinary ·level-who differ from it
by the possession of specially gross and selfish de<>ires
{)r by ·reason of their criminality.
Now let us examine the case of the man who differs
from the ordinary in the other direction-who has some
interest of a rational nature. In order to understand
how the after-life appears to him, we must bear in mind
that the maj ority of men spend th e greater p art of their
waking life and most of their strength in work which
t h ey do not really like, which they would not do at all
i f it were not necessary in order to earn their living, or
to support those who are dependent upon them. Realize
·t h e con dition ot' the man when all necessity for this
grinding toil is over, when it is no longer needful to
·earn a living, since the astral body requires no food nor
dothing nor lodging. !hen for th e first time since
earliest childhood that m an is free to do precisely what
.he likes, and can devote his whole time to whatever
may be his chosen 'occupation-so long, that is, as it is
'Df such a nature as to b e capable of realization witho_ut
physical matter.
Suppose that a man's greatest delight is in music;
upon the astral plane he h as the opportunity of listening
to all the grandest music that earth can prod~ce, and is
'even able under these new conditions to hear far more
in it than before, since here other and fuller h armonies

.
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than our dull ears can grasp are now within his reach.
The man whose delight is in art, who loves beauty in
form and in colour, has all the loveliness of this higher
world before him from which to choose. If his delight
is in beauty in Nature, he has unequalled possibilities
for indulging in it; for he can readily and rapidly move
from place t~..:place, and enjoy in quick succession
wonders of N~t:ure which the physical man would need
years tci visi(: · If his fancy turns towards science or
history, the libraries and the laboratories of the world
are at his disposal, and his comprehension of processes
in chemistry or biology will be far fuller than ever before, for now he can see the inner as well as the outer
working~, and many of the causes as well as the effects.
And in all these cases there is the wonderful additional
delight that no fatigue is possible. H ere we know how
constantly, when we are making some progress in our
studies or our experiments, we are unable to carry them
on· because our brain will not bear more than a certain
amount of strain; outside of the physical no fatigue
seems to exist, for it is in reality the brain and not the
mind that tires.
Many a scientific man has been seen in the astral
world pursuing his studies and researches with even
greater avidity than upon the physical plane, because
of the wider field which lies before him h ere, and the
additional faculties of investigation which he now
possesses. I well remember how a great mathematician,
recently deceased, came to one of our, clairvdyant .
members, full of delight over some additional discoveries .
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which he had made· (since his death) in the higher intri-·
cacies of his science, and .anxious immediately to publish
them to the world; and .I remember also how disgusted
he was with that member b ecause he was entirely un-·
able in his physical brain to grasp or to express these
wonderful new discoveries, which of course had been
rendered possible only b-y the realization of the fourthdimensionary space of the astral plane, which I shall
endeavour to explain in a subsequent chapter.
THE UNSELFISH

WoRKER

All this time I have been speaking of mere selfish·
gratification, even though it be of the rational and
intellectual kind. But there are those among us who
would not be satisfied without something higher than
this- whose greatest j oy in any life would consist in serving their fellowmen. What has the astral life in store
for them? They will pursue their philanthropy more
vigorously than ev.er, and under better conditions than
on this lower plane. There are thousands whom they
can help, and with far greater certainty of really being
able to do good than we usually attajn in this life.
Some devote themselves thus to the general good;
some are specially occupied with cases among their
own family or friends, either living or dead. I t is a
strange inversion of the facts, this employment of those
words " living " and " dead " ; for surely we are the
dead, we who are buried in these gross, cramping
physical bodies, and they are tr~ly the living who are
11
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so much freer and more capable because less hampered.
Often the mother who has passed into that higher life
still watches over her child, and is to him a veritable
guardian angel; often the" dead" husband still remains
within reach and in touch of his sorrqwing wife, thankful if even now and then he is able to make her feel
that he lives in strength and love beside her as of yore.
Just such a case as the last mentioned came under
my notice some years ·ago. The wife in this case was
sufficiently psychic to feel her husband's presence, and
to receive communications from him through her own
hand by means of automatic writing. This continued
for some years, but wh en she came into contact with
Theosophy, and read what is written in some of our
books as to the inadvisability of delaying a soul in the
process of withdrawal into itself after death, she felt
somewhat uneasy, and asked her husband whether she
was in any way harming him b y these communications.
H e replied in the negative, and, as she was not even
then entirely satisfied, advised her to speak to me upon
the subject.
I had some conversation with him, and found him
most intelligent and unselfish in his view of the m a tter:
He was quite aware that he risked a certain amount of
delay. in his own evolution by holding himself so long
in connection with the lower astral matter in order to .
be able to keep in touch with his wife; but he said that
he felt that his presence was a comfort to her, and that
. as long -as that was so he was delighted to perform so
slight a service, evep., though it should be at the cost of
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some trifling sacrifice to himself; so that his intention
was to retain his present position as long as he possibly
could. It was not for roe to blame him; his course
was unusual and contrary to ordinary laws, but it was
unselfish, and he was acting with his eyes open to the
-consequences; and since he was able to be of much
use to others as well as to his wife, the good work
which he was doing would probably go far towards
neutralizing aRy hindrance which ensued from his
proceedings.
ABNORMAL CASES

The examples already considered ~re those of per-sons following the normal course of life and death, but
there are also abnormal cases. Most prominent among
these are the vic tims of sudden death. Under this
heading we may include both accident and suicide.
How do these affect the soul in the. astral world? They
influence it less, perhaps, than is normally supposed,
hut still they do modify it. That sudden death of any
'Sort is regarded by the Church as an evil is shown,
in the prayer of. the lita.ny: " From sudden death
good Lord, deliver us." If we ask why, the Church
would probably reply that a man should be prepared
for d eath, th at he should have time to think about it
before he casts off his body; and a lso, of course, the
Church would say that her own ministrations to the
·dying were of great value to set them on the higher
path, and these are lost to those who die suddenly.
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That is no doubt true, but there is a further reason.
The length of time a man spends on the astral plane
depends upon the amount .of emotion and passion
which remains to him when he dies. If a man dies.
after a long illness he has already worn out in ·the
course of it much of what he has generated of such
qualities during life. But if he is suddenly thrown into
the astral world, there will sometimes be a great deal
of undesirable emotion and passion to be worked ·out,
and · that may keep him for some time on the lowest
level of the astral plane, which is always an undesirable
state, a purgatory to be avoided when possible.
Sudden death is also often in the nature of a shock;
and in the astral world, as in the physical, shock is
likely to leave an unpleasant condition; and there, as
here, the man who suffers it sometimes takes a long
time to recover. I have known of astral cases similar
to those of nervous prostration on the physical plane,
in which the shock kept the person in the midst of a.
fixed set of thought-forms until someone came along
and broke them up for him. Another undesirable
effect sometimes arises when a man sees violent death
approaching. Fear and horror may fill his mind at
the time of going over, and in cases 'of murder terrible
hatred may also arise.
To understand the abnormal cases we must have
a clear idea of exactly what is happening to the dead
man-or, shall we say, what should be happening to
him. The steady withdrawal of the soul is taking
place all the while, and the ideal would be that that
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withdrawal should be complete in each plane; but it
rarely is. For example, consider what occurs when the
astral life of the person is over, and he passes into the
heaven-world. Just as, when he dies to this plane, he
leaves his physical body behind him, so when he dies
to the astral plane he leaves a disintegrating astral
body behind him. If he has purged himself from all
·earthly desires during life, and directed all his energies
into the channels of uns~lfish spiritual aspiration, his
:soul will be able to draw b ack into itself the whole of
the lower mind which it put forth into incarnation; in
that case the body left behind on the astral plane will
be a mere corpse, like the abandoned physical body.
Even in the case of a man of somewhat less perfect life almost the same result may be attained if the
forces of lower desire are allowed to work themselves
out undisturbed in the astral p lane. But the majority
·of mankind make but trifling and perfunctory efforts
while on earth to rid themselves of the less elevated
impulses of their nature, and consequently doom themselves not only to a greatly prolonged sojourn in the
intermediate world, but also to what cannot be des.cribed otherwise than as a loss of a portion of the lower
mind.
This is, no doubt, a material method of expressing
the reflection of the higher mind in the lower, but a
fairly accurate idea of what actually takes place will be
<>btained by adopting the hypothesis that the manasic
· principle sends down a portion of itself into the lower
world of physical life at each incarnation, and expects
'
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to be able to withdraw it again at the end of the life,.
·enriched by all its varied experiences. The ordinary
man, however, usually allows himself to be so pitiably
enslaved by all sorts of base desires that a certain
portion of this lower mind becomes too closely interwoven with the desire-body, and when the separation
takes place at the close of his astral life the mental
principle has, as it were, to be torn apart, the degraded
portion remaining within the disintegrating astral bodyThis body then consists of the particles of astral
matter from which the lower mind has not been able to
disengage itself, which therefore retain it captive; for
when the man passes into the heaven-world these clinging fragments adhere to a portion of his mind, and as.
it were wr ench it away. The proportion of the matter
of each level present in the decaying astral vehicle will
therefore depend on the extent to which the mind h as.
become inextricably entangled with the lower passions.
It will be obvious that as the mind in passing from
level to level is unable to free itself completely from the
matter of each, the astral remnant will show the·
presence of each grosser kind which has succeeded in
retaining its connection with it.
Thus comes into existence the class of entity
which has been called "the shade "-an entity, be it
observed, which is not in any sense the real individual
at all, for he has passed away into the heaven-world;
but nevertheless, it not only bears _his exact personal
appearance, but possesses his memory and all his little
i'cliosyncrasies and may therefore readily be mistaken
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for him, as indeed it frequently is at seances, though it
is likely to appear much less intelligent than the man
was during physical life. It is not, of course, conscious
of any act of impersonation, for as far as its ir. tellect
goes it must necessarily suppose itself to be the indi-·
vidual, but one can imagine the horror and disgtist of
the friends of the departed, if they could only realize
that they had been deceived into accepting as their
loved one a mere soulless bundle of all his lowest
qualities.
The length of life of a shade varies according to·
the amount of the lower mind which animates it, but as
this is all the while in process of fading out, its intellect.
is a steadily diminishing quantity~ though it may
possess a great deal of a certain sort of animal cun-·
ning; and even quite towards the end of its career it is
still able to communicate by borrowing . temporary
intelligence from a medium. From its nature it is
exceedingly liable to be swayed by all k~nds of evil
influences, and, having separated from the higher ego,
it has nothing in its constitution capable of respondingto good ones. So much of mental matter as it
possesses gradually disintegrates and returns to its own
plane, though not to· any individual mind; so we see·
that t~e amount entangled in the shade represents to
the ego just so much _loss of the capital which he had
invested in the. inc~rnation just closed. But only in.
rare cases does this loss exceed the gain.
Thus the shade fades by almost imperceptible·
• gradations into the shell. This shell is a~solutely the:
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:mere astral corpse in the later stage of its disintegration,
·every particle of the mind having left it. It is entirely
without ariy kind of consciousness or intelligence, and
-is drifted passively about upon the astral currents just
·as a cloud might be swept in any direction by a
passing breeze;. but even yet it may be galvanized for
a few moments into a ghastly burlesque of life if it
happens to come within reach of a medium's aura.
Under such circumstances it will still exactly resemble
:its departed personality in appearance, and may even
-reproduce to some extent his familiar expressions or
handwriting, but it does so merely by the automatic
.action of the cells of which it is composed, which tend
.under stimulation to repeat the form of action to which
they are most accustomed; and whatever amount of
·i ntelligence may lie behind any such manifestation has
most assuredly no connection with the orjginal man,
but is lent by the medium or his " guides " for the
·occasion, though they are probably quite unconscious
-of tile lending, or imagine themselves, with the most
.kindly intentions, to be helping and ·encouraging a
·poor soul who finds it difficult to manifest. The shell
is also sometimes ensouled by a frolicsome nature·spirit, who is delighted to masquerade for a time as a
:human being; he seizes upon it, and through it plays
.the meaningless pranks which sometimes occur at
:seances.
We are often asked how suicide affects a man's
:position in the other world. First of all, it must be
.clearly understood that suicide is a wrong thing, and
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:no man should end his life before its natural time,
·unless it be in an act of heroism for the benefit of
·others. There have also been certain circumstances,
.as in cases like that of Socrates, in which people were
:forced into suicide because it was the custom of their
•
·country and period. Some, too, have committed
.suicide in order to escape from an intolerable position.
:Stories are told of men who, at the time of the Indian
:Mutiny, shot their wives and daughters, and then them·s elves, in ord er to avoid falling into the hands of a
:savage, bloodthirsty and excited mob; but I do not
"think that the idea of moral wrong should be attached
··.to that.
On the other hand . men have committed suicide
•out of sheer cowardice, afraid to face the results of
.their own actions; in such cases there is unquestionably
a. moral wrong. Such a man throws himself, in the
fullest consciousness, into the lowest and most unpleasant p art of the astral world, where a good deal of
suffering may be his lot. He often realizes immediately
that he has mad.e a mistake, that he has done wrong;
but he has to bear the consequences of his rash act.
A much rarer abnormal case is what is called the
·vampire. That is an extreme instance of attachment
·to evil sensation, resulting in the inability of the ego
·.to withdraw the portion of himself put down into
:incarnation, so that it is entirely torn away from
:him, and remains for · a time as a separate entity.
Such an entity sometimes clings desperately to physical
Jife, attaching itself to the physical · bodies of other
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people and prolonging its unnatural existence by draw-ing life from them~ This occurrence is now exceedingly
r are ; it belongs to a period long gone by. I t is said to have been common in the great Atlantean race, and it.
h as sometimes happened in Russia and Hungary. 1
THE ABNORMALLY ADVANCED

There is another form of abnormality on the astral
plane after death-that of the person who is superior·
to those who follow the ord inary course of gradual
ascent, and can therefore return voluntarily to rebirth
as soon as a suitable incarnation offers itself. T he· .
primitive savage is reborn rapidly because there is.
nothing in him to keep him out of physical life. He·
has little mental development and there is nothing to
give him a life in the heaven-world. 'At th e other end
of the scale of human evolution, a highly developed
man will sometimes take rapid rebirth, because he
earnestly wishes for it, and because there is work for
evolution which he can do. But such rebirths differ
entirely from those of th e savage. The savage goes.
through astral life to get rid of his astral b ody. The.
highly developed man who reincarnates quickly does.
not get rid of his at all, but uses the same astral body·
in the next life. This rapidity of return has occurred
also recently to a considerable extent on account of the·
conditions produced by the Great War. Many who·
were killed have come back to this world, to the lands.
1

See Madame Blavatsky's Isis Unveiled, vol. i, p. 454.
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where they belong, and especially to countries like ·
America or Australia, because they are needed for the ·
new sub-race which is being developed there. There ·
are also special cases of rapid rebirth among those who
are advanced in Theosophical study and h ave become
pupils of the M~sters . .
In this chapter I have found it necessary to men-·
tion many unpleasant and painful aspects of the life
after death, but we must never forget that they are
after all a small minority, and that, even in these,.
\.vhatever is i.s in some way the best. If death seemsterrible to some people, it is because they d o not kn ow
what it is. Be sure that when death comes to a m an
it is the best thing tha t can h appen to him. There is
a mighty plan behind it all; sometimes apparent evil
happens, but in the end it will produce good. Be sure
we are tending towards a glorious result. We cannot
see the reason for everything, but He who is behind it.
all understa nds it all,
For the plan of God is grander
T han th e meas ure of man's mind,
And the Heart of the Eternal
Is most wonderfull y kind.

CHAPTER IX

ASTRAL SURROUNDINGS
AsTRAL AssociATION

OF the scenery, the general conditions and the inhabitants of this earlier stage of the after-world I have
already written fully in The Astral Plane-as fully,
that is to say, as the incapacity of physical words to
express astral facts will let me-so ~ need not repeat
myself here. If we take that description along with the
idea of steady withdrawal to which I h ave previously
referred, we shall have in our minds a broad outline of
.astral life which is practically universal, though the
details differ widely according to jndividual idiosyn·crasies.
The world of thought-forms in which the man
.spends the later part of his astral life is infinite in
its complexity, yet each selects from it the forms in
which he is specially interested, and to a large extent
lgnores the rest. Let us suppose that in the
physical world a group of men are standing on a
hillside looking over a valley. An artist among
them would study the colour and arrangement of the
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landscape, and would remember the beauty of the view.
Another, a farmer, would be able to tell you afterwards.
precisely in which direction lay good arable land, and
where there would be grazing. A geologist would
perhaps take note of the nature of the rocks and the·
mode of formation of the v:alley. An engineer would
be concerned with trees and water power, and perhaps
the question as to whether a bridge could be thrown
across the water. Each man picks out the things in
which he is interested and notices those. The same
principle goes much further in the astral world; so that
a man sees only the things of the level at which his
consciousness happens to be-the other things are for
him as though they were not.
It must be understood that what is constructed by
thought in the matter of the astral plane is in every
way as real to the man there as houses and bridges are
to us on the physical pl~ne. It is true that the method
of building there is by fancy and imagination, but that
is only because the matter is more responsive, so that
thought can easily modify it, can erect a building or
pave a street. Therefore the things which thousands.
of dead people make for themselves are perfectly real
to them. On arrival at these levels a man finds an
already existing world. Those who .died before him
have constructed it, and he now joins in, strengthens
their work and carries it on, with modifications and
additions of his own. Most of the things so made are
quite unnecessary. Food and shelter, for example, are
wan.ted there only because people think that they need

.
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·them, as they continue the habits of thought and life
·belonging to their earthly existence.
Although there are no frontiers in that world, men
-of the same nationalities, religions and interests herd
together in that life just as in this, and they confirm
-one another's prejudices there just as here. But never
forget that they find there not only their own thoughtforms, but those made by others-those, in some cases,
which are the product of generations of thought from
thousands of people, all following along the same lines.
Another reason why men of the same nationality
·gather together on the astral plane is found in the
limitations of language, for that is still a necessity in
the astral world. \,Yhen men reach the next world, the
mental, there will be no necessity for language, because
thoughts are there easily and clearly transferable. The
. astral world lies between the physicai and the mental,
. and its features are a lways between the two. The
astral sense includes in one all those which we use down
here as separate senses, but in the astral world a thought .
cannot yet be directly transferred, so language is still a
necessity. It is possible for a man to find himself there
·among those who cannot understand him and whom
he cannot understand, just as on this plane an Englishman might find himself in the South Sea Islands, in
.Java or in China. There are thus many different
regions having their own language and their own local
colour in every respect, so that it is no wonder that
messages from the other side differ greatly from one
.another. It is sometimes assumed that after death we
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:shall know what is on that side of the veil, that the
mystery of death ·will be solved, but it by no means
follows that a dead man knows anything more about it
than a living man, though h e has the opportunity, ifhe
·cares to take it, of studying the new world in which h e
finds himself,' and so gradually obtaining knowledge
.about it. I have known many people who had been
d ead for as long as twenty years, and still knew little
~ore than they h~d known while on earth.
INTERESTING CREATIONS

There are upon the astral plane vast numbers o(
·thought-forms of a comparatively permanent nature,
often the result of the accumul ated work of many
·generations. Many of them refer to alleged religious
.history-bible stories in fact, from both the Old and
the New Testaments. But as the majority of the
·thinkers have b een ignorant people, it naturally follows
that the forms are usually entirely inaccurate. The
p easantry of each nation have invariably represented
the h eroes of their stories in the costumes and surround ings familiar to them, so that we constantly find
·thought-pictures of the Christ an d His disciples in the
·garb of German peasants or Italian lazzaroni, or of
.Joseph and his brethren dressed as English or American
·farmers' boys, the" coat of many colours" being usu ally
:a gaudy football jersey. Sometimes a sensitive or
:partially clairvoyant person still in the flesh has seen
:such thought-forms, and mistaken them for records or
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supernatural revelations of the actual occurrences, as.
seems to have been the case with Anne Catherine·
Emmerich.
Nor is it only of biblical personages that we find
such representations. Many of the characters or
Shakespeare's plays, and even those which are sufficiently striking among the heroes of modern novelists,
may be seen more or less accurately depicted by the
thought of generations of readers. I have myself seen
fairly good images of Becky Sharp and of the Cheeryble
brothers, and most vivid and life-like portraits or
Robinson Crusoe, Santa Claus, Aladdin and Ali Baba,
created by the eager fancy of generations of storyloving children. It ~ight quite easily happen to some·
psychic child to see these thought-images, and thus to
become convinced by ocular demonstration that they
must be real people. No doubt such instances of delusion
h ave occurred many times, and not among children only ..
For example, various p ersons have declared at
different times that they have seen apparitions of the·
devil ; and since there is certainly no su ch being, in all
cases in which such persons were not directly h allu-cinated what was seen can only h ave been a thought-·
form. The disease~ imagination of the medireval monk,.
always seeking the opportunity to introduce grotesquely
aggravated horrors into his creed in order to terrify an.
incredibly ignorant peasantry into more liberal donations for the support of mother Church, distorted into
" eternal damnation" the perfectly simple idea or
<eonian suspension. Ever since then the unfortunate.
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and deluded votaries .of a hell-fire form of faith have
been peopling space with hideous thought-forms of an
angry God, a personal devil, of lakes of fire and of lost
souls undergoing unspeakable tortures. These forms
also have sometimes been seen, and such visions have
~elped to keep up the reign of ecclesiastical terror.
One can imagine the feelings of some poor victim of
this abominable cult when for the first time after his.
death he comes in sight of some of these awful thoughtforms. It is difficult to estimate the harm that has
been done by that most pernicious of all doctrines,
which has brooded like a curse over so many fair lands,
bringing pain and sorrow and depression to_the Jiving
and the dead a like, not only because ofthe terror which
it inspires, but because it lowers and brutalizes their
conception of God.
ARTIFICIAL ScENERY

Naturally scenery may be produced in exactly the
same way as figures, and so we have the purgatory of
Dante and the heavens and hells of Swedenborg. In
the case of both these seers, however, symbology
seems to be mingled with their visions, and much of
the truth may be read in them by those who have seen
the actual state of the facts. It must not be forgotten
that it is always possible either for dead people or for
other non-huma n entities to enter and vivify one of
these thought-images; and then~ have frequently been
instances where this was done both for good and for
12
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·eviL If a wicked man or a :mischievous nature spirit
has sometimes maliciously employed some ignorantly
formed thought-image of a devil with a forked tail
and fiery saucer-eyes, on the other hand it is true
that images of saints and angels made by innocent
.and truthful children have often been ensouled
by living -helpers, by the well-meaning among
the dead, and sometimes by the great devas them- ·
selves.
Thus we see how in the visions ofperfectly truthful psychics we sometimes find descriptions agreeing
with fantastic popular superstitions which have no
foundation in fact. Thus it comes that sometimes
winged Angels are still seen, while in truth the idea of
the fearful labour of using such wings would entirely
destroy the whole poetry of the delightful gliding
motion of the astral world . So the' dead man moves
in this vast world of thought-forms; and he who would
understand this world and gain the fullest benefit from
his sojourn there must learn to distinguish the thoughtform, even when vivified, from the living being, and
permanent facts of the plane from the temporary
moulds into which they are cast. Here once more we
see how great is the advan~age gained from having
definitely studied ·these subjects while still upon the
earth; the well informed among the dead, like the living
helpers, will find their delight in comforting and
reassuring their less fortunate brothers, and explaining
to them much which :withDut their aid might well seem
strange and terrible.
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MATERIAL HEAVEN

Stronger ;md more perman ent thought-scenes of
the same order constitute the churches and schools and
houses of the summerland, a nd the heavenly city and
its angelic inhabitants of the ignorant and grossly
m.aterial orthodox believer. Thousands of such men
have for ages been ·forming their strange crude concep~ions of golden streets and gates of pearl, "of seas of
glass mingled with fire, of crowns and harps, of
prophets garbed like medireval monks, of apostles and
saints in copes and chasu bles, of Cherubim and Seraphim with impossible feathered wings on human sh oulders; and when a man of the same type dies now, he
lives gradually through the earlier astral stages (sometimes regarding them truly enough as a kind of
purgatory or a~techamber) until in his process of
withdrawal he reaches the second sub plane (counting
downwards), upon which these material celestial forms
chiefly exist-which of course means that it is of that
degree of matter that such thought-forms are most
readily composed . In the majority of cases he hails
it unquestioningly as the heaven of which h e has
dreamed; sometimes he feels a certain sense of
incongruity, and says to himself: " I did not think
that it would be exactly like this "; sometimes, if he is
a little superior to his class, he experiences something
of disappointment.
.·
.
The steady withdrawal of the soul continues, and:gradually these thought-forms also become less distinct"
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to him, and cease to have their interest. Then little
by -little there dawns upon him the conception of something infinitely greater; and then he discovers for the
first time that all in which he has delighted has been
in truth merely introductory, and that the reality with
which he comes into touch at a later stage of its.
progress has a grandeur and a depth and a radiance
which nothing astral can even suggest. But of this
we shall· treat in another chapter. Yet even of this
crude materialism something may be made; the helper,
showing himself in the course of his work to some of
these undeveloped souls, has before now found himself
welcomed and identified as an angel or patron saint.
I { emergency of any kind it may happen that the.re is.
no time to undeceive the poor souls and to give them
. an explanation which they would neither believe nor
understand; and so various saints '' have sometimes.
obtained credit which did not strictly belong to them !
Since, however, no helper ever desires credit for what
he does, or indeed ever stops to think of the matter in
that light at all, this matters little-the important
thing being that whenever possible assistance should be
given, not that any one should . know from whom it
came.
SciENTIFIC MEN

Students who have read the Theosophical Manual:
The Astral Plane, will remember that the highest
sub-div!sion of this region differs from all the others.
In this atomic _condition of matter men do not build,
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themselves imaginary conceptions, as they do at the
lower levels. Here reside thinkers and men of science,
keenly occupied in the pursuit of their studies, and
often utilizing for that purpose nearly all the powers
of the entire plane, for they ·are able to descend almost
to the physical level along certain limited lines; while
far out of touch with ordinary earth-life, they can yet
:Swoop down upon the astral counterpart of a physical
book in which they are interested, and can extract
from it all that it contains upon the subject in regard
to which they require information. They readily come
into touch with the mind of the author of any new
work which attracts them; they impress their ideas
upon him while receiving his in return; and sometimes
they seriously delay their departure for !he heavenworld by the avidity with which they prosecute their
lines of study and experiment on th e astral plane. For
them this astral life thus holds so much of interest and
of happiness that they feel no need of anything higher,
and with difficulty credit its existence; yet in due time
it comes to them as to all, and then they realize that
.as is the astral plane in comparison to the physical, so
a nd much more is the mental in ~omparison with the
astral.
SHALL WE RECOGNIZE THE DEAD

?

Questions are often asked as to the appearance
and recognizability of the man's astral form after death.
It is in all cases perfectly recognizable, although in the
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man the outlines are somewhat blurred.
and indistinct. It will be remembered that one who
possesses clairvoyant vision sees men during physical
life as surrounded with a luminous ovoid mist, of whkh
we often speak .as the aura. This extends to a distance
of some eighteen inches from the surface of the
physical body . in all directions, and is in reality
exceedingly complex, since it contains matter of several
planes.
For the moment we are concerned only with the·
astral matter, which indeed is all that the ordinary
clairvoyant ever sees; and if we observe that closely
we sh all see that it not only surrounds the physical
b ody but also interpenetrates it, and that within the
periphery of that body it is much more densely aggregated tha n it is outside of it. Now the whole of this.
astral matter, both within and without the physical
body, is part of the man's astral body; the far denser
aggregation within that body is simply due to the
attraction of the physical particles. To a person
regarding that man with astral vision, the physical body
would be entirely invisible; yet the appearance of the
m an would not be greatly changed, by reason of the
fact that the denser astral ma tter marks out quite·
clearly the outline of the form within the halo of mist.
When a man leaves his body temporarily during sleep,
and permanently at death, the same arrangement off
the particles is still maintained; so that although the
likeness of the physical form is now built only of astral
matter, it is yet dist~nctly recognizable.
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During life the particles of the astral body are
always in exceedingly rapid motion. In the case of
certain types of men, or wh en sudden emotion affects
the astral vehicle, definite bands and clearly defined
lines will be seen in it, as I h ave shown in the series of
illustrations of astral bo~ies given in the book Man,
Visible and Invisible; but under ordinary circumstances the clouds of colour in the astral body not
only melt into one another, but are all the while rolling
over one a noth er, and appearing and disappearing as
they roll. Indeed the surface of this luminous and
brightly-coloured mist resembles somewhat the surface
of violently-boiling water in the way in which the
p articles are seen to swirl about, to rise to the surface
and ; ink back again , and constantly to change places·
·with one another. This is the condition of affairs
during life; the astral particles whose place is within
the surface of the man's physical body are constantly
flowing out and back again, although the general shape
is clearly preserved. The same condition exists while
the man is away from his physical body during sleep,
and it ought to exist during the life after death;
but in a ll ordinary cases a change takes p lace, the
exact meaning a nd reason of which I will try to
explain. But to do this a considerable digression will
be necessary.

CHAPTER X

THE DESIRE-ELEMENTAL
THE WoRLD oF THE Eoo
WE have said that each incarnation of the soul is, as it
were, an out-breathing, for he puts something of himself
'?utward into these lower planes and then endeayours
to withdraw it again. He puts it out, as though it
were an investment at interest, and he expects to gain
by his investment and to draw back added experience,
which will have developed new qualities within him.
Let us think of him between his incarnations-when
he has for the time withdrawn from manifestation upon
these lower levels.
He is then an ego upon his own plane, precisely
as he was before his evolution commenced, except
tha~ he has grown considerably, because he has been
gradually developing and building qualities into himself. His habitat is the higher part of the mental
plane, and in the case 6f the ordinary man such consciousness as he possesses during this interval of
non-manifestation is focussed in the third level of that
plane, counting from · the top. The time that he will
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·spend there (after his heaven-life and before his next
-descent into physical incarnation) will in most cases
be but short, because at that level the untrained man
is usually practically unconscious of his surroundings,
and therefore unable to learn anything from them,
since he is not yet sufficiently developed to have
full consciousness there. Later, when he becomes a
developed man, he will be fully conscious there, and
that will be to him the most important portion of his
life; later still he will centre himself in the second of
those levels, and eventually upon the highest, but that
will mean that he is drawing near to the attainment of
Adeptship. But, as we have said, at the stage of
ordinary life, he rests upon the third, and is only dimly
·COnscious even there. He would be practically unimpressible by any external impact there, although even
then he can be to some extent affected by the presence
and magnetism of a Master, much as the unopened bud
may be stimulated by the sunlight which pours upon it
its life-giving flood.

How

THE

EGo

DESCENDS

To gain experience and development, then, it is
·n ecessary that he should put himself down into incarna- ·
tion. In the East they tell us that he is forced down
by trishnii (in Pali tanhii)-that is, by thirst or desiret he desire, first, to be able to express himself, and,
secondly, to receive those impressions and impacts from
without which alone enable him to feel himself alive;
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for this is the law of his •evolution. He begins then to
put himself outward or downward into the lower part
of the mental plane, because that is nearest to his level.
We must guard ourselves here.against two possible
misconceptions. First, he makes no movement in
space, but simply endeavours to focus his consciousness
at a lower level-to obtain an expression through a
denser variety of matter. Secondly, this expression
can never be more than partial, by n~ason of the fact
that each plane bears to those below it the same
relation that a higher type of dimension bears to a lower
one. Just as we know that no number of lines can ever
make a squ!lre, and no number of squares can ever
make a cube, so is it true that no number of manifestations simultaneously held upon the lower planes (if it
were possible so to hold them-and it is possible upon
the mental plane, though not upon the physical, as will
be explained later) could ever perfectly express a soul~
b ecause he has an extension in a direction which on
these lower planes is entirely beyond conception. I t is
not possible in physical language to express exactly this
matter of the descent of the ego; but until we are able
to raise our own consciousness to those levels, and see
exactly what takes place, the best impression we can
have of it is perhaps this idea of the ego as putting
down part of himself like a tongue of fire into planes of
grosser matter than his own.
The moment that he enters the lower part of the
mental plane he must express himself in some way, and
to do that he neeas the matter of that plane, just as
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the dead man who wishes to show himself at a seance:
has to materialize himself-that is to say, to draw
round him matter of the physical plane in order that hemay be visible to physical eyes and capable of moving·
physical objects. Just so this soul draws round himself
such matter of the mental plane as is an exact expres-sion of him, so far as he can be expressed in this lower
type of matter-lower to him, although so much higher
than anything with which we are familiar.
· This conception shows us how imperfectly we must
always see the true man while we are regarding him
solely from the physical standpoint, as we usually do ~
Even when examined on the mental plane, only so
much of him can be seen as can be expressed in the
mind-body, which is a manifestation of the intellectual
side of him. Examining him on the astral plane, we
find that an additional veil has descended, and only
that lower part of him is visible which can find expression through the vehicle of desire. Here on the·
physical pla ne we are still worse off, since the true man
is more effectually hidden from us than ever. \Vhat
we see of the man, therefore, is only a small part of
him, and that the worst part; so we should always.
remember that the soul has infinite possibilities far
beyond the extremely limited representation of him ~
which is all that we can see down here.
·
This mental matter which he draws about him is
the material out ofwhich his mental body will be built,.
and it expresses exactly the mental development which.
he had gained at the end of his last heaven-life. So.
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that he begins in this respect exactly where he left off;
but what kind of mental body h e will build out of the
·material thus provided for him will depend largely upon
the conditions surrounding him in his new earth-life,
.and the education which is given to him. Man continues to build his mental body all through his life, and
is constantly changing and adding particles, cultivating
it or neglecting it, as the case may be.
THE MENTAL ELEMENTAL

We must remember that this mental matter with
which the soul surrounds himself is not dead matter.
Indeed, there is no such thing as " dead matter " anywhere within our ken; for all has been vivified by that
First Outpouring from the Third Aspect of the Logos
which I have described in The CHristian Creed. But
it is also ensouled and further vivified by the Second
Outpouring, which is called monadic essence when it is
ensouling the atomic matter of each of the p lanes on
its downward course, but on other subplanes than the
.atomic is described as elemental essence. It thus forms
the three great elemental kingdoms-the first on the
higher mental level, the second on the lower division of
the mental plane, with which we are now dealing, and
the third upon the astral plane, of which we shall have
to speak directly.
I t is therefore not only matter of the mental plane
that he draws into himself, but also elemental essence
belonging to the second of the great kingdoms. This
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living essence is pursuing an evolution of its own; and
the instinct implanted within it leads it to seek what-·
ever will aid that evolution. What it needs for its.
development is vibration; for it grows, as we ourselves
do at a much higher level, by learning to respond to
impacts from without. It is therefore always rea~hing
out for varieties in . vibration; it has the strongest
possible objection to being held down for a long time·
to one definite rate.
Probably we have all of us found this to be the·
case in our endeavours at concentration; we have discovered that something exists within us which constantly
impels us to wandering thought and vigorously resists
our effort to hold it down to one definite line. I t is with
this force that we are struggling, as well as with our
own mental inertness, when we are endeavouring to
gain perfect control of the mind, and to employ it as an
instrument for our service, instead of letting it roam
away with us at its own sweet will.
THE FoRMATION oF THE AsTRAL

The soul, having thus drawn round himself the·
necessary mental matter, passes outward to the astral
plane, and there repeats the process. The astral matter
with which he clothes himself is again the expression of'
him so far as that lower matter can express him; and
it agrees closely in its constituents with the astral·body
which he cast aside when he entered upon his last life
in the heaven-world. On each of these planes a certain
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-part of the man manifests itself; and he practically
-takes up the development of that part of himself where
he left it at the· end of his previous experiences on that
plane. So that this new astral body will contain matter
-exactly fitted to express all such passions and emotions
as belonged to him in that last life, and it would therefore enable him, if he chose, to reproduce that life.
Whether he will do this or not depends, as we said
before with reference to the mental unfoldment, largely
·upon his environment and . education on the physical
·p lane.
He has all the germs of those previous desires, but
it is by no means necessary that all of them should
grow and bear fruit. It is perfectly possible, by careful
training, to make the most of all the good seeds, and to
allow the evil seeds to remain entirely unvivified, by
giving them. ·none of the conditions' which would be
favourable for their growth. The result of this care
would b e that when the children grew up and reach ed
the end of this present incarnation, the good qualities
would be flourishing, spreading and increasing; but the
evil qualities which h a d come over as a heritage from
that last incarnation in which they had been indulged
would have remained during this life simply as germs,
because in this· present life the man had not allowed
'them to grow to maturity.
Thus as mere unvivified germs they would remain
until they gradually lost their vitality, and were cast
·out to make room for other matter of the type which
the man needs to express his more active qualities. In
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his future incarnation, therefore, th~se g-erms would not
reappear at all, which would mean that the man had
obtained the victory over those particular evils, and
would be troubled with them no more in the whole
.course of his future history, because the soul has now
developed within himself the opposite virtues which
,render those evils impossible for him.
THE LIVING ESSENCE

This astral matter, like the mental matter, is
permeated with elemental essence, so that the man
draws into himself a great quantity of this force, which
for the time he makes a part of himself. This essence,
remember, is part of the life of the Logos on its way
downwards into matter, for the next stage of its evolution will be to ensoul the mineral kingdom of some
future Chain, and become in that what we call a mineral
monad. This introduces into it certain characteristics
to which it is not easy for us to accustom ourselves.
To us all progress invariably means rising from the
material to the spiritual; but this essence is on the
downward arc, and therefore for it advancement means·
greater materiality, and its desire is to meet with the
strongest and coarsest vibrations which it can find;
whereas the man himself needs for his progress exactly
the. opposite conditions in every respect, to rise away
as far as may be from material conditions, and to
respond only to the more delicate vibrations of the
higher aspirations.
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This mass of living essence then inhabits th~=
chaotic astral body which the soul has drawn round
himself. Then he enters into physical incarnation and
takes possession of the physical body which is being·
built for him in accordance with the deserts of his last
life. By slow degrees as this physical body grows, the
soul gains more and more control over the astral and
mental matter, and begins definitely to build the
vehicles through which he has to express himself during
this incarnation. The material in each case is given to
him, though even that is what he himself has provided
by the actions of his previous birth; but it is open to
him to do what he will with this material-to. use it
fully · or partially, to unfold its p ossibilities diligently
and increase them by careful and constant use, or to let
them languish for want of employment. As he grows,
the desires begin to develop within nim, and he allows
himself to feel certain emotions, in order to build this
chaotic astral matter into a definite astral body full of
colour and vibration. The same process is also taking
place with the mental body, but let us for the moment
devote ourselves to the consideration of the formation.
of the astral.
A

TEMPORARY ENTITY

This living essence which the man has drawn into·
himself is temporarily separated from the sea of life·
from which it came, and thus has really for the time an
existence as a separate entity in a body- the man's.
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astral body. ·Now, the characteristics of the elemental
essence are peculiar. It cannot be said to possess any
intelligence, because it is not yet even at the level of a
mineral, and we are not in the habit of crediting the
mineral with anything that can be called intelligence.
Yet this essence has an extraordinary power of adapting
itself to its surroundings, and extracting from them
what it needs, which certainly does sometimes look like
?- p artial intelligence or a keen instinct. We have said
that its evolution is by means of vibration, and vi brain the astral plane is always the result of passion or
emotion of some sort. Consequently when floating in
the atmosphere this essence depends for its development upon the surges of passion or emotion which
reach it from the various living creatures which are
sufficiently developed to have such feelings. This will
include not only men, but animals and also naturespirits and that lowest order of the deva evo1ution
which bears in Sanskrit the name of kiima-deva, to
indicate that it is still subject to the action of desire.
It is obvious, considering the vast ' sea of elemental
essence, that it· would be only occasionally that any
particular particle of it would come within reach of the
vibrations sent forth from any of these living beings.
But those particles which are drawn into and form
part of the astral body of a man are themselves for a
time at one of the centres from which such vibration
radiates, and so will be expe~iencing it continually, and
t4ey will consequently feel much more of it in any
given time than if they had remained in the general sea
13
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of essence outside. The curious half-instinct which the
essence possesses seems to be quite sufficient to enable
those particles to become aware. of this; they somehow
r ealize that they are in a desirable position, and they
coalesce into what must be described as a kind of
temporary entity, inspired by (and sufficiently selfconscious to have) the determination to maintain its
position of advantage. The particles of the astral body
are perpetually being thrown off and changed, just as is
the case with the physical body; but nevertheless the
feeling of individuality is communicated to the new
particles as they enter, and the essence which is
included within each man's astral body undoubtedly
feels itself a kind of entity, and acts accordingly for
what it considers its interests.

'"

OPPOSING INTERESTS

.

These interests, as will be seen from what has been
previously said, are usually diametrically opposed to
those of the soul. The soul desires the highest and
purest vibrations, and reaches ever upward away from
the material. This desire-elemental, on the contrary,
craves ever stronger and coarser vibrations, and is
reaching ever downwards more and more _deeply
into matter. Hence there is a perpetual struggle betw~en the two-or, as St. Paul describes it, " the law in
the· members warring against the law of the mind " .
But it goes even further than this. This entity finds
involved within itself finer matter of some sort-the
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matter of the man's mind-body; and it presently dis•covers by experience that, when that matter vibrates
·synchronously with its own, it obtains much more
vivid vibration and much more of it. Consequently it
1earns that if it can contrive to stir up this finer matter
into sympathy with it-that is to say, from our point
of view, if it can induce us to believe that we desire the
·sensation which it desires-it will get a good deal
more of it. Consequently it becomes to us a ~ort of
tempter, trying to create in us cravings for all sorts of
gross sensations.
No doubt we have, all of us, experienced that
·struggle of which St. Paul writes so ·ably in the Epistle,
part of which I quoted above. We all know, I think,
that there have been many occasions when we have
found a law in our m embers warring against the law in
our minds, so that the things we wished to do we did
not do, and the things we would not do are precisely
the very things we did do.
Now, we ought to understand exactly why this is
.so. On this point St. Paul is perfectly clear. He
.says: "It is not I that did this, but sin that dwelleth in
me." What is the . real fact that underlies that statement? In certain forms of Christianity a curious
.answer is given to the question. They say that we lie
under the curse of an original sin, and when we enquire
.exactly what is meant by that, we are told that we ?-11
inherit the sins of Adam, because we are all descended
from him-that because, long ago a serpent is alleged.
.to hav_e tempted Eve to eat a certain apple, and Eve
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shared it with Adam, therefore the whole human race
.e ver since has been condemned to everlasting damnation, and can be excused from that only by believing
in the Gospel.
That crude idea is quite clearly not the real explanation of the matter. ~ut the facts remain, and
we account for them by saying that there is in every
man the desire-elemental which at times rises up against
him and his higher will, and brings him to do things of
which afterwards he feels ashamed. T~is feeling of
original sin or depravity has caused a great deal of
unnecessary sorrow to many good people. They have a
feeling that they are themselves inherently wicked;
that nothing they can do will in itself free them from
this taint.
Frequently the suggestion is made that a man falls.
because he is tempted. He is quite 'accurately conscious that something outside himself suggests to him a
thing which is in some way or other evil-that the·
suggestion is made in an alluring manner, and that
because of it he falls into what he calls "sin". And
upon that perfectly true and real experience have been
built these two doctrines-that a man is impure and
unclean, having within him original sin, and that there
are demons trying to tempt him away from the path of
righteousness. Neither of these is the true explanation
of the phenomena.
We must be careful not to fall into the old theologiCal delusion that the desire-elemental is an evil entity,
a -devil intentionally attempting to drag us down intq,
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the commission of sin. This eleme~tal is not evolving
as an entity at all; it has no power of reincarnation as
a whole; it is only the essence of which it is composed
which is in process of evolution. Nor has even this
shadowy being any evil design upon us. Absorbed in
itself, it knows nothing whatever about the man of
whom for the time it forms a part; it would be entirely
impossible that it should in any way comprehend him,
or know anything about his type of evolution. If it
could in any blind 'yay sense his upward strivings, they
-could only seem to it in turn as temptations, dragging
it backwards from the course of downward evolution in
which it was destined to proceed.
But as a matter of fact it can know nothing whatever ab out the man; it realizes only that here is a
.condition in which it can obtain sensation, and the
more vivid it is· the better it is pleased. It cannot in
.t he least matter to it whether the sensation is pleasant
-or painful to the man; it is simply pursuing its own
-d evelopment; and is utterly unconscious that it may be
producing serious effects with regard to a higher type
of progress which, if it could see it, would necessarily
appear to it to be no progress at all, but retrogression.
So jt is in no way a fiend to be regarded with horror;
it is as much a part of ~he divine life as the m an himself, only at a different stage of its unfoldment.
So from our point of view its action is often . a
.,t temptation"; we say that our desires are surging
downwards and are causing us much trouble; whereas,
if we .could only realize it, they are not our desires at
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a ll, but those of the elemental. It is true that this.
-elemental life within us is what we have made it, and
is an expression of ourselves. If in a previous life we
had controlled and purified our desires, then we should
find ourselves in association with a desire-elemental of
a much pleasanter type, instead of one with low sensual
vibrations which are necessarily obj ectionable to us now
that we are striving to live a purer and higher lite. We
ourselves have created it, yet that is no reason why we
should bec<;>me slaves to it, but on th e contrary we
must learn to .c ontrol it and realize ourselves as apart
from it. How can we best deal with it?
How

TO CoPE WITH IT

First of all, we must clearly r,ealize that we are·
always to identify ourselves with the higher and not
v,,ith the lower in any struggle which takes place. We
must not say or think to ourselves: "I want this or
that lower thing." Each must say to himself: " I want
whatever will help my unfoldment as a soul, whatever
will help me and will help others to reach a higher leveL
I want none of these lower things." When strong vibrations sweep through his astral body, when a wild wave
·of anger or a rush of sensuality comes over the m~n,
he must not think: "I want to get into a r age," or "I
want to do something to injure some one." On the
contrary, he must think:" My desire is to keep cool,
to keep out of this disturbance. Here 1s this desire· elemental anxwus to drive me into a rage in order to·
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give it the pleasure of anger, or to make me indtdge in
acts of sensuality in order that it may receive the strong
vibrations connected with them. I shall not give it that
gratification; I shall atte~d to my own business as a
soul. It is not I who want all these low, horrible
things-not I who am grasping after them and endeavouring to obtain them. 'Why, then, should I so far lowe~
my dignity as to allow myself to be used for its own
objects by something which is not yet even a mineral?"
The important thing is that the man should realize
tha t he is the higher force, always moving towards and
battling for good, while this lower force is not h e at all,
but only an uncontrolled fragment of one of his lower
vehicles. He must learn to control it, to dominate it
absolutely, and to keep it in order; but he should not
therefore think of it as evil, but as an outpouring of the
divine power moving on its orderly course, though that
course in this instance happens to be downwards into
m atter, instead of upwards and a\Yay from it; as ours is.
MISPLACED TENDERNESS

Some of our Theosophical students are so tenderhearted, and have developed the themy of unselfishness
to such an extent, that they seem to feel that we ought
to consider the feelings of this p oor elemental, and give
it something of what it desires. The feeling is estimable, but not rational. If we unfortunately h ave in our
astral body essence of the type which desires the coarser
sensations, that essence is distinctly out ofplace in our
vehicle. It would obtain what it desires much more
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efficaciously if it formed part of the astral body of a
dog, or of some still lower animal, and the sooner we
cast it out and replace it by essence of a higher type,
the better it will be for us, andfor it.
We have a duty towards the elemental essence, but
it is to provide vehicles for that higher variety of it
which could not otherwise develop at all. All the lower
conditions may just as well be evolved in the bodies of
savages and of animals; there is an enormous field for
such development among our less advanced fellow-men,
as well as in the whole animal kingdom; and there is
no reason whatever why we should go out of our way
to do other people's work and leave our own higher task
undone. By refusing to gratify the lower desires, we
are gradually changing the essence within us and building a different creature, for all the low particles which
are thrown out are replaced by those 'which are higher
and finer. Ifwe control our desires and live the Theosophical life, we shall close this incarnation with a much
better type of desire-elemental than we brought with us
at birth.
THE

REARRANGEMENT

When the physical body is dropped at death the
whole arrangement of the sheaths which constitute the
personality may be said to be beginning to break up, and
the disintegration of the astral body is even already commencing. The desire· ele~ental feels this instinctively,
and at once takes fright. It fears that it will lose
this habitation which is enabling it to remain apart
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from the · rest of the essence, and is thus giving it an
unusual opportunity for progress; and ·so it immediately
sets to work to protect itself. Its method is ingenious
for it rearranges the particles of matter in the astral
body so that they will resist disintegration as long as
possible. When the astral body finally dissipates that
will be the end of the elemental as a separate entity, so
it is fighting for its life, as it were.
By this rearrangem~nt of the astral body it has the
man to a great extent still in its power, although it
knows nothing of a ll that. It lays the matter of the
denser part of the astral body in concentric shells, so
that only the densest is on the outside and is exposed
to friction. Usually it does not interfere at all with the
small amount of matter which lay outside the surface
of the physical body and formed the luminous ovoid
mist. It knows well that it can afford to neglect that,
and proceeds to intrench itself securely in the enormously greater mass of denser astral matter which
exists ·within what was previously the physical shape.
But the result of this proceeding is most undesirable
for the comfort and the progress of the soul, whose
object is now to withdraw into himself as speedily as
possible. The prolongation of the astral life is therefore in itself undesirable; but that is by no means all
the harm that is done.
Since the grosser matter alone is upon the out·side of the body, it is only through thatJilatter that
·impressions from without can be received; and since
.each type of matter within the man receives and
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responds to the vibrations of a similar type without,.
this means that the man can be conscious only of that
lowest variety of astral matter which ~orresponds to the
solid down here. His astral life therefore will be of
the most material character possible, and all the higher
and more beautiful aspects of the plane will be for the·
time non-existent for him. That is what is meant by
being confined to a particular sub-plane-not that the·
man is in any way limited in.his movements, but that
his consciousness receives its impressions only through
one type of matter, and thus obtains an exceedingly
partial view of the world in which his lot is cast. All.
that is best and brightest and most beautiful in it is.
hidden from him; the higher influences of the plane·
cannot pierce this veil of denser matter, and thus he is.
detained in close touch with the earth, and is unable to
find those of his friends who hav~ already reached:
higher levels.

ITs

EVIL EFFECT

In fact, this rearrangement interferes constantly
with the man's true and full vision of his friends at all!
stages of their astral life, unless they leave the physical
plane almost simultaneously. For if a man, who after
death finds himself upon one of the lower sub-planes,.
wishes to search for a friend who has passed over twelve·
or fifteen years earlier, it is probable th~t that friend may
have already transferred his consciousness to a higher
level, and thus the newcomer (who can see only that
matter in his friend' s astral vehicle which belongs to his.
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own lower sub-plane) will find him only half-conscious
of him-dreamy and distracted, and constantly drawing .
away in thought to the higher things in which his
interest is really centred.
As people gradually withdraw, and their consciousness is focussed upon the . loftier sub-planes, they are
visible as active living entities only upon those, and on
the · lower levels they normally appear merely as unconscious shells. Yet some matter of those lower levels
still remains to them, and the consciousness can be
.temporarily called back into that matter by sufficiently
strong stimulation of it. This is frequently the result
of the uncontrolled grief of friends still on the physical
plane, and also of attempts to communicate with a
dead man through m ediumship. So the affection felt
by a dead mar:; who is confined to the lower l~vels
towards a friend resting upon a higher sub-plane might
call back for a few fleeting moments his friend's full
consciousness into those lower levels, but ~n the
majority of cases it could not long be held there.
Though they stood side by side in the astral world, the
friend's attention would be occupied almost entirely
with the thought-forms, and that of the n ewcomer with
the counterparts of physical objects. Each to the other
would seem dim and unreal; each to the other would
seem to be living in a world of shadows: To the older
inhabitant of the astral world the thought-forms about
him would be the living and vivid realiti~s . The
newcomer's astral body, though it must contaif!. matter
of the higher subdivisions, also, would not be focussed in
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the part which the higher man would see most clearly,
so it would appear to him as all but unconscious. If
the affection between them was deep and real, it would
probably enable both of them for the moment to dominate the desire-elemental, and see one another almost
fully; but the arrangement of concentric shells would
usually soon reassert itself, and each would again
.become more shadowy to the other.
THE ADVANTAGE OF D ECLINING

The m an who declines to submit to this rearrangement in concentric shells escapes all this difficulty and
·disappointment. At whatever level his friend's con·sciousnes~ may be active, he can meet him at just that
point, and converse with him fully and freely. In many
·cases he can do much more than this: for, having himself escaped from the thraldom of the desire-elemental,
he can show his friend how to liberate himself also;
and in this way both of them may live a far happier
.and more useful astral life than would have been
possible without that effort.
The ordinary man, knowing nothing whatever
about this, accepts these arrangements of the desireelemental as a part of the new and strange conditions
which surround him, and supposes himself to b~ seeing
the whole of the post-mortem world, when in reality he
.has only an extremely partial view of one of . its
:sub-planes. But there is no reason whatever why the
:Student of occultism, who understands the situa~ion,
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should . tamely submit himself to the sway of this.
elemental after death, any more than he d.i d during life.
He will of course decline to permit the case-hardening
which would confine him to a single sub-plane, and will
insist upon keeping open his communications with the·
higher astral levels as well. Thus he will be in practically the same position as he was when he passed into
the astral world in sleep during earth-life, and therefore·
vyill be able to move about much more freely and make
himself much more useful than if he allowed himself to
be the slave of the lower desires.
The effort to resist the rearrangement, and restore
the astral body to its former condition, is precisely
similar to that which has to be made in resisting a
strong desire during physical life. The elemental is.
afraid in its curious semi-conscious way, and it will
endeavour to transfer its fear to the m an; so that the
latter will constantly find a strong instinct creeping
over him of indescribable danger which can only be
avoided by permitting the rearrangement. If, however,
he steadily resist this unreasoning sense of dread by
~he calm assertion of his own knowledge that there is.
no cause for fear, he will in time wear out the resist-·
ance of the elemental, just as he h as resisted the
prompting of desire many a time during his earth-life ..
Thus he will become a living power during his astral
life, able to carry on the work of helping others just as
he used to do during his hours of sleep. So once again
we see the exceeding advantage of accurate knowledge
with regard to these after-death conditions.

CHAPTER XI

AN EXTENSION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
DIMENSIO NS IN S PACE

of the peculiarities of this higher world which we
must always take into account if we wish to image it
in our minds is that th ere one of the limitations which
·on all sides surround our consciousness here has been
removed. In our physical life we are conscious only
of three dimensions of space-not because only these
three dimensions exist, but because' only these three
are normally within the grasp of the physical brain.
We are in reality living in space of many dimensions,
.and the limits imposed upon our comprehension of it
at different stages are always within our own consciousness only, and so are truly subjective. We are
what we are capable of seeing, but there is a lways an
infinity more than we see. On the astral plane we are
yet far from the full realization of the divine faculties
which exist in man; but at least we are one stage
nearer to that realization, in that one limitation has
already dropped away.
Even this alteration, infinitesimal though it be in
•COmparison to what lies beyond it, is so great from the
DNE
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point of view of the physical plane that we can with
-difficulty understand even a little of what it mean~ .
However careful a description may be given, the idea
cannot be· conveyed in physical language. All that one
.can do is to indicate the main points in such a way
that one who has a little experience of that condition
-can deduce the rest; but one who has not yet seen even
a little can hope to grasp it only partially.
When we look at a picture of a landscape, we
obtain from it the idea of how the landscape would
appear if ·we were to see it in reality; but that is
because we have seen other landscapes, and our mind
knows the general characteristics and can supply what
is lacking. But if we showed that picture to some one
who had never seen a landscape in Nature, he would
not in the least understand from it the real appearance
of the landscape:· For in truth a picture is misleading
in almost every particular; its lines and angles cannot
be an exact reproduction of those which they represent,
because the landscape is not· drawn as it is in reality,
but only as it appears to man from a certain standpoint.
So if we were unable to allow for perspectiv~ and for
the varying proportions in the picture, we should gain
no true idea of the various objects which were represented in it. In exactly the same way, with the best intentions
:and intelligence at our disposal, we frequently form
-erro'rreous conceptions of the higher planes of Nature
from the descriptions which are given to us; and this is
fn;>m no fault of ours or of those who describe .it to us,
but simply from the inherent difficulty of the subject.
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THE BEST WAY TO UNDERSTAND

Short of actual astral sight, the study of the fourth
dimension is the best method that I know to obtain a
conception of the conditions which prevail upon the
astral ?lane. It is possible by this means to conceive
in the physical brain some of the simplest forms which
belong to this higher order of space. This undoubtedly requires a considerable effort on the part of the
physical brain, because in making this attempt we are
taking it entirely out of its ordinary lines, and making
a demand upon it for the development of fresh powers.
Still, the healthy brain will respond to this demand;
and, so far as it is successful, it enables us to grasp
something of the reality concerning the forms on the
astral plane, and this cannot but result in a wider
range of ideas and a larger conception of the real
meaning of life and space. This method of reaching
this higher conception is not equally easy to all. Some
find it a most fascinating study, and grasp its broad
principles readily; to others the whole thing seems
quite incomprehensible, and they cannot believe it to
be possible that they could ever learn to understand it.
This subject may be treated in various ways. My
own interest in it was first aroused by reading the
Scientific Romances of Mr. C. H. Hinton, and I will
try to give in the next few pages an outline of some of
his ideas on the subject. If in doing so I can interest
some of my readers sufficiently to make them study
Mr. Hinton's books for themselves, I feel sure that
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they will be more than repaid for any trouble that it
costs them. Mr. Hinton himself does not treat the
matter as an approach to the comprehension of the
astral plane; indeed, I am not certain that he so much
as believes that there is an astral plane; he is regarding
it simply as a higher conception of physical space, as a
truth existing in the physical world, and to be recognized
by those who will take the trouble of studying it
sufficiently d eeply.
It is all that, but it is also a great deal more; and
while it is quite true that physical space has more
dimensions than we know, it is also true that the astral
world interpenetrates the physical, and that in this
way we can learn to understand something about that
world. I certainly cannot gu arantee to any one studying the fourth dimension that by tha t means he will
develop ·within hi-lnself the power of astral sight, though
there have been those who have accomplished that
feat in precisely that manner; but assuredly a careful
study of this subject will give the clearer conception
and the broader ideas of which I have spoken.
OuR

LIMITATIONS

Our conception of space includes the idea of a
limit-a fact which is clearly recognized by the great
Oriental writers, who speak .repeatedly of a consciousness surpassing time and space. They regard these
latter merely as limitations of our consciousness, and
not as necessary or as really existing. It is not easy to
14
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make this idea clear to those whose consciousness has
never within their memory transcended the physical
plane; but all who have been able to raise their consciousness to the ·higher planes of Nature know that
there is a ·level beyond which time and space as we
know them do not exist. Here on the physical plane,
where this limitation called space does exist, we know
it as three-dimensional. We know only of length and
breadth and height; and we are unable to think of any
direction which cannot be expressed by means of those
three dimensions.
That is to say, any movement which it is possible
for us to conceive may be analysed into three movements. For example, if we \vish to move an object
from any point within a room to any other point,
we can do it by a combination of three movements in
straight lines in three directions, each' at right angles to
the two others. First, supposing our object to be lying
upon the floor; by two movements on the floor which
shall be at right angles to each other we can bring that
object directly underneath any point where we may
wish to place it. We have then only to raise it along
another straight line at right angles to both the former,
and we shall attain the desired position.
In our ordinary physical consciousness we cannot
think of another line which is perpendicular to each of
these three. We cannot think of it-but that does not
prove that it does not exist, but only that it is unimaginable by our intellect. The only way for us to learn
to know something about it is to reason along the line
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<>f correspondences, and to begin by thinking of a being .
whose consciousness is more limited than our own.
We can perceive three dimensions; let us imagine a
being that can perceive only two. We do not know
whether such beings exist; it is possible that the
·consciousness of some microbes may be such as that,
but we have r..o certain knowledge of it.
A

Two-DIMENSIONAL LIFE

Think of some such microbe, and suppose him to
be living upon the surface of a sheet of paper. To
him that sheet of paper might well seem to be the
whole world, and we suppose him strictly limited to its
surface. Not only could he never leave the surface,
either by rising above it or by burying himself in it,
but he could never have any conception of the meaning
·o f our words "up" and " down". Although h e lived
upon a surface, he would not know that it was only a
surface; to him that superficies of the thickness of an
atom would be the world in which he lived. Imagine
that this creature could reason; could he arrive in any
way at the conception of the third dimension, of up
.and down, which was absolutely invisible to him, and
·entirely outside of any experience which h e h as ever
yet imagined? In order to arrive at this, let us. see
'What his limitations would 'be, and how any three·dimensional objects which came in his way would
:appear to him.
.
·
Notice, first, that considerations of size do not
~enter into the question. <?ur sheet of paper might just
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as well be imagined as many miles.in length, and in
that case our microbe might be larg~r. So long as he
is an entity only one atom thick, and does not know or
that thickness, his atom may be of any size that we
choose. Notice that a line drawn on the paper would
be for him an insurmountable obstacle. If we drew a
line completely _across the paper, that line would divide
his world into two separate parts, and he could know of
no way to pass from one part to another, for his world,
being only the thickness of an atom, would be completely •
shut off by the line drawn on the paper (since thal is of
course composed of atoms of ink or of plumbago) from
another world of the same nature which might be lying
close to and beside his own, divided from it only
by the thickness of the line. He would be entirely
unconscious of what took place on Lhe other side of
that line, even though it might be all but touching him.
We look down upon this world of his from our
space of three dimensions, and so we could easily
produce phenomena for him which from his point of
v_iew would seem miraculous. We could take some
object out of that other world so close to his, lift it
across the line, and drop it into his world; that would
be to him an apparition which he would be unable to
explain. If we drew a square round this little creature,
then he would be in a limited space which was closed
in all the directions of which h e knew anything. To
him it would be inconceivable that any other creature or thing could enter that square without passing
through one of its sides, yet we could easily make
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:some object or some entity appear beside him; it could
remain long enough for him to be convinced of its
reality~ and then we could make it vanish as abruptly
as it carne. A smaller square or figure of an y shape
would be to him a closed box, but obviously no box or
.safe which he could construct would ever b e closed to
us, because we are all the time looking down upon it
and approaching it from quite a different direction,
"':hich is incon ceivable to him. H e knows of no way in
·which anything can approach him or can be m oved
·except along the surface of his world; yet we could
at any moment drop something into his world in a way
that to him would be inexplicable.
With little trouble we could also overthrow entirely
his idea of distance. Suppose we marked a point near
·On e edge of the paper and another point near the opposite edge; for him th ere is the entire width of the world
between these points, and for him there could be no
way to pass from one to the other except by journeying across the entire surface. We with our threedimensional knowledge can bend that paper and bring
these two points close together; we can even make
them touch. R emember that this creature could not
know that this world could be bent, b ecause in order
to bend it we must move in a space of which no con·Ception is as yet possible to him. Therefore the result
to him would be that a place which he knew and could
prove (by journeying to it in the ordinary way) to be
at the other side of his world could nevertheless be
'brought so close to him as to be instantaneously
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attainable. Thus from his point of view another miracle·
would have been performed-something entirely beyond
and in apparent opposition to all the laws of Nature of
which he had known anything. It is easy to see that
with our knowledge of three dimensions we could play
all kinds of tricks upon this entity who knew only of two.
It is a very curious thing that precisely similar
tricks can be played, and are consta ntly being played,.
upon us. Everyone who has enquired into spiritualism and its phenomena knows that just such things as_.
we have been describing constantly happen at seances.
Freq~ently an object is taken from a closed box, or
some other entity present will show that for him the
box is not closed, by reading something which is written
within it. Frequently also someone will appear beside·
us and then will suddenly vanish ~gain, in a way to
us inexplicable. It is obvious that one way in which
we could account for such phenomena would be by
supposing the existence of a fourth dimension, bearing
precisely the same relation to our three dimensions
which they bear to two. If such a dimension exists,
then any being functioning in it and understanding its.
laws could treat us precisely as we might treat the two- ·
dimensional microbe, and p erform for us many wonders
without in any way contravening perfectly well-knowri.
natural laws.
MATHEMATICALLY CoNSIDERED

Let us look at the question from another point of·
v1ew. Suppose we h ave a straight line two inches.
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long. If the inch is our unit of length, then we can
represent the line by the number 2. According to
geometry this line is produced by the moving of a
point in a certain direction; if now we move this line
in a direction p erpendicular to itself for a distance of
two inches, then we produce by that movement a
square, which we can represent mathematically by the
number 22 • Now if you move this square at right
angles to itself for a distance of two inches, it will
describe a cube of which every side is two inches
long, which can be represented mathematically by the
number 23 • Here you have three figures produced by
movements which correspond to each other; the point
produces a line, the line a square, and the square a
cube; and those three figures correspond in geometry
to the mathematical numbers 2, 22, and 23 •
G eometrically we can carry this series of operations no further, but in mathematics we can raise
the number to the fourth power, or to any power
desired.
Now these mathematical expressions may
have some correspondences in the true geometry of
space. What, then, is the shape of the solid which
corresponds to the figure 24 ? Since this is a shape
which we cannot materially demonstrate, we must try
to imagine what kind of a solid it must be. The
. endeavour to examine this figure is the attempt to
attain the knowledge of the fourth dimension. But in
order to understand what are the factors in our problem, we must trace how each of these figures (which
we already know) was deduced from the one before it.
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First let us notice that, although it is perfectly
true that the surface of the square, the side of which
is given as 2, can be represented by 22 , yet the unit
by which that square is measured is different from the
unit of the line. We spoke, for instance, of a line 2
inches long; and when ·we wish to indicate the size of
the square which is the result of the movement of that
line, we multiply the number 2 by itself. But you will
see that the unit by which we describe the size of the
square is of a totally different kind; it is not an inch
in long measure, but a square inch, and no number of
units of the first kind could ever compose a single unit
of the second kind; for the definition of a iine is that it
has length without breadth, and therefore no number
of mathematical lines could ever make a squ are, b ecause they have no breadth. Of course it also follows
•
from this that no one has ever seen a true line, for
that which has no breadth would be invisible to us;
therefore all the lines that we draw are inaccurate, and
do not truly represent the mathematical concep tion of
a line.
Exactly the same is the case with the square,
which produces a cube by moving at right angles to
itself. Our definition of a square gives it length and
breadth, but no thickness; so no number of squares
.piled upon one another could ever make a cube. If.
we wish to measure the cube we must multiply the
·figure 2 by itself twice, but even then the unit employed
must be one belonging to the new dimension. It can
.be neither an inch nor a square inch- it must be a
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-cubic inch. So it will be noticed that for each new
<dimension we have an entirely different unit, and that
the measurement in the higher dimension can never be
·expressed in the units of the dimension below it.
A second point to be noticed is that when we move
one of these figures in order to produce another, every
point in it must produce its corresponding line. vVhen
we move a line at right angles to itself to produce a
square, we must suppose that not only the ends of the
line produce the new lines which make the limits of the
-square, but that every point along the whole length of
that line also moves, and moving, draws a new line.
In the same way, when by moving a square we produce
a cube, it is not only the four lines which make the
periphery of a square which produce squares in turn,
but every point in the whole surface of the square must
·COrrespondingly move at right angles to its Surface, and
do its share of the work of the production of the cube.
Remember that a square does not consist merely of the
four lines which we draw to indicate its limits, but that
the whole superficies included within those lines is a
square. Notice also that when we rise to a higher
dimension, no point of the inside or lower figure is
hidden from us, because we are looking down upon it
in such a way that no one point in it can possibly cover
.any other point.
When we apply all this to the moving of a cube
i.n this new and unimaginable direction which is at
right angles to all of these dimensions, what kind of
iigure shall we produce? The first thing that we must
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understand is that this new figure, whatever it may be,.
cannot be measured by any measure of which we know
at present. No number of cubes could ever ·make such
a figure, because it has a fourth measure, which no,
cube possesses, and therefore the very unit of its.
measurement must be entirely different.
THE TESSERACT

By inference from all this and by careful reason-·
ing, Mr. Hinton deduces certain facts about this new·
figure, to which he gives the name of a tesseract;
and he explains that it must have sixteen points, thirtytwo lines, and twenty-four surfaces, and that it must be·
bounded by eight cubes, just as a line is bounded by
two points, a square by four lines,, and a cube by six
surfaces, while a cube has also twelve lines and eight
points.
Suppose that such a figure as this really exists
and that we should see it, what would be the impression
that it would make upon our senses? Obviously we·
could only see it as a cube. To see how this would be
so, let us think once more of our creature in two
dimensions. Suppose that we were to place a cube·
upon the surface of his world. This would be to him,
as · before, a mysterious apparition-a materialization,
as it were; but how would it look from his pol.nt of"
view? He could see only that part of it which was in
·contact with his surface, and therefore obviously it
must seem to him a square. He could present the:
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· object to himself only in the form of his own limited.
consciousness. This is as far as his understandingwould take him, for he could not in the least comprehend what we mean by a cube. In just the same way
we on the physical plane should necessarily see a
tesseract as a cube.
How, then, could we with our limited consciousness obtain any idea of the real appearance of that
figure? Those who have studied embryology know
how the embryo in its different stages is investigated.
For example, the investigator takes eggs in different
stages of incubation and cuts them into thin slices, and
then examines these sections under a microscope. In
each section there is only a small part of the form of
the embryo-in fact, it is so thin that it may almost be
considered as two-dimensional. But by combining the
thought-image of all those different sections, he obtains
from those two-dimensional images an idea of the form of
the embryo, which has three dimensions. So if we wished
to give to a two-dimensionsional being an idea of a threedimensional object, we should have to do it by means
of a series of two-dimensional sections, and he would
have to try to combine his thought-images of all these
sections and exercise his imagination to conceive in that
way something which is beyond his normal comprehension. This, therefore, is what we must do if we wish to·
represent to ourselves even the simplest of four-dimensional figures. We think of a series of sections and try
to combine them in our mind ; and those sections will
always be for us·three-dimensional figures, such as a cube_
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We find ourselves seemingly surrounded by three·dimensional objects. But if there be a four dimensional
space, then some or all those objects may well have
four dimensions, while we see of them only what our
.limitation permits. For example, all our fellow-creatures
may be four-dimensional beings, and therefore there
m ay be in all of them (as indeed we know from quite
·other considerations that there is) much more than we
are able to see. · A person may be here on this plane
quite ordinary, and yet one who can see in the other
·dimensions the unknown part, which we call the soul,
may see a much higher and grander development.
:Mr. H inton gives in his books many beautiful
examples of the possibilities attaching to a world of
four dimensions. One of these I should like to attempt
to reproduce ; though to comprehend it fully and
clearly will need a considerable and sustained effort of
concentration.
I

A

BEAUTIFUL A NALOGY

W e . must return again to our microbe of two
·dimensions; but let us suppose this time that instead
·of the surface of a piece of paper h e lives on a thin
.sheet of wax. Suppose now that we pass a thread
through this sheet of wax and hold it perpendicular
.between our hands, one hand being above the sheet of
wax and one below it. If, keeping the thread tight
.and perpendicular, we m oved it through the wax either
·.up or down,. it would be impossible for the microbe
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to understand its motion. H e could see only the
hole in his surface and that particle of the thread
which for the moment filled the hole. If the thread
were thick.er in some parts than in others, or if some·
parts of it were differently coloured, then he would be
conscious of a change in the size or the colour of the
particle which he saw. I t would be quite impossible
for him to conceive of the string as a whole. If you
passed a cone through his sheet, introducing it point
first, to him it would appear as a small circle which suddenly and quite unaccountably manifested itself, which
then steadily grew larger and larger and finally vanished
as suddenly and mysteriously as it came. He could have
no _conception that all these stages of growth, which
must necessarily appear to him as successive in time,
were in reality only different parts of a whole, and were
in existence sim uitaneously in a space beyond his own.
But now suppose that instead of holding the
thread perpendicular, we hold it at an angle of 4SO,
still keeping it tight between the hands. If now we
mov·e the hands vertically as before (not diagon ally),
we shall m ake, in the surface of the wax sheet, not a
hole but a slit. If we endow the wax with the faculty
of closing up after the thread has cut through it, then
our motion will produce a moving h ole in that sheet.
The m otion of the hole would be rapid if. the inclination· of the thread to the perpendicular was great,
while it would be correspondingly slow as the inclin ation of the thread approached the p erpendicular.
But all the tim~ the appearance to our microbe would
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·be only that of the moving hole, or rather the moving ·
particle which filled the hole; and naturally he could
·not but suppose that its later.al movement in his world
·was its true and only movement. Thus ~e see how
·entirely he would fall under the dominion of delusion,
:since the only real movement concerned would be that
of the thread as a whole in a direction either upwards
·Or downwards.
Now suppose that instead of one thread held
between the h ands, we have many hundreds of threads
fixed in a frame and set at all possible angles, not as
·parallel lines, but some crossing, some knotted together
and forming all kinds of different angles with each
·other; and suppose that the whole frame with all its
threads stretch ed tight is moved slowly and steadily
·upwards. T o our microbe the effect produced will be
·that of an immense _number ofmoving'points all entirely
separate one from the other. This would seem to him
a veritable ch aos, some of the points moving towards
-each other, perhaps coming together for a time and
·then again separating ; some moving in this direction
:and some in that, some slowly and some rapidly, but
:all apparently entirely separate and distinct and without
.any kind of order among them. This chaos of moving
·points might well seem to the microbe to b e a fortuitous
-concourse of atoms, and its wild confusion would b e
all the movement and life of which he was conscious.
·yet we, looking down upon ·the whole transaction from
our higher dimension, see that all the apparent confu:sion is simply a delusion produced by the microbe's
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limitations, and that the only movement which is really
taking place is the slow but steady upward movement of the frame of threads, of whose very existence
·the poor microbe is necessarily totally ignorant.
"Which things are an allegory," for our own case
is exactly similar. All the movement that we see about
·us, all the apparently wild confusion and entanglement
in the lives of our fellow-creatures, are in reality nothing but a part of the one mighty upward movement of
·evolution under the divine law, and when we can learn
to look down upon it from a higher level, outside and
above it all, we shall be able to see that this is so. Mr.
Hinton works out this hypothesis carefully and beautifully, and shows that many of the phenomena known
to science could be clearly explained from this point of
view. It is interesting to notice that in order that such
a system should be workable, it would be necessary to
postulate certain conditions with regard to the arrangements of the threads; and it is remarkable that these
conditions precisely correspond to the inherent qualities
·of matter as we know it.
FuRTHER SuGGESTIONS

There are many other phenomena which would be
·susceptible of explanation along this line; and they are
phenomena of most varied kinds and are taken from
:all departments of scientific knowledge. For example,
Mr. Hinton suggests on the strength of this an entirely
new and ingenious theory of gases. We know that a
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liquid, poured on a flat surface, spreads out in two
dimensions, whilst a free gas tends always to expand
or to spread itself out in three dimensions. As a liquid
spreads out in two dimensions it grows smaller in its
third dimension-that is to say, in its dep th. Is it not
then possible that as a gas spreads out in three dimensions it may be b ecoming smaller in the fourth, and so
that the density of a gas m ay be the measure of its
relative thickness in the fourth dimension ?
We often meet in this world with objects which
are reflections of one another-as, for instance, our
right and left hands, \vhich are in all poin ts similar,
and yet can ne,·er be so twisted or turned about as that
one could take the place of the other. If, however, we
take a pair of the gloves that we wear upon them, and
turn one of them inside out, we shall then find that
they are precisely similar in shape.' If we draw two
right-angled triangles, facing different ways, and th en
cut them out of the paper, it will be found quite impossible by any movement of one of them upon the
surface of a table to make it take exactly the same
appearance as the other; but it can be done in a
moment by simply lifting one of them from the surface
of the table, turning it over and replacing it. Just as
by turning over the two-dimensional object in three
dimensions we can change it into its looking-glass reflec-·
tion, may it not be possible that by turning over a
three-dimensional obj ect in the fourth dimension a
precisely similar result may be produced? Along this
line Mr. Hinton suggests a possibility of accounting for
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some of the most remarkable phenomena connected
with electricity, and is even able to deduce from this
theory of the fourth dimension the necessity of many
universally recognized laws of ethics.
CAsTI NG O uT THE S ELF

We who are Theosophical students realize th at the
first step on the path of true progress is to get -rid of
the self, to cast aside the delusion of separateness, and
thus to develop p erfect unselfishness and learn to work
for the benefit of humanity. It is surely more th an a
coincidence that th e first step necessary for the successful and practical study of the fourth dimension is what
Mr. Hinton calls " casting out the self". We h ave to
eliminate the self in ou.r thinking, and to give up entirely
our present point of view. We have to work with a
number of cubes, such as are used by children at the
kindergarten, and with those cubes we h ave to build a
larger cube; and then we have to learn to see all these
cubes in their relation to one another within th~ body
of the larger cube of which they form a part. Naturally
we should begin by thinking of one cube as above or
below another, as before or behind another, or to the
righ t or to the left; but all of these are radically false
conceptions of their relations, for they describe only
their r~lations towards us and our personal point of
view, not in .the least their real and abstract relations.
What we want is the real connection between those '
cubes, and we must keep ourselves and our a ttitude
15
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entirely out of the question. For most people this is
an exceedingly difficult lesson to learn; but so also is
it difficult to learn the unselfishness on higher planes of
which this is only a mechanical mustration. Nevertheless in both cases it must b e attained before development can take place.
If there be among our students any to whom this
slight outline of the subj ect appeals, I should certainly
recommend them to procure rvfr. Hinton's books, and
take up this fascinating study in earnest. The latest
a nd fullest of them is called Tlze Fourth D imension,
and along with each copy of it he issues a box of
coloured cubes, which he thinks will be of g~eat u se to
the student in helping him to comprehend the ideas which
he is trying to expound. T h ere may be some to whom
the direct development of astral sigh t a long the lines of
.concentration, meditation, contemplation, which I have
described in Chapter VI, may seem simpler than the
approach to the problem along this more mathematical
line; yet I feel quite certain that no one can take up this
study without great benefit, if he is able to understand
a nything at all of its beauty. He may or m ay not
succeed thereby in developing astral sight, or in gaining within his physical perception a clear idea of the
form of a tesseract, but at least his studies cannot but
give him a new point of view, and in this way they
.cannot fail to widen his perception considerably.

CHAPTER XII

THE WORK OF THE HELPERS
PREPARATION FOR D EATH

then, it is sometimes asked, has Theosophy to
tell us with regard to preparation for death? As we
have said before, the only really effective preparation
for d eath is a well-spent life, and for the rest the less
we worry ourselv~s about its approach the better.
Assuredly it is well for us thoroughly to fam iliarize ourselves with all the teaching which has been
,given in our books on the subject, not only in order
that we may know clearly, so far as may be, what is
a bout to happen to us, but also that we may be
prepared to deal confidently with any unforeseen
emergency that may arise, either in our own experience
or in that of those whom we wish to help. I t is of
great importance that we should accustom ourselves to
feel de~th to be a perfectly natural and normal event,
and learn to look forward to it not onl )r without the
slightest apprehension,. but with joy, as the end for the
time of the weariness of physical existence and the
. ·entrance into a higher life, where the opportunities for
WHAT
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doing useful and helpful work are in many ways much.
greater than on this plane.
It is clear that the more thorough and accurate is:
our knowledge of the astral life and its conditions, the
more useful we shall be as guides, as friends and
comforters to those who pass through the portals of
death without h aving had our advantages in the way of
preparation for the change. It is a valuable exercise·
for us. to consider the different cases requiring help that
we should be likely to encounter in that other world,
a nd think how we should b~st deal with them; for even
now during' our hours of sleep we may seek out those
among the dead who need our assistance, ~nd sopractise in the intervals of our physical life what may
be our principal occupation when we have done with
this p articular body.
A

FAMILIAR FIELD

If we have done this, when the hour of death
comes to us there will be in it nothing unfamiliar or
terrifying. We sh all simply step out on the astral
pl_a ne once more, as we have so often done before,
and we shall find ourselves at once on well-known
·ground and among friends. Those whom we have
tried to help during sleep (under the heavy disp.dvantage of having constantly to wake up-or' rather
·d own-to the physical plane, and to break our connecti0n -with· them for many · hours) will welcome with
delight our arrival for a more continuous sojourn.
There can be no strangeness and hesitation for us, for .
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we shall fall naturallY. into accustomed work, and
'
resume our ministrations to those who have already
found them so helpful. Having more time at our
-disposal, we shall be able to widen the field of our
astral activities, and to be of use on a much larger
scale than before.
THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE NEED

There is so much that these poor souls do not
know, so much that is perplexing and confusing to
them, because of the scandalous neglect of their
Churches and ministers to find and provide for them
true and rational information as to the after-life. Some
.o f them cling •passionately to so much of the earth-life
as they can still see and feel, for since they have n ever
bitherto had any thoughts or interests beyond the
physical, everything outside of it seems empty and
unreal to them, and they dread it in the same vague
way as ill-taught children dread the dark. They canllOt and will not let themselves believe that death has
Teally overtaken them at last, and they fight desperately
against the growing conviction that it must indeed
ibe so.
They need reassuring and soothing first of all,
though later there must come the gentle but firm explanation that real happiness under these new conditions
-cannot be attained without an entire reversal of currents
of thought and objects of life. Such a process is for
them slow. and toilsome, and they not infrequently
.shrink altogether from undertaking it, and relapse into
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a discontented, effortless existence, such as that from~
•
which the doctor was rescued whose
case was described·.
in a previous chapter. Jealous and avaricious men
also bind themselves to earth and need help even more·
sadly, but they are usually so entirely unamenable to·
reason or common sense that it is rarely possible to do ·
much for them.
Others are detained in close touch with the affairs
of earth for quite a different reason-not because of
any special attraction for them, but from a sense of'
responsibility for some duty -left undone or some debt
unpaid. Quite a number of persons seem to draw up
their wills unjustly, and when the opportunities for
closer examination which are given by the astral life·
show them that they have mistaken, their regret often
causes them to waste much time in unavailing efforts
to counteract the effect of what they h~l.Ve don e.
Again, quite a number appear to have secrets of
some sort in their lives-usually discrecl,itable secrets;
and if they die without imparting these to some one,.
they . are often much troubled by the burden on their
conscience, though it may have ,pressed lightly enough
during earth-life. Sometimes important papers are
missing, and no one put the dead man knows where
they are to be found; sometimes badly-needed money
is concealed in an unknown place, and the man yearns.
to reveal it to those who should inherit it. In some of
these cases special circumstances make it possible for
the helper to intervene in some way upon the physical.
plane, a!ld so to some extent satisfy and liberate the.
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dead man; but in the majority the best that can be
done is to explain that now the opportunity has been
lost it is useless to grieve over it, and to try to per~uade
the man to abandon his thoughts of earth and endeavour to make the best of the new life.
A sadder case is that of one who has died in anger
with another. In some cases such a person realizes
tha t he has been wrong, and is filled with sorrow for
h.is previous feelings or actions, and i~ keenly d esirous
to make such reparation as may be p ossible. In other
cases, unfortunately, feelings of hatred and revenge
persist even beyond the grave, and the dead man is
anxious to remain near the earth, not to h elp but to
injure, as we have seen from some of the examples
previously given.
Other strong feelings besides hatred many sometimes extend through the gates of death. I remember
one case of a poor woman who m et her death in a fire
on board a steamboat. She had been unable to escape
from the cabin, and had been greatly terrified, though
in reality she suffered no physical pain, since she died·
from suffocation long before any flame approached her.
She was found hours after death still in . the same
condition of terror, not realizing that sh e had died, but
imagining herself still to be in ~he burning cabin. Such
a case i~ . practically one .of hysteria, and is naturally.
·rare; but among the uninstructed. fear and nervousness
are unfortunately far too common, so that to soothe,
to reassure, and to explain are ever the keynotes of the
work of the helpers.
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UNSELFISH LINGERERS

There are souls who voluntarily prolong their stay
4mongst lower astral conditions and in the closest
possible touch with the earth-life, not from the love
of it, nor from any selfish consideration, but entirely
for the sake of others. The husband whose case was
d escribed in Chapter VIII was an instance of this;
and a still mor~ striking one is ·that of a certain noted
personage wh o not infrequently takes charge of spiritualistic circles. His story is that his earth-life was one
sadly stained with violence and crime, and that it was
only after death that h e realized the heinousness of his
actions, and, full of compunction, set himself to see what
good he could do in order to atone for so much that was
evil. It occurred to him, or perhaps it was suggested
to him by some more advanced worker, that since his
earth-life had been such as to condemn him to a prolonged sojourn on the lower levels of the astral plane,
he might utilize those very conditions for the helping of
Dthers, and so transmute his own curse into a blessing
for them. He therefore devoted himselfwith unwearied
p atience and unintermittent labour to endeavouring to
prove to mankind the certainty and reality of the life
after death; and he has undoubtedly succeeded in bringing this conviction to hundreds of sorrowing hearts.
THE DuTY OF HELPING

Enough has been said to sho~ vyhat urgent need
there is for the work of the helpers; ;;tlike during sleep
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.and after ·death we cannot do better than dedicate our
Jives as fully as possible to this merciful and charitable
.occupation . . There is room and work for all; everyone
who can think can help, as I have fully explained in
the book especially devoted to the subject. Not only
·should we each, as far as we may, take part in the work
of the helpers, but we should further do all that we can
to help to remove difficulties from their way. Naturally
the worst of such difficulties are those which are caused
by the attitude of the dead- b y such selfishness and such
.clinging to earth-life as I have described above; and so
the best way to deal with it is to try as far as possible to
lose no opportunity of spreading Theosophical teachings.
Another great obstacle in the path of these who
:are trying to aid the dead is the awful and foolish belief
upon religious s~~jects under which so m any of them
suffer; still another source of unnecessary trouble is the
selfish and uncontrolled grief of the survivors. But for
every one of these ·cases the cure is the same; knowledge
_gained upon all these subjects will save alike the living
from sorrow a nd the dead from despair, so that for us
who know these truths it is indeed a sacred duty that
we should try to spread them.
This is a duty, however, which needs to be done
with the greatest tact. It would never be desirable or
useful that we should at all times and seasons be
thrusting Theosophy ·upon unwilling ears. Such a
proceeding would tend rather to disgust than to interest
-our auditors, as we may know from our own instinctive
feeling when some well-meaning but intrusive stranger
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comes up to us in the street and enquires whether
our souls are saved. But it is certainly the duty of'
every one to whom this great light comes to qualify
himself as a channel through which it may flow to others.
He must so thoroughly study it as to be ready to ·
explain the truth upon all these subjects when need
arises; he must be prepared to answer any intelligent
question which may be asked with regard to its philosophy. It will probably happen that sooner or later
some one who has just " lost " a friend or a relation
will come to him for comfort and instruction; it is his
part to see that he is able to answer their questions
fully and satisfactorily, and to take advantage of this
opportunity to draw them so far as may be into the
right attitude towards death and the life beyond. In
this way, by decreasing their grief and increasing their
knowledge, he will prevent them from hindering the
work of the helpers v.ri.th those ·who have already passed
over, and he vvill also prepare them to understand and
to view rightly the death which must some day come
to them. We have a real gospel in Theosophya message of good news to all, a message that there is
no death, a gospel through which in very truth life and
immortality are brought to light; and it is alike our
duty, our pleasure and our privilege gladly to share ·
this gospel with all who are_ready to receive it.
LARGER

PossmtLITIES

I t will be seen that although this life after death _is .
so largely condi~oned by the earth-life which precedes-
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it, it would yet be a great mistake to regard it only as.
a life of results. It may indeed be largely that to the
man who blindly accepts the rearrangement and his
surroundings generally; it is far otherwise with one who
understands something of the plane and of its opportumtles. Clearly there is a possibility of doing either
much good or much evil. There is much to be learned
in many directions, as well as an infinity of active work.
for those who are willing to do it. Naturally the
ordinary man does not do it; his thought h as b een
chiefly self-cen tred during earth-life, and the tendency
is that it sh ould remain so still. Sometimes, however,.
h e does gradually begin to se~ matters in the new light,
to realize that hitherto he has been wasting his time;
and in that case he probably makes an h onest effort to·
improve wh at is _left of it. There are cases in which
death· has been the means of a happy change in the
man's whole attitude; occasionally a bad man has been
quite rapidly reformed, a man of ordinary life aroused
to higher and wider possibilities, and a good man made
m uch better and more useful than he h as ever been
before.
A

DELIGHTFUL CASE

A case which wil~ illustrate this was that of two
young ladies who died suddenly at the ages of eighteen
and sixteen respectively. They had been good girls
during earth._life in the ordinary sense of the wordkindly, affectionate and well-intentioned, but fond <?f
admiration and of finery, as young girls are, and looking
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forward with vivid interest to the life which seemed
to be opening so pleasantly before them. The sudden
-death was somewhat confusing to them, and at first
they had a little difficulty in adapting themselves to
their new surroundings; but coming in contact with
the band of invisible helpers, they were a t once fired
with enthusiasm for their work, and threw th emselves
into it in the most whole-hearted manner. Dying
in the full flush of you~h, they have naturally a
·considerable term of astral life before them; and
th ey are certainly spending it to the best possible
advantage.
Many friends who did not fully u nderstand
probably pitied them profoundly for passing away so
young, and thus, they would say, losing the bright life
that might have been theirs; while the truth is that
nothing more advantageous could h ave occurred to
them, because in this new and higher life they are do- ·
ing more work in one year than could be crowded into
twenty years of physical life, and are producing far
more magnificent and extended results than any earthlife could by any possibility have yielded. On earth
their time must of necessity have been divided; no
·doubt they would have learned to devote som~ part of
-it to good and helpful work, yet much must inevitably
have b een frittered away in the trivialities which make
up so much of this lower existence. Now no single mom ent is wasted, and without the possibility of fatigue or
·of pain they move triumphantly on the roa d of pro:gress, just because they never think for an instant of
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themselves, but only of the hundreds to whom they
can bring help and· comfort.
So we see that this astral life is indeed a life of
pro.gress, as indeed we might have known that it would
be, since progress is the rule of the divine scheme.
Here as elsewhere advancement is possible t~ us just
in proportion to our development. The man who is.
a slave to desire can only progress by wearing out his
d esire; still, that is the best that is possible at his
stage. But ~he man who is kindly and helpful learns
much in many ways through the work which h e is able
to do in this astral life, and will return to earth with
many additional powers and qualities because of the·
practice which h e has h ad in unselfish effort.
THE
., MEETING OF FRIENDS

One of the questions which many are always.
asking with regard to this life beyond the grave is :
" Shall we meet and recognize our friends ? " Certainly we shall, for neither they nor we shall b e
changed; why, then, should we not recognize them?
T he affection is still there, and will act as a magnet
to draw together those who feel it, far more readily
and more surely there than h ere. True, if the loved
one has left this earth long ago, he may h ave already
passed beyond the astral plan e and entered the h eavenlife ; in that case we must wait until we also r each that
level before we can rejoin him, but when that is gained
we sh all possess our friend more perfectly than in this.
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prison-house we can ever realize. But of this be sure,
that those whom we have loved are not lost.
Ii:- we accustom ourselves to regard our death
:simply as the opening into a wider and fuller life, it is
.obvious that the death of a friend will also assume to
us quite a different complexion. We shall no longer
feel it as separation to the same extent or in the same
way, for, first of all, we know that separation is impossible between the souls of men, and it is the soul of
·our friend that we love, not the mere outer vehiclethe man himself and not his garment. Then we sh all
. also perceive that even when we descend to a mu ch
lower plane of thought, there has still been no
:separation. Our friend remains with us, even as far as
mere physical space is concerned-here on earth, not
far away in some vague heaven beyond the stars, but
-close to us, able to feel and respond to our affection;
able even in many cases to follow our every passing
-emotion, and to see quite clearly most of our thought.
Every night we are with him during our hours of sleep;
if we die soon after . him, we shall find him at once on
the astral plane; if we survive him for many years, we
:shall find him in the heaven-life; but in any case the
reunion is sure where the affection exists. For love is .
. one of the mightiest powers of the universe, whether it
·be in life or d eath.
It is indeed well worth our while to study this
:subj ect thoroughly, for the knowledge of the truth
takes away all fear . of death, and makes life easier to
.live because we -understand its ot:>ject and end. Death
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brings no suffering, but only joy, for those who live the
·true, the unselfish life. I have already quoted the old
,_ Latin saying Mors janua vitae-death is the gate of
life; that is exactly what it is, a gate into a fuller and
higher life. . On the other side of the grave, as well as
-on this, . prevails the same law of divine justice, and we
-can trust as implicitly there as here to the action of
that law with regard both to ourselves and to those we
love. \,y-hen once we realize the endless life, the misconceptions fall away, and we b egin to see everything
in its true proportions; death is to us no longer the
-dread king of terrors, but the bright Angel of evolution, for we know that
'Tis but as when one layeth his ,.Vorn-out robes away,
And, taking new ones, sayeth: "These will I wear to-day!"
So putteth by the spirit lightly its garb of flesh,
And passeth t.p inherit a residence afresh.

-The Song Celestial, by

SIR EDWIN ARNOLD

CHAPTER XIII

THE REAVEN-WORLD
MATERIAL CoNCEPTIONS

ALL religions agree in declaring the existence of heaven,.
and in stating that the enjoyment of its bliss follows
upon a well-spent earthly life. Christianity and Muhammadanism speak of it as a reward assigned by God to
those who have pleased Him, but most other faiths
describe it rather as the necessary result of the good
life, exactly as we should from the Theosophical point
of view. Yet, though all religions agree in painting this
happy life in glowing terms, none of them have
succeeded in producing an impression of reality in
their descriptions. All that is written about heaven is
so absolutely unlike anything that we have known, that
many of the descriptions seem almost grotesque to us.
We should hesitate to admit this with regard to the
legends familiar to us from our infancy, but if the
stories of one of the other great religions were read to
us, we should see it readily enough.
We have all heard of ·'the belief of the Red
Indians of North America, that after death they pass
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into the happy hunting-grounds. That is · the only
kind of heaven they could understand. The Chris.t ian
of the Middle Ages thought of streets of gold and gates
·of pearl. The Red Indian does not want glorified
cities, but good hunting, and Nature provides both him
and the Christian with what they desire in the astral
world, where the ma n can m ake his own surroundings:
In Buddhist or Hindu Books we shall find magniloquent
accou nts of interminable gardens, in which the trees
a"r e all of g~ld a nd silver, and their fruits of various
kinds of j ewels, and we might be tempted to smile,
unless the thought occurred to us that, after all, to the
Buddhist or Hindu our tale of streets of gold and gates
of pearl might in truth seem quite as improbable . . All
these things exist in the astral life after death, not in
the real heaven-world at all.
The fact is tha t the ridiculous element is imported
into these accounts only when we take them literally,
and fail to realize th at each scribe is trying the same
task from his point of view, and th at all alike are failing
because the great truth behind it all is utterly indescribable. The Hindu writer had n o doubt seen some of
the gorgeous gardens of the Indian kings, where just
such decorations as h e describes are _c ommonly employed. The J ewish scribe had no familiarity with
such things, but he dwelt in a great and magnificent
city-probably Alexandria; and so his concept of
splendour was a city, but made unlike anything on
earth by· the costliness of its m aterial and its decorations.
So each is trying to paint ~ truth which i~ too grand for
16
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words by · employing such similes as are familiar to his
mmd.
There have been those since that day who have
seen the glory of heaven, and have tried in their feeble
way to describe it. Some of our own students have
been among thes<:!, and in the Theosophical 11anual
·No. 6 the result of some of tJ:leir investigations may be
found. We do not speak now of gold and silvet, of
rubies and diamonds; when we wish to convey the idea
of the greatest possible refinement and beauty of colour
a.nd form; ,,·e draw our similes rather from the colours
of the sunset, and fr0:n all the glories of sea a.nd sky,
because to us these are the more heavenly. Yet those
·o f us who have seen the truth know weil that in all our
attempts at description we have failed as utterly as the
Oriental scribes to convey any idea of a reality which
no words can ever picture, though every man one day
shall see it and know it for himself.
A

GLORIOUS REALITY

For this heaven is not a dream; it is a radiant
reality; but to comprehend anything of it we must
first change one of our initial ideas on the subject.
Heaven is not a place, but a state of consciousness.
If you ask me: "Where is heaven?" I must answer you
that it is here-round you at this very moment, near to
you as the air you breathe. The light is all about you,
as the · Lord Buddha said so long ago; you have only
to cast the b.andage from your eyes and look. But
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·what is this casting away of a bandage? Of what is it
:symbolical? It is simply a question of raising the
.consciousness to a higher level, of learning to focus it
in the vehicle of finer matter. I have already written
· of the possibility of doing this with regard to the astral
·body, and thereby seeing the astral world; this needs
·simply a further stage of' the same process, the raising
.of the consciousness to the mental plane, for man has
a b ody for that level also, through which · he may
receive its vibrations, and so live in the glowing splend•our of heaven while still possessing a physical bodythough indeed after such an · experience he will have
.little relish for the return to the latter.
THE SECOND DEATH

The ordinary man reaches this state of bliss only
·. after death, and not immediately after it except in rare
·cases. I have already explained how after death the
. ego is steadily withdrawing into himself. The whole
astral life is in fact a constant process of withdrawal,
. and when in course of time the soul reaches the limit
of that plane, he dies to it in just the same way as he
. did to the physical plane. That is to say, he ca5ts off
the body of that plane, and leaves it behind him while
he passes on to higher and still fuller life. N<? pain or
·suffering of any kind precedes this second death, and
indeed it would be quite impossible that the ordinary
man should in any way realize its nature. It is a
. gradual process.
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At the beginning of his astral life the man sees the
counterparts of a number of physical objects, and a
vast world of thought-forms all around him. At first,
as I have already explained, his attention is focussed
almost exclusively on the counterparts of the physical ·
objects, and he pays little attention to the crowds of
thought-forms, but later on he pays little or no attention,
to the counterparts, and is vividly conscious of the·
thought-forms; then, as time goes on, h e becomes less and·
less conscious of the astral body and its surroundings,.
and the process continues until the only objects which
impress themselves upon him are those clothed in the·
matter of the higher sub-planes. However great his.
interest in those m ay be, they too will ultimately begin
to fade away, and the man will then feel himself sinking gently into a delightful repose, and out of
th at he will awaken into this condition of higher
consciousness. The Theosophical student might pos-·
sibly recognize that he had reached the end of his.
astral life; but he would hail its arrival with delight
because of his knowledge of the grander world which.
lies before him. Just as in the case of physical death,
there is usually a period of unconsciousness, from which
the man awakes gradually.
.
Many of the more backward egos never consciously attain the heaven-world at all, and a still larger
number obtain but a comparatively slight touch with
its lowest level. When making our investigations for
the Theosophical Manuals towards the close of last
century, Dr. Besant and I observed a number of cases.
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·0f persons attaining the heaven-world for the first time.
We came upon a poor seamstress, who lived in one of
·t he most dreary and squalid parts of London, in a slum
:into which light and air could scarcely struggle. She
-was a good girl, though born under such undesirable
·conditions, and she was but little educated, for. her life
had been one long course of hard work. Yet she was
-overflowing with love and kindness towards all with
w.hom she came into contact. Though she h ad little
money, when there was illness (and there is always sick·ness in such a place) she was always ready to come
·forward and offer help. When she had no money, she
had time, and would help the neighbours in any way
s h ~ could to mitigate their sufferings. Often, after toiling all day, she would sit up half the night nursing some
one, and in many cases the gratitude and affection then
-shown were the only higher feelings which those people
had had in the whole of their rough and sordid lives.
Under such conditions, it is not surprising that
many of these people died. Then it became clear that
:she had done for them more than she knew, for through
her they thus gained their first experience of the lower
.. sub-divisions of the h eaven-world. It was only a short
. experience, and not of an advanced kind, but still it
was of far greater importance than would appear at first
·sight, because when once the great spiritual energy of
unselfishness has been awakened,. the working out of its
results in the heaven-life gives it a tendency to repeat
:itself, gives to the soul the faint tinge of a quality which
·will be certain to express itself again in the next life.
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Some years ago I wrote a book called The Deva- chanic Plane, in which I endeavoured to some extent
to describe what a man would see in that world, and to
tabulate as far as I could the various sub-divisions of ·
this glorious Land of Light, giving instances which had ,
b een observed in the course of our investigations in
connection with this heaven-li fe. Here I shall try to
put the matter from quite another point ofview, and
those readers wh o wish may supplement the inform- ation by reading that book as well.
THE REALM OF THO UGHT

Perhaps the most comprehensive opening statement
I S that this is the plane of the Divine Mind-that here
we are in the very realm of thougrt itself, and that
everything of good that _man possibly could think is
here in vivid, living reality. We labour under a great
disadvantage from our habit of regarding material things
as real, and those ,.vhich are not material as dream-like
and therefore unreal; whereas the fact is that every- thing which is material is buried and hidden in its
matter, and so whatever of reality it may possess is far
less obvious and recognizable than it would be when
regarded from a higher standpoint. When we hear of ·
a · world of thought, we immediately think of an ·unreal
world, built out of" such stuff as dreams are made of," ·
as the poet says.
'
Let us try to realize that when a man leaves his·.
physical body and opens his consciousness to astral life, .
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his first sensation is of the intense vividn,ess and reality
of that life, so th at he thinks: "Now for the first time
I know what it is to live; till. now I have been a prisoner without knowing it. While I thought m yself so
busy and so wise, I have been in reality but the crawling caterpillar, knowing nothing beyond m y little leaf;
now I have spread my wings like the butterfly, and
passed out into the sunlight of the wider life." But
when in turn he leaves that life for the higher one, he
exactly repeats the same experience, for this life is in
turn so much fuller and wider and more intense than
the astral that once mor.e no comparison is possible.
Yet there is a further life still, beyond all this, unto
which even this is bu t as moonlight unto sunlight; but
it is useless at present to think of that.
There may be many to whom it sounds absurd
that a realm of 'thought should be more real than the
physical world; well, it must remain so for them until
they have some experience of a life higher than this,
and then in one moment they will know far more than
any words can ever tell them. Sometimes quite a slight
experience 1s sufficient. We may remember Sir
Humphry Davy's eloquent d escription of the effect
produced on him by the inhalation of nitrous oxide.
He states that he began to lose the perception of external things; trains of vivid visible images ·rapidly
passed through his mind, and wer-e connected with
words in such a manner as to produce perceptions
p erfectly novel. " I existed," he said, " in a world of
newly connected and n ewly modified ideas." When he
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recovered .he exclaimed: "Nothing exists but thoughts;
the univ'erse is composed of impressions, ideas, pleasures
and- pains!" Yet this . was merely the .result of an imperfect· recollection of a slight experience upon the
astral plane, while here we are dealing with something
almost inconceivably higher.
THE DIVINE MIND

On this plane, then, we find existing the infinite
fullness of the Divine Mind, open in all its limitless
affluence to every soul, just in proportion as that soul
has qualified himself to receive. If man had already
completed his destined evolution, if he had fully realized
and unfolded the divinity whose germ is within him,
the whole of this glory would be within his reach; but
since none of us has yet done that, 'since we are only
gradually rising towards that splendid consummation,
it comes that none as yet can grasp that entirety, but
each draws from it and cognizes only so much as he
has by previous effort prepared himself to take.
Different individuals bring different capacities; as the
Eastern simile has it, each man brings his own cup,
and some of the cups are large and some are small, but,
small or large, every cup is filled to its utmost.capacity;
the sea of bliss holds far more than enough for all.
: . All .religions have spoken of this bliss of heaven,
yet few ·. of them have put before us with sufficient
clearness .and precision this leading idea which alone
explains rationally how for all . alike such bliss is
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·possible- which is, indeed, the keynote of the concep. tion-the fact that each man makes his own heaven
·by selection from the ineffable splendours of the
'Thought of God Himself. A rr;tan decides for himself
both the length and the character of his heaven-life by
·the causes which he himself generates during his earthlife; therefore he cannot but have exactly the amount
·which he has deserved, and exactly the quality of joy
· ~hich is best suited to his idiosyncrasies; for this is a
world in which every being must, from the yery fact of
his consciousness there, be enjoying the highest spiritual
bliss of which he is capable- a world whose power of
.response to his aspirations is limited only by his capacity
.to aspire.
How MAN DRAWS FROM IT
He made himself an astral body by his desires and
·passions during earth-life, and he had to live in it
·during his astral existence, and that time was happy or
·miserable for him according to its character. Now his
·time of purgatory is over, for that lower part of his
nature has burnt itself away; now there remain only
·the higher and more refined thoughts, the nobler and
more unselfish aspir ations that he poured out during
·earth-life. These cluster round him, and make a sort
-of shell about him, through the medium of which he is
:able to respond to certain types of vibration in this
refined matter. These thoughts which surround him
:are the powers by which he draws upon the wealth of
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the heaven-world, and he finds it to be a storehouse orinfinite extent upon which he is able to draw just
according to the power of those thoughts and aspirations which he generated in the physical and astral life.
All the highest of his affection and his devotion is now
producing its result, for there is nothing else remaining
in him; all that was selfish or grasping has been left
behind in the plane of desire.
For there are two kinds of affection. There is one,.
h ardly worthy of so sublime a name, which thinks.
a lways of how much love it is receiving in return for its
investment of attachment, which is ever worrying as to·
the exact amount of affection whkh the other person is
showing for it, a nd so is constantly entangled in the evil
meshes of jealousy and suspicion. After death such
feeling, grasping and full of greed, works out its results
of doubt and misery upon the plane
desire, to which
it so clearly belongs. But there is another kind oflove,
which never stays to think how much it is loved, but
has only the one object of pouring itself out unreservedly at the feet of the object of its affection, and.
considers only how best it can express in action the
feeling which fills its heart so utterly.
Here there is no limitation, because there is no
grasping, no drawing towards the self, no thought or·
return, and just because of that, there is a tremendous.
outpouring of force, which no astral matter can express,
nor can the dimensions of the astral plane contain it.
It needs the finer matter and the wider space of the·
higher level, and so the energy generated belongs to·
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the mental world. Just so, there is a religious devotioiT
which thinks mainly of what it will get for its prayers,.
and lowers its worship into a species of bargaining;
while there is also the genuine devotiqn, which forgets:
itself absolutely in the contemplation of its deity.
We all. know well that in our highest devotion
there is som ething which has never yet b een satisfied,.
that our grandest aspirations h ave never yet been.
realized, that wh en we really love unselfishly, our feeling is far beyond all power of expression on this.
physical plane, that the profound emotion stirred.
within our h earts by the noblest music or the most
p erfect art reaches to heights and depths unknown to
this dull earth. Yet all of this is a wondrous force of
power beyond our calculation, and it must produce its
results somewhere, somehow, for the law of the conservation of energy holds good upon the higher planes of
thought and aspiration just as surely as in ordinary
mechanics.
But since it must react upon him who set it in
m otion, and yet it cannot work upon th e physical
plane because of its narrowness an d the comparative grossness of its matter, how and when can
it produce its inevitable result? It just waits.
for the man until he reaches _its level; it remains
as so much stor ed-up energy until its opportunity
· arrives. While his consciousness is focussed upon the
physical and astral planes it cannot react.upon him,.
but as soon as he transfers himself entirely to the
m ental it is ready for him, its flood-gates are opened~
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:and its action commences. So perfect justice is done,
.and nothing is ever lost, even though to us in this lower
world it seems to have· missed its aim and come to
nothing. Far more beautifully than I could ever put
it, this has been expressed by the poet Browning in A bt
Vogler:
T here shall never be one lost good! what was, shall live
as before;
The evil is null, is naug ht, is silence implying sound;
What was good shall b e good, with, for evil, so much good
more;
On the earth the broken arcs ; in t he heaven, a perfect
round.
All we have willed or hoped or dreamed of good shall exist ;
Not its semblance, but itself; no beauty, nor good , nor
power
Whose voice has gone for th, but each sur vives for the
melodist
When eternity affirms t he concept;on of a n hour.
The high that proved too high, the heroic for earth too har d,
The p assion that left the ground to Jose itself in t he sky,
Are music sent up to God by the lover and the bard ;
Enough tha t He heard it once; we shall hear it by-and-by.

That is precisely the Theosophical theory of the
heaven-world, though it was written by one who was in
no way connected with the Society a nd b efore the date
()f its foundation.
THE WINDows OF THE SouL"

The key-note of the concep tion is the comprehension · of how man makes his own heaven. Here upon
this plane of the Divine Mind exist, as we have said,
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all beauty and glory conceivable; but the man can
look out upon it all only through the windows he·
himself has made. Every one of his thought-forms is.
such a window, through which response may come to
him from the forces without. If he has chiefly regarded
physical things during his earth-life, then he has ma de
for himself but few windows through which his higher
glory can shine in upon him. Yet every m an must
surely h ave had some touch of pure, unselfish feeling,.
even if it were but once in all his life, a nd that will b e·
a window for him now. Every m an, except th_e savage
at an early stage, will as surely have something of this.
wondrous life of bliss. Instead of saying, as orthodoxy
does, that some men will go to heaven, and some to·
hell, it would be far more correct to say that most rrien
will h ave their share of both states (if we are to call
even the lowest 'astral life by so horrible a name as.
hell), and it is only their r elative proportions which.
differ.
It must be borne in mind tha t the soul of the·
ordinary man is as yet at but an early stage of his.
development. He has learnt to use his physical vehicle·
with comparative ease, and he can also function toler-·
ably freely in his astral body, though he is rarely able·
t<;> carry through the m emory of its activities to his
physical brain; but his mental body is not yet in a ny
true sense a vehicle at all, since he cannot utilize it as.
he does those lower bodies, cannot travel about in it,.
nor employ its senses for the reception of"information
in the normal way.
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RELATION TO THE PLANE

We must not think of him," therefore, as m a
·Condition of any great activity, or as able to move
.about freely, as he did upon th~ astral levels. His
condition here is chiefly receptive, and his .communi·Cation with the world outside him is only through his
·OWn windows, and therefore exceedingly limited. The
man who can put forth full activity here has a lready
risen far above ordinary levels, for he must be a glorified spirit, a great and highly-evolved entity. He who
has full consciousness here can use his mental vehicle
.as freely as the ordinary man employs his physical
·body, and through it vast fields of higher knowledge
lie open to him.
But we are thinking of one as yet less developed
than this-one who has his vvindovvs, and sees only
through .them. In order to understand his heaven we
must consider two points, his relation to the plane
itself, and his relation to his friends.
The question of his relation to his surroundings
upon the plane divides itself into two parts, for we
h ave to think first of the matter of the plane as
m.oulded by his thought, and secondly of the forces
·of the plane as evoked in answer to his aspirations.
In considering the astral plane we have seen how man
surrounds himself with thought-forms; here on this
·plane we a~e in the very home of thought, so naturally
those forms are all-important in connection with both
.these considerations. T.qere are living forces about
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him here~ mighty angelic inhabitants of the plane, and
m an y of their orders are sensitive to certain aspirations of man , and readily respond to th~m. But
naturally both his thoughts and his aspirations are
·only along the lines which he h as already prepared
·during earth-life.
It might seem that when he was transferred to a
plane of such transcendent force and vitality, he might
well be stirred up to entirely new activities along
hitherto unwonted lines, but this is not usually so. His
mind-body is not yet in the same order as his lower
vehicles, and is by no means so fully under his control. All through the past of many lives, it has been
accustomed to receive its impressions and incitements
to action from below, through the lower vehicles, chiefly
from the physical body, and sometimes from the astral;
it has done little · in the way of receiving direct mental
vibrations at its own level, and it cannot suddenly begin
to accept and respond to them. Practically, then, the
man does not initiate any new thoughts, but those
which he has already form the windows through which
h e looks out on his new world.
THE WINDOW OF

Musrc

\IVith regard to these windows there are two
possibilities of variation-th e direction in which they
look, and th e kind of glass of which they are composed.
There are many directions which the higher thought
may take. Some of these, such as affection an d
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devotion, are so generally of a personal character that
it is perhaps better to consider them in connection
with the man's relation to other people. Let us rather
take first' an example where that element does not come
in-where we have to deal only with the influence of
his surroundings.
Suppose that one of his windows into heaven is
that ofmusic. H ere we h ave a mighty force; we know
how wonderfully music can uplift a man, can make
him for the time a n ew being in a new world; if we
have ever experienced its effect we shall realize that
here we are in the presence of a stupendous power.
The man who h as no music in his soul has no window
open in that direction, but the man who has a musical
window will receive through it three entirely distinct
types of impressions, all of which, however, will be
modified by the kind of glass which he has in his
window. It is obvious that his glass may be a great
limitation to his view; it may be coloured, and so
admit only certain rays of light, or it may be of poor
material, and so distort and darken all th e rays as they
enter. For example, our man may have been able
while on earth to appreciate only one class of music,
and so on. But suppose his musical window to be a
good one, wh at will he receive through it?
THREE Sou RcEs OF Music
First, he will sense that music which is the expression of the ordered movement of the forces of the
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plane. There was a definite fact behind the poetic
idea of the music of the spheres, for on these higher
planes all movement or action of any kind produces
glorious harmonies both of sound and colour. All
thought expresses itself in this way- his own as well as
that of others-in a lovely yet indescribable series
of ever-changing chords, as of a thousand .iEolian
harps. This musical manifestation of the vivid and
glowing life of heaven will be for him a kind of everpresent and ever-delightful background to all his other
expencnces.
Secondly, there is among the inhabitants of the
plane one class of entities-one great order of Angels,
as our Christian friends would call them, who are
specially devoted to music, and habitually express
themselves b y its means to a far fuller extent than the
rest. They arc spoken of in old Hindu books under
the name of Gandharvas. The man whose soul is in
tune with music "·ill certainly attract their attention,
and will draw himself into connection with some of
them and so will learn with ever-increasing enjoyment
all the marvellous new combinations which they employ.
Thirdly, he '"'ill be a keenly appreciative listener
to the music made by his fellow-men in the heavenworld. Think how many great composers have
preceded him: Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Handel,
Mozart, R ossini-all are there, not dead but full of
vigorous life, and ever pouring forth far grander strains,
far more glorious harmonies, than any which they knew
on earth. Each of these is indeed a fountain of
17
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wondrous melody, and many an . inspiration of ·o ur
ee3:rtlily musicians is in reality- but a faint and far-off
echo of the sweetness of their song. Far more than
we realize of the genius of this lower world is naught
but a reflection of the untrammelled powers of those
who have gone before us; oftener than we think the
man who is receptive here can catch some thought from
them and reproduce it, so far as may be possible, in
this l<?wer sphere. Great masters of music have told
us how they sometimes hear the whole of some grand
oratorio, some stately march, some noble chorus in one
resounding chord; how it is in this way that the inspiration comes to them, though when they try to write
it down in notes, many pages of music may be necessary
to express it. That exactly defines the manner in
which the heavenly music differs from that which we
know here; one mighty chord there (will convey what
here would take hours to render far less effectively.
ART IN HEAVEN

Somewhat similar would be the experiences of the
man whose window was art. He also would have the
same three possibilities of delight, for the order of the
plane expresses itself in colour as well as in sound, and
a ll Theosophical students are familiar with the fact
that there is a colour-language of the Devas-an order
of spirits whose communication one with another is by
flashings of .splendid colour. Again, all the great
artists of medireval times are working still_:_not with
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·brush and -canvas, but with the far easier yet infinitely
more satisfactory moulding of mental matter by the
power of thought. Every artist knows how far below
the conception in his mind is the most successful
-expression of it upon paper or canvas; but in the
:heaven-world to think is to realize, and disappointment
:is impossible. T h e same thing is true of a ll directions
-of thought, so that there is iri truth an infinity to enjoy
and to learn, far b eyond all that our limited minds
can grasp down here.
PERSONAL RELATIONS

Let us turn to the second part of our subject, the
q uestion of man's relations with persons whom he
loves, or with ~hose for whom he feels d evotion or
adoration. Again and again people ask us whether
they will meet and know their loved ones in this grander
life; whether amid all this unimaginable splendour
they will look in vain for. the familiar faces without
which all would for them seem vanity. Happily, to
this question the answer is clear and unqualified; the
friends will be there without the least shadow of doubt,
a nd far more fully, far more really, than ever they have
been with u s yet.
Yet again, m en often ask : "What of our friends
already in the enjoyment of the h eaven-life; can they
see us here below? are they watching us, or only
waiting for us?" Hardly, for there would be difficulties
in the way of either of those theories. How could the
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dead man be happy if he looked back and saw those
whom he loved in ·sorrow or suffering, or, far worse
still, in the commission of sin? And if we adopt the
other alternative, that he does not see, but is waiting,
the ~ase is scarcely bettered. For then the man would
have a long and wearisome perioq of waiting, a painful
time of suspense, often extending over many years,
while the friend would ·in many cases arrive so much
changed as to be no longer sympathetic. In the
system so wisely provided for us by Nature all these
difficulties are avoided; those whom the · man loves.
most he has ever with him, and always at their n.o blest
and best, while no shadow of discord or change can
ever come between them, since he receives from them
all the time exactly what he wishes. The arrangement
is infinitely superior to anything which the imagination
of man h as been able to offer us in its place-as indeed
we might have expected; for all those speculations.
were man's idea of what is b est, but the truth is God's
idea. Let me try to explain it.
t

THE AcTION OF AFFECTION

Whenever we love a p erson deeply we form a
strong mental image of him, and he is often present in
our mind. Inevitably we ~~ke this mental image into
the heaven-world with us, because it is to that level of
matter that it naturally belongs. But the love which
forms and retains such an image is a powerful force-a
force which . is strong enough to reach and to act upon
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the soul of that friend, the real man 'whom we love.
That soul at once and eagerly responds, and pours
himself into the thought-form which we have made for
him, and in that way we find our friend truly present
with us, more vividly than ever before. Remember, it
is the soul that we love, not the body ; and it is the
soul that we have with us here. It may be said: "Yes,
that would be so if the friend were also dead; but
s.u ppose he is. still alive; he cannot be in two places at
once." The fact is that, as far as this is concerned, he
can be in two places at once, and often many more
than two; and whether he is what we commonly call
living, or what we commonly call dead, makes not the
slightest difference. Let us try to understand what a
soul really is, and we shall see better how this may be.
The soul be~ongs to a higher plane, and is a much
greater and grander thing than any manifestation of
it can be. Its relation to its manifestations is that of
one dimension to another-that of a square to a line,
or a cube to a square. No number of squares could
ever make a cube, because the square has only two
dimensions, while the cube has three. So no number
of expressions on any lower plane can ever exhaust the
fullness of the soul, since he stands upon an altogether
higher level. He puts down a small portion of himself
into a physical body in order to acquire experience
which can only be had on this plane; he can take only
one such body at a time, for that is the law ; but if
he could take a thousand, they would not be sufficient
to express what he really is. He can have only one
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physical body, but if you are his friend and he has
evoked such love from you that -after your death you · ·
have a strong mental image of him always present in
your thought, then he is able to respond to that love
by pouring into that thought-form his own life, and so
vivifying it into a real expression of him on that level,
which is two whole planes higher than the physical,
and therefore so much the better able to express his
qua~ities .

If it still seems difficult to realize how his consciousness can be active in that manifestation as well
as in this, compare with this an ordinary physical experience. Each of us, as he sits in his chair, is conscious
at the same instant of several physical contacts. He
touches the seat of the chair, his feet rest on the grou nd,
his hands feel the arms of the chair, or perhaps hold a
book; and yet his brain has no diffi'culty in realizing
all these contacts at once; why then should it be harder
for the soul, which is so much greater than ·the mere
physical consciousness, to be conscious simultaneously
in more than one of these manifestations on planes so
entirely below him? It is rea lly the one man who feels
all those different contacts; it is really the one man
who fills all those different thought-images, and is real,
living and loving in -all of them. We have him there
always at his best, for this is a far fuller expression than
the physical plane could ever give, even under the m ost
favourable circumstances.
"Will this affect the evolution of your friend in
any way?" it may be asked. Certainly it will, for it
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allows him an additional opportunity of manifestation.
If he has a physical body he is already learning physical
lessons through it, but at the same time he is enabled
to d evelop the quality of affection much more rapidly
through the forrri on the mental plane which you have
given him. So your love for him is doing great things
for him. As we have said, the soul may manifest in
.many images, if he is fortunate enough to h ave them
~ade for him. One who is much loved by" many
people may have part in many heavens simultaneously,
and so may evolve with far greater rapidity; but this
vast additional opportunity is the direct result and
reward of those lovable qualities which drew towards
him the affectionate regard of so many of his fellowmen. So not only does he receive love from all these,
but through that h e himself grows in love, whether
these friends be living or dead.
We should observe, however, that there are two
possible limitations to the perfection of this intercourse;
First, your image of your friend may be partial and
imperfect, so that · many of his higher qualities may
not be represented, and may therefore be unable to
show themselves forth through it. Then, secondly;
there may be some difficulty from your friend's side.
You may have formed a conception somewhat inaccurately; if your friend be as yet not a highly evolved
soul, it is possible even that you may have overrated
him in some direction, and in that case there may be
some aspect of your thought-image which he cannot
completely fill.
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yet even in that case you will still be helping in
your friend's development. There is often a disposition to ridicule, however kindly, the enthusiasm of a
young lover, who .credits his inamorata with th~ possession of all sorts of transcendent qualities which are
less obvious to the coldly critical eyes of others who
h ave not yet fallen so completely under her spell. But
from the higher point of view such depreciatory judgment is a mistake. The lady ip question may not be
manifesting those qualities, but she unquestionably
possesses them in embryo, for as we are all parts of the
Logos, every attribute of His lies latent in each of us.
The lover is therefore right, and his firm belief in the
existence of these hidden beauties of character; is itself
the most powerful incentive to their unfoldment, the
best method of awakening them and bringing them
forth from their concealment. It is aiways good policy
to think the best that we can of every one, for such
thought tends to justify itself.
Even if you did somewhat overrate your friend,
you who make the image would not find any change or
lack in him, for since he is expressing himself through
a thought-image on the higher level of the mental
plane, he is at least better able to fulfil your ideal than
h e could ever be upon the physical plane. Being un. developed, he may not be perfect, but at least he is
greater than ever before, so nothing is want!ng to the
joy of the dweller in heaven. Your friend can fill
hundreds of images with those qualities which he
possesses, but when a quality is as yet undeveloped in
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·him, he does not suddenly evolve it because you suppose
him already to have attained it. Herein is the enormous advantage which those have who make images
<>nly of those who cannot disappoint them-or, since
there could be no disappointment, we should rather
say-of those capable of rising above even the highest
r conception that the lower mind can form of them.
The Theosophist who forms in his mind the image of
tlle Master knows that all the inadequacy will be on
his own side, for he is drawing there upon a depth of
lov~ a nd power which his mental plummet can never
sound.
EXAMPLES OF HEAVEN-LIFE

In the mental plane, as in all others of which we
know anything, there are seven sub-divisions, which we
·call sub-planes, and they are arranged, as usual, according to the density of the matter of which they consist.
Again as usual, we number them from the top downwards, from the most ethereal to the densest, the latter
being comparatively material. The religions, however,
naturally enough label. them in the reverse order speaking of ' the lowest as the First Heaven, and the highest
as the Seventh.
It may perhaps aid the reader to grasp what may
be to him an entirely unfamiliar conception if I quote
from the Theosophical manual The D evachanic Plane
a few examples of life at these different levels. I should
however recommend any one who is specially interested .
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in this bra nch of our 'Subject to procure that little
monograph and study 'it carefully.
The lowest sub-division of the heaven-world . . .. has for its.
principal characteristic t hat of affection for family or friendsunselfish, of course, but usually somewhat narrow . ... When it is
said that family affection is the characteristic of t he seventh.
sub-plane, it must not ,therefore be supposed for a moment that
love is confined to this plane, but rather that the man who will find
himself here after death is one in whose character this affection was
the h ighest quality- the only one, i n fact, which entitled him to the
heaven-life at all. But love of a far nobler and grander type than
anything to be seen on tlus level may of course be found u'pon the
higher sub-planes.
One of the first entities encountered by the investigators
upon this sub-pla ne forms a fair typical example of its inhabitants. The man during life had been a small grocer-not a
person of intellectual development or of any particular religious
feeling, but simply the ordinary honest and respectable small
tradesman. No · doubt he had gone to church regularly every
Sunday, because it was the customary and proper thing to
do; but r eligion had been to him a sort of dim cloud which he did
not really understa nd, which had no connection with the business
of everyday life, and was never taken into a\.:count in deciding its.
problems. He had therefore none of the depth of devotion which
might have lifted him to the next sub-plane; but he had for his
wife and family a warm affection in which there was a large element
of unselfishness. They were constantly in his m ind, and it was for
them far more than for himself that he worked from m orning to
night in his tiny little shop; and so when, after a period of existence on the astral plane, he had at last shaken himself free from
the disinteg rating desire-body, he found himself in this lowest subdivision of the heaven-world with all his loved ones gathered
round !urn.
He was no more an intellectual or h ighly spiritual man than
he had been on earth, for death brings with it no sudden development of that kind; the surroundings in which be found himself
with his family were not of a refined type, for they represented only
his own highest ideals of non-physical enjoyment during life; but
nevertheless he was as intensely happy as he was capable of being ~
and since he was all the time thinking of his fa mily r ather than of
himself he was undoubtedly developing unselfish characteristics,
which would be built into his soul as permanent qualities, and so
would r eappear in all his future lives on earth.
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Another typical case was that of a man who had died while·
his only daughter was still young; here in the heaven-world he had
her always with him and always at her best, and he was continually
occupying himself in weaving all sorts of beautiful pictures of her
future. Yet another was that of a young girl who was always
absorbed in contemplating the manifold perfections of her father,
and planning little surprises and fresh pleasures for him. Another
was a Greek woman who was spending a marvellously happy time
with her three children-one of them a beautiful boy, whom she
delighted in imagining as the victor in the Olympic games.
We a lso found a mother who had died perhaps twenty years·.
ago, leaving behind her two boys to whom she was deeply attached_
Naturally they were the most prominent figures in her heaven, and
quite naturally, too, she thought of them as she had left them, as .
boys of fifteen or sixteen years of age. The love which she thus
ceaselessly poured out upon these mental images was really acting
as a beneficent force shower ed down upon the grown-up men i n
this physical world, but it did not affect them both to the same
extent-not that her love was stronger for one than the other, but
because there was a great difference in the vitality of the images
themselves. Not a difference, be it understood, that the mother
could see; to her both appeared equally with her and equally all
that she could possibly desire; yet to the eyes of the in,vesigators
it was evident that 'm e of these images was much more instinct
·with li ving force than the other. On tracing this interesti~g pheno-·
menon to its so urce, it was found that in one case the son had
grown up into an ordinary man of business-not evil in any way,
but by no means spiritually-minded-while the other had become a
man of high unselfish aspiration, and of considerable refinement and
culture. His life had been such as to develop a greater amount of
consciousness in the soul than his brother's, and consequently this
higher self was able to vitalize more fully that image of his youthful
days which his mother had formed in her heaven-life. There was
more soul to put in, and so the image was vivid and living.
The dominant characteristic of the Second Heayen may be
said to be anthropomorphic religious devotion ... A good example·
was that of a Spanish nun who had died at about the age of nineteen
or twenty . In her heaven she carried herself back to the date of'
Christ's life upon earth, and imagined herseJf as accompanying
Him through the chain of events recounted in the Gospels,
and a fter His crucifixion taking care of His .mother, the Blessed
Virgin Mary. Not unnaturally, perhaps, her pictures of the ·
scenery and costumes of Palestine were entirely inaccurate, for
the Saviour and His disciples wore the dress of Spanish peasants.
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while the hills round Jerusalem were mighty mountains clothed
-with vineyards, and the olive trees were hung with grey Spanish
moss. She thought of herself as eventually martyred for her faith,
and ascending into heaven, but yet only to live over and over again
this life in which s he so delighted.
The chief characteristic of the Third Heaven may be defined
as devotion expressing itself in active work . . . It is especially
the plane for the working out of great schemes and designs unrealized on earth-of great orgau izations inspired by religious
devotion, usually having for their object some philanthropic purpose. A typical case, although somewhat above the average, was
that of a man who was found carrying out a g rand scheme for the
amelioration of the condition of the lower classes. While a deeply
religious man himself, he had felt that the first step necessary in
dealiug with the poor was to improve their physical condition ; and
the plan which he was ·now working out in his heaven-life with
triumphant success and loving attention to every detail was one
which had often crossed his mind while on earth, though he had
been unable there to take any steps towards its realization.
His idea had been that, if possessed of enormous wealth, he
would buy up and get into his own hands the whole of one of the
smaller trades-one in which perhaps three or four large firms only
were now· engaged; and he thought tha t by so doing he could effect
large savings by doing away with competitive' advertising and other
wasteful forms of trade rivalry, and thus be able, while supplying
goods to the public at the same p1ice as now, to pay bet1er wages
to his workmen . It was part of his scheme to buy a plot of land
.and erect upon it cottages for his workmen, each surrounded by its
little garden; and after a certain number of years' service, each
workman was to acquire a share in the profits of the business which
would be sufficient to provide for him in his old age. By working
·OUt this system our philanthropist had hoped to show to the world
that there was an eminently practical side to Christianity, and also
to win the souls of his men to his own faith out of gratitude for the
material benefits they had received.
So varied are the activities of the F ourth Heaven, the
highest of the nipa levels, that it is difficult to group them under a
single characteristic. Perhaps they might best be arranged into
four main divisions-unselfish pursuit of spiritual knowledge, high
philosophic or scientific thought, literary or artistic ability exercised
for unselfish purposes, and service for the sake of service.
Here we find all our greatest musicians; on this sub-plane
Mozart, Beethoven, Bach, Wagner and others are still flooding the
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heaven-world with harmony far more glorious even than the·
grandest which they were able to produce when on earth. It seems
as if a great stream of divine music poured into them from higher
r egions, and was, as it were, specialized by them and made their
own, to be then sent forth through all the plane in a great tide of"
melody which adds to the bliss of all around. Those who are
functioning in full consciousness on the mental plane can clearly
h ear and thoroughly appreciate this magnificent outpouring, but
even the disembodied entities of this level, each of whom is wrapped
up in his own thought-cloud, are also deeply affected by the·
elevating and ennobling influence of its resonant melody.
The painter and the sculptor also, if they have followed
their respective arts a lways with a grand, unselfish aim, are here
constantly making and sending forth a ll kinds of lovely forms for
the delight and encouragement of their fellow-men-the forms being
simply artificial elementals created by their thought. And not only
may these beautiful conceptions give deepest pleasure to those
living entirely on the mental plane ; they may also in many cases
be grasped by the minds of artists still in the flesh-may act as.
inspirations to them, and so be r eproduced down here for the uplifting and ennobling of that portion of humanity which is str ug-·
gling amid the turmoil of physical life.
One touching and beautiful figure seen upon this plane was
that of a boy who had been a chorister, and h ad died at the age
of fourteen. His whole soul was full of music and of boyish
devotion to his art, deeply coloured with the thought that by it he
was expressing the r eligious longings of the m ultitude who crowded
a vast cathedral, and yet was at the same time pouring out to them
celestial encouragement and inspiration. He h ad known little
enough save for this one great gift of song, but he had used that
gift worthily, trying to be the voice of the people to heaven and of
h eaven to the people, and ever longing to know more music and
render it more worthily for the Church's sake. And so in this
celestial life his wish was bearing fruit, and over him was bending
th e quaint angular figure of a m edireval St. Cecilia, formed by his
loving thought from the picture of her in a stained-glass window.
But though the outer garb was thus a scarcely-artistic representation of a doubtful ecclesiastical legend, the reality which lay behind
it was living and glorious; for the childish thought-form was vivified by one of the mighty Archangels of the celestial hierarchy of
song, and through it he taught the chorister a grander strain of
music than ever earth has known.
Many were found on this plane who during their earth-stay
had devoted themselves to helping men because they felt the tie of
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·brotherhood-who rendered serv.ice for the sake of service rather
than because they desired to please any particular deity. They
-were engaged in working out with full knowledge and calm wisdom
vast schemes of beneficence, magnificent plans of world improvement, and at the same time they were maturing powers with which
to carry them out hereafter on the lower plane of physical life.
DEVELOPMENT IN H EAVEN

But, it may be asked, since the soul spends so
large .a proportion of his time in the enjoyment of
the bliss of this heaven-world, what are his opportunities of development during his stay there? They may
b e divided into three classes, though of each there may
be m any varieties. First, through certain qualities in
himself he has opened certain v.i.ndows into this heavenworld; by the continued exercise of those qualities
.through so long a time he wm greatly strengthen them,
and will return to earth for his next incarnation richly
dowered in that respect. All thoughts are intensified
b y reiteration, and the man who spends a thousand
years principally in pouring forth unselfish affection
will assuredly a t the end of that p eriod know how to
love strongly and well.
Secondly, if through his window he pours forth an
·aspiration which brings him into contact with one of
the great orders of Angels, he will certainly acquire
much from his intercourse with them. In music they
will use all kinds of overtones and variants which were
previously unknown to him; in art they are familiar
with a thousand types of which h e has had no concep·.t ion. But all of these will gradually impress themselves
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upon him, and in this way also he will come out
of that glorious heaven-life richer far than he entered it.
Thirdly, he will gain additional information through
the mental images which he has made, if those people
themselves are sufficiently developed to be able to
teach him. Once more, the 'J:'heosophist who has
made the image of a Master or of our great President
will obtain definite teaching and help through it, and
in a lesser degree this is possible with lesser people.
Even when a p erson h as conceived great devotion
for some mythical hero-some saint, perhaps, who
never really existed-it is still possible that he may
obtain benefit through it, for some Angel or helper is
sure to ensoul the image which he has made, and
through it give him happiness and development.
THE TRuE LIFE OF THE SouL

Above and b eyond all this comes the life of the
soul or ego at his own level, in his causal body-the
vehicle which he carries on with him from life to life,
unchanging except for its gradual evolution. There
comes an end even to that glorious heaven-life which I
have been trying to describe, and then the mental body
in its turn drops away as the others have done, and the
· still more glorious life in the causal body begins.
Here the soul needs no windows, for this is his true
home, and here all his walls have fallen away. The
majority of men have as yet but little consciousness at
such a height as this ; they rest, dreamily unobservant
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and scarcely awake, ·but such· vision as they have is
true, however limited by their lack of development.
Still, every time they return these limitations will be
smaller, and they themselves will be greater, so that
this truest life will be wider and fuller for them.
As the improvement continues, this causal life
grows longer and longer, assuming an ever larger
proportion as compared to the existence at lower
levels. .And as he grows the man b ecomes capab le not
only of receiving but of giving. Then indeed is his
triumph approaching, for he is learning the lesson of
the Christ, learning the crowning glory of sacrifice, the
supreme delight of pouring out all his life for the helping of his fellow-men, the devotion of the self to the all,
of celestial strength to human service, of all these
splendid heavenly forces to the aid of the struggling
sons of earth. That is part of the life that lies before
us; these are some of the steps which even we, who are
as yet but at the bottom of the golden ladder, may see·
rising above us, so that we may report them to those
who have not seen them yet, in order that they too may
open their eyes to the unimaginable s:plendour which
surrounds them here and now in this dull d aily life.
This is part of the gospel which Theosophy brings to
the Western world- the certainty of this sublime future
for all. It is certain because it is here a lready, because
to inherit it we have only to fit ourselves for it.

CHAPTER XIV

THE DEATH OF CHILDREN
THE MYSTERY

OF

EARLY DEATH

THE question of infant mortality is one which has
troubled many minds. The sense of loss has desolated
many a heart, and many a voice has asked : " Of what
use can be a life which is thus cut short at its very
beginning? " Th e orthodox theory indeed endeavoured
to console those who h ad loved and lost by explaining
that the · tiny child who h a d b een baptized, and had
thereafter died before the commission of definite sin,
passed straight into a kind of everlasting bliss, and
thereby obtained an enormous advantage over those
oth ers who, living longer, were almost certain to
j eopardize their ch ance of that immortal "life, even if
they did not irretrievably lose it.
Naturally, however, as soon as the man begins to
think, such expla n ations as these no longer satisfy him;
and for the Theosophical student also in the earlier
days the question of the large proportion of children
who pass away at an early age was one for which no
clear explanation was forthcoming. W e took refuge
18
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in platitudes as to the prodigality of Nature; weremarked that an oak-tree produced thousands of acorns,
and that out of all these only two or three perhaps ever
had the opportunity of themselves becoming oak-trees
in turn; and we made vague e.fforts to account for the
high rate of infant mortality as a phenomenon of cognate Nature. Yet we were all the whil e conscious that
our analogy was a defective one, and that the two cases
were not in reality parallel. We recognized that the
loss of a child could not but be part of the parents'
karma, and that the suffering which it entailed was
certainly the due result of some actions of those parents
in the past; yet this, though undoubtedly true as far
as it went, left us entirely without explanation as to
the relation of the occurrence to the ego animating that
child-body, and we felt that there must certainly be
factors in the case which eluded us. '

How

LIGHT CAME

Perhaps the most effective way to explain so much
of the truth, as we know, will be to explain how light
came to the investigators. What ought to h ave been
the first gleam appeared in connection with the death
of a young man in the prime of life. In the course of
our study it was found desirable to examine long lines
of successive incarnations of the same ego, in order
that we might learn by patient analysis and comparison
the method in which the great law of cause and effect
is applied, and endeavour to apprehend the rules which
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govern the time and place of re-birth. For this purpose
many parallel lines or series of lives were investigated,
tabulated and carefully considered; and in the course
-of this enquiry many facts of the greatest interest and
importance emerged.
A

PROBLEM IN REINCARNATION

The case which I have specially in mind at the
moment was that of two brothers who lived together in
ancient Greece. Both were earnest students of the
Pythagorean system of philosophy, and they were
attached to one another by no common bond of affection, as well as by this community of interest. For the
elder this philosophy was practically the only thing in
life, and almost .t he whole of his lime was d evoted to
its study, and to work connected with the 1v!ysteries of
which he was an initiate. To the younger brother, also,
this philosophy·was the central fact of life, but in addition to this he had another line of development in the
possession of great artistic faculty, for he was one of
the principal sculptors of his age. Naturally the practice
of the art in which he excelled claimed more than half
of his time, and thus left him with somewhat less of
leisure to devote to the studies of the great School of
Kleineas. The life of the brothers was happy and united, and they both lived to old age. They had been so
closely linked, and had influenced one another to so
great an e..xtent, that it was clearly necessary for them
to be re-born together; but a difficulty arose here from
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the fact that the · length of their respective lives in the
heaven-world w.as unequal. The younger one was ready
for re-incarnation at the beginning of the sixteenth
century of our era, while the other had still more than
three hundred years of heaven-life before hi~.
This might be supposed, if we may say so without
irreverence, to offer a sort of problem to the Lords of
Karma, even though it be for them one of the utmost
simplicity. For we may observe that the length of the
man's life in the heaven-world is simply the time
occupied in the exhaustion of the store of energy which
he himself h as accumulated; and consequently it would
be an impossibility either to shorten or to lengthen that
period except within narrow limits. We have been told
that a slight compression is possible by means of a
special intensification of the bliss of that higher life;
but this is an expedient adopted only' rarely and under
special circumstances, and it obviously would not apply
in such a case as this.
. The apparent difficulty was met in the simplest
possible manner; the younger brother had exhausted
his life in the heaven-world, and consequently he
dropped i,nto incarnation in the central part of Europe.
His artistic temperament manifested itself at an early
age, but this time in a somewhat different direction.
Instead of a sculptor he became an etcher, as was his.
father before him. He developed great facility in this
art, a~d was regarded as a young man of great promise,
when suddenly one of the numerous pestilences of the·
Middle Ages swept him away from the physical plane
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when scarcely twenty years of age. Not unnaturally.
there were many who .deplored this early death, and
-spoke regretfully of the loss to the art of the period,
.and generally pitied the young man who had thus lost
his life at the commencement of what promised to be
:so brilliant a ca,reer.
But let us note the result. During his short
physical life the young man had poured out only a
comparatively limited amount of energy; and consequently, although his desires and emotions demanded
.a stay of average length upon the astral plane, his
heaven-life was a comparatively short one, and h e was
thus ready to descend into incarnation in the middle of
the nineteenth century, within three years of the birth
into physical life of his elder brother f~om ancient
Greece.
EARLY DEATH OFTEN A BLESSING

This a t once showed us that an early .death, closing
what would apparently have been a brilliant career,
might often be the greatest of blessings, instead of the
serious loss which it was commonly supposed to be.
For though the younger brother's artistic faculties
might have found reasonably full expressi<:>n in the
sixteenth century, his studies in philosophy and mysticism w.ould certainly not have made commensurate
progress. His tendency in that direction had already
.asserted itself, and he absorbed eagerly whatever of
mysticism was within his reach. He was much
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influenced by the teachings of.Johann Tauler, and was
also connected with movements initiated by Nicolas of
Basel, Christina Margaretha Elner and Heinrich Suso.
Still it is obvious that, had he lived, he could have
gained but little satisfaction for that side of his nature;
and since in this present in carnation both of the brothers
j oined the Theosophical Society early in its history
and have remained in the heart of the movement ever
since, it will at once be seen that that early medi<eval
death was no evil, but the greatest possible good fortune
to the younger of the two.
A

CHANGED LIFE

We ought to have been able to reason from this
analogy, and so to interpret the mystery of other and
shorter lives; but the inevitable deducl:ion was not even
then at once clear to us, and it needed still another
instance to enable us to grasp the scheme. We found
that instance in the case of a young Theosophist who
was born twice into the same family. His first life
lasted only a few weeks, and h e was born again to the
same parents a few years later. Naturally the investigators sought for some explanation for this-some
reason why the former birth would not h ave satisfied
the requirements of that life as well as the later. The
e11quiry obviously narrowed itself down to the q,uestion:
" What difference did these few years of delay make to
the ego? In what respects, so far as we can see, did the
life commenced a few years later differ from what it
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probably would have been had he survived m that
earlier life ? "
A little consideration supplied us with a striking
answer to this question. The parents were practically
freethinkers until they met with Theosophy, which
they at once eagerly embraced, the whole family taking
it up with beautiful unanimity. To the young man the
difference was this. If he had survived on the occasion
of that early birth he would already have passed the
age of puberty before the light of Theosophy had
d awned upon him. Since free thought has but little
reason to offer for the control of passion, it might well
have happened that before he came under the restraining influence of Theosophy he might already have
contracted m any evil habits which might easily have
spoiled his life. But owing to the beneficent arrangement of that early death, he was still quite young
when the light of Theosophy dawned upon the family,
and consequently before the time of difficulty came he
was fully prepared to meet it.
.
Naturally the study of this case opened our eyes
to various possibilities, and we began to investigate
other cases of death in infancy which happened to be
within our reach. In all of them we found this same
characteristic--that the latter life, which ·had to be
attained by the sacrifice of the earlier, was in some
way a superior life-one which gave gr.e ater opportunities for whatever special development was most needed
by the ego.. It became evident to us that, while the
loss Ill the little child was certainly a means of working
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out much karma for the parents, it was always a benefit
and not a disadvantage to the ego animating the infant
body. There may be many other reasons as yet
undiscovered for infant mortality, but at least in many
cases it is simply a method of passing the time until
the preparations can be made for the most suitable
incarnation.
It may often happen that an ego has exhausted
the force which alone can hold him in the heavenworld, and therefore that he must descend into incarnation, when other egos whom he must meet-egos who owe him much, or to whom he has debts to
pay-are not yet prepared for physical life. In such
cases the apparent difficulty of synchronizing the lives
is solved by giving a short intermediate life to the ego
whose appearance is premature, and thus enabling him
tO arrive for the second time when everyone else is
ready for him. We have found cases in which even
the delay of a year or two has made an incalculable
difference in the future life. Such a case, for example,
is that in which the child comes under the powerful
influence of a particular teacher at a certain peri0d of
his life-an influence which moulds the whole of his
future; and yet if he had reached that particular class
a year or two earlier he would have found a diff~rent
teacher in charge of it, and so far as human calculation
can foresee the whole of this incarnation would have
been different for him. It is not always to meet a ·
certain ·person that it is necessary for the ego to take
birth at a certain time; a little thought will easily show
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us that there are many directions in which the difference of a year or two in age may altogether change the
susceptibility of the individual to the influence of
surrounding circumstances.
THE AsTRA:S LIFE OF THE CHILD

Another fact which must not be forgotten is th at
the life of children upon the astral plane is usually
one of exceeding h appiness. The ego who drops his
physical body when it h as attained a n age of a few
months only has naturally scarcely yet accustomed
himself to it or to any of his other vehicles, and so
such short existence as he might h ave either upon the
astral or the mental plane would be practically unconscious; but the child wh o has lived several years,
who has attained an age at which he is capable of play
and of enjoyment, will find plenty of these things which
he desires. The child-population of the astral plane is
a large and a joyous one, and none of its members
ever find time hanging h eavily on their hands. Good
·souls wh o h ave loved children h ere love them still,
though they h ave cast off the physical body; and some
of these are never lacking to direct them in their play
or to save them from a larm wh en they approach any of
the less pleasant sights of the astral world.
We know that many children dearly love to
imagine themselves the heroes of all the wonderful
stories in history and in fiction; but the child who on
the physical plane personates Robinson Crusoe or
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Aladdin or Richard Coeur de Lion has to " make
believe" very earnestly and to shut his eyes resolutely
to many incongrmties. It is not difficult, therefore, to
imagine his delight when he finds that in this new and
glorious life his thoughts mould the matter of his own
body as well as his surroundings, so that h e can in very
truth take upon himself to the fullest extent the
appearance of the h ero whom he personates-that h e
can absolutely become Jason in command of the Argo,
or Perseus with the wonderful winged shoes, and be
seen as such b y his admiring comp anions.
We know also how untiringly children ask questions, and how anxious they are to understand everything fully. Here in physical life their persistence
often troubles us, because v,re find it difficult to
formulate clearly a reply which will be comprehensible
to them. On the astral plane it
much easier to
answer satisfactorily, since there in many cases an
image of the obj ect under discussion can at once be
created b y thought-power, so that instead of being
merely described it can be shown. This ocular d emonstration delights children intensely, a nd their eager
thirst for information meets in this way with the fullest
gratification.
The thought inevitably occurs that in spite of all
these joys many children will nevertheless suffer from
the absence of those whom they love-th at '"'hatever
new pleasures may be theirs they will still miss the
father and the mother, the child-friends or the animal
playmates that h ave been so importa nt a p art of their
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physical life. But to think thus would be to lose sight
of some of the most potent facts which influence astra!
life. We must remember that although we may sometimes be under the impression that we have " lost"
our dead friends, they are not in the least under the
impression that they have lost us. They remain still
clcse to us, they see our astral bodie's, and for them the
only change is that we are with them (in the sense of
being conscious of them) at night instead of in the day.
':Vhile we are awake, our astral bodies a re of course
still visible to them, but we are not conscious and
responsive on their plane.
When our physical bodies fall asleep, \Ve wake to
their plane, and talk with them as of old, so the only
real difference is that our night has become for them a
day, when they meet us and talk to us, while our day is
to them a kind ·of night during which we are temporarily sep arated from them , just as friends always
separate when they retire in the evening to their bedchambers. So the little ones do not in the least miss
father or mother, child-friends or animal playmates~
because whenever all these fall asleep they have them
with them just as before, and in an even closer and
more beautiful relation, since they see more in them
and understand them better than ever. And during
the rest of the time we may be sure that they have
plenty of new playmates, and plenty of friendly
adults who look after th em thoroughly well and
give them all that they need to make them intensely
happy.
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· Is GROWTH PossiBLE AFTER DEATH?

We are often asked whether in their life on the
:astral plane children continue to grow. Our Spiritualistic friends have no doubt upon this point, and they
bring forward numerous instances in which, years after
their death, children have shown themselves to their
parents as grown out of all recognition. Since we
know that the soul which has cast aside the child-body
reincarnates in a comparatively short time, Theosophists have often been disposed to receive these statements with incredulity and to regard them as necessarily entirely mistaken. Vve must not, however, forget
the fact just mentioned-that any entity on the astral
plane can mould himself a vehicle at will, and that he
therefore appears as he thinks of himself. Hence it
follows that any child who was old ~nough at death to
be already looking forward to what he would do when
he became a big boy or a young man, as th e case
might be, would undoubtedly think of himself as
growing and probabl y as growing with great rapidity.
Therefore his astral body would appear just as he
conceived that it ought to appear, and if he were
assisted to materialize it, it would undoubtedly display
the phenomenon of growth to his admiring friends.
Such growth, however, is only an appearance, and
does not at all correspond to the natural increase of
the physical body.
It should be remembered that the greater part of
· the astral matter composing the man's vehicle on that
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plane takes the exact form of the physical body becauseit is attracted by that denser matter. What we may
call the habit of maintaining that form is thus set.
up in that astral ma tter, and even after its complete
withdrawal from the physical it will still continue to
maintain the same appearance even for a number of"
years. A man 1'n.ay by the exertion of his thought
change that form to any extent, but when that thoughtpressure is withdrawn it will alway11 fall back into the·
sh ape to which it has for so long been accustomed.
So as the boy grows slowly on the physical plane, the·
astral body steadily changes itself to correspond with
the natural change of the physical. When he dies,
however, there is no .further change in physical matter
to cause the growth of the -astral; and consequently
what may be called its natural form is that which
it held at the time of his departure from the physical body and its tendency always is to return to exactly
that size and shape whenever _for a moment he forgets
to think of himself as having increased in stature.
Still I have no doubt that this natural feeling on the
child's part is the explanation of many of the wellauthenticated cases of the materialization of children
who appear to have grown considerably since their
departure from the physical world.
PERSONATION

We have met with other instances in which well-·
intentioned astral entities personated the departed.
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-children for the purpose of comforting the parents.
Coming upon a somewhat flagrant instance of this
some time ago, I asked the man who was m asquerading as the grown-up baby why h e did this thing. His
•explanation was simple enough. Long ago, it seems,
h e had been the lover of the m other who had lost the
-child and, although she had married someone else, his
:affection for her had never- wavered. Now she was in
acute suffering over the loss of the tiny baby, and, as
ihe put it, this tiny b aby could not be found- that is to
say, the ego attached to it h a d already p assed out of
astral life, or indeed m ay have already reincarnated.
But he saw that she yearned for the sight of it, and for
the sake of soothing her sorrow he was willing to take
upon himself whatever blame might accrue for th e
.act of deception involved in his personation of the
dead child. He took upon himself by an effort of
w ill such a form as the child might be supposed
to wear h ad she lived, and in that form he constantly
appeared to the moth er at seances and gave her
the greatest delight and h appiness. No h arm, h e said,
-could possibly come to anyone but himself from this
.action ; he did not believe that God would judge
h arshly so innocent a deception for so noble an obj ect;
indeed, h e said frankly : " Do you think I am going
to stand by an.d see her suffer, when just by a little
white lie like that I ca n ease her p ain?"
There was something pa thetic in his attitude of
:self-sacrifice; and though I could not approve his
.action I felt that it was not my province to condemn
I
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him. Cases of such personation fro~ the best of
motives appear to be not infrequent; · and in all of
them growth would be simulated as a matter of course.
Some Spiritualists have even claimed that the souls of
still-born children have manifested themselves in the
same way at seances, and have represented themselves
as continuing to live and grow in the other world,
:athough they have had no existence at all in this. It
will at once be obvious to the Theosophical student
that these can only be cases of personation, from the
fact that in the case of the still-born child there h as
been no soul; that is to say the physical body has
never breathed the breath of life precisely because
there was no ego prepared at the moment to make
use of it.
INFINITE CoNsOLATION

In this case, as in so many others, the definite
:knowledge imparted by the Theosophical doctrin es
brings with it infinite consolation. The death of
the dearly-loved child cannot but bring sorrow to
the hearts of its parents; the sense of loss upon the
physical plane is ever present and real; yet surely that
'Sorrow will be greatly modified in the case of the
Theosophist who clearly understands that the child
whom he loves has put aside the physical vehicle only
in order that he may reappear under conditions b etter
-suited for his development. rhis is only one of the
many instances in which investigation has shown us
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that all things, even those which seem painful, are
working together for good, and that when we are disposed to accuse Nature of cruelty or carelessness, it is
our ignorance that is at fault, and not the Divine plan.
It maketh and unmaketh, mending all;
What it hath wrought is better than had been;
Slow grows the splendid pattern that it plans
Its wistful hands between.
Such is the Law which moves to righteousness
Which none at last can turn aside or stay;
The heart of it is Love, the end of it
Is Peace and Consummation sweet. Obey!
SIR EDWIN ARNOLD

PART III

THE EVIDENCE FROM APPARITION&

19

CHAPTER XV

ASTRAL VISITS
THE STUDY

OF

APPARITIONS

Now that, mainly through the influence of .the Theosophical Society and the Society for Psychical Research,
the subject of ghostly apparitions has been lifted out of
the domain of ignorant ridicule into that of respectful
examination and scientific investigation, it will perhaps
assist us in our endeavour to comprehend other-world
.conditions if we make an attempt to classify and
arrange these _phenomena. There is an immense mass
of evidence of occurrences of this nature, some of it no
-d oubt unreliable by reason of the agitation or terror of
the witnesses, but much of it bearing every appearance
-of absolute trustworthiness; yet little effort seems
hitherto to have been made to reduce this chaos to
-<;>rder, or to evolve from its many indications a coherent
theory.
Now that Theosophy has familiarized us with the
idea that it is possible for man while still attached to a·
physical body to enter upon and examine the realms of
the unseen, this task is clearly more hopeful than it
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might have appeared before. We will therefore proceed
to quote some of the recorded cases of apparitions, in
order to illustrate what has been already said as to conditions beyond the grave, and to show how readily they
are explicable in the light of the knowledge of that
world which Theosophy gives us.
Indeed, it has always seemed to me that from
analysis and careful comparison of such narratives,
much of what we now know by other means might have
been inferred. Any one who has been so fortunate as
to study either Hinduism or Buddhism can hardly fail
to see how much more readily these observed facts fit
in ·with their teachings than with the mistaken theories
as to immediate post-mortem conditions promulgated
by modern theology. These narratives are chiefly
selected from well-known collections of such stori es ~
and reference to the books from which they are taken
will usually show upon what testimony the author in
each case accepted them. For most of them the evidence is clear and unimpeachable; in a few cases it
would seem that sufficient trouble was not taken at the
time to examine the witnesses with regard to details,
and thus attestations which would have been valuableare now unobtainable.
The student of occultism, however, soon learns to·
disentangle truth from exaggeration in such accounts,
and to distinguish fact from fiction by internal
·evidence. Such ghost-stories as are sometimes written
by popular- authors for widely circulated magazines
often disgust the student by their crudity and utter
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incredibility; it seems a pity that the authors do not
take the trouble to familiarize themselves with the
r.ationale of the subject before writing, and so learn
what is possible and what is impossible. Often with a
little knowledge of the facts th~y might make their
stories much more effective and gruesome by adding
to them the vraisemblance which at present they so
woefully lack.
Even if inaccuracies have crept into some of the
narratives quoted here, that in no way affects my
general argument; even if on further examination some
s tory proves unverifiable, at any rate it might have
been true, since scores of others just like it are known
to be so. Our principles are so entirely based upon
reason, and we have verified them by much numerous
observations, th?.t the accuracy or inaccuracy of an
individual illustration could not affect them in the
least. I ought, p erhaps, to add that in many cases I
have considerably abbreviated the stories, to avoid
wasting the reader's time with details which are unnecessary as regards the main point .with which we
are at the moment occupied, and indeed sometimes
tend rather to obscure it.
Our difficulty will not be in the least in finding
cases to illustrate what has been said; it lies rather in
the embarras de richesse-in the abundance and complexity of the phenomena that lie before us for examination. Truly, as Professor Sidgwick remarked at the
founding of the Society for Psychical Research, it was
indeed a scandal that facts of such importance and
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such frequency should have gone so long without careful investigation. The possibilities of this higher life
are so many and so varied that classification is not an
easy task. A few broad types reproduce themselves.
with considerable regularity, yet every case has its own
peculiarities, and exceptions which will not fit comfort-·
ably into any of our niches are continually appearing.
The observers in such cases as we are examining
are· not infrequently flurried, and are almost certain to
be thinking more about the personal than the scientific
aspect of the apparition, so that particulars which
would be of importance for our purposes are allowed to·
pass unnoticed. Few people know what to observe,
unless they have made a sp ecial study of this class of
phenomena, and the ghost comparatively rarely shows.
himself to the person who is most anxious to interview
him. So it comes to pass that in many people's minds.
all happenings connected with the other world are
jumbled hopelessly together, and they make no effort
to distinguish between the real apparition and the
double, the thought-form and the astral impression.
On all these points in turn we shall have something to say; but we will commence with those cases~
among the living which show the separability of the
soul from the body. After considering a few instances~
of this temporary division between the man and his.
vehicle, we shall understand more easily how natural
a process is the permanent casting aside of the particular physical body which he happens to be wearing in
this incarnation. A good example to begin with is.
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furnished to us by the well-known medium, Madame
d'Esperance, who, in her interesting autobiography,
Shadowland (p. 355), thus describes her own sensations
on the first occasion when she consciously left her body:
THE FIRST GLIMPSE OF A HIGHER LIFE

It was a Sunday morning, a bright summer day. I had
thrown m yself on my sofa with a book, but my mind was occupied
with projects as to the practical carrying out of tests, so that I did
not pay much attention to ifs p ages . I felt a curiously faint sinking sensation, and the printed pages I had been trying to study
became str angely indistinct. Was I going to faint? Everything
became dark and I felt sure I was going to be ill again. I would
call some one, but I remembered that there was no one on that
side of the house. The faintness passed away almost immediately,
and I was glad I had not disturbed any one. I glanced at my
book; strange how far away and dim it seemed! I had moved
away from the sofa, but somebody else was there, and held the
book; who could it be ? How wonderfully light and strong I
felt! The faintness had gone, and in its place h ad come a
m arvellous sense of health, strength and power which I had
never before known.
Life was waking up within me, springing, bubbling,
coursing through my veins like electric streams. Every part of
my body was glowing with new vigour and a sense of absolute
untrammelled freedom. For the first time I knew what it was
to li ve.
How strange the room looked, so small, so cramped, so
dark, and that dim figure on the sofa-who was she? I seemed to
recognize something in the quiet form, some faint recollection of
having known her, but this irresistible sense of freedom must be
indulged. I could not stay in the p lace, but where should I go?
I moved towards the window. Strange how curiously dim my
surroundings seemed! The walls appeared to approach me, to
disappear; but whither, I could not tell.

I can myself bear testimor_1y to the wonderful. sense
of perfect well:-being, of freedom, lightness and strength
which comes over a man immediately on leaving even
a healthy physical body; and for one whose physical
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vehicle is weak and ailing the contrast must be far
greater. Even when this experience has become an
·every-day matter, it still remains an ever-new marvel
and delight to leap out of prison into the sunshine, out
of weakness and limitation into the power and efficiency of that higher life.
AN A sTRAL VISIT

Mr. R. D. Owen, in Footfalls on the Boundmy of
Another World (p. 256), gives us a good example of
an astral visit, for he obtains his information from the
persons concerned at each end of the line, noting down
the visitor's recollection of her experiences, and then
verifying it by the account of the lady who was visited.
The astral traveller must have taken. with her some of
the etheric matter from her physical body, for she was
able to look down up on the denser portion thereof as
it lay beside her husband, and to · compare its paler
appearance with his. She seems at first to h ave supposed herself to be dead, and indeed was certain of the
contrary only when she awoke the next morning. After
examining her body she drifted through the wall, to
her own great surprise, and presently found herself in
the bed-chamber of her friend some distance away.
There she had a conversation, which the friend was
able to remember ; though the visitor soon after lost
consciousness, or at any rate recollection, and did not
know how or when she returned tQ her physical
frame.
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ENGRAVER's ExcuRSION

In his book Evidence for a Future Life, M. Gabrielle
:Delanne quotes several similar examples of such first
.experiences of life in the subtle body, though possibly
:in some of these cases they were not really the first,
·but only the first retained in memory. The following
(p. 87) is the narrative of a man about thirty years old,
·~ talented engraver.
He said:
A few days ago, when I returned to my house in the evening,
.about ten o'clock, I was seized with a strange feeling of lassitude,
which I could not explain. Having, however, decided not to go to
bed at once, I lit my lamp and p laced it on the table near my bed.
I took a cigar, lit it at the flame of my lamp, and drew in nvo or
·three whiffs, then stretched myself in a long chair.
At the moment when I was letting myself slide down in a
nonchalant way, so that my head might rest on the cushion of the
·sofa, I felt that the surrounding objects were turning; I felt giddy,
·.then suddenly I felt myself tra nsported into the middle of the room .
.Surprised at finding myself thus unintentionally removed, I looked
·round me, and my astonishment increased.
At first I noticed myself str etched on the sofa, comfortably,
not stiffly, but my left hand was raised above me, the elbow resting,
and it held my lit cigar, the glow of which was visible in the shade
-caused by the protection on my lamp. The first idea that came to
me was that I had doubtless fallen asleep, and that what I was
experiencing was the result of a d ream. I felt, however, that it was
unlike any other I had ever experienced, and that n o dream had
ever seemed so intensely r eal. Moreover, I had an impression that
never before had I been in such close contact with reality. Then
·with the assurance that I was not dreaming, the second idea that
·presented itself was that I was dead. At the same time I re·membered having heard spirits ta lked of, and I thought I had
become a spirit myself. All which I had ever learnt on the subject
·developed itself before my interior vision slowly, but in less time
·than it takes to recall it. I very well remember to have been seized
·with a kind of anguish of regret at the thought of unfinished tasks.
I approached myself, or rather my body, or what I thought
;to be my corpse. A sight which I did not at first und erstand drew
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my attention; I saw myself breathing, but more than that, I saw
the interior of my chest, and my heart was beating there, slowly
and feebly, but with regularity. Then I saw that I must be in a
state of syncope, but of a peculiar kind, unless the people who have
syncope, I thought to m yself, fail to recollect what has happened
to them when they have fainted. Then I feared that I should not
remember when I recovered consciousness.
Feeling somewhat reassured, I cast my eyes about me,
asking myself how long this was going to last; then I took no
further notice of my body, of the other m yselfwhich remained lying
there on the sofa . I looked a t m y lamp, which burnt on quietly,
and I reflected that it was very near my bed, and might set fire
to my curtains. I touched the lever of the extinguisher to put it out~
bu t (strange and surprising fact!) I felt the lever. in my hand-!
seemed to perceive, so to speak, ever y atom of it-but I might pull
as I liked with m y fingers, they alone moved ; in vain I tried to
move the lever.
I then examined myself, and I saw that although my hand
could pass through me, I felt my body, which seemed to me, if my
memory is not at fault on this point, as if clothed in white. Then
I Hood in front of my mirror before the mantelpiece. Instead of
seeing my own image in the glass, my vision seemed to extend at
will; at first the wall, then the backs of the pictures and the·
furniture in my neighbour's room, and a t last the interior of his
apartment appeared to me. I noticed the absence of light in his
rooms, where, nevertheless, I could sec. I could perceive very
clearly what looked like a ray of light which was emitted from my
epigastrium and illuminated the objects .
The idea occurred to me t o penetrate into the room of my
neighbour, whom I did not know, and was at this time absent in.
Paris. I had hardly conceived the wish to visit the first room
when I found myself there; how I do not know, but it seems to·
me that I went through the wall as easily as my sight had penetrated it. In short, I had got into my neig hbour's room for the first
time in my life. I inspected the rooms, fixed the remembrance of
them in my mind, and directed my way towards a li brary where I
specia lly noticed the titles of works placed on a shelf at the level of
my eyes .
In order to change p lace I had only to will, and without
effort I found myself there, where I wanted to be.
From this time my remembrances a re very confused. f
know that I travelled far, very far, into Italy I think, but I could
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not say how I spent my time. It is as if, not having any longer
control over myself, and being no longer rpaster of my own
thoug hts, I found myself car ried here a nd t here as m y thought
directed.
In conclusion, I awoke at five o'clock in the morning, stifl
and cold, lying on my sofa and still holding my unfinished cigar
in my fingers. My · lamp had gone out; it had blackened the.
chimney. I put m yself to bed, but was unable to sleep; -I was
shuddering. At last sleep came. When I awakened again it was.
broad daylight.
By a little artifice I induced the caretaker to go and see if
anything had become disarranged in my neighbour's room, and,
entering it with him, I recognized the pictures and the furni ture·
which I had seen the night before, also the titles of the books.
which I had specially noted.

In the st<;>ries above cited there seems no p 9-rticular
reason for the direction taken in the astral wanderings;:
but it often h appens that the promenade is not an.
aimless one, but as a n obj ect that we are able to·
trace. In the following case, also quoted by M. Delaune
(p. 83), Mr. Cromwell Varley left his body consciously
in order to save it from death. The narrative is taken
from statemen ts made before the Dialectic Society in
London by Mr. Varley, a chief engineer ofthe electrictelegraph in England . He said:
SAVED BY THE D ouBLE

I had been making experiments in the manufacture of
porcelain, and the fumes of the acids, which I had used largely, had.
caused spasms in m y throat. I was very seriously ill, and I was
often awakened by these spasms. I was recommended to have·
always at hand sulphuric ether to inhale, so that I might get prompt
relief. I used this six or eight times, but -I disliked the smell so.
much that I gave it up and used chloroform instead. I placed it.
by my bedside, and when I wanted to use it I bent over it in such
a position that when I became insensible I fell backward, letting·
the sponge fall to the ground. One night, however, I turned on m y
back, still holding the sponge, which r emained applied to my mouth.
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Mrs. Varley, who w~ nursing a sick child, was sleeping in the
:room above the one I occupied. After a few moments I became
conscious of my situation. I saw myself lying on my back, with
the sponge on my mouth, quite unable to make any movement. I
exerted all my will to make a clear notion of the danger I was in
-penetrate Mrs. Varley's mind. She awoke, came downstairs, took
the sponge away at once, and was greatly alarmed. I tried all I
.could to speak, and I said: " I shall forget all this, and not know
how all this has happened, if you don't remind me in the morning;
hut don't fail to tell me what made you come down, and then I
:Shall be able to remember all the details."
The following morning she did as I had told her, but at
'first I could remember nothing. I tried, however, all day, with
great effort, to recall, and I succeeded in recalling .a t first a part,
.and at last the whole of the facts. My spirit was in the room
.close to Mrs. Varley when I made her aware of my danger.
This incident has enabled me to understand the methods
by which spirits communicate. Mrs. Varley saw what my spirit
wanted, and she experienced the same impressions. On one
-occasion, having gone into a trance, she said to me: "It is not
actually spirits who are speaking to you, it is myself, and I
.am making use of my body as spirits do when they speak by
my mouth."
I noted another fact in 1860. I had just laid the first
Atlantic cable. \Vhen I arrived at Halifax my name had been
telegraphed to New York. Mr. Cyrus Field transmitted the news
to St. John and Havre, so that when I arrived I received everywhere a cordial greeting, and at Havre I found a banquet had
been prepa red for me.
There were many speeches, and they lasted long. I had
to catch an early boat in the morning, and I was anxious lest
I should not wake in time. I used the means which bad so
far always been successful with me; I energetically fixed my
will upon waking at the right time. The morning carne and
I saw myself profoundly asleep in my bed. I tried to wake
myself, but I could not. After a few moments, during which
I thought of the best means of arousing myself, I saw a court,
jn which was a great pile of wood, and two men approaching
jt. They mounted this pile and removed a heavy plank. I
then thought of suggesting to myself the dream that a shell
had been fired off at me, that it whizzed at its exit from the
cannon's mouth, that it burst and wounded me in the face at the
moment that the men threw down the plank from the top of the
pile. That awakened me. leaving behind a very clear impression
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of the two acts; the first act being that of my inteiiectual part
commanding my brain to believe in the reality of ridiculous.
illusions suggested by the powerful will of my intelligence. As
regards the second act, I lost not a m_o ment. I jumped out of
bed, and, opening the window, assured myself that the court, the
pile of wood, and the two men were there as my spirit had seen
them. I had not previously had any knowledge of the locality~
It was dark when I arrived, the evening before, in the town, and
I did not know at all that there was a court there. It is evident
that my spirit saw all that whilst my body lay·asleep. I could
not possibly see the pile of wood without opening the window.
THE PoPPIES

A young frieRd of mine sends me in a recent letter·
the following little narrative:
Father and mother had gone away from home for a week~
One day my younger sister, G., was not very well, and during the
following night she woke shivering, and found the bed-clothes;
neatly folded back, not at all as they had been when she went to
sleep. This happened three nights in succession; and when she
awoke on the third night she saw mother sitting at the foot of
the bed, and then saw her rise and go out of the room. That
night there had been a heavy storm which had beaten flat some
poppies which father had sown with a profuse hand in the front
garden. When mother returned, we learnt that she had dreamt
for three successive nights that she had pulled back G.'s bedclothes, and on the third of the nights she remembered passing
downstairs, and thinking as she passed through the front garden:
" \!\That a pity that all those poppies have been so beaten
down! " She also noticed that the front door seemed to open
the reverse way.

Here it is obvious that maternal affection was the·
directing agency. The absent mother felt intuitively
that her child was not quite well, and hovered round
h er protectingly, though it is not easy to divine the·
exact reason .for the action of turning back the bed·-·
clothes. On the third night she must have b een slightly
materialized, or must have taken with her some etheric.
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matter, for she was plainly visible to the child. Her
notice of the trifling fact about the flowers i.s a little
touch which helps to make it clear that this was an
astral visit, and not merely an instance of clairvoyance;
and even the passing remark about the front door is
not without its interest, for it is an example of the
confusion which so freq uen tly occurs in the earlier
experiences of the seer, before he is accustomed to the
astral vision which sees from both sides at once, as it
were, and so often causes an apparent reversal.
In all these cases the ladies concerned must have
had their psychic faculties fairly near the surface, as
they were aroused into action without special stimulus.
In many people they are still buried too deeply to be
easily reached, yet under the stress of some great
danger or some sore need they may be awakened in to
active service.
SEEKING HELP IN TRANCE

A remarkable and well-attested case of this sort is
that of two Oxford clergymen, denoted in Dr. Lee's
Sights and Shadows (p. 88) by the initials W. and P.
The former of these was a Fellow of his college,
while the latter held a living eighteen miles away.
W. had one night a vivid and most distressing
dream, which was twice repeated, that his friend P .
appeared before him in a condition of deep fear,
exclaiming that he was being buried. The next
morning after. breakfast, while sitting in his armchair,
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he heard a tap at his door. · Calling out " Come in! "
he heard the door open, and some one enter. Supposing it to be the servant, he did not look up until a
startling whisper struck his ear, in his friend P.'s
familiar voice: "W., they are burying me!" Starting
up, he found no one in the room, nor had any of the
servants been there. He started off without delay to
see his friend, and on reaching his rectory found a
hearse drawn up before the door, and P.'s body already
screwed up in a coffin, and just about to be removed
for interment. He insisted on having it reopened, and
peremptorily forbade that the funeral should take place.
He had the body placed in a bed, and employed warm
applications; eventually signs of returning life became
manifest, and after a few days P. recovered, and lived
for nine years afterwards.
It will be noted that the unfortunate man was a t
first able to reach his friend only when the la tter was
asleep- that is to say, when his astral body was for the
moment freed from the obscuration of the physical;
but since he found that insufficient, the imminence of
the peril urged him into still greater efforts, which
resulted in a partial materialization, so that he was
enabled to produce physical sounds, and thus succeed
in compelling his friend's . attention to his sad plight.
Many stories of this type might be given, but perhaps
the best of them all is the account of the rescue of the
passengers from a wrecked vessel, given by Mr. Robert
Dale Owen in his Footfalls on the Boundary of Another
World (p. 242) . It is well known, but I quote it in full,
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for it is a singularly perfect specimen of its kind, and
though every detail in it could be paralleled from othernarratives, I know no other which contains them all so
dramatically combined. It runs as follows:
"STEER To THE NoR' wEsT "

Mr. Robert Bruce was first mate on a barque trading between Liverpool and St. J ohn's, New Brunswick. On one of her
voyages, bound westwards, being then some five or six weeks out,
and having neared the eastern portion of the Banks of Newfoundland, the captai.n and mate had been on deck at noon, taking an
observation of the sun; after which they both descended to calculate
their day's work.
The cabin, a small one, was immediately at the stern of the
vessel, and the short stairway, descending to it, ran athwartships.
Immediately opposite to this stairway, just beyond a small square
landing, was the mate's stateroom; and from that landing there
were two doors, close to each other, the one opening aft into the
cabin-the other, fronting the stain..,ay, into the stateroom. The
desk in the stateroom was in the forward part of it, close to the
door; so that any one sitting at it and looking over his shoulder
could see into the cabin.
The mate, absorbed in his calculation, which did not result
as he expected, varying considerably from the dead-reckoning, had
not noticed the captain's motions. 'When he had completed his
calculations, he called out, without looking round: " I make our
latitude and longitude so and so. Can that be right ? How is
yours, sir?"
R eceiving no reply, he repeated his question, glancing over
his shoulder and perceiving, as he thought, the captain busy writing
on his slate. Still n o answer. T hereupon he rose; and, as he
fronted the cabin door, the fig ure he had m istaken for the captain
raised its head, and disclosed to the astonished mate the features of
an entire stranger.
Bruce was no coward; but, as he met that fixed gaze looking directly at him in grave silence, and became assured that it was
no one whom he had ever seen before, it was too m uch for him;
and instead of stopping to question the seeming intruder, h e rushed
upon the deck in such evident alarm that it instantly attracted the
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captain's attention. "Why, Mr. Bruce," said the lat'ter, "what in
the world is the matter with you? "
"The matter, sir? Who is that at your desk? "
"No one that I know of."
"But there is, sir; there's a stranger there."
"A stranger!. Why, man, you must be dreaming. You must
have seen the steward there, or the second mate. Who else would
venture down without orders?"
·
"But, sir, he was sitting in your armchair, fronting the door,
writing on your slate. Then he looked up full in my face; and, if
ever I saw a man plainly and distinctly in this world, I saw him."
" Him! Whom? "
"God knows, sir; I don't. I saw a man, and a man I had
never seen in my life before."
"You must be going crazy, Mr. Bruce. A stranger, and we
nearly six weeks out!"
" I know, sir; but then I saw him."
"Go down, and see who it is."
Bruce hesitated. "I never was a believer in ghosts," he said,
"but if the truth must be told, sir, I'd rather not face it alone."
"Come, come, man. Go down at once, and don't make a
fool of yourself before the crew."
"I hope you h ave always found me willing to do what's
reasonable," Bruce replied, changing colour, "but if it's all the
same to you, sir, I'd rather we should both go down together."
The captain descended the stairs, and the mate followed
him. Nobody in the cabin! They examined the staterooms. Not
a soul to be found!
" Well, Mr. Bruce," said the captain, : 'did I not tell you
you had been dreaming? "
"It's a ll very well to say S<?, sir; but if I didn't see that
man writing on your slate, may I never see my home and family
again ! "
"Ah! wntmg on the slate! Then it should be there still."
And the captain took it up.
" Here's something, sure enough! " he exclaimed. " Is that
your writing, Mr. Bruce?"
The mate took the slate; and there in plain, legible
characters, stood the words: "Steer to the Nor'West."
20
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"Have you been trifling with me, sir? " added the captain
1n a stern manner.
· " On my word as a man and as a sailor, sir," replied
Bruce, '' I know no more of this matter than you do. I have told
you the exact truth."
The captain sat down at his desk, the slate before him, in
deep thought. ·At last turning the slate over and pushing it
towards Bruce, he said: "Write down, ' Steer to the nor' west.'"
The mate complied; and the captain, after narrowly com~
paring the two handwritings, said: "Mr. Bruce, go and tell the
second mate to come down here."
He came; and at the captain's request, he also wrote the
same words. So did the steward. So, in succession, did every
man of the crew who could write at all. But no one of the various
hands resembled, in any degree, the m ysterious writing.
'!\Then the crew retired the captain sat deep in thought.
''Could any one have been stowed away? " at last he said. "The
ship must be searched; and if I don't find the fellow he must be a
good hand at hide-and-seek. Order up all hands."
Every nook and corner of the vessel, from stem to stern,
was thoroughly searched, and that with all the eagerness of excited
curiosity-for the report had gone out that a stranger had shown
himself on board; but not a living soul beyond the crew and the
officers was found.
Returning to the cabin after their fruitless search,
"Mr. Bruce," said the captain, "wha t do you make of all this?"
"Can't tell, sir. I saw the man write; you see the writing.
There must be something in it."
"Well, it would seem so. '1\Te have the wind free, and I
have a great mind to keep her away and see what will come of it."
"I surely would, sir, if I were in your place. I t's only a
few hours lost, at the worst."
"Well, we'll see. Go on deck and give the course nor'west.
And, Mr. Bruce," he added, as the mate rose to go, " have a
lookout aloft, and let it be a hand you can depend upon." .
His orders were obeyed. About three o'clock the look-out
reported an iceberg nearly ahead, and shortly after, what he
thought was a vessel of some kind close to it.
As they approached, the captain's glass disclosed the fact
that it was a dismantled ship, apparently frozen to the ice, and
•
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with a good man y human beings on it. Shortly after, they hove
to, and sent out the boats to the relief of the sufferers.
It proved to be a vessel from Quebec, bound to Liverpool,
with p assengers on board. She had got entangled in the ice, and
finally frozen fast, and had passed several weeks in a most critical
situation. She was stove, her decks swept-in fact, a mere wreck,
all her provisions and almost a ll her water gone. Her crew and
p assengers had lost all hopes of being saved, and their gratitude
for the unexpected rescue was proportionately great.
As one of the men who had been brought away in the third
boat that had reached the wreck was ascending the ship's side, the
mate, catching a glimpse of his face, started back in consternation.
It was the very face he had seen three or four hours before, looking
up at him from the captain's desk.
At first he tried to persuade himself it might be fancy; but
the more he examined the man the more sure he became that he
was right. Not only the face but the person· and the dress exactly
corresponded.
As soon as the exhausted crew and famished passengers
were cared for, and the barque on her course again, the mate
called the captain aside. " It seems that was not a ghost I saw
t o-day, sir; the man·s alive."
"\-\/hat do you mean? \ -\Tho's alive?"
" \1\' hy, sir, one of the passengers we h ave just saved is the
same man I saw writing on your slate at noon. I would swear to
it in a court of justice."
"Upon m y word, Mr. Bruce," replied the captain," this
gets more and more singular. Let us go and see this man."
They found him in conversation with the captain of the
rescued ship. They both came forward, and expressed in the
warmest terms their gratitude for deliverance from a horrible fate
. - slow-coming death by exposure and star vation.
The captain replied that he had but done what he was certain
thev would have done for him under the same circumstances, and
ask~d them both to step down into the cabin. Then, turning to the
passenger, he said : " I hope, sir, you will not think I am trifling
with you; but I would be obliged to you if you would write a few
words on this sla te." And he handed him the slate with that side
upon which the myste rious writing was not. " I will do anything
you ask," replied the passenger, "but what shall I write?".
"A few words are a ll I want. Suppose you write 'Steer
to the nor'west.'"
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The passenger, evidently puzzled to make out the motive for
such a request, complied, however, with a smile. The captain took
up the slate and examined it closely; then stepping aside, so as to
conceal the slate from the passenger, he turned it over, and gave it
to him again with the other side up.
" You say that is your handwriting? " said he,
" I need not say so," rejoined the other, looking at it, " for
you saw me write it."
"And this? " said the captain, turning the slate over.
The man looked first at one writing, then at the other, quite
confounded. At last, "What is the meaning of this? , . said he.
" I wrote only one of these. Who wrote the other? "
"That's more than I can tell you, sir. My ma te here says
you wrote it, sitting at this desk, at noon to-day."
The captain of the wreck and the passenger looked at each
other, exchanging glances of intelligence and surprise; and the former
asked the latter: "Did you dream that you wrote on this slate?"
"No, sir, not that I remember."
"You speak of dreaming," said the captain of the barque.
"What was this gentleman about at noon to-day? "
" . Captain," replied the other, "the whole thing is most
mysterious and extraordinary; and I had intended to speak to you
about it as soon as we got a little quiet. This gentleman" (pointing to the passenger), "being much exhausted, fell into a heavy
sleep, or what seemed such, some time before noon. After an hour
or more, he awoke, and said to me, ' Captain, we shall be relieved
this very day.' W hen I asked him what reason he had fo r saying
so, he replied that he had dreamed that he was on board a barque,
and that she was corning to our rescue. He described her appearance and rig; and, to our utter astonishment, when your vessel
hove in sight she corresponded exactly to his description of her."
"There is no doubt," rejoined the other captain," that the
writing on the slate, let it have come there as it may, saved all your
lives. I was steering at the time considerably south of west, and
I altered my course to nor'west, and had a look-out aloft, to see
what would come of it. But you say," he added, turning to the
passenger, " that you did not dream of writing on a slate? "
"No, sir. I have no recollection whatever of doing so. I
got the impression that the barque I saw in my dream was coming
to rescue us; but how that impression came I cannot tell. There
is another very strange thing about it," he added. "Everything
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here on board seems to me quite fam.lliar; yet I am very sure I
never was in your vessel before. It is all a puzzle to me. What
did your ma te see? "
Thereupon Mr. Bruce related to them all the circumstances
.above detailed. The conclusion they finally arrived at was that it
w as a special interposition of providence to save them from what
:Seemed a hopeless fate.
The above narrative was communicated to me by Captain
J. S. Clarke of the schooner J ulia Hallock, who had it directly from
Mr. Bruce himself. I asked Captain Clarke if he knew Bruce well,
.and what sort of a man he was.
" As truthful and straightfonvard a man ," he replied , " as
.
·e ver I met in all my life. We were as intimate as brothers; and
two m en can't be together, shut up for seventeen months in the
san1.e ship, without getting to know whether they can tr ust one
.another's word or not. He a lways spoke of the circumstance in
t erms of reverence, as of an incident that seemed to bring him
n earer to God and to another world. I'd stake my life upon it that
h e told me no lie."

A capital story, typical and dramatically complete,
as we have said. Yet it by no means stands alone.· In
T he Theosophical Review, vol. xxii, p. 274, we find
Dr. Besant writing thus: " In one of my many voyages
1 travelled with a captain who told me some of his own
experiences, and among these he related one about a
man in a dripping waterproof who had come to him in ·
his cabin, and h ad b egged him to steer in a particular
.direction so as. to save some castaways. The captain
·did so, and found a p arty of shipwrecked sailors, on e of
whom he recognized a s his visitor." Then she proceeds
to quote from " one of our daily papers " a tale very
-closely resembling that of Mr. Robert Bruce. It is
.alleged to have occurred to Captain Benner, of the brig
Mohawk, a small vessel engaged in the West Indian
trade. It is as follows:
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The captain, it is stated, was aroused one night by
a man in a green sou'wester, who told him to change
his course to the south-west. Supposing that his mate
had sent some one to call him, he rushed on deck, but
the mate denied having sent for him. On his return to
the cabin the same thing occurred, and again he fruitlessly visited the deck. But when the mysterious man
appeared for the third time, using the same words, with
an added warning that it would soon be too late if he
did not attend to it, he yielded and gave orders for the
change of course. In due course a ship's boat was
sighted, containing four men, one of whom wore a green
sou'wester. That man had dreamed the night before
that he had come three times into the cabin of this
brig, and had implored the captain to change his course
so as to find and save the boat and its occupants. We ·
know nothing of the source of this story, but "si non e
vero, e ben trovato."
It will be observed that in all these later cases not
only was there an urgent need to compel the soul to
leave the body, and pay its astral visit, but also the
surrounding circumstances were such as to facilitate the
attempt. In the case of the clergyman P., the trance of
the physical body was perfect, while in all the sea stories.
there is the strong probability that the shipwrecked men.
were in an unusually enfeebled condition from exposure and want of food. Enforced fasting of this
kind may reasonably be supposed to produce some of
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the effects which have been found to attend upon
voluntary· fasting in the case of various saints and
ecstatics. The astral body may certainly be more
readily freed under such conditions, though it is by no
means the best way of attaining that result; and no
doubt the successful achievements above described
were in part due to the favourable circumstances under
which they took place.
THE SoLDIER wno THouGHT HE wAs D EAD

In M. Camille Flammarion's At the Moment of
Death (pp. 89-91) appears an account, received from
M: Bernard H. Springett, of 14 Earl's Court Square,
London, of the appearance of a soldier who thought
himself dead. Mr. Springett wrote :
For a certain number of years I have been at the head of a
group of young men, most of whom regarded me a little as a
relative or guardian on account of the interest I had always taken
in them as well as in their families . Several of them made the
supreme sacrifice during the war, and I have been the intermediary
for several in bearing messages of consolation to their bereaved
parents.
On July 12, 1918, I was with a friend, a Miss X in her
drawing-room, and we were talking of indifferent things, when she
said to me suddenly : " It seems to me that one of your young m en
wishes to communicate with you. He is a tall fellow, dark, in
khaki; his shoulder is turned toward me, so that I can see the
letters 'R.E.' on it, very distinctly."
I remarked that I knew only one young man corresponding
to this description, belonging to the corps of Royal Engineers~
named W.M:-, and that I did not believe him dead.
Miss X answered, smiling: " He says it is really he, but
.( he is smiling) he thought you would call him by the nickname by
which he was known to those near to him."
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I answered at once," Why, Father (such was the nickname),
it's news to m e, indeed, to learn that you are dead! "
Then he related that he had been buried alive in his underground shelter by the caving-in caused by a German shell, and
that he was still there; my interlocutor, a seer, a sensitive, a
medium, told of the suffering she herself experienced, similar to
that felt by the young soldier. She asked him for what reasons
he h ad manifested himself to them.
"It was," he answered," because in fainting away it seemed
t o me that my brother Jock would soon rejoin me. He is leading
a dissipated life in Egypt, and you are the only person," he added,
addressing himself to me, " whose advice, given without delay,
might save him from this dangerous life."
I promised to consider tllis wish favourably, although I
imagined there would be great difficulty in tracing J ock, for I did
not know the address of his family.
" H asn't he also a request to make concerning his other
brother, Duncan ? "
"No," W.M. said : " Duncan is not in danger, and will
come back home safe and sound."
I promised once more to carry out the wish of the dear
young soldier, and having commended his soul to God, I said
good-bye to him.
I immediately sought a means of enter ing into relations with
young J ock. The most certain seemed to be to write to the
daughter of the head of our gymnasiwn, who knew most of my
young men and their families, so I demanded that she help me in
my search. Three days afterwards I got a reply from her, expres.s ing her regrets; she had tried in every quarter to trace the family
i n question, but without success:
Now the next mail brought me a second letter, informing
me that a moment after sending me the preceding message she had
m et a school friend, who had confided to her her anxiety; she had
received no news of her fiance in Egypt. " Who is your fiance? "
she demanded. " What! Don't yo u remember M r. Jock M- ?"
That was precisely the young man whose address I was
seeking.
·
Was this a chance coincidence, or may it not have been an
intervention on the part of friends in the Beyond, who were
witnesses of my difficulties?
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After this odd occurrence I was able to obtain Jock's
:address, and I wrote him an affectionate letter, informing him of
his brother's anxiety, and beseeching him to tell me if it were well
founded, and if he did not think that, for the salvation of his soul,
.he would do well to change his mode of life.
During Christmas week of the same year I received, in my
·office, a business visit from Jock and his younger brother, Duncan.
By another concidence, not less singular than the first, they had
met in the street in which their mother was living, one coming
from France, the other from Pale~ tine; each arriving at a different
station and both in haste to reach their home in London.
.
Jock told me that my letter had reached him at a most
<:ritical moment, when, sickened by all the perversity of the life in
Cairo in which he was participating, he was hesitating b etween two
alternatives-either to put an end to his useless life, or to ask to
leave for the front, with the armies in Palestine. My letter had
made him reflect; he remembered our old relationship, a nd this
memory saved him! That same day it was proposed to him that he
.drive the general's automobile in Palestine, for he was well known
as a particularly skilful chauffeur.
"But," Jock added, "our brother Will is still alive.
Yesterday our mother received a letter from him. I cannot understand how he could have sent you such a message. I believe in
wmmunication with the dead, but how was it possible that a
psychic manifestation by a living person could take place, such as
that you witnessed? "
"Your brother was certainly not dead," I answered, "but
he was menaced by death, and the fact that he implored my aid for
you in such circumstances is sufficient proof in itself."
And on that memorable night, at the precise moment at
which he manifested himself, he was in a trench, and had seen
most of his comrades blown up by the enemy's fire as the Germans
discovered their whereabouts more and more fully, and he was
waiting, from second to second, until the last shells fired at their
«iugouts should reach him in his turn.
He remembered perfectly that he had, at that moment,
·thought of all his family, of those he loved, of his home, and
.especially of his two soldier brothers, rejoicing in a belief that they
might be spared, though he himself died. Now, at that very
moment, the English artillery had sighted the enemy's battery, had
blown it up, and my young friend had been saved.
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The other brother, Duncan, as to whom there was noanxiety, was killed three weeks after his visit to m y office, when he
wa~ bearing important messages, as a liaison officer, through a .
zone violently raked by enemy fire.
SAVED FROM S UICIDE

One of th e most curious cases of a man being saved
from suicide by a phantasm of the living was told to·
Mr. Elliott O'Donnell by Mrs. K - , a Clifton lady.
The case is related in his book Ghosts, H eljiful and ·
Harmful.
Mr. K-, she said , while sitting in his study one afternoon,
fell, or fancied he fell, as leep. H e thought that when in this.
condition he was abruptly awakened, and that while he was sitting·
wondering what it was that had awakened him, the door of his
room very slowly opened and his friend B-, who lived in quite
another part of the town, entered on tiptoe. He was about to speak
to B-to ask him what he wanted, when B-put a finger to his
lips as if to enjoin silence, and then, drawing a razor from his
pocket, bared the blade of it, a nd raised it to his throat in the
most horribly suggestive m anner. Realizing that B-was about to·
destroy himself, Mr. K-thought he jumped up from his chai r in a
great state of trepidation and at once rushed to B-'s side. A
furi ous struggle then ensued between the two, with the result that
both men fell in a heap to the ground, with so great a crash that
Mr. K-woke immediately. It was all so terribly real and vivid
that it left Mr. K-wondering whether, after all, it was only a .
dream; and his perplexity i ncreased tenfold when, on looking to·
see what the time was, h e discovered that the glass of his watch
was broken. H e was quite positive it had been perfec tly sound
prior to the time he fell ·asleep, or fancied he fell asleep.
The following day he met B-out of doors and wa3 at once
struck by his appearance. He looked pale and ill, and at least a .
dozen years older than when Mr. K-saw him last.
" I say, old fellow," B-exclaimed, by way of greeting,
" I've just had such an extraordinary experience. Things haven't.
gone very well with me lately, and yesterday afternoon I determined.
to put an end to myself by cutting my throat. I was in my bedr oom a nd I had my razor in my right hand, all ready to do the'
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deed, when, to my utter amazement, what I certainly took at the·
time to be you suddenly canie in at the door and tried to snatch it.
from my grasp. Yes, you may well open your ~yes and stare at me:.
in astonishment, but I can assure you what I am saying is gospel.
I will repeat it. What I took to be you-if it wasn't you it was:
certainly your double-came running in at m y door and caught hold
of me by the right wrist. I can feel your grip now-it was like a
vice- I h ad no idea you were so strong. We had a terrible tussle·
and in the end fell on the ground. And now comes the most
amazing part of it. No sooner had we crashed against the boards.
than you vanished. One moment I had hold of you round the neck,
trying to wrench m yself free from you , and the next moment I was.
clutching nothing. Can you explain it?"
Mr. K-then told B-his own experience, and on comparing
notes they found tha t it must have been at exactly the same time·
that they were both, as they believed, engaged in struggling with
one another: in other words, their experiences had been exactly·
simultaneous.

A

VoLUNTARY JouRNEY

In the following case the la dy who paid an astral
VISit to her distant husband durjng sleep did so with
deliberate intention. The story appears in th e Journal'
of the American Society for Psychical Research
(December, 1907), and is vo uch ed for by Professor
Hyslop:
At one o'clock on Sunday morning (the clergyman, C.W.S.,
wrote) I awakened from a deep, dreamless sleep with t he feeling
t hat there was some one in m y room. When I was thoroughly
awake, I saw my wife standing a t the foot of my bed. She had on.
a dress she wore ordinarily when, in the morning, she was busy
with household duties.
I sat up and cried: "What are you doing there? " She
answered: " I came to get news of you. " She then advanced to
the foot of the bed, leaned toward me, embraced me, and disappeared. Immediately I sprang up; the room was absolutely dark;
no one was there . . I lit the gas ; I was trembling, and a cold sweat
b a thed my whole body.
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The following morning, when breakfas ting with Dr. K. and

Mr. P., I spoke to them of this occurrence. I was so overwhelmed,
. .despite all the dictates of reason which I brought to bear, that I
decided to send a telegram to my wife, but without daring to explain
to her openly that she was my real concern . Some hours later I
received her reply:" We are all well."
When I returned home, several days afterwards, I was at
.once struck by the fact that m y wife was particularly interested to
know whether I had slept well on Saturday night. After some
questions and answers not to the point, I ended by asking her why
.she put these questions to me. She t hen confided that she was
reading Hudson's Psychical Plzenometza, in which it is said that
if a person, at the precise moment when he loses consciousness in ·
falling asleep, fixes his thoughts upon anot her person and wishes to
appear to that other person under certain condi tions, the latter will
·experience the impressions the experimenter wishes to make him
feel.
After having read this passage, she had fixed her mind upon
the desire to appear to me and to embrace me.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE DOUBLE

In Photographing the Invisible, (Chapter III)
Dr. J ames Coates mentions a nu mber of instances
in which photographs of persons far away have
appeared as " extras " on the plate, wh en exposed in
the camera. Count de Bullet certifies (p. 71 ) that
he thus obtained likenesses in Paris of his sister,
then in Baltimore, an uncle, an aunt and a friend.
·" M. A. Oxon" (Mr. Stainton Moseyn) (p. 73) determined upon an experiment on these lines. He writes:
The action of the incarnated spirit beyond the limits of the
body which it occupies is a familiar fact to me . . . It seem ed
.then that a plan might be a rranged to obtain on a sensitized plate
.a permanent r ecord of the presence of an embodied spirit, apart
from its physical body. Such an arrangement was actually made
.by my friend Mr. Gledstanes, of Paris . . . On the first plate
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exposed appeared a faint and indistinct image of my face. A
second exposure produced a perfect result. . . The portrait of
me is quite unmistakable; no one who has seen me in the flesh
could fail to recognize it . . . At the time when the photographs.
were taken I was lying in bed in London, in a state of deep trance.

D r. Coates mentions also (p. 74) a case of the
"double" of a gentleman asleep by a stove, and out of
read~ of the camera, being photographed.

CHAPTER XVI

VISITS JUST BEFORE DEATH
DESIRES OF THE DYING

WE find a large number of instances in which these
,astral visits have been paid when the visitor was just
:at the point of death-the time when the physical body
is naturally at its weakest, and its hold upon the astral
particles is consequently slight. At such a moment
the strong desire in this direction seems readily to
bring about its own fulfilment; indeed, it is quite
certain to do so either just before orjust after the final
departure from the body. If th e physical conditions
should be such as to prevent the man from leaving his
body until he does so finally, then as soon as h e is free
he carries out the wish upon which his mind is fixed;
but in that case he is a genuine apparition, and so
.comes under the head to be treated in our next chapter:
:Still, there are many instances in which it can be
. clearly proved that such a visit took place some time
before the actual moment of qeath, and those properly
belong to our present division of the subject. Such is
the well-known case ofMary Goffe, ofRochester (which
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I quote m my book on Clairvoyance) of. which
Mr. Andrew Lang remarks : "Not many stories have
:such goo.d evidence in their favour." I will not repeat
that n arrative here, but will instead give one very similar
to it, possessing the same characteristics of abundant
verification at both ends of the line. It is quot~d from
Dr. F. G. Lee's Glimpses of the Supernatural, vol. ii,
p. 64. (I may mention that I myself personally knew
Dr. Lee well, belonged to his Confraternity of Our
Lady and St. Thomas, and often assisted in the choir
.of his Church, All Saints, Lambeth.)
FROM EGYPT TO TORQ.UAY

A lady and · her husband (who held a position of some
distinction in India) were returning home (A.D. 1854), after an
absence of four years, to join a fainily of young children, when the
former was seized in Egypt with an illness of a most alarming
character, and grew so weak that little or no hope of her recovery
·existed. The only point which seemed to disturb her mind, after
the delirium of fever had passed away, was a deep-seated desire to
see her absent children once again, which she frequently expressed
to those who attended upon her. Day after day, for more than a
week, she gave utterance to her longings and prayers, remarking
that she would die happily if only this one wish could be gratified.
On the morning of the day of her departur~ she fell into a
l ong and heavy sleep, from which her attendants found it difficult
to arouse her. During the whole p eriod of it she lay perfectly
tranquil. Soon after noon, however, she suddenly awoke, exclaiming: '' I have seen them all ! I have seen them! God be praised! "
.and then slept again till towards evening, when she died.
The children of the dying lady were being educated at
'Torquay under the supervision of a friend of the family. Two
.apartments on one floor, perfectly distinct, were occupied by them
:as play and recreation rooms. All were there gathered together;
no one of the children was absent. They were amusing themselves
with games of chance, books and toys, in company of a nursemaid
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who had never seen their parents. All of a sudden their mother7
as she usually appeared, entered the larger room of the two, paused~
looked for some moments at each and smiled, passed into t he next
room, and then vanished away. Three of the elder chiLdren recognized her at once, but were greatly disturbed and impressed at her
appearance, silence and manner. The younger and the nursemaid
each and all saw a lady in white come into the smaller room, and
then slowly glide by and fade away.

The date of this occurrence, September lOth, 1854,
was carefully noted, and it was afterwards found that
the two events above recorded happened almost
contemporaneously. A record of the event was committed to paper, and transcribed on a fly-leaf of the
family Bible, from which the above account was taken.
~n another book by the same author Glimpses in
the Twilight, p. 94) we read how a Quaker lady dying
at Cockermouth was clearly seen and recognized in
daylight by her three children at Settle, the remainder
of the story being practically identical with that given
above. This story also seems to be fully and definitely
attested.
A

SciENTIST's SISTER

The distinguished scientist, Dr. C. J. Romanes
recounted to the Society for Psychical Research an
e~perience . in which his sister appeared to him shortly
before her death. (Proceedings, vol. xi, p. 440.)
Toward the end of March, 1878, in the middle of the night
and at a time when I considered myself awake, I thought I saw
the door near the head of my bed open, and a white form come in,
which grazed the head of the bed as it passed, came to a halt at
its foot, and stood before me; this allowed me to see that jts head
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.and body were enveloped in white veils. Suddenly; lifting its hand,
the form withdrew the veils which hid its face, and I was able to
distinguish the features of my sister, who had been ill for some
time in that very house. I called to her, crying out her name, and
I saw her vanish instantly.
The following day, a little disturbed by this occurrence, I
called Dr. Jenner into consultation, whose diagnosis was that my
sister had only a few days to live. And, indeed, so it was.
I enjoyed perfect health, and was not a prey to anxiety of
any kind. My sister was in the care of our regular physician, who
had suspected nothing serious in the illness, so that I had not been
disturbed, or my sister either. Apart from these singular observations, I have never had a vision of any sort.-C. J. RoMAN ES .

I will add here a rather striking instance of the
same nature which was related to me personally many
years ago, though I have no authority from the distinguished person principally concerned to give his name
to the public. Th.e experience occurred to him while
still at college.
A

THRICE- REPEATED VISIT

It seems that one night he had retired to bed
somewhat earlie~ than usual, having locked the outer
door of his sitting-room, but leaving that between the
latter apartment and his bed-room standing open. In
the sitting-room a large fire was blazing brightly, flooding the place with its cheerful light, and rendering
every object as distinctly visible as at noonday. It was
half-past ten, and he had just laid himself down in
blissful expectation of a long and uninterrupted sleep,
when, stan~ing in the doorway between the two rooms,
in the full glare of the light, he saw the figure of
his father. Surprise held him motionless for a few
21
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seconds- nay, he ' thought that h e must have watched.
the play the firelight :upon that sad, ~arnest face for a
w hole minute-when the figure raised its hand and
beckoned him to come. This dissolved th e spell "Yhich
seemed to h old him in its grasp, and he sprang from
the bed and rushed towards the door; but before he
could reach it the figure had vanished!
Startled beyond expression, he searched both sitting-room and bed-room thoroughly, but easily convinced himself that he was entirely alone; there was
nowhere for an intruder to hide, and the outer door
was securely locked as he had left it. Besides, the
figure h ad been distinctly and unmistakably that of
his father, looking-except for the intense yearning
expressed in his' face-exactly as vvhen he h ad last seen
him on ly a few weeks b efore; and he was quite conv inced that no college joker could h ave deceived him
on this point. He was at last forced to conclude that
he must have been the victim of an illusion, h ard
though it was to bring himself to such an opinion when
he recollected the natural appearance of the figure and
the play of the firelight on its face ; so he once again
composed himself to rest.
The shock, however, h ad banished sleep for the
time: and he lay watching the flickering shadows on
the wall for m ore than an hour before he felt himself
sinking again into unconscio usness. Whether he had
actually fallen into a doze, or was only on the p oint of
doing so, he was una ble to say; but he was suddenly
startled into complete wakefulness by the reappearance

of
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<Of the figure in the doorway, with the same intense
expression on its face, and beckoning to him, if possi'ble, even more earnestly than b efore. Determined
that this time, at least, it should not elude him, he
·sprang with on e bound from his bed to the door, and
-clutched violently a t the apparition; but h e was again
doomed to disappointment. The appearance seemed
-exactly the same even when h e was within a yard of it,
yet his outstretched hands grasped only the empty air,
and once more the strictest search only confirmed what
was already certain-that it was utterly impossible for
any bodily presence either to have escaped from the
rooms or concealed itself in them.
Like most young men, he had been more or less
sceptical upon the subj ect of apparitions, and, though
·seriously startled by what h e had seen·, he endeavoured
to reason himself into the belief that it was due to a
mere trick of the imagination, arising perhaps from
some unsuspected bodily ailment. After bathing his
forehead with cold water, he therefore retired to rest
·once more, firmly resolving not to allow his mind to
·dwell upon what he considered the dream of a dist empered brain. As he lay down, the various college
docks chimed midnight, and, with visions of early
chapel in his mind, he made the most strenuous efforts
ito obtain the sleep of which he felt so much need.
At last he was successful, but it seemed to him
that he could h ave been but a few moments unconsci·Ous when he awoke with a start, with that feeling of
-causeless terror at his heart which so often overcomes
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persons of highly nervous organization when suddenly
roused from deep slumber. The fire in the sittingroom had burnt low, and instead of the cheerful
dancing light he had seen as he fell asleep, there was.
now only a dull red glow u pon wall and ceiling; but
there in the doorway, clearly defined in the midst of
that glow, stood his father's figure once more! This
time, however, there was a distinct difference in both
its expressio.n and its action; instead of the intense
yearning which had been so clearly visible before>
there was a look of deep though resigned regret, and
the raised hand no longer eagerly beckoned him to·
approach, but slowly a nd sorrowfully waved him back
as he fixed his horror-stricken gaze upon the vision.
Instead, too, of vanishing instantly, as before, its outlines became indistinct and it seemed to fade gradually
away into the dull r ed glow upon the wall.
Only upon its disappearance did our young friend
recover the power of motion, and his first act was to
draw forth his watch and look at the time. It was ten
minutes to two-far too early either to arouse any one
else or to obtain any sort of conveyance for his homeward journey-for home he at once resolved to go.
His father-the rector of a distant country parishhad been perfectly well when h e left him a few weeks.
before, nor had he since heard anything to alarm him
in any way; but, profoundly impressed as h e was by
the recurrence of the vision, and convinced at last that
there was in the matter something of what is usually
called the supernatural, he felt that it would be

..
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impossible for him to rest until he had satisfied himself
by ocular demonstration that his father was alive and
well. He made no further attempt to sleep, and at the
earliest moment when he thought such an application
possible, he sought an interview with the head of his
-college, explained his fears to him, and set out for
home without delay.
The day of rapid travel somewhat weakened the
impression that the events of the night had produced
upon him, and when, as the shades of evening were
beginning to fall, he drove up the well-known lane
leading to the rectory, it was scarcely more than a
latent uneasiness which clouded his pleasant anticipations of the astonished greeting of the home circle. It
gave him a sudden shock, on coming within sight of
the house, to see that all the blinds were drawn closely
·down; true, it was already growing dusk, but he knew
that his father loved the twilight hour, and would never
:admit ca~1dles until they were absolutely necessary;
.and a nervous apprehension of he hardly knew what,
·overpowered him so completely that for some moments
he was unable to knock at the door. When at last he
:summoned courage to do so it was opened by the
butler-one who had served in the family for many
years-whom he had known since childhood; but the
first glimpse of this old retainer's face revived in a
moment all his worst apprehensions.
"Ah! sir," said the man, "you are too late! If
you could only have ~orne last night! Yes " (in answer
to his horrified enquiries), "yes, the master is gone;
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and almost the only words he spoke after he was takeil!
ill were to say how he longed to see you. It was ten
o'clock last night when the fit took him, and half an
hour afterwards, as soon as he was able to speak, the·
first thing he said was: ' Send for my son; I must see·
my son once more.' We told him that a messenger
should be sent with the first dawn of the day, but he
scarcely seemed to hear us, for he had fallen b ack into·
a . kind of trance. Then at a quarter to twelve he·
roused up for a few moments, but all he said was :.
' How I wish my son were here! ' And then again just
the moment before h e died-ten minutes to two it was.
-he opened his eyes and seemed to know us all.
though he was too weak _to say much; but he just.
whispered: ' I am going; I should like to have spoken
to m y dear son once more, but I shall not live to see·
him now.' And then h e passed away so peacefully it
seemed as though he had but fa llen asleep."
Such was our friend's first experience of life on
the super-physical plane-one of a class by no means.
uncommon, though perhaps an unusually perfect and
striking example of its kind. At any rate, it is not
difficult to believe the remark of the narrator, that it
produced on him an impression which time was powerless to obliterate-an impression which coloured hi&
whole after-life.
How many there are among us who have beerr
profoundly affected-nay, whose entire characters even
have been changed-by one short glimpse of that
world which is ever close around us, though commonly
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veiled from our eyes! Few people care to speak of
such things in this blind and sceptical age, but any
one who takes the trouble to make quiet and earnest
enquiries among his friends will be surprised to discover
how much more common than he had supposed such
experiences are.
Seventy years ago, when scepticism was still
more rapidly rampant than it is now, and when
there was far less knowledge on such subjects than
we possess to-day, Lord Lytton wrote in A Strange
Sto1y:
Be my readers few or many, there will be no small proportion of them to whom, once at least in the course of their
existence, a something strange and eerie has occurred -a something
which has perplexed and baffled rational conjecture, and struck
on those chords which vibrate to superstition. It may ha,•e been
only a dream unaccountably verified-an undefinable presentment
or forewarning; but up from such slighter and vag uer tokens of
the realm of marvel-up to the portents of ghostly apparitions or
haunted chambers, I believe that the greater number of persons
arrived at middle age, however instructed the class, however
civilized the land, however sceptical the period to which they
belong, have either in themselves experienced or heard recorded
by intimate associ~tes whose veracity they accept as indisputable
in a ll ordinary transactions of life-phenomena which are not to
be solved by the wit that mocks them , nor, perhaps, always and
entirely, to the contentment of the reason or the philosophy that
explains them away. Such phenomena, I say, are infinitely more
numerous than would appear from the instances currentl y quoted
and dismissed with a j est; for few of those who have witnessed
them are disposed to own it, and they who only hear of them
through others, however trustworthy, would not impugn their
character for common sense by professing a belief to which.
common sense is a merciless persecutor. But he who reads my
assertion in the quiet of his own room will perhaps pause, ransack
his memory, and find there, in some dark corner which he
excludes from ' the babbling and remorseless day,' a pale recollection that proves the assertion not untrue.
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In our day, mainly owing to the exertions ofthe
Theosophical Society and the Society for Psychical
Research, these subjects are regar:ded much more
rationally than they were in Lord Lytton's time, and
we can speak more definitely and precisely about them;
but what he has written above is just as true now as it
then .
In the cases already cited we can understand that
the difficulties which for the normal man lie in the way
{)f a conscious astral journey were overcome by the
motive power of a strong d esire, founded upon an
imperative need. There are, however, instances on
record in which under favourable circumstances (such,
for example, as a long period of unconsciousness preteding death) a simple wish connected with the ordinary
and unimportant affairs of daily life may produce the
same result.

was

DouBLE DEMANDING PHOTOGRAPHS

A striking and unimpeachably authenticated
instance of the manner in · which a strong wish, even
connected with the most trivial matters, may produce
the apparition of the double when a man is near death,
and therefore his . principles are readily separable, is
giv~n in Real Ghost Stories (p. 101). It occurred in
January, 1891, and the apparition was seen in a shop
in a broad, busy street in Newcastle, at eight o'clock in
~he morning. The shop was a photographer's, and the
double walked in in the most matter-of-fact way, and
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:asked for some photographs of himself which had been
-taken neafly a month previously. They were not
.ready, and he was asked to call again, but said he had
·been travelling all night and could not do so. No one
.at the time suspected that there was anything abnormal
about his visit, but a week later his father called, and
·it was found that at the time when he had appeared at
the shop, his body had been lying in bed at home,
unconscious, that he never recovered consciousness,
.and died at 2.30 the same afternoon. Mr. Dickinson,
the photographer who interviewed the double, h ad not
·seen him on his previo·us visit in the flesh to be
:photographed, but when he saw the portrait which h ad
b een taken on that occasion, he at once recognized it
.as that of the person who had called on the morning in
question. Mr. Stead remarks of this story: " We rna y
turn it which way we will; there is no hypothesis
which will fit the facts except the assumption that there
is such a thing as a thought-body, capable of locomotion and speech, which can transfer itself wherever it
:pleases, clothing itself with whatever clothes it desires
.to wear, which are phantasmal like itself."
What Mr. Stead h ere calls a thought-body we
·should regard as far more probably the man himself
·employing his astral vehicle; but there are cases to
·which the term thought-body may properly be applied
-those which are called in Germany doppelg~nger, or
.apparitions of the double of a living man, he being
·usually entirely unconscious of what occurs. To them
we will devote a separate chapter.

CHAPTER XVII

THOUGHT-BODIES
THE AcTION oF THouGHT-BODIES
students of Theosophy a re aware that thought ·
takes form upon its own mental plane, and in the vast
majority of cases upon the astral plane a lso. If a m an
thinks strongly of himself as present at any given
. place, or even if he h as a strong desire to be at that:
place, the form taken b y that thought or desire will
often be that of the thinker hims elf, which will appear·
at the place in question. This is of course a pheno-·
me non totally distinct from the appearance of the m an
in his astral body ; for in this case the man himself is.
not present at all, but remains with his physical body,.
while the thought-form, when once thrown off, is.
practically unconnected with him and no longer under
his control. .A clairvoyant may learn to utilize such a.
form by means of sympathetic vibration as a kind of
outpost of his own consciousness; but this would be·
entirely beyond the capacity of the average man. In.
many cases such a thought-form becomes visible to ·
others, and is mistaken for the man himself; when this;
ALL
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takes place. the thought or desire must be sufficiently
strong to do one of three things-either. by mesmeric
influence to call up the image of the thinker in the
mind of the person to whom he wishes to appear; or
by the same power to stimulate for the moment that
person's psychic faculties so that he is able to see his.
astral visitor; or to produce a temporary materialization, which will be visible on the physical plane in the
ordinary way. This last would seem to have been the
method a dopted in the following case:
TilE EFFECT OF ExciTEMENT

Mr. Alexander Drummond was a painter, who had a big·
business and a large staff of men. His clerk was Walter Souter,.
his brother-in-law. His business was to be at the shop (in
Northgate, Dundee) sharp at six o'clock in the morning, to take an
account of where the men were going, quantity of material, etc. In
th~s h e was assisted by Miss Drummond. One morning he did not
turn up at the hour, but at twenty minutes past six he came in at.
the door and appeared very much excited; but instead of stepping
to the desk, where Mr. and Miss Drummond were awaiting him,
he went right through the front shop and out at a side door; this
in sight of Mr. and Miss D ., and also in sight of a whole squad of
workmen. Well, exactly in another twenty minutes he .came in,
also very much excited, and explained that it was twenty minutes
past six when he wakened, and that he had run all the way from
his house (he lived a mile from the place of business) . He was a.
very exemplary, punctual I.Jlan, and when lvfr. Drummond asked
him where he went to when he came first, he was dumbfounded
and could not comprehend what was meant. To test his truthfulness, Mr. D. went out to his wife that afternoon, when she told him.
~he same story; that it was twenty minutes p as t six o'clock whenhe woke, and that he was very much excited about it, as it was
the first time he had slept in (i.e., overslept).

This story is given by Mr. Stead m Real Ghost
Stories (p. 41), and he mentions that it was told to him:
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by a man who had been twenty-five years a police
·<;ommissioner and five years a magistrate -in the town
·of Dundee. Indeed, there can be no reason to doubt it,
·since it_ is one of a large class, and its only peculiarity
is that there happened to be so great a number of
witnesses. Mrs. Crowe in her Night Side of Nature
·gives quite a collection · of examples of this kind, from
which I select the following:
TRIPLIN's DouBLE

Stilling relates that a government officer of the name of
Trip lin, in "\A/eimar, on going to his office to fetch a paper of importance, saw his own likeness sitting there, with the deed before
him. Alm·med, he returned home, and desired his maid to go
there and fetch the papers she would find on the table. The maid
saw the same form, and imagined that her master had gone by
another road, and got there before her; his mind seems to have
preceded his body.
THE SHERIFF'S SECRETARY

The Landrichter or Sheriff F., in Frankfort, sent his
·secretary on an errand; presently afterwards the secretary re·entered the room and laid hold of a book. His master asked him
what had broug ht him back, whereupon the figure vanished, and
the book fell to the ground; it was a volume of Linnreus. In the
·evening, when the secretary returned, and was interrogated with
regard to his expedition, he said he had fallen into an eager
dispute · with an acquaintance as he went along about some
-botanical question, and had ardently wished he had had his
.Linnreus with him to refer to (p. 176).
DouBLES FREQ.UENTLY SEEN

Edward Stern, author of some German works, had a friend
who was frequently seen out of the body, as the Germans term it;
and the father of that person was so much the subject of this
phenomenon that he was often observed to enter his house, whilst
he was yet working in the fields. His wife used to say to him:
"Why, papa, you came home· before;" and he would answer," I
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dare say; I was so anxious to get away earlier, but it was.
impossible."
The cook in a convent of nuns, at Ebersdorf, was frequently
seen picking herbs in the garden, when she was in the kitchen and
much in need ofthem (p . 178).
·

A

STRANGE STORY FROM RoME

Some time ago the Dublin University Maga<;ine related a
case as having occurred at Rome, to the effect that a gentleman
had, one night on going home to his lodging, thrown his servant
into great amazement, the man exclaiming : "Good Lord, sir ; you
came home before! " He declared that he had let his master into
the house, attended him upstairs, and (I think) undr essed him, and'
seen him get into bed. When they went to the room they foundno clothes; but the bed appeared to have been lain in, and there
was a strange mark upon the ceiling, as if from the passage of an
electrical fluid. The only thing the young man-could remember
whereby to accow1t for this extraordinar y circumstance was, that ·
whilst abroad and in company, he had been overcome with ennui,
fallen into a deep reverie, and for a time forgotten that he was not.
at home (p. 181).

This last is a remarkable story, and one suspects·.
exaggeration with regard to the undressing, and also as
to the strange mark on the ceiling. All these are clearly
instances of thought-forms, since in every one of them
the man was awake in the physical body at the time of'
his appearance at a distance from that body.
THE GREEN GLOVES

A striking example of the same kind of ph enomena
was related by Dr. George Wyld (Light, 1882, p. 26)
after careful investigation as to the auth enticity of'
the facts:
I was on the most friendly terms with Miss J ackson and'
her mother. The statement they m a de to me were confirmed by·
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<One of the two m aid-servants who were witnesses. As to the other,
I was not able to find her.
This young woman had been very assiduous in her visits to
:the poor. One day, when she was going back home after a day
spent in works of charity, she felt tired and restless from the cold,
.and experiencvd a desire to go and warm herself at the kitchen
stove, on her return. At a ).lloment corresponding exactly to that
at which this idea passed through her mind, two maid-servants, who
were in the kitchen, saw the door-knob turn and the door open to
admit Miss Jackson, who went up to the fire and warmed her
hands. The attention of the servants was caught by the glazed kid
·gloves, green in color, which she had on her h ands. Suddenly,
before their very eyes, she disappeared. Dumbfounded, they went
up to her mother, and told her of the adventure, without forgetting
the detail of the gloves.
This lady felt some apprehension, but she tried to calm the
·servants, telling them that her daughter had never had a ny green
gloves, and that, in consequence,- their vision could only have been
.an illusion.
Half an hour afterward, Miss Jackson, in person, came in; ·
she went straight to the kitchen and warmed herself before the fire;
·she had green gloves on her hands, not having been able to find
,black ones.

THE PRIEST's Dou BLE

I myself once had a small experience of the same
·des'c ription, which is no doubt susceptible of a precisely
·similar explanation. It once happened to me during
my occupancy of a country curacy to be much weaken-ed by an accident, and consequently to feel entirely
unfit for a heavy Sunday's work.
I got through it somehow, t~ough with extreme
fatigue, and towards the end of the final service I have
no doubt that I may have been thinking longingly of
the possibiFty of rest when it was over, though I have
no· distinct recollection of any such thought. At any
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rate, when I at last wended my way to the vestry, I
·was much startled to find myself already installed there,
and occupying the only chair which the little room
possessed! The image was habited exactly as I was, in
-cassock, surplice and stole, all in perfect order; and
there it sat looking calmly yet steadily at me. This
was b efore my Theosophical days, so I was unprepared
with any explanation for such a phenom enon, though I
had hea rd that to see a wraith of oneself foretold death.
But I was far too utterly wearied then to think or care
.about that; I simply walked straight up to the apparition, and ~at down upon it, or rather upon its ch air,
without even offering it any apology. What became
·of it, I know not, for when I rose from that chair some
ten minutes later it was not to be seen. No results of
any kind followed, and I h ave never seen a similar
appearance since. I can conscientiously say that I
believe my attention had never swerved from the service
which I was conducting; yet I suppose that the strong
desire for rest was present all the while at the back of
m y mind, and in this sub-conscious thought I must have
pictured myself as sitting down and resting when the
service was over. It is possible, too, that the weakened
condition of my physical body may h ave allowed my
inner senses to act more rea dily, and given me for the
moment just sufficient clairvoyance to enable me to
see a strong thought-form.

CHAPTER XVIII

APPARITIONS ANNOUNCING DEATH
THE MoTivEs oF APPARITIONs
WHAT I have written with regard to the astral visits·.
just before death is equally true of the genuine apparition. While he has generally weighty and comprehensible r easons for the effort which he makes to show
himself, there are also cases in which the cause which
moves the dead man to take so much trouble seems to
us wholly inadequate. I suppose this need excite no
surprise in our minds, for the motives which gov~rn the
majority of men in the majority of their actions during
earth-life seem quite ridiculously inadequate to any
serious mind. Merely to gratify some fleeting passion
or the whim of a moment, to gain a little money or to
surpass somebody else, or even with the still more
incomprehensible object of annoying some one else or
revenging himself upon him, the average man will
spend an amount of time and energy which, if directed
into a rational channel, would not only be of great
benefit to many of his fellow-men, but would also
considerably advance his own upward progress. It is
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difficult to. u nderstand how any grown man can be so
utterly silly, and we m ight well refuse to believe it
possible if it were not that examples force themselves
daily upon our notice.
So, after a ll, we cannot wonder that those who
h ave behaved irra tionally during earth-life should
continue to do so after death, since we know that the
mere casting aside of the physical vestment in no way
cpanges the disposition of the man. The great majority
of stories of genuine apparitions are cases in which the
man comes to announce his own death to some one
whom he loves. Many such narratives are given in
M. Camille Flammarion's At the .A1oment of Death>
from which I select two examples. The first (p. 286 )
is signed by Julien Lagarrue, Captain of Marines,
Hanoi.
THE SoLDIER's GRAN D MOTHER

I was a lieutenant in Saint-Louis, in Senegal. One evening,
after spending several hours in the company of gallant, gay comrades , I went to bed at eleven o'clock. I dozed off, after some
moments. Suddenly, I felt as though something were pressing
upon my chest ; ab~uptly roused, I lifted myself upon one elbow,
rubbing m y eyes, for m y grandmother was there before me. The
good woman was gazing at me with eyes that were almost dead,
and I heard-yes, I h eard- her weak voice telling me: " I've
come to say good-bye to you, m y dear child; you will riever see
m e again." I was astounded, and to make certain that I was not
dreaming, I got up. The apparition had lasted a few seconds.
·
As a matter of fact, my grandmother, aged seventy-six, had
died in Rochefort. · Her last words had been about me : "I shall
· never see him again," she had repeated ceaselessly. Death hadcome during the night in which I had seen her, and, if the difference in longitude is taken into account, at the exact hour at which
she appeared to me.

22
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A

STRANGE COINCIDENCE

In the same volume (pp. 344-5) M. Flam marion
writes:
Madame Marguerite Perret, a relative of Stephen
Liegeard, wrote me, on August 24, 1920, that the
following happening had absolutely convinced her of
h er sister's survival after death:
W e had both been brought up in the D ominican Convent
of Chalon-sur-Saone. An epidemic of typ hoid fever broke out
suddenly in the school, and the terrible malady attacked m y
sister. The pupils were immediately sent home to their parents,
and my father took me to Beaune, to the home of close friends,
Monsieur and Madame Bourgeois . (Later, Monsieur Bourgeois
became Mayor ofBeaune.)
The nuns gave him permission to r en1ain by the bedside of
his sick daughter. Since I had been brought up with very religious
ideas, I had begun to offer up prayers to the Holy Virgin for n ine
successive days-prayers for my sister's recovery. I was absolutel y
convinced that on the ninth day my sister would be well. I was
sleeping alone, in a room the door of which gave on the drawingroom. A hallway sep a rated Monsieur a nd Madame Bourgeois's
room from mine.
Suddenly, in th~ middle of the night of December 4th (the
fifth day _of my pl,"ayers) I w,as awakened by a strange noise in the
drawing-room. One would have said that some one was dragging
a chain. I was then, and still am, an extremely light sleeper. At
once I half sat up in bed, listening. What was my astonishment
when the noise of chai ns tumed to that of light steps on the floor,
approaching .my bed! I remember that my heart began to beat m ost
violently. Terrified, I was ready to scream; I asked myself if it
would .be wise to do so (for I fancied that some one was coming to
kill me). Then suddenly I felt a hand brush lightly against the
sheets, and, for the duration of a lightning-flash, I saw my sister.
It was too much! In the utmost terror I uttered piercing
screams.
At once they mshed into my r oom. "V\That's the matter?
Why, what's the matter?"-'~ I've just seen m y sister; she came
near my bed; I heard her steps; she touched the sheets."-" But,
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llll.Y child," Monsieur and Madame. Bourgeois answered," that's
impossible; you've been dreaming; your sister is in Chalon, very
ill."-" No, no, it wasn't a dream! I heard her steps; they made the
lfioor crack. I'm sure of it; I wasn't dreaming; she came; I
.saw her."
They calmed me, gave me orange-flower water, and told
.me: "Go back to sleep. It's only five o'clock in the morning."
At noon we were at table, when the door-bell rang. The
maid went to open the door, and my father entered; he was
holding a handkerchief up to his eyes. Sobbing, he told us that
·my poor sister had died that very morning, at five o'clock.
Monsieur and Madame Bourgeois exclaimed simultaneously :
_.·,Why, that's extraordinary! It was five o'clock when her sister
.Marguerite said she had seen her in her room."
My father was then told what had happened in the night.
'That whole day he did not cease repeating: " What a strange
-coincidence! "
THE CAsE oF " MoTHER ARONDEL"

In After Death (p. 154), M . Flammarion gives us
·the following account in connection with the death of
an old fishwoman of Cherbourg:
A dead woman, who did not believe that she was
·dead , announced her death! I take from a letter
. sent
me from Cherbourg on October 10, 1921, the follo,·v ing:
Madame Boullier, on a certain night (September 13-1 4, 1918)
•thought that she was awake, and heard some one calling her by
.name. Her first thought was: "Why, I was asleep, since I was
-dreaming." But at that moment she heard once more : " Madame
Boullier! " Sure of being awake this time, she looked about her and
·saw, between the window and the cupboard, the bust of a woman
which had emerged from the wall and was speaking to her. " Who
.are you?" she demanded.-" You don't recognize me ?"-"No." " But you bought fish from me this morning, at the market; I am
Mother Arondel."--'" Oh, indeed! What would you like?"-" Why,
- I must be -dead; I saw my body stretched out on the ground and
.my children around it, crying. I tried to talk to them but it was
no use; they ·didn't hear me."-" How did you die?"-" I flew
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into a temper when I was going home, and then fell down.

I saw-

my· body on the ground, and people all around it; still, I'm not

dead !"-" Well, what would you like?"-" You must go and tell
tlie people at home that I'm not dead."-" No, they would think
I was crazy; I can't do that. Go away, my good woman."
Then the . apparition vanished, sliding sideways through
the wall.
Ear ly the next morning Madame Boullier went to call on
one of her neighbours, Madame Micheau, and told her of the
apparition. They went to the market to verify the happening. A
bit of paper, glued to her stall, announced Mother Arondel's
death, and the other vendors explained that she had died suddenly,
as soon as she got home.
GASTON THQRIN

I made an investigation in Cherbourg, that I might verify
these statements, and I wish to thank the writer of the letter for
his care in making the inquiry. Several persons took part in i't ..
At the town hall t he record of births and death gives, as the date
of death, September 13, 1918, at one o'clock in the afternoon; the
widow Arondel, born on February 22, 1846. A neighbouring fishwoman . stated that she h<).d seen her at noon, on the day of
her death, when she left the market, and had learned upon her
own return at two o'clock that Mother Arondel had died suddenly
at one. The attestations are all the more convincing, so far as
I am concerned, from the fact that I myself was in Cherbourg·in.
September, 19 18.
AN OFFICER's RETURN

A striking example of such narratives is that of
the visit o( Captain German Wheatcroft to his wife,
and an interesting point in ·this special case is tha:t
through this visit a. mistake in official records wa:s
discovered and corrected. The-story may be found in
·Mr. R. D . Owe.n. 's
(p. 299) . .
. Footfalls
.
In the month' of September, 1857, Captain German Wheatcroft, of the 6th (Enniskillen) Dragoons, went out to India to join
·his regiment.
·
·
·
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His wife remained in England, residing at Cambridge. 0!}
tthe night between the 14th and 15th of November, 1857, tow~rds
m orning, she dreamed that she saw her husband, looking anxious
.and ill; upon which she immediately woke, much agitated. It
was bright moonlight, and, looking up, she perceived tlw same
figure standing by her bedside. He appeared in his uniform, the
'hands pressed across the breast, the hair dishevelled, the face very
-pale. His large dark eyes were fixed full upon her; their expres·,Sion was that of great excitement, and there was a peculiar contraction of the mouth, habitual to him when agitated . . She saw
him, even to each minute particular of his dress, as .distinctly as
·she had ever done in her life; ·and she remembered to have noticed
between his hands the white of the shirt-bosom, unstained, however, with blood. The figure seemed to bend forward as if in
·p ain, and to make an effort to speak; but there was no sound.
-It remained visible, the wife thinks, as long as a minute, and
then disappeared.
Her first idea was to ascertain if she were actually awake .
.She rubbed her eyes with the sheet, and felt that the touch was
-real. Her. little nephew was in bed with her; she bent over the
sleeping child and listened to its breathing; the sound was distinct,
and she became convinced that what she had seen was no dream.
It need hardl y be added that she did not again go to sleep that night.
Next morning she related all this to her mother, expressing
'her conviction, though she had noticed no marks of blood on his
·dress, that Captain V/heatcroft was either killed or grievously
-wounded. So fully impressed was she with the reality of that
.apparition that she thenceforth refused all invitations. A young
fi·iend urged her soon afterwards to go with her to a fashionable
.concert, reminding her that she had received from M alta, sent by
her husband, a handsome dress-cloak, which she h ad never worn.
But she positively declined, declaring that, uncertain as she was
whether she was not already a widow, she would never enter a
place of amusement until she had letters from her husband (if
indeed he still lived) of a later date than the 14th of November.
It was on a Tuesday, in the month of December, 1857,
•that the telegram regarding the actual fate of Captain Wheatcroft
-was published in London. It was to the effect that he was killed
b efore Lucknow on the 15th of November.
This news, given in the morning paper, attracted the attention of Mr. Wilkinson, a London Solicitor, who had in charge
•Captain Wheatcroft's affairs. When at a later period this gentleman met the widow, she informed him that she had been quite preJ>ared for the melancholy news, but that she f~lt sure her husband
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could not have been killed on the 15th of November, inasmuch.
as it was during the night between the 14th and 15th that he.
appeared to her.
·
· The certificate from the War Office, however, which it
became Mr. Wilkinson's duty to obtain, confirmed the date given
in th<? telegram, its tenor being as follows:
"No. 9579.
WAR OFFICE,
.
30th January, 1858.
cc These are to certify that it appears, by the records in
this office, that Captain German Wheatcroft, of the 6th Dragoon
Guards, was killed in action on the 15th of November, 1857.
(SIGNED) B. HAWES.',.
While Mr. Wilkinson's mind remained in uncertainty as
to the exact date, a remarkable incident occurred, which seemed
to cast further suspicion on the accuracy of the telegram and of
the certificate. That gentleman was visiting a friend, whose lady
has all her life had perception of apparitions, wh.ile her husband
is what is usually called an impressible medium; facts which are
known, however, only to .their intimate friends. Though personally acquainted with them I am not at liberty to give their names ..
Let us call them Mr. and Mrs. N .
Mr. Wilkinson related to them, as a wonderful circumstance, the vision of the captain's widow in connection with his
death, and described the figure as it had appeared to her.
Mrs. N. , turning to her husband, instantly said: "That must
be the very p erson I saw, the evening we were talking of India,
and you drew an elephant, with a howdah on his back.
Mr. Wilkinson has described his exact position and appearance;~
the uniform of a British officer, his hands pressed across his
breast, his form oent forward as if in pain." "The figure," ~he·
added to Mr. Wilkinson, "appeared just behind my husband,.
· and seemed looking over his left shoulder."
cc Did you attempt to obtain any communication from
him?" Mr. Wilkinson as'ked.
cc Yes, we procured one
through the medium of my
husband."
"Do you remember its purport? "
"It was to the effect that he had been killed in India that
afternoon, by a wound in the breast, and adding, as I distinctly
remember, 'That thing I used to go about in is not buried yet . ~
I particularly remarked the expression."
"When did this happen ? "
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"About nine o'clock i n the evening, several weeks ago; but
I do not recollect the exact date."
" Can you not call to mind something t hat might enable
you to fix the precise day? "
Mrs. N. reflected. " I remember nothing," she said at last
"except that while my husband was drawing, and I was talking
to a lady friend who had called to see us, we were interrupted by
a servant bringing in a bill for some German vinegar, a nd tha t , as
I recommended it as being superior to English, we had a bottle
brought in for inspection."
"Did you pay the bill at the time? "
" Yes; I sent out the money by the servant."
" Was the bill receipted ? "
"I think so; but I have it upstairs, and can soon ascertain".
Mrs. N. produced the bill. Its receipt bore date the fourteenth
of November!
This confirmation of the widow's conviction as to the day of
h er husband's death produced so much impression on Mr. Wilkinson,
tha t he called at the office of Messrs. Cox and Greenwood, the
army agents, to ascertain if there was no mistake in the certificate;
but nothing there appeared to confirm any surmise of inaccuracy.
Captain Wheatcroft's death was mentioned in two separate
despatches of Sir Colin Campbell, and in both the date corresponded with that given in the telegram .
So matters rested, until in the month of March, 1858, the
family of Captain Wheatcroft received from Captain G. C., then
of the Military, Train, a letter dated near Lucknow, on the 19th of
December, 1857. This letter informed them that Captain Wheatcroft had been killed before Lucknow, while gallantly leading
on the squadron, not on the 15th of November, as reported in
Sir Colin Campbell 's despatches, but on· the fourteenth, in the afternoon. Captain C. was riding close by his side at the time he saw
him fall. He was struck by a fragment of shell in the breast, and
never spoke after he was hit. He was buried at the Dilkoosha;
and on a wooden cross, erected by his friend, Lieutenant R., of th e
9th Lancers, at. the head of his grave, are cut the initials G. W.,
and the date of h is death, the 14th ofNovember, 1857.
T he War Office finally made the correction as to the date
of death, but not until more than a year after the event occurred.
Mr. Wilkinson, having occasion to apply for an additional copy of
t he certificate in April, 1859, foun9- it in exactly the same words as:
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that ·which I have given, only that the 14th of November had
been substituted for the 15th.
This extraordinary narrative was obtained by me direct from
the parties themselves. The widow of Captain Wheatcroft kindly
consented to examine and correct the manuscript, and allowed me
to inspect a copy of Captain C.'s letter, giving the pa,rticulars of
her husband's death. To Mr. Wilkinson also the manuscript was
submitted, and he assented to its accuracy so far as he is concerned.
_That portion which relates to Mrs. N. I had from that lady herself. I have neglected no precaution, therefore, to obtain for it
the warrant of authenticity.
It is perh<:~-ps, the only example on record where the appearance of what is usually termed a ghost proved the means of correcting an erroneous date in the despatches of a Commander-in-Chief,
and of detecting an inaccuracy in the certificate of a War Office.
It cannot be alleged that the recital of one lady caused the apparition of the same figure to the other. Mrs. Wheatcroft was at the
time in Cambridge, and Mrs. N . in London; and it was not until
weeks after the occurrence that either knew what t he other had
seen. Those who would explain the whole on the principle of
chance coincidence have a treble event to take into account-the
apparition to Mrs. N., that to Mrs. Wheatcroft, and the actual time
of Captain Wheatcroft's death-each tallying exactl y with the other.

I have chosen this story just because of that wealth
{)f verification to which 1'vfr. Owen refers, and also
because it brings out several ieteresting points. We
may note that though the captain was able to show
himself wit'hout special difficulty to the sensitive
members of theN. family while they were still awake,
he had to wait until his wife was asleep before he could
produce any impression upon her mind. He was killed
in India during the afternoon, which would of course
correspond to the morning in England, so that he must
have been already some ten hours upon the astral plane
when he appeared in London, and probably at least
three or four more before he was able to show himself
to .his wife m Cambridge. When he did make the
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·effort, however, ·it w as sufficient to impress his presence
upon her, not only while asleep, but also after sh e
woke. There is no evidence to show whether this
.apparition was a materialization or not.
Another dead person, whose appearance is des·Cribed b y Mr. Owen in The D ebatable L and, p. 219,
ha~ a more receptive relation to deal with, and so was
.able to m anage matters better than Captain Wheatcroft.
:S~e adopted the simple yet effective expedient of taking
her sister to see her dead physical body, thus convin·c ing h er by ocular demonstration that it was only the
body that was dead, since its owner stood radiant and
Jiving beside her as they looked together upon the
·deserted vehicle. The story, which was related to Mr.
Owen by Mrs. L. h erself, is as follows :
SISTERLY THO UGHT FULNESS

A sister of 1v1rs. L.'s named Esther, recently married, had
gone out with her husband to California some weeks before, and
they had been expecting, ere long, news of her arrival. One night
in a dream this sister seemed to approach Mrs. L. 's bedside, and
said to her, "Cecilia, come with me to California." Mrs. L.
·objected that she could not leave her husband and children to
undertake a journey so long and tedious.
" \1Ve shall soon
be there," said Esther, "and you shall
return before morning."
In her dream the proposed excursion did n ot seem to her an
·impossibility; so she rose from b ed, and, giving her hand to her
:sister, she thought they ascended together and floated over a vast
:sp ace; then descended near a dwelling of humble and rude
.appearance, very different from any which she could have imagined
her sister to occupy in the new countr y to which , in search of
fortune, she and her husband had emigrated. The sisters entered,
.and Cecilia recognized her brother-in-law, sad and in mourning
:garb. Esther then led her into a room in the centre of which
:Stood an o pen coffin, and pointed to the body it contained. It was
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Esther's own body, pale with the hue of death. Mrs. L. gazed in.
mute astonishment, first at the corpse before her, then at the form_
apparently bright with life and intelligence, which had conducted
her thither. To her look of enquiry and wonder, the li ving·
appearance replied:" Yes, sister, that body was mine; but disease
assailed it. I was taken with cholera and have passed to another
world. I desired to show you this, that you might be prepared for
the news that will soon reach you."
After a time Mrs. L. see"m ed to herself to rise again into the
air, again to traverse a great space and finally to re-enter her·
bed-chamber.

Both of the cases just quoted are unmistakablyapparitions after death . and they show conclusively
that man survives it with full consciousness and
memory. Neither of them, however, necessarily involves materialization, and it is therefore probable
that neither of the visitants would have been visible·
to ordinary physical sight. O ur n ext instance brings
to our notice a materialization sufficiently pronounced
to be able to ring a bell and carry on a conversation.
It is given in Glimpses irz the Twilight (p. 188), by Dr.
Frederick George Lee, who remarks with reference to
it: " The facts of this story are certain and indisputable; I have taken great p ains to verify th eni." I
epitomize the earlier p art of the n arrative, which we
may ca ll
THE RETURN OF THE SAILOR

Bov

On Croom's Hill, Greenwich, lived a certain Mr ..
H ammond. Among his servants was one Mrs. Potter,
who had a son of fifteen, a sailor boy on board the·
frigate Doris. He was a bright engaging boy, but
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rest~ess, and · had caused his friends great anxiety by

deserting his ship. His captain, however, had been
induced with some trouble to overlook his desertion
and receive him once more. His mother then left Mrs.
Hammond and married again, b ut the boy, being away
on service, did not know this. The rest of the narrative
I will give in Dr. Lee's own words:
On the night of the 8th September, 1866, Mrs. H ammond's
str eet-door-bell was rung. Mary, the housemaid, answered it; the
door was duly opened, and after a little confabulation, the door was.
shut again. Mrs. Hammond, who was unwell, was in her bedroom,
which commands a view of, a nd is within earshot of the entrance
hall. She listened and dis tinctly identified the voice of Tom
Potter. She was surprised and called out, "Mar y, who was that
at the door?" The servant 1'eplied, "0, Ma'am, it was a little
sailor-boy; he wanted his mother. I told him I knew nothing of
his m other and sent him about his business ."
Mrs. Hammond , whose anxiety was a roused, asked the
servant what the boy was. like.
"Well, ma'am; he was a good-looking boy in sailor clothes,.
a nd his feet naked. I should know him again anywhere. He
looked very pale a nd in great distress; and wh en I told h im his.
mother wasn' t here, he put his hand to his forehead, and said,' 0
dear, what shall I do? ' "
Mrs. H ammond told her husband what an unwelcome visitor
had been to the house, and gave him the unpleasant intelligence·
that " she was sure Tom Potter had run away from his ship again."
They sen t to make enquiries of the mother, but sh e had
heard .nothing of her son. They went to consult Dr. Todd, the
boy's schoolmaster, but he told them : '' I t is almost impossible Tom
Potter can h ave deserted his ship. I had a letter from the boy
himself o nly about two months ago, and then he was getting on
capitally. Dr. Todd had a store ofpho.t ographs of many of his
pupils, and among them was a carte of T om Potter. H e laid a.
number of these portraits before Mary, and requested her to pick
out that which resembled the b oy she saw; at the same time, with
the view of testing her accuracy to the utmost, he called herattention to one which was not a photograph of T om Potter, and
quietly remarked: "Do .you think that is the boy? H e was very
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1ikely to run away from his ship." "No," said Mary, positively,
"''that was not the boy I saw; this is the one,"-at the same time
pouncing upon the likeness of Tom Potter-" I could swear
to him."
A solution of the mystery was at hand. In the next month
of October Dr. Todd received a letter from the Admiralty, stating
that they communicated with him because they did not know the
.address of Tom Potter's mother. The letter gave the sad intelligence
that on the · 6th September, just two days before he was seen at the
<ioor of Mr. Hammond's house, Tom Potter breathed his last, in
consequence of a dreadful accident on board the Doris frigate off
Jamaica.

If the servant had been a little more patient, we
might have known much more of this- interesting case.
As it is, we are left in doubt as to whether Tom Potter
'knew of his death and had come to break the news to
his mother, or whether, as his final exclamation would
seem to suggest, he· did not yet realize his own decease,
and simply supposed himself to be coming home.
When he became a little more used to the astral world,
h e would probably discover that a strong wish to see
his mother would take him to her, wherever she might
happen to be; but evidently at first he thought only
(as was of course quite natural) of seeking her at the
·place where he had last left her, precisely as we should
do on the physical plane.
Here is anoth er case of a son who comes to announce
to a parent his sudden death-a case presenting some
.u nusual and interesting features.
APPARITION OF A PATRON SAlNT

It appears that Mr. James Weld, of Archer's
Lodge, near Southampton, had a son Philip, who was
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at school at. .St. Edmund's College, Ware. Philip was.
one day drowned while boating, and Dr. Cox, the·
principal of the college, went himself the next morning·
to bear the sad news to his father.
On arriving there and being shown into his private study,
Dr Cox found Mr. Weld in tears. The latter, rising from his seat.
and taking the doctor by the hand, said: "My d ear ~ir, you need
not tell me why you are come. I know it already. Philip is dead.
Yesterday I was walking with my daughter Katharine on the turnpike r oad, in broad daylight, and Philip appeared to us both. He
was standing on the causeway with another young man in a black.
robe by his side. My daughter was the first to perceive him. She
said to me: " Look there, papa; there is Philip ." I looked and
saw him. I said to my daughter: " I t is Philip, indeed; but he
has the look of an angel." Not suspecting that he was dead
though greatly wondering that he was here, I went towards
him with my daughter to embrace him; but a few yards being
between us, while I was going up to him a labouring man,
who was walking on the same causeway, passed between the
apparition and the hedge, and as he went on I saw him pass through
their apparent bodies, as if they were transparent. On perceiving
this I at once felt sure that they were spirits, and going forward
with my daughter to touch them, Philip sweetly smiled on us, and
then both he and his companion vanished away.
The reader may imagine how deeply affected Dr. Cox was
on hearing this remarkable statement. He of course corroborated
it by relating to the affiicted father the circumstances attendant on
his son's death, which had taken place at the very hour in which he·
appeared to his father and sister.
Dr. Cox asked Mr. Weld who the young man in the black
robe was who had accompanied his son, and who appeared to have
a most beautiful and angelic countenance, but he said that he had:
not the slightest idea.
A few weeks afterwards, however, Mr. Weld was on a visit
to the n eighbourhood of Stonyhurst in Lancashire. After hearing·
Mass one morning in the chapel, he, while waiting for his carriage,
was shown into the guest-room, where, walking up to the fire-·
place, he saw a picture above the chimney-piece, which represented
a young man in a black robe with the very face, form and attitude··
of the companion of Philip as he saw him in the vision, and'
beneath the picture was inscribed "S . .Stanislaus Kostka," one of'
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·the greatest saints of the Jesuit order, whom Philip had chosen for
his patron saint at his confirmation. (Glimpses of the Supernatural,
.by Dr. F. G. Lee, vol. ii, p. 51.)

Dr. Lee appends to this story the certificates of
those from whom he received it, and also ~ecords the
various confirmatory letters written by others who were
.conversant with the facts . The apparition of Philip to
'his father and sister at the moment of, or soon after,
'his death is exactly parallel with a hundred other
.oc.currences of the same type. Yet this account differs
radically from that of Tom Potter's ghost; the latter
·was clearly a materialization, while this apparition just
as evidently was not, for if' it' had been it must have
been seen b y the labourer as well as by the father and
.sister. These two dearly loved ones must have been in
.close sympathy with the deceased brother, and so it
would be easy for him to raise their vibrations suffici.ently to make them see him, while the labourer, upon
whom no magnetic force was directed, walked straight
through the ghost stolidly unimpressible. This fact
.again can be paralleled from other similar narratives:
for example, in " The Major's Promise" published
:.some yea~s ago in my book The Perfume of Eg)'jJt, the
Major's ghost was visible to his friends, but not to the
boatmen, who were less closely in touch with him.
PossiBLE ExPLANATIONS
The really unusual feature of this. tale is the
presence with the dead man of another figure, not at
·.the time recognized, but afterwards identified by means
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·of a portrait as his patron saint. Of this second
:apparition there are several explanations possible, and
.it is not easy to divine which is true. .First, such a
figure may be actually exactly what it professes to
be-a man living on the astral plane. This may really
:have been St. Stanislaus Kostka, still staying in the
astral world in order to strengthen and help those who
were specially attracted to him, and in that case his
presence along with his devotee fl.t this critical period
would be quite natural. But though this is a possibility and as such not to be ignored, it is scarcely a
proba bility. The d eath of St. Stanislaus Kostka took
place over three hundred years ago, and it is exceedingly unlikely that a man of his type would remain .so
long in the astral world, even though he died at an
.early age. To maintain himself there so long as this
would require a most phenomenal strength of will,
.aided by a collocation of unlikely circumsta~ces. For
.a man of strong will, but of exceedingly gross and
degraded life, such a feat would be possible; but hardly
for one of great gentleness, purity and devotion, such
.as he is represented to have been.
Another view is that the saint may have been
·s imply a thought-form-an accessory introduced into
the picture either intentionally or unintentionally by
Prulip himself. Instances of the undoubted introduction in this manner of.accessories on quite a large scale
will be given later.
Philip seems to have been a pious young man, and
in his frequent ecstatic meditations he is certain to have
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made a 'strong and vivid thought-form of his patron
saint; at and after his death he would naturally think
of himself as accompanied and protected by this saint,
and that conviction would be quite sufficient .to m ake·
the thought-image (already half-materialized by his
constant and fervid contemplation) visible to his father
and sister.
In stating this, I am not, I trust, writing in the·
least unsympathetic.ally, nor seeking to destroy the
beautiful faith in saintly guardianship; I am simply
endeavouring to arrive at the true scientific explanation of a remarkable phenomenon, and in doing so I
am compelled to take into account all the hypotheses
which my studies have shown me to be possibilities.
I am bound therefore to admit that one of those possibilities is that Philip's patron saint may have been
merely a product of his own vivid imagination, though
I do not myself regard this as probable.
Supposing for the moment that this were so,.
Philip, whose object in showing himself to his father
and sister must obviously have heel). to prepare them
for the news of his death, and to console •and reassure·
them with regard to it, may well have prayed that his.
patron saint might appear along with him as evidence
to his father that he was in goo.d h ands and safely
amid the company of the blessed, and in such a case
there is little doubt t~at the strong wish involved in
the effort of prayer would be sufficiently potent to cause
its own immediate fulfilment. Thus, if Philip h ad
unwittingly created his own patron saint, he may have:
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brought him wiih him intentionally or unintentionally~
and if he.did this, there would be nothing wonderful or
unusual in the feat, for I have myself seen cases of
exactly similar n;~.ture.
Although this suggestion would adequately account
for everything that happened, it seems to me that
there is another which is on the whole more likely to be
the correct explanation, and that is, that Philip's vivid
thought-form (created as before suggested) may have
been utilized by som e friend who was interested in him
and anxious to help him. There are many cases in
which our present band of living though unseen helpers.
find that the best (and indeed often the only) way to·
render efficient aid to certain classes of people is to·
work a long the lines of their preconceived ideas-to
enter the "thought-forms which they have made and act
through them, in order to offer assistance from the only
quarter whence it would be gratefully accepted instead
of being rejected with suspicion. Consequently, if (as
might well happen) some dead Jesuit had been attracted
by the piety of this young man and wished to instruct
and encourage him, much the easiest and most efficient
way to do so would be through the medium ofhis
own thought-image of his patron saint.
If this be the explanation, then it is a lso probable
that the astral· helper assisted Philip in making himself
visible to. his. father and sister and, in fact,. m!'tnaged
th~ whole affair-perhaps even suggested it to relieve
Philip's anxiety .as _to how his father would be affected
by the news of his death. Thus St. Stanislaus may
23
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have been a reality or · merely an accessory, but I
suspect him to have been a recently deceased friend of
"the family or of the Order, taking the form in which he
thought he could be most useful, and thus furnishing
us with ~ good,. effective and well-authenticated ghost
story.
The following, though far less dramatic than the
last, is a good specimen of the ordinary apparition at
the time qf death, and has the advantage of being
related directly to our informant by the Swedish
clergyman to whom the incident occurred. It is extracted from The Theosophical Review, vol. xxii, p. 177.
SEEN BY SIXTEEN

During some years of my boyhood I was at a school in the
Parish of Tingstade, and as m y home was at some distance, I was
lodged , in company with another school-fellow, at the house of a
resident named Fru Smith. This good lady had a tolerably large
house, and gained her livelihood by taking boarders and lodgers;
in fact, there were no less than sixteen people living there at the
time of which I am speaking. Fru Smith also acted occasionally
in the capacity ofmidwife, and was often absent.
Late one afternoon in mid-winter she informed us that she
was going away on a visit, and could n ot possibly return until some
time the following day, so she arranged everything necessary for our
meals, etc., and bidding us be very careful with regard to lights and
fire, s he left us, and as usual during the evening we were occupied
in preparing our lessons for the next day. By half-past nine we
were in bed, and had locked our door and put out our lamp, but
there was sufficient light in the room coming from the glowing
wood-ashes in the stove to enable us to see everything quite distinctly. We were quietly talking, when suddenly we saw-standing
by our bedside and regarding us ·most intently-the figure of a tall,
middle-aged man looking like a peasant, dressed in ordinary grey
clothes, but with what appeared to us as a big white patch on the
l~ft leg, and another. on the left breast. My companion nudged ~e.
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s harply, and whispered: "What ugly· man. is that?". I signed
Ito him to be silent and .we both lay still watching eagerly.
The man stood looking at us for a long time, and then he
turned and began walking up and down the room, his footsteps
:seeming to cause a rasping sound, as if he were walking upon
snow. He went over to the chest of drawers and opened and shut
.t hem all, as if looking for something, and after that he went to
the stove and began to blow gently upon the yet glowing ashes,
holding out his hands as if to warm them. After this he returned
to our bedside and again stood looking at us. As we gazed at
nim we observed that we could see things through him; we saw
·plainly the bw·eau on the other side of the room through his
b~dy, and whilst we were looking his form seemed gradually to
·disappear, and vanished from our sight. The strangeness of this
·caused us to feel uneasy and nervous, but we did not stir from our
.bed, and at last fell asleep.
Our door was still locked when we got up in the morning,
but in mentioning what we had witnessed, we heard that the same
-ghostly visitor had appeared in every room in the house- the
doors of which were all locked-and that every one of the sixteen
persons sleeping there that night had seen the same figure. Moreover, some of these people who had been resident there for a
length of time recognized the figure as that of the husband of our
landlady, a worthless sort of fellow who had never settled usefully
;to anything, and had lived away from his wife for some years, so
that he had long been a wanderer on the face of the earth.
This strange coincidence naturally caused some of the
residents to make enquiries whether such a person had been seen
.anywhere in the neighbourhood, and it was ascertained that the
same evening a little after nine o'clock he had called at a farmhouse two miles distant, and had asked for a night's lodging; as
·there was no room, he had been directed to the next farm, which
was across a field near by. Upon hearing this the investigators
.at once looked in the snow for traces of his footsteps, and soon
came across them. After following them a little way they came
·l lpon a wooden shoe, and a few yards further on they discovered
the dead body of the man himself, half buried in a deep snow·drift. On turning the body over it was perceived that a large
frozen clump of snow adhered to the left breast, a nd another to
the left knee, precisely on the same spots where we had remarked .
the white spots on the clothing of the apparition. Although I
was but a boy when this happened, it made such a deep and
·lasting impression upon me that the memory of ii: has remained
1
\With me most vividly all thtough m y life.
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The case is an ordinary one, unusual oilfy in thenumber of those to whom the apparition showed himself. The probabilities would seem to be in fav<:mr o!
a partial materialization, since it is unlikely that he
could impress himself mesmerically upon so large a-.
number of people, probably of varying temperaments.
The fact that he was seen to open and shut drawers:
would also point to the same hypothesis. He must
have had in his mind a strong desire for shelter and
warmth, and probably also the thought of sea:rchi_n g
every room in the house for his wife's money, which..
would account for his visiting all in turn. His. action'
in blowing at the embers and warming his hands would
seem to show that he did not know of his, death. In-·
deed, there is no certain evidence as. to whether he was.
actually dead at the moment of apparition, or only in~
the stupor which usually precedes death from cold. It
will be noticed that he followed the usual custom of
such ghosts in showing himself exactly as his body
really was, with the pa tches. of snow on the clothing,.
and he even added the realistic touch of the crunching·
sound of the boots upon the snow as h e walked.
It seems scarcely conceivable that a man of this.
type had consciously thought out these details in such.
an emerge~cy-the more so as he does. not appear to
have been in any way specially an?Cious to impress.
himself upon the boys, but only to have regarded them
with curiosity, as though to see· who they were, or
whether they could be useful to him_ But there are·
many cases which tend to show that. when the dead~
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man is strongly impressed with any idea, it may maniffest itself symbolically in connection with the apparition
without detailed thought . on his part; and there can
be little doubt that the deadly snow must have been
:prominent in the mind of this unfortunate wanderer.
APPARITIONS SEEN BY INDEPENDENT WITNESSES

In his recent work After Death (page 223 ),
M. Camille Flammarion cites a number of cases in
which apparitions have been seen by two or more
persons independently. Of these I have selected the
following examples. The first account was written by
M. G. Neberry ofNantes on March 31st, 1921.
There '"'·ere two witnesses of the case which I am about to
1;ubmit to you. One of them is now living in Nantes, in the same
building and on the same floor with my aunt.
\.Yhen this witness was a young girl, she had a position as
nurse, in Paris, with a family which owned a little shop. At the
table, when the conversation drifted to the general subject of the
·soul, and immortality, the husband said to his wife, "If I die first,
.and can come back, I will come and see yo u." Years went by; the
husband fell ill, and died. Some time afterward the nurse was
:sleeping in the kitchen on the ground floor, behind the shop. She
heard a noise in the cupboard, as if dishes were breaking. She got
up, thinking that the cat had caused this noise, but she could not
find the r eason for it. Moreover not a plate or a glass had been
broken. Astonished, she went back to bed. The noise began again.
She had put out the light. She perceived at the foot of her bed a
whitish form, which grew clearer in outline. In this apparition she
recognized perfectly her former master. Terrified, she did not go
to sleep again. When morning came she went up to the first floor,
·to her mistress's apartment, taking her breakfast, as she did
·every morning. She was struck by her mistress's paleness. She
questioned her, and received this reply: "Marie, just imagine-last
night my husband appeared to me. I recognized him perfectly .
He spoke to me, and said, 'You see, we don~t die; I'm in need of
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prayers.' " The mistress said to ·t he nurse, " Go and see whether
the children saw anything, for I'm unr;a~y. " I n an adjoining room_
the two little girls were resting quietly . . Then the nurse told her
mistress what she herself had seen.

This case seems· a n jnteresting one to me, for the
apparition appeared rath er a long time after death, and
on the same night, to two persons sleeping, one of them
on the ground floor, the other on the second floor.
These persons had not told each other of their experiences. In this case, what becomes of the hypothesis of
a collective hallucination? .
The second case is told by the Rev. Charles
Tweedale, described by M. Flammarion as " one of
my colleagues . of the Royal Astronomical Society
of London" . It was a lso related in The English
Mechanic and World of Scietice of July 20, 1906:
The evening of Friday, J anuar y 10, 1879, I went to bed
early. Awakening in the midst of my first sleep, I saw the m oon
through the window giving towards the south; its bright beams
lighted up my room. At once my gaze was drawn toward the
panels of a cupboard, which was part of the wall , and which served
as a wardrobe. My eyes followed the shaft of light which illuminated the eastern wall of my room, in which was the cupboard.
Gazing fixedly in this direction, I saw, suddenly, a fom1 appear in
front of me, before the panels of the cupboard. Indistinct at first,.
it gradually g rew clearer, until I r ecognized the face of my grandmother. I had been observing it for some seconds, when the vision
melted away gradually, and disappeared in the moonlight. An
unusual thing struck me, and stamped itself upon my mind: it was
the fact that my grandmother had on an old-fashioned cap, which
was fluted in a shell-like design. I was not in the least afi·aid and,
thinking myself the victim of an illusion caused by the moonlight,
I turned over and went to sleep again.
The morning of the next day, at breakfast, I was beginning
to tell of the appar ition of the previous night, when to my great
.surprise my father left the table abruptly. H e was most agitated;
h e went out of the room hastily, leaving his breakfast almost
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untouched. I asked my mother for an explanation. She silenced
me with a gesture. When the door was closed once more, I
repeated my question .. Then my mother answered: " ·Charles; I'm
going to tell you the strangest thing I've ever heard of. This
morning your father told me that he had waked up in the night,
and that he had seen his mother standing near his .bed, but just at
the moment when he wished to speak to her she had disappeared."
This scene and this conversation had taken place about
half-past eight, ori. the morning of Saturday, January ·11th. Before
noon we received a telegram announcing that my grandmother
had died during the night. But that was not all, for m y father
next learned that his sister, who lived about thirty kilometres from
our home, had also seen my grandmother appear. Three persons,
therefore, had the same vision independently, and each attributed
it to an hallucination.
There is no doubt that this apparition was that of a person
passing through the change we call death,. in view of the moment
when this triple apparition occurred. I remember perfectly that
it was two o'clock in the morning; my father made a note of the
precise moment of the vision. I did not get up to look at the time,
but made an approximate reckoning of it. The house faces south,
and the window of the room in which I was sleeping also looks
towards the south.
When I set about verifying details, I tried to find out at
what hour the moon was at its highest p oint on the night ofJanuary
10-11, 1879. The Nautical Almanac showed the timetohave
been nineteen minutes past two in the morning. When the moon
is at its height, the two east and west walls are lig hted up equally,
as well as the north wall at the b ack of my room. Consequently,
I am sure that the moon was not far from its highest point at the
moment of the apparition, and that it was about two o'clock in the
morning. This confirms in a remarkable way the time noted by
my father. My aunt, too, said that the apparition which she
witnessed occurred after death. Dissolution took place at fifteen
minutes past twelve. This proves that we are not concerned with
a telepathic or subjective manifestation, occurring before death or
at the very moment of death, but with a really objective apparition
occurring after life had left the body. We may conclude, t~er~fore,
that the dead woman, though apparently lifeless, was sufficiently
alive some hours later to manifest herself to different persons
separated by considerable distances.
·
As for the" garments of apparitions," I. described the vision
to my parents just as I had seen it, without attempting to find out
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whether my grandmother had actually worn a cap with the trimmings which had struck me. Several weeks ago, with the idea of
obtaining precise details as to this mystery, I wrote my uncle {my
aunt departed this life in 1900)' asking him to clear up certain
interesting points, and sending him a sketch, ·drawn from memory,
of the face I saw in my vision. Here is an extract taken from the
reply which I received :
"I can vouch for the exactitude of these details, for your
grandmother died in my house the m orning of Saturday, J anuary
11, 1879, a t fifteen minutes past twelve. Her death-agony began on
Friday and she breathed her last a little after midnight, according
to my memorandum. My daughter and I have a distinct memory
of what my wife said when she told us of the apparition of which
she had been a witness.
"You ask m e if the sketch of the cap which you sent me is
at all like the dead woman's last head-dress. The resemblance is
striking . I t is certain)y the fluted cap which your grandmother
wore the whole time she was ill and when she died; also, your
description of the phantom is in exact agreem~nt with the dying
woman's appearance at the moment when life left her. I am telling
the simple truth, and can, if necessary, vouch for these details
by oath."
My fa ther died in 1885; but my mother is still living and
has a distinct m em ory of the whole scene of which she was a
witness. She confin)'lS its essential p oints.
" I h ave read carefully my son 's account of his vis.i on, and
I also r emem ber that of m y deceased husband (Doctor Tweedale).
At that same time, my sister-i n-law told us of the phenomenon
w hich she had witnessed that night."
The occurrence which I have just r elated presents so many
marks of authenticity that we cannot hold it under suspicion. I
advise those who are i ncredulous to inform tliemselves as to
a nalogous happenings which have already been obser ved, and I
shall a dd that there are many interesting and authentic phenomena which are still unexplained.
·
CHARLES TwEEDALE

M. Flammarion says that this account is remarkable in that · it relates an occurrence observed about
one hour and three-quarters after death, and b y three
persons independently. He comments as follows upon
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the h ypotheses of illusion, hallucination and telepathy
in refer~nce to thi{case :
·
·
In our present state of ignorance as to the nature of matter,
energy, and spirit, attempts to discover w hether apparitions exist or
not can only be approved by all friends of truth, and we must
congratulate Mr. Tweedale on having made this triple observation
·known . T hat there was a n illusion, an hallucination on the p art of
three independent wifnesses seems to me inadmissible. T he
.narrator declares that so far as he and his father were concerned ,
the phantom was there objectively and that the cap proved it. I t
·seems to m e that the reality of the apparition may be explained on
the assumption that the dead woman influenced the m inds of her
c hildren, and that this suggestion took the form of an image. A
-dead p erson may act upon a living person at a distance; may
·manifest himself under one form or another, doubtless by an
·impression made upon the brain.

A

FALLING PICTURE

The following example, taken from At the Moment
of Death (p. 305) is not exactly an "apparition," but
-one of those cases in which departed persons contrive
· to give some other sign when they are unable to make
themselves visib le to some one to whom they wish to
communicate the fact of their death.
The falling of a portrait, coinciding with death ,
has h appened many times; M. Flammarion has among
his papers a large number of similar accounts of the falling of portraits at the moment of death, which could not
·be attributed to the method of h anging. This example
was r elated b y Mademoiselle Vera Kun gler ofNaples:
At the beginning of the year 19 17 my uncle, the husband of
·my aunt, Madame Pauline Reisbeck, was in the army, but, since he
·was over forty, they thought that h e was in the rear line of battle,
.and, in consequence, she was not anxious about him. On the
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morning of February 12th my aunt went into her room, about halfpast ten, to look for something. At the exact moment when she
stepped over the threshold of the door the portrait of her husband,
a large one which showed him in military costume, detached itself
from the wall, fell, and slid over the floor to her feet. When the
nail and the cord which had held up the frame were examined, they
were found to be intact. My aunt, very much struck, related this
singular accident to some friends, adding that she was much afraid
that some misfortune had befallen her husband. Naturally, they ·
said to her what they h abitually do in such cases : " H eavens,
Madame, are you going to be superstitious? Don't believe in that
foolishness! " But m y aunt, convinced that a m isfortune had
occl:lned, put a cross in r ed against this d ate on her calendar, and
waited three weeks for news of her husband. Then she learned
that my uncle, Monsieur Adolphe Reisbeck, had died on. the " field
of honour" (as they say) from a bullet that struck him in the head,
on the morning ofFebruary 12th, about half-past ten.
ANIMAL WITNESSES

The two examples which follow, r elat ed by the
Princess de Monta rcy in a letter to 111. Camille Flammarion in December, 1920, offer testimony to the
influence of the " d ead " upon the living. Her first
experience also affords a n instance of an animal-her
pet dog-evidencing unmistakable consciousness of the
presence of a mysterious, and to him (in this case)
terrifying visitor (After Death, p. 182 ).
(1 ) M y gr andmother had always said to m e, " If you'r e not
with me when I die, I'll let you know I'm dead." When I was in
M onte Carlo in M ay, 1886, I received a telegram from my cousin.
informing me that my grandmother was ill, and asking me to com e
without delay. It was one o'clock, and I could not leave until six.
At four o'clock another telegram informed me that she was better.
I decided to take the tra in that left at eight o'clock the next
morning. That same evening I went to b ed at seven o'clock. At
nine o'clock m y little dog j umped up on my bed, howling as if he
were being killed. I looked and saw (the lamp was lighted) a t the
foo t of my bed, my grandmother, just as I h ad seen her last, but
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pale. She threw me a kiss, and disappeared. The following:
morning, at seven o'clock, a telegram was brought announcing that
she died bet\veen eight and nine in the evening.
(2) At twenty I was engaged to a Hungarian count; we loved.
each other dearly. But my 'mother,' the Duchess of B-(1 was
an adopted daughter), had other plans for me, and she took me to·
Rome, where some days later she told me that the count had broken
off the t>ngagemeot. I anS'overed that I did not believe this. As a
:esult of anxiety I fell iU in Rome, and, as soon as I was better,.
was taken to Spa. On September 30th, having been most unwell
for two days, I was in bed reading, when I heard my name spoken
in a dying voice. I looked up involuntarily, and saw the count,
dead and stretched out on the floor (he had on white trousers, a
blue shirt, and was without a vest), with a small bottle in one hancL
and my photograph in the other. I uttered a cry. The chambermaid came in with the newspapers from Paris. I opened the 'Gil
Bias, • a newspaper which I never read, and saw on the first page
that the count had been found in his room, dead from morphine
poi ~oning, on September 28th.
These two experiences made an impression which will last
all my life.
PRINCESS DE MONTARCY

Although not strictly belonging to our present
clac;sification of apparitions announcing death, the
following case gives another example of the evidenceof an animal witness. It is taken from After D eath
(p. 16), which prints a letter, dated April 25th, 1921,
from 1\IL Ballet-Gallifet, 12 Montee du Grcillon, L yons,
who says:
One autumn night (the temperature was already low) I was
seated near the fireplace where some logs were burning. Before me
wa~ my wife, in an arm chair; her back was turned to a window
opening on the passageway leading to the rooms on the first floor of
my house. I was not dreaming, for I had just run through a
treatise on " Electric Transformers " which hardly lent itself to
reverie. I was, therefore, far from thinking of phenomena of the
other world, when my dog, a Pomeranian, lying before the hearthstone, jumped up and began to howl, looking toward the window,.
and then came to lie down still growling, near my chair.
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I looked toward the window quickly, and behind it I saw,
:silhouetted, a shade. I ts contours were delicate; it might have
been drawn in soft pencil by Henner. It went toward the door
:giving into my room. I could not restrain an exclamation. The
:shade-the light from a fairly distant gas-jet shone through it
feebly-c"ame forward slowly. .Its manner of walking showed a
.slight limp, and in spite of myself I cried: "Why, it's Father ! "
There were both the bodily contour and the gait of my wife's
father, who had died two years before. It was indeed he. I got
up hurriedly, threw myself toward the door, opened it abruptly
.and-nothing!
This could not have been an hallucination. The book
which I had just run through and which I still held in m y hand did
not lend itself to that. Besides, m y wife had turned round sharply at
·my cry, and like me, had perceived this shade, dear to her memory.
vVhen I had entered my room again, my dog had taken
:refuge under the bet! and continued to growl.
CASES FROM THE WAR

The more recent literature of psychical research
•contains numerous examples of apparitions of soldiers
.announcing their own deaths during the Great War.
The following appears in Dreams and Visions of the
.War, by Rosa Stuart.
A very touching story was told to me by a Bournemouth
wife. Her husband, a sergeant in the Devons, went to France on
July 25, 1915. She had received letters regularly from him, all of
which were very happy and cheerful, and so she began to be quite
reassured in her mind about him, feeling certain that whatsoever
danger he had to face he would come safely through.
On the evening of September 25, 1915, at about ten o'clock,
she was sitting on her bed in her r oom talking to another girl, who
was sharing it with her. The light was full on, and neither of them
had as yet thought of getting into bed, so deep were they in their
<:hat about the events of the day and the war.
And then suddenly there came a silence. The wife had
broken off sharply in the middle of a sentence and sat there staring
~nto space.
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For, standing there b efore her in uniform, was her husband !:
For two or three minutes she remained there looking at him, and
she was struck by the expression of sadness in his eye. Getting up .
quickly she advanced to t he spot wh<!l"e he was standing, but by the ·
time she had reached it the vision had disappeared.
Though only that morning the wife had had a letter saying ·
her husband was safe and well, she fel t sure that the vision foreb oded evil. She was r ight. Soon afterwards she received a letter
from the War Office, saying that he had been killed in the battle of"
L oos on September 25, 191 5, the very date she had seemed to see
him stand beside her bed.

The following example is taken from the same ·
source:
The colonel of a well-known regiment that had been in the
thick of the fighting ever since the commencement of the war, was
simply idolized by the men who fo ught under him, and there was :
g reat grief amongst them when he was so badly wounded that he
h ad to give up his command in France, a grenade having deprived
him of an arm.
After a few m onths at ho me the Colonel, who had meanwhile been fitted with an"'artificial arm, thought he was well enough
to rejoin his regiment. But he was told that this was impossible,
and the command of a garrison battalion leaving for the Dardanelles .
was offered him instead. Being a man of action he accepted this
new command rather then remain idle, and so, though his heart was
with his old regiment in Flanders, he set out for Lemnos to take up ·
his new post there. But before very long he contracted a severe
attack of dysentery, and once more had to be invalided home . He
reached England all rig ht ; but in the hospital train on his way to·
London he breathed h is last.
And now comes the curious part of the story. At the very
moment of his death in the hospital train, the Colonel appeared to
his old regiment in t he trenches in Flanders, in broad daylight,
when every man was at his post.
"Why, here's Colonel-! I didn't know he was back," .
r emarked the Corppany Sergeant-Major to the Company Com- ·
mander, as he p ointed out the well-known figure of their old chief,
standing there before them. The Company Commander sprang·
forward to greet him, but before he reached his side the apparition
had disappeared. And the qolonel was not only seen by these two,,
I
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=but by nearly all his men, who speak with bated breath of t heir
·experience to this day. For at the time he appeared to them in the
·trenches in Flanders they had thought he was still at Lemnos,
·though when they realized the nature of the apparition they were
filled with misgivings, which were confirmed a week later, when
·the mail arrived bringing the news of his death.

M . Ca mille Flammarion, in At the M oment of D eath,
prints a letter from which I make the following extract :
SAINT- MAUDE, SEINE,

January 21, 1918.

'My

D EAR 1.1ASTER:

I must tell you the following facts, for use in your important
.investigations.
O n August 25th, 19 14, Madame D-received a long letter
from her soldier-husband at the front, whicli made her happy and
f ull of confidence. The afternoon of that day there was a family
reunion. She asked her younger sister to sit down at the piano and
play a ballad of Chopin for her-one that she and her husband
particularly loved. Her sister did so. Suddenly (it was three
o'clock) the young woman rose, uttered a cry, a terrible cry, and
fell to the floor senseless. vVhen she came to herself, they questioned
her. Opening frightened eyes, she exclaimed: "What I have seen
js dreadful-dreadful! "
The family, affected by the poor woman's intense nervous-ness, did not dare to press her. I t was only upon the second day
following, when she seemed a little calmer, that she told them she
had seen, abruptly unrolled ·before her eyes, a terrifying field of
battle with horrible slaughter and in the midst of it all her dear
husband falling dead.
Some days afterwards they learned that on August 25th, at
three o'clock, this soldier had been mortally hurt. The young
woman's mother and several members of her family furnished me
.·confirmation of this dramatic scene. The coincidence of the vision
:and of what happened on the field of battle is beyond question.
MADAME A. MERCIER

The worth of this case, commen ts M . Flamm arion,
Jies in the precise coincidence of the death and the
vision, which h appened on the exact d ay wh en the
unfortunate lady had attained peace of mind.
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DEATH- BED VIsiONS

A volume entitled Death-Bed Visions by the late
Sir William Barrett, F.R.S., has recently been published. It contains a remarkable collection ofwell-attested
cases of visions seen by persons at the moment of
death. in many of these examples it is recorded that
the face of the dying person, who is usually suffering
much pain, lights up, and he exclaims that such and
such a person has come to take him away. In all the
cases mentioned the persons thus appearing to the
dying are those already dead, and there are some
examples, which are of the greatest evidential value, of
the appearance on these occasions of persons who have
previously died without the knowledge of the dying man
or woman, and in these cases the latter always expresses
surpnse. The following are examples in point:
In a neighbouring city were two little girls, J ennic and
Edith, one about eight years of.age and the other but a little older.
They were schoolmates and intimate friends. In June, 1889, both
were taken ill of diphtheria. At noon on Wednesday J ennie died.
The parents of Edith, and her physician as well, took particular
pains to keep from her the fact that her little playmate was gone,
for they feared the effect of the knowledge on her own condition.
To prove that they succeeded and that she did not know, it may be
mentioned that on Saturday, June 8th, at noon, just before she became unconscious of all that was passing about her, she selected
two of her photographs to be sent to Jennie, and also told her
attendants to bid her good-bye.
She died at half-past six o'clock on the evening of Saturday,
June 8th. She had roused and bidden her friends good-bye, and
was talking of dying, and seemed to have no fear. She appeared
to see one and another of the friends she knew were dead. So far
it was like other similar cases. But now suddenly, and with every
appearance of surprise, she turned to her father and exclaimed,
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"Why, papa, I am g~ing to ~akeJennie with me; you did not telD
me that J ennie was here!" And immediately she r eached out her·
arms as if in welcome, and said, "Oh, Jennie, I'm so glad you are
here ! " (p. 18.)
The Review Verdade e Luz of San Paolo, Brazil, in its.
num ber of September, 1924, has r emarks on a striking incident of
which the dying Adamina Lazaro was the heroin e . .
·
A few hours before her death, the patient said to h~r father·
that she saw near her bed several members of the family, all
deceased some years previously. The father attributed this declaration in extremis to a state of delirium, but Adamina insisted with
renewed force, and among the invisible " visitors" named her own
brother, Alfr edo, who was employed at the time at a distance of
423 kilometres, on the lighthouse of the port of Sisal. The father
was more and more convinced of the imaginary nature of these
visions, well knowing that his son Alfredo was in perfect health,
for a few days previously he had sent the best possible news of
himself. Adamina d ied the same evening, and the next morning
her father received a telegram informing him of the death of the
young Alfredo. A comparison of times showed that the dying girl
was still living at the time of the death of her brother. (p. 21.)

There is great wealth of evidence along the lines
of these two examples, and there is no reason to suppose
that the apparitions in these cases are anything but
wh at the dying p ersons suppose them to be. These
constitute, in fact, th e majority of the instances of
a pparitions returning to help, for the "dead " on the
astral plane .appear often to be aware of the fact when
some one whom they love is about to die. It is therefore true not only that the laws of our existence provide
for our future well-being, but also that the intimate
person al relationships of earth-life are usu ally preserved, so that in many cases loving relatives and friends.
are waiting with a welcome at tl;le threshold of the
world on the other side of death.

CHAPTER XIX

THOSE WHO RETURN TO HELP
MATERNAL LovE
SoME of the dead are still watching closely over certain
friends or relations in earth-life, and any manifestations
which they make are for the purpose of helping or
guarding these friends. One of the most beautiful of
such cases is related by Dr. John Mason Neale; though
I h ave already cited it in Invisible H elpers, I will
repeat it here, because it is one of th e clearest and most
obvious examples that I know, b esides being a delightful little story. Dr. Neale states that a man who had
recently lost his wife was on a, visit with his little
children at the country house of a friend . It was a
rambling m ansion, and in the lower part of it there
were long, dark passages, in which the children played
about with great delight. But presently they came
upstairs very gravely, and two of them related that as
they were running down one of the passages they
were met by their mother, who told them to go back
.again, and then disappeared. Investigation revealed
the fact that if the children had run but a few steps
24
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farther they would have fallen down a deep uncovered
well which yawned full in their path, so that the
apparition of their mother had saved them from almost
certain death.
In this instance there seems no doubt that the
mother herself was still keeping a loving watch over
her children from the astral plane, and . that (as has
happened in some other cases) her intense desire to
warn them of the d anger into which they were so
heediessly rushing gave her the power to make herself
visible and audible to them for the moment-or perhaps
merely to impress their minds with .t he idea that they
saw and heard her. It is possible, of course, that the
helper may have been some one else, who took the
familiar form of the mother in order not to alarm the
children; but the simplest hypothesis, and by far the
most probable, is to attribute the intervention to the
action of the ever-wakeful mother-love, undimmed by
the passage through the gates of death.
Another instance of mother-love, in which the
mother returned apparently to prepare her two daughters for the death 'of one of them, is related in M.
Camille Flammarion's After Death as follows:
My young friend Marguerite, who is now twenty-two, had the
misfortune to lose in the same year (1918) her father, her mother,
and her sister Jeanne, aged sixteen. Jeanne, who had always b een
in perfect health, began to sink soon after her mother's death; her
lungs became infected, and after having languished for five or six
months, she succumbed in her turn.
Marguerite and Jeanne, who loved each other very dearly
and were never separated, slept in the same room. Their grandmother had lived with them since the time they became c,>rphans.
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About two months' after their mother's death, Marguerite woke up
.one morning about five o' clock, and heard a rustling in the room .
.She opened her eyes and saw a silhouette, clad in black, glide to
the foot of her bed, draw near her sister's bed, bend over J eanne,
·who was asleep, and kiss her on the brow. Marguerite sat up,
·gazed more attentively, and said: "Why, it's Mamma!" At the
:same instant the shade stood erect and vanished as it had come.
The young girl, deeply affected, got up noiselessly, that she might
not disturb her sister (already a iling at that time) and ran to her
·g randmother's room. Her grandmother was sleeping soundly.
She awakened h er and asked: "Was it you who came and kissed
.Jeanne, in her bed? " And she told her what she had just seen.
" No, dear," her grandmother answered; " I didn't stir; you've
been dreaming. Go back to bed quickly, and sleep two whole
· hours longer."
Marguerite went back to her room, trying to persuade
herself that she had b een dreaming. But as she was getting back
·into bed her sister awakened and said to her : "0, what a pity
that you woke me up! I was so happy! While I was asleep
Mamma came and kissed me. She was dressed in black, as she's
always been since Papa died; she brushed against the foot of your
bed, then she came toward me. She bent over, and I felt her
'kiss roe on the forehead." Marguerite then told her of her vision.
How shall we explain this vision, if it was not the real
presence, in her children's room, of this mother, dead for two
·months, who had come back to place a kiss on the brow of her
.daughter who was soon to join her? Was it a physiological,
. spiritual, or astral presence? I do not know, but it was an indubitable presence, perceptible to the eyes of the girl who was
.awake, and to the sensibilities of her who was asleep.
Marguerite still had tean in her eyes when she gave me
the details of this scene. She is a healthy, robust young girl,
very alert, straightforward, and spontaneous, highly intellectual,
.and not in the least predisposed to morbid imaginings.
MADAME CoRNEILLE

DELIVERED FROM DANGER

It is always possible for the dead (or for the living
'helpers on the astral plane) to assume some familiar
form when . they so desire, in order that their message
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may. be more readily accept~d and acted upon in some:
emergency.
A remarkable story illustrating this· possibility is.
told in a volume called News from the Invisible Worldof Miss Elizabeth Smith, daughter of .Colonel Smith_
of Piercefield, on the river Wye. It appears from an
account drawn up by the lady herself that she had
started off upon a sketching expedition upon the hills
near. Ullswater, and in taking a short cut across the
mountain side near the cataract called Aira Force, she,
contrived to get herself into a position from which
there seemed no possibility of exit. She could neither
progress nor retrace her steps, and felt in horrible·
danger of falling.
Suddenly, however, as she swept the whole circuit of her ·
station with her a larmed eye, she saw clearly, about two hundred
yards beyond her own position, a lady in a white muslin morning- ·
robe, such as were then universally worn by young ladies until
dinner-time. The lady b eckoned with a gesture, and in a manner
that, in a moment, gave her confidence to advance; how, she
could not g uess, but in some way that baffled a ll p ower to retrace, .
it, she found instantaneously an outlet w hich previously had
escaped her. She continued to advan~e towards the lady, whom
now, in the same moment, she found to be standing upon the
other side of the ' force ' and, also, to be h er own sister.
.
H ow and why that young lady, whom she had left at home
earnestly occupied with her own studies, should have followed and
overtaken her, filled her with perplexity. But this was no situation for putting questions; for the guiding sister began to descend, _
and by a few simple gestures, just serving to indicate when Miss .
Elizab eth was to approach and when to leave the brink of the ·
torrent, she gradually led her down to a platform of rock, from
which the further descent was safe and conspicuous. T here Miss .
Smith .paused, in order to take breath from her panic, as well as to
exchange greetings and questions with her sister. But sister there
was none ! All trace of her }).ad vanished; and when, two hoursafter, she reached her hom e, Miss Smith found her sister in the :
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·same situation and employment in which she had left her; and
the whole family assured Elizabeth that her sister had never stirred
from the house.

There is nothing in this story to show us whether
the helper was drawn from the ranks of the dead or
the living. If the sister had been asleep at the
time, we might readily suppose that sh e herself had
observed Miss Smith 's condition of terror and danger,
and hastened to the rescue; but this idea is negatived
by the fact that the younger sister had remained
·engaged in the same occupation all the while. Some
one else, therefore, obviously took her shape, but
there is no definite proof that this was a dead person.
It will be seen that this power of personation is a
weapon which might as easily be employed for harm
as for good, and I have little doubt that there have
.been cases in which it has been so used. One of
the unsatisfactory points connected with the spiritualistic seance is the undoubted fact that personations often
;take place, and that it is quite impossible for the
.ordinary person wh o has not developed a high degree
.of clairvoyance to detect them.
THE CALL TO THE PRIEST

In Sights and Shado ws (pp. 94 et seq.) Dr. Lee
gives u s two interesting instances of the return of the
dead to obtain what they considered necessary spiritual
.consolation for their surviving relation. In the first
·case an old woman who has been dead ten years calls a
priest to attend a young man who is near his last end.
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The priest, on paying a visit to the house indicated,
finds no one ill there, but meets and converses with a
young man who, having been a Catholic in his earlier
years, had of late ·neglected the duties prescribed b y
his church. The priest persuades him to a make a
confession, and exhorts him to resmne a religious life.
In the night following the young m an dies of heartdisease, and on going to make arrangements for the
burial the priest finds the portrait of his mysterious.
visitor, and discovers that she was the mother of the
dead m an, but had herself departed this life ten years
previously. In the second case two little children call
a priest to the bedside of their dying father, describing
carefully exactly where he is to be found. The priest,
on visiting the dying man, discovers that he is quite
alone, and had been regretting that he h ad no one to
send to fetch his spiritual father. The children, wh om
he at once recognized from the priest's description,
had been dead for some time, but the exact period is
not given.
:NI. Camille Flammarion (At the Moment of Death,
pp. 188-191 ) quotes the case o[ a father who returned
to advise his son to prepare for dea th. The facts are
related by Dr. W. de Sermyn, a learned practising
physician, in his ~ork Contribution a l' etude de
Certaines Facultes Cerebrates Meconnus :
Jean Vitalis was a robust m an-stout, full-blooded, married,
thou gh without children; in perfect health. H e must have been
thirty-nine when he was suddenly attacked by a r aging fever and
by pains in his joints. I was his physician. T he symptoms were
those of acute articular rheumatism. The present-day treatment of
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this disorder, by salicyla tes, was not yet known. We then used
quinine, opium, potassium nitrate, colchicum, diuretic drinks, etc.
The disease would drag on for six to seven weeks, and in most
cases would result in a cure. Sometimes, however, death would
come in consequence of cardiacal or cerebral compUcations.

I was surprised, on the morning of the sixteenth day, to find
Jean Vitalis fully dressed, seated on his bed, smiling; he could
move his hands and feet quite freely, and no longer had the least
fever. I had left rum in a sad state the day before. The joints of
his shoulders, his elbows, his hands, his knees, his feet, were swollen
and painful. He had had a high fever, a nd I could not foresee that
I was going to find him so active and looking so well. Very calmly
he told me that he a ttributed his sudden cure to a vision which he
had had in the night. He assured me tha t his father, who had
been dead for some years, had a ppeared to him. Tllis is, approximately, what he said to me :
"My father came to visit me last night. H e entered my
room by that window which gives on the garden. First he looked
a t me fixedly from a distance, then drew near me, touched me all
over to take away my pain and my fever, then told me that I was
going to die this evening, at exactly nine o'clock. Just as he was
leaving he added that he hope~ I would prepare myself for death
like a good Catholic. I've sent for my confessor, who will soon
come; 1'm going to confess and to take communion, then I'll receive
extreme unction. I thank you very much for your good care; my
death won't be caused by any omission on your part. It's my
father who wishes it; he needs me, doubtless; he will come and
take me a t nine o'clock this evening."
He said all this very calmly, with a smiling countenance,
and a n expression of real contentment and happiness lighting up
his features.
" You've had a dream, an hallucination," I told rum, " and
I'm astonished that you put faith in it."
"No, no," he answered; " I was wide awake; it wasn't a
dream. My father really came; I saw rum distinctly, and heard
him; he seemed absolutely alive."
"But the prediction of your death at a fixed time--you
don't believe in it, do you, since you're cured?" ~
"My father can't have deceived me. I'm certain I am
going to die this evening, at the time he told me."
His pulse was full, calm, and regular, rus temperature
normal. Nothing indicated a patient seriously ill. Nevertheless, I
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warned the family that at times death came in cases of cerebral
rheumatism, and Dr. R., an old and excellent practising physician,
was called into consultation. He came, and made, in the presence
of the patient, a U sorts of jokes on the subject of his hallucination
and of. his fancied early death; but out of his hearing, befor e a
family gathering, h e said that the bra in was affected and that on
this account the outlook was gloomy.
. "The invalid;s calmness," he added, " is strange and
unusual. His belief in the objectivity of his vision and in his
imminent d eath is surprising. Ordinarily, people fear death, but
he doesn't appear to worry about it ; on the contrary, he seems
happy and content to die. Still," I can assure you that he doesn't
seem like a man who is going to die this evening; as for fixing
beforehand the moment of his death, that's farcical."
I went back about noon to see my patient, who inter ested
me keenly. I found him up, pacing up and down with a firm step,
without the least sign of weakness or of pain.
"Ah," he said to me, " I was waiting for you. Now that I
have confessed and taken communion, may I eat something? I'm
atrociously hungry, but I didn't want to take anything without your
consent."
As he had not the least fever, and as he gave every evidence
of being a man in perfect health, I allowed him to eat a beefsteak
with apples. I went back about eight o'clock in the evening. I
wished to be with the patien t, to see what he would do when nine
o'clock came. He was still gay ; he entered into the conversation
sanely and in high spirits. All the members of his family were
gathered in his room, laug hing a nd talking. His confessor, who
was there, told me that he had been obliged to yield to the patient's
repeated pleadings, and that he had just given him extreme
unction. " I didn't wish to oppose him," he added; " he insisted
so. Besides, it's a sacrament that _may be administered several
times."
There was a clock in the room, and Jean, of whom I never
lost sight, cast an anxious look in its direction from time to time.
When it stood at one minute to nine, and while they were still
laughing and talking, he got up from the sofa on which he was
sitting, and said quietly: " The time has come."
He kissed his wife, his brothers, his sisters, then he sprang
upon his bed with a great deal of agility . He sat down on it,
arranged the pillows; then, like an actor bowing to the public, he
bent his head several times, saying, "Good-bye, good-bye ! " He
stretched himself with no haste, and did not stir again. I went up
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:to him slowly, convinced that he was feigning death. To my great
:surprise, he had died, with no death-agony or death-rattle, without
.a sigh; he had died a death such as I had never seen. We hoped,
.at first, that it was only a prolonged swoon, a case of catalepsy.
The burial was long deferred, but we had to yield to the evidence"the corpse-like rigidity and the signs of decomposition which set in.

All these which we have instanced are examples of
isolated interventions, called forth b y the :mminence
of some special danger. But cases of definite longcontinued effort are not wanting, though th ey are
nat~rally less common, because, as h as been explained
in previous ch apters, the best and most h elpful of the
·dead are not likely to stay long ·within reach and sight
of the earth-life-unless, indeed, th ey specially devote
themselves ~o a certain piece ofwork connected with the
physical pla ne, as did the husband mentioned on p.l62.
AsTRAL PHILANTH ROPY

A remarkable case of the continuation after
·death of phi.lan thropical physical work is recorded by
Dr. M inot J. Savage in Ains!ee's Magazine for March ,
i. 902, vol. ix, p . ll 7. His account, much abridged, is
.as follows :
A few years ago there was a famous preach er to
the poor in the city of Boston. He and his wife were
both particularly interested in those who h ad few other
friends. In his old age this preach er had a colleagu e
to help him in his work among these poor people, and
ri.n due course of time the preach er, his wife and the
colleague died, the only survivor of the original b and
·Of devoted workers b eing the colleague's widow. This
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lady appears to have been mediumistic, or at any rate·
readily impressible. The dead preacher and his wife·
still retained their friendly interest in their poor
parishioners, and though many of these latter had
moved away into other towns, these devoted ministrants.
apparently never lost sight of them. They used to
impress the surviving widow to go and render such help
as they saw that any of their poor friends needed .
. For a series of years a loving labour of charity and help was
carried on, involving no glory, no n otoriety, no publicity, but the
opposite. It cost effort and money to carry on this work, and only
two or three intimate friends were ever let into the secret.
The widow lived in a town not far from Boston. She would receive
orders to go into town to such a street a nd such a number, and
would be told that there she would find such a nd such a person or
persons in such and such a condition, and she was to r ender them
the service that was needed.
Cases like this occurred over and over and over again. She
would follow these directions, knowing absolutely nothing about the
case except what had thus been told her, and she said that there
was never a mistake made. She always found the person and the
condition as they had been described to her, and she did for them
wha t their case r equired. In one instance she travelled to a city
in another state under orders like these, knowing not even the
name of the person she was to seek out, except that which had
been told her . She found the case, h owever, as it had been
reported, and r ender ed assistance. Not all of these were cases of
mere physical need. Some of them were .instances of rescue from
mortal pe.ril, descriptions of which would read like a chap ter in a
sensational story.
As a part of this general ministry, another happening is
worthy of record. The daughter of this old minister received explicit
orders (claiming to come from her father through his colleague's
widow as the medium) to enclose twenty dollars in an envelojJe and
send it to another town, directing it to an address of which she had
never heard. She hesitated about sending the money in this way,
and wanted to wait and get a cheque so as to avoid risk of loss .
She was peremptorily ordered, however, not to wait, as the matter
was one of immed~ate and vital importance. She sent the money
as thus directed, two ten-dollar bills. I have had the privilege of
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r eading the letter acknowledging its receipt. It was written with .
difficulty with a lead pencil, and the grammar and spelling were·
poor. It told a story of abuse and desertion on the part of the·
husband. The forsaken wife had done all she could to keep her ·
little family together. She had reached the end of her endeavours,
had just pawned her last bit of decent furniture, and with the·
proceeds had bought some charcoal and was making preparations .
to go .out of the world a nd take her children with her wh en the ·
money arrived.

This case is probably only a specimen of a con- .
siderable class of which the world never hears anything .
Perhaps extended philanthropy like this is not common,
but certainly the sp ecial guardianship of an individual
by sorne dead friend or relation is by no means unusual.
The mentor man ifests himself in various ways, sometimes through automatic writing , sometimes through
raps or by the u se of a planchette or ouija, sometimes
through dreams, perhaps most frequently through
strong mental impressions, which the person guided
probably calls infallible intuitioP..s.
THE MoNKS

It is not unusual for those who have served mankind during life to continue the same kind of work for
some time after the death of the physical body. Some ·
years ago I received a letter from an English gentleman, describing a striking example of the attendance ·
of a number of " dead " monks at the services of a
chapel in L ondon. He says :
My mother, in the later years of h er life, managed and
m a intained a small Hospital, St. Saviour's, Osnaburgh Street. She·
was a person of extreme views; the Hospital was run on religious .
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lines; . there was a· Chapel where Mass was said daily and the
Blessed Sacrament was reserved.
My Mother at different times made.two purchases for the
Chapel. One was a range of carved choir-stalls of great l~eauty,
which once graced the chapel of a Dominican Monastery in Hungary,
.and the other was som e r elics of undoubted authenticity with a
certificate from the Bishop of the diocese to which they belonged.
These came out of an Ita lian disestablished Franciscan Monastery.
T hey were secured in the reredos of the altar in a side-chapel.
From the time that these carvings a nd r elics were placed in
the Chapel, p ersons who are able to see these things saw, from
time to time, monks kneeling in prayer in the Chapel. They
wore the habits of the two orders I have mentioned.
They were seen by a brother officer of my brother's (Hullett
by name), a member of the Psychical Research Society, and he,
while knowing nothing of the orders, described the habits accurately. This gentleman was organist of a church in South London,
of which my brother was Precentor. 'When my mother died, we
had a choral Requiem Mass sung in the ChapeL My brother
brought the choir, and Hullett played the organ. After Service my
brother asked Hullett if he had seen the monks. "Yes," he said,
·" the Chapel was so full there was no room for them below, and
they stood by me in the organ loft, until the conclusion of the
Prayer of Consecratio n, when they disapp eared."
In the sequel, we had to make arrangements for the continu. ance of the Hospital. It is still conducted on religious lines, but
the chaplain does not r eserve the Blessed Sacrament. Since then
t he monks have never been seen, and in my opinion that is the
reason.

I see no reason to doubt in this case that many
·such monks were in the h abit of taking part in the
ceremony, to add ~heir devotion to the prayers of
the physical celebrant and his congregation. It is
no unusual thing for devotional persons to spend the
. greater part of their time on the astral plane going
.from one Church to another for this purpose. In this
.case some of the monks who had used the relics and
.-choir-stalls during life h ad perhaps felt the desire to
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follow their old familiar objects into their new setting,.
and had brought their friends . along also; but when
the new chaplain ceased to reserve the Blessed Sacra-·
ment they felt that the main reason for their visit no·
longer existed, and so they decided to transfer their
attentions to some other place.
GASPAR

It is more rarely that the guardianship manifests.
itself by the giving of advice in audible speech, but
of this also we have some instances. One is recorded
in Footfalls on the Boundmy of Another World, p. 339a case in which a family was for three years constantly
watched over and advised by a voice which every
member of it, and even their servants, repeatedly
heard. The dead man from whom the voice came
gave the name of Gaspar, but declined to furnish any
particulars as to his earth-life. His presence seems to
have been always a pleasure to all members of the
family, and his advice invariably turned out well.
He showed himself only twice, and in both cases
out of doors, dressed in a large cloak and a broadbrimmed hat suggestive of Southern Europe. He
never touched upon religious subjects, but always.
strongly advocated virtue and harmony.
In this case it does not appear that the dead counsellor was in any way refated to the family. He seems
just to h ave encountered them casually, found that
they were friendly and receptive, and so struck up
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:an acquaintance and remained in touch with them.
Evidently some member of the family must have been
~mediumistic, so that matter could be borrowed from
her in order to produce the physical voice and the
·two materializations. When they removed to another
·country he did not accompany them; possibly he mq.y
have been about to rise to a level from which communication would have been more difficult.
Sometimes a dead man returns merely in order to
-gi.ve advice, as seems to be the case in the following
:story, which presents some interesting features to the
:student.
IN A

CROWDED STREET

The speaker was Mr. David Dick, auctioneer, of 98 Sauchiehall Street, a young married man, about thirty-five, a member of
the Glasgow Ruskin Society.
" I have seen a ghost," h e said, "and I find it utterly
,impossible to explain it on any so-called natural grounds."
" ' 1\Tas it the ghost of a living or of a dead person?"
"A ghost of a dead person."
"How long had it been dead? "
"Six years."
"Where did you see it ? "
"In Glasgow."
"In the day or night?"
" At half past three in the afternoon, in broad daylight."
''But tell us how it occurred."
" I had left the office in Sauchiehall Street at half-past three
:in the afternoon. I was going on an errand to St. Vincent Street,
.and had my mind full ofmy business. I went along Sauchiehall
:Street and entered Renfield Street, where the ghost joined me."
" You knew it was a ghost? "
" Perfectly."
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" How did you know it _w as a ghost? "
" ·Because I recognized it at once."
" Did it speak to you? "
" It did."
" What did it say to you? "
" That I cannot tell you: it spoke of a matter which was
lmown only to myself."
" You answered ? "
" Yes, .and continued to walk on, the ghost accompanying
me exactly as if it had been an ordinary person. W e walked
down Renfield Street together, talking. T here was nothing in
the appearance of the ghost to impress any one who met it that
-it was not a living man. It wore a black coat and a flat felt hat
which I had seen worn only once in the lifetime of the deceased.
The part of R enfield Street we traversed together is about two
hundred and fifty yards long, and one of the busiest streets in
Glasgow. When I got to the corner of Vincent Street the ghost
vanish~d. I did not see it come, and I did not see it go; I only
·knew it was not there."
"Were you not frightened?"
" Not the least in the world."
" Did you ask it any question? "
"No, none ; I simply carried on the conversation which it
had begun."
" Did not its sudden disappearance disturb you? "
" Not at all; it j oined m e without notice, and left me as
·simply. I did not see it dissolve; it simply was nor there any
Jonger."
" And you knew the ghost? "
"Perfectly."
" Who was it, may I ask? "
" It was the ghost ofmy father."
" VI/ere you thinking of your father ? "
" Not at all."
"And when he spoke to you, were you not surprised?"
"Not in the least."
"Nm' inquisitive? "
"No, it seemed so natural. I was chiefly thinking of the
·place I was going to. In fact, it was not until the next day that I
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began to realize how strange it was that I had been speaking;
familiarly to my father, six years after he had died, in a busy
Glasgow Street. But that it was so I have not the slightest doubt
in the world. That I know. I have had no other experience of a .
similar nature; all that I know is that I did walk down Renfield
Street with my father six years after his death."
"The ' vision,' as you call it, suggested, without insisting,
that I was annoying myself too much about affairs which did not
really lie in my power, and that events might prove my worry
quite senseless, which they did. There was neither definite·
prophecy nor promise. Had there been I should have said the
' ghost ' was a pure swindle, my father having been a man so·
reserved that William the Silent was a chatterer to him."

This story was told directly to Mr. Stead by
Mr. Dick in 1891. He gives it in Real Ghost Stories
(p. 184) . The most remarkable feature in it is the
appearance of the dead person in broad daylight in a
busy street. But it will be observed that we have no·
evidence that any one else out of all the crowd in that
busy street saw the apparition; so that it is quite
possible that it may have been on ly a mental impression
made by the father upon the son. One of the strangest
things in the narrative is surely the preoccupation of
Mr. Dick, which was so great that it did not strike him
as remarkable that he should be conversing with his
father v,rhom he knew to be dead. In this case the
dead man appears to have 'been actuated by the desire
to give a piece of friendly advice, though with reference
to a matter which does not seem to have been of
primary importance.
More frequently, however, it is for some matter of
serious import that the depart~d break the customary
·silence . of the grave. It may well be that, as the·
Bretons think, if we were only less involved in our petty
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personal interests, we should much oftener have . the
b enefit of what may truly be called gh<;>stly counseL
But as ma tters stand . at present we ourselves usually
put su ch serious difficulties in the way of any communication, and our friends who die are so little in the
_habit of regarding such communication as possible,
th at it is only und er stress of some really cogent reason
th at most of them endeavour to reach us. Not infrequently they visit some one whom they love in orde~
to warn him of his own approaching death. In some
cases . their wish to do this com.es from th e religious
theory as to the necessity of special preparation for
dea th; in others, it is simply the desire to give the man
time to make his arrangements, or to en able him by
such premonition to lessen the shock to 'his family and
friends. A recent example of an apparition with this
object is given by Dr. Minot J. Savage in the same
article from which we quoted the story ofthe philanthropic preacher.· He relates it as follows :
A PATERNAL VVARNING

This case occurred about a couple of years ago here in the
immediate vicinity of New York. There was a cer tain young man
who had been studying abr oad. H e had been at H eidelberg
University. He was of anything but an imaginative temperament.
Tall and stalwart in build, he had a reputation as.an athlete. His
favourite studies were mathematical, physical and electrical.. He
had returned home from abroad, a nd, so far as anybody knew, was
in perfect health. He was at the summer home of his mother. I t
was his ha bit after dinner to go out on the piazza and walk up and
down w hile sm~king his pipe. One evening he came quietly in and,
witqout talking with anybody, went to bed. The next morning he
went into his mother' s room b«fore she '~as up and la id his ha nd on
her cheek in order to awaken her quietly. Then he said: "Mother;
25
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I have som ething very sad to tell you . You must brace yourself,
and be strong to bear it." Of course she was startled, and asked
him what he was talking about. He said: "Mother, I mean j ust
what I am saying. I am going to die very soon."
When his mother, startled and troubled, pressed him for an
explanation, he said: "Last night, when I was walking up and
down the piazza, smoking, a spirit appeared and walked up· and
down by my side. I have r eceived my call, and am going to die."
The mother, of course, was seriously troubled, and wo nder ed
whether anything might be the matter with him. She therefore
sent for the doctor and told him t he story. The doctor made a
careful examination, said there was nothing the matter, treated the
whole thing as a bad dream or a hallucination, told him to pay no
attention to it, a nd said that within a few days they would be
laughing at themselves for letting such a thing worry them.
The next morning the young man did not seem quite as well
as usual, and the doctor was sent for a second time. Again he said
there was nothing the matter, and tried to laugh them out of their
fears. The third morning the young m an appeared in still poorer
condition, and the third time the physician was summoned. H e
now discovered a case of appendicitis. An operation was performed, and the young man died in a couple of days. From the
time of the vision until his death not more than five days had gone by .
Some time after this exper ience the mother visited a psychic
here in New York. She made no previous appointment, but went
as a perfect stranger and waited her turn. The son cla imed at once
to be present, and told his mother a whole series of very remarkable
things, which by no possibility could the psychic ever have known.
Then, in a nswer to the question, " \1\1110 was it that you saw that
night?" (the question being purposely so framed as not to seem to
refer to anybody out of the body) he at once replied: "It was my
father." T he father had been dead for some years, and the mother
bad m·a rried again.
·-

Many of th e ancestral apparitions connected _with
some of our old families seem to have taken upon
themselves this office of warning their descendants
when the close of their earthly sp an is approaching.
Usually their desire to do this seems to be an outcome
of inordinate pride of race; but sometimes it appears
to be undertaken with the idea that it is in some sort
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:an expiation for foul deeds done in the flesh, and in
other cases it is simply due to warm affection for their
posterity, or deep interest in the honour of the house.
It is in the great families where this interest has
.become a dominant passion that such appearances are
most common.
ANCESTRAL APPARITIONS

The story of the White Lady of Neuhaus is one
-of the well-authenticated accounts of family ghosts.
:She is identified by existing portraits as the daughter
. of Ulrich von Rosenburg and Katharine ofWartenburg,
and lived about the middle of the fifteenth century.
'There is nothing in so much of her history as is known
to explain her long continued stay in the immediate
·neighbourhood of the earth, unless the fact that she led
a very unhappy married life may in some way or other
be connected with the question. At .any rate, for some
centuries now she seems to have been showing herself
at intervals, and her appearance is always connected
with deaths in certain high families closely related to
her. It is universally understood a mong her descendants
that her intention is benevolent, and that her object is
·to give timely warning of dissolution to those in whom
·she is interested.
T}:le Black Lady of Darmstadt is another of these
historical revenants. Three recent cases of her .appearance are given by Dr. Lee in his book Sights and
.Shadows, p. 73, and in each of them it was followed
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very speedily by the death of a member of the royal
house. In h er case there is this curious additional
complication, that she seems intolerant of any inter-·
ference with her movement; for on one occasion, when
a young officer endeavoured to seize her or to fire upon
her, he was f0und dead, though without any sign of
external injury, but his gun was broken, its barrel
twisted like a corkscrew, and wholly detached from the
splintered stock.
Sometimes . an ancestor arranges to warn his
descendants of impending death by methods which,.
while equally effective, are much less inconvenient to
· himself than a continued haunting must be. He·
provides for them something in the nature of a re-·
cognized omen, and no doubt feels that posterity ought
to be grateful to him, though I imagine that his.
expectations in this respect are by no means invariably
fulfilled. Omens, however, belong to another division
of our subject, which will be treated in due course.
V•le have on record a large number of instances in
which two people, while living, have made an agreement
that whichever of them died first should return and
make himself visible to the other-usually with the·
object of convincing him of the reality of the life ·after
death. We can imagine many reasons which might
prevent the fulfilment of so rash a promise; yet there
are not a few cases before us in which such an undertaking has been carried out to the letter. From them
I will select two or three as specimens, commencing by
quoting from Mr. Andrew :Lang's Dreams and Ghosts,.
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p. 97, the well-known story told by Lord Broughamwell known not for its singularity, for there are many
:in every way equal to it, but because of the eminence
.and repu~ation of the author. The account is somewhat condensed, in order to save space.
LoRD B ROUGHAM's STORY

At one in the morning, arriving at a decent inn (in Sweden),
we decided to stop for the night, and found a couple of comfortable
rooms. Tired with the cold of yesterday, I was glad to take
.advantage of a hot bath before I turned in. And h ere a most
r emarkable thi ng happened to me-so remarkable that I must tell
the story from the beginning.
After I left the High SchQol, I went with G., my most
intimate friend, to attend the classes in the University . . . \Ne
· .actually committed the folly of drawing up an agreement, written
with our own blood, to the effect that whichever of us died first
should appear to the other, and thus solve any doubts we had
entertained of the life after death. G. went to India, years passed,
.and I had nearly forgotten his existence. I had taken, as I have
said, a warm ba th, and while lying in it and enjoying the comfort
of the heat, I turned my head round, looking towards the chair on
which I had deposited m y clothes, as I was a bout to get out of the
bath. On the chair sat G., looking calmly at me. How I got out
of the bath, J know not, but on recovering my senses I found
myself sprawling on the floor. The apparition or whatever it was
that had taken the likeness of G. had disappeared. . .. So strongly
was I affected by it that I have here written down the whole
history, with the date, 19th December, and all the particulars, as
·they are now fresh before me.

On 16th October, 1862, Lord Brougham copi~d
this extract for his autobiography, and says that on his
arrival at Edinburgh he r~ce~ved a letter from India,
announcing that G. had died on the 19th December.
Another well-authenticated case of this appearance
·of a dead man in fulfilment of a promise is that
·m which the Rev. Theodore Buckley, one of the
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chaplains of Ch~ist Church, Oxford, showed himself"
three days after his death to his friend Mr. Kenneth
Mackenzie. (Glimpses in the T wiliglzt, p . 82.)
Another example is the agreement made between
M ajor Sydenham and Captain Dyke, that whichever of them might die first should appear to the sur-·
vivor at a certain summer-house in Major Sydenham's
grounds at midnight on the third day after his.
departure from this physical plane. The Major died
first, and the Captain duly kept the tryst, but
the :rvfajor failed to put in an appearance, though
his friend waited from 11.30 till 2 o'clock. Six weeks
l~ter, however, he showed himself clearly in the
Captain's bedroom, and explained that he was unab le
to keep the appointment, but that there certainly was a
future life-which h ad app arently been the subject of
their discussions. He said nothing as to the nature of
the obstacles which had prevented him from coming
before, but we may readily imagine that he had not
fully regained consciousness so soon after· his deathor, if he was conscious, he may h ave been unable to
effect a materialization for any one of various reasons.
The story may be found in Glanville's Sadditcismus.

Triumphatus.
THE MISSING MoNEY

In a later chapter I will mention some cases of
earth-bound persons who dying without having discharged certain small debts, felt th at they could not
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pursue the no~mal course of life in the other world
until they h ad found some one to p ay what was du.e on
their behal£ The following instance (from After D eath;
p. 84) also relates to money matters, but in this case
the d esire of the appa rition was to help the living.
The account was sent to M .. Flammarion from H yeres~
on M ay 31, 1899. The story was told to the narrato~
b y a neighbour, a wom an estimable from every point
<?f view, "simple, truthful, a nd sincere ". She said :
Three days had passed since we lost our father through
sudden d e.a th. (He died of congestion of the brain.) Since it was
customary in our house for my fa ther to pay all expenses, he a lone
had charge of the money. H e was in the habit of putti ng it-his
ideas wer e a little odd-in certain places more or less hidden
from us.
·
After the funeral, when we wished to settle up everything,
my mother, in order to pay pr essing bills, began to look for the sum.
from which household and all other expenses were taken. ' "e
were certain that my father had hidden· it somewhere. I t was
probable that the amount was very small.
The whole family-my mother, myself, and two boysbegan a search . We looked from attic to basement, with no more
resu lt than if we had not looked at a ll. My mother was i n
despair, since sh e had counted on the money to pay household
and other expenses with. vVe did not know which way to turn,
and were all in the deepest misery.
I n the course of the third night, between eleven and midnight, I suddenly heard steps descending the stairs which led to
the hay-loft. T hese steps ha lted on t he landing before the door of
my room, and immedia tely I heard the la tch lifted and t he door
creak. And my father 's well-known voice reached my ears, callin g
thr ee t i!lles : " Bap tistine, my child ! " As you may well suppose,
I was more dead than alive. My girl cousin was sleeping with
m e; I p ushed her with all the strength I had left, trying to wake
her. It was useless; she slept on undisturbed . T hen I answered
m y father, but in a voice so choked by emotion that only with
difficulty could I utter the two wor ds : " My fa ther! "
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"Listen, my child," he said. "Since I left you, you have
been greatly worried and have suffered most terribly because you
can't. find the money. Well, it's in an old packing-case that once
had oranges in it; the box is in the room behind the kitchen. I t is
divided into compartments; there are bags of several kinds of grain
on one side of it. And on the other side, at the very bottom, under
some rags, is the money which is causing you so much suffering!
Good-bye, my child."

I need not add that the whole family was at once up and
about; some minutes afterward we found the hoard .
HILARION MARQUAND

Following his usual method of inquiry, M . Flammarion requested the writer of the foregoing to ask for
confirmation of the account. He received the following
reply :
I am very happy to oblige you. This morning I went to the
Widow Eugene Ardouin's garden (nee Baptistine Pons); she was
picking strawberries. In a few words I explained to her the reason
for my visit.
I read her the letter which I had the honour of writing you ;
I asked her if the account contained in it were identical with the
one she had given as to her father's apparition. She answered:
" That was it."
Then I said : "You must do me a kindness. You must send
Monsieur Flammarion a simple story of the incident, as you remember it now." She began to smile, saying that that was quite
impossible, since she did not know how to write! I was most
distressed. I had her tell me, once more, how it h ad all happened;
she did so with pleasure, but with much emotion.
"Were you sure you weren't asleep? "
cr 0, quite sure; he made a loud noise, coming down the
attic stairs; you'd have said he was dragging chains with him."
"But how was it that your bedroom-a young girl's bedroom, particularly-:was closed only with a latch? "
" Why, you see," she answered, "we weren't in the habit of
locking the doors, in our home."
"And the sum of money," I said to her. "How much was
there?"
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" Fifteen hundred francs. I still seem to see that old worm·eaten box, full of bags of grain on one side, and on the other side
1:he sum that had worried us so."
I asked, finally, " Couldn't it. have been your intense desire
to find the money which made you dream of this sum and of your
:father?"
"No, no," she answered. "I was too young, then, to think
.of anything so practical as money. And then, how could my wish
have made me discover the hiding-place?"

A somewhat similar case, though apparently it
·occurred in a dream, is the story of the recovery of
thirteen lost cantos of the Paradiso of Dante. Professor
Lombroso refers to it in his After Death-What?
(p. 34), a nd gives us some extracts from Boccaccio's
Life of Dante, where it is told.
When Dante Alighieri died, his sons Jacopo and
'Pietro at once · began to collect the d~fferent parts of
the great poem, which were scattered here and there.
For months they searched in vain for a portion which
·seemed necessary to complete the work. Then Jacopo
had a vision. He " saw his father come to him,
dothed in the whitest garments and his face resplend·ent with an extraordinary light," and asked him
:among other things about . the missing portion of
the Paradiso. The spectre then led him by the
hand to the chamber where he had usually slept
.and directed him to a spot on one of the walls. " At
these words both Dante and .sleep fled fromjacopo at
·once," a~d he rose and informed a friend. " They set
·off together, and went to the designateq place, and
there they found a blind or curtain of matting affixed
to the wall. Upon gently raising this, they saw a little
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window never b~fore seen by any of them, nor did.
any one know if was there. In it they found several'.
manuscripts, all mouldy from the .dampness of the
walls, so much so that if they had remained there much
longer they would have been spoiled. Having tenderly
brushed away the mould and read them, they saw that.
they were the thirteen cantos so long sought by them."

DE OLINDA
It freq uently occurs that the influence of the dead
person upon the living is so slight as to give only a .
delicate sensation of the presence of the apparition, not
amounting to definite vision. Such was the well-known
case of Deo linda, published in the Revista de Ciencias ·
Psiquicas of Caracas (Nov. 1913), as follows:
Dr. Cabral, head of "El Atheneu Brasileiro," relates that
he had taken care of a poor, deserted girl named Deolinda, who ·
had died of consumption. Some time afterwards the doctor had
accepted tbe hospitality of his friend, Monsieur Barbosa de
Andrade, who lived in a rather out-of-the-way place. Monsieur·
Andrade's sister had just fallen so seriously ill that it was necessary to look after her during the nig ht.
This is the doctor's story :
One night, when I had finished my rounds, I was so tired .
that I went at once to bed. Two sisters, Mesdames Ana and
Felicia Diaz, took my place at the invalid's bedside. I had scarcely
stretched myself out on my bed when I was pervaded by an intense ·
feeling of well-being. I could not account for this sensation. Soon
I had an impression that some object was touching m y head, as .
though some one were wrapping me up in something. Astonished
at this feeling, I called to the two ladies who were on duty in the
next room. Madame Felicia Diaz said to m e : 'I see a young girl,
dressed in white, at the h ead of your bed; she's putting a wreath .
of roses on your forehead. She says that her name is Deolinda,.
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and that she has come to show her gratitude for the generositywith which you cared for her.'
I was greatly astonished by this statement. I recalled the·
fact that it was the anniversary of D eolinda's death; neither I nor
any one else had thought of this. I had never spoken to any one·
in that house of what I had done for Deolinda.
DR. CABRAL

This account is hereby confirmed by the following signatures : Manuel Barbosa de Andrade, Madame Emilia Barbosa de·
Andrade, Madame An_a Ines Diaz Fortes .

We quote the case from After Death (p. 259) which
derived it from Professor Sidgwick's Inqui1y as to
Hallucinations. A committee composed of Professors
Sidgwick and Myers, Mr. Frank Podfllore, Mrs. Sidgwick
and Miss Alice Johnson issued the following deductions
(Pro. S. P. R., vol. x, ·p. 385):
If one wishes to exclude the possibility of any r eal interven-tion on Deolinda's p~u-t, one must assume : ( 1) that Dr. Cabral
remembered subconsciously that that day was the anniversary of
the young girl's death; (2) that the memory gave rise in him,
through association, to his feeling of happiness and his tactile
sensations, without, however, influencing his conscious memory;
(3) that the subconscious recollection was transmitted, telepathi-cally, to the lady who saw the deceased. L et us acknowledge t hat
this triple hypothesis seems forced and artificial beyond all measure,
and that a small number of similar cases, as precisely substantiated
as this, lead us to grant the r eality of manifestations after death~

CHAPTER XVI

VISITS JUST BEFORE DEATH
DESIRES OF THE DYING

WE find a large number of instances in which these
;astral visits have been p aid when the visitor was just
:at the point of death-the time when the physical body
is naturally at its weakest, and its hold upon the astral
particles is consequently slight. At such a moment
the strong desire in this direction seems readily to
bring about its own fulfilment; indeed, it is quite
certain to do so either just before or-just after the final
departure from the body. If the physical conditions
should be such as to prevent the man from leaving his
body until he does so finally, then as soon as he is free
he carries out the wish upon which his mind is fixed;
but in that case he is a genuine apparition, and so
.comes under the h ead to be treated in our next chapter:
.Still, there are many instances in which it can be
.clearly proved that such a visit took place some time
before the actual moment of qeath, an d those properly
belong to our present division of the subject. Such is
the well-known case ofMary Gaffe, ofRochester (which
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I quote m my book on Clairvoyance) of. which
Mr. Andrew Lang remarks: "Not many stories have
:such good evidence in their favour." I will not repeat
that narrative here, but will instead give one very similar
to it, possessing the same characteristics of abundant
verification at both ends of the line. It is quot~d from
Dr. F. G. Lee's Glimpses of the Supernatural, vol. ii,
p. 64. (I may mention that I myself personally knew
Dr. Lee well, belonged to his Confraternity of Our
Lady and St. Thomas, and often assisted in the choir
.of his Church, All Saints, Lambeth.)
FROM EGYPT TO TORQ.UAY

A lady and · her husband (who held a position of some
distinction in I ndia) were returning home (A.D. 1854), after an
absence of four years, to join a fainily of young children, when the
former was seized in Egypt with an illness of a most alarming
character, and grew so weak that little or no hope of her recovery
-existed. The only point which seemed to disturb her mind, after
the delirium of fever had p assed away, was a deep-seated desire to
see her absent children once again, which she frequently expressed
to those who attended upon her. Day after day, for more than a
week, she gave utterance to her longings and prayers, remarking
that she would die happily if only this one wish could be gratified.
On the morning of the day of her departur~ she fell into a
long and heavy sleep, from which her attendants found it difficult
t o arouse her. During the whole p eriod of it she lay perfectly
tranquil. Soon after noon, however, she suddenly awoke, exclaiming: '' I have seen them all ! I have seen them! God be praised! "
.and then slept again till towards evening, when she died.
The children of the dying lady were being educated at
Torquay under the supervision of a friend of the family. Two
.apartments on one floor, perfectly distinct, were occupied by them
:as play and recreation rooms. All were there gathered together;
no one of the children was absent. They were amusing themselves
with games of chance, books and toys, in company of a nursemaid
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who had never seen their parents. All of a sudden their mother7
as she usually appeared, entered the larger room of the two, paused~
looked for some moments at each and smiled, passed into the next
room, and then vanished away. Three of the elder chiLdren recognized her at once, but were greatly disturbed and impressed at her
appearance, silence and manner. The younger and the nursemaid
each and all saw a lady in white come into the smaller room, and
then slowly glide by and fade away.

The date of this occurrence, September lOth, 1854,
was carefully noted, and it was afterwards found that
the two events above recorded happened almost
contemporaneously. A record of the event was committed to paper, and transcribed on a fly-leaf of the
family Bible, from which the above account was taken .
~n another book by the same author Glimpses in
the Twilight, p. 94) we read how a Quaker lady dying
at Cockermouth was clearly seen and recognized in
daylight by her three children at Settle, the remainder
of the story being practically identical with that given
above. This story also seems to be fully and definitely
attested.
A

SciENTIST's SISTER

The distinguished scientist, Dr. C. J. Romanes
recounted to the Society for Psychical Research an
e~perience . in which his sister appeared to him shortly
before her death. (Proceedings, vol. xi, p. 440.)
Toward the end of March, 1878, in the middle of the night
and at a time when I considered myself awake, I thought I saw
the door near the head of my bed open, and a white form come in,
which grazed the head of the bed as it passed, came to a halt at
its foot, and stood before me; this allowed me to see that hs head
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.and body were enveloped in white veils. Suddenly; lifting its hand,
the form withdrew the veils which hid its face, and I was able to
distinguish the features of my sister, who had been ill for some
time in that very house. I called to her, crying out her name, and
I saw her vanish instantly.
The following day, a little disturbed by this occurrence, I
called Dr. Jenner into consultation, whose diagnosis was that my
sister had only a few days to live. And, indeed, so it was.
I enjoyed perfect health, and was not a prey to anxiety of
any kind. My sister was in the care of our regular physician, who
had suspected nothing serious in the illness, so that I had not been
disturbed, or my sister either. Apart from these singular observations, I have never had a vision of any sort.-C. J. RoMAN ES .

I will add here a rather striking instance of the
same nature which was related to me personally many
years ago, though I have no authority from the distinguished person principally concerned to give his name
to the public. The experience occurred to him while
still at college.
A

THRICE-REPEATED VISIT

It seems that one night he had retired to bed
somewhat earlie~ than usual, having locked the outer
door of his sitting-room, but leaving that between the
latter apartment and his bed-room standing open. In
the sitting-room a large fire was blazing brightly, flooding the place with its cheerful light, and rendering
every object as distinctly visible as at noonday. It was
half-past ten, and he had just laid himself down in
blissful expectation of a long and uninterrupted sleep,
when, stan~ing in the doorway between the two rooms,
in the full glare of the light, he saw the figure of
his father. Surprise held him motionless for a few
21
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seconds-nay, he ' thought that h e must have watched.
the play of the firelight :upon that sad, earnest fa ce for a
w hole minute-when the figure raised its hand and
beckoned him to come. This dissolved the spell "Yhich
seemed to hold him in its grasp, and he sprang from
the bed and rushed towards the door; but before he
could reach it the figure had vanished!
Startled beyond expression, he searched both sitting-room and bed-room thoroughly, but easily convinced himself that he was entirely alone; there was
nowhere for an intruder to hide, and the outer door
was securely locked as he had left it. Besides, the
figure had been distinctly and unmistakably that of
his father, looking-except for the intense yearning
expressed in his' face-exactly as ·when he h ad last seen
him on ly a few weeks b efore; and he was quite conv inced that no college joker could have deceived him
on this point. He was at last forced to conclude that
he must have been the victim of an illusion, h ard
though it was to bring himself to such an opinion when
he recollected the natu ral appearance of the figure and
the play of the firelight on its face ; so he once again
composed himself to rest.
The shock, however, h ad banished sleep for the
time: and he lay watching the flickering shadows on
the wall for m ore than an hour before he felt himself
sinking again into unconsciousness. Whether h e had
actually fallen into a doze, or was only on the p oint of
doing so, he was una ble to say; but he was suddenly
startled into complete wakefulness by the reappearance
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<Of the figure in the doorway, with the same intense
expression on its face, and beckoning to him, if possi.ble, even more earnestly than before. Determined
that this time, at least, it should not elude him, he
·sprang with one bound from his bed to the door, and
-clutched violently at th~ apparition; but he was again
doomed to disappointment. The appearance seemed
-exactly the same even when he was within a yard of it,
yet his outstretched hands grasped only the empty air,
and once more the strictest search only confirmed what
was already certain-that it was utterly impossible for
any bodily presence either to have escaped from the
rooms or concealed itself in them.
Like most young men, he had been more or less
sceptical upon the subject of app aritions, and, though
seriously startled b y what h e had seen·, he endeavoured
to reason himself into the belief that it was due to a
mere trick of the imagination, arising perhaps from
some unsuspected bodily ailment. After bathing his
forehead with cold wa-ter, he therefore retired to rest
·once more, firmly resolving not to allow his mind to
·dwell upon what h e considered the dream of a distempered brain. As he lay down, the various college
docks chimed midnight, and, with visions of early
chapel in his mind, he made the most strenuous efforts
ito obtain the sleep of which he felt so much need.
· At last he was successful, but it seemed to him
that he could have been but a few moments unconsci-o us when he awoke with a start, with that feeling of
-causeless terror at his heart which so often overcomes
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persons of highly nervous organization when suddenly
roused from deep slumber. The fire in the sittingroom had burnt low, and instead of the cheerful
dancing light he had seen as he fell asleep, there was:
now only a dull red glow upon wall and ceiling; but
there in the doorway, clearly defined in the midst of
that glow, stood his father's figure once more! This
time, however, there was a distinct difference in both
its expressio.n and its action; instead of the intense
yearning which had been so clearly visible before,
there was a look of deep though resigned regret, and
the raised hand no longer eagerly beckoned him to·
approach, but slowly and sorrowfully waved him back
as he fixed his horror-stricken gaze upon the vision.
Instead, too, of vanishing instantly, as before, its outlines became indistinct and it seemed to fade gradually
away into the dull red glow upon the wall.
Only upon its disappearance did our young friend
recover the power of motion, and his first act was to
draw forth his watch and look at the time. It was ten
minutes to two-far too early either to arouse any one
else or to obtain any sort of conveyance for his homeward journey-for home he at once resolved to go.
His father-the rector of a distant country parishhad been perfectly well when he left him a few weeks
before, nor had he since heard anything to alarm him
in any way; but, profoundly impressed as he was by
the recurrence of the vision, and convinced at last that
there was in the matter something of what is usually
called the supernatural, he felt that it would be
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impossible for him to rest until he had satisfied himself
by ocular demonstration that his father was alive and
well. He made no further attempt to sleep, and at the
earliest moment when he thought such an application
possible, he sought an interview with the head of his
-college, explained his fears to him, and set out for
home without delay.
The day of rapid travel somewhat weakened the
impression that the events of the night had produced
upon him, and when, as the shades of evening were
b eginning to fall, he drove up the well-known lane
leading to the rectory, it was scarcely more than a
latent uneasiness which clouded his pleasant anticipations of the astonished greeting of the home circle. It
gave him a sudden shock, on coming within sight of
the house, to see that all the blinds were drawn closely
·down; true, it was already growing dusk, but he knew
that his father loved the twilight hour, and would never
:admit ca:p.dles until they were absolutely necessary;
.and a nervous apprehension of he hardly knew what,
·overpowered him so completely that for some moments
he was unable to knock at the door. When at last he
:summoned courage to do so it was opened by the
butler-one who had served in the family for many
years-whom he had known since childhood; but the
first glimpse of this old retainer's face revived in a
moment all his worst apprehensions.
"Ah! sir," said the man, "you are too late! If
you could only have ~orne last night! Yes " (in answer
to his horrified enquiries), "yes, the master is gone;
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and almost the only words he spoke after he was takell!
ill were to say how he longed to see you. It was ten
o'clock last night when the fit took him, and half an
hour afterwards, as soon as he was able to speak, the·
first thing he said was: ' Send for my son; I must see·
my son once more.' We told him that a messenger
should be sent with the first dawn of the day, but he
scarcely seemed to hear us, for he had fallen b ack into·
a . kind of tra nce. Then at a quarter to twelve he·
roused up for a few momen ts, but all he said was :.
' How I wish my son were here! ' And then again just
the moment before he died-ten minutes to two it was.
-he opened his eyes and seemed to know us all.
though he was too weak .to say much; but he just.
whispered: ' I am going; I should like to have spoken
to m y dear son once more, but I shall not live to see·
him now.' And then h e passed away so peacefully it
seemed as though he had but fallen asleep."
Such was our friend's first experience of life on
the super-physical plane-one of a class by no means.
uncommon, though perhaps an unusually perfect and
striking example of its kind. At any rate, it is not
difficult to believe the remark of the narrator, that it
produced on him an impression which time was powerless to obliterate-an impression which coloured hi&
whole after-life.
How many there are among us who have beerr
profoundly affected-nay, whose entire characters even
have been changed-by one short glimpse of that
world which is ever close around us, though commonly
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veiled from our eyes! Few people care to speak of
such things in this blind and sceptical age, but any
one who takes the trouble to make quiet and earnest
enquiries among his friends will be surprised to discover
how much more common than he had supposed such
experiences are.
Seventy years ago, when scepticism was still
more rapidly rampant than it is now, and when
there was far less knowledge on such subjects than
we possess to-day, Lord Lytton wrote in A Strange
Story:
Be my readers few or many, there will be no smaiJ proportion of them to whom, once at least in the course of their
existence, a something strange and eerie has occurred-a something
which has perplexed and baffled rational conjecture, and struck
on those chords which vibrate to superstition. It may have been
only a dream unaccountably verified-an undefinable presenunent
or forewarning; but up from such slighter and vaguer tokens of
the realm of marvel-up to the portents of ghostly apparitions or
haunted chambers, I believe that the greater number of persons
arrived at middle age, however instructed the class, however
civilized the land, however sceptical the period to which they
belong, have either in themselves experienced or heard record ed
by intimate associates whose veracity they accept as indisputable
in all ordinary transactions oflife-phenomena which arc not to
be solved by the wit that mocks them, nor, perhaps, always and
entirely, to the contentment of the reason or the philosophy that
explains them away. Such phenomena, I say, are infinitely more
numerous than would appear from the instances currently quoted
and dismissed with a jest; for few of those who have witnessed
them are disposed to o·wn it, and they who only hear of them
through others, however trustworthy, would not impugn their
character for common sense by professing a belief to which.
common sense is a merciless persecutor. But he who reads my
assertion in the quiet of ills own room will perhaps pause, ransack
his memory, and find there, in some dark corner which he
excludes from 'the babbling and remorseless day,' a pale recollection that proves the assertion not untrue.
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In our day, mainly owing to the exertions of the
Theosophical Society and the Society for Psychical
Research, these subjects are rega:r:ded much more
rationally than they were in Lord Lytton's time, and
we can speak more d efinitely and precisely about them;
but what he h as written above is just as true now as it
was then.
In the cases already cited we can understand that
the difficulties which for the normal man lie in the way
of a conscious astral journey were overcome by the
motive power of a strong desire, founded upon an
imperative need. There are, however, instances on
record in which under favourable circumstances (such,
for example, as a long period of unconsciousness prei:eding death) a simple wish connected with the ordinary
and unimportant affairs of daily life may produce the
same result.
DouBLE DEMANDING PHOTOGRAPHS

A striking and unimpeachably a uthenticated
instance of the manner in · which a strong wish, even
~onnected with the most trivial matters, may produce
the apparition of the double when a man is near d eath,
and therefore his . principles are rea dily separable, is
given in Real Ghost Stories (p. 101). It occurred in
January, 1891, and the apparition was seen in a shop
in a broad, busy street in Newcastle, at eight o'clock in
~he morning. The shop was a photographer's, and the
double walked in in the most matter-of-fact ~ay, and
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:asked for some photographs of himself which had been
-taken neafly a month previously. They were not
.ready, and he was asked to call again, but said he had
·been travelling all night and could not do so. No one
.at the time suspected that there was anything abnormal
about his visit, but a week later his father called, and
·it was found that at the time when he had appeared at
the shop, his body had been lying in bed at h ome,
unconscious, that he never recovered consciousness,
.and died at 2.30 the same afternoon. Mr. Dickinson,
the photographer who interviewed the double, had not
·seen him on his previo-us visit in the flesh to be
:photographed, but when he saw the portrait which h ad
been taken on that occasion, he at once recognized it
.as that of the person who h ad called on the morning in
question. Mr. Stead remarks of this story: " We rna y
turn it which way we will; there is no hypothesis
which will fit the facts except the assumption that there
is such a thing as a thought-body, capable of locomotion and speech, which can transfer itself wherever it
:pleases, clothing itself with whatever clothes it desires
.to wear, which are phantasmal like itself."
What Mr. Stead here calls a thought-body we
·should regard as far more probably the man himself
·employing his astral vehicle; but there are cases to
·which the term thought-body may properly be applied
-those which are called in Germany doppelg~nger, or
.apparitions of the double of a living man, he being
·usually entirely unconscious of what occurs. 'fo them
we will devote a separate chapter.

CHAPTER XVII

THOUGHT -BODIES
THE AcTION oF THouGHT-BODIES

students of Theosophy are aware that thought ·
takes form upon its own mental plane, and in the vast
majority of cases upon the astral plane also. If a man
thinks strongly of himself as present at any given
. place, or even if he has a strong desire to be at that
place, the form taken by that thought or desire will
often be that of the thinker himself, which will appear
at the place in question. This is of course a pheno-·
menon totally distinct from the appearance of the man
in his astral body; for in this case the man himself is.
not present at all, but remains with his physical body,.
while the thought-form, when once thrown off, is.
practically unconnected with him and no longer under
his control. .A clairvoyant may learn to utilize such a .
form by means of sympathetic vibration as a kind of
outpost of his own consciousness; but this wou ld be·
entirely beyond the capacity of the average man. In.
many cases such a thought-form becomes visible to·
others, and is mistaken for the man himself; when this;
ALL
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takes place. the thought or desire must be sufficiently
strong to do one of three things-either. by mesmeric
influence to call up the image of the thinker in the
mind of the person to whom he wishes to appear; or
by the same power to stimulate for the moment that
person's psychic faculties so that he is able to see his.
astral visitor; or to produce a temporary materialization, which will be visible on the physical plane in the
ordinary way. This last would seem to have been the
method adopted in the following case:
TirE EFFECT OF EXCITEMENT

Mr. Alexander Drummond was a painter, who had a big·
business and a large staff of men. His clerk was Walter Souter,.
his brother-in-law. His business was to be at the shop (in
Northgate, Dundee) sharp at six o'clock in the morning, to take an
account of where the men were going, quantity of material, etc. In
th~s h e was assisted by Miss Drummond. One morning he did not
turn up at the hour, but at twenty minutes past six he came in at.
the door and appeared very much excited; but instead of stepping
to the desk, where Mr. and Miss Drummond were awaiting him,
he went rig ht throug h the front shop and out at a side door; this
in sight of Mr. and Miss D ., and also in sight of a whole squad of
workmen. Well, exactly in another twenty minutes he .came in,
also very much excited, and explained that it was twenty minutes
past six when he wakened, and that he had run all the Way from
his house (he lived a mile from the place of business) . He was a.
very exemplary, punctual 1)1an, a nd when lvfr. Drummond asked
him where he went to when he came first, he was dumbfounded
and could not comprehend what was meant. To test his truthfulness, Mr. D. went out to his wife that afternoon, when she told him.
~he same story; that it was twenty minutes p as t six o'clock when
he woke, and that he was very much excited about it, as it was
the first time he had slept in (i.e., overslept).

This story is given b y Mr. Stead m Real Ghost
Stories (p. 41), and he mentions that it was told to him:
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by a man who had been twenty-five years a police
·c;ommissioner and five years a magistrate.in the town
·of Dundee. Indeed, there can be no reason to doubt it,
·since i~ is one of a large class, and its only peculiarity
is that there happened to be so great a number of
witnesses. Mrs. Crowe in her Night Side of Nature
gives quite a collection · of examples of this kind, from
which I select the following:
TRIPLIN's DouBLE

Stilling relates that a government officer of the name of
Triplin, in Weimar, on going to his office to fetch a paper of importance, saw his own likeness sitting there, with the deed before
him. Alarmed, he returned home, and desired his maid to go
there and fetch the papers she would find on the table. The maid
saw the same form, and imagined that her master had gone by
another road, and got there before her; his mind seems to have
preceded his body.
THE SHERIFF's SECRETARY

The Landrichter or Sheriff F., in Frankfort, sent his
·secretary on an errand; presently afterwards the secretary re·entered the room and laid hold of a book. His master asked him
what had brought him back, whereupon the figure vanished, and
the book fell to the ground; it was a volume of Linna:us. In the
·evening, when the secretary returned, and was interrogated with
regard to his expedition, he said he had fallen into an eager
dispute with an acquaintance as he went along about some
·botanical question, and had ardently wished he had had his
Linna:us with him to refer to (p. 176).
DouBLES FREQ.UENTLY SEEN

Edward Stern, author of some German works, .h ad a friend
who was frequently seen out of the body, as the Germans term it;
and the father of that person was so much the subject of this
phenomenon that he was often observed to enter his house, whilst
he was yet working in the fields. His wife used to say to him :
"Why, papa, you came home· before; " and he would answer, "I
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dare say; I was so anxious to get away earlier, but it was.
impossible."
The cook in a convent of nuns, at Ebersdorf, was frequently
seen picking herbs in the garden, when she was in the kitchen and
much in need ofthem (p . 178).
·

A

STRANGE STORY FROM RoME

Some time ago the Dublin University Maga<;ine related a
case as having occurred at Rome, to the effect that a gentleman
had, one night on going home to his lodging, thrown his servant
into great amazement, the man exclaiming: "Good Lord, sir; you
came home before! " He declared that he had let his master into
the house, attended him upstairs, and (I think) undressed him, and'
seen him get into bed. When they went to the room they foundno clothes; but the bed appeared to have been lain in, and there
was a strange mark upon the ceiling, as if from the passage of an
electrical fluid. The only thing the young man-could remember
whereby to accow1t for this extraordinary circumstance was, that ·
whilst abroad and in company, he had been overcome with ennui,
fallen into a deep reverie, and for a time forgotten that he was not.
at home (p. 181).

This last is a remarkable story, and one suspects·.
exaggeration with regard to the undressing, and also as
to the strange mark on the ceiling. All these are clearly
instances of thought-forms, since in every one of them
the man was awake in the physical body at the time of'
his appearance at a distance from that body.
THE GREEN GLOVES

A striking example of the same kind of phenomena
was related by Dr. George Wyld (Light, 1882, p. 26)
after careful investigation as to the authenticity of'
the facts:
I was on the most friendly terms with Miss Jackson and·
her mother. The statement they made to me were confirmed by·
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<One of the two maid-servants who were witnesses. As to the other,
I was not able to find her.
T his young wom an had been very assiduous in her visits to
the poor. One day, when she was going back home after a day
'S pent in works of charity, she felt tired and restless fro m the cold,
.and experienced a desire to go and warm herself at the kitchen
stove, on her return. At a moment corresponding exactly to that
at which this idea passed throu gh her mind, two maid-servants, who
were in the kitchen, saw the door-knob turn and the door open to
.admit Miss Jackson , who went up to the fire and warmed her
hands. The attention of the servants was caught by the glazed kid
·gloves, green in color, which she had on her hands. Suddenly,
before their very eyes, she disappeared. Dumbfounded, they went
up to her mother, and told h er of the adventure, without forgetting
the detail of the gloves.
This lady felt some apprehension, but she tried to calm the
·servants, telling them that her daughter had never had any g reen
·gloves, and that, in consequence,. their vision could only have been
an illusion.
Half an hour afterward, Miss J ackson, in person, came in;·
she went straight to the kitchen and warmed herself before the fire;
·she had green gloves on her hands, not having been able to find
,black ones.

THE PRIEST's DouBLE

I myself once had a small experience of the same
·des'cription, which is no doubt susceptible of a precisely
·similar explanation. I t once happened to me during
my occupancy of a country curacy to be much wea~en
..ed by an accident, and consequently to feel entirely
unfit for a heavy Sunday's work.
I got through it somehow, though with extreme
fatigue, and towards the end of the final service I have
no doubt that I may h ave been thinking longingly of
the possibi~ity of rest when it was over, though I have
no· distinct recollection of an y such thought. At any
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rate, when I at last wended my way to the vestry, I
was much startled to find myself already installed there,
and occupying the only chair which the little room
possessed! The image was habited exactly as I was, in
·cassock, surplice and stole, all in perfect order; and
there it sat looking calmly yet steadily at me. This
was before my Theosophical days, so I was unprepared
with any explanation for such a phenomenon, though I
had h eard that to see a wraith of oneself foretold death.
But I was far too utterly wearied then to think or care
.about tha t; I simply walked straight up to the apparition, and ~at down upon it, or rather upon its chair,
without even offering it a ny apology. What became
·of it, I know not, for when I rose from that chair some
ten minutes later it was not to be seen. No results of
.any kind followed, and I h ave never seen a similar
appearance since. I can conscientiously say that I
believe my attention had never swerved from the service
which I was conducting; yet I suppose that the strong
desire for rest was present all the while at the back of
my mind, and in this sub-conscious thought I must have
pictured myself as sitting down and resting when the
service was over. It is possible, too, that the weakened
condition of my physical body may have allowed my
inner senses to act more readily, and given me for the
moment just sufficient clairvoyance to enable me to
see a strong thought-form.

CHAPTER XVIII

APPARITIONS ANNOUNCING DEATH
THE MonvEs oF APPARITIONs
WHAT I have written with regard to the astral visits·.
just before death is equally true of the genuine apparition. While he has generally weighty and comprehensible reasons for the effort which he makes to show
himself, there are also cases in which the cause which
moves the dead man to take so much trouble seems to
us wholly inadequate. I suppose this need excite no
surprise in our minds, for the motives which gov~rn the
majority of men in the majority of their actions during
earth-life seem quite ridiculously inadequate to any
serious mind. Merely to gratify some fleeting passion
or the whim of a moment, to gain a little money or to
surpass somebody else, or even with the still more
incomprehensible object of annoying some one else or
revenging himself upon him, the average man will
spend an amount of time and energy which, if directed
into a rational channel, would not only be of great
benefit to many of his fellow-men, but would also
considerably advance his own upward progress. It is
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difficult to. understand how any grown man can be so
utterly silly, and we might well refuse to believe it
possible if it were not that examples force themselves
daily upon our notice.
So, after all, we cannot wonder that those who
have behaved irrationally during earth-life should
continue to do so after death, since we know that the
mere casting aside of the physical vestment in no way
c)langes the disposition of the man. The great majority
of stories of genuine apparitions are cases in which the
man comes to announce his own death to some one
whom he loves. Many such narratives are given in
M. Camille Flammarion's At the lvfoment of Death~
from which I select two examples. The first (p. 286)
is signed by Julien Lagarrue, Captain of Marines,
Hanoi.
THE SoLDIER's GRANDMOTHER

I was a lieutenant in Saint-Louis, in Senegal. One evening,
after spending several hours in the company of gallant, gay comrades, I went to bed at eleven o'clock. I dozed off, after some
moments. Suddenly, I felt as though something were pressing
upon my chest; abruptly roused, I lifted myself upon one elbow,
rubbing my eyes, for· my grandmother was there before me. The
good woman was gazing at me with eyes that were almost dead,
and I heard-yes, I heard-her weak voice telling me: " I've
come to say good-bye to you, my dear child; you will riever see
me again." I was astounded, and to make certain that I was not
dreaming, I got up. The apparition had lasted a few seconds.
·
As a matter offact, my grandmother, aged seventy-six, had
died in Rochefort. · Her last words had been about me: "I shall
· never see him again," she had repeated ceaselessly. Death hadcome during the night in which I had seen her, and, if the difference in longitude is taken into account, at the exact hour at which
she appeared to me.

22
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A

STRAN GE CoiNciDENCE

In the same volume (pp. 344-5) M . Flam marion
writes:
Madame Marguerite Perret, a r elative of Stephen
Liegeard, wrote me, on August 24, 1920, that the
following h appening h ad absolutely convinced her of
her sister's survival after d eath:
W e had both been brought up in the Dominican Convent
of Chalon-sur-Sa6ne. An epidemic of typhoid fever broke out
suddenly in the school, and the terrible malady attacked my
sister. The pupils were immediately sent home to their p arents,
and m y father took me to Beaune, to the home of close friends,
Monsieur and l\.fadame Bour geois. (Later, Monsieur Bourgeois
became Mayor ofBeaune.)
The nuns gave him permission to remain by the bedside of
his sick daughter. Since I had been brought up with very religious
ideas, I had begun to offer up prayers to the Holy Virgin for n ine
successive days-prayers for my sister's recovery. I was absolutel y
convinced that on the ninth day my sister would be well. I was
sleeping alone, in a room the door of which gave on t he drawingroom. A hallway separated Monsieur and Madame Bourgeois's
room from mine.
Suddenly, in the middle of the night of December 4th (the
fifth day.of my pl,'ayers) I w,as awakened by a strange noise in the
drawing-room. One would have said th at some one was dragging
a cha in. I was then, and sti ll am, an extremely light sleeper. At
once I half sat up in bed, listening. What was m y astonishment
when the noise of chains tumed to that of light steps on the floor,
approaching .my bed! I remember that my heart began to beat most
violently. Terrified, I was read y to scream; I asked myself if it
would .be wise to do so (for I fancied that some one was coming to
kill me). Then suddenly I felt a hand brush lightly against the
sheets, and, for the duration of a lightning-flash, I saw my sister.
It was too much! In the ubnost terror I uttered piercing
screams.
At once they rushed into my room. "What's the m atter?
Why, what's the matter?"-'( I've just seen m y sister ; she came
n ear my bed; I heard her steps; she touched the sheets." - " But,
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llll.Y child," Monsieur and Madame. Bourgeois answered," that's
impossible; you've been dreaming; your sister is in Chalon, very
ill."-" No, no, it wasn't a dream! I heard her steps; they made the
lfioor crack. I'm sure of it; I wasn't dreaming; she came; I
her."
They calmed me, gave me orange-flower water, and told
·II?-e: "Go back to sleep. It's only five o'clock in the morning."
At noon we were at table, when the door-bell rang. The
maid went to open the door, and m y fath er entered; he was
holding a handkerchief up to his eyes. Sobbing, he told us that
·my poor sister had died that very morning, at five o'clock.
Monsieur and Madame Bourgeois exclaimed simultaneously:
·•',t\Thy, that's extraordinary! It was five o'clock when her sister
.Marguerite said she had seen her in her room."
My father was then told what had happened in the night.
'That whole day he did not cease repeating: " What a strange
·Coincidence! "
.saw

THE CAsE oF " MoTHER ARONDEL"

In After Death (p. 154), M. Flammarion gives us
·t he following account in connection with the death of
an old fishwoman of Cherbourg:
A dead woman, who did not believe that she was
·dead , a nnounced her death! I take from a letter
. sent
me from Cherbourg on October 10, 1921, the follov.ring :
Madame Boullier, on a certain night (September 13-1 4, 1918)
>thought that she was awake, and heard some one calling her by
.name. Her first thought was: "Why, I was asleep, since I was
·dreaming." But at that moment she heard once more: " Madame
Boullier! " Sure of being awake this time, she looked about her and
·saw, between the window and the cupboard, the bust of a woman
which had emer ged from the wall and was speaking to her. " Who
.are you?" she demanded.-" You don't recognize me ?"- "No." " But you bought fish from me this morning, at the market; I am
Mother Arondel. "----"" 0 h, indeed! What would you like?"- " Why,
· I must be .dead ; I saw my body stretched out on the ground and
.my children ar ound it, crying. I tried to talk to them but it was
no use; they ·didn't hear me."-" How did you die?"-" I flew
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into a temper·when I was going home, and then fell down. I sawmy· body on the ground, and people all around it; still, I'm not
dead!"-" Well, what would you like?"-" You must go and tell
the people at home that I'm not dead."-" No, they would think_
i was crazy; I can't do that. Go away, my good wo.man."
Then the . apparition vanished, sliding sideways througJl
the wall.
Early the next morning Madame Boullier went to call on
one of her neighbours, Madame Micheau, and told her of the
apparition. They went to the market to verify the happening. A
bit of paper, glued to her stall, announced Mother Arondel's
d eath, and the other vendors explained that she had died suddenly,
as soon as she got home.
GASTON THORIN

I made an investigation in Cherbourg, that I might verify
these statements, and I wish to thank the writer of the letter for
his care in making the inquiry. Several persons took part in it..
At the town hall the record of births and death gives, as the date
of death, September 13, 1918, at one o'clock in the afternoon; thewidow Arondel, born on February 22, 1846. A neighbouring fishwoman , stated that she h~d seen her at noon, on the day of
her death, when she left the market, and had learned upon her
own return at two o'clock that Mother Arondel had died suddenly
at one. The attestations are all the more convincing, so far as
I am concerned, from the fact that I myself was in Cherbourg in.
September, 191 8.
AN OFFICER's RETURN

A striking example of such narratives is that of
the visit o( Captain German Wheatcroft to his wife,
and an interesting point in ·this special case is that
through th,is visit a_ mistake in official records wa:s
discovered and corrected. The-story may be found in
·Mr. R. D. Owen~s Footfalls (p. 299). _
In the month· of September, 1857, Captain German Wheatcroft, of the 6th (Enniskillen) DragooJ:~.s, went out to India to join
·his regiment. . · ·
·
·
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His wife remained in England, residing at Cambridge. O.q.
tthe night between the 14th and 15th of November, 1857, tow~rds
m orning, she dreamed that she saw her husband, looking anxious
.and ill; upon which she immediately woke, much agitated. It
was bright moonlight, and, looking up, she perceived the same
figure standing by her bedside. He appeared in his uniform, the
'hands pressed across the breast, the hair dishevelled, the face very
-pale. His large dark eyes were fixed full upon her; their expres·sion was that of great excitement, and there was a peculiar contraction of the mouth, habitual to him when agitated . . She saw
him, even to each minute particular of his dress, as .distinctly as
she had ever done in her life; ·and she remembered to have.noticed
between his hands the white of the shirt-bosom, unstained, how·ever, with blood. The figure seemed to bend forward as if in
·pain, and to make an effort to speak; but there was no sound.
-It remained visible, the wife thinks, as long as a minute, and
then disappeared.
Her first idea was to ascertain if she were actually awake .
.She rubbed her eyes with the sheet, and felt that the touch was
-real. Her. little nephew was in bed with her; she bent over the
sleeping child and listened to its breathing; the sound was distinct,
and she became convinced that what she had seen was no dream.
I t need hardl y be added that she did not again go to sleep that night.
Next morning she related all this to her mother, expressing
'her conviction, though she had noticed no marks of blood on his
·dress, that Captain V/heatcroft was either killed or grievously
-wounded. So fully impressed was she with the reality of that
.apparition that she thenceforth refused all invitations. A young
friend urged her soon afterwards to go with her to a fashionable
.concert, reminding her that she had received from M alta, sent by
her husband, a handsome dress-cloak, which she h ad never worn.
But she positively declined, declaring that, uncertain as she was
whether she was not already a widow, she would never enter a
place of amusement until she had letters from her husband (if
indeed he still lived) of a later date than the 14th of November.
It was on a Tuesday, in the month of December, 1857,
•that the telegram regarding the actual fate of Captain Wheatcroft
-was published in London. It was to the effect that he was killed
b efore Lucknow on the 15th of November.
This news, given in the morning paper, attracted the attention of Mr. Wilkinson, a London Solicitor, who had in charge
•Captain Wheatcroft's affairs. When at a later period this gentleman met the widow, she informed him that she had been quite pre:rared for the melancholy news, but that she f~lt sure her husband
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could not have been killed on the 15th of November, inasmuch.
as it was during the night between the 14th _and 15th that he.
appeared to her.
·
· The certificate from the War ·office, however, which it
became Mr. Wilkinson's duty to obtain, confirmed the date given
in tht? telegram, its tenor being as follows:
"No. 9579.
WAR OFFICE,
.
30th January, 1858
«These are to certify that it appears, by the records in
this office, that Captain German Whea tcroft, of the 6th Dragoon
Guards, was killed in action on the 15th of November, 1857.
(SIGNED)

B.

HAWES. '"

While Mr. Wilkinson's m ind remained in uncertainty as
to the exact date, a r emarkable incident occurred, which seemed
to cast further suspicion on the accuracy of the telegram a nd of
the cer tificate. That gentleman was visiting a friend, whose lady
has all her life had p erception of apparitions, while her husband
is what is usually called an impressible medium; facts which are
known, however, only to .their intimate friends. Tho ugh persona lly acquainted with them I am not a t liberty to give their names_
Let us call them Mr. a nd Mrs. N .
Mr. Wilkinson related to them , as a wonderful circumstance, the vision of the captain's widow in connection with his
death, and described the figure as it had a ppeared to her.
Mrs. N., turning to her husband, instantly said : "That m ust
be the very person I saw, the evening we were ta lking of I ndia,
and you drew an elephant, with a howdah on his back.
Mr. Wi lkinson has described his exact position and appear ance;:
the unifor m of a British officer, his hands pressed across his
breast, his fo rm "bent fon-vard as if in pain." "The fig ure," she·
added to Mr. Wilkinson, "appeared. j ust behind my husband,.
· a nd seem ed looking over his left shoulder."
« Did you attempt to ob tain a ny communication from
him? " Mr. Wilkinson asked.
« Yes, we procured one through the medium of my
husband."
<<Do you rem em ber its purport?"
" It was to the effect that he had been killed in India that
afternoon, by a wov.nd in the breast, a nd adding, as I distinctly
r emember, 'That thing I used to go about in is not buried yet.~
I particularly remarked the expression."
<<When did this happen ? "
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"About nine o'clock in the evening, several weeks ago; but
I do not recollect the exact date."
" Can you not call to mind something that might enable
you to fix the precise day? "
Mrs. N . reflected. "I remember nothing," she said at last
"except that while my husband was drawing, and I was talking
to a lady friend who had called to see us, we were interrupted by
a servant bringing in a bill for some German vinegar, and that, as
I recommended it as being superior to English, we had a bottle
brought in for inspection."
"Did yo u pay the bill at the time? "
" Yes; I sent out the money by the servant."
"Was the bill receipted? "
"I think so; but I have it upstairs, and can soon ascertain".
Mrs. N. produced the bill. Its receipt bore date the fourteenth
of November!
This confirmation of the widow's conviction as to the day of
her husband's death produced so much impression on Mr. Wilkinson,
that he called at the office of Messrs. Cox and Greenwood, the
army agents, to ascertain if there was no mistake in the certificate;
but nothing there appeared to confirm any surmise of inaccuracy.
Captain vVheatcroft's death was mentioned in two separate
despatches of Sir Colin Campbell, and in both the date corresponded with that given in the telegram .
So matters rested, until in the month of March, 1858, the
family of Captain Wheatcroft received from Captain G. C., then
or the Military, Train, a letter dated near Lucknow, on the 19th of
December, 1857. This letter informed them that Captain Wheatcroft had been killed before Lucknow, while gallantly leading
on the squadron, not on the 15th of November, as reported in
Sir Colin Campbell 's despatches, but on· the fourteenth, in the afternoon. Captain C. was riding close by his side at the time he saw
him fall. He was struck by a fragment of shell in the breast, and
never spoke after he was hit. He was buried at the Dilkoosha;
and on a wooden cross, erected by his friend, Lieutenant R., of the
9th Lancers, at. the head of his grave, are cut the initials G. W.~
and the date of his death, the 14th ofNovember, 1857.
The War Office finally made the correction as to the date
of death, but not until more than a year after the event occurred .
Mr. Wilkinson, having occasion to apply for an additional copy of
the certificate in April, 1859, foun~ it in exactly the same words as:
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that ·which I have given, only that the 14th of November had
been substituted for the 15th.
This extraordinary narrative was obtained by me direct from
the parties themselves. The widow of Captain Wheatcroft kindly
consented to examine and correct the manuscript, and allowed me
to inspect a copy of Captain C.'s letter, giving the p<~-rticulars of
her husband's death. To Mr. Wilkinson also the manuscript was
submitted, and he assented to its accuracy so far as he is concerned .
_That portion which relates to Mrs. N. I had from that lady herself. I have neglected no precaution, therefore, to obtain for it
the warrant of authenticity.
It is perh':l-ps, the only example on record where the appearance of what is usually termed a ghost proved the means of correcting an erroneous date in the despatches of a Commander-in-Chief,
and of detecting an inaccuracy in the certificate of a War Office.
It cannot be alleged that the recital of one lady caused the apparition of the same figure to the other. Mrs. Wheatcroft was at the
time in Cambridge, and Mrs. N . in London; and it was not until
weeks a fter the occurrence that either knew what the other had
seen. Those who would explain the whole on the principle of
chance coincidence have a treble event to take into account-the
apparition to Mrs. N., that to Mrs. W heatcroft, and the actual time
of Captain Wheatcroft's death-each tallying exactly with the other.

I have chosen this story just because of that wealth
of verification to which Mr. Owen refers, and also
.because it brings out several ir..teresting points. We
may note that though the captain was able to show
himself witl1out special difficulty to the sensitive
members of the N . family while they were still awake,
he had to wait until his wife was asleep before he could
produce any impression upon her mind. He was killed
in India during the afternoon, which would of course
correspond to the morning in England, so that he must
have been already some ten hour·s upon the astral plane
when he appeared in London, and probably at least
three or four more before he was able to show himself
to .his wife m Cambridge. When he did make the
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·effort, however, it was sufficient to impress his presence
upon her, not only while asleep, but also after she
woke. There is no evidence to show whether this
.apparition was a ma terialization or not.
Another dead person, whose appearance. is des·cribed by Mr. Owen in The D ebatable Land, p. 219,
haP, a more receptive relation to d eal with, and so was
.able to manage matters b etter than Captain Wheatcroft.
:Sh e adopted the simple yet effective expedient of taking
her sister to see her dead physical body, thus convin·cing h er by ocular demonstration that it was only the
body that was dead, since its owner stood radiant a nd
living beside her as they looked together upon the
·deserted vehicle. The story, which was related to Mr.
Owen by Mrs. L. herself, is as follows:
SISTERLY THOUGHTFULNESS

A sister of Mrs. L.'s named Esther, recently married, had
gone out with her husband to California some weeks before, and
they had been expecting, ere long, n ews of her arrival. One night
in a dream this sister seemed to appr oach Mrs. L .'s bedside, and
said to her, "Cecilia, come with me to California." Mrs. L.
·objected that she could not leave her husband and children to
undertake a journey so long and tedious.
"We shall soon be there," said Esther, "and you shall
return b efore morning."
In her dream the proposed excursion d id not seem to her an
·impossibility ; so she rose from bed, and, giving her hand to her
:sister, she thought they ascended together and floated over a vast
:space; then descended near a dwelling of humble and rude
.appearance, very different from any which she could h ave imagined
her sister to occupy in the new country to which, in search of
fortune, she and her husband had emigrated. The sisters entered,
.a nd Cecilia r ecognized her brother-in-law, sad and in mourning
-garb . E sther then led her into a room in the centre of which
:Stood an open coffin, and p ointed to the body it contained. It was
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Esther's own body, pale with the hue of death. Mrs . L. gazed in.
mute astonishment, first at the corpse before her, then at the form
apparently brig ht with life and intelligence, which had conducted
her thither. To her look of enquiry and wonder, the living·
appearance replied: "Yes, sister, that body was mine; but disease
assailed it. I was taken with cholera and have passed to another·
world. I desired to show you this, that you m ight be prepared for
the news that will soon reach you."
After a time Mrs. L. see'm ed to herself to rise again into the
air, again to traverse a grea t space and finally to re-enter her
bed -chamber.

Both of the cases just quoted are unmistakably·
apparitions after death , and they show conclusively
that man survives it with full consciousness and
memory. Neither of them, however, necessarily involves materialization, and it is therefore probable
that neither of the visitants would have been visible·
to ordinary physical sight. Our next instance brings
to our notice a materialization sufficiently pronounced
to be able to ring a b ell and carry on a conversation.
It is given in Glimpses iri the T wilight (p . 188), by Dr.
Frederick George Lee, who remarks wi th reference to
it: " The facts of this story are certain and indisputable; I have taken great pains to verify theni." I
epitomize the earlier p art of the narrative, which we
may call
THE RETURN OF T HE SAILOR

Bov

On Croom's Hill, Greenwich, lived a certain Mr ..
Hammond. Among his servants was one Mrs. Potter,
who had a son of fifteen, a sailor boy on board the·
frigate D oris. He was a bright engaging boy, but
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rest~ess, and · had caused his friends great anxiety by

deserting his ship. His captain, however, had been
induced with some trouble to overlook his desertion
and receive him once more. His mother then left Mrs.
Hammond and married again, b ut the boy, being away
on service, did not know this. The rest of the narrative
I will give in Dr. Lee's own words:
On the night of the 8th September, 1866, Mrs. Hammond's:
street-door-bell was rung. Mary, the housemaid, answered it; the
door was duly opened, and after a little confabulation, the door was.
shut again. Mrs. Hammond, who was unwell, was in her bedroom,
which commands a view of, and is within earshot of the entrance
hall. She listened and distinctly identified the voice of Tom
Potter. She was surprised and called out, "Mary, who was that
at the door? " The servant 1'eplied, "0, Ma'am, it was a little
sailor-boy; he wanted his mother. I told him I knew nothing of
his m other and sent him about his business ."
Mrs. Hammond, whose anxiety was aroused, asked the
servant what the boy was. like.
"Well, ma'am; he was a good-looking boy in sailor clothes,.
a nd his feet naked. I should know him again anywhere. He
looked very pale and in great distress; and when I to ld h im his.
mother wasn't here, he put his hand to his forehead, and said,' 0
dear, what shall I do? ' "
Mrs. Hammond told her husband what an unwelcome visitor
had been to the house, and gave him the unpleasant intelligence
that "she was sure Tom Potter had run away from his ship again."
They sent to make enquiries of the mother, but she had
heard .nothing of her son. They went to consult Dr. Todd, the
boy's schoolmaster, but he told them: ''It is almost impossible Tom
Potter can have deserted his ship. I had a letter from the boy
himself only about two months ago, and then he was getting on
capitally. Dr. Todd had a store ofpho.t ographs of many of his
pupils, and among them was a carte of Tom Potter. He laid a
number of these portraits before Mary, and requested her to pick
out that which resembled the boy she saw; at the same time, with
the view of testing her accuracy to the utmost, he called herattention to one which was not a photograph of Tom Potter, and
quietly remarked: "Do .you think that is the boy? He was very
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likely to run away from his ship." "No," said Mary, positively,
.. , that was not the boy I saw; this is the one,"-at the same time
pouncing upon the likeness of Tom Potter- " I could swear
to him."
A solution of the mystery was at hand. In the next month
of October Dr. Todd received a letter from the Admiralty, stating
that they communicated with him because they did not know the
.address of Tom Potter's mother. The letter gave the sad intelligence
that on the· 6th September, just two days before he was seen at the
<l.oor of Mr. H ammond's house, Tom Potter breathed his last, in
consequence of a d readful accident on board the Doris frigate off
Jamaica.

If the servant h ad been a little more patient, we
might h ave known much more of this- interesting case.
As it is, we are left in doubt as to whether Tom Potter
knew of his death and h ad come to break the news to
his mother, or whether, as his final exclamation would
seem to suggest, h e· did not yet realize his own decease,
and. simply supposed himself to be coming home.
When he became a little more used to the astral world,
he would probably discover th~t a strong wish to see
his mother would take him to her, wherever sh e might
happen to be; b ut evidently at first he thought only
(as was of course quite n a tural) of seeking h er at the
·place where h e had last left her, precisely as we should
-do on the physical plane.
Here is another case of a son who comes to ann01,mce
to a parent his sudden death-a case presenting some
:unusual and interesting features.
APPARITION OF A PATRON SAJNT

It appears that Mr. J a mes Weld, of Archer's
Lodge, near Southampton, had a son Philip, who was
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at school at. .St. Edmund's College, Ware. Philip was.
one day drowned while boating: and Dr. Cox, the·
principal of the college, went himself the next morning·
to bear the sad news to his father.
On arriving there and being shown into his private study,
Dr Cox found Mr. W'eld in tears. The latter, rising from his seat.
and taking the doctor by the hand, said: "My dear iir, you need
not tell me why you are come. I know it already. Philip is dead.
Yesterday I was walking with my daughter Katharine on the turnpike road, in broad daylight, and Philip appeared to us both. He
was standing on the causeway with another young man in a black.
robe by his side. My daughter was the first to perceive him. She
said to me: " Look there, papa; there is Philip." I looked and
saw him. I said to my daughter: "It is Philip, indeed; but he
has the look of an angel." Not suspecting that he was dead
though greatly wondering that he was here, I went towards
him with my daughter to embrace him; but a few yards being
between us, while I was going up to him a labouring man,
who was walking on the same causeway, passed between the
apparition and the hedge, and as he went on I saw him pass through
their apparent bodies, as if they were transparent. On perceiving
this I a t once felt sure that they were spirits, and going forward
with my daughter to touch them, Philip sweetly smiled on us, and
then both he and his companion vanished away.
The reader may imagine how deeply affected Dr. Cox was
on hearing this remarkable statement. He of course corroborated
it by relating to the afflicted father the circumstances attendant on
his son' s death, which had taken place at the very how· in which he·
appeared to his father and sister.
Dr. Cox asked Mr. \A/eld who the young man in the black
robe was who had accompanied his son, and who appeared to have
a most beautiful and angelic countenance, but he said that he had:
not the slightest idea.
A few weeks afterwards, however, Mr. Weld was on a visit
to the neighbourhood of Stonyhurst in Lancashire. After hearing·
Mass one morning in the chapel, he, while waiting for his carriage,
was shown into the guest-room, where, walking up to the fire-·
place, he saw a picture above the chimney-piece, which represented
a young man in a black robe with the very face, form and attitude··
of the companion of Philip as he saw him in the vision, and'
beneath the picture was inscribed "S . .Stanislaus Kostka," one of
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·the greatest saints of the Jesuit order, whom Philip had chosen for
.his patron saint at his confirmation. (Glimpses of the Supernatural,
.by Dr. F. G. Lee, vol. ii, p. 5l.)

Dr. Lee appends to this story the certificates of
those from whom he received it, and also ~ecords the
various confirmatory letters written by others who were
.conversant with the facts. The apparition of Philip to
'his father and sister at the moment of, or soon after,
'hi~ death is exactly parallel with a hundred other
.occurrences of the same type. Yet this account differs
radically from that of Tom Potter's ghost; the latter
was clearly a m aterialization, while this apparition just
as evidently was not, for if' it' had been it must have
been seen by the labourer as well as by the father and
.sister. These two dearly loved ones must have b~en in
.close sympathy ,.vith the deceased brother, and so it
would be easy for him to raise their vibrations suffici·ently to make them see him, while the labourer, upon
whom no magnetic force was directed, walked straight
through the ghost stolidly u nimpressible. This fact
.again can be paralleled from other similar narratives :
.for example, in " The Major's Promise"· published
·some years ago in my book The Perfume of Eg)pt, the
Major's ghost was visible to his friends, but not to the
boatmen, who were less closely in touch with him.
PossiBLE ExPLANATIONS
The really unusual feature of this. tale is the
presence with the dead man of another figure, not at
;the time recognized, but afterwards identified by means
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·of a portrait as his patron saint. Of this second
:apparition there are several explanations possible, and
.it is not easy to divine which is true. .First, such a
figure may be actually exactly what it professes to
be-a man living on the astral plane. This rnay really
nave been St. Stanislaus Kostka, still staying in the
astral world in order to strengthen and help those who
were specially attracted to him, and in that case his
presence along with his devotee fl.t this critical period
would be quite natural. But though this is a possibility and as such not to be ignored, it is scarcely a
probability. The death of St. Stanislaus Kostka took
place over three hundred years ago, and it is exceedingly unlikely that a man of his type would remain .so
long in the astral world, even though he died at an
.early age. To maintain himself there so long as this
would require a most phenomenal strength of will,
.aided by a collocation of unlikely circumsta~ces. For
.a man of strong will, but of exceedingly gross and
degraded life, such a feat would be possible; but hardly
for one of great gentleness, purity and devotion, such
.as he is represented to have been.
Another view is that the saint may have been
·s imply a thought-form-an accessory introduced into
the picture either intentionally or unintentionally by
Prulip himself. Instances of the undoubted introduction in this manner of.accessories on quite a large scale
will be given later.
Philip seems to have been a pious young man, and
in his frequent ecstatic meditations he is certain to have
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made a 'strong and vivid thought-form of his patron
saint; at and after his death he would naturally think
of himself as accompanied and protected by this saint,
and that conviction would be quite sufficient .to make·
the thought-image (already half-materialized by his
constant and fervid contemplation) visible to his father
and sister.
In stating this, I am not, I trust, writing in the·
least unsympathetic.ally, nor seeking to destroy the
beautiful faith in saintly guardianship; I am simply
endeavouring to arrive at the true scientific explanation of a remarkable phenomenon, and in doing so I
am compelled to take into account all the hypotheses
which my studies have shown me to be possibilities.
I am bound therefore to admit that one of those possibilities is that Philip's patron saint may have been
merely a product of his own vivid imagination, though
I do not m yself regard this as probable.
Supposing for the moment that this were so,.
Philip, whose object in showing himself to his father
and sister must obviously have been to prepare them
for the news of his death, and to console ·and reassure·
them with regard to it, may well have prayed that his.
patron saint might appear along with him as evidence
to his father that he was in good h ands and safely
amid the company of the blessed, and in such a case
there is little doubt t~at the strong wish involved in
the effort of prayer would be sufficiently potent to cause
its own immediate fulfilment. Thus, if Philip had
unwittingly created his own patron saint, he may h ave
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brought him wiih him intentionally or unintentionally~
and if he.did this, there would be nothing wonderful or
unusual in the feat, for I have myself seen cases of
exactly similar n<:tture.
Although this suggestion would adequately account
for everything that happened, it seems to me that
there is a nother which is on the whole more likely to be
the correct explanation, and that is, that Philip's vivid
thought-form (created as before suggested) may have
been utilized by som e friend who was interested in him
and anxious to help him. There are many cases in
which our present band of living though unseen helpers.
find that the best (and indeed often the only) way to·
render efficient aid to certain classes of people is to·
work along the lines of their preconceived ideas-to·
enter the thought-forms which they have made and act
through them, in order to offer assistance from the only
quarter whence it would be gratefully accepted instead
of being rejected with suspicion. Consequently, if (as
might well happen) some dead Jesuit had been attracted
by the piety of this young man and wished to instruct
and encourage him, much the easiest and most efficient
way to do so would be through the medium ofhis
own thought-image of his patron saint.
If this be the explanation, then it is a lso probable
that the astral· helper assisted Philip in m aking himsel~
visible to. his. father and sister and, in fact,. m!'tnaged
th~ whole affair-perhaps even suggested it to relieve
Philip's anxiety .as _to how his father would be affected
by the news of his death. Thus St. Stanislaus may
23
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have been a reality or · merely an accessory, but I
suspect him to have been a recently deceased friend of
"the family or of the Order, taking the form in which he
thought he could be most useful, and thus furnishing
us with ~ good, effective and well-authenticated ghost
story.
The following, though far less dramatic than the
last, is a good specimen of the ordinary apparition at
the time qf death, and has the advantage of being
related directly to our informant by the Swedish
clergyman to whom the incident occurred. It is extracted from The Theosophical Review, vol. xxii, p. 177.
SEEN BY SIXTEEN

During some years of my boyhood I was at a school in the
Parish of Tingstade, and as my home was at some distance, I was
lodged, in company with another school-fellow, at the house of a
resident named Fru Smith. This good lady had a tolerably large
house, and gained her livelihood by taking boarders and lodgers;
in fact, there were no less than sixteen people living there at the
time of which I am speaking. Fru Smith also acted occasionally
in the capacity ofmidwife, and was often absent.
Late one afternoon in mid-winter she informed us that she
was going away on a visit, and could not possibly return until some
time the following day, so s he arranged everything necessary for our
meals, etc., and bidding us be very careful with regard to lights and
fire, she left us, and as usual during the evening we were occupied
in preparing our lessons for the next day. By half-past nine we
were in bed, and had locked our door and put out our lamp, but
there was sufficient light in the room coming from the glowing
wood-ashes in the stove to enable us to see everything quite distinctly. We were quietly talking, when suddenly we saw-standing
by our bedside and regarding us .most intently-the figure of a tall,
middle-aged man looking like a peasant, dressed in ordinary grey
clothes, but with what appeared to us as a big white patch on the
l~ft leg, and another. on the left breast. My companion nudged ~e
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:sharply, and whispered: "What ugly man: is that?". I signed
rto him to be silent and .we both lay still watching eagerly.
Th.e man stood looking at us for a long time, and then he
turned and began walking up and down the room, his footsteps
:Seeming to cause a rasping sound, as if he were walking upon
snow. He went over to the chest of drawers and opened and shut
:them all, as if looking for something, and after that he went to
the stove and began to blow gently upon the yet glowing ashes,
holding out his hands as if to warm them. After this he returned
to our bedside and again stood looking at us. As we gazed at
bim we observed that we could see things through him; we saw
·plainly the bUl·eau on the other side of the room through his
b~dy, and whilst we were looking his form seemed gradually to
disappear, and vanished from our sight. The strangeness of this
-caused us to feel uneasy and nervous, but we did not stir from our
.bed, and at last fell asleep.
Our door was still locked when we got up in the morning,
but in mentioning what we had witnessed, we heard that the same
-ghostly visitor had appeared in every room in the house-the
doors of which were all locked-and that every one of the sixteen
persons sleeping there that night had seen the same figure. Moreover, some of these people who had been residen t there for a
length of time recognized the figure as that of the husband of our
la ndlady, a worthless sort of fellow who had never settled usefully
;to anything, and had lived away from his wife for some years, so
that he had long been a wanderer on the face of the earth.
This strange coincidence naturally caused some of the
residents to make enquiries whether such a person had been seen
.anywhere in the neighbourhood, and it was ascertained that the
same evening a little after nine o'clock h e had called at a farmhouse two miles distant, and had asked for a night's lodging; as
·there was no room, he had been directed to the next farm, which
was across a field near by. Upon hearing this the investigators
.at once looked in the snow for traces of his footsteps, and soon
came across them. After following them a little way they carne
·~pon a wooden shoe, and a few yards further on they discovered
the dead body of the man himself, half buried in deep snow·diift. On turning the body over it was perceived that a large
frozen clump of snow adhered to the left breast, and another to
'the left knee, precisely on the same spots where we had remarked .
the white spots on the clothing of the apparition. Although I
was but a boy when. this happened, it made such a deep and
"lasting impression upon me that the memory ofii: has remained
\With me most vividly all through my life.
·· 1
•
•
·

a
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The case is an ordinary one, unusual onfy in. thenumber of those to whom the apparition showed himself. The probabilities would seem to be in fav<:mr of
a partial materialization, since it is unlikely that hecould impress himself mesmerically upon so large a:.
number of people, probably of varying temperaments.
The fact that he was seen to open and shut drawers:
would also point to the same hypothesis. He must
have had in his mind a strong desire for shelter and
warinth, and probably also the thought of sea:rchi_n gevery room in the house for his wife's money, which.
would account for his visiting all in turn. His. action.
in blowing at the embers and warming his hands would
seem to show that he did not know of his·. death. In-·
deed, there is no certain evidence as- to whether he was.
actually dead at the moment of apparition, or only in:
the stupor which usually precedes death from cold. I t
will be noticed that he followed the usual custom of
such ghosts in showing himself exactly as his body
really was, with the patches. of snow on the clothing,
and he even added the realistic touch of the crunching·
sound of the boots upon the snow as he walked.
It seems scarcely conceivable that a man of thistype had consciously thought out these details in such.
an emerge!lcy-the more so as he does. not appear to
have been in any way specially anxious to impress.
himself upon the boys, but only to ha:v<l! regarded them
with curiosity, as though to see· who they were, or
whether they could be useful to him_ But there are·
many cases which tend to show. that. when the dead.
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man is strongly impressed with any idea, it may maniffest itself symbolically in connection with the apparition
with out detailed though t .on his part; and there can
b e little doubt that the d eadly snow must h ave been
prominent in the mind of this unfortunate wanderer.
APPARITIONS SEEN BY I NDEPENDENT WITNESSES

In h is recent work After Death (page 223),
M. Camille Flammarion cites a number of cases in
which apparitions have been seen by two or more
p ersons independently. Of these I have selected the
following examples. The first account was written by
M . G. Neberry ofNantes on March 31st, 1921.
There were two witnesses of the case which I am about to
submit to you. One of them is now living in Nantes, in the same
building and on the same floor with my aunt.
' '\'hen this w itness was a young girl, she had a position as
nurse, in Paris, with a family which owned a little shop. At the
·table, when the conversation drifted to the general subject of the
soul, and immortality, the husband said to his wife," If I die first,
.and can come back, I will come and see you ." Years went by ; the
husband fell ill, and died. Some time afterward the nurse was
sleeping in the kitchen on the ground floor, behind the shop. She
heard a noise in the cupboard, as if dishes were breaking. She got
up, thinking that the cat had caused this noise, but she could not
find the reason for it. Moreover not a plate or a glass had been
broken. Astonished, she went back to bed. The noise began again .
She had put out the light. She perceived at the foot of her bed a
whitish form, which grew clearer in outline. In this apparition she
"recognized perfectly her former master. Terrified, she did not go
·t o sleep again. When m orning came she went up to the first floor,
to her mistress's apar tment, taking her breakfast, as she did
·every morning . She was struck by her mistress's paleness. She
-questioned her, and r eceived this r eply : " Marie, just imagine-last
night my husband appeared to me. I recognized him perfectly.
H e spoke to me, a nd said,' You see, we don~t die; I'm in need of
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prayers.' " The mistress said to ·the nurse, " Go and see whether
the children saw anything, for I'm un(!a~y." In an adjoining room
the two little girls were resting quietly . . Then the nurse told her
mistress what she herself had seen.

This case seems· an jnteresting one to me, for the
apparition appeared rather a long time after death, and
on the same night, to two persons sleeping, one of them
on the ground floor, the other on the second floor.
These persons had not told each other of their experiences. In this case, what becomes of the hypothesis of
a collective hallucination? .
The second case is told by the Rev. Charles
Tweedale, described by M. Flammarion as " one of
my colleagues . of th~ Royal Astronomical Society
of London". It was a lso related in The English
M echanic and World of Scietice of July 20, 1906:
The evening of Friday, Januar y 10, 1879, I went to bed
early. Awakening in the midst of my first sleep, I saw the moon
through the window giving towards the south; its bright beams
lighted up my r oom. At once m y gaze was drawn toward the
pa nels of a cupboard, which was part of the wall , and which served
as a wardrobe. M y eyes followed the shaft of light which illuminated the eastern wall of my room, in which was the cupboard.
Gazing fixedly in this direction, I saw, suddenly, a fom1 appear in
front of me, before the panels of the cupboard. Indistinct at first,.
it gradually g rew clearer, until I recognized the face of my grandmother. I had been observing it for some seconds, when the vision
melted away gradually, and disappeared in the moonlight. An
unusual thing struck me, and stamped itself upon my mind : it was
the fact that my grandmother had on an old-fashioned cap, which
was fluted in a shell-like design. I was not in the least afraid and,
thinking myself the victim of an illusion caused by the moonlight,
I turned over and went to sleep again.
The morning of the next day, at breakfast, I was beginning
to tell of the apparition of the previous night, when to m y great
.surprise my father left the table abruptly. H e was most agitated;
h e went out of the room hastily, leaving his breakfast almost
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untouched. I asked my mother for an explanation. She silenced
me with a gesture. When the door was ·closed once more, I
repeated my question .. Then my mother answered: " ·Charles; I'm
going to tell you the strangest thing I've ever heard of. This
morning your father told me that he had waked up in the night,
and that he had seen his mother standing near his .bed, but just at
the moment when he wished to speak to her she had disappeared."
This scene and this conversation had taken place about
half-past eight, on the morning of Saturday, January ·11th. Beforenoon we received a telegram announcing that my grandmother
had died during the night. But that was not all, for m y father
next learned that his sister, who lived about thirty kilometres from
our home, had also seen my grandmother appear. Three persons,
therefore, had the same vision independently, and each attributed
it to an hallucination.
There is no doubt that this apparition was that of a person
passing through the change we call death, in view of the moment
when this triple apparition occurred. I remember perfectly that
it was two o'clock in the morning; my father made a note of the
precise moment of the vision. I did not get up to look at the time,
but made an approximate reckoning of it. The house faces south,
and the window of the room in which I was sleeping a lso looks
towards the south.
When I set about verifying details, I tried to find out at
what hour the moon was at its highest point on the night ofJanuary
10-ll, 1879. The Nautical Almanac showed the time to have
been nineteen minutes past two in the morning. When the moon
is at its height, the two east and west walls are lighted up equally,
as well as the north wall at the back of my room. Consequently,
I am sure that the moon was not far from its highest point at the
moment of the apparition, and that it was about two o'clock in the
morning. This confirms in a remarkable way the time noted by
m y father. My aunt, too, said that the apparition which she
witnessed occurred after death. Dissolution took place at fifteen
minutes past twelve. This proves that we are not concerned with
a telepathic or subjective manifestation, occurring before death or
at the very moment of death, but with a really objective apparition
occurring after life had left the body. We may conclude, th,er~fore,
that the dead woman, though apparently lifeless, was sufficiently
alive some hours later to manifest herself to different persons
separated by considerable distances.
·
As for the" garments of apparitions," I. described the vision
to my parents just as I had seen it, without attempting to find out
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whether my grandmother had actually worn a cap with the trimmings which had struck me. Several weeks ago, with the idea of
obtaining precise details as to this mystery, I wrote my uncle (my
aunt departed this life in 1900), asking him to clear up certain
interesting points, and sending him a sketch, drawn from memory,
of the face I saw in my vision. Here is an extract taken from the
reply which I received:
" I can vouch for the exactitude of these details, for your
grandmother died in my house the· morning of Saturday, January
11, 1879, at fifteen minutes past twelve. Her death-agony began on
Friday and she breathed her last a little after m idnight, according
to my memorandum. My daughter and I have a distinct memory
of what my wife said when she told us of the apparition of which
she had been a witness.
"You ask me if the sketch of the cap which you sent me is
at all like the dead woman's last head-dress. The resemblance is
striking. It is certain!y the fluted cap which your grandmother
wore the whole time she was ill and when she died; also, your
description of the phantom is in exact agreem~nt with the d ying
woman's appearance at the moment when life left her. I am telling
the simple truth, and can, if necessary, vouch for these details
by oath."
My father died in 1885; but my m other is stiJlliving and
has a distinct memory of the whole scene of which she was a
witness. She confirlJls its essential points.
" I have read carefully my son's account of his vision, and
I also remember that of my deceased husband (Doctor Tweedale).
At that same time, my sister-in-law told us of the phenomenon
which she had witnessed that night."
The occurrence which I have just related presents so many
marks of authenticity that we cannot hold it under suspicion. I
advise those who are incredulous to inform themselves as to
analogous happenings which have already been observed, and I
shall add that there are many interesting and authentic phenomena which are still unexplained.
·
CHARLES TwEEDALE

M. Flammarion says that this account is remarkable in that · it relates an occurrence observed about
one hour and three-quarters after death, and by three
persons independently. He comments as follows upon
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the hypotheses of illusion, hallucination and telepathy
in refer~nce to thi{case:
·
·
In our present state of ignorance as to the nature of matter,
energy, and spirit, attempts to discover w hether apparitions exist or
not can only be approved by all friends of truth, and we must
congratulate Mr. Tweedale on having made this triple observation
'known. T hat there was a n illusion, an hallucination on the p art of
three independent wifnesses seems to me inadmissible. The
.narra tor declares that so far as he and his father were concerned ,
the phantom was there objectively and that the cap proved it. It
·seems to m e that the reality of the apparition may be explained on
the assumption that the dead woman influenced the m inds of her
c hildren, and that this suggestion took the form of a n image. A
-dead p erson may act upon a living person at a distance; may
·manifest himself under one form or another, doubtless by a n
'impression made upon the brain.

A

FALLING PICTURE

The following example, taken from At the Moment
of D eath (p. 305) is not exactly an "apparition," but
-one of those cases in which departed p ersons contrive
· to give some other sign when they are unable to make
themselves visib le to some one to whom they wish to
communicate the fact of their death.
The falling of a portrait, coinciding with death,
h as h appened many times; M. Flammarion has among
his papers a large number of similar accounts of the falling of portraits at the moment of death, which could not
·be attributed to the method of h anging. This example
was r elated b y Mademoiselle Vera Kun gler of Naples :
At t he beginning of the year 19 17 my uncle, the husband of
my aunt, Madame P auline Reisbeck, was in the army, but, since he
·was over forty, they thought that h e was in the rear line of battle,
.and, in consequence, she was not anxious about him. On the
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morning of February 12th my aunt went into her room, about halfpast ten, to look for something. At the exact moment when she
stepped over the threshold of the door the portrai t of her husband,
a large one which showed him in military costume, detached itself
from the wall, fell, and slid over the floor to her feet. When the
nail and the cord which had held up the frame were examined, they
were found to be intact. My aunt, very much struck, related this
singular accident to some friends, adding that she was much afraid
that some misfortune had befallen her husband. Naturally, they
said to her what they habitually do in such cases: " Heavens,
Madame, are you going to be superstitious? Don't believe in that
foolishness ! " But my aunt, convinced that a m isfortune had
OCCI,liTed, put a cross in r ed against this date on her calendar, and
waited three weeks for news of her husband. Then she learned
that my uncle, Monsieur Adolphe Reisbeck, had died on the " field
of honour" (as they say) from a bullet that struck him in the head,
on the morning ofFebruary 12th, about half-past ten.
ANIMAL WITNESSES

The two examples which follow, r elated by the
Princess de Montarcy in a letter to 111. Camille Flammarion in December, 1920, offer testimony to the
influence of the " d ead " upon the living. Her first
experience also affords an instance of an animal-her
pet dog-evidencing unmistakable consciousness of the
presence of a mysterious, and to him (in this case)
terrifying visitor (After D eath, p. 182).
(1) M y gr and mother had always said to m e," If you're not
with me when I die, I'll let you know I'm dead." When I was in
Monte Carlo in M ay, 1886, I received a telegram from my cousin
informing me that my grandmother was ill, and asking m e to com e
without delay. It was one o'clock, and I could not leave until six.
At four o'clock another telegram informed me that she was better.
I decided to take the train that left at eight o'clock the next
morning. That same evening I went to bed at seven o'clock. At
nine o'clock my little dog jumped up on my bed, howling as if he
were being killed. I looked and saw (the lamp was lighted) at the
foot of my bed, my grandmother, just as I had seen her last, but
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pale. She threw me a kiss, and disappeared. The following:
morning, at seven o'clock, a telegram was brought announcing that
she died between eight ~d nine in the evening.
(2) At twenty I was engaged to a Hungarian count; we lovecL
each other dearly. But my' mother,' the Duchess ofB-(I wasan adopted daughter), had other plans for me, and she took me to·
Rome, where some days later she told me that the count had broken
off the engagement. I answered that I did not believe this. As a
.-esult of anxiety I fell ill in Rome, and, as soon as I was better,.
was taken to Spa. On September 30th, having been most unwell
for two days , I was in bed reading, when I heard my name spoken
in a dying voice. I looked up involuntarily, and saw the count,
dead and stretched out on the floor (he had on white trousers, a
blue shirt, and was without a vest), with a small bottle in one hand.
and my photograph in the other. I uttered a cry. The chambermaid came in with the newspapers from Paris. I opened the 'Gil
Bias,' a newspaptr which I never read, and saw on the first page
that the count had been found in his room, dead from morphine
poi~oning, on September 28th.
These two experiences made an impression which will last
all m y life.
PRINCESS DE MONTARCY

Although not strictly belonging to our present
classification of apparitions announcing death, thefollo,..;ing case gives another example of the evidence··
of an animal witness. It is taken from After Death
(p. 16), which prints a letter, dated April 25th, 1921,,
from M. Ballet-Gallifet, 12 Montee du Greillon, Lyons ,
who says :
One autumn night (the temperature was already low) I was
seated near the fireplace where some logs were burning. Before me
was my wife, in an arm chair; her back was turned to a window
opening on the passageway leading to the rooms on the first floor of
my house. I was not dreaming, for I had just run through a
treatise on " Electric Transformers" which hardly lent itself to
reverie. I was, therefore, far from thinking of phenomena of the
other world, when my dog, a Pomeranian, lying before the hearthstone, jumped up and began to howl, looking toward the window,_
and then came to lie down still growling, near my chair.
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I looked toward the window quickly, and behind it I saw,
:silhouetted, a shade. Its contours were delicate; it might have
been drawn in soft pencil by Henner. It went toward the door
:giving into my room. I could not restrain an exclamation. The
:shade-the light from a fairly distant gas-jet shone through it
feebly-c·ame forward slowly. .Its manner of walking showed a
.slight limp, and in spite of myself I cried: "Why, it's Father ! "
There were both the bodily contour and the gait of my wife's
father, who had died two years before. It was indeed he. I got
up hurriedly, threw m yself toward the door, opened it abruptly
.and-nothing!
This could not have been an hallucination. The book
·which I had just run through and which I still held in my hand did
not lend itself to that. Besides, my wife had turned round sharply at
·my cry, and like me, had perceived this shade, dear to her memory.
When I had entered my room again, my dog had taken
:refuge under the betl. and continued to growl.
CASES FROM THE WAR

The more recent literature of psychical research
·contains numerous examples of apparitions of soldiers
.announcing their own deaths during the Great War.
The following appears in Dreams and Visions of the
.War, by Rosa Stuart.
A very touching story was told to me by a Bournemouth
wife. Her husband, a sergeant in the Devons, went to France on
July 25, 1915. She had received letters regularly from him, all of
which were very happy and cheerful, and so she began to be quite
reassured in her mind about him, feeling certain that whatsoever
<ianger he had to face he would come safely through.
On the evening of September 25, 1915, a t about ten o'clock,
she was sitting on her bed in her room talking to another girl, who
was sharing it with her. The light was full on, and neither of them
had as yet thought of getting into bed, so deep were they in their
chat about the events of the day and the war.
And then suddenly there came a silence. The wife had
broken off sharply in the middle of a sentence and sat there staring
into space.
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For, standing there b efore her in uniform, was her husband!:
For two or three minutes she remained there looking at him, a nd
she was struck by the expression of sadness in his eye. Getting up .
quickly she advanced to the spot whel"e he was standing, but by the ·
time she had reached it the vision had disappeared.
Though only that morning the wife had had a letter saying·
her husband was safe and well, she fel t sure that the vision foreb oded evil. She was r ight. Soon afterwards she received a letter
from the War Office, saying that he had been killed in the battle of'
L oos on September 25, 191 5, the very date she had seemed to see
him stand beside her bed.

The following example is taken from the same ·
source :
The colonel of a well-known regiment that had been in the
th ick of the fighting ever since the commencement of the war, was
simply idolized by the men who fought under him, and there was :
g reat grief amongst them when he was so badly wounded that he
had to give up his command in France, a grenade having deprived
him of an arm.
After a few m onths at ho me the Colonel, who had meanwhile been fitted with an"'artificial arm, thought he was well enough
to rejoin his regiment. But he was told that this was impossible,
and the command of a garrison battalion leaving for the Dardanelles .
was offered him instead. Being a man of action h e accepted this
new command rather then remain idle, and so, though his heart was
with his old regiment in Flanders, he set out fo r Lemnos to take up ·
his new post there. But before very long he contracted a severe
attack of dysentery, and once more had to be invalided home. He
reached England all rig ht ; but in the hospital train on his way to·
London he breathed his last.
And now comes the curious part of the story. At the very
moment of his death in the hospital train, the Colonel appeared to
his old regiment in t he trenches in Flanders, in broad daylight,
when every man was at his post.
"\AJhy, here's Colonel-! I didn't know he was back," .
r emarked the Corppany Sergeant-Major to the Company Com- ·
mander, as he p ointed out the well-known figure of their old chief,
standing there before them. The Company Commander sprang ·
forward to greet him, but before he reached his side the apparition
had disappeared. And the qolonel was not only seen by these two,,
I
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=but by nearly all his men, who speak with bated breath of their
·experience to this day. For at the time he appeared to them in the
·trenches in Flanders they had thought he was still at Lemnos,
·though when they realized the nature of the apparition they were
filled with misgivings, which were confirmed a week later, when
·the mail arrived bringing the news of his death.

M. Camille Flammarion, in At the Moment of D eath,
prints a letter from which I make the following extract:
SAINT-MAUDE, SEINE,

Janumy 21, 1918.
I\fASTER:
I must tell you the following facts, for use in your important
investigations.
On August 25th, 1914, Madame D-received a long letter
from her soldier-husband at the front, whicli m ade her happy and
full of confidence. The afternoon of that day there was a family
reunion. She asked her younger sister to sit down at the piano and
play a ballad of Chopin for her-one that she and her husband
particularly loved. Her sister did so. Suddenly (it was three
o'clock) the young woman rose, uttered a cry, a terrible cry, and
fell to the floor senseless. When she came to herself, they questioned
her. Opening frightened eyes, she exclaimed: "What I have seen
js dreadful- dreadful! "
The family, affected by the p oor woman's intense nervousness, did not dare to press h er. It was only upon the second day
following, when she seemed a little calmer, that she told them she
had seen, abruptly unrolled ·before her eyes, a terrifying field of
battle with horrible slaughter and in the midst of it a ll her dear
husband falling dead.
Some days afterwards they learned that on August 25th, at
three o'clock, this soldier had been mortally hurt. T he young
woman's mother and several members of her family furnished me
.· confirmation of this dramatic scene. The coincidence of the vision
.and of what happened on the field of battle is beyond question.
MADAME A. MERCIER
.MY DEAR

The worth of this case, comments M. Flamm arion,
Jies in the precise coincidence of the death and the
vision, which happened on the exact day wh en the
unfortunate lady had attained peace of mind.
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DEATH-BED VISIONS

A volume entitled Death-Bed Visions by the late
Sir William Barrett, F.R.S., has recently been published. It contains a remarkable collection ofwell-attested
cases of visions seen by persons at the moment of
death. in many of these examples it is recorded that
the face of the dying person, who is usually suffering
much pain, lights up, and he exclaims that such and
such a person has come to take him away. In all the
cases mentioned the persons thus appearing to the
dying are those already dead, and there are some
examples, which are of the greatest evidential value, of
the appearance on these occasions of persons who have
previously died without the knowledge of the dying man
or woman, and in these cases the latter always expresses
surpnse. The following are examples in point:
In a neighbouring city were two little girls, J ennie and
Edith, one about eight years of.age and the other but a little older.
They were schoolmates and intimate friends. In Jtme, 1889, both
were taken ill of diphtheria. At noon on Wednesday J ennie died.
The parents of Edith, and her physician as well, took particular
pains to keep from her the fact that her little playmate was gone,
for they feared the effect of the knowledge on her own condition.
To prove that they succeeded and that she did not know, it may be
mentioned that on Saturday, June 8th, at noon, just before she became unconscious of all that was passing about her, she selected
two of her photographs to be sent to Jennie, and also told her
attendants to bid her good-bye.
She died at half-past six o'clock on the evening of Saturday,
June 8th. She had roused and bidden her friends good-bye, and
was talking of dying, and seemed to have no fear. She appeared
to see one and another of the friends she knew were dead. So far
it was like other similar cases. But now suddenly, and with every
appearance of surprise, she turned to her father and exclaimed,
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"Why, papa, I am g~ing to ~akeJennie with me; you did not telD
me that J ennie was here! " And immediately she reached out her
arms as if in welcome, and said, "Oh, Jennie, I'm so glad you are
here!" (p. 18.)
The Review Verdade e Luz of San Paolo, Brazil, in its.
number of September, 1924, has remarks on a striking incident of
which the dying Adamina Lazaro was the heroine. .
·
A few hours before her death, the patient said to h~r father·
that she saw near her bed several members of the family, all
deceased some years previously. The father attributed this declaration in extremis to a state of delirium, but Adamina insisted with
renewed force, and among the invisible " visitors" named her own
brother, Alfredo, who was employed at the time at a distance of
423 kilometres, on the lighthouse of the port of Sisal. The father
was more and more convinced of the imaginary nature of these
visions, well knowing that his son Alfredo was in perfect health,
for a few days previously he had sent the best possible news of
himself. Adamina died the same evening, and the next morning
her father received a telegram informing him of the death of the
young Alfredo. A comparison of times showed that the dying girl
was still living at the time of the death of her brother. (p. 21.)

There is great wealth of evidence along the lines
of these two examples, and there is no reason to suppose
that the apparitions in these cases are anything but
what the dying persons suppose them to be. These
constitute, in fact, th e majority of the instances of
apparitions returning to help, for the "dead" on the
astral plane .appear often to be aware of the fact when
some one whom they love is about to die. It is therefore true not only that the laws of our existence provide
for our fu~re well-being, but also that the intimate
personal relationships of earth-life are usually preserved, so that in many cases loving relatives and friends.
are waiting with a welcome at tl;le threshold of the
world on the other side of death.

CHAPTER XIX

THOSE WHO RETURN TO HELP
MATERNAL LovE
SoME of the dead are still watching closely over certain
friends or relations in earth-life, and any manifestations
which they make are for the purp<?Se of helping or
guarding these friends. One of the most beautiful of
such cases is related by Dr. John Mason Neale; though
I have already cited it in Invisible H elpers, I will
repeat it here, because it is one of the clearest and most
obvious examples that I know, besides being a delightful little story. Dr. Neale states that a m an who had
recently lost his wife was on a, visit with his little
children at the country house of a friend. It was a
rambling mansion, and in the lower part of it there
were long, dark passages, in which the children played
about with great delight. But presently they came
upstairs very gravely, and two of them related that as
they were running down one of the passages they
were met by their mother, who told them to go back
.again, and then disappeared. Investigation revealed
the fact that if the children had run but a few steps
24
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farther they would have fallen down a deep uncovered
well which yawned full in their path, so that the
apparition of their mother had saved them from almost
certain death.
In this instance there seems no doubt that the
mother herself was still . keeping a loving watch over
her children from the astral · plane, and . that (as has
happened in some other cases) her intense d~sire to
warn them of the danger into which they were so
heediessly rushing gave her the power to make herself
visible and audible to them for the moment-or perhaps
merely to impress their minds with .t he idea that they
saw and heard her. It is possible, of course, that the
helper may have been some one else, who took the
familiar form of the mother in order not to alarm the
children; but the simplest hypothesis, and by far the
most probable, is to attribute the intervention to the
action of the ever-wakeful mother-love, undimmed by
the passage through the gates of d eath.
Another instance of mother-love, in which the
mother returned apparently to prepare her two daughters for the death 'of one of them, is related in M.
Camille Flammarion's After Death as follows:
My young friend Marguerite, who is now twenty-two, had the
misfortune to lose in the same year (1918) her father, her mother,
and her sister Jeanne, aged sixteen. Jeanne, who had always been
in perfect health, began to sink soon after her mother's death; her
lungs became infected, and after having languished for five or six
months, she succumbed in her turn.
Marguerite and Jeanne, who loved each other very dearly
and were never separated, slept in the same room. Their grandmother had lived with them since the time they became 9rphans.
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About two months' after their mother's death, Marguerite woke up
.one morning about five o'clock, and heard a rustling in the room .
.She opened her eyes and saw a silhouette, clad in black, glide to
the foot of her bed, draw near her sister's bed, bend over J eanne,
·who was asleep, and kiss her on the brow. Marguerite sat up,
·g azed more attentively, and said: "Why, it's Mamma!" At the
:same instant the shade stood erect and vanished as it had come.
The young girl, deeply affected, got up noiselessly, that she might
not disturb her sister (already a iling at that time) and ran to her
·g randmother's room. Her grandmother was sleeping soundly.
She awakened h er and asked: "Was it you who came and kissed
.Jeanne, in her bed? " And she told her what she had just seen.
" No, dear," her grandmother answered; " I didn't stir; you've
been dreaming. Go back to bed quickly, and sleep two whole
· hours longer."
Marguerite went back to her room, trying to persuade
herself that she had b een dreaming. But as she was getting back
·into bed her sister awakened and said to her: "0, what a pity
that you woke me up! I was so happy! While I was asleep
Mamma came and kissed me. She was dressed in black, as she's
a lways been since Papa died; she brushed against the foot of your
bed, then she came toward me. She bent over, and I felt her
'kiss roe on the forehead." Marguerite then told her of her vision.
How sl~all we explain this vision, if it was not the real
presence, in her children's room, of this mother, dead for two
·months, who had come back to place a kiss on the brow of her
-daughter who was soon to join her? Was it a physiological,
. spiritual, or astral presence? I do not know, but it was an indubitable presence, perceptible to the eyes of the girl who was
.awake, and to the sensibilities of her who was asleep.
Marguerite still had tean in her eyes when she gave me
the details of this scene. She is a healthy, robust young girl,
very alert, straightforward, and spontaneous, highly intellectual,
.a nd not in the least predisposed to morbid imaginings.
MADAME CoRNEILLE

DELIVERED FROM DANGER

It is always possible for the dead (or for the living
'helpers on the astral plane) to assume some familiar
form when . they so desire, in order that their message
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may. be more readily accept~d and acted upon in some:
emergency.
A remarkable story illustrating this· possibility is.
told in a volume called News from the Invisible Worldof Miss Elizabeth Smith, daughter of .Colonel Smith_
of Piercefield, on the river Wye. It appears from an
account drawn up by the lady herself that she had
started off upon a sketching expedition upon the hills
near. Ullswater, and in taking a short cut across the
mountain side near the cataract called Aira Force, she,
contrived to get herself into a position from which
there seemed no possibility of exit. She could neither
progress nor retrace her steps, and felt in horrible
danger of falling.
Suddenly, however, as she swept the whole circuit of her ·
station with her a larmed eye, she saw clearly, about two hundred
yards beyond her own position, a lady in a white muslin morning- ·
robe, such as were then universally worn by young ladies until
dinner-time. The lady beckoned with a gesture, and in a manner
that, in a moment, gave her confidence to advance; how, she
could not g uess, but in some way that baffled all p ower to retrace, .
it, she found instantaneously an outlet which previously had
escaped her. She continued to advan~e towards the lady, whom
now, in the same moment, she found to be standing upon the
other side of the ' force' and, also, to be her own sister.
.
H ow and why that young lady, whom she had left at home
earnestly occupied with her own studies, should have followed and
overtaken her, filled her with perplexity. But this was no situation for putting questions; for the guiding sister began to descend, _
and by a few simple gestures, just serving to indicate when Miss .
Elizabeth was to approach and when to leave the brink of the ·
torrent, she gradually led her down to a platform of rock, from
which the further descent was safe and conspicuous. There Miss .
Smith .paused, in order to take breath from her panic, as well as to
exchange greetings and questions with her sister. But sister there
was none! All trace of her had vanished; and when, two hours.
after, she reached her home, Miss Smith found her sister in the :
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·same situation and employment in which she had left her; and
the whole family assured Elizabeth that her sister had never stirred
from the house.

There is nothing in this story to show us whether
the helper was drawn from the ranks of the dead or
the living . If the sister had been asleep at the
time, we might readily suppose that sh e herself had
observed Miss Smith 's condition of terror and danger,
a nd hastened to the rescue; but this idea is negatived
by the fact that the younger sister had remained
·engaged in the same occupation all the while. Some
one else, therefore, obviously took her shape, but
there is no definite proof that this was a dead person.
It will be seen that this power of personation is a
weapon which might as easily be employed for harm
as for good, and I have little doubt that there have
.been cases in which it has been so used. One of
the unsatisfactory points connected with the spiritualistic seance is the undoubted fact that personations often
;take place, and th at it is quite impossible for the
.ordinary person wh o has not d eveloped a high degree
.of clairvoyance to detect them.
THE CALL TO THE PRIEST

In Sights and Shado ws (pp. 94 et seq.) Dr. Lee
g ives u s two interesting instances of the return of the
dead to obtain what they considered necessary spiritual
.consolation for their surviving relation. In the first
·case an old woman who has been dead ten years calls a
priest to attend a young man who is near his last end.
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The priest, on paying a visit to the house indicated,
finds no one ill there, but meets and converses with a
young man who, having been a Catholic in his earlier
years, had of late ·neglected the duties prescribed by
his church. The priest persuades him to a m ake a
confession, and exhorts him to resume a religious life.
In th e night following the young man dies of heartdisease, and on going to make arrangements for the
burial the priest finds the portrait of his mysterious.
visitor, and discovers that she was the mother of the
d ead man, but had herself departed this life ten years
previously. In the second case two little children call
a priest to the bedside of their dying father, describing
carefully exactly where he is to be found . The priest,
on visiting the dying man, discovers that h e is quite
alone, and had been regretting that he had n o one to
send to fetch his spiritual father. The children, whom
h e at once r ecognized from the priest's description,
h ad been d ead for some time, but the exact period is
not given.
M. Camille Flammarion (At the Moment of D eath,
pp. 188-191) quotes the case of a father who returned
to advise his son to prepare for death. The facts are
related by Dr. W . de Sermyn, a learned practising
physician, in his ~ork Contribution a l' etude de
Certaines Facultes Cerebrales Meconnus :
Jean Vitalis was a robust man-stout, full-blooded, married,
though without children; in perfect health. He must have been
thirty-nine when he was suddenly attacked by a raging fever and
by pains in his joints. I was his physician. The symptoms were
those of acute articular rheumatism. The present-day treatment of
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this disorder, by salicylates, was not yet known. We then used
quinine, opium, potassium nitrate, colchicum, diuretic drink,s, etc.
The disease would drag on for six to seven weeks, and in most
cases would result in a cure. Sometimes, however, death would
come in consequence of cardiacal or cerebral complications.
I was surprised, on the morning of the sixteenth day, to find
Jean Vitalis fully dressed, seated on his bed, smiling; he could
move his hands and feet quite freely, and no longer had the least
fever: I had left him in a sad state the day before. The joints of
his shoulders, his elbows, his hands, his knees, his feet, were swollen
and painful. He had had a high fever, and I could not foresee that
I was going to find him so active and looking so well. Very calmly
he told me that he attributed his sudden cure to a vision which he
had had in the night. He assured me that his father, who had
been dead for some years, had appeared to him. This is, approximately, what he said to me:
" My father came to visit me last night. He entered my
room by that window which gives on the garden. First he looked
at me fixedly from a distance, then drew near me, touched me all
over to take away my pain and my fever, then told me that I was
going to die this evening, at exactly nine o'clock. Just as he was
leaving he added that he hope~ I would prepare myself for death
like a good Catholic. I've sent for my confessor, who will soon
come; I'm going to confess and to take communion, then I'll receive
extreme unction. I thank you very much for your good care; my
death won' t be caused by any omission on your part. It's my
father who wishes it; he needs me, doubtless; he will come and
take me at nine o'clock this evening."
He said a ll this very calmly, with a smiling countenance,
and a n expression of real contentment and happiness lighting up
his features.
"You've had a dream, an hallucination," I told him," and
I'm astonished that you put faith in it."
"No, no," he answered;" I was wide awake; it wasn' t a
dream. My father really came ; I saw him distinctly, and heard
him; he seemed absolutely alive."
" But the prediction of your death at a fixed time-you
don't believe in it, do you, since you're cured?" ~
"My father can't have deceived me. I'm certain I am
going to die this evening, at the time he told me."
His pulse was full, calm, and regular, his temperature
normal. Nothing indicated a patient seriously ill. Nevertheless, I
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warned the family that at times death came in cases of cerebral
rheumatism, and Dr. R ., an old and excellent practising physician,
was called into consultation. He came, and made, in the presence
of the patient, all sorts of jokes on the subject of his hallucination
and of his fancied early death; but out of his hearing, before a
family gathering, he said that the brain was affected and that on
this account the outlook was gloomy.
"The invalid's calmness," h e added, "is strange and
unusual. His belief in the objectivity of his vision and in his
imminent death is surprising. Ordinarily, people fear death, but
he doesn't appear to worry about it; on the contrary, he seems
happy and content to die. Still," I can assure you that he doesn't
seem like a man who is going to die this evening; as for fixing
beforehand the moment of his death, that's farcical."
· I went back about noon to see my patient, who interested
me keenly. I found him up, pacing up and down with a firm step,
without the least sign of weakness or of pain.
"Ah,'' he said to me, "I was waiting for you. Now thar I
have confessed and taken communion, may I eat something? I 'm
atrociously hungry, but I didn't want to take anything without your
consent."
As he had not the least fever, and as he gave every evidence
of being a man in perfect health, I allowed him to eat a beefsteak
with apples. I went back about eight o'clock in the evening. I
wished to be with the patient, to see what he would do when nine
o'clock came. He was still gay ; he entered into the conversation
sanely and in hig h spirits. All the m embers of his family were
gathered in his room, laughing and talking. His confessor, who
was there, told me that he had been obliged to yield to the patient's
r epeated pleadings, and that he had just given him extreme
unction. "I didn't wish to oppose him," he added; "he insisted
so. Besides, it's a sacrament that .may be administered several
times."
There was a clock in the r oom, and Jean, of whom I never
lost sight, cast an anxious look in its direction from time to time.
When it stood at one minute to nine, and while they were still
laughing and talking, he got up from the sofa on which he was
sitting, and said quietly: "The time has come."
H e kissed his wife, his brothers, his sisters, then he sprang
upon his bed with a great deal of agility. He sat down on it,
arranged the pillows; then, like an actor b owing to the public, he
b ent his head several times, saying, "Good-bye, good-bye ! " He
stretched himself with no haste, and did not stir again. I went up
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:to him slowly, convinced that he was feigning d eath. To my great
:surprise, he had died, with no death-agony or death-rattle, without
.a sigh; he had died a death such as I had never seen. We hoped,
.at first, that it was only a prolonged swoon, a case of catalepsy.
The burial was long deferred, but we had to yield to the evidencethe corpse-like rigidity and the signs of decomposition which set in.

All these which we have instanced are examples of
isolated interventions, called forth by the :mminence
of some special danger. But cases of d efinite longcontinued effort are not wanting, th ough they are
nat~rally less common , because, as h as been explained
in previous ch apters, the best and most helpful of the
·dead are not likely to stay long ·within reach and sight
of the earth-life-unless, indeed, they specially devote
themselves ~o a certain piece ofwork connected with the
physical pla ne, as did the husband mentioned on p.1 62.
ASTRAL PHILANTHROPY

A remarkable case of the continuation after
·death of philanthropical physical work is recorded by
Dr. M inot J. Savage in Ains!ee's Magazine for March ,
i. 902, vol. ix, p. 117. His account, much abridged, is
.as follows:
A few years ago there was a famous preacher to
the poor in the city of Boston. He and his wife were
both particularly interested in those wh o h ad few other
friends. In his old age this preacher ha d a colleagu e
to help him in his work among these poor people, an d
ri.n due course of time the p reach er, his wife and the
colleague died, the only survivor of the original band
·Of devoted workers being the colleague's widow. This
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lady ap pears to have been mediumistic, or at any rate·
readily impressible. The dead preacher and his wife·
still retained their friendly interest in their poor
parishioners, and though many of these latter had
moved away into other towns, these devoted ministrants.
apparently nev er lost sight of them. They used to
impress the surviving widow to go and render such help
as they saw that any of their poor friends needed .
. F or a series of years a loving labour of charity and help was
carried on, involving no glory, no n otoriety, no publicity, but the
opposite. It cost effort and m oney to carry on this work, and only
two or three intimate friends were ever let into the secret.
The widow lived in a town n ot far from Boston . She would receive
orders to go into town to such a street a nd such a number, a nd
would be told tha t there she would find such a nd such a person or
persons in such and such a condition, and she was to r ender them
the service that was needed.
Cases like this occurred over and over and over again. She
would follow these directions, kno,-ving absolutely nothing about the
case except what had thus been told her, and she said that there
was never a mistake made. She a lways found the person and the
condition as they had been described to her, and she did for them
w ha t their case r equired. In one instance she travelled to a city
in another state under orders like these, knowing not even the
name of the person she was to seek out, excep t that which had
been told her . She fo und t he case, h owever, as it had been
reported, and r ender ed assistance. Not all of these were cases of
m ere physica l need. Some of them were .instances of r escue from
mortal peril, descriptions of which would read like a chap ter in a
sensationa l story.
As a part of this gen eral ministry, another happening is
worthy of record. The daug hter of this old minister r eceived explicit
orders (claiming to come from her father through his colleague's
widow as the medium) to enclose twenty dollars in a n envelope and
send it to another town, directing it to an address of which she h ad
never heard. She hesitated about sending the m oney in this way,
and wanted to wait and get a cheque so as to avoid risk of loss .
She was p eremptorily order ed, however, not to wait, as the m atter
was one of imrnedjate and vital importance. She sent t he m oney
as thus directed, two ten-dollar bills. I have had the privilege of
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reading the letter acknowledging its receipt. It was written with .
difficulty with a lead pencil, and the grammar and spelling were·
poor. It told a story of abuse and desertion on the part of the·
husband. The forsaken wife had done all she could to keep her ·
little family together. She had reached the end of her endeavours,
had just pawned her last bit of decent furniture, and with the
proceeds had bought some charcoal and was making preparations .
to go .out of the world and take her children with her when the ·
m oney arrived.

This case is probably only a specimen of a con- .
siderable class of which the world never hears anything.
Perhaps extend ed philanthropy like this is not common,
but certainly the special guardianship of an individual
by some dead friend or relation is by no means unusual.
The mentor manifests himself in various ways, sometimes through automatic writing, sometimes through
raps or by the use of a planchette or ouija, sometimes
through dreams, perhaps most frequently through
strong mental impressions, which the person guided
proba bly calls infallible intuitioP..s.
Tr-m

MoNKS

It is not unusual for those who have served mankind during life to continue the same kind of work for
some time after the death of the physical body. Some ·
years ago I received a letter from an Ei1glish gentleman, describing a striking example of the attendance ·
of a number of " dead " monks at the services of a
chapel in London. He says :
My mother, in the later years of h er life, managed and
maintained a small Hospital, St. Saviour's, Osnaburgh Street. She ·
was a person of extreme views; the Hospital was run on religious .
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lines; . there was a· Chapel where Mass was said daily and the
Blessed Sacrament was reserved.
My Mother at different times made. two purchases for the
Chapel. One was a range of carved choir-stalls of great !1eauty,
which once graced the chapel of a Dominican Monastery in Hungary,
.and the other was some relics of undoubted authenticity with a
certificate from the Bishop of the diocese to which they belonged.
These came out of an Italian disestablished Franciscan Monastery.
They were secured in the reredos of the altar in a side-ch apel.
From the time that these carvings and relics were placed in
the Chapel, persons who are able to see these things saw, from
time to time, monks kneeling in prayer in the Chapel. They
wore the habits of the two orders I have mentioned.
They were seen by a brother officer of my brother's (Hullett
by name), a member of the Psychical Research Society, and he,
while knowing nothing of the orders, described the habits accurately. This gentleman was organist of a church in South London,
of which my brother was Precentor. vVhen my mother died, we
had a choral Requiem Mass sung in the Chapel. My brother
brought the choir, and Hullett played the organ. After Service my
brother asked Hullett if he had seen the monks. "Yes," he said,
·"the Chapel was so full there was no r oom for them below, and
they stood by me in the organ loft, until the conclusion of the
Prayer of Consecration, when they disappeared."
In the sequel, we had to make arrangements for the continu. ance of the Hospital. It is still conducted on religious lines, but
the chaplain does not reserve the Blessed Sacrament. Since then
the monks have never been seen, and in m y opinion that is the
reason.

I see no reason to doubt in this case that many
·such monks were in the habit of taking part in the
ceremony, to add ~heir devotion to the prayers of
the physical celebrant and his congregation. It is
no unusual thing for devotional persons to spend the
. greater part of their time on the astral plane going
.:from one Church to another for this purpose. In this
-case some of the monks who had used the relics and
.-choir-stalls during life h a d p erhaps felt the desire to
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follow their old familiar objects into their new setting,.
and h ad brought their friends . along also; but when
the new chaplain ceased to reserve the Blessed Sacra-·
ment they felt that the main reason for their visit no·
longer existed, and so they decided to transfer their
attentions to some other place.
GASPAR

It is more rarely that the guardianship manifests.
itself by the giving of advice in audible speech, but
of this also we have some instances. One is recorded
in Footfalls on the Boundmy of Another World, p. 339a case in which a fa mily was for three years constantly
watched over and advised by a voice which every
member of it, and even their servants, repeatedly
heard. The dead man from whom the voice came
gave the name of Gaspar, but declined to furnish any
particulars as to his earth-life. His presence seems to
have been always a pleasure to all members of the
family, and his advice invariably turned out well.
He showed himself only twice, and in both cases
out of doors, dressed in a large cloak and a broadbrimmed hat suggestive of Southern Europe. He
never touched upon religious subjects, but always.
strongly advocated virtue and harmony.
In this case it does not appear that the dead counsellor was in any way refated to the family. He seems
just to have encountered them casually, found that
they were friendly and receptive, and so struck up
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:an acquaintance and remained in touch with them.
Evidently some member of the fa mily must have b een
.mediumistic, so that matter could be borrowed from
her in order to produce the physical voice and the
·two materializations. When they removed to another
·country he did not accompany them; possibly h e mq.y
h ave been about to rise to a level from which communication would h ave been more difficult.
Sometimes a dead man returns merely in order to
-give advice, as seems to be the case in the following
story, which presents some interesting features to the
:student.
IN A

CROWDED STREET

The speaker was Mr. David Dick, auctioneer, of 98 Sauchiehall Street, a young married man, about thirty-five, a member of
the Glasgow Ruskin Society.
"I have seen a ghost," he said, "and I find it utterly
.impossible to explain it on any so-called natural grounds."
"'Mas it the ghost of a living or of a dead person? "
"A ghost of a dead p erson."
" How long had it been dead? "
"Six years."
"Wh ere did you see it? "
" In Glasgow."
" I n the day or night? "
"At half past three in the afternoon, in broad daylight."
' 'But tell us how it occurred."
" I had left the office in Sauchiehall Street at half-past three
·in the afternoon. I was going on an errand to St. Vincent Street,
.and had my mind full of my business. I went along Sauchiehall
:Street a nd entered Renfield Street, where the ghost joined me."
"You knew it was a ghost? "
" Perfectly."
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" How did you know it _was a ghost? "
" ·Because I recognized it at once."
" Did it speak to you? "
" It did."
" What did it say to you? "
"That I cannot tell you: it spoke of a matter which was
K.nown only to myself."
" You answered? "
" Yes, .and continued to walk on, the ghost accompanying
me exactly as if it had been an ordinary person. We walked
down Renfield Street together, talking. There was nothing in
the appearance of the ghost to impress any one who met it that
-it was not a living man. It wore a black coat and a flat felt hat
which I had seen worn only once in the lifetin}.e of the deceased.
The part of Renfield Street we traversed toget her is about two
hundred and fifty yards long, and one of the busiest streets in
Glasgow. When I got to the corner of Vincent Street the ghost
vanish~d. I did not see it come, and I did not see it go; I only
·knew it was not there."
"Were you not frightened?"
" Not the least in the world."
" Did you ask it any question? "
"No, none; I simply carried on the conversation which it
had begun."
" Did not its sudden disappearance disturb you? "
" Not at all; it joined me without notice, and left me as
·simply. I did not see it dissolve; it simply was not there any
Jonger."
" And you knew the ghost? "
" Perfectly."
"Who was it, may I ask?"
" It was the ghost ofmy father."
" Were you thinking of your father ? "
"Not at all."
"And when he spoke to you, were you not surprised?"
"Not in the least."
"Nm' inquisitive? "
"No, it seemed so natural. I was chiefly thinking of the
·place I was going to. In fact, it was not until the next day that I
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began to realize how strange it was that I had been speaking;
familiarly to my father, six years after he had died, in a busy
Glasgow Street. But that it was so I have not t he slightest doubt
in the world. That I know. I have had no other experience of a .
similar nature; all that I know is that I did walk down Renfield
Street with my father six years after his death."
" The ' vision,' as you call it, suggested, without insisting,
that I was annoying myself too much about affairs which did not
really lie in my power, and that events might prove m y worry
quite senseless, which they did. There was neither definite·
prophecy nor promise. Had there been I should have said the
' ghost ' was a pure swindle, m y father having been a man sor eserved that William the Silent was a chatterer to him."

This story was told directly to Mr. Stead by
Mr. Dick in 1891. He gives it in Real Ghost Stories
(p. 184) . The most remarkable feature in it is the
appearance of the dead person in broad daylight in a
busy street. But it will be observed that we have no·
evidence that any one else out of all the crowd in that
busy street saw the apparition; so that it is quite
p ossible that it may have been only a mental impression
m ade by the father upon the son.
of the strangest
things in the narrative is surely the preoccupation of
Mr. Dick, which was so great that it did not strike him
as r emarkable that he should be conversing with his
father whom he knew to be dead. _In this case the
dead man appears to have 'been actuated by the desire
to give a piece of friendly advice, though with reference
to a matter which does not seem to have been of
primary importance.
More frequently, however, it is for some matter or
serious import that the departed break the customary
·silence : of the grave. It may well be that, as the·
Bretons think, if we were only less involved in our petty
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personal interests, we should much oftener have . the
benefit of what may truly be called gh<?stly counseL
But as matters stand . at present we ourselves usually
put su ch serious difficulties in the way of any communication, and our friends who die are so little in the
habit of regarding su ch communication as possible,
that it is only und er stress of some really cogent reason
that most of them endeavour to reach us. Not infrequently they visit some one whom they love in orde~
to warn him of his own approaching death. In some
cases . their wish to do this comes from the religious
theory as to the necessity of special preparation for
dea th; in others, it is simply the desire to give the man
time to make his arrangements, or to enable him by
such premonition to lessen the shock to :his family and
friends. A recent example of an apparition with this
object is given by Dr. Minot J. Savage in the same
article from which we quoted the story ofthe philanthropic preacher.· He relates it as follows :
A PATERNAL VVARNING

This case occurred about a couple of years ago here in the
immediate vicinity of New York. There was a cer tain young man
who had been studying abroad. H e had b een at H eidelberg
University. He was of anything but an imaginative temperament .
Tall and stalwart in build, he had a reputation as.an athlete. His
favourite studies were mathematical, physical and elech·ica!.. He
had returned home from abroad, a nd, so far as anybody knew, was
in perfect health . He was at the summer home of his mother. I t
was his ha bit after dinner to go out on the piazza and walk up and
down w hile sm~king his pipe. One evening he came quietly in and,
witqout talking with anybody, went to bed. The next morning he
went into his mother's room b«fore she \'-:aS up and laid his hand on
her cheek in order to awaken her quietly. Then he said: " Mother;
25
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I have something very sad to tell you. You must brace yourself,
and be strong to bear it." Of course she was startled, and asked
him what he was talking about. He said: "Mother, I mean just
what I am sayi ng. I am going to die very soon."
When his mother, startled and troubled, pressed him for an
explanation, he said: "Last night, when I was walking up and
down the piazza, smoking, a spirit appeared and walked up-and
down by my side. I have received my call, and am going to die."
The mother, of course, was seriously troubled, and wondered
w hether anything might be the matter with him. She therefore
sent for the doctor and told him the story. The doctor made a
careful examination, said there was nothing the matter, treated the
whole thing as a bad dream or a hallucination, told him to pay no
attention to it, a nd said that within a few days they would be
laughing at themselves for letting such a thing worry them.
The next morning the young man did not seem quite as well
as usual, and the doctor was sent for a second time. Again he said
there was nothing the matter, and tried to laugh them out of their
fears. The third morning the young m an appeared in still poorer
condition, and the third time the p hysician was summoned. He
now discovered a case of appendicitis. An operation was performed, and the young man died in a coup le of days. From the
time of the vision until his death not more than five days had gone by.
Some time after this exper ience the mother visited a psychic
here in New York. She made no previous appointment, but went
as a perfect stranger and waited her turn. The son cla imed at once
to be present, and told his mother a whole series of very remarkable
things, which by no possibility could the psychic ever have known.
Then, in answer to the question, " \1\'ho was it that you saw that
night?" (the question being purposely so framed as not to seem to
refer to anybody out of the body) he at once replied: "It was my
father." The father had been dead for some years, and the mother
had married again.
··

Many of the ancestral apparitions connected _with
some of our old families seem to have taken upon
themselves this office of warning their descendants
when the close of their earthly span is approaching.
Usually their desire to do this seems to be a n outcome
of inordinate pride of race; but sometimes it appears
to be undertaken with the idea that it is in some sort
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:an expiation for foul deeds done in the flesh, and in
other cases it is simply due to warm affection for their
posterity, or deep interest in the honour of the house.
It is in the great families where this interest has
.become a dominant passion that such appearances are
most common.
ANCESTRAL APPARITIONS

The story of the White Lady of Neuhaus is one
-of the well-authenticated accounts of family ghosts.
:She is identified by existing portraits as the daughter
. of Ulrich von Rosenburg and K atharine ofWartenburg,
and lived about the middle of the fifteenth century.
'There is nothing in so much of her history as is known
to explain her long continued stay in the immediate
·neighbourhood of the earth , unless the fact that she led
a very unhappy married life may in some way or other
be connected with the question. At .any rate, for some
centuries now she seems to h ave been showing herself
at intervals, and her appearan ce is always connected
with d eaths in certain high families closely related to
her. It is universally understood a mong h er descendants
that her intention is benevolent, a nd that her object is
·to give timely warning of dissolution to those in whom
·she is interested.
T}:le Black La dy of Darmstadt is another of these
historical revenants. Three recent cases of her .appea rance are given by Dr. Lee in his b ook Sights and
.Shadows, p. 73, and in each of them it was followed
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very speedily by the death of a member of the royaL
house. In her case there is this curious additional
complication, that she seems intolerant of any inter-·
ference with her movement; for on one occasion, when
a young officer endeavoured to seize her or to fire upon
h er, he was fuund dead, though without any sign of
external injury, but his gun was broken, its barrel
twisted like a corkscrew, and wholly detached from the
splintered stock.
Sometimes . an ancestor arranges to warn his
descendants of impending death by methods which,.
while equally effective, are much less inconvenient to
· himself than a continued haunting must be. He·
provides for them something in the nature of a re-·
cognized omen, and no doubt feels that posterity ought
to b e grateful to him, though I imagine that his.
expectations in this respect are by no means invariably
fulfilled. Omens, however, belong to another division
of our subject, which will be treated in due course.
V\1e have on record a large number of instances in
which two people, while living, have m ade an agreement
that whichever of them died first should return and
make himself visible to the other-usually with the·
object of convincing him of the reality of the life ·after
death. We can imagine many reasons which might
prevent the fulfilment of so rash a promise; yet there
are not a few cases before us in which such an undertaking has been carried out to the letter. From them
I will select two or three as specimens, commencing by
quoting from Mr. Andrew :tang's Dreams and Ghosts,.
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p. 97, the well-known story told by Lord Broughamwell known not for its singularity, for there are many
in every way equal to it, but because of the eminence
.and r eputation of the author. The account is somewhat condensed, in order to save space.
LoRD BROUGHAM's STORY

At one in the morning, arriving at a decent i nn (in Sweden) ,
we d ecided to stop for the night, and found a couple of comfortable
rooms. Tired with the cold of yesterday, I was glad to take
.a dvantage of a hot bath before I turned in. And here a most
remarkable thing happened to me-so remarkable that I must tell
the story from the beginning.
After I left the High School, I went with G., my most
intimate friend, to attend the classes in the University . . . W e
·.actua lly committed the folly of drawing up an agreement, written
with our own blood, to the effect that whichever of us died first
should appear to the other, a nd thus solve any doubts we had
enterta ined of the life after death. G. went to India, years passed,
.and I had nearly forgotten his existence. I had taken, as I have
said, a warm bath, and while lying in it a nd enj oying the comfort
of the heat, I tuxned my head r ound, looking towards the chair on
which I h ad dep osited my clothes, as I was about to get out of the
bath. On the chair sat G., looking calmly at me. How I got out
of the bath, ~ know not, but on recovexing m y senses I found
myself sprawling on the floor. The apparition or wha tever it was
that had taken the likeness of G . had disappeared . . .. So str ongly
was I affected by it that I have here written down the whole
history, with the date, 19th D ecem ber, and all the particulars, as
·they are now fresh before me.

On 16th October, 1862, L ord Brougham copie.d
this extract for his a utobiograph y, and says that on his
arrival at Edinburgh h e re;ce~ved a letter from India,
announcing that G. had died on the 19th D ecember.
Another well-authenticated case of this appearance
·of a dead man in fulfilment of a promise is that
·m which the Rev. Theodore Buckley, one of the
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chaplains of Ch~ist Church, Oxford, showed himself"
three days after his death to his friend Mr. Kenneth
Mackenzie. (Glimpses in the Twilight, p . 82.)
Another example is the agreement made between
Major Sydenham and Captain Dyke, that whichever of them might die first should appear to the sur-·
vivor at a certain summer-house in Major Sydenham 's
grounds at midnight on the third day after his.
departure from this physical plane. The Major died
first, and the Captain duly kept the tryst, but
the :rvfajor failed to put in an appearance, though
his friend waited from 11.30 till 2 o'clock. Six weeks
later, however, he showed himself clearly in the
Captain's bedroom, and explained that he was unable
to keep the appointment, but that there certainly was a
future life-which had apparently been the subject of
their discussions. He said n othing as to the nature of
the obstacles which had prevented him from coming
before, but we may readily imagine that he had not
fully regained consciousness so soon after· his deathor, if he was conscious, he may have been unable to
effect a materialization for any one of various reasons.
The story may be found in Glanville's Saddilcismw;.
T 1·iumphatus.
THE MISSING MoNEY

In a later chapter I will mention rome cases of
earth-bound persons who dying without having discharged certain small debts, felt that they could not
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pursue the normal course of life in the other world
until they had found some one to pay wh at was du_e on
their behal£ The following instance (from After Death;
p. 84) also relates to money matters, but in this case
the desire of the apparition was to help the living.
The account was sent to M .. Flammarion from H yeres,
on May 31, 1899. The story was told to the narrato~
by a neighbour, a woman estimable from every point
C?f view, " simple, truthful, and sincere". She said:
Three days had passed since we lost our father through
sudden de.a th. (He died of congestion of the brain.) Since it was
customary in our house for my fa ther to pay all expenses, he alone
had charge of the money. H e was in the habit of putting it-his
ideas were a li ttle odd-in certain places more or less hidden
from us.
·
After the funeral, when we wished to settle up everything,
my mother, in order to pay pressing bills, began to look for the sum
from which household and all other expenses were taken. ' Ve
were certain that my father had hidden· it somewhere. It was
probable that the amount was very small.
The whole family-my mother, myself, and two boysbegan a search. We looked from attic to basement, with no more
result than if we had not looked at a ll. M y mother was in
despair, since she had counted on the money to pay household
and other expenses with. vVe did not know which way to turn,
and were all in the deepest misery.
In the course of the third night, between eleven and midnight, I suddenly heard steps descending the stairs which led to
the hay-loft. These steps halted on the landing before the door of
my room, and immediately I heard the la tch lifted and the door
creak. And my father's well-known voice reached my ears, calling
three times : " Baptistine, my child ! " As you may well suppose,
I was more dead than alive. My girl cousin was sleeping with
m e; I pushed her with all the strength I had left, trying to wake
her. It was useless; she slept on undisturbed. Then I answered
m y father, but in a voice so choked by emotion that only with
difficulty could I utter the two words: "My father!"
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"Listen, my child," he said. " Since I left you, you have
been greatly worried and have suffered most terribly because you
can't. find the money. Well, it's in an old packing-case that once
had oranges in it; the box is in the room behind the kitchen. It is
divided into compartments; there are bags of several kinds of grain
on one side of it. And on the other side, at the very bottom, under
some rags, is the money which is causing you so much suffering!
Good-bye, my child."
I need not add that the whole family was at once up and
about; some minutes afterward we found the hoard.
HILARlON I\1ARQ.UAND

Following his usual method of inquiry, M. Flammarion requested the writer of the foregojng to ask for
confirmation of the account. H e received the following
reply:
I am very happy to oblige you. This morning I went to the
\Vidow Eugene Ardouin's garden (nee Baptistine Pons) ; she was
picking strawberries. In a few words I explained to her the reason
for my visit.
I read her the letter which I had the honour of writing you;
I asked her if the account contained in it were identical with the
one she had given as to her father's apparition. She answered:
"That was it."
Then I said: <<You must do me a kindness. You must send
Monsieur Flammarion a simple story of the incident, as you remember it now." She began to smile, saying that tha t was quite
impossible, since she did not know how to write! I was most
distressed. I had her tell me, once more, how it had all happened;
she did so with pleasure, but with much emotion.
"Were you sure you weren't asleep? "
" 0, quite sure; he made a loud noise, coming down the
attic stairs; you'd have said he was dragging chains with him."
"But how was it that your bedroom-a young girl's bedroom, particularly-was closed only with a latch? "
"\1\Thy, you see," she answered, "we weren't in the habit of
locking the doors, in our home."
"And the sum of money," I said to her. <<How much was
there?"
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" Fifteen hundred francs. I still seem to see that old worm·eaten box, full of bags of grain on one side, and on the other side
-the sum that had worried us so."
I asked, finally, " Couldn't it. have been your intense desire
to find the money which made you dream of this sum and of your
:father?"
"No, no," she answered. "I was too young, then, to think
.of anything so practical as money. And then, how could m y wish
'have made me discover the hiding-place?"

A somewhat similar case, though apparently it
·occurred in a dream, is the story of the recovery of
thirteen lost cantos of the Paradiso of Dante. Professor
Lombroso refers to it in his After Deatlz-Wizat?
(p . 34), and gives us some extracts from Boccaccio's
Life of Dante, where it is told.
When Dante Alighieri died, his sons Jacopo and
Pietro at once · began to collect the d~fferent parts of
the great poem, which were scattered here and there.
For months they searched in vain for a portion which
·s eemed necessary to complete the work. Then Jacopo
had a vision. He "saw his father come to him,
dothed in the whitest garments and his face resplend·ent with an· extraordinary light," and asked him
:among other things about . the missing portion of
the Paradiso. The spectre then led him by the
h and to the chamber where he had usually slept
and directed him to a spot on one of the walls. " At
these words both Dante and ·sleep fled from Jacopo at
·once," and he rose and informed a friend. " They set
·off together, and went to the designateq place, and
there they found a blind or curtain of matting affixed
to the wall. Upon gently raising this, they saw a little
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window never b~fore seen b y any of them, nor did.
any one know it" was there. In it they found several'_
manuscripts, all mouldy from the .dampness of the
walls, so much so that if they had remained there much
longer they would have b een spoiled. Having tenderly
brush ed away the mould and read them, they saw that .
they were the thirteen cantos so long sought by them."

DEOLIN DA
It frequently occurs that the influence of the dead
person upon the living is so slight as to give only a .
delicate sensation of the presence of the apparition, not
a mounting to definite vision. Such was the well-known
case of Deolinda, p ublish ed in the Revista de Ciencias ·
Psiquicas of Caracas (Nov. 1 ~ 1 3), as follows:
Dr. Cabra l, head of " El Atheneu Brasileiro," r elates that
he had taken care of a poor, deser ted girl named Deolinda, who ·
had died of consumption. Some time afterwards the doctor had
accepted tbe hospitality of his friend, Monsieur Ba rbosa de
Andrade, who lived in a rather out-of-the-way place. Monsieur ·
Andrade's sister had just fallen so seriously ill t hat it was necessary to look after her during the nig ht.
This is t he doctor's story :
One night, when I had finished my rounds, I was so tired .
that I wen t a t once to bed. Two sisters, 1vfesdam~s Ana and
Felicia D iaz, t ook m y place at the invalid's bedside. I had scarcely
stretched myself out on my b ed when I was per vaded by an intense ·
feeling of well-b eing. I could not account for this sensation. Soon
I had an impr ession tha t some object wa s touching m y head, as .
though some one wer e wrapping m e up in som ething. Astonished
at this feeling, I called to the two ladies who were on duty in the
next room. M adame Felicia D iaz said to m e : ' I see a young girl,
dressed in white, at the h ead of your bed ; she's putting a wreath .
of roses on your forehead. She says that her name is Deolinda,.
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and that she has come to show her gratitude for the generosity·
with which you cared for her.'
I was greatly astonished by this statement. I recalled the·
fact that it was the anniversary of Deolinda's death; neither I nor
any one else had thought of this. I had never spoken to any one·
in that house ofwhat I had done for Deolinda.
DR. CABRAL

This account is hereby confirmed by the following signatures: Manuel Barbosa de Andrade, Madame Emilia Barbosa de·
Andrade, l\ifadame An_a Ines Diaz Fortes.

We quote the case from After Death (p. 259) which
derived it from Professor Sidgwick's lnqui1y as to
Hallucinations. A committee composed of Professors
Sidgwick and Myers, Mr. Frank Podrnore, Mrs. Sidgwick
and Miss Alice Johnson issued the following deductions.
(Pro. S. P. R., vol. x, ·p. 385):
If one wishes to exclude the possibility of any real interven-tion on Deolinda's p~rt, one m ust assume: ( 1) that Dr. Cabral
remembered subconsciously that that day was ttie anniversary of
the young girl's death; (2) that the memory gave rise in him,
through association, to his feeling of happiness a nd his tactile
sensations, without, however, influencing his conscious memory;
(3) that the subconscious recollection was transmitted, telepathi-cally, to the lady who saw the deceased. Let us acknowledge that
this triple hypothesis seems forced and artificial beyond all measur e,
and that a small number of similar cases, as precisely substantiated
as this, lead us to grant the reality of manifestations after death~

CHAPTER XX

THOSE· WHO NEED .· HELP
REAL AND IMAGINARY NEEDS

VVE have now considered a number of instances in
which men have returned from the dead from altruistic
·motives, but we have still to examine specimens from
the even greater number of cases in which they
.r eturned because they were themselves in want of some
help which the living could render. In many cases the
need is imaginary; and based upon mere conventional
ideas. The dead man, for example, may be greatly
troubled b ecause his body is unburied , or (if he h appens
to be a Catholic) because the requisite number of
m asses have not been said for the repose of his soul.
He may b e troubled because he h as left treasure
b ehind him,- or because he has not; he may have on
his mind some neglect or some crime which he desires
to confess, or for which he wishes to make atonement;
h e may be moved by remorse or revenge. Sometimes
t he object for which h e returns seem to us d ecidedly
t rivial, and not worth the trouble which it must cost
:him; in other cases his motive is clearly sufficient and
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praiseworthy. To this latter class belong the many·
instances in which men have retur~ed to explain where ·
a missing wil1 could be found, so that justice might be:
done among their survivors; or those others in which
they have come back to arrange for the due mainten-·
ance and care of those dependent upon them.
CAPTAIN BLOMBERG

A striking case of this kind is that of Captain·
Blomberg, who died very suddenly when with his:
regiment in Martinique. At the moment of his death
h e was away from the barracks, conveying important
despatches to a distant part of the island. Und er these·
circumstances he appeared to two of his brother-officers,
who were sharing a room in the barracks, and told one
of them that he had died that night, and h ad come to
ask his friend to take charge of his orphan boy. He·
gave the address of the child's relations in London,
asked that he should be sent to their care, and further-more stated that the boy's claim to certain property
might be established by means of some papers which
were to be found in a drawer which he described. The address so given proved to be correct, and the titledeeds .to the property were found exactly where he said
they would be. This affair acquired considerablenotoriety and eventually came to the ears of Queen
Charlotte, who v:ras greatly interested and ordered the·
child to be received into the Royal nursery, and brought
up under her direct care and superintendence. He:
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:afterwards became a well-known metropolitan clergy-man in the early part of the last century. The full
·story may be found in The Haunted Homes and Fami[v
.Traditions of Great Britain, by John H. Ingram, p. 637.
WHY NoT OFTENER?

The mind of the average man runs in conventional
·grooves, and .his first comment on hearing such a story
as this is usually: "If this be true, why do not such
·things happen oftener? Why does not every dead m an
who h as suddenly left the earth-life return and complete
his arrangements? There are ma ny missing p ap ers
which are never found, there is much injustice which is
never righted."
Now, of course our business is to observe, record
.and examine the facts which are offered to us, r ather
than to speculate why they are not other than they
.are; and the fact that a certain occurrence happens
-comparatively rarely does not justify us either in
refusing to credit it when it does take place, or in complaining that it does not happen more frequently.
Nevertheless it is not difficult for the student of occult
phenomena to offer certain suggestions in a nswer to
such questions as these.
The number of interventions on the part of the
·dead is in reality much larger than we ever suspect,
though it is comparatively rarely that they need to go
to the length of visible apparition. Often their strong
·.thought is sufficient to act upon the minds of the
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:Survivors, and so convey to them the wishes of the
·deceased, or tell them where to search for whatever
may be needed. It is usually only when such more
ordinary methods have failed that our departed friend
tries stronger measures; and we may furth ermore be
·quite certain that for every case of an apparition of
which we h ear there are a dozen of which the world
never knows; for people are naturally reticent with
regard to experiences of a n ature so private and sacred.
We must remember also that many men remain
unconscious for a considerable period after d eath, as
has previously been explained, and that when they do
awaken their minds are u sua lly occupied with their own
affairs and the new circumstances in which they m ay
find themselves. Most of all, owing to the lamentable
ignorance of the vast majority of p eople on these allimportant subjects, the average man has no conception
as to how he should go to work to convey his thought
from the astral life to the physical-no idea of the
possibilities of telepathy, no knowledge of his p ower to
m aterialize 9r to impress himself upon the mental
vision of his friends.
Then the friends on their side are commonly
entirely unreceptive; their thoughts are fixed upon
material things, they regard the dead m an as vanished
a ltogether from this world , and to expect help or communication from him would be the last idea that would
enter their minds. In fact the situation may be summed
up by saying that the average ghost does not know how
to show himself even if he wishes to do so, and the
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average man on the physical plane has no idea how to·
make it possible for him to do so. The wonder·is, not
that so few dead men show themselves, but that any of'
them ever succeed in breaking through the triple armour
of our blank ignorance, our boastful scepticism, and our
ironclad prejudices. If we were only a little. wiser and
less conceited, how much we might learn, and how
much fuller and happier our lives might be! No doubt
many a time the dead try to reach the living, and fail
to do so from no fault of their own; our denseness, our
materialism, our selfish pre-occupation shut out from
us so much that is of the deepest interest, much that
is both instructive and edifying. The majority of
humanity is yet painfully like " th e man with the
muck-rake " in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress who
persistently continued to grope in the mud for worthless
coins, and refused to look up at the angel who stood
above him, holding out to him an imperishable crown.
After death, as during life, some people are much
influenced by conventional thought; and I have
encountered numerous cases in which the principal
concern in the mind of the newly-departed was that her
funeral should be well attended, and mournfully gorgeous in its panoply of woe! This is specially true·
among a certain class of the poor, who seem to regard
the funeral as a kind of final entertainment given by
the deceased, which reflects great credit upon him
when carried out in proper style. It is no.t on ly in our
modern days that anxiety about burial is common; in
classical days that feeling was even stronger, though
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there ' it was coinplicated by a superstition that until'
the body was either
burned or buried with proper rites.
\
the soul was not free to continue its upward progress.
THE RATTLING OF CHAINS

There is a story told by Pliny the Younger of a
house at Athens in which nobody could live, from its
b~ing haunted. At length the philosopher Athenadorus took it; and the first night he was there he seems
to have comported himself both courageously . and
sensibly. He sent his servants to bed, and set h imself
seriously to work with his writing materials, d etermined
that fancy should not be left free to play him false.
For some time all was still, and his mind was wholly
engaged in his labours when he heard a sound like the
rattling of chains which was the sound which had
frightened everybody out of the house; but Athenadorus closed his ears, kept his thoughts collected, and
wrote on, without lifting up his eyes.
The noise, however, increased; it approached th e
door, it entered the room; then he looked round, and
beheld the figure of an old m an, lean, haggard, and
dirty, with dishevelled hair and a long beard, who h eld
up his fingers and beckoned him. Atheriadorus made
a gesture with his own h and in return, signifying that
h e should wait, and went on with his writing. Then
the figure advanced and shook his chains over the
philosopher's head. On looking up he saw him beckon~
mg as before; where~pon· he arose ·a nd followed him.
26
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The apparition walked slowly, as if obstructed by his
chains, and having conducted him to a certain spot in
the court, which separated the two divisions of an
ancient Greek house, he suddenly disappeared. Athenadorus gathered together some grass and leaves in order
to mark the place, and the next day he recommended
the authorities to dig there, which they did, and found
the skeleton of a human being encircled with chains.
It being taken up, and the rites of sepulture duly
performed, the house was no longer disturbed.
It is interesting to notice that the unfortunate
man having been bound in chains during his earth-life,
imagines himself still to be so after his death, and that
his thought of them is sufficiently strong, not only to
weigh him down and to cramp his movements, but
.also to produce the impression of a clanking sound
upon the minds of others.
In the following story the same desire for burial
seems to b e prominent, though here it was probably
complicated by other motives. It is given to us by
Dr. Lee in his Glimpses of the Supernatural, vol. ii,
p. 61, and he assures us that, _though the tale has been
told in various forms, the version given below is from
those who are thoroughly competent to furnish a true
and faithful account of an impressive narrative.
THE AusTRALIAN GRAZIER

In Australia, about twenty-five years ago, two graziers, who
had emigrated from England and entered into partnership, became
possessed of ·considerable property. One of them all of a sudden
was missed and could nowhere be found.
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One evening, about three weeks afterwards, his partner and
was returning to his hut along a bypath which skir ted
a deep and broad sheet of water. The shadows of twilight were
d eepening, and the setting sun was almost shut out by the tall
shrubs, brushwood, and rank grass which grew so wild. In a
moment he saw the crouching figure of his companion, appar ently
as real and life-like as could be, sitting on the ground by i:he very
margin of the deep pond, with his left arm bent, resting on his left
knee. H e was about to rush forward and speak, when the fig:Jre
seemed to grow less distinct, and the ashen-coloured face wore an
unusually sad and melancholy aspect; so he paused. On this the
figure, becoming again more palpable, raised its r ight arm and
holding down the index finger of the right hand, pointed to a dark
and deep hole where the water was still a nd black, immediately
beside an overhanging tr ee. This action was deliberately done,
and then twice repeated, after which the figure, growing more
and more and more indistinct, seemed to fade away.
~ompanion

The next morning the pool was dragged, and the body of
his partner. discovered, in the very spot towards which the finger
<Of the phantom had twice pointed. It had been weighted down by
a large stone, attached to the body, while fi·om the same spot was
Tecovered I a sort of axe or hatchet, with which the murder had
evidently been committed. This was identified as having belonged
to a certain adventurer, who, on being taxed and formally charged
with the murder, and found to be possessed of certain valuable
documents belonging to the murdered man, eventually confessed
his crime, and was executed.

H ere we may reasonably infer the presence of
·other thoughts in the mind of the dead man in addition
to the desire that his body should be buried. He
probably wished to set at rest the uncertainty in the
mind of his partner as to his fate; it is possible (since
he may not have been a man of advanced development)
that h e was a lso actuated by a craving for r evenge
upon his murderer. This latter feeling h as been the
{;ause of a number of apparitions ; the celebrated case at
Chester-le-Street may be recollected, in which the
murdered woman showed herself several times to the
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miller, ·and threatened to continue to do so until he
denounced the murderer, which he was at last forced
to do.
In many cases the dead, realizing now with clearer
sight their own shortcomings, and perhaps finding
themselves seriously limited by them, have returned to
request the prayers of the living. Several instances of
this are described by Mrs. Crowe in T he Seeress qf
Prevorst, and in T he Night Side of Nature th e same
a uthoress gives at length an account of an interesting
case which occurred in the prison at Weisberg, and also
a nother at Neckarsteinach, where the ghost was that of
a rich timber-merchant of that town, whose relations
were so much scandalized by the p rayers for him
(which he had requested should be offered in public)
th at they actually prosecuted for defamation of cha racter
the man who h ad seen the apparition.
T HE D YING SoLDIER

The following comparatively recent · case is of
special interest as app earing in Professor Charles
Richet's investigation of metaphysical occurrences in
the armies (Annales des Sciences Psyclziques, 1919, p . 23) .
The apparition, in a dream in this case; showed itself
fifteen days after death :
On September 3rd, 1916, during the attack on the" Sunken
Road" (a region between M aurepas and Clery, one of the most
hotly contested points in the D epartment of the Somme) D-, a
second lieutenant of the Thirteenth Battalion of Alpine chasseurs
was struck by a bullet in both arms, and left the front line to have
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the wounds dressed at the rear. That evening, and for fifteen days
.afterward, he was absent at roll-call. In vain they sought in all
the ambulances. He was listed as missing.
On September 8th the Thirteenth Battalion went back to
the same sector, where the front line had been carried forward
.about three kilometres, thanks to the victory of September 3rd.
H ere is the manifestation, an explanation of which must be sought.
During the night of September 18th-1 9th M . V-(an
j ntimate friend of D - , the second lieutenant), who was in charge
of the cannon (" 37s ") of this same battalion, had a strange
dream. H e saw D-at the bottom of a shell-hole, beside the
~· Sunken Road " in question, at the foot of a willow tree, dying.
D- rcpr oachcd him bitterly for letting his best friend die in this
way without help.
M. V-, who is a cool, calm, almost sceptical officer, was
obsessed by the dream. He confided it to the head of his battalion,
Major S- , who did not take it seriously, but, in order to oblige
him and to p ut an end to the tiling, granted him a short leave of
absence in which to make a search in the" Sunken Road".
M. V-reached it. H e found the same spot that he had
seen in his dream. At the foot of the willow was a stake, with this
inscription: " H ere, two French soldiers." ~othing could have led
him to suspect that there were in this spot the remains wruch he
had seen in his dream. Lieutenant M. V-had a search made.
He found his fi·iend's body there; it could be identified perfectly
by various details of the uniform. It had been buried about
.fifteen days before.

A

GHOST IN THE S uNLIGHT

Another case is mentioned in the Proceedings of
tlze Psychical Research Society, p. 93, in which a man
who had earnestly desired an interview, with a clergyman, but had been unable to obtain it, showed himself
to the clergyman after death, though without explaining what he wanted.
The story is told by the Rev. Gerald Louis, of
St. Paul's Vicarage, Margate. He says:
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It was a . hot and bright afternoon in summer, and as if it
were only yesterday, I remember perfectly well walking down the
broad bright street in the bright afternoon. I had to pass the house
of P. I remarked, indeed, that all his window-blinds were drawn
carefully down, as if to scr een his furniture (of which his wife was
inordinately proud) from the despoiling rays of the afternoon sun.
I smiled inwardly at the thought. I then left the road and stepped
upon the side pavement, and looked over the area rails into the
front court below. A young man dressed in dark clothes a nd
without a hat, and apparently about twenty, was standing at the
door beneath the front steps. On the instant, from his likeness to
m y friend P., I seemed to r ecognize his son. We both stood and
looked very hard at each other. Suddenly, however, he advanced to
that part of the area which was immediately below where I was
standing, fixed on me a wide, dilated, winkless sort of stare, and
halted. The desire to speak was evidently legible on his face~
though nothing a udible escaped his lips. But his eyes spoke, every
featur e of his face spoke-spoke as it were, in silent language, in
which reproach and pa in seemed to be equally intermingled. At
first I was startled, then I began to feel angry. "Why," I said to
myself, "does he look at me in that m anner?" I then pursued my
way and thought no more of what had occurred.
On Wednesday it was my turn to officiate at the local
cemetery, and, to my surprise, I had to bury Mr. P.'s son. I lost
no time in calling upon Mr. P. and his wife. I found the latter at
h ome, and what she had to say only made me mor e uncomfortable
still. J ames Henry P. died terribly in earnest, wishing in vain to
the last that I would come, on the T hursday before tl1e Sunday on
which I had seen him. He had died, too, in the front room on a
level with the area into which its window opened. H e had a lso
lain there until the Wednesday following awaiting burial. His
corpse then was lying in that very room on the very Sunday, and
at the very moment, too, that I had seen his living likeness, as it
were, in the area outside.

It must h ave been something more than desire for
ministerial consolation which moved ·this young man;
surely he must have had some secret to disclose,.
p erhaps some misdeed to confess, some indiscretion for
which atonement was needed. His desire to see the
priest was strong enough to cause the apparition, yet it
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would seem that in showing himself his power was
exhausted, and he was unable to speak. Or would he
perhaps have spoken if the clergyman had understood,.
and had waited for him and encouraged him to try to
explain himself? We shall never know.

CHAPTER XXI

THOSE DESIRING TO ATONE
REMORSE FOR A THEFT

desire to confess or atone in some way for a wrong
done frequently holds a man down in close connection
with earth-life, sometimes for many years. Here is a
case in point, in which compunction for a small theft
seems to have held a p erson back for some thirty
years:

THE

A certain Miss V., while staying at her aunt's house, was
much a larmed one night by the figure of a neat, elderly woman,
apparently an upper servant, who came and leaned over her bed,
seemed to make an earnest but unavailing effort to speak to her,
and then vanished.
Some months later she was staying with a friend who was
making some experiments in spiritualism, and she sat with her
several times. On one of these occasions an (alleged) spirit
a nnounced itself as Sarah Clarke, a name unknown to both ladies.
The communication was to the effect that she had been, many years
before, housekeeper in the family ofV.'s aunt; that she had·endeavoured unsuccessfully to communicate directly with Miss V. when
that young lady visited the old mansion; that her object was to
<:onfess <J. criminal act of which she had been guilty and to ask her
old mistress's pardon for it. A r estless desire to do so (she added)
had caused her to haunt the room she occupied when on earth.
She then proceeded to say that she had been tempted to steal and
hide away several small pieces of family plate, including a silver
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~ugar-bowl

and a few other articles which she enumerated; and
that she would be very thankful if Miss V. would tell her aunt t:h.i.s,
and express her (Sarah's) great sorrow for what she had done, and
her hope for pardon.
The next time Miss V. visited her aunt she asked her if she
had ever known a person named Sarah Clarke.
" Certainly," she replied, '·' she was housekeeper in our family
some thirty or forty years since."
' ' \'\I hat sort of person was she? "
"A good, careful, tidy woman."
" Did you lose any silver articles while she was with you,
aunt? "
The lady reflected. " Yes, I believe we did; a sugar basin
and a few o ther things disappeared in a mysterious way. Why do
you ask?"
" Did you ever suspect Sarah of taking them? "
"Xo; of course she had access to them; but we considered
her far too trustworthy to be guilty of theft."
Then Miss V. related the message she and her friend had
received, and, on comparing notes, it was found that the list of
articles, as given by Sarah to the two ladies, corresponded to the
things actually lost, so far as the aunt could r ecollect. \ Vhat that
lady thought of her niece's story I knmv not; all she said was that,
if Sarah had taken the things, she most freely forgave it. The
remarkable point in this story remains to be told. From that time
forth, the haunted chamber was free from all disturbance. Sarah
Clarke never again appeared to any of its occupants.

" Knowing the standing of the parties, I am able
to vouch for the truth of this story," says Mr. R. D .
Owen, from whose book, The D ebatable L and, p. 2~6,
the above account is abridged. So far as we see,
Sarah Clarke made no attempt to restore the stolen
goods; indeed, that may probably have been impossible
.after so long an interval of time. She simply desired
to relieve her uneasy conscience by confessing her fault,
and receiving the forgiveness of the mistress whom she
bad robbed.
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In our next instance the transgression was of a
different nature-the breach of a sacred trust, the:
consequence of which might have been of such a nature
that the man who had committed it felt compelled to.
keep a ceaseless watch of eighty years simply in order
to be at hand to . make any effort that lay within his.
power to prevent possible evil results. I give this story
precisely as it was told to me years ago b y an eminent.
man who vouched for its accuracy :
THE HIDDEN CoNFESSION

It appears that our friend had accepted an invitation
to dinner at a certain country house. Happening to arrive
somewhat earlier than usual, he found on being shown into the·
drawing room that the hostess was not yet down, the only occu-·
pant of the room being a R oman Catholic priest -a complete·
stranger to him-who was seated upon a sofa intently reading a
large book. As our friend entered the priest raised his eyes, made
him a courteous but silent bow, and again r esumed his reading.
He was a strongly-built, active-looking man-apparently rather a
muscular Chr istian; but there was in his face an expression of'
weariness and anxiety that attracted our friend's attention, and
he wondered much within himself who he could be and bow he
came to be invited to that house. Soon other guests appeared, and
the hostess came down so full of apologies for not being in readiness
to receive her guest on his arriva l, that the questions he had intended to ask about the stranger priest were forgotten for the time.
When seated next to his hostess at the dinner-table, however, they·
recurred to his memory, and turning to her h e remarked:
"By the way, you d,id not introduce me to that interestinglooking priest whom I found in the drawing room: who is he? "
Then, looking along the table, he continued with some·
surprise: "He does not seem to have come in to dinner."
A strange look passed over the hostess's face as she said
hurriedly, almost in a whisper: "What, did you actually see him,.
then?"
"Certainly I did," replied he, "but I beg your pardon; f
fear I have unintentionally mentioned a subject which is unpleasant
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to you- perhaps intruded upon some family secret. I had noidea but that the priest was a simple guest here, like myself and
his appearance interested me so much that I wished to ask for
an introduction; but if you are anxious for some r eason that his
presence here should be concealed, I need hardly assure you that
you may depend upon my silence.
" No, no, m y lord," answer ed th~ hostess still in a low
tone, " you misunderstand me entirely; there is nothing which I
wish to conceal, though this is a subject which m y husband does.
not like to have mentioned . I was surprised to hear that the
priest had shown himself to you, because until now this has.
never happened except to a member of our family. W hat you.
saw was no visitor, but an apparition. "
" An apparition?" ejaculated our friend.
"Yes," continued the hostess, "and one whose supernatural character it is impossible. to doubt, for during the two years.
we have lived in this house it has shown itself perhaps a dozen
times to my husband and m yself under circumstances in which
either self-deception or imposition was quite out of the question.
Since we cannot explain it, and are well assured that it is due to·
no natural causes, we h~ve decided not to speak of it to any one.
But since you have seen it-my lord, will you do me a favour? "
" Most certainly, if it be within my power," replied he.
" I have often thoug ht," she resumed, " th at if any one·
could be found who had the courage to address it, we might per-·
haps be relieved from its presence. Can you- will you-make
some trivial excuse for going back into the drawing-room for a few·
minutes, see if the priest be still there, and, if he be, speak to him
-adjure him to depart from this house-exorcise him, in fact? "
" After some hesitation our friend agreed to make the prop osed experiment. His whispered conver-sation with the hostess
having been apparently unobserved, he excused himself to her in a
louder tone for a few mom ents' absence, a nd left the room, waving·
back the servant who would have attended him. It was with a.
strange thrill of awe that, on entering the drawing r oom, he perceived the figure of the priest still seated in the same spot-still diligently perusing his great breviary, if such it was; but wi.th unshaken
resolution he walked slowly forward, and stood directly in front of
the apparition. As before, the priest greeted him with a courteous
inclination of the head, but this time instead of immediately
returning to the book his eyes rested, with a look of infinite weariness and yet with a kind of suppressed eagerness also, upon our
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friend's face. Mter a moment's pause, the peer said slowly and
·solemnly :
"In the name of God, who are you and what do you want ? "
The apparition closed its book, r ose from its seat, stood
·confronting him, and, after a slight hesitation, spoke in a low but
·clear a nd measured voice.
"I have never been so adjured before ; I will tell you who
I am and what I want. . . . As you see, I am a priest of the
·C:~.tholic Church; and, eighty years ago, t his house in w hich we
now stand was mine. I was a good r id er, and was extremely fond
·of hun ting when opportunity offered; and one day I was just about
to star t for the neighbouring meet, when a young lady of very
high family indeed called upon me for the purpose of making a
-confession. What she said of course I may not r epeat, but it closely
.affected the h onour of one of the noblest houses of England; and
it app ear ed to me of such supreme importance that (there being
certain complications in the case) I committed the grave indiscretio'n-the sin even, for it is strictly forbidden by our Chur ch-of
making notes of the confession as I heard it. W hen I had absolved
.and dismissed her I found that it was only barely possible for me
to reach the re11dezvous in time, but even in my haste I did not
forget the supreme importance of guarding carefully my notes of
the terrible secret just committed to me. For purposes which I
need not now detail, I had had a few bricks loosened in the wall
·of one of the lower passages of this house and a small r ecess made
-just the place, I thought, in which my notes would be perfectly
safe from any conceivable accident until m y return, when I
intended to master the intricacies of the case at my leisure, and
then at once destroy the dangerous paper. :rvfeantime I hurriedly
shut it between the leaves of the book I had held in my hand, ran
downstairs, thrust the book into the r ecess, r eplaced the bricks,
·sprang upon my horse, ~nd rode off at full speed.
" That d ay in the hunting field I was thrown from my horse
.and killed on the spot; and ever since it has been my dreary fate to
haunt this earthly home of mine and try to avert the consequences
of my sin-try to guard from any possibility of discovery the fatal
notes, which I so rashly and wrongly made. Never until now has
any human being dared to speak to m e boldly as you have done;
never until . now has. there seemed aught of help for me or hope
of deliverance from this weary task, but now-will you save m e?
If I show you where my book is hidden, will you swear by all that
you hold most sacred to destroy the paper that it contains without
Teading it-without letting any hwnan eye s'e e even one word of
its contents? Will you pledge your word to .do this?"
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" I pledge my word to obey your wish to the letter," said
our friend with solemnity.
The gaze of the priest's eyes was so intense that they
seemed to pierce ·his very soul, · but apparently the result of the
scrutiny was satisfactory, for the phantom turned away with a
deep sigh ofrelief,.saying: " Then, follow me."
With a strange sense of unreality he found himself following
the apparition down the broad staircas~ to the ground floor, and
then down a narrower one of stone tlut seemed to lead down to
som e cellars or vaults. Suddenly the priest stopped and turned
towards him.
"This is the place," he said, placing h is hand on the wall;:
"remove this plaster, loosen the bricks, and you will find behind
them the recess of which I spoke. Mark the spot well, andremember your promise."
Following the pointing hand and the apparent wish of the·
spectre, our friend closely examined the wall at the spot indicated
a nd then turned to the priest to ask another questio n; but to his
intense astonishment there was no one there-he was absolutely
a lone in the dimly-lighted passage! Perhaps he ought to have
been prepared for this sudden disappearance, but it star tled him
more than he cared to admit, even to himself; he hurried up t hestairs, and presented himself, still breathless with the surprise, in
the dining-room.
His prolonged absence had caused some corm11ent, and now
his agitated appearance excited general attention. Unable for the
moment to speak coherently, his only answer to the earnest questions of his host was a sign which r eferred him to the hostess for
explanation. With some hesitation she confessed the errand upon
which her request had despatched him, and, as may easily be
imagined, the intensest interest and excitement were at once created. As soon as he had recovered his voice, he found himself
compelled to r elate the story before the entire party, concealment
now being out of the question.
Celebrated as was his eloquence, it is probable that no.speech.
he ever made was followed with closer attention than this; and at
its conclusion there was no voice to oppose the unanimous demand
that a mason be at once fetched to break down the wall and search
for confirmation of this weird yet dramatically circumstantial tale ..
After a short delay the man arrive9, and the whole company
trooped eagerly downstairs under our friend's guidance to watch
the result of his labours. The peer could hardly repress a shudder
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as he found himself once more in the passage where his ghostly
companion had vanished so unceremoniously; but he indicated
the exact spot which had been pointed out to him, and the mason
began to work upon it for thwith.
"The plaster seems very hard and firm," remarked some one.
"Yes," replied the host, "it is of excellent quality, and
comparatively new; these vaults had been long disused, I am told,
until my predecessor had the old brickwork repaired and plastered
.over only a few years ago."
By this time the mason had succeeded in breaking away the
plaster and loosening a brick or two at the point indicated, and
though perhaps no one was actually surprised, yet there was a
perceptible stir of excitement among the guests when he annou nced
the existence of a cupboard or cavity about two feet square and
·eighteen inches deep in the thickness of the wall. The host pressed
forward to look in, but instantly recollecting himself, drew back
.a nd made way for our friend, saying:
" I was forgetting your promise for the moment; to you
alone belongs the right of the first investigation here."
Pale, but collected, o ur friend stepped up to the cavity and
after one glance put in his hand and drew forth a heavily bound
old-fashioned book, thickly covered with dust or mould. A thrill
ran through the assembled guests at the sight; but no words
broke the silence of awe-stricken expectation while he reverently
·Opened the volume, and after tlll'ning over a few leaves, drew from
between the pages a piece of writing paper-yellow with age, on
which were some irregular, hastily-written lines. As soon as he
was certain that he had found what h e sought, he aver ted his eyes
from it, and, the others falling back to make way for him, bore it
.carefully up the stairs and into the nearest room and cast it
reverently into the fire burning on the hearth, almost as though he
were laying a sacred offering upon some a ncient Zoroastrian altar.
Until the last scrap of the m ysteriously found document was
-reduces:! to tinder, no one spoke; and even then, though a few
disjointed exclamations of "Marvellous! wonderful indeed! who
.could have believed it?" broke forth, the majority were far too
deeply impressed for words. Our friend felt that none who were
present on that occasion could ever forget its lessons-he himself
least of all, and indeed he could never tell the story; even after
years had passed, without th,e profoundest emotion. The figw·e of
the priest, he added, was never seen again in the house where he
had so long guarded his guilty secret.
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We can readily realize what that priest's feelings
-must have been when the accident threw him suddenly
·out of the ·physical plane, and he knew that he would
be un~ble to repair the consequences of his indiscretion.
An added difficulty was that the very nature of his
:secret wa~ such that there was scarcely any one to
whom he could trust it; and he must have had perpetual anxiety lest it should be discovered by the
wrong persons, while he was waiting for the right man
to whon: h e could confide the destruction of the paper.
A

DEAD PRIEST's MASS

The next case we shall consider is a lso that of a
priest, but in his case the misdemeanour was of a
different character-apparently the selfish neglect of a
duty. This left behind it no consequences on the
physical plane requiring his vigilance, but the remorse
which he felt seems to have led him to impose upon
himself a cer:tain penance-or quite possibly it may
have been imposed upon him by some other dead
priest, for when he realized his sin his natural instinct
would be to confess and seek absolution in the usual
way, just as much on the astral plane as on the
physical. The story was related by Charles Corre, of
Penvenau, in 1885, and is quoted from Mrs. A. E.
Whitehead's D ealings witlz the D ead, p. 14 7.
My grandfather, old Chatton, was returning one evening
from Paimpol, where he had gone to r eceive some payments. It
was on Christmas Eve. All day long· it had snowed, and the road
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was quite white, and the fields and boundaries were white also.
Fearing to lose his way in the snow, my grandfather walked his
h orse. When he reached the old ruined chapel which stands by
the wayside, h e heard midnight strike. Thereupon came a tinkling of bells, as if for Mass.
" Is it possible?" thought my grandfather. "The Chapel of
St. Christopher must have been restored. I did not notice it this
morning as I went past; certainly I was not paying muchattentjon.')
The bells chimed on. He determined to go and see what
was happening. The Chapel looked new and beautiful in the
moonbeams, and it was lighted up with torches whose bright rays
shone through the windows. My grandfather Chatton tied his
horse to a gate at hand, and entered the church of the Saint. It
was full of people, and they were all extraordinarily absorbed in
prayer. There was not even the noise of coughing, which
continually breaks the silence of a church. The old man knelt
down on the flags tones at the entrance to the church.
The priest was at the altar. His server passed to and fro
within the sanctuary. My grandfather said to himself: "So, after
all, I shall hear midnight Mass." And he began to pray, as he
always did, for the relatio ns he had lost. The priest turned
towards the people to give a blessing, and my grandfather noticed
the strange brightness of his eyes. And strange to say, those eyes
appeared to single him out amongst the crowd, and to fix themselves upon him. He felt rather uncomfortable.
The priest having taken a Host from the Ciborium, held it
between his fingers, and said in a hollow voice : " Is there any one
here who can receive? " No one answered. Three times over the
priest repeated his question. The same silence in the congregation.
Then my grandfather rose. He was indignant at seeing all these
people apparently indifferent to the p riest's appeal.
" On my word as a Christian, reverend sir," he exclaimed,
" I went to confession this morning b efore starting, intending to
communicate tomorrow, being Christmas Day. But if you desire
it, I am ready at once to receive the Body and Blood of our Lord
J esus Christ." The priest instantly descended the altar steps, while
m y grandfather made his way through the crowd to kneel ·at
the rails.
·
"May my blessing rest upon you, Chatton," said the priest,
when my grandfather had received the Host. " Once on a
Christmas Eve, a snowy night like this, I refused to go· and bear
the viaticum to a dying per;son. That was three hundred years
ago. I could not be delivered fi·om purgatory until one of the
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living should consent to receive Communion from my hand.
Thanks to you, I shall now be released."
As soon as he had ceased to speak the torches went out.
M y grandfather found himself alone in the ruined building with no
roof but the sky, amid the rushes and nettles that grew in the
d eserted nav~. He had some difficulty in getting through them,
but be mounted his horse and went on his way.

The story finds its place in this chapter as an
example of an apparition seeking to atone for neglect
while on earth; but it might also claim a position
elsewh ere on our list as a case in which a dead m an
employs extensive accessories to aid in his purpose.
The restored asp ect of the ruined chapel (which h ad
probably been . the scene of his ministrations during
earth life), the congregation, the lights, may a ll h ave
been simply creations of the old priest's long-concentrated thought. These may all h ave been materializations, which would have b een visible to any one
who had passed by ; but this is improbable, nor is
it at all necessary to suppose it. It may equ ally
well h ave b een that the force of the priest's will
exerted a mesmeric effect upon Chatton, and for the
time open ed his consciousness to this much of astral
life. Probably the congregation were not m ere though forms, but dead and devoted Catholics, who perhaps.
knew ~f the vow or p~nance of the priest, and were
aiding him by the power of t~eir combined thought
and earnest good wishes. If that be so, the extensive
supply of accessories would be readily explicable.
Another curious point is the suddenness of his
releas~.
As soon as his penance ~as performed, he
27
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felt himself free; and it is probable that he was in
reality free as far as the lower astral sub-planes were
concerned. For many years it must have been only
the power of his own will to execute the prescribed
penance which held him on those lower levels. The
moment that that will to remain was changed into the
expectation of departure, the grosser part of the vehicle
would instantly dissolve, and he would find his consciousness functioning upon higher levels. Experience
has shown that when a man is not far from the change
of consciousness from one ·s ub-plane to another, any
violent shock of feeling m ay precipitate that change;
and no doubt that must h ave been so in this case.
Three hundred years is a most abnormally long time
to spend upon the astral plane, even to carry out an
imaginary p enance, and it is of course possible that
the priest may have mistaken the length of his purgatory; though if he considered himself able to celebrate his expiatory Mass only once a year, and that at
midnight on Christmas Eve, he may well have had a
good many years to wait for a living auditor.
But the most dramatic story of all of a man who
returns from the dead in order to atone for a crime
committed during earth-life is that of Sir Ralph Fernleigh, which I have related in The Perfume of Egypt.
It is far too long to reproduce he~e; but it narrates how
a man, who had deeply wronged some one during life,
found his action weighing heavily upon his conscience
at the time of his death.. Being imprisoned under
terrible circumstances he committed suicide in OLder to
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escape slow starvation, leaving behind him written
.directions that whoever should find certain treasure of
'
his might have it and use it, on the condition that he
:set apart a certain portion of it to right as far as might
be the wrongs which now troubled him so sorely.
After death he hovered about for many years until he
was able to lead some one whom he felt that h e could
trust to the discovery of his treasure and the burial of
.his bon es. The names in that story are fictitious,
because the characters concern ed were then still living;
but I know the story.to be true, and I have personally
,examined the evidence in the case.

CHAPTER XXII

THE EARTH-BOUND
(C

REMAINERS "

THOSE of whom we have written in the last chapter
are only one sub-division of a class of the dead who
seem to be definitely held down to earth by their
anxiety-earth-bound, as it used to be called; as
St. Martin put it, they are remainers, not returners, and
are unable thoroughly to tear themselves away from
physical matter until some business is settled in which
they have a special interest. An illustration of a case of
this nature is given in I nvisible H elpers (p. 83)-that of
a father who had left tw? little children destitute, and
could think of nothing else until arrangements h ad been
made for them. This was happily accomplished by
the aid of one of the helpers, and the d ead fath er, now
no longer anxious, passed rejoicing on his upward way.
Others sometimes show themselves for motives which
seem to us somewhat inadequate, even though estimable.
MRs. WEBB

a

For example, I have heard that a house in Barby 1
small village in Northamptonshire, was for a
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~onsiderable

time haunted by a certain Mrs. Webb, who
had been noted while living for her miserly habits. It
was conj ectured that her appearances might in some
way be connected with money which she had concealed,
.and a prolonged search was eventually rewarded by
the discovery of her hoard in a garret. Even then,
however, her visits to the neighbouring villagers did not
cease, and it presently occurred to her friends that she
,might perhaps have left some debts unpaid. On investigation this was found to be the case, and as soon
.as these were all paid, the apparition was seen no more.
THREE SHILLINGS AND TENPENCE

Another instance of this praiseworthy desire to put
·earthly matters straight before retiring to higher spheres
is related by Dr. Edward Binns in his Anatomy of Sleep
(p. 462), and he remarks of it that" perhaps there is not
.a better authenticated case on record " . The story is
:that a Presbyterian woman in Perth called upon a
·Catholic priest, telling him that she had been desired to
do so by an apparition which troubled her every night,
and gave her no rest. This tiresome visitant had in.structed her that she should find a priest and ask him to
p ay for her a debt ofthree shillings and tenpence, which
was much upon her conscience. She omitted, however,
to explain to whom she owed this sum, but the priest
.after some trouble and inquiry found a certain grocer,
w ith whom the ·deceased had dealt, and asked him if a
woman named Maloy-the name the ghost had given-
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owed him anything. The tradesman, who was unaware
of her death, turned up his books, and found that the
sum of three and tenpence was still outstanding against
her. The priest paid the debt, and the Presbyterian
woman was no more troubled.
Of course one cannot but admire the anxiety to·
discharge honourably any debt, however sma ll, though
it would seem that a woman who was so p articular
about her accounts might h ave given more precise indications as to where the money was owing. Also one
does not see exactly on what grounds the Catholic priest
was called upon to pay the debt of a woman who was
not even to known him! But even in the physical life,
people are n ot always entirely rational in their expecta-·
tions.
In his recent book, After D eath, M. Camille Flammarion mentions several similar cases of apparitions
anxious about their debts. One example (p. 76) relate&
that Monseigneur Pavie, who when h e died was Bishop
of Algiers, was reading in his study, when h e heard the
door open behind him and saw a shade, which was
definite enough for him to b e able to recognize in it one
of his parishioners who h ad b een dead for some time.
Then he h eard distinctly the words: " You who have
loved me, help me! I left a debt unpaid. Discharge
this debt, that I may cease to suffer." The apparition
gave the name and address of the creditor, and stated
the amount owing, all of which proved correct when the
Abbe made enquiries the next day, and settled the
d ebt.
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Another account (p. 77) tells of a lady in Paris
whose dead father appeared to her one night while she
was lying awake. Having first calmed her terror, he
requested her to pay a definite sum to a person whom
he designated. In the morning she met .the creditor
and learnt from him that her father had at the time of
his death owed him the amount men tioned.
THE EARL OF BucHAN's BuTLER

Occasionally the person who returns (or remains)
wishes not to discharge a debt, but to collect one, and
to have it p aid to his heirs. In T he Book of the BoudoiT,
by Lady Morgan, London, 1829, vol. i, pp. 123-125, the
talented authoress tells us that the following occurrence
was related to her by Thomas, Lord Erskine .
. 'W hen I was a very young man, I had been for some time
absent from Scotland. On the morning of my arrival in Edinburgh , as I was descending the steps of a close on coming out from
a bookseller's shop, I met our old family butler. He looked greatly
changed, pale, wan, a nd shadowy as a g host. "Old boy," said I,
"what brings you here? " He replied: "To meet your honour,
and solicit your interference with my lord, to recover a sum due
to me, which the steward at the last settlement ~id not pay."
Struck by his looks and manner, I bade him follow ine to
the bookseller's, into w hose shop I stepped back; but ·when I
turned round to speak to him, he had vanis hed.
I remembered that his wife carried on some little trade in
the Old Town. I remembered even the house and flat she occ~pied, which I had often visited in m y boyhood.
Having made
it out, I found the old woman in widow's mourning. Her husband
had been dead for some months, and had told her, on his deathbed, that my father's steward h ad wronged him of some money,
and that when Master Tom returned, he would see h er righted.
This I promised to do, and shortly after I fulfilled my promise. ·
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T he butler was probably moved less by care about
the small amount of. money than by affection for his
wife and desire to help her in her poverty, so this is
perhaps a case of return in order to h elp those left behind. Money does seem, however, frequently to cause
trouble after death to those who have possessed it,
especially if th ey h ave hoarded it, as did Mrs. Webb of
Barb y, whom I h ave already mentioned. Here is another
somewhat similar case:
A

D EAD MISER

Many a time in the dusk of the evening have the neighbouri ng peasants met an old wrinkled woman, dressed in ancient garb,
passing along the gloomy road which leads across the Lumb, but
fear always prevented them from speaking. She never lifted her
head, but helped herself noiselessly along by means of a crooked
stick, which bore no resemblance to those then in use. At times
she was seen in t he old barn, on other occasions in the house, but
m ore frequently in the orchard, standing by an apple-tree which
still flourished over the place where the buried treasure was afterwards said to have been found. Generations passed away, and still
her visits continued. One informant minutely described her withered visage, her short quain tly-cut gown, her stri ped petticoat, and
her stick. He was so much alarmed that he ran away from the
place, notwithstanding that he had engaged to p erform s~me
urg_ent work. " She was not there," he gravely said, "when I
went to pluck an apple, but no sooner did I raise my hand toward
the f~uit, than she m ade her appearance just befor e me."
At last, it is said, an occupier of the farm, when somewhat
e lated by liquor, ventured to question her as to the r eason of her
visits. She returne,d no answer, but, after moving slowly towards
the stump of an old apple-tree, she pointed significantly towards a
portion of the orchard which had never been disturbed . On search
being made the treasure was found d eep down in the earth, and as
the soil was being removed, the vener able-looking shade was seen
standing on the edge of the trench. When the las t j ar was lifted
out, an unea rthly smile passed over her withered features; her bodily
form became less and less distinct, until at last it disappeared a ltog ether, and since then the old farm-house has ceased to b e haunted.
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This case is reported in The Haunted Homes and
Family Traditions of Great Britain, by John H. Ingram,
p. 578. It is in some respeCts curious, for we do not
gather the grim old lady had left any debts unpaid, nor
had she, as far as can be seen, any special wishes as to
the disposal of her hoard. It would almost seem as
though she was unquiet only because through her fault
so much money v;as lying useless, and her desire was
. s~mply that it should be discovered (no matter by
whom) and once more put into circulation.
I

A

11ERITED RETRIBUTION

Sometimes the dead man is prevented from resting~
not by a praiseworthy anxiety to pay his debts, but by
an unsatisfied desire for revenge. A painful case of
this kind is related in Footfalls on the Boundmy of
Another World, p. 326. It was that of an ~nglish
·officer who had seduced and abandoned a young woman
in Canada, and was for more than ten years the victim
·Of a most remarkable persecution from the inner world.
The woman h ad died, but she haunted him with constant raps and knocks, with a whirlwind of sound and
discomfort which left him no single night of peace.
Wherever he was, at home, in camp, in lodgings,
abroad or in his own country, any light he kept in his
room was sure to be extinguished. If a caged bird
-were in his room, it was certain to be found dead in the
morning. If he had a dog with him in the bedroom,
it would rush away as soon as released, and would
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never come near him again. He was at length obliged
by this persistent haunting to leave the army and retire
upon half-pay; but even then, wherever he lived the·
annoyance was so great that he was quickly obliged to
remove.
Obviously here is a ca"e of karma working itself
out immediately and through the medium of the evil
p assions of the person wronged, and while one cannot
but feel that the lesson for the officer was salutary and
well deserved, the Theosophist will regret the blindness.
of the unfortunate woman who, while the instrument of
justice in one sense, was undoubtedly laying up much
future suffering for herself by her vindictive pursuit of
the man wh o had wronged her.
A

DISA PPOINTED

LovER

Another case of persecution, less persistent, but
also less merited, is given in the same volume, p. 318.
It seems that a · certain French actress had many
admirers, among whom was a young man upon whom
she looked with some favour. On closer acq uaintance
with him, however, she discovered traits in him which.
rendered him unsuitable as a candidate for her hand,
so she dismissed his suit-not at all unkindly, so far as
can be seen from the story, of which, however, we have
only the actress's side, since it is extracted from her
autobiography. The young man died shortly after-·
wards, still in anger against the actress, declaring with.
his last breath that he would haunt her after death foras long a period as he had known her during life.
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Thereafter, every night at eleven o'clock (that
being apparently the hour of his death) a terrible cry
rang out wherever she happened to be, frightening her,
and also many others who heard it on various occasions,
almost to distraction. After some months of this
annoyance it was replaced by the even more disconcert-·
ing phenomenon of a musket-shot in her immediate·
neighbourhood exactly at that hour; and this mani-·
fe~tation continued nightly for three months, in spite.
of the utmost efforts of the Paris police to discover its.
cause and prevent it. Further disturbances followed,.
and in one form or another they lasted exactly two·
years and a half after the young man's death-precisely
the duration of their acquaintanceship in his lifetime.
Both of these are instances of the carrying out of
a system of prolonged annoyance or persecution in
revenge for wrongs, real or fancied; and there are two·
possible explanations for them. To suppose them
cases of actual haunting is to endow the dead people·
concerned with a sustained malignancy and a p etty
spite which seems scarcely human or credible; yet after
all we do sometimes find in earth-life examples of
malevolence as persistent and unreasoning, and for the
story of the English officer at any rate this explanation.
is perhaps the most probable.
The alternative would be the construction of a
thought-form or artificial elemental which would
carry out the persecution automatically; and the type
of disturbance described in the case of the French
actress would probably be most easily produced in that
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way. A thought of phenomenal energy and concentration, whether it be a blessing or a curse, calls into being
an elemental which is practically a living storagebattery with a kind of clock-work attachment. It can
be arranged to discharge itself regularly at a certain
hour daily, .or upon a certain anniversary, or its
·discharge may be contingent upon certain occurrences,
as in the case of the family death-warning described in
The Astral Plane, p. 94.
A sufficiently strong wish-a concentrated effort
of intense love or envenomed hate-may create such
an entity once for all, an entity which is then quite
disconnected from his creator, ~nd carries on its appointed work entirely irrespective of later intentions and
desire on his part. No after-repentance of his can
recall it or p revent its action, any more than repentance
will recall a stone which has been thrmvn or a bullet
which has been discharged from a rifle; but one whose
uncontrolled passion has betrayed him into an outburst
of anger which has generated an evil wish, can to a
considerable extent neutralize its power for ill by
sending after it an army of good and loving thoughts
whose tendency will be exactly the reverse of its own.
On the other hand, if the man does not repent,
but still retains his rancorous feelings, it is possible for
him to feed and reinforce his virulent thought-form,
and thus either continue or vary its malignant action.
All of this might take place, and as a matter of fact
constantly is taking place, without any comprehension
of practical magic or any know ledge of elemental
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essence on the part of the creator; his strong rush of
feeling does the work, and sets in motion the machinery
in · obedience to eternal laws of which as yet he h as no conception. Yet he knows well that the bitter thought
of hatred is a wicked thought, to which h<t ought not to
yield, and so he is responsible for the ~ffect, even
though he is totally ignorant of the manner of its
production.
The most terrible example which I have yet encountered of th e persistence of hatred beyond the grave
is th e case of T om Price, which I have described in
11ze Perfume of Egypt. An engine-driver, who died full
of jealous rage against his rival in the affections of a .
young · woman, retained the feeling so strongly that he
m aterialized himself and contrived an accident in which
the rival was killed. So extreme an instance as this is
happily rare, though there are some in which a murdered
man has in vengeance dogged the murderer to his doom.
The d epressing and saddening effect upon the
dead which is often produced by the selfish and uncontrolled grief of the survivors has already been
described; and there are several instances on record i!l
which the dead have reappeared to complain of this.
One of the most interesting of these, because of the
quaint and picturesque symbolism employed by the ·
dea d wom an, is given below:
WEEP N oT FoR THE DEAD

O nce upon · a time a young girl lived at Coray, who had
lately lost her mother, and could not be consoled. Day and night
she did nothing but weep. One·evening she remained kneeling in
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the confessional until midnight. She threw aside the curtain and
looked out into the church, and this is what she saw. A procession
of the dead came along the middle of the nave towards the
sanctuary. They all went with strangely soft and silent footsteps,
making no sound any more than do the clouds crossing the sky on
a still summer day.
One soul,. however, the last in the procession, seemed to drag
herself along painfully, bent down with the heavy weight of a bucket
which she carried, filled to overflowing with water which looked
black and unpleasant. The girl recognized her mother, and was
struck by the expression of displeasure which appeared on her face.
Having returned home she began to weep more than ever,
feeling certain that her mother was unhappy in the other world.
She was puzzled about that bucket of black water. At daybreak
she went to speak to the old rector.
"Return this evening to your post," replied the priest;
«perchance yo u will be enlightened on the matter." .. .
At midnight, once again, the souls passed along silently, as
on the previous night. The girl watched them through the .o pening
of the curtain of the confessional where she knelt. Her mother
came, as before, the last of all. This time she was nearly bent
double, for instead of a single bucket she had two to carry. She
staggered under the burden, and her face was dark with pain and
care.
Seeing this, the girl could not resist addressing the dead
woman. " :Mother! " she cried, " Mother, why do you look so sad
and grieved? "
Hardly had she spoken when her mother rushed towards her,
and exclaimed: "Why do I look sad? Unhappy girl, when will
you give over weeping fm.; m e? These two buckets are fill ed with
your tears, and if you do not cease to shed them I shall have to
drag them along until the day of judgment! Remember that the
.dead should not be wept. If souls are happy, tears disturb their
bliss. If they are not yet in heaven, their progress is delayed. If
they are lost, the tears shed for them come down upon them as a
fiery rain, adding to their torments and increasing their regret."
Thus spoke the dead woman. When on the following day
the girl repeated these words to the rector, he asked her: " Have
-you wept since that, my child? "
" Indeed, no, and I will weep no more in future."
" R eturn, in that case, to-night to the church. I think you
-will find cause for rejoicing."
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The young girl did indeed rejoice, for her mother was walkjng at the head of the procession of departed souls, her face bright
.a nd shining with the j oy of heaven.

This story was related by Madame Hostion, of
·Quimper, in 1889, and may be. found in Mrs. A. E.
Whitehead's Dealings wit~ the Dead, p. 158.
It is q uaint in its symbology and very characteristic of the simple directness of Breton belief on
these subjects. Neither the daughter nor the priest
·expresses the slightest surprise that the d ead still
·continue to attend church, nor that they are visible to
m ortal eyes. T he immediate presence of those who
h ave put off the physical body, a nd the fact that, in
w h atever sta te they m ay b e, they are still near enough
to u s to be powerfully affected by our grief, are taken
.simply as m atters of course. Mrs. Whitehead's comment on this story is: " The belief i~ widespread in
Bri ttany that our sorrow increases the suffering of
those we have lost. It finds expression in many stories
and legends." (Ibid., p. 162.) Many valuable truths
which have been lost by those who think themselves
far wiser and more intelligent are enshrined in the
h earts of these simple folk.

CHAPTER XXIII

HAUNTINGS
AN ERRING MINISTER

WE have already cited some examples of the manner
in '\·vhich neglect or crime sometimes induces a dead
man to show himself in the effort to atone for what he
has done, or to rectify his error as far as possible. But
there are many cases in which a crime is irreparable,
and no rectification or atonement is possible ; nevertheless, in these also the criminal seems frequently
to be drawn back to the scene of his wicked action by
the working of remorse and self-reproach.
A typi~al case of the return of a dead man to the
scene of any special crime which he has committed
is contained in Sir Nathaniel Wraxell's Historical
M emoirs of My Own Time (pp. 218-226). The story,
as told to the worthy baronet, contains more detail
than I have space to quote; but, briefly, it is the
narrative of the experience of a clergyman who,
on taking possession . of a new living, finds the ghost
of his predecessor still haunting his bedroom. H e
says:
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It being broad daylight, I beheld the figure of a man,
habited in a loose gown, standing at a sort of reading-desk, on
which Jay a large book, the leaves of which he seemed to turn over
at intervals. On each side of him stood a little boy, in whose face
he looked earnestly from time to time; and as he looked, he seemed
always to heave a deep sigh. At length the man closed the book,
and then taking the two children, one in each hand, he led them
slowly across the room. My eyes eagerly followed him until the
three figures disappeared behind an iron stove which stood in the
furthest corner of the apartment.

On seeing the portrait of his immediate predecessor, he at once recognized it as that ofhis visitor. On
making enquiries he discovered that though the late
priest had been much loved by his parishioners, there
were yet some unpleasant reports in circulation to the
effect that he had formed a connection with a young
woman, by whom he had two sons. The sexton, who
repeated this scandal, thought little of it, but admitted
that he had himself seen two little boys of about four
or five years old at the parsonage. They suddenly
disappeared, however, som~ time before the decease of
their supposed father, and it was commonly believed
that the fatl1er himself died of a broken heart. This
talc seemed to correspond to some extent with what
had been seen, but the apparition did not reappear,
and the effect it had produced had somewhat worn off
before the winter approached. An effort was then made
to light the stove behind which it had vanished, but it
smoked intolerably, and emitted a most offensive smell.
The blacksmith who was sent for to attend to it discovered in the inside at the farthest extremity the bones of
two small human bodies, corresponding in size with the
description given by ·the sexton, and also witl1 the
28
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appantwn: Upon this confirmation of the reality of
his visitor our clerical friend took alarm, resigned the
living and promptly quitted the place; though it is not
clear why he should h ave feared a predecessor whose
visit had been so quiet and harmless.
THE UNQ.UIET SQ.UIRE

Dr. Lee, in his Sights and Shadows (p. 49), gives
us a personal experience of his own which illustrates
this type of haunting. H e relates how in the year
1880 he was staying at a country rectory and was
awakened in the middle of the night by a curious
feeling of oppression, and goes on :·
Suddenly I saw a figure, the outline of which seemed not very
distinct, gliding by an unusual kind of moving undulation round the
bed. Having reached one side, the form, which was darkish grey
in colour, and covered with a flowing gauze-like cloak, turned
sharply and glided back with a like movement to the other side of
the bed. For a while I watched it, following it with my wide-open
eyes steadily, round the room and back again. I ts movements were
regular, monotonous and weird. I could clearly distinguish head,
shoulders and arms, but no features with any distinctness. Seizing
a match-box, I struck a match and li t the bed-candle. Still the
form kept gliding round and back again as before. I followed it
steadily and regularly. Its undulatory movements seldom varied,
and its dark-grey colour never altered. But in the course of two or
three minutes it began to appear less distinct. The dark shades of
its form and the whole outline grew less dark, and in the course of
several minutes it by d egrees altogether vanished away .

The explanation of this apparition was forthcoming soine time afterwards. It seems that sixty
years before an old squire h ad murdered a blackmailer
in that room, and had ever since haunted the scene of
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his .hasty act. ·He had been seen by several others who
had slept in that room, always wandering round a nd
round the bed exactly as described by the doctor. The
-inquietude produced by the unavailing regret, the
-gnawing of an ever-present remorse that cannot for a n
instant be forgotten, are well illustra ted in the r es tless
w andering of this rrian after so m any years.
Sometimes the family ghost is of this typ e, though
jn others he · m ay be only a thought-form or a strong
astral impression , and without personally making hi s
:acquaintance it is often exceedingly difficult to classify
him accurately. H ere, for example, is a case given
in Harla nd's Lancashire Legends, which might be of
·either of these typ es :
Tradition says that o nce every year a spectre horseman
·visits Wyecoll er H all. H e is attired in the costume of the early
Stuart period, and the trappings of his horse are of the most
u ncouth description. The horseman can he heard dashing up the
road at full speed, and, after crossing the na1Tow bridge, he suddenly stops at the door of the H a ll. The rider then dismounts and
makes his way up the broad oaken stairs into one of the rooms of
t he house. Dreadful screams, as fr om a "voman, are then heard,
which soon subside into groans. The horseman then makes his
appearance at t he door, at once mounts his steed, and gallops off
.along the r oad by which h e came.
The tradition is that one of the Cunliffes murdered his wife
i n that room , .and that the spectre horseman is the ghost of the
murderer, who is doomed to pay an annual visit to the home of
his victim.

It is possible that the local theory m ay b e correct, and that this wretched criminal may really h ave
persuaded himself, or been persuaded, that it is a
necessary part of his expiation that he should thus
reproduc e eadh year the details ofhis a trocious d eed;
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but it is surely on the whole more probable that the
scene is a vivid impression made upon astral matter
b y the terrible passions which must have raged in the·
hearts both of the murderer and his victim. In a later
chapter we shall examine some unmistakable instances
of this type of astral impression, but in this case
we h ave scarcely sufficient particulars to enable us.
to decide with certainty the category to which the
phenomenon belongs.
· The restlessness produced by an unquiet conscience sometimes manifests itself along quite different
lines. Instead of annually r ehearsing the crime, it
keeps up a constant disturbance of more or less marked
character at the spot where it was committed. This is.
one of the causes of what are commonTy called hauntings, though there are also various other ways in which
they may be produced. These hauntings are of many
and varied kinds, from the mere unaccountable noises,
up through the movement of small objects without
physical contact, to definite apparitions~who in some
cases make their field of operations almost uninhabitable for men still in the flesh either b y deafening
uproar, by constant interference, or by obvious ill-will.
Some such manifestations are intentionally produced by the dead for this very purpose; for in some
cases they still feel a property in a house or a room,
and seem strongly to object to its occupation by any
one else. Occasionally these demonstrations are definite
efforts to be avenged upon certain people, but sometimes also they are apparently quite unintentionally
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produced. The dead are uneasy, they ' feel miserable or injured, and under the influence of these
feelings. their unquiet minds create all kinds of curious
·disturbances, often quite involuntarily to themselves.!
Sometimes they really want something and are anxious
to attract attention, but their efforts to communicate are
clumsy and blundering, for they are as yet entirely
unfamiliar with the methods and possibilities of the
astral p lane. There are examples in which th e entity
responsible for the so-called haunting has long passed
away from the neighbourhood of earth-life, but has left
{perhaps quite unconsciously) a thought-form strong
enough to cause some of the milder manifestations
:to continue for many a year. Let us examine a
few stories illustrative of these various classes of
phenomena.
Major Moor, the well-known author of The Hindu
Pantheon, published in the appendix to his pamphlet
on the subject of the Bealings Bells a lengthy account
of the hauntings at Ewshott House, in the parish of
Crondall, in Hampshire, from which the following is
·extracted:
EwsHOTT HousE
In the dead of night, when every member of the family h as
·gone to bed, and there is no imaginable cause to be assigned for
them, a succession of distinct and heavy blows are heard, as
-of some massive instrument upon a hollow wall or floor. These
1
In that most gruesome of ghost-stories, The Haunters and tht Haunted,
Lord Lytton explains h ow the wandering thoughts drifting through the brain
·of a man may under certain exceptional circumstances mirror themselves in
the place of his former residence, sometimes as actual apparitions, sometimes
in the production of knocks and other phenomena; usually of an uncomfortable
ccharacter.
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'
sounds are seldom h eard more than once
in the night, and generally·
between the hours of twelve and two. They are sometimes so loud
as to awaken one from sleep, and startle even those who are the·
most familiar with them; at other times almost inaudible; sometimes struck with great rapidity, at other times more slowly and
leisurely; varying in duration also in about the same degree. But
whether in his noisier or more gentle movements, the ghost is so.
peculiar in his sound as not to be easily mistaken by those who
·have once heard him. No one has been able to determine from
what part the sound proceeds, nor indeed to say with certainty
that it is within the house at all.

Considerable pains have been taken, at different times, to·
ascertain whence the sounds proceed, with a hope of finding some
sufficient cause for them, but entirely without success; and, after
about twenty years, we are as entirely in the dark as ever. The
length of time it has been heard, the fact of every domestic of the·
family having been often changed during the time, and the pains
that have been taken to investigate the matt<e:r, while every
member of the family, except the watcher, has been in bed, have·
put the possibility of any trick out of the question; and have no·
less convinced the inmates that it cannot be accounted for on any
of the usual suppositions.
THE

VVARNING

GuN

In At the Moment of Death (pp. 206-10), M. Camille:
Flammarion relates the following account of a warning
sound resembling that of a gun which occurs on special
occasions in a certain family. It is of a striking·
character and well authenticated. T.he . hero of this:
story is a 1v1onsieur Pyrrhus Bessi, well known m
Sicily. He himself wrote the following account:
Last year (1899), in the month of December, at a reunion
of my wife's family one evening we were talking gaily, gathered;
around a good fire on the great hearth, when we heard, suddenly,
a terrific noise, as •though a gun had been fired close to our ears.
After our first moment of surprise, we sought to explain theoccurrence by first finding out whether it was not a practical j oke,.
or something more serious. One of us went up to the attic; as.
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for me, I went down to inspect the cellar. Nothing to be found.
We then examined the guns; they were still loaded. When we got
b ack to the kitchen , we still smelt the same very marked odour of
burnt powder, to such an extent that we had to open the window.
I admit that I was astounded. I was all the more so when I noted
that my relatives' attitude denoted depression rather than surprise.
After a moment of profound silence, I asked them what was the
matter. My father-in-law said with a melancholy sigh :
"At last you'll believe."
I did not answer.
" My dear boy," he added, " that report is a bad omen! "
" Come, come! " I r eplied. " Superstitions ! "
He shrugged his shoulders, a little annoyed. But, when a
moment had passed, he went on:
" Superstitions? I speak from experience, from painful
eJo..-perience. You must know that this isn't the first time this has
happened, and it's always been followed by a misfortune in our
home. Eight days before my poor sister died we heard the same
report. Do you remember it ? " he asked, addressing his wife and
the old maid-servant.
The two women answered in the affirmative, with gestures
of sadness .
"And besides that, fifteen days before the death of my first
son we had this same warning."
I could not yet have entire faith in these words; still, I felt
disturbed. Once more, heavy silence reigned in the room. But it
was soon broken by the ringing of a bell. I myself went to open
the door. It was my father-in-law's first cousin, :s. well-to-do
landed proprietor who lived in the farthest quarter of the town.
He entered, without even troubling to say good day. He had an
air of sadness and consternation. These are the first words which
h e spoke:
" Didn't you hear anything? "
All of us, I included, answered at once, hardly giving
him time to finish his question:
"You heard it, too, then? "
'' Yes, the loud firing off of a g~n. We were eating supper."
The short account which he gave us increased my astonishmen t greatly. This strange coincidence of two identical and
simultaneous incidents made me reflect. Nevertheless, I would not
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yet admit that "spirits " were concerned in it. On the following
days nothing more was said of the matter. Two weeks went by
in this way.
One evening I was alone, writing. Fatigued with work, I
halted, lit a cigarette, and stretched myself out in an arm-chair.
Before me, in an old mirror, were reflected the bluish coils of the
smoke; I was amusing myself by sending it into space. The
.cigarette was half consumed when I perceived that the flame of
my lamp was sinking. I wished to snuff it, but the wick went
.out suddenly. I was greatly astonished to see that despite this the
room was still irradiated by a faint greyish light. Glancing, by
chance, toward the mirror, I saw that it reflected a light more vivid
than a moment before; in it could be seen a room rather brightly
illuminated, with furniture that was different from mine. One
would have said that, instead ofthe mirror, there was an opening
through which another room of the house could be perceived. I
thought I must be dreaming; nevertheless, I rema ined motionless,
astounded by this scene.
I then saw an old lady come forward; I recognized her as
my father-in-law's aunt, the mother of the cousin who had come to
our house during that memorable evening when the sinister report
.of a gun had been heard. The old lady sat down at a tab.le, took
some sheets of paper from a drawer, and began to write slowly,
with an air of great absorption, but with great care, without once
lifting her head. She then enclosed the written sheet in an envelope, which she put into the drawer. Then she leaned her
head against the back of the arm-chair, and seemed to fall asleep.
I gazed without even moving a muscle of my face, but a
.cold sweat made me shiver. However, I could not take my eyes
from the mirror. But the light that was mysteriously reflected in
it grew fainter gradually, as though the invisible lamp which
llluminated the room in which the old lady was sleeping were
going out; and it was not long before the d arkness grew as intense
in the mirror as in my study. This left me, for a long time, the
prey of a veritable terror. I wished to rise, to shake off this painful state of mind; but I neither could nor dared. I cannot say
how long I remained thus, in darkness. The dawn would probably
have surprised me in the arm-chair, if my wife, seeing that I
delayed so long in going to bed, had not come to look for me.
You will say that we are here concerned with a simple
phenomenon of hallucination. Well, I thought t his when the next
day I awoke from a short, troubled sleep. But some moments
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.afterward I was told that the old lady whom I had seen in the
mirror h ad been found dead, in the course of that very night, in the
.arm-chair in which it had seemed to me that she had gone to sleep,
.and that her will, written wholly by herself, had been found in the
drawer of the table !

M. Flammarion comments as follows on the above
·story : .
The writer Bessi was then living in Cefalu, in the province
.of Palermo. It was at Panicale that the incidents in question took
pl~ce.
Panicale is a community of four thousand inhabitants, in
the province of Perugia . The various persons, who, together with
Monsieur Bessi, were the witnesses of this occulTence, wished to
vouch for its truth in the following document :
PANICALE,

April 17, 1901.
The undersigned-the wife, father-in-law, mother-in-law,
and brother-in-law r espectively of Professor Pirro Bessi of Cortone,
.and his father-in-law's cousin-consider it their duty to d eclare
that the account given by their relative is perfectly exact, as
regards the report of a gun heard simultaneously in the dwelling of
the first four persons undersigned and in the dwelling of t he fifth,
.although the two houses are on opposite sides of the district.
They consider it pertinent to add that they heard, on other
·occasions as well, and always simultaneously in the two houses,
noises like the firing of a gun, and that this was always a s;gn
foretelling the death of some relative, which was not long in coming.
Louise Bessi, nee Landi.
Ange Landi.
Adelaide Landi.
Cesar Landi.
Franryois Bastianelli.
We may remark, as did C . de Vesme, that the scene
-perceived in the m irror did not r eally take place there; no one with
·good sense can doubt this. The bright surface aids in bringing
the subject into a state of semi-hypnosis, in which he sees a ll these
things very much as he sees them in an ordinary dream. It is, in
:some degree, a waking dream.
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One may well imagine that this double experience-reports.
of a gun at the time of a death, and the visioning of the person
about to die, at the moment she was writing her will- changed the·
witness's incredulity into a conviction of the reality of these facts,
however inexplicable they be. Vision at a distance is to-day well
enough known. But the report of a g un that was heard without
the gun having been fired by any one, is still more enigmatica l,
although incontestable.

That physical effects can be produced in the
course of hauntings is unquestionable. The following·
account of an apparition which snuffed. a candle with
its fingers is given by the Rev. D. W. G. Gwynne, M. I.
(Phantasms of the Living, vol. ii, pp. 22-3) . The
writer describes som e minor phenomena, and then
continues :
I now come to the mutual experience of something that is as.
fresh in its impression as if it were the occurr ence of yesterday.
During the night I became aware of a draped figure passing across
the foot of the bed towards the fireplace. I had the impression that
the arm was raised, pointing with the hand towards the mantelpiece, on which a night-light was burning. Mrs. Gwynne at this .
m oment seized m y arm, and the lig ht was extinguished. Notwithsta nding, I distinctly saw a figure returning towards the door, and
being under the impression that one of our servants had found her
way into the room, I leaped out of bed to intercept the intruder, but
found a nd saw nothing . . •.
Mrs. Gwynne confirms the story, adding : " I distinctly saw
the hand of the p hantom placed over the night-lig ht, which was at
once extinguished."

DISTURBANCE S AT SAMPFORD

The Rev. Caleb C. Colton, in a rare pamphlet
called Narrative qf tlze Sampford Ghost, g1ves an
account of a case in which the haunting seems to have
been of a somewhat more vicious character than the:
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preceding. Terrific noises were heard here also, but
various people :teceiyed blows from an invisible hand,:
which in some .cases left considerable bruises and.
swellings. These occurrences took place in a house in~
the village of Sampford Peverell, near Tiverton, in the·
county of Devon.
CONTINUOUS HAUNTINGS

In Real Ghost Stories (pp. 261 -289), full and
d etailed accounts are given of two of the most re-·
markable cases of continued h auntings on record.
They are those of vVillington Mill, in Northumberland 1.
and of Brook House, which is described vaguely as
being near a favourite watering-place on the south-east
coast. They have many features in common-the·
constant in.e xplicable sounds, the movement of all sorts
of objects without any visible reason, the occasional'
apparition of figures,.. the striking of blows by unseen
entities, etc. They differ in no way from the others.
that I h ave quoted, except that the manifestations are
full and varied, and that both are known to have lasted
through many, decades. At Willington the influences
which produce the phenomena are app arently dying
out, as the disturbances have b een much less violent of'
late years. In neither case is there any tradition which
explains what happens, so none can say what strange·
record of undiscovered crime stands at the back of this.
persistent haunting.
An example of hauntings occurring in connection
with relics when their original owner is displeased
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:appears in Bazzano's work: Les Phenomenes de Hantise
(pp. 50-52) from which it is quoted in After Death.
It IS substantiated by Professor Hyslop's investigation and the attestations of five witnesses connected with the strange experience. One of them,
Dr. H. A : Kinnaman, 'writes:
My uncle, J ohn W. Kinnaman, my father, J acob Kinnaman,
and a youngman named Adams were students of medicine and
.intimate· friends. One day they made a compact that if one of
them should die young, the others should have the right to take
·possession of his body for purposes of scientific study, on condition
that the skeleton should always remain in the keeping of friends;
if the day should come that this condition could no longer be
observed the skeleton was to be buried. Adams had declared that
for his part he would insist on the scrupulous observance of the
·compact; otherwise he would protest by making a noise.
Some time afterwards young Adams died; my uncle J ohn,
by his rig ht as eldest brother, took possession of the body, prepared
the skeleton and kept it until his death. After him it was kept by
my father, Dr. Jacob; then by his brother, Dr. Lawrence; then by
Dr. Jackson, then my brother Robert, and, finally, by my other
brother Charles. During this long lapse of time it was noted that
when the condition fixed by the compact were obser ved, Adams
Temained quiet, but if they were neglected, people wer e tormented.
I remember that in 1849, when I was a child, my father was
obliged to go to California for a time, and the skeleton was rele·gated to an attic. This did not satisfy Adams. That very night
heavy, noisy steps were heard, mounting a nd descending the attic
stairway, or coming and going in the attic itself. These manifestations seriously disturbed my mother, because they kept the family
from sleeping. She begged my uncle to free us from Adams's
'bones. He consented, and as soon as he took them into his care,
quiet reigned once more in the family.
My uncle kept them in his office for a long time, but one day
he thought he would put them in a distant corner of the house.
'Two families which were living in this part of the building soon
had to move out as a result of the inexplicable noises heard during
·the night. After these families had left, no one could live in this
:haunted house. When my father returned from California, he took
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Adams's skeleton back and put it in his office.
once more.

There was silence·

M y father died in 1874, and my brother Robert inherited
the bones; he put them under the bed, in a room adjoining his
office. One day h e thought he would carry them into a neighbour's
cellar, which was used as a store-room for building materials.
They were put there without the workmen of the establishment
knowing it; but a shor t time afterward these workmen refused to
go into the cellar in the evening, because of the mysterious 'noises
heard there. My brother took the skeleton back, and once more
the place became quiet again.
Adams's mortal remains are still in the possession ofmy
family.

Another witness, Dr. C. L. Kinnaman, describes
with a great abundance of detail the noises heard in the
attic when Adams's remains were put there. He writes:
. . . The attic contained hundreds of bottles from a drug
store. It happened that one nig ht, when every one had gone to
bed, extraordinary noises were hea rd, coming from t he top of
the house; noises of bottles knocking together with violence,
breaking, and falling to the floor. Then we thought we heard
a large cannon-ball roll downstairs to the dining-room, strike
against the door, and then mount the stairs again, leaping from
one step to another! A member of the family went up into the
attic, with a candle in his hand; but the noises ceased at once;
every thing was fou nd in its place. \!\Then he had gone to bed again
and blown out the light, the manifestations began once more. Some
one made the remark tha t the object that was rolling downstairs
must be very heavy, to judge from the noise that it m ade; instantly
the uproar diminished to the mere echo of a light touch, moving
up and down from one step to a nother . . The manifestations
changed according to our remarks; they continued until we went
to bed again, overcome by fatigue and sleep. From the day on
which the bones were taken out of the attic, tranquillity reigned
once more in the house.

Dr. R. C. Kinnaman testified in his turn:
I was the first to be awakened by the sound of a dull fall, as
though some one had leaped out of his bed in his bare feet; then
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:there was a rustling of garments, a slightly louder noise, and at
length the sound of a heavy body rolling over the floor-, going down
-the stairs by leaping from one step to another, and up again, with
frequent variations in force and tone. My mother chanced to come
.into my room then, with Oliver; although she was a vigorous
woman, she seemed terribly affected. Both of them taking lighted
.candles ventured into the attic; their presence made the noises
stop. After a fruitless investigation they went away, closing the
door; at once the noises began again. They returned; the noises
-ceased. Again they left; the uproar began again as loudly as ever,
the m oment they closed the door.

Such is, remarks M. Flammarion, in abridged
form, the extraordinary case investigated by professor
.J ames Hyslop. Dou~t is not possible. The threat of
.a manifestation, part of this student's singular com pact,
was fully carried out by the deceased man. That the
uproar did not come from the living, without their
knowing it, was proved by the fact that it came to an
abrupt halt in the presence of the living, only to begin
again when they went away-an occurrence frequently
noted in phenomena of the kind. It is not easy to say
what the force operating the phenomena would be in
such a case as this, but it seems most probable th at the
thought of the original owner of the skeleton and of
his friends had attached to the bones a strong thoughtform animated by an elemental possessed of the one
idea of fulfilment of the agreement, and capable of
producing the noises whenever the conditions were
broken.
THE PoLTERGEIST

A very curious variant of this-a kind of parody
-upon the real haunting-is found in that class of
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-phenomena which the Germans attribute to the Polter:geist. Usually this is a merely temporary display of
·mischief, though sometimes a good deal of malice enters
-into it, and it is often a serious matter enough for the
unfortunate victim. Occasionally it takes the form of
:bell-ringing; more often of ston~-throwing, and of the
·moving and breaking of all kinds of small objects.
Such p erformances must always involve a partial
materialization, at least as far down as etheric matter,
for the articles which are thrown or carried 'about a re
usually moved by a hand which, though i_n visible to us,
is nevertheless materialized to a certain extent, as will
·be later explained in our chapters on spiritualism.
Consequently in the majority of cases such phenomena can take place only in the presence of a mediumistic person. The fact that this has b een observed h as
often led to the unjust accusation of trickery on the
part of such persons, the average ignoramus being
·entirely unable to comprehend how circumstances which
-occur only in the presence of a certain person can be
independent of that person's volition. There may,
however, be any one of several different causes at work
when such phenomen a are produced. Undoubtedly in
·some cases malice is involved, and the perform an ce is
·of the nature of a persecution; in others .i t appears to
:be intended as a kind of practical joke. There are
·people in physical life at a stage of evolution where
they appear to consider it amusing to frighten or to
injure others, where they seem to find some occult
personal enjoyment in knocking another m an's h at
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oyer his eyes, in upsetting cold water down his back,
or in damaging something which they suppose to be
particularly valuable to him. Incomprehensible as this
attitude may be to any reasonable person, there is
absolutely no doubt of the fact that it exists; and we
must remember that the idiot who finds such procedure
amusing during his earth-life is not rendered any more
sane after death. If he is only unfortunate enough to discover how to accomplish a slight partial materialization,
he has tlien unequalled opportunities for the exhibition
of his peculiar idea of humour; and it is he who is usually responsible for outbursts of Poltergeist phenomena.
Sometimes, however, a playful nature-spirit, belonging to one of the lower orders, and imitative exactly
as a monkey is, will see such an exhibition of folly, and
then go about attempting to reproduce it on his own
account. Or sometimes a nature-spirit h as been
offended by some exhibition of man's vandalism and
destructiveness, and he revenges himself by making
m atters unpleasant for awhile. Also, as we said of the
other hauntings, so it is true of this class also, that it
may sometimes be unintentionally produced by clumsy
efforts on the part of well-meaning dead people; but
in this case the phenomena are rarely of a destructive
character. Let us take our first example of the pro-·
ceedings of the Poltergeist from the columns of a
newspaper. The consternation of the reporter, his utter
lack of comprehension of what was happening, and his
eager assurance that he would never have believed it if
h e h ad not seen it himself, are all amusing.
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WoRKSOP

The town of Worksop was in an uproar on Saturday
(March 3rd, 1883), consequent on the circulation of a r,e port that..
the household goods of a man named J oseph White, a well-known
dealer, were being smashed and removed by some unseen agency.·
All day long crowds of excited people wended their way towards
the New Building Ground, where White's semi-detached house
stands, drawn thither by the exaggerated accounts of the m ysterious
occurrences said to have been witnessed by the inmates and others.
As I entered the door I m yself saw an Oxford frame slip·
out of the rocking chair. I told the boy to pick it up, and he said
he dare not. After hearing what the folks had to say, I was joining
iq the conversation, when a basin which had stood on the m eal-bin
suddenly began to rise in a slanting direction over rriy head and
then fell at m y feet, smashing into bits. I cannot accoun t forwhat I saw. No one was nearer to the basin than myself, and as
far as I saw there was no cause for the phenomenon.
The room was din1ly lighted by a candle.
\Ne
were talking about the things, and the doctor was saying, " It's
a very mysterious thing," with his back turned to the flo ur-bin,
when a basin which stood on the bin suddenly flew up slantingly
over the doctor's head, to where some bacon was hanging on some
hooks, and fell straight down and smashed at his feet. About half
a dozen persons were in the room whilst these things happened~
As far as I saw, no human agency caused the articles to move and
knock about.
White and I went in; I followed him into
the front room; he called my attention to the bare walls, saying
that everything except the clock and a stuffed pigeon in a glass
case, which remained on their respective nails, had been dashed to
the ground and broken. ·
The clock hung. over the bed, which was up in the corner of
the room, with the head and one side close to the walls. While
White was telling me that the chest of d rawers before us had been
turned topsy-turvy, we heard a smash, and on turning my head I
saw the clock in the middle of the floor, wi th its end knocked out ..
I t had cleared the bed, and was nearer the fireplace on the
opposite side of the room. I was the nearest person to the clqck
when it hung on the wall. The servant girl opened the door of
the room, and came inside just as the clock left the wall.' If
White or the servant had heen instrumental in throwing the clock.
down, I could not have failed to detect them.
W e went back into the kitchen, and as I stood looking
tow~rds the fire; with the girl on my left hand, engaged .iri ·some·
29
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household duty, and White on · my right hand, I saw a pot-dog
·ornament, such as you see in old people's houses, smash on the
.floor in front of me. It had come off the mantelpiece, but I did
·no t see it leave the mantelpiece. The things seemed to fly like
lightning, and you only knew that they were gone when you saw
'.them broken on the floor. Then I saw a cream-jug, which had
.stood on the table, jump to the floor and smash. I cannot account
for the occurrences; and if I had not seen for myself I should not
have believed the removal of articles could have taken place in
.t he way it did.

The above account is abridged from The Reiford,
·worksop and Gainsborough News of March lOth, 1883.
It is on~y a sample of many other similar stories, for
.the same thing has occurred in many countries and at
widely separated periods of time.
OTHER EXAMPLES

A fine example occurred at Stockwell m 1772,
:and is described in great detail and with all sorts of
.attestations in a contemporaneous pamphlet called
An Authentic, Candid and Circumstantial N a.rrative of
.the Astonishing Transactions at S tockwell. The phenomena were of the usual . description; plates and
_glasses were thrown down and broken, pewter dish es
.and brass candlesticks danced about, a pier-glass was
.shattered, and pandemonium reigned for some twenty
hours in a quiet suburban domicile. Though no one
touched these falling objects, it was observed that the
_p henomena took place only in the presence of a maidservant, and after her discharge quietude was restored
--she evidently having been what we should now call
the medium for the manifestations. The same sort of
thing happened about the middle of the last century in
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Moscow Road, Bayswater; indeed, instances have
-occurred in many countries and· under the most diverse
-conditions.
STONE- THROWING

In the year 1838, a circumstance of the same kind
·occurred in Paris, in the Rue St. Honore, and not
long ago there was one in Caithness, in which most
unaccountable circumstances transpired. Amongst the
T·est, stones were flung, which never hit people, b ut fell
.at their feet, in rooms perfectly closed on all sides.
THE PERSECUTION OF A PROFESSOR

Then there is the famous story of the Drummer
·of Tedworth; and the p ersecution of Professor
Schuppart, at Giessen, in Upper Hesse, which continued with occasional intermission for six years. This
:affair began with a . violent knocking at the door one
night; next day stones '"'ere sent whizzing through
dosed rooms in all directions, so that, although no one
was struck, the windows were all broken; and no sooner
wer e new p anes put in than they were broken again.
The Professor was persecuted with slaps on the face
by day and by night, so that he could get no rest; and
when two persons were appointed by the authorities to
·sit by his bed to watch him, they got the slaps also.
When he was reading at his desk, his lamp would
·suddenly rise up and remove to the oth er end of the
room-not as if thrown, but evidently carried; his
books were torn to pieces and thrown at his feet, a nd
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when he was lecturing his mischievous sprite would
tear out the leaf he was reading; and the only thingthat seemep. available, as a protectio n, was a drawn
sword brandished over his head by himself or others,
which was one of the singularities attending the case
of the Drummer of Tedworth. Schuppart narrated all
these circumstances in his public lectures, and nobody
ever disputed the facts. The story may be found in
Mrs. ·Crowe's Night Side of Nature (pp. 429 and 430).
These last are undoubted cases of intention a l
persecution. In the case of the Drummer of Tedworth the agent. was understood to be a living man,
who had threatened Mr. Mompesson, though, so
far as I recollect, the Drummer never admitted it. In
the Professor's case there is nothing to show whether
the author of the disturbance was living or dead, or
what was the reason for the persecution; probably the
Professor himself may h ave known, but if so h e
remained silent. The mention of the effect of the sword
is significant, and shows clearly that a materialization
was involved, as a purely astral entity would have no·
fear of a physical weapon.
BELL-RINGI NG

Sometimes. Poltergeist manifestations are accompanied by an epidemic of bell-ringing in the house, and
there are other cases in which the bell-ringing occurs
alone. The classical example of this phenomenon is,
of course, that which took place in 1834 at the village
of Great Bealings, near Woodbridge, Suffolk. Th~
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.a ccount of it is given to us by Major Moor, a Fellow
-of the Royal Society, and the au.thor of The Hindu
Pantheon in a remarkable but little known book entitled
Bealings Bells. H e describes how for fifty-three days
the bells in his house were rung at frequent intervals
without any visible agency. Having abundantly
satisfied hirnself that trickery was impossible, he wrote
to the newspapers explaining his remarkable case, and
:asking whether any ligh t could be thrown upon it by
. any of his readers.
H e received no explanation, but he learnt that he
was n ot singular in his experience, for his communication brought him no less than fourteen letters, each
containing examples of mysterious bell-ringing, every
·one of them completely baffling all explanation, all of
. comparatively recent date, and most of them attested
by the signatures of th-ose who witnessed them, with
permission to give their n ames to the public. In one
·of these cases the disturbances continued for eighteen
mon ths, but in another only two hours and a h alf. Mr.
R. D. Owen mentions a similar case in T he D ebatable
Land (p. 241 ), in which the offending bells were wrapped
up in cloth and tied with string, but nevertheless rang
·themselves loose from everything, pealing more violently
·than before, and eventually broke away from the wall
and fell, still ringing, to the floor! In Real Ghost Stories
will be found another almost exactly similar story, but
occurring as recently as 1891. In this case additional
·phenomena took place-lights being extinguished, and
:some clothes be~ng mischievously thrown into a bath.

CHAPTER XXIV

APPARENTLY AIMLESS APPARITIONS,
MoNSIEUR

BAcH's

SPINET

we have dealt with apparitions· who seem to·
have a recognizable motive; ~ut there is also a large
class whose manifestations have no adequate purpose
that we can discover. Of course this by no means.
implies that the dead man is acting irrationally ; dead
or alive, each man knows his own business, or must be·
presumed to know it; and h e may have reasons for his.
action which to him seem unexceptionable, though
they are entirely beyond our ken. After all, it is hardly
our affair !
A most interesting case, from various points of
view, is the celebrated story of Monsieur Bach's spinet,.
rel<i;ted by Mr. R. D. Owen in his Debatable· Land'
(p. 325 ). Monsieur N . B. Bach, the great-grandson of
the celebrated composer, purchased in 1865 a: very fine·
old spinet, upon which he. found the da:te· of I 564.
During the succeeding nigfnt. he dreamt tha:t a: hamel-·
some young man appeared ~o him, who d'aimed to•
have beeq the · owner of the spinet~ w.hich.. had been
HITHERTO
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given to him by his master, King Henry III of France ..
Furthermore, he mentioned a certain air composed by
the King, which he played over for M . Bach, and told.
him he would take means to recall it to his recollection.
M. Bach awoke, full of the pathos of the air, and
found that it was just two o'clock. He soon fell asleep
again, and had no further dream; but when he woke in
the m orning, he found to his intense surp:J;ise a sheet
of musi~ on his bed, containing the words and music of
·the air which he had heard in his dream, written not in
the notation of the present day, but exactly in the style·
of the bygone age to which the alleged composer
belonged! Whether his visitor had written this, or
whether his own hand had been guided in sleep to·
write in a style unkno\vn to him during his waking:
hours, he knows not; but there was the music-a rare
archoeological specimen.
Some weeks later he was impelled to take up a
pencil, and a communication, purporting to come from
his previous visitor, was written through his-hand. It
told him that in a certain part of this old spin et he.
might find a card in the handwriting of the King,.
containing a verse which he quoted, referring to the·
gift of the instrument. On waking, M. Bach immediately searched for the card, and found it exactly where·
he had been directed to look.
Though the substance of what was written upon it
corresponded exactly with the account given through.
his hand by automatic writing, yet the quotation was.
by no means literally accurate; and thus the evidence:
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.w as in 'reality far stronger than it would have been if
-the words had been exactly reproduced. Much interest
.was excited at the time in Paris by this extraordinary
sequence of events, which was in no way concea led, but
-openly discussed by M. Bach's many friends, and
found its way into the newspapers. The music was
published, and is still obtainable-at least, I myself
.bought a copy only a few years ago.
This h as the air of being merely a friendly visit to
-one of similar tastes, exactly such as the young
musician might have paid to .a kindred spirit while in
·the physical body. So far as we can see, no great
purpose was served, either for the dead ma n or for
Iv1onsieur Bach, by this communication from th e unseen world, though of course it provides an interesting
and indisputably authenticated case for the psychical
student; and it is even conceivable that that m ay in
reality have been its object! The youn g musician's
stay upon the astral plane must h ave been abnormally
long if it was indeed he who communicated, as there
seems every . reason to suppose. Yet . this, though
unusual, is not impossible, if we take into account that
h e seems to h ave· been a light-hearted and pleasureloving young fellow, probably without any special
Teligious feeling or high aspiration:
On the other hand, we must not forget, in con·sidering such cases as ·this, how absolutely easy it
would ·be for any astral entity to see clairvoyantly or
psychometr-ically all the details ·of the hi~ tory of that
:spinet, take an appropriate fori:n, and .iiD:press the
/
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whole upon the mind of Monsieur Bach. It would be
an exceedingly congenial task for any lover of music' to
bring to the notice of the modern world so pretty and
pathetic an air, and at the same time greatly to delight
and interest the possessor of that valuable and beautiful
instrument. ~t would be a graceful act, readily performed without trouble to the actor, and we may well
imagine a dead m an asking himself why he should not
·do it, or-still more probably-doing it without thinking specially about it at all. Some m ay say that th at
would be deceit, and therefore a wicked thing to do ;
yet since we tolerate here th e actor who plays a part,
·and even look upon him as an artist and a public
benefactor, why should we regard him differen tly wh en
he happens to be dead? At least we migh t give him
·credit for good intentions, even if we do not agree with
his methods.
A

pASSING GLIMPSE

vVe are apt to forget that the d ead man h as his
·own interests, and is not necessarily thinking of us at
all; he pursues the even tenor of his way, and is no
more acting for our benefit or considering our opinions
than we in our daily lives are considering his. Normally we each live our own life irrespective of each
other, not noticing each other; sometimes for a moment
we h appen to catch a glimpse of him, but we need not
:assume that he has desired or arranged that we should
·do so. For vanous reasons and in varic;ms ways the
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curtain which usually h angs between the astral and the
physical is now and then partially lifted, just as the
blind covering a window might b e drawn aside, thus .
perrmttmg us to see the traffic passing in the street;
but it would be foolish for us to suppose that that
traffic h ad been specially staged with reference to us.
In both cases we just see what lzajJpens to be passing.
Hundreds of instances of such passing glances h ave
been recorded; here, for example, is one taken from
M. Flammarion's After Death, p. 265-a story which
was sent to him from Sestri Ponente, in Italy, in 1899,
m a letter from Signor Giuseppe Cavagnaro, who
a ttested its truth under oath. He writes:
I was eighteen years old and was a student in Genoa,
where I was living in my father's home. One morning, about
seven o'clock, while I was turning the pages of a Greek book, I
heard a sound like that of a door being opened. I looked up and
saw a young girl, in her chemise, coming out of the kitchen. She
was tall, white skinned, and beautiful, with long dark-brown hair
whic h fell in curls down her back. She passed m e, looking at me
and a lmost smiling, then entered m y father's room, opening th e
door and closing it r ather noisily. I was astounded, and said to
myself: " I 'd like to find out who she is a nd why she is here."
About ten min utes afterwards m y fat her came out of this
same room an d, as was Ius custom, went into the kitchen to wash
his face a nd hands. At once I ran into the room which he had
just left, but found no one there. I looked ever ywhere; under the
cupboard, where, as a matter of fact, no one could have hidden,
because th e shelves were so low; under the b ed, which was very
low-not even a child could have got beneath it. I also opened
the drawers. I looked behind the chairs and in a ll the corners; in
a word, I sough t everywhere. It would have been impossible for ·
the young girl to escape by the window, for we were living on the
fifth floor, in an isolated street, the Via Edera.
When my father came b ack after washing his face and
h ands, I told him what had happened. At once we r a n to the
stairway, to search it carefully, and could find nothing. My father ·
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was obliged to unbolt the street door, which was still locked. The:
concierge assured us that no one had either entered or gone out.
Then we went to a neighbour who lived opposite to us, Manzini, a
lawyer, and told him of the occurrence. To our great surprise, he
was not at all astonished by our story, recognizing, from my description of her, a young girl of eighteen, who had died a year
before in my father's room, which I had seen her enter. He added
that I was not the only one who had seen her, and that a whole·
family, which had lived in the house before us, had been obliged to·
give up the apartment because of these apparitions, which had~
frightened all those who had witnessed them.

The most remarkable point about that story seems·
to me to be that several presumably sane and hea]thy
p ersons should have been so frightened by the occasional
visits of a beautiful and kindly young lady that they
actually abandoned an otherwise desirable apartment..
She had evidently no thought of disturbing or annoying·
these people; she was simply going about her own
business, not thinking of them at all.
The following story is another and more dram atic
instance of the casual glimpse-this time a glimpse of'
a young lady who h ad left her physical body nine years.
before. I t is one of the cases investigated by the·
Society for Psychical Research, but I extract this
account of it from Mr. Andrew Lang's Dreams and·
Ghosts (p. 74).
THE SCRATCH ON THE FACE

In 1867, Miss G., aged eighteen, died suddenly of cholera in
St. Louis. In · 1876 a brother, F. G ., who was much attached t 01
her, had done a good day's busine>s in St. Joseph. He was sending:·
in his orders to his employers (he is a commercial traveller) and
was smoking a cigar, when he became conscious that some one was:
sitting on his left, with one arm on the table. It was his dead sister.
He sprang up to embrace her (for even on meeting.a.stranger w.hom1
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we take for a dead friend, we never realize the impossibility in the
half-moment of surprise), but she was gone. Mr. G. stood there,
the ink wet in his pen, the cigar lighted in his hand, the name of
his sister on his lips. He had noted her expression, features, dress,
the kindness of her eyes, the glow of the complexion, and what he
had never seen before, a bright red scratch on the right side of her
face.
Mr. G. took the next train home to .St. Louis, and told the
.story to his parent~. His father was inclined to ridicule him, but
his mother nearly fainted. ' !\Then she could control herself, she said
that, unknown to any one, she had acciqentally scratched the face
of the dead, apparently with the pin of her brooch, while arranging
.something about the corpse. She had obliterated the scratch with
powder, and had kept the fact to herself. She told me she, at least,
knew that I had seen my sister. A fe w weeks later Mrs. G . died.
Statement by Mr. F. G., confirmed by his father and brother,
who were present when he told his tale first, in St. Louis. (S.P.R.
Proceedings, vol. vi, p. 17.)

From that same book of Mr. Andrew Lang's a few
pages earlier, I extract a fine and well-authenticated
story, though here also there seems no special r-urpose
in the coming of the apparition.
GENERAL BARTER'S STORY

In 1854, General Barter, C. B., was a subaltern in the 75th
Regiment, a nd was doing duty at the hill station of Murree in the
Punjaub. He lived in a house built recently by a Lieutenant B. ,
who died, as researches at the War Office prove, at Peshawur on
2nd January, 1854. The house was' on a spur of the hill, three or
four hundred yards under the only road, with which it communicat·ed by a bridle-path, never used by horsemen. That path ended in a
precipice; a footpath led into the bridle-path from Mr. Barter's
house.
One evening Mr. Barter had a visit from a Mr. and Mrs.
Deane, who stayed till near eleven o'clock. There was a full moon,
.and Mr. Barter walked to the bridle-path with his friends, who
-climbed it to join the road. H e loitered with two dogs, smoking a
-cigar, and just as he turned to go home he heard a horse's hoofs
<:oming down the bridle-path . At a bend of the path a tall hat came
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into view, then round the corner the wearer of the hat, who rode a
pony and was attended by two native grooms. At this time the
two dogs came, and, crouching at my side, gave low, frightened
whimpers. The moon was at the full, a tropical moon, so bright.
that you could see to read a newspaper by its light, and I saw the
party above me advance as plainly as if it were noonday; they were·
above me some eight or ten feet on the bridle-road. . . . The
rider was in full dinner dress, with white waistcoat and a tall
chimney-pot hat, and he sat on a powerful hill pony (dark brown,
with black mane and tail), in a listless sort of way, the reins hang-·
ing loosely from both hands. Grooms led the pony and supported
the rider. Mr. Barter, knowing that there was no place to which
they could go but his own house, cried : " Who is it ? What do you
want here? " The group halted, the rider gathered up the reins with
b oth hands, and, turning, showed Mr. Barter the known features oC
the late Lieutenant B. He was very pale, the face was a dead
man's face, he was stouter than when Mr. Barter knew him, and
h e wore a dark Newgate fringe.
Mr. Barter dashed up the bank, the earth thrown up in
making the bridle-path crumbled under him, he fell, scrambled on,
reached the bridle-path where the group had stopped, and found
nobody. Mr. Barter ran up the path for a hundred yards, as nobody
could go down except over a precipice, and neither heard nor saw
anything. His dogs did not accompany him.
Next day Mr. Barter gently Jed his friend Deane to talk of
Lieutenant B., who said that the Lieutenant "grew very bloated
before his death, and while on the sick list he allowed the fringe to
grow in spite of all we could say to him, and I believe he was
buried with it."
Mr. Barter then asked where he got the pony, describing it
minutely.
"He bought him at Peshawur, and killed him one day,
riding in his reckless fashion down the hill to Trete."
Mr. Barter and his wife often heard the horse's hoofs later,
though he doubts if any one but B. had ever ridden the bridle-path.

This story was written by General Barter on the
28th of April, 1888, for the S. P. R. It was corroborated by Mrs. Barter and Mr. Stewart, to whom General
Barter told his adventure at the time. The facts
that the dead man had changed considerably since
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Mr. Barter saw him in life, and that the pony also had
never before been seen by him, add greatly to its interest and value. We have, of course, no definite proof
·of the objectivity of the apparition, but the probabili-ties are much in its favour, since we have no reason to
suppose that Lieutenant B. had any object in impressing himself upon his successor, even if he h ad the
:p ower to do so.
It is likely that the Lieutena nt though t strongly of
'himself as riding down the bridle-path to his old home,
as he must so often h ave done during earth-life ; perhaps,
h aving been apparently a somewh at dissipated man, he
even found the astral life dull, and wish ed himself b ack
in the earlier part of his existence; and this though t or
wish was powerful enough to make a materialization
which could a ffect both the senses of sight and h earing.
'The same, probably, is the clue to the previous narrative
of the young lady at St. J oseph; she saw her brother,
.and her strong affection for him induced her to wish
arden tly to sit beside him just as during life; and
·since in higher planes thought h as great facility in
moulding matter, she was able either to impress herself
·clearly upon his mind, or to materialize for just that
fraction of a second which was necessary to becom e
visible to him.
The most remarkable feature in General Barter's
story is the wealth of accessories which the Lieutenant
seems to have had at his command. To m aterialize
·two grooms and a pony in addition to oneself is no
mean feat, though it could ~e done; but I think we are
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.hardly called upon to suppose that this was wh at
happened. If the whole affair was a subj ective vision,
it would be just as easy to impress the accessories upon
the General's mir.d as the single figure; and this may
be the true explanation. On the other hand the pony
.at least was dead, and may therefore h ave been there,
esp ecially if h e h appened to b e a t al1 attached to the
master who used him so carelessly ; but th ere is no
·evidence that the grooms were dead, too. Still, if the
L'ieutenant h ad always been attended b y th em, in
thinking of himself as riding he would be sure to supply
their familiar figures, and the probability is that we
must give him credit for at least that part of the
.spectacle; though it is also true tha t in a country like
India there would be plenty of dead grooms about,
whom he would find little difficulty in impressing
temporarily into his service if he wished.
A

MATERIALIZED DoG- CART

Anoth er very curious instance of this power to
produce quite considerable accessories is given by
Dr. Lee in Glimpses of the Supernatural, vol. ii, p . 73.
H e there relates h ow two p ersons, a well-known Oxford
man who was curate of the parish, and the widow of a
Bristol merchant, saw in the afternoon of a bright
autumnal day a dog-cart containing three men drive
a long a lane p ast the garden in which they were
standing. The man who sat behind in the dog-cart h alf
rose, and waved his hand to the lady, who r"ecognized
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him immediately as her son, who was an officer in
the army in India. Rushing at once to meet the dogcart, she was stupefied to find that there was no vehicle
of any kind in sight, and that the whole thing was
simply an apparition. Some · weeks afterwards the
news arrived from India that the son had died on that
same day, though at a ra ther earlier hour.
It is difficult to see the n ecessity, for the dead
man's purpose, of the dog-cart and the other two
(unrecognized) men. The most probable explanation
is that the dead man thought of himself as having b een
wounded and driving home with the assistance of two
friends; still, the thought-force required must have
been considerable, for in this case it seems certain that
a materialization took place, since the whole was
simultaneously visible to two p ersons. It is a lways
p ossible that the two strangers were dead friends, whom
the son thought of bringing home with him as visitors.
At any rate, this is not quite an objectless apparition,
for it served the purpose of preparing th e mother for
the news of the son's death, though it seems doub tful
whether he intended this,. as there was nothing in the
appearance of accessories to indicate it. It is most
likely simply one of the cases of the action of strong
thought, and the thought was probably chiefly of his
own return.
There are occasions on record in which ghosts
seem to resent intrusion. A remarkable instance of
an unprovoked attack by an apparition is given in
Real Ghost Stories (p. 201). The narrative, which was
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1890~

A BELLIGERENT APPARITION

I was night watchman at the old Darlington and Stockton
Station at the town of Darlington. One night during winter at
about twelve o'clock or twelve-thirty, I was feeling rather cold with
standing here and there ; I said to myself: "I will away down and
get something to eat." There was a porters' cellar where a fire
was kept on, and a coal-house was connected with it. So I went
down the steps, took off my overcoat, and had just sat down on the
be.nch opposite the fire, and turned up the gas, when a strange
man came out of the coal-house, followed by a big black retriever.
As soon as he entered m y eye was upon him and his eye upon me,
and we were intently watching each other as he moved on to the
front of the fire. There he stood looking at me, and a curious
smile came over his countenance. H e had a stand-up collar and
a cutaway coat with gilt buttons and a Scotch cap.
All at once he struck at me, and I had the impression that
he hit me. I up with my fut and struck back at him. My fist
seemed to go tlu·ough him and struck against the stone above the
fireplace, and knocked the skin off my knuckles. The man seemed
to be struck back into the fire, and uttered a strange, unearthly
squeak. Immediately the dog gripped me by the calf of my leg, and
seemed to cause me pain. The man recovered his position, called
off the dog with a sort of click of his tongue, and then went back
into the coal-house, followed by the dog. I lighted my dark
lantern, and looked in the coal-house, but there was neither dog
nor man, and no outlet for them except that by which they had
entered .
A number of years before a man who had been employed in
the office of the station had committed suicide, and his body had
been carried into this very cellar. I knew nothing of this circumstance, nor of the body of the man, but Mr. Pease and others who
had known him told me my description exactly corresponded to his
appearance and the way he dressed, and also that he had a black
retriever just like that which gripped me. I should add that no
mark or effect remained on the spot where I seemed to be seized.

T his story has several points of interest. Instances
of direct attack by a dead man, especially in this
30
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unprovoked way, are fortunately rare. The effect of
the return blow seems to show conclusively that in
this case also we have to deal with a partial m aterialization, for though the fist passed through the m an and
struck the wall behind him, it also knocked him backward, while it would have had absolutely no effect
upon him if he had been employing the astral vehicle.
The strange, unearthly squeak is also evidence of
imperfect materialization. Every frequenter of seances
knows h ow thin a nd squeaky the direct voice can
sometimes be before the m aterialization is fully
·completed; a nd no doubt a tradition of the same
underlies the remark of the poet that '' the sheeted
dead did squeak and gibber m the streets of
Rmne."
The dog is another interesting feature, though
here again there is no eviden ce to show whether he
was merely an accessory or a ghost on his own account.
The rush and the bite that left no mark might have
h appened in either case. Animals not infrequently
enter into stories of apparitions, a nd are most comm only merely thought-forms or impressions in astral matter.
But genuine animal ghosts certainly do sometimes
show themselves, as indeed we might naturally expect
that they would. The animal has an astral body,
which survives the death of his physical form, and he
inhabits it for a certain time-much shorter, of course,
than the human astral life; but still of appreciable
length. Duri!1g this time domestic pets have frequently
shown themselves to those whom they love, or
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manifested their presence in their well-known haunts.
Witness the following narrative:
PETER

A naval officer visited a friend in the country. Several men
were sitting r ound the smoking-room fire when he arrived, and a
fox-terrier was with them. Presently the heavy, shambling footsteps of an old dog, .and the metallic shaking sound of his collar,
were heat'd coming -upstairs.
"Here's old P eter," said the visitor.
" Peter's dead," whispered his owner.
The sounds passed through the dosed door; heard by all
they pattered into the room; the fox-terrier bristled up, gr owled,
and pursued a viewless object across the carpet; from the hearthrug sounded a shake, a jingle of a collar and the settling weight of
a body collapsing into repose.

Mr. Andrew Lang, who gives it in Dreams and
Ghosts (p. 156), tells us that this story was received
in a letter from a lieutenant on one of Her 11ajesty's
g unboats. I have myself seen clearly on several
occasions a "dead?> pet animal in his astral body, just
as I have frequently seen him in that astral body
during his hours of sleep in his earth-life. On one
occasion .during life the .same animal rendered himself
both audible and palpable to one of our members
(whom he knew wdl) in a foreign country, hundreds of
miles from where he lay .asleep in his physical body.

CHAPTER XXV

LESS FR EQUENT TYPES
A

. FLOATING HEAD

THE partial materialization which produces a floating
head seems to _be not uncommon. A rather ghastly
case of it is related by the Rev. H . Elwyn Thomas.
He was walking one su mmer evening near Llangynidr,
in South Wales, after having concluded his evening
service. He states that it was at about twenty minutes.
to nine, but still light enough to see a good distance.
The crisis of the story is best told in his own words :
Turning round, I saw within half a yard of me, and a lmost
on a level with my own face, that of an old man, ovt:r ever y feature
of which the putty-coloured skin was drawn tightly, except the
forehead, which was lined with deep wrinkles. T he lips were
extremely thin, and appeared perfectly bloodless. The toothless
mouth stood half open. The cheeks were hollow and sunken like
those of a corpse, and the eyes, which seemed far back in the middle
of the head, were unnaturally luminous and piercing. This tex:rible
obj ect was wrapped in two bands of yellow calico, one of which
was drawn under. the chin and over the cheek and tied at the top
of t he head ; the. other was drawn r.o und the top of the wrinkled
forehead, and fastened a t the back of the head. . . .
Acting on the impulse of the moment, I ran away from the
horr ible vision with all my might for about sixty yards. I then
stopped, and turned round to see how far I had distanced it, a nd,
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1to my unspeakable horror, there it was still face to face with me, as
though I had not moved an inch. I could see nothing between the
face and the ground, except an irregular column of intense darkness,
through which my umbrella went as a stick goes through water.

Mr. Thomas again ran away for a short distance,
but soon pulled up and turned to face the apparition.
It then receded ·before him, and moved quickly down
the road until it reached the churchyard wall, which it
<:rossed, and disappeared at a certain spot which he
specially remarked. His description of this gruesome
vision was instantly recognized by his host as that of
an old recluse who had died fifteen years previously.
This man had lived in a cottage close to the place
where he first appeared to Mr. Thomas, and had been
buried at the spot in the churchyard at which he
vanished. The detailed narrative will be found in
Real Ghost Stories (p. 200 ).
Except for the unusal and unprepossessing face
.and headgear, this would seem to be quite an OJ;"dinary
.ghost-one which need hardly have terrified the worthy
minister so excessively. It may be that the man
wanted help or advice of some kind which he thought
Mr. Thomas would be able to give-at least this seems
to be suggested by the manner in which he followed
him. Or he may simply have been drifting idly
about his old haunts, and may have shown himself in
·Obedience to a momentary impuls.e-a desire perhaps
for the companionship of a man on that physical
plane whi~h had once been so familiar to him-of
whose material pleasures he · possibly still thought
longingly.
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On p. 153 of the same book we find another story
of a floating head, decidedly more horrible and less
rea dily explicable. Mr. Stead states that he received
the account from a lady at Br_ockley :
A

N o N- HUMAN AP P ARITION

O ne Saturday evening last summer, about eigh t, I was alone
i n the house, with th e excep tion of my two little boys (of eigl).t a nd
nine years) , who were at that moment in the bath. I left them
for a minute and, closing the bath room door, walked a long the
shor t corridor to the head of the stairs, thinking of t he article for
which I was going down. I raised my eyes and saw to my great
sm·prisc a peculiar light about six feet from the stair in the corner,
five or six inches above me, and facing me. My fi rst act was tolook in every direction for a possible r eflection, bu t in vain. T here
was no light in the house, the meter being turned off; t he cor ner
was a very light one, with a lofty ceiling.
I looked again at the light, watching it intently, and in less
time than it takes me to write it, I saw this light develop into a
head and face of yellowish-green light, vvith a mass of matted hair
above it. The face was very wide and broad, larger than ours in
all respects, very large eyes of green, which, not being distinctly
outlined, appeared to merge into the yellow of the cheeks; no hair
whatever on the lower part of the face, and nothing to be seen
below. The expression of the face was diabolically malignant, a nd
as it gazed straight at me my hor ror was intense as my wonder,
but I was not nervous in the least; the though t >dar ted t hrough m y
mind that Gustave D ore had drawn his originals fr om such.
K eeping my gaze fixed on the t hing, I said to it : " I n the name of
C hrist, begone," and the fiendish thing faded from my sigh t, and
has not troubled me since.

The lady who sends in this account to Mr. Stead
takes care to discqunt beforehand such explana tion s
as might be offered by the crudely sceptical. She
remarks: " I am not troubled with liver complaint,
and never had a bilious attack in. my life. I am
also a member of a temperance association, and. am
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generally considered strong-minded." Certainly she
seems to have faced her apparition more calmly than
Mr. T~omas did, though both in itself and in its
possibilities it was far more terrible than his.
As to. the explanation of such an appearance, I
can see only two lines along which it may lie. This
was certainly not a human being, but it may have been
a thought-form-perchance a creation of the very artist
whose v,rork it suggested to the lady. But if that were
so, how it came to be there, how and why it gained the
po~er to show itself to the lady, or she gained the
power to see it-all these points remain veiled in
mystery, questions t6 which with the information at
our command we can give no answer. Nevertheless,
the thought-form is the most probable hypothesis.
The alternative is to suppose the creature a living
entity of a certain non-human evolution whose members
do not under ordinary circumstances come into contact
with man at all-are not intended to do so, in fact.
In Atlantis this evolution was well known and the most
horrible abuses resulted from it; even in classical times
some tradition of it still r emained, and the man who
had rashly intruded upon its d<;>main was spoken of as
" having seen the great god Pan". But the barriers
which separate us from it are wisely erected, and only
disaster awaits him who tries to break through them.
The description has about it a strong suggestion of that
evolution; yet it is difficult to assign any reason for
such an apparition suddenly intruding itself casually
into a peaceful suburban dwelling. Most probably it
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was only a thought-form, but it must have been a
striking specimen. It seems a pity that the lady· did
not await its further development before so vigorously
adjuring it to depart; there are many members of the
Psychical Research Society who would give a good
deal to have seen that head!
UNPLEASANT PERSISTENCE

If a person happens to be somewhat mediumistic
he is sometimes haunted by a dead man who for some
reason or other wishes to commup.icate with the physi·Cal world, and, if it is not understood, such haunting
may become troublesome in the persistence of the
pathetic effort to attract attention. Often the dead are
unable to achieve more than raps, heavier knockings,
or whispering voices and rustlings; but there are also
many cases in which they succeed in materi alizing a
hand strong enough to give a firm, decided clasp, and
even to exert considerable strength. Those who attend
seances are especially liable to be thus haunted. The
" spirit guides," as they are called-that is to say, the
.dead men taking charge of a seance-usually and quite
rightly exclude from it those whose object in trying to
reach back into earth-life is wholly selfish or improper.
But though they may defend their medium from such
people, it is impossible for them to exercise similar
supervision over all the visitors to their seance. Thus
sometimes undesirable men who have endeavoured to
utilize the medium, but have been rejected, attach
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themselves to some mediumistic sitter, hoping by
·persistent worrying to gain through him the opportunities which have been denied to them by the" guides".
A striking story which probably belongs to this class
is to b e found in Dreams and Ghosts (p. 296), a nd
Mr. Lang assures us ~hat "the whole of the strange
-expenence d escribed is given in the words of the
narrator. "
THE

Docs

AND THE H AND

After three or four seances Bolter used to be very nervo us
a nd unwilling to sleep alone, so once I went with him to his o ner oomed hut. We turned into the same bed. I was wakened
later by a noise and movement in the r oom. Found the door open;
t he full moon streaming in m aking lig ht like day, and the pl ace
full of great big black dogs-well, anyhow, there were four or five!
They were romping about, seemingly playing. One jumped on
the bed, another rubbed his muzzle on mine! (The bed was low
and I slept outside.) Now, I never had anything but love for dogs
of any kind, and as-n'est-ce-pas ?-love casts out fear, I simply
got up, turned them all out, shut the door, and turned in again
myself Of course my idea was that they were flesh and blood,
. and I allude to physical fear.
I slept, but was awakened by a ghastly feeling that the
blanket was being dragged and creeping off the bed. I pulled it
up again, but anew began the slow movement of descent.
Rather surprised, I pulled it up afresh and held it, and mus t
have dozed off, as I suppose. Awoke to feel it being pulled again;
it was slipping, slipping, and then with a sudden violent j erk it
was thrown· on the floor. ll faut dire that during all this I h ad
glanced several times at Bolter, who seemed profoundly asleep.
But now, a larmed, I tried to wake him. I n vain ; he slept like the
dead; his face, always a pasty white, was now like m arble in the
moonlight. After some hesitation I put the blanket back on the
bed and held it fast. The pulling a t once began and incr eased in
strength, and I, by this time thoroughly alarm ed, put all my
strength against it, and hung on like grim death.
To get a better hold I had taken a turn over m y head (or
· p erhaps simply to hide), when suddenJy I felt a pressur e outside on
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my body, and a movement like fingers, which gradually approached
my head. Mad with fear, I dashed off the blanket and gr asped a
hand, gazed' on it for one moment in silent horror, and threw it
away. No wonder; it was attached to no arm or body, it was.
hairy and dark-coloured, the fingers were shor t, blunt, with long,
claw-like nails, and it was minus a thumb! Too frightened to get
up, I had to stop in bed, and, I suppose, fell to sleep again, after ·
fresh vain a ttempts to awaken Bolter. Next morning I told him
about it. He said several men who had thus passed the night
wi th him had seen this hand . "But," added he, "it's luck you
didn't have the big black dogs also." Tableau!

While this may b e merely a case of insistent
haunting, there are circumstances connected with it
which rather point to the working of some strange
aboriginal magic-which suggest that possibly Bolter
might h ave wronged or offended some of the natives,
and so drawn down upon himself ill-will which resulted
in this curiou s p ersecution. T he description of the
hand is scarcely that of a European, while its mutilation
hints at a story in the background which can hardly
have been a pleasant one. The black dogs are an
unusual feature, for their presence is difficult to explain
except. on the hypothesis of a magical "sending," yet
their frien dliness seems quite inconsistent v,rith that
idea.
Difficult to classify 1s an experience such as that
of Captain Morgan, which is described by Mr. Henry
Spicer, in Stmnge T hings Among Us, 2nd edition
(1864), pp. 100, 102.
THE

Prr.-.NTOM BIRD

Captain Morgan arrived in L ondon one evening in comp any
with a friend, a nd took up his lodgings in a large old-fashioned
house of the last century, to which chance had directed them.
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Captain M organ was shown into a large bed-chamber, with a .
huge four-poster bed.
H e retired to bed, and slept, but was soon awakened by a
g reat flapping of wings close beside him, and a cold, weird sensa-·
tion such as he had neve.r before experienced spread through hisframe. He star ted and sat upright in bed, when an extraordinary
appearance declared itself, in the shape of an immense black bird,
with outstretched wings, and red eyes flashing as it were with fire.
It was immediately before him and p ecked furiously a t his
face and eyes so incessantly that it seemed to him a wonder that he
was enabled, with his arms and a pillow, to ward off the creature's
determined assaults. During the ba ttle it occurred to him that
some large pet bird belonging to the family had effected its escape
and been accidenta lly shut up in the apartment.
Again and again the cr eature made at him with a m aligna nt
ferocity perfect!)' indescribable; but though he invariab ly managed
to baffle the attack, he noticed that he never once succeeded in
touching his assailant. The strange combat h aving lasted several
minutes, the gallant officer grew irritated, and, leaping out of bed,
dashed at his enemy. The bird retreated before him. The captain
followed in close pursuit, driving his sable foe, fluttering a nd
fighting, towards the sofa vvhich stood in the corner of the r oom.
The moonlig ht shone full into the chamber, and Morgan distinctly
saw the creature seLtle down, as if in terror, upon the embroider ed
seat of the sofa.
Feeling now certain of his prey, he paused for a second
or two, then flung himself suddenly upon the black object, from
which he had never removed his gaze. To his utter amazement,
it seemed to fade and dissolve under his fingers . He was clutching
the air; and in vain he searched, with lighted lamp, every nook
and corner of the apartment, un willing to believe that his senses
could be the victims of so gross a delusion-no b ird was to be
found. After long scrutiny the baffled officer once more retired
to rest, and met with no fur ther disturbance.
While dressing in the morning, he resolved to make no
allusion to what he had seen, but to induce his friend, on rome
pretext, to change rooms .with him. That unsuspecting individual
r eadily compued, and the next d ay reported, with much disgust,
that he had had to contend for possession of the chamber with
the most extraord inary and p erplexing object he had ever encountered, to all appearance a huge black bird , which constantly
eluded his g rasp, and ultimately disappeared, leaving ·no clue to
its mode of exit.
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So far as we are aware, no huge black bird such
as is here described at present exists on earth, though
it is possible that the size has been somewhat exaggerated. Still, even if we were able to regard this as an
ordinary apparition of somebody's pet eagle or vulture,
there seems no conceivable reason for the ferocity of
its unprovoked attack. It may have been a thoughtform constructed by some one, living or dead, who for
r~asons of his own wished to prevent the occupation of
that chamber, and adopted this quaint but sufficiently
effective method of gaining his end. It may have
been a nature-spirit playing some inexplicable trick,
yet the malignant ferocity described is u nlikely in
that case. In order to pronounce with certainty in
regard to such an experience as this, it would be
necessary to go through it oneself. I t is one of the
·exceptional cases which do not readily fit into any
·Of the recognized classes; for undoubtedly exceptional
experiences are possible for those who go out of the
beaten track in astral life, just as adventures may fall
in the way of those who abandon the ordinary lines of
.travel on the physical plane.
AN AWESOME TRYST

For example, certain ghastly possibilities are sug-gested qy a remarkable story given by Mrs. Crowe
in The .Night Side of .Nature (p. 369), with regard to a
.college professor who, it is stated, had seduced one
·y oung woman, and afterwards married another. The
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first one apparently became troublesome to him, and
·one day after having been last seen in his company,
she was found murdered. He was naturally suspected
of the crime, b ut nothing seems to have been proved
against him. But from that time forward it is alleged·
that at a particular hour every evening he retired to a
certain room, where he stayed a great part of the night
alone, so far as earthly companionship went; yet many
people asserted in awe-stricken tones that the dead
woman's voice had been distinctly heard in conversation with him.
THE BRIDE oF CoRINTH

These possibilities are even more prominent in
connection with another narrative rel ated by Mrs.
Crowe on p. 372-that of the Grecian bride. The
story runs that a certain young lad y appeared, si?>months after her death, to a man \vho was staying in
her father's house. She seems, with scant respect for
conventionality, to have visited him in his chamber,
exchanged some small gifts with him, and partaken of
some refreshment-he having, of course, no suspicion
that she was other than an ordinary livjug person. A
nurse happens to see her, and rushes to inform the
parents that their daughter has returned to life. Not
unnaturally, she obtains no credence, though at last
the mother, to pacify her, goes to look at the alleged
miracle. By this time, however, all is dark, and it is
evident that the visitor is asleep; but on interrogating
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_him in 't he morning he confesses that he had had a visit
-from a young lady, and on request shows the ring·
·which she had left with him in exchange for his own.
·This is instantly recognized by the parents as one which
·had been buried with their daughter, and they come to
·the conclusion that her body must have been despoiled
by robbers.
As she had promised to return the next night, they
resdlve to wait and see wheth er anything occurs. She
reappears, the father and mother are privately summoned by a servant who has b een instructed to watch,
and ·they at once recogn ize their dead daughter. She,
however, does not seem to share their delight, but
rather reproaches them for intruding upon her, saying
· that she had been permitted to spen d three days with
the str anger in the house of her birth, but that n ow she
must go to the appointed place; and then she falls
down dead, the body remaining visible to all. On the
vault being opened, no b ody was fou nd there, but ~he
ring given to the girl by the young man was lying upon
the bier. The body now seems to h ave been treated as
that of a vampire, and buried outside the city walls
with many ceremonies and sacrifices.
If these two stories are true as they stand (there
seems no possibility of definite verification in either
. .case), th ey represent two unusu al and most undesirable
varieties of half-astral, half-physical activity. · The
implication in the former is distinctly that the professor
had been forced into a n agreement to devote a certain
. amount of each day to the murdered girl. Probably
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:she may have represented it to him as the necessary
.atonement for his crime, and may have threatened
l1orrible hauntings (or perhaps a persecution of the
wife) if he refused to comply. Obviously, since her
voice was audible, she must have been able to m aterialize; · and the whole proceeding must have been abso-:
1utely disastrous to the evolution of both parties. But
naturally no person of clean and decent life ever becomes entangled · with horrors such as these; they are
.among the penalties of a peculiarly mean and odious
type of criminality.
The second story is unique so far as I know,
though it seems to have a distant kinship vvith the
vampire tales and traditions of Eastern Europe. As
those had a foundation in fact, it is also possible that
this m ay have; and certainly it comes to us with all
the official authentication which was possible at the
time when it is alleged to have occurred. To be living
is well, if one knows how to use life intelligently ; to be
dead is much better; but to be in an unnatural condition between the two states is a fate a t all costs to be
avoided.
Only under most unusual circumstances
would there be even the slightest possibility of su ch an
undesirable development; and even then it could be
accepted only by one whose whole thought and desire
were fixed exclusively upon the grossest side of physical
life. The ordinary decent-living man need never cast
one thought in the direction of such bizarre and monstrous horrors. The vampire corresponds in astral life
to Lucrezia Borgia or the Marechal de Retz on the
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physical plane_; there have been such people in the
world's history, but fortunately there will never be any
opportunity for most of us to encounter them.
I mentioned in an earlier chapter the fact that
for some time after passing over men are often unaware
that they have died. Usually they presently make
some effort the failure of which brings them to a
realization of their condition; but sometimes, under
rare combinations of circumstances, · they remain for
years in ignorance of · what has happened to them.
An interesting example of this sort is quoted from
Mrs. Crowe's .Night Side of .Nature, p. 367.
U NCONSCIOUS OF DEATH

A gentleman of fortune and station in Ireland was one day
walking along the road when he met a very old"man, apparently a
peasant, thoug h well dressed, and looking as though he had on his
Sunday habiliments. His great age attracted the gentleman's
attention, the more that he could not help wondering at the alertness of his movements, and the ease with which he was ascending
the hill. He consequently accosted him, enquiring his name and
residence; and was answered that his name was Kirkpatrick, and
that he lived in a cottage which he pointed out. Whereupon the
gentleman expressed his surprise that he should be unknown to hin1,
since he fancied he had been acqua inted with every man on his
estate.
" It is odd you have never seen me before," returned the old
man; "for I walk here every day."
"How old are you? " asked the gentleman.
"I am one hundred and five," answer ed the other, "and
have been here all my life. "
After a few more words they parted and the gentleman, proceeding towards some labourers in a neighbouring field, enquired if
they knew an old man of the name of Kirkpatrick. They did not;
but on addressing the question to some older tenants, they said:
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" 0 h yes, they had kp.own him and had been.at his funeral; he
had lived ~t the cottage on the hill, but had been dead twenty years."
"How old was he when he died?" enquired the gentleman,
much amazed.
"He was eighty-five," said they; so that the old man gave
· the age that he would have reached had he survived to the period
of this rencontre. This curious incident is furnished by the gentleman himself, and a ll he can say is, that it certainly occurred and
that he is quite unable to explain it. He had never heard of this
man in his life, for he had been dead several years before the estate
came into his possession.

. It is rarely that a man can be dead for twenty
years without knowing it, but here is an old man evidently rather proud of the fact that at the age of 105 he
is still able to walk daily, and to climb a hill alertly
and with ease. Probably he had for years lived much
a lone; his cronies and contemporaries must have all
passed away, so he was perhaps little in the habit of
meeting and speaking to others; he may even have
been deaf during the latter years of his life, and so un.:.
used to conversation. But why should he have been
thus sudde.J;Ily, once and once only, visible and audible
to the gentleman who tells the story? And was he
physically vi~ible and audible at all, or was the narrator
slightly clairvoyant for that hour? The latter is on the
whole the most probable supposition, but why it should
have happened just then we have no evidence to show.
We know that these moments of partial sensitiveness
do come occasionally to men, but why or how we
cannot always see; the causes governing them are
sometimes clear and obvious, but at others they elude
us-perhaps because they come from higher plan~
whose forces as yet we but partially comprehend.
31
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Among apparitional pheno.mena a curious type is
that in which the soul either.shows itself or. symbolizes
itself as a light. A case which will serve as an example
is given in The Night Side of Nature, p. 119.
CoRPSE-CANDLES

A minister, newly inducted into his cure, was standing one
evening leaning over the wall of the church-yard which adjoined
th e manse, when he observed a light hovering over a particular spot.
Supposing it to be somebody with a la ntern, he opened the wicket,
and went forward to ascertain who it might be; but before he reached the spot the light moved onwards, and he followed, but could see
nobody. It did not rise far from the ground, but advanced rapidly
across the road, entered a wood, and ascended a hill, till it at length
disappeared at the door of a farm-house. Unable to comprehend of
what nature this light could be, the minister was deliberating
whether to make enquiries at the house or return, when it appeared
again, seeming to come out of the house, accompanied by another,
passed him and, going over the same ground, they both disappeared
on the spot where he had first obser ved the phenomenon. He left
a mark on the grave by which he might recognize it, a nd the next
day enquired of the sexton whose it was. The man said it belonged
to a famil y that lived up the hill (indicating the house at which th e
lig ht had stopped) named McD., but that it was ·a considerable time
since anyone had been buried there. The minister was extTemely
surprised to learn, in the course of the day, that a child of that
family had died of scarlet fever on the preceding evening.

It is difficult not to see in this a symbol of the soul
of some older relation, already dead, going to fetch the
soul of the newly-departed child. Yet it could be only
a symbol, and it must have been thus produced as it .
appeared to the mind of the dead person. The soul
does not dwell with the body in the grave, but it is
qpite conceivable that an ignorant orthodox person
!]light suppose that it did, and so imagine herself as
gomg from the grave to fetch the soul of the child, and
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bring it home thither; and that would be quite sufficient
ito produce the appearance which the minister saw.
SAVED BY A

GHOSTLY

DoG

We have instanced several cases in which animal
ghosts have appeared in company with human apparitions, but it is somewhat rare for animals to appear
al~ne in this way, and especially for one of them to
lCarry out a long sequence of actions. A striking example of the latter occurrence is given by Mr. Elliott
O'Donnell, in Ghosts:· Helpful and Harmful (pp. 25-26),
.as follows:
An aunt of mine was undoubtedly saved from a terrible fate
by the ghost of a dog. She was walking along a lonely road in the
lVlidlands one afternoon, when a big, black dog suddenly emerged
from a hedge and joined her. Thinking it was probably some
farmer's dog that had temporarily been separated from its master,
she did not take much notice of it, but continued walking on silently,
her thoughts far away, with certain of her friends, at the seaside.
Presently she came to a spot where the road dipped and the banks
on either side of it were surmounted by giant elms and beeches. At
the bottom of the declivity there was a dense spinney on the one side
of the roadway and on the other a gateway leading into a large field.
Just as my aunt came abreast of this gateway, two trampishlooking men sprang out of an adjacent ditch and were advancing
towards her with threatening gestures, when the black dog suddenly
turned and faced them. The moment they saw it, my aunt said,
they stopped short, terror-stricken; their eyes bulged; their jaws
.dropped-in fact she had never seen such fear in human countenances before, and without uttering a word they turned sharply
r ound, made a rush for the gate and bolted across the field. Not a
little unnerved by this incident, my aunt relinquished the idea of
:going any further, and retraced her steps, the dog accompanying
her all the way home.
As they were approaching the house a curious thing happen-ed. A collie belonging to my grandparents was in the grounds,
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and instead of barking at.the strange dog, it lay on the ground
crouching and whining as if in mortal terror. Wondering at this
unusual occurrence, my aunt took the stray dog into one of the
rooms and left it there while she went to get it some food and
drink. On her return, however, to her amazement, it had gone.
She found the door as she had left it, shut, and although the
windows were open at the top, they were at such a height from the
floor that it was quite impossible for the dog to have gone out that
way unassisted. My aunt, of course, made full inquiries as to·
whether anyone had opened the door of the room after she had shut
it, and was assured that no one had either entered t he room or
opened the door of it, during her absence.
H ow then had the animal got out? The idea t hat it was a
. spirit dog did not occur to my aunt till she found it had vanished.
Then, as she recalled the terror depicted on the tramps' faces and
the unmistakable alarm and dread of the collie, the r ealization that
this stray dog was not a thing of flesh and b lood at all, but a ghost,.
flashed upon her. That the two tramps would have done her art
injury, but for its presence beside her, was obvious, and she was
always of the opinion that it had been purposely sent to protect her
by the Divine Power behind the scenes.

In my book I nvisible Helpers I have given some
accounts of occasions on which friends working in their
astral bodies have materialized them~elves, and sometimes one another, in order to give help needed at the
moment, but I have not yet had experience of an
animal materialization for such a purpose as that of
the protection of the lady by the ghostly dog. One
thinks that the appearance of the dog at the exact time
when its help was needed cannot have been mere
coincidence, but that some higher intelligence must
have materialized it expressly to protect the, iady in her
·danger. Or, it may have been merely a thought-form
so materialized, but in the latter case it is difficult to
understand why, its work of protecting the lady being
:over~ ,it should have accqmpanied her home. This is.
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<me of tl:wse instances, ·most valuable· for evidential purpose~: in. W.4ic~ ·a: iivi#g animal' the · collie, in this
case- shows unmistakable signs of recognition of the
presence of an apparitional form.
THE PHANTOM ARMIES SEEN I N FRANCE

Of a different character from the foregoing
·e:xamples were the phantom armies seen in Francean infrequent but well-authenticated type of apparitions.
Perhaps the best account of these is that given by
Mr. Hereward Carrington in True Ghost Stories; I therefore append it in full. M r. Carrington says:
History abounds in cases showing the apparent intrusion of
:Spiritual help in time of trouble, and in the annals ofmilitar y
h.istor:- these accounts are not lacking. On several occasions, the
.Crusaders thought that they saw angelic hosts fighting for themphantom horseman charging t he enemy, when their own utter
destruction seemed imminent. In the wars between the English
.and the Scotch, several such cases wer e cited, and the Napoleonic
wars also fm·nished examples. But the most striking evidence of
this character-because the newest, and supported, apparently, by
a good deal of first-hand and sincere testimony-is that affor ded by
the Phantom Armies seen in France. during the retreat of the
British army from Mons-the field of Agincourt.
Cut off by overwhelming numbers, a nd all but annihilated,
the British army fought desperately, but th!! 80,000 were opposed
by 300,000 Germans, backed by a terrific fire of artillery, and were
indeed in a critical position. They were saved only, as we know,
by the heroism of a small force of men-a r earguard-who were
·practically wiped out in consequence. At t he most critical moment
came what appeared to be a ngelic assistance. The tide of battle
seemed to be stemmed by supernatural means. I n a letter written
by a soldier who actually witnessed these startling even ts, quoted
by the Hon. Mrs. St. J ohn Mildmay (North American Review,
August, 1915), the following g raphic account is given . Our soldier
writes:
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The men joked at the shells and found many funny names:
for them, and had bets about them, and greeted them with musichall. songs, as they screamed in this terrific cannonade . . . . The·
climax seemed to have been reached, but 'a seven-times heated hell'
of the enemy's onslaught fell upon them, rending brother from
brother. At that very moment, they saw from their trenches a
tremendous host moving against their lines. Five hundred of the
thousand (who had been detailed to fight t.he rear-guard action)
remained, and as far as they could see the German infantry was.
pressing on against them, column by column, a grey world of men
-10,000 of them, as it appeared afterwards. There was no hope
at all. Some of them shook hands. One man improvised a new
version of the battle-song Tipperary, ending ' and we shan't get
there! ' And all went on firing steadily . . . . The enemy dropped
line after line, while the few machine-guns did their best. E veryon e knew it was of no use. The dead grey bodies lay in companies
and battalions, but o thers came on and o n, swarming and advancing ·
from beyond and beyond.
' \.Yorld without end, Amen,' said one of the Br itish soldiers,
with some irreverence, as he took aim and fired. Then herem embered a vegetarian restaurant in London, where he had once
or twice eaten queer dishes of cutlets made of lentils and nuts that
pretended to be steaks. On a ll the p lates in this restaurant a figure
of St. George was printed in blue with the motto, Adsit Anglis
Sa11ctus Georgius. (May St. George be a present help to the
English! ). The soldier happened to know 'L atin a nd other useless
things,' so now, as he fired a t the g rey advancing mass, 300 yards
away, he uttered t he pious vegetari an m otto. H e went on firi ng to
the end, till at last Bill on his right had to clout him cheerfully on
the head to make him stop, pointing o ut as he did so that the King's
ammunition cost money and was not lightly to be wasted . . . .
For, as the Latin scholar uttered his invocation, he felt something·
between a shudder and an electric shock p ass through his body.
The roar of the battle died down in his ears to a gentle murmur,
and instead of it, he says, he heard a great voice louder than a
thunder-peal, crying 'Array! Array! ' His heart grew hot as a .
burning coal; then it grew cold as ice within him, for it seemed to
him a tumult of voices a nswered to the summons. He heard or·
seemed to hear thousands shouting:
' St. George! St. George!
' Ha ! Messire, Ha! Sweet Sa int,
grant us good deliverance!
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'St. George for Merrie England!
'Harow! Harow! Monseigneur St.
George, succour us, Ha! ·St. George!
A long bow, and a strong bow; Knight
of Heaven, aid us! '
As the soldier heard these voices, he saw before him, beyond
the trench, a long line of shapes with a shining about them. They
were like men who drew the bow, and with another shout their
cloud of arrows flew singing through the air toward the German
host. The other men in the trenches were firing all the while.
They had no hope, but they aimed just as if they had been
sl~ooting at Bisley.
Suddenly one of these lifted up his voice in plain English .
.' Gawd help us,' he bellowed to the man next him, 'but we're
bloomin' marvels ! Look at those grey gentlemen! Look at them!
They're not going down in dozens or hundreds-it's thousands it
is! Look, look! There's a regiment gone while I'm talking to ye! '
'Shut it,' the other soldier bellowed, taking aim. 'What
are ye tal kin' about?' But he gulped with astonishment even as
he spoke, for indeed the grey men were falling by the thousands.
T he English could hea r the guttural scream of their revolvers as
they shot, and line after line ·crashed to the earth. All the while
the Latin-bred soldier heard the cry 'Harow, Harow! Monseigneur !
Dear Saint! Quick to our aid; St. George help us! '
The singing a rrows darkened the air, the hordes melted
before them. 'More machine guns,' Bill yelled to Tom. 'Don't
hear them,' Tom yelled back, 'but thank God, anyway, that they
have got it in the neck! '
In fact, there were ten thousand dead German soldiers left
before that salient of the English army, and consequently-no
Sedan. In Germany the General Staff decided that the English
must have employed turpenite shells, as no wounds were discernible
on the bodies of the dead soldiers. But the man who knew what
nuts tasted like when they called themselves steak, knew also that
St. George had brought his Agincourt bowmen to help the English.
Such accounts have been confirmed by others. Thus, Miss
Phyllis Campbell, writing in The Occult Review (October, 1915) ,
says :
I tremble, now that it is safely past, to look back on the
terrible week that brought the Allies to Vitry-le-Francois. We had
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not had our clothes off for the whole of that week, because no
sooner had we reached home, too weary to undress, or to eat, and
fallen on our beds, than the 'chug-chug' of the commandant's
car would sound into the silence of the deserted street, and the
horn wouiP, imperatively summon us back to duty-because, in
addition to our duties as ambulancier auxiliare, we were interpreters
to the post, now at this moment diminished to half-a-dozen.
Returning at 4.30 in the morning, we stood on the end of
the platform, watching the train crawl through the blue-green mist
of the forest, into the clearin~, and draw up with the first wounded
from Vitry-le-Francois. It was packed with dead and dying and
badly wounded. For a time we forgot our wearin~s in a race
against time-removing the dead and dying, and attending to those
in need. I was bandaging a man's shattered arm with the majeur
instructing me, while he stitched a horrible gap in his head, when
Madame de A--, the heroic president of the post, came and
replaced me. 'There is an English in the fifth waggon,' she said.
'He wants something-I think a holy picture!'
The idea of an English soldier wanting a hol y picture struck
me, even in that atmosphere of blood and misery, as something to
smile at-but I hurried away. 'The English' was a Lancashire
Fusilier. He was propped in a corner, his left arm tied up in a
peasant woman's handkerchief, and his head newly bandaged. H e
should have been in a state of collapse from loss of blood, for his
tattered uniform was soaked and caked in blood, and his face
paper-white under the dirt of conflict. H e looked at me with bright,
courageous eyes a nd asked for a picture or a medal (he didn't care
which) of St. George. I asked him if he was a Catholic. No, he
was a Wesleyan Methodist, . . . and he wanted a picture or a
medal of St. George, because he had seen him on a while horse, leading
the British at Vitry-le-Francois, when the Allies turned.
There was an F. R. A. man, wounded in the leg, sitting
b eside him on the floor; he saw my look of amazement, and hastened in: 'It's true, sister,' he said; 'we all saw it. First there was a
sort of yellow mist-like, sort of risin' before the Germans as they
came on the top of the hill-came on like a solid wall, they didspringing out of the earth just solid-no end to 'em! I just give up.
No use fighting the whole German race, thinks I; it's all up with
us. The next minute comes this funny cloud of light, and when it
clears off, there's a tall man with yellow hair in golden armoUr, on
a white horse, holding his sword up, and his mouth open as if he
was saying: " Come on, boys! I 'll put the kybosh on the devils!"
Sort of "This is my picnic" expression. Then, before you could
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:say "knife," the Germans had turned, and we were after them
-fighting like ninety . . . . '
' Where was this? ' I asked. But neither of them could
tell. They had marched, fighting a rearguard action , from Mons,
-till St. George had appeared through the haze of light, and turned
-the enemy. They both knew it was St. George. Hadn't they
-seen him with a sword on every 'quid' they'd ever seen? The
Frenchies had seen him too-ask them; but they said . it was
.St. Michael. . . .

Mr. Carrington concludes his account of the phant?m armies with the following remarks :
Much additional testimony of like nature might be given.and has been collected by students of psychical research. If the
spiritual world ever int·ervenes in matters mundane, it assuredly
did so on this occasion. And it could hardly have chosen a mor~
opportune time. Could the aspiring thoughts of the dead and
-dying, and those still living and fighting for their country, have
-drawn ' St. George' to earth, to aid in again redeeming his country from a foreign foe? Could a simple ' hallucination ' have been
so widespread and so prevalent? Or might there not. have been
some spiritua l energy behind the visions thus seen-stimulating
them and inspiring and encouraging the stricken soldiers ? \ ·\ 'e
cannot say . We only know what the soldiers themselves say; and
we also know the undoubted effects upon the enemy. For on both
·Occasions were the Germans repulsed with terrible slaughteL
Perhaps the vision of St. George led our soldiers into closer touch
and rapport with the consciousness of some high intelligence-or
the veil was rent, separating the two worlds-as so often appears
to be the case in apparitions and visions of this character.

CHAPTER XXVI

ASTRAL IMPRESSIONS
THE ANALOGY OF THE PHONOGRAPH

WE must now consider some examples of the class of

phenomena due to wh at is called astral impression.
Let us begin by quoting some apposite remarks of"
Mr. Stead's on this subj ect :
This is a type of a numerous family of ghosts of whose existence the phonograph may give us some hint by way of analogy.
You speak into the phonograph, and for ever after, as long as the
phonograph is set in action, it will reproduce t he tone of your
voice. You· may be dead and gone, but still the phonograph will
reproduce your voice, while with it every tone will be audible to
posterity. So it may be in relation to ghosts . A strong emotion
may be able to impress itself upon surrounding objects in such a
fashion that at certain times, or under certain favourable conditions, they reproduce the actual image and actions of the person
whose ghost is said to haunt. (Real Ghost Stories, p. 310.)

This is exactly what does h appen. Psychometry
proves to us that even the tiniest physical object bears.
within it forever the impress of everything that has
occurred in its neighbourhood. Normally this impression
remains · dormant so far as our senses are concerned,
and it needs the peculiar power of the psychometer to
come into touch with it; but naturally when it is·.
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excessively strong it needs less sensitiveness to become·
aware of it, and it may even be so much on the surfaceas to. obtrude itself upon the notice of the ordinary and
undeveloped man.
Wherever tremendous mental disturbance has.
taken place, wherever overwh~lming terror, pain,
sorrow, hatred, or indeed any kind of intense passion
has been felt, an impression of so marked a character
has. been made by the violent astral vibrations, that a
person with even the faintest glimmer ofpsychic faculty
cannot but be deeply impressed by it. I t would need
but a slight temporary increase of sensibility to enable
almost anyone to visualize the entire scene-to see the
event in all its detail apparently taking place before his
eyes; and under favourable circumstances the record
may even be materialized, so that every one may
perceive it by means of his physical senses.
Sometimes the feeling expresses itself vividly without reproducing the scene in detail. A good example
of this is given in Notes and O.Jteries, of April 5th,
1873, signed T. Westwood.
A

SOUND OF FEAR

In a lonely neighbourhood on the verge of Enfield Chase
stands an old house, much beaten by wind and weather. It was
inhabited, when I knew it, by two elderly people, maiden sisters,
with whom I had some acquaintance; they once invited me to
dine with them, and meet a circle of local guests .
. Having some changes to make in my attire, a servant led
the way to an upper chamber, and left me. No sooner was he
gone than I became conscious of a peculiar sound in the room-a
sort of shuddering sound, as of suppressed dread. It seemed close
to me. I gave li ttle heed to it at first, setting it down for the wind
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an the chimney, or the draught from the half-open door; but,
.moving about the room, I perceived that the sound m oved with me.
Whichever way I turned it followed me. I went to the furthest
-extremity of the chamber-it was there also. Beginning to feel
uneasy, and being quite unable to account for the singularity, I
completed m y toilet in haste, and descended to the drawing-room,
_hoping I should thus leave t he uncomfortable sound behind me- ·
but not so . It was on the landing on the stair ; it went down with
me-always the same sound of shuddering horror, faint, but audible,
.always close at hand. Even at the dinner-table, when the conversation flagged, I heard it unmistakably several times, and so near,
that if there were an entity connected with it, we were two on one
-chair. I t seemed to be noticed by nobody else, but it ended by
harassing and disturbing me, and I was relieved to think I had not
t o sleep in the house that night.
At an early hour, several of the guests having far to go, the
party broke up, and it was a satisfaction to me to breathe the fresh,
-wholesom e air of the night, a nd feel r id at last of my shuddering
incubus.
When I met my hosts again, it was under another roof. On
my telling them what had occurred to me, they smiled, and said it
was perfectly true; but added they were so used to the sound that
it had ceased to perturb them. Sometimes, they said, it would be
·quiet for weeks; at others it followed them from room to room,
from floor to floor, pertinaciously, as it had followed me. They
-could gi ve me no explanation of the phenomenon. It was a sound,
no more, and quite harmless.
Perhaps so; but of what strange horror, not ended with life,
but p erpetuated in the limbo of invisible things, was that sound the
•exponent?
GHosTLY FooTSTEPS

Many years ago I myself had a little experience
:along these lines-a trifling affair, yet one which
illustrates exactly the law which we are considering.
Some little di stance from where I was then living, in
on e -of the suburbs of London , a new road was in
process of formation across a stretch of open ground.
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·As yet no houses were erected, but the road was laid
out, and the line of kerbstones was already in place on
each side from end to end, but the road was otherwise·
as yet unmade, and was separated from th e broad, flat
m eadows on each side only by a low, open post-and-·
rail fence. · Naturally everybody who went along it
walked on the kerbstones, since the r est of the road was.
still rough, and in wet weath er muddy in places. The.
r-oad was about a: mile in length , and as it made a
convenient short cut to on e of the railway sta tions,
it was a good d eal used in the daytime. I t v•as·
entirely unligh ted at nigh t, bu t nevertheless I occasiona lly used it then, as the straight line of the ker bston es.
was not difficult to follow. Presently, however, this.
road acquired rather a ba d reputation ; it was alleged
to b e h au nted in some way, th ough I n ever h eard any
definite story connected with it. But I several times
saw men lingering awhile at the corner before plunging
into its dark ness, in the hope that somebody else would
come a long, so tha t they might go together.
One still, moonlight night I turn ed into this road
about n ine o'clock and walked briskly down it. A thin
mist hung ov er the fields, but I could see with p erfect
clearness both u p and down the road, and across the
m eadows on each side. When about half-way along,
and with nobody in sight, either b efore or b ehind, I
suddenly h eard somebody begin running desp erately,.
as if for his life. He was running along the kerbstone,.
for the clear· ringing sound of the footsteps was quite·
. different from wh at it could h ave b een on the soft earth ..
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1 know no words strong enough to express the sense of
·mad haste and overwhelming terror which was somehow implied in those sounds. I thought at once: " Here
·is somebody horribly frightened; I wonder what h e has
:seen, or what he has imagined." But where was the
man? The madly-hastening footsteps came rushing
wildly towards me; I stood still on the kerbstone while
they dashed up to me, under my very feet and away
- dow~ the roa d b ehind me; yet no· visible form p assed
me as I stood there startled and wondering! There was
no possibility of any mistake; but for those loud, insis.ten t footsteps, the stillness was absolute; there was no
-doubt whatever that they had rushed past me, and
there was also no doubt wh atever that there was no
human being there to cause them. There lay the road,
·stretching aw~y in the clear moonlight in both directions; the open fence by my side could not h ave concealed a dog from me, far less a m an; and yet not a
living being was in sight! I waited for a time, marvelling greatly; and then I resumed my way, walking circumspectly, and keeping keenly on the alert. Nothing
further happ ened, however, and from that day to this
I have never heard anything which threw any light on
.the m atter.
This was before the days of the Theosophical
:Society, and I ha d no comprehensible explanation to
offer myself. I think even then sorrie ·of my guesses
-came fairly near the truth; but they were only guesses,
and I h ad· finally to dismiss the affair from m y mind
.as inexplicable. Now, by the light of Theosophical
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teaching, the whole matter is quite simple. No doubt
som ebody had been frightened at that spot-badly
frightened-and had rushed wildly away in frantic haste
to escape towards the friendly gas-lights and human
company from whatever he saw, or thought he saw; and
:so great had been the poor man's terror th~t it had made
a deep impression upon surrounding objects. The astral
vibrations of this shock of fear ha d been violent enough
to m ake the phonographic record of which Mr. Stead
writes-th at which can reproduce itself upon the physi-cal plane, and it h ad registered the sound of those·
flying, echoing footsteps on the stone in such a manner
that they could be repeated for my benefit.
'Are are not yet sufficiently versed in the laws
governing such phenomena to be able to distinguish
why the sound only should have been reproduced, and
not the fleeing form, as has happened in other simil ar
-cases. We can readily understand that there might
not be force enough to materialize the whole event on
the physical plane, so that it should appeal simultaneously to the eye and the ear ; we can imagine that
circumstances uncomprehended by us may make it
easier in some cases that the sound shall be reproduced,
and in other cases the vision; but as to what it is that
determines which form the manifestation shall take we
can as yet only speculate. Hauntings which consist
only of sounds seem much more numerous than those
which involve actual apparition; so it suggests itself
that the much slower vibrations of sound are more easily
registered than the rapid oscillations which produce an
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effect upon the eye. But no doubt later researches wilt
reveal much of interest along these lines.
THE PERPETUATION OF AN AsTRAL I MPRESSION
Another remarkable case of this kind is given by
Dr. Lee in Glimpses of the Supernatural, v9l. ii, p . 100.
He tells us how the Rev. Joseph Jefferson, vicar of
Nort]:l Stainley, near Ripon, desc.r ibed to him a some-·
what ghastly experience w~ich he had had some eleven
. miles from York. A succession of the most horrible·
shrieks alarmed him one night as he was passing a
certain spot, but no human being was there to account
for the sounds. He found on enquiry that a murder
had been committed there under peculiarly horrible·
circumstances, and that these shrieks were simply a
reproduction of those uttered by the victim. An impression had been made in this case which sometimes:
appealed to the eye as well as to the ear, for he heard
of a person who had seen an apparition of the huddledup body of the victim lying at the spot where, many
years before, it h ad in reality been found.
PuRITAN BARBARITIES
It is asserted that the astral impression of as
abominable a crime as ever was perpetrated still
remains at Watton . Abbey, near Beverley, Yorkshire.
It appears that at the time of the great rebellion a band
of Parliamentarian soldiers were rioting through this.
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neighbourhood with all the hideous brutality and lust of
cruelty which are so characteristic of the so-called
"puritan ,.. These villains broke into the Abbey, then
occupied as a private house, in the absence of its master,
snatched her baby from the arms of its mistress, dashed
its brains out against the wall, and then cut down the
mother and chopped off her h ead as any other band of
savages might have done. It is scarcely remarkable
that so atrocious a murder should have left an ineffacea·ble record behind it, and that the apparition of a
headless lady with a child in her arms should still be
occasionally seen in the room where this " godly act n
was perpetrated. An account of the hauntings was
published in Tlze Leeds Mercury in the month of June~
1884.
It is quite possible that the spectre of Wyecoller
~all, which I have previously m entioned, may be·
another case of this type. On the other hand, it may
be the return of the murderer himself, or it may be
merely a thought-form; for apparitions at the spot
where some crime was committed are not infrequently
thought-forms projected by the criminal, who (whether
living or dead, but most especially when dead) is
perpetually thinking over and over again the circumstances of his action. Since these thoughts are naturally
specially vivid in his mind on the anniversary of the
original crime, it is often only on that occasion that the
forms which he creates are strong enough to materialize
themselves to ordinary sight-a fact which accounts for
the periodicity of some manifestations of this class.
32
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·Another possibility is that the criminal's vivid thought
of his d eed may have the power .of stirring up the
record, as it were, and bringing within the range of
physical visibility what would otherwise remain just
beyond it. It is clear that no such consideration could
be operative in the case of the Watton Abbey haunt·ing, for the blood-thirsty barbarians who disgraced the
name of humanity by their deeds there were evidently
incapable of any feeling so elevated as remorse.
A case in which an impression had been made
which produced a visible form, but no sound, is related
in Real Ghost Stories, p. 192. The man who tells the
story says :
THE MILLER ON THE GREY HORSE

Though I have travelled these roads at all sorts of hours,
summer and winter, for twenty years, I never m et anything to
startle me, or that I could not account for, until last Monday
evening. About this time it was. Riding old Fan (a chestnut
mare) here on this cross (a four-way cross-road), on m y near side
was a man on a grey horse, coming from this left-hand road. I
h ad to pull my off-rein to give myselfroom to pass ahead of him;
he was coming at a right angle to me. As I passed the head of his
horse I called out " Good-night". Hearing no reply I turned in
my saddle to the off-side, to see whether he appeared to be asleep
as he rode, but to my surprise I saw neither man nor horse. So
sure was I that I had seen it, that I wheeled · old Fan round and
rode back to the middle of the cross, and on none of the four
roads could I see man or horse, though there was light enough
t o see two hundred or three hundred yards, as we can now. Well,
I then rode over to that gate (a gate at one corner opening into a
grass field) thinking he might have gone that way; looking down
by each hedge I could see nothing of my man and horse; and then
- and not until then-I felt myself thrill and start with a shuddering sense that I had seen something uncanny, and I put the mare
. down this hill we are now on at h er very best pace.
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But the strangest part of my story is to come. After I had
.done my business at the farm-house here, I told the old farmer and
his wife what I had seen, as I have now told you. The old man
said:
"For many years I have known thee on this road; have
you never seen the like before on that cross? "
"Seen what before? " I said.
" ' .Yhy, a man in light-coloured clothes on a grey horse,"
said he.
"No, never," said I, "but I swear I have this evening."
The farmer asked had I never heard what happened to the
miller about forty years ago. " No, never a word." I told him.
"v\le!l," he said, "about forty years ago this miller, returning from market, was waylaid and murdered on that cross. He
was dressed, as millers often are in this par t of the country, in
light-coloured clothes, and the horse was a grey horse. I took this
farm soon after it all happened, and though I have known all this,
and passed over that cross thousands of times, I never saw anything unusual there myself; but there have been a number of people
who tell the same story you have now told mother and m e, and
describe the appearance of a man on a grey horse, seen and disappearing, as you have done tonight. "

In this .case there is no sound and no reproduction
·of the entire scene of the murder; only this quiet
.apparition of the miller riding up to the spot, and even
that apparently seen only occasionally. There is
nothing in the story to show whether a materialization
took place, or whether the impression was made directly
upon the mind of the narrator; but certain deductions
seem to suggest themselves from the facts recorded.
There is no reproduction of a blow or a struggle, so it
is evident that the astral impression was not made by
the thought or feeling of the miller, for if it had been,
the attack would inevitably h ave been the leading
feature of the scene. The miller is seen riding towards
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the cross-road, but never away from it; m fact, he
appears precisely as he must have appeared to the eyes
of the villain lying in wait for him. The miller was.
unconscious of evil, and was simply riding peacefully
home; before the attack, it is not likely that violent
passions such as would produce a h aunting were raging
within him; why should they be? But the murderer,.
watching and waiting with his fell purpose in his heart
-. who shall say with what tumult of conflicting
emotions he saw the approach of his destined victim?
There is every reason why the appearance of the unfortunate miller ~hould be burnt deeply into his mind
for ever, and I should have little doubt that it is his
mental picture which h as so strongly impressed itself
upon the surroundings that it is occasionally visibly
reproduced.
Such visible reproduction might be due to the
momentary intensification of the murderer's thought,
or it might be only a question of impressibility on the·
part of those ·who saw it, for the very same man who
saw it. at one time might never again be in exactly the·
right condition to repeat the experience. The man
whose account I have quoted states that he continued
to pass that spot frequently for ten years after that,
but never again saw the miller-which may have been
because he was never again in a sufficiently receptive
attitude, or because the image never happened to be
, materializ.ed when he was passing.
There have been many accounts of the apparition
: of murdered men, yet it is rarely that the victim
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himself is really there. If he is himself a criminal-if
it is a case of quarrelling· over the division of ill-gotten
spoils-then it js quite possible that he may haunt the
scene of his death; but if he is innocent he will be
little likely to revisit the spot, or even to think rriuch ·of
it, unless indeed he is of a revengeful nature. · It is
practically always either a mere astral record or the
gloomy brooding of the murderer, which. produces
whatever is seen or heard in connection with such
.cases.
All such astral forces tend to decrease with the
lapse of time, and gradually die away. The r ecord of
·everything that happens is absolutely permanent on
higher planes, and is always available for the trained
.clairvoyant; but that is entirely independent of the
feelin gs of the persons concerned, and is produced in
quite another way than this lower astral impression
which alone can cause h auntings such as those which
we have described. It is these astral impressions only
which gradually die out; though even they may often
endure for long periods relatively to our physical life.
Niany people, for example, still feel uncomfortable
when passing the site of the gallows at T yburn, although
they may be quite unaware from other sources of its
-exact locality.
There are many minor astral manifestations upon
which I have not touched, since they do not bear in
.any way upon the conditions or powers of the man
· after death. Those readers who wish for a detailed
.description of the astral plane and its inhabitants,
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living ·and dead, human and non-human, should study
the fifth of our series of Theosophical manuals. In
this present book I am approaching the subject from
another point of view-simply stating the facts with
regard to death and the life which follows it, and
showing how much' of the truth discovered by the
Theosophical observations might have been deduced
from examples already before us, if on ly men had
considered and compared them seriously, and givero
this most important of matters something of the
attention which it deserves.

CHAPTER XXVII

HOW TO MEET A GHOST
HELPFULNESS AND COURTESY

leaving this sub-division of my subject I will
venture to offer a piece of advice. A good many
apparitions are constantly showing themselves, and
people are becoming less densely material, and therefore more readily impressible, as time goes on; so that
it is well within the limits of possibility that some of
my readers may some day have the privilege of seeing
a ghost. I use that expression advisedly; first because
I regard such experiences as valuable, from the
certainty and clear comprehension which they give
with regard to the other life; and secondly, because an
opportunity to help is always a privilege, and an
apparition usually wants help of some kind.
The suggestion which I wish to offer is as to the
way in which those to whom this good fortune comes
should comport themselves. It seems to me that the
ghost has serious ground for complaint with regard to
the way in which the average p erson receives him. It
is usually a great effort for him to show himself, and
BEFORE
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he does not undertake it unless for grave reason, or
under stress of desperate need; and he can under
ordinary circumstances maintain his materialization
only for a few moments. The u se of those few
moments is all-important to him; they are probably
not 'half long enough at best for what he wishes to say;
yet the average person wastes this invaluable time by
screaming, fainting, or running away! Let us put
ourselves in the dead person's :place, and realize what
it means to him when we act in this selfish and
cowardly manner.
If a man obviously in serious trouble came up to
us on the physical plane and asked for help, we should
surely be at least willing to listen to him; why should
we not extend the same courtesy to a man wh en he
happens to be dead? We should feel no fear of the
very same man when he possessed a physical body, by
means of which he might conceivably harm us, if he
were so disposed; why should we fear him after death,
when we have the advantage over him (if it is an
a dvantage) of an additional vehicle? He is just as
much a man and a brother now as he was before, . and
he can by no possibility harm us in the slightest
degree; what excuse is there for the attitude generally
a dopted?
THE PsYCHICAL RESEARCH ATTITUDE

On the other hand, do not rush into the opposite
extreme of exaggerated scepticism, and regard your
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v isitor as a hallucination, or "an externalized visualiza-tion of a symbolical id ea subconsciously conceived," to
·q uote the language of the Psychical Research Society.
All students of the occult must feel gratitude to that
Society for the splendid work that it has done in pati·ently examining and tabulating so many example~ in
the course of its enquiry into an unpopular science. I
·suppose we owe it something also for having m ade our
litle of thought almost respectable in the eyes of the
-world, so that instead of laughing us to scorn the
·fashionable person is now disposed to admit that "there
·may rea lly b e something in that sort of thing!"
But it is difficult to avoid smiling a little at the
Society's attitude of eternally shivering on the brink of
.an admission, and at the astonishing way in which it
·constantly misses the easy and obvious explanation of
facts which have been observed and collected by its
members, in order to take refuge in vain generalities and
elaborate but unprovable theories. Scientific caution
·is an admirable and most necessary qu ality in all kinds
·of investigation, and especially in psychic investigation;
yet even this, like some other virtues, becomes a vice
when in excess, and degenerates into blindness and
prejudice ; and in reading the writings of its members
we are perpetually struck by the painful prominence
·given to the explanation which is laboured and far·fetched, and the determined ignoring of that which is
·obvious and on the surface. Let me quote an example
or two from Miss Goodrich Freer's Essays in Psychical
.Research.
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A gentleman dreams that he sees a particularly
valuable ring of his lying in a certain position in his.
strawberry-bed; in the morning he looks for it in its.
usual case and is horrified to find it missing, but on
going downstairs, there it is in the strawberry-bed. A
simple case of trivial clairvoyance in a dream, you will
say. 0 dear no! on the contrary, we are asked to believe that the gentleman, picking en passant a tempting
strawberry, had observed the ring without knowing that
he saw it, and this unconscious knowledge had been
brought under the notice of his conscious self by the
memory of the dream!
Again:
THE DISCREPANT W A LL-PAPER

I was house-hunting with a friend, and we stood in an
upper room in about the twentieth house we had seen that day.
There was a hanging cupboard in the room, with closed doors.
reaching from ceiling to floor. Suddenly it seemed to me that
these doors stood open, and that I could see what was behind
them. "If you open those doors," said I to my friend, "you
will find that the wall-paper inside is bright blue and of a small
lozenge pattern, quite different from the rest of the room." H edid so, and my statement proved to be correct. I think it would
be quite absurd to suppose that such a trifling circumstance
was the result of clairvoyance, unless no other possible explanation be forthcoming. I had some months before gone over
some houses in the same neighbourhood, suggested by the same
agent, and though, so far as my conscious memory and observation
went, the house was wholly strange to me, I think it more than
probable that I had then unconsciously noted the discrepancy
in the wall-paper.
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THE CREDULITY OF THE SCEPTIC

Why, 0 why, are these scientific sceptics so extra-ordinarily credulous? Surely the perfectly simple and
intelligible theory of etheric vision is infinitely ·more·
credible than the astounding, the impossible forgetfulness on the part of a sane person which we are here expected unquestioningly to accept. Surely instead of'
inventing ingenious but impossible explanations, it is
simpler to accept the teaching which regards all these·
abnormal faculties as partial and premature manifestations of the magnificent power which is the birthright
of humanity-which will presently be common to us all.
Another of their astonishing theories is that which
seeks to account for everything in heaven and earth by
the action of a "subliminal self" . Dr. Alfred Russell
Wallace, in his Miracles and Modem Spiritualism, is:
specially trenchant in his criticism of this. On p. xvi
he remarks:
The second or subconscious self, with its wide stores of'
knowledge (how gained no one knows), its distinct character, its low
morality, its constant lies, is as purely a theoretical cause as the
spirit of a deceased person m: any other spirit. To call this
hypothesis scientific and that of spirit agency unscientific, is to beg·
the question at issue.
SuDDEN I NDISPOSITION

One of the stories which he tells later in the same·
book is delicious, not so much for the quite ordinary
phenomenon which it describes, as for the way in which
it incidentally illustrates the favourite attitude of the
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:genuine Psychical Researcher. After an account of an
.awful howling and shrieking h eard by several people, it
is stated that three dogs which were sleeping in various
bed-rooms of the haunted house were all found cower·ing down with fright, their bristles standing straight
up-one of them, a fierce bull-:dog, hiding under a bed
:and trembling all over. The Psychical Research er,
however, soon disposes of all this; the sounds are summarily dismissed-" if not real natural sounds, they
must have been collective hallucinations "-and as to
·the dogs, it is suggested that by a truly remarkable
·coincidence they might all at the same moment have
·" been suddenly taken ill! "
Nevertheless, in spite of these absurdities, in spite
·of its marvellous vocabulary (including terms, such
as panresthesia, hyp erpromethia, methectic, which were
-described by one of its own members as " among the
most striking of the phenomena of psychical research ")
in spite of its mistaken and grossly unfair condemnation of our great founder l\1adame Blavatsky, this
Society has done a great work in the world, and we
express our thanks to it accordingly. Yet how easily it
might have done enormously more!
Still its method of meeting a ghost, however
·scientifically satisfactory to its members, is hardly likely
to be equally pleasing to him, nor is it to be recommended for' general adoption. I should myself feel
-disposed to regard him less as a probable phenomenon
of subjective indigestion, and more as a man and a
brother who may possibly be in sore need of assistance.
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THE ADVISABLE ATTITUDE

What then, you will say, would you suggest as to ·
the behaviour of the man who meets a ghost? I should
suggest ordinary politeness, such as you would show to
him if he called upon you in the physical body, with
in addition the recollection that he is probably hard
pressed for time. Adopt at once the position (a
h~bitual one with you, let us hope) that every contact
is an opportunity; say to yourself: " Here is a person
to help; how can I serve him? " Greet him with a
friendly smile, and ask earnestly: " What can I do for
you? I shall be delighted to be of service." Perhaps
he may be able to tell you then and there; perhaps (for
an audible voice is not always within his power) he may
endeavour in some other way to indicate his desires.
If he can do neither of these, but disappears with a
baffled expression, be sure that though h e has vanished
from your sight he is still near you, and speak to him
as though he were still perceptible to your senses. Ask
him whether he can communicate what he has to say
by means of raps, and if it is found that he can respond, .
arrange with him a code of simple signals, such as is.
commonly adopted at a spiritualistic seance. If he can
do none of these things, then tell him that when you
fall asleep at night you will be at his servic~ on his own
plane, and that he can then say what he wishes without
the slightest difficulty. Meanwhile assure him that all
is well, and that he must try not to feel anxiety
or dread. In effect, your attitude should be calm
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:and soothing, yet alert to give whatever help Is
.needed.
THE NECESSARY PREPARATION

In order that you may be able to do this when the
·emergency arises, you must train yourself now to understand what death is, and to realize how perfectly
natural and unchanged the dead man is. If you think
-of him solely as a fellow-man needing assistance, you
-cannot possibly fear him, for you will love him, and
·"perfect love casteth out fear ".
Another exceedingly important point is to train
young children to regard the dead in this way. Often
injudicious nurses frighten children with foolish stories
·Or threats based on sup erstition, and it is scarcely ever
possible afterwards entirely to eradicate the false
-conceptions thus carelessly given. But if from the first
children are taught that there is no such thing as death
in the ordinary · acceptation of that word; if they
understand that their little playmate or their aged
friend has not gone away from them, but has only put
off the dense outer garment that they can see, in order
·· to enter into a higher and wider form of life, which he
-could not reach whil~ still cramped by its weight; if
they further know that sometimes, by fortunate circumstances, it becomes possible that one who has so· with·drawn himself from us may yet show himself once more
.in the physical world, and that the person who in this
way gets some glimpse of that other life is indeed
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. h ighly favoured, and may perhaps have an opportunity
to be useful-then those children will not only be saved
from much foolish fear and misconception themselves,
but will also be prepared to meet the dead in the right
spirit if they should ever be so happy as to come into
contact with them.
Then indeed may a glorious future open out before
us-a future in which dead and living may move on
side by side in a true communion of sain ts, each ever
ready to help the other without hesitation or fear or
misunderstanding; when the immortality of man shall
be no longer a nebulous theological dogma, but a
_recognized and demonstrated truth; when we shall care
nothing whether we happen at the moment to have a
physical body or not, so long as we have opportunity
for progress and for service. Such an attitude towards
life and death is no dream of the far-off future, for those
who grasp the Theosophical teaching and live the
Theosophical life are realizing it here and now. Live
the life and you will see for yourself, as we have seen;
study the teaching, and you will know for yourself, even
as we know who have studied and have tried to live our
lives intelligently under the great Divine Law ofpurity,
unselfishness and love.

PART IV

SPIRITUALISM AND PSYCHICAL
RESEARCJI
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CHAPTER X XVIII
SPI~ITUALISTIC

PHEN01\1ENA

THE P HENOMENA NATURAL

inves tigation of the phenomena which take place
at spiritu alistic seances is another line along which
inform ation with regard to man's survival after death
might h ave been obtained.. .Just as m any of the facts
so clearly stated for us by T heosop hy might have been
deduced from careful observation and comparison of
the records of appari tions, so a lso many of them migh t
. h ave b een inferred from equally careful examination
a nd comparison of th e accounts given in spiritualistic
litera ture. They were not so inferred, however, except
by th e spiritualists themselves, and not u su ally clearly
expressed as a coherent system even b y them . But
just as, now tha t we know th e facts from Theosophical
sources, we can see how all the various types of apparitions fa ll into place and are explained by them, so we
may also see how spiritualistic ma nifestations can b e
classified and comprehended by means of the same
knowledge.
It has always seemed to me that our spiritualistiC
friends ought to welcome the Theosophical system, for
THE
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much of the difficulty which they find m obtaining
acceptance for their phenomena arises from the belief
that their claims are in opposition to science, a nd not
in harmony with any reasonable scheme. This idea is.
an entirely m istaken one, yet spiritualism does little to
dispel it; it continues (quite rightly) to insist upon its.
facts,. but d oes not usually attempt to h~rmonize them
with science. T here is, it seems to me, rather a
tendency to cry : "How marvellous! how wonderful!
how beautiful! " and to be lost in admiration and awe,
instead of r ealizing how entirely natural it all is, and·
more beautiful because it is so n atural. For all that is
really natural is b eautiful; it is only we, reduced to·
pessimism by our own corruption of and interference
with Nature's methods, who fall back in doubt, and say
hesitatingly that certain things are too good, too beauti~
ful to be true-not yet understanping that it is precisely
because a thing is good and beautiful that it must also·
be true, and that a far more accurate expression would
be : " It is too good not to b e true." For God is Truth,.
~nd He is good.

How

THEOSOPHY ExPLAINS IT

The Theosophical explanation as to the planes of
Nature, and . the existence of many varieties of more
.finely subdivided m atter, with their appropriate forces.
playing through them, at. once opens th e way to a comprehen~ion of many of the phenomena of the seanceroom. When we· further come to understand the
·pos.sessio~. by.· m~n of vehicles corresponding to each of
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these planes, in each of which he has new and extended
powers, much that was before difficult becomes clear as
noonday. I have written fully of these capacities in
my little book Clairvoyance, so I need not repeat
that account here. It will be sufficient to remark that
when we grasp their nature we see at once how it is '
possible for the dead man, if he is so disposed, to find
a passage in a closed book, to read a letter inside a locked
~ox, to see and report what is happening at any distance,
or to read the thoughts of any person, ·present' or absent.
All. that the dead man does a long any of these
li:f!eS can be done with equal facility by the living man
who has developed his latent powers of astral vision,
and we thus realize that for a man residing in and
functioning through an astral body, these actions which
to us appear phenomenal and marvellous must bear a
<different aspect, for to him they are simply his ordinary
everyday methods of procedure. The man who has
not studied su ch matters is unus.e d to these manifestations, and cannot comprehend how they are produced;
h·e feels towards them just as a savage might towards our
use of the electric light or the telephone. But the intelligent and cultured man is familiar to some extent with
the mechanism in each of these cases, and so he regards
the results obtained no longer as magical, but as natural; .
he looks upon the matter in an entirely different light.

By the light of Theosophical knqwledge of the
astral plane and its possibilities, then, we _may proceed
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to attempt some sort of classification of the phenomena
of the seance-room. Perhaps we shall find it easiest to
arrange them according to the powers employed in their
production, and in this way they fall readily into five
divisions:
1. Those which involve simply the use of the
medium's body-trance-speaking, automatic writing~
drawing or painting, and personation; and sometimes
the working of the planchette.
2. Those which are dependent upon the possession of the ordinary astral sight, such as the finding of
a passage in a closed book, the reading of writing
enclosed within a locked box, the answering of mental
questions, or the finding of something or some p erson
that is missing.
3. Those which involve partial materializationusually not carried to the point of visibility. Under this
h ead would come raps, the tilting or turning of tables,
the moving and floating of objects, slate-writing, or any
kind of writing or drawing done directly by the hand of
the dead man, and not through the agency of the
medium; the touches by the hand of the dead, or the
sound of their voices-" the touch of a vanished hand,.
and the sound of a voice that is still," for which the
poet yearned. Almost all of the minor activities ofthe
seance come in 1,mder this head, for to it we must assign
the playing of various musical instruments, the winding
up and floating about of the musical box, and even the
cold wind which is so constant a phenomenon in the
earlier stp.ges of the sittings. Probably the working of
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the planchette or the message-board called the " ouija "
usually comes under this category.
4. Those miscellaneous activities which demand a
somewhat greater knowledge of the laws of astral
physics, such as the precipitation of writing or of a
picture, the intentional production of the various kinds
of lights, the duplication of objects, their apport from a
distance or their production in a closed room, the
:rassage of matter through matter, or the handling or
the production of fire.
5. Visible materialization.
I propose to take up each of these classes, and
endeavour to illustrate and explain them as far as I
can, drawing examples sometimes from recognized
books upon the subject, and sometimes from my own
experience. I spent much time during a good many
years in patient investigation of spiritualism, and ther~
is scarcely a phenomenon of any sort of which I read
in the books which I have not repeatedly seen under
test conditions, so that this is a subject upon which
I feel myself able to speak with a ·certain amount of
confidence. It may perhaps be useful for me, as an
introduction to our detailed consideration of the subject,
to describe how I came to make my first feeble experiments along this line.

CHAPTER XXIX

·PERSONAL EXPERIENCES .
THE SrLK HAT ExPERIMENT

first time -that, so far as I can recollect, I ever
heard spiritualism mentioned was in connection with
the seances held b y Mr. D. D. Home with the Emperor
Napoleon III. The statements made with reference
to those seemed to me at that time quite incredible,
and when reading the account of them aloud to my
mother one evening I expressed strong doubts as to
whether the description could possibly be accurate.
The article ended, however, with the remark that anyone who felt unable to credit the story might readily
convince hims~lf of its possibility by bringing together
<l: few of his friends, and inducing them to sit quietly
round a smal.l table either jn darkness or in dim light, .
with the palms of their hands res-ti~g lightly upon the
surface of the table. It was stated that a still easier
plan was to place an ordinary silk hat upon the table
brim upwards, and let two or three people rest their
hands lightly upon the brim. It was asserted that the
hat or table would presentiy begin to turn, and in this
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way the · existence of a force not tinder the control of
any one present would be demonstrated.
This sounded fairly simple, and my mother suggested that, as it was just growing dusk and the time
seemed approp~iate, we should make the experiment
forthwith. Accordingly I took a small round table with
a central leg, the normal vocation of which was to
support a flower-pot containing a great arum lily. I
t;>rought in my own silk hat from the stand in the h a ll
and placed it on the table, and we put our hands upon
its brim as prescribed. The only person present besides
my mother and myself was a small boy of twelve, who,
as we afterwards discovered, was a powerful physical
medium; but I knew nothing about mediums then. I
do not think that any of us expected any result whatever, and I know that I was immensely surprised when
the hat gave a gentle but decided half-turn on the
polished surface of the table.
'
Each of us thought the other must h ave moved
it unconsciously, but it soon settled that question
for us, for it twirled and gyrated so vigorously that
it was difficult for us to keep our hands upon it.
At my suggestion we raised our hands; the hat came
up under them, as though attached to them, and
remained suspended a couple of inches from the
table for a few moments before falling back upon it.
This new development astonished me still more, and I
endeavoured to obtain the same result again . For a
few minutes the hat declined to respond, but when at
last it did come up as before, it brought the table with
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it! Here was my own familiar silk hat, which I had
never before suspected of any occult qualities, suspending itself mysteriously in air from the tips of our fingers,
and, not content with that defiance of the laws of
gravity on its own account, attaching a table to its
crown and liftiJig that also! I looked down to the feet
of the table ; they were about six inches from the carpet,
and no human foot was touching them or near them !
I passed my own foot underneath, but there was.
certainly nothing there-nothing physically p erceptible,
at any rate. _
Of course when the h a t first moved it had crossed.
my mind that the small boy must somehow be playing
a trick upon us; but in the first pl ace h e obviously was.
not doing so, and in the second h e could not possibly
have produced this result unobserved. After about two
minutes the table dropped away from the h at, and
almost immediately the latter fell b ack to its companion,
but the experiment was repeated several times at
intervals of a few minutes. Then the table began to
rock violently, and threw the hat off-a plain hint to us,
if any of us had known enough to take it. But none of
us h ad any idea of what to do next, though we were
keenly interested in these extraordinary movements.
I was not myself thinking of the phenomenon in the·
least as a manifestation from the dead, but only as.
the discovery of some strange new force.
I spoke of these curious occurrences next day to·
some friends, and found one among them who had
once or twice seen something of the sort, and was.
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familiar with the rudiments of spiritualistic procedure.
I promptly invited him to join us on the following
evening, and to assist in our experiments. The same
phenomena were reproduced, but this time, _by our·
friend's aid, we asked questions and found that the ·
table would tilt intelligently in response to them. The·
communicating entity, however, could not have been a
man of any great knowledge, for nothing of any im-·
portance was said, either then or afterwards, and the
manifestations were always rather of the nature of'
horse-play. Their !fiOSt remarkable feature was the ·
enormous physical strength displayed on several occasions. Heavy furniture was frequently dashed violently
about, and sometimes considerably damaged, yet none·
of us was really hurt. Once, later on, an especially
sceptical friend h ad the end of a heavy brass fender ·
dropped upon his foot, but I think he distinctly brought
it upon himself by his impolite remarks!
VIOLENT DEMONSTRATIONS

The silk hat was ruined at the second seance, so
thereafter we placed our hands directly upon the table--·
or at least we commenced by doing so, for after a few
minutes it was usually waltzing ab out so wildly that we·
could only occasionally touch it. At the third sitting
(if that term be not a misnomer as applied to an evening spent mainly in jumping about to avoid the charges.
of various articles of furniture) our little table suffered.
considerably. During a moment of comparative rest,.
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when we were able to keep our hands on it, we heard a
-curious . whirring sound underneath it, and some small
object fell to the floor. Picking it up we found it to be
a screw, and wondered where the " ·spirits" had obtained such a thing, and why they had brought it. Twice
more the same whirring sound was heard, and ·two
more screws were presented to us, but even yet we did
not realize what was being done.
· Suddenly we were startled by what I can only
·describe as an exceedingly heavy kick on the under side
of the table, which dashed it upwards against our hands
and all but ·threw us over. The effect precisely resembled that of a vigorous kick from a heavy boot, and it
was repeated three orfour times in rapid succession until
the top of the table was broken away from the leg.
The leg waltzed off by jtself, while the top fell to the
floor, but by no means to lie quiet there. If a coin be
set spinning with the thumb and fingers upon a smooth
surface it displays a peculiar wobbling rotation just as
it is in the act of settling down to rest. That was
exactly the motion of this table upon the floor, and
;two strong men, kneeling: upon it, and exerting all their
force to hold it down, were unable to do so, but were
.thrown off apparently with the utmost ease.
As we were holding it as nearly down upon the
·carpet as we could, the same prodigious kicks came
underneath it as before, so that whoever .kicked coul4
.evidently do so through the carpet_and the floor of the
.room without the slightest hindrance. It was ·only
.after the performance was over, .al).d we came to examine
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<?ur table, that we unde~stood what had happened.
The entity who was playing with us had apparently
wished to separate the top of the table from the lower
part, and had somehow contrived to · extract three of
the screws as though with a screw-dr~ver; but the fourth
had been rusted in <!-nd could not be ~emoved-hence
apparently the kicks which broke it out a nd accom-.
plished the separation .
. This exhibition of prodigious strength at a seance
is by n o means unusual. I n describing one which took
place on Staten Island in the spring of 1870, Mr. Robert
Dale Owen remarks :
Then-probably intensified by the darkness-commenced a
demonstration exhibiting more physical force than I had ever befor e
witnessed. I do not believe that the strongest man living could,
without a handle fixed to pull by, have jerked the table with anything like the violence with which it was now, as it seemed, d riven
from side to side. Vve all felt it to be a power, a single stroke
from which would have killed any one of us on the spot. (The
Debatable Land, p. 285.)
E v iDENCE oF UNKNOWN PowER

These phenomena, which thus came so unexpectedly into my life, would no doubt have been despised
as frivolous by the veteran spiritualist, but to m e they
were exceedingly interesting. They took place in my
own house, they were entirely unconnected with any
professional medium, and they were incontrovertibly
free from any suspicion of trickery. Consequently here
were certain indubitable facts, absolutely new to m e,
and needing investigation. I had no knowledge then
that there was a considerable literatur-e upon the
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subject, and I was not expecting from this study any
proof of the life after death. So far, I had had evidence
·only of the existence of some unseen intelligence,
'c apable of wielding enormous power of a kind quite
different from any recognized by science. But it was
precisely that power which interested me, and I was
anxious to discover whether there was any method by
which it could be utilized for the general benefit.
We never advanced much further in these home
investigations. M y mother feared the destruction of
.her furniture, and in deference to h er objections we
simply susp ended operations when the forces became
too boisterous, resuming our sitting only when things
·quieted down. We had no raps, and no direct voices;
any communications which came were always given by
the tilting or rising of the table. The entity concerned
seemed willing enough to give tests along its own
peculiar Jines. For example, it occurred to us one
·evening . to ask whether the table could rise in the air
·without our h ands resting upon it; it promptly responded that it could and would, so we all drew back hastily,
.a nd watched that table rise till its feet were about a
yard from the ground, while it was entirely out of the
reach of every member of the party. It remained
.suspended for perhaps a minute or, rather more, and
then sank gently to the carpet.
LIGHTS

Lights of various kinds frequently appeared, but
·usually they gave us the impression not so much of
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being intentionally shown as of manifesting incidentally
in the course of other phenomena. They were of three
varieties: (a) little sparkling lights like those of fireflies,
which used to play over and about our hands, while
they rested on the table; (b) large pale luminous bodies,
several inches in diameter and often crescent-shaped;
(c) a vivid flash resembling lightning, which on one
occasion crossed the room and struck and overthrew a
l<I:rge plant in a pot, leaving upon it distinct marks of
scorching, much as I suppose lightning might have
done. The first and third varieties gave us the impression of being electrical, while the second appt red
to be rather phosphorescent in nature. Nothing occurred
that we could definitely call materialization, though dark
b odies of some sort occasionally passed between us.
These phenomena usually took place by firelight.
though on one occasion we obtain_e d a few much modified manifestations in full daylight. The room appeared to become charged with some kind of force, as
though with electricity; for at least an hour after the
seance was closed the furniture continued to creak
mysteriously, and the table on several occasions moved
out two or three feet from its corner after its flower-pot
had been replaced upon it.
The messages were quite a subordinate feature,
and it seemed difficult for the entity, whatever it may
have been, to curb its exuberant spirits long enough to
go through the tedious process of spelling out a message
by tilts. We made many attempts to obtain definite
information in this way, but met with no success. It
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always gave us the impression of b~ihg in a condition
of wild rollicking enjoyment, . too much excited to be
patient. or coherent. Frequently it would _da nce vigorously and untiringly, keeping time with any music
that we played or sang. Its favourite tune appeared
to b e the well-known spiritualistic hymn, " Shall we
gath er at the river? " and if at any time the power
seemed deficient or the manifestations lethargic, we
had. only to sing that air to rouse it at once into a
condition of the wildest enthusiasm and agility. Sometimes it was decidedly mischievous, and when it could
be induced to deliver a message it was by no means
always consistent or truthful. It appeared to be capable of annoyance; certainly on one occasion when I
denounced one of its statements as false, the table
leaped straight at me, and would apparently have
struck me severely i_n the face, if I had not caught it
on its way. Even so, as I held it in the air, it made
violent efforts to get at me, and had to be dragged
away forcibly by my friends, just as though it h ad
been an infuriated animal. But in a few moments its
strength or its passion seemed to give out, and it was
harmless once more.
Prominent in my memory is one occasion on
which the forces engaged in these demonstrations
actually drove us out of the room. From the beginning of the seance the control of the proceedings was_
taken entirely out of our hands. Chairs rushed about
like living creatures, a heavy sofa ·swung out from its
place by · the wall into the middle of the floor, and a
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tall piano, of the obsolete type which used to be called
an upright grand, leaned over me at a dangerous angle.
Trying to save it from a heavy fall, I braced myself
against it and called one of my friend_s to assist me.
He struck a m atch and lit a candle, which he placed
on a table, hoping that the light would check the mani'
festations.
The table, however, gave a kind of leap
which threw the candle on to the floor and extinguished
i~, and at once pandemonium reigned all round us,
heavy articles of furniture crashing together.
It · was manifest that our lives were in danger, so,
holding back the piano with all my strength, I shouted
to my friend to open the door. After frenzied efforts
he succeeded in tearing it open, I spra ng back from the
toppling piano, and we all fled ignominiously into the
h all. The door banged behind us, and for a minute or
more the crashes inside continued; then silence ensued.
After five minutes or so we opened the door and entered
with lights, and found all the massive furniture piled in
a vast heap in the middle of the room-some of it
b adly broken, of course; and yet on the whole there was
far less damage than one would have expected from the
tremendous noise ma de. After this demonstration my
mother banished us and our experiments to an outhouse !
WITH PROFESSIONAL MEDIUMS

Stimulated by these experiences, I began to m ake
further enquiries, and soori found that there were books
and periodicals devoted to this subject, and that I might
34
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carry my investigations much further by coming into
connection with regular mediums. I attended a large
number of public seances, and saw many interesting
things at them, but the most remarkable and satisfactory
results, I soon found, were obtainable only when the
circles were small and h armonious. I therefore frequently had private seances, and often invited mediums
to my O\•Vn house, where I could be perfectly certain
that there existed no machinery by means of which
trickery could be practised. In this way I soon acquired
a good deal of experience, and was able to satisfy myself
b eyond all doubt that some at least of the manifestations
were due to the action of those whom we call the dead.
I found mediums of all sorts, good, b ad and
indifferent. There were some who were earnest and
enthusiastic, and honestly anxious to aid the enquirer
to understand the phenomena. Others were incredibly
ignorant and illiterate, tho ugh probably honest enough;
.others again impressed me as sanctimonious, oleaginous
and untrustworthy. A little experience, however, soon
t aught me upon whom I could depend, and I restricted
my experiments accordingly. I pursued them for a
good many years, and during that time saw many
strange things-many which would probably be deemed
incredible by those unfamiliar with these studies, if I
should endeavour to describe them. Such of them as
aptly illustrate our various classes I may perhaps cite
as we go on; but to give the whole of those experiences
would need a much larger book than this.
Let us turn now to our classification.

CHAPTER XXX

UTILIZATION O F T HE MEDIUivf'S BO DY
WHAT M E DIUl\ISHIP IS

IT seems obvious that the easiest course for a dead
m an wh o wishes to communicate v. ith the physical
plane is to u tilize a physical body, if h e is able to find
one which it is \Vithin his power to m anage. This
method does not involve the learning of unfamiliar and
.diffic ult processes, as materialization does; he sin1ply
·enters into th e b ody provided for him a nd uses it
p recisely as h e was in the h abit of using his own. One
-of the characteristics of a medium is that his princip~es
.are readily separable, and therefore he is able a11d
usu ally willing thus to yield up his body for the
temporary use of anoth er when required. Such a
r esignation of his vehicle may b e either partial or total;
that is to say, th e medium may retain his consciousness as usu al, and yet permit his hand to be employed
by another for the purposes of automatic writing; or in
'S Ome cases his vocal organs may also be thus employed
b y another while he is still in possession of his body,
and understands fully what is b eing said. On the oth er
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hand he may retire from his body just as he would do
in deep sleep, allowing the dead man to enter and make
the fullest possible use of the deserted tenement. In
this latter case the .medium himself is quite unconscious
of all that is said or done; or at kast, if he is able to
observe to some extent by" means of his astral senses,
he does not usually retain any recollection of it when
he resumes control of his physical brain.
TRANCE-SPEAKING

A certain type of spiritualism-one which has a
large number of adherents-is almost entirely occupied
with this phase ofmediumship. There are many groups
to whom spiritualism is a religion, and they attend a
Sunday evening meeting and listen to a trance-address
just as people of other denominations go to church and
hear a sermon. Nor does. the average trance-address
in any way differ from the average sermon in intellectual ability; its tone is commonly vaguer, though
somewhat more charitable; but its exhortations follow
the same general lines. Broadly speaking, there is
never anything new in either of them, and they both
continue to offer us the advice which our copy-book
h eadings used to give us at school-'' Be good and you
will be happy," " Evil communications corrupt good
manners," and so on. But the reason that these
maxims are eternally repeated is simply that they are
eternally true; and if people who pay no attention
to them when they find them in a copy-book will
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believe them and act upon them when they are spoken
by a dead man or rapped out through a t able,
then it . is emphatically well that they should have
their pabulum in the form in which they can assimilate it.
·
Trance-speaking of the ordinary type is naturally
less convincing as a phenomenon than many others,
for it is undeniable that a slight acquaintance with the
his tr~onic art would enable a person of average intelligence to simulate the trance-condition and deliver a
mediocre sermon. I have h eard some cases in which
the change of voice and manner was so entire as to be
of itself convincing; I have seen cases where speech in
a language unknown to the medium, or reference to
m atters entirely ou tside his knowledge, assured one of
the genuineness of the phenomenon. But on the other
- hand I have heard many a trance address in which a ll
the vulgarities, the solecisms in grammar and the
hideous mispronunciations of an illiterate medium were
'SO closely reproduced that it was difficult indeed to
believe that the man was not shamming. Such cases
as this last have no evidential value, yet even in them
I have learnt that it is well to be charitable, and to
allow the medium as far as possible the benefit of the
·doubt; for I know, first, that a medium attracts round
him dead men of his own type, not differi~g much from
h is level of advancement or culture; and secondly, that
any communication which comes through. a medium is
inevitably coloured to a large extent by that medium's
personality, and might easily be expressed in his style
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and by means of such language as he would normally use.
AUTOMATIC WRITING

The same remarks apply in the case of automatic
writing. Sometimes the dead man controls the medium's.
organism sufficiently to write clearly, characteristically,
unmistakably; but more often the handwriting is a
compromise between his own and that of the medium,.
and frequently it degenerates into an almost illegible
scrawl. H ere again I h ave seen cases which carried
their own proof on th e face of them, either by the
langu age in which they were written or by internal
evidence. Sometimes also curious tricks are attempted
which make a ny theory of fraud exceedingly improbable.
For example, I have seen a whole page of writing
dashed off in a few minutes, but written b ackw ard , so
that one h ad to hold it before a mirror in order to b e
able to read it. In another case, before a sitting with
Mrs. J encken (better known by h er maiden-name of
Kat~ Fox, as the little girl who first discovered in 1847
that raps would answer questions intelligently, and so
founded modern spiritualism), her little baby-in-arms,.
p erhaps twelve months old, took a pencil in its tiny
hand and wr'o te-wrote firmly and rapidly a message
purporting to come from a dead man. What intelligence guided that baby hand I am not prepared to say,.
but it certainly could not have been th at of its legitimate owner, and it was equally certainly not that of
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its· mother, for she held the child away from her while
it wrote.
THE PRIVATE ARCHANGEL

Frequently people who are not mediums in any
other sense of the word appear to be open to influence
along this line. A large number of persons are in the
~abit of receiving private communications written
through their own hands; and the vast majority of
them attach quite undue importance to them. Again
and again I have been assured by \·v orthy ladies that
the whole Theosophical teaching contained nothing
new for them, since it had all been previously revealed
to them by their own special private teacher, who
was of course a person of eutirely superhuman glory,
knowledge and power-an.Archan gel at least! vVhen I
come to investigate I usually find the Archangel to
be some worthy departed gentleJ11an who has either
been taught, or has discovered for himself, some portion
of the facts with regard to astral life and evolution,
and is deeply impressed with the idea that if he can
only make this known to the world at large it will
necessarily effect a radical change and reform in the
entire life of humanity. So he seeks and finds some
impressible lady, and urges upon her the conviction
that she is a chosen vessel for the regeneration of
mankind, that she has a mighty work to do to which
her life must ·be devoted, that future ages will bless her ·
name, and so on.
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In all this the worthy gentleman is usually quite
serious; he has now realized a few of the elementary
facts of life, and he cannot but feel what a difference
it would have made in his conduct and his attitude if
he had realized them while still on the physical plane.
He rightly concludes that if he could induce the whole
world really to believe this, a great change would
ensue; but he forgets that practically all that he has to
say has b een taught in the world for thousands of years,
and that while he was in earth-life h e p aid no more
attention to it than others are now likely to p ay to his
lucubrations. It is the old story over again: "If they
hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will they be
persuaded though one rose from the dead."
Of course a little common sense and a little
acquaintance with the literature of this subject would
save these worthy ladies from their delusion of a
mission from on high; but self-conceit is subtle and
deeply-rooted, and the idea of being specially chosen
out of all the world for a divine inspiration is, I suppose,
pleasurable to a certain type of people. Usually the
communications are infinitely far from " containing all
the Theosophical teaching"; they contain perhaps a few
fragments of it, or more often a fe w nebulous generalizations tending somewhat in the Theosophical direction.
Occasionally also the instructor is a living man in
the astral body-usually an Oriental; and in that case
it is perfectly natural that his information should have
a Theosophical flavour. It must be recollected that
Theosophy is in no sense new, but is the oldest teaching
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in the world, and that the broad outlines of its system
are perfectly well known everywhere outside of the
limits of the extraordinary cloud of ignorance on
philosophical _subjects which Christianity appears to
bring in its train. It is therefore small wonder that any
glimpse of a wider and more sensible theory should seem
to have something of Theosophy abo ut it; but naturally
it will rarely be found to have either the precision or
the fullness of the scheme as given to us by the Masters
of the Wisdom through Their pupil, Madame Blavatsky.
It appears to make the process of writing through
th~ hand of the medium even easier for the dead man
when that hand is rested upon the little board called
a planchette. This form of manifestation, however,
does not always belong to our present category. Sometimes it seems that the hand of the medium moves the
planchette, though it is not by his intelligence that it is
directed, for it often writes in languages or about
matters of which he is ignorant. But on other occasions it appears to move rather under his hand than
with it, suggesting that it is charged with the vital
force from his hand, just as the h at or the table was in
the experiments previously described. In that case
_the movement of the board would probably be directed
by another partially materialized hand, and so the
phenomenon would belong to our third class.
DRAWING OR PAINTING

The phenomenon of automatic drawing or painting
1s of exactly the same. nature as that of writing, though
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it is not nearly so common, because the art of drawing
is much less widely diffused than is that of writing.
Still it sometimes happens that a dead man has a
· talent for rapid drawing, and can qui~kly produce a
pretty little landscape or a passable portrait through
the hand of a readily-impressible medium. Th ere are
certain mediums who make a speciality of this obtaining
of portraits of the dead, and they apparently find that it
pays them exceedingly well. I have myself seen passable
work produced in this way, though not equal to that
done directly by the h and of the dead man, or by precipitation. There are also cases in which such portraits.
are drawn by a living person who is himself clairvoyant;
but that is obviously not an example of mediumship at
a ll, and so do.es not come into our present category.
It must be remembered that for the production of
a portrait of a dead person by any of these methods it
is not in the least necessary that he should be present,
though of course he may be. But when surviving
friends come to a seance expecting and eareestly hoping
for a portrait of some dead man, their thought of him,.
so strongly tinged with desire, makes an effective
image of him in astral matter, and this is naturally
clearly visible to any other dead man, so that the
portrait can be drawn quite easily from it. It is, however, also true that this same strong thought about the
dead man is certain to attract his attention, and he is.
therefore likely to come and see what is being done ..
So it is always possible that he ·may be present, but the .
.portrait is not proof of it.
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PERSONATION

I am employing this term in a technical sense
which is well known to those who have studied
these phenomena. I am aware that it has also been
empl oyed to describe those cases in which a dishonest
medium has presented himself before his audience as a
c c spirit-form, " but I am dealing with occurrences of a
type quite different from that. All who have seen good
examples of trance-speaking will have noticed how the
entire expression of the medium's face ch anges, and
how he adopts all kinds of little tricks of manner and
speech, which are really those of the man who is
speaking through his organism.
There are instances in which this process of change
and adapta tion goes much fur ther than this-in which
a distinct temporary alteration actually takes place in
the features of the medium. Sometimes this change is
only apparent and not real, the fact being that the
earnest effort of the ensouling personality to express
himself through the medium acts mesmerically upon
his friend , and deludes him into thinking that h e really
sees the features of the dead man before him. When
that is so the phenomenon is of course purely subjective,.
a nd a photograph taken of the medium at that moment
would sh,ow his face just as it a lways is.
Sometimes, however, the change is real and can
be shown to b e so by means of the camera. vVhen
this is so, there are still two methods by which the
effect may b e produced. I have seen at least one case
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·of apparent change of feature in which what really took
p lace may b est be described as the partial materialization of a mask; that is to say, such parts of th e
medium's face as corresponded fairly well with that to
be represented were left untouch ed whereas other
parts which were entirely unsuitable were covered
with a thin mask of materialized matter which made
them up in to an almost perfect imitation, th ough
·slightly larger than the original. But I have also seen
other cases in which the face to b e represented was
much sm aller than that of the m edium, and the exact
imitation secured undoubtedly involved an alteration in
the form of the medium's features . This will naturally
seem an absolute impossibility to one who has not made
a special study of these things, for the majority of us
little recognize the extreme fluidity and impermanence
of the physical body, and h ave no conception how
readily it may be modified under certain conditions.
IMPRESSIBILITY OF THE PHYSICAL BODY

There is plenty of evidence to show this, though
the circumstances which call into operation forces
capable of producing such a result are fortunately rare.
1n Isis Unveiled, vol. i, p . 368, Madame Blavatsky
g ives us a series of ghastly examples of the way in
w hich the thought or feeling of a mother can ch ange
t h e physical body of her unborn child. Cornelius
Gemma tells of a child th at was born with his forehead
wounded and running with blood, the result of his
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father's threats towards his mother with a drawn sword
which he directed towards her forehead. In Van
Helmont's De Injectis Materialibus it is reported that
the wife of a tailor at Mechlin saw a soldier's hand cut
off in a quarrel, w~ich so impressed her that her child
was born with only one hand, the other arm bleeding.
The wife of a merchant of Antwerp, seeing a soldier
who had just lost his arm, brought forth a daughter
vyith one arm struck off and bleeding. Another woman
witnessed the beheading of thirteen men by order of
the Due d' Alva. In her case also the child, quite
perfect in other respects, was born without a h ead and
with bleeding neck.
The whole question of the appearance of stigmata
on the human body, which seems so thoroughly well
authenticated, is only another instance of the influence
of mind upon_ physical matter; for just as the mind of
the mother acts upon the fretus, so do the minds of
vario us saints, or of women like Catherine Emmerich,
act upon their own organism. On p. 384 of The
Night Side of Nature we find another rather horrible
example of the action of violent emotion upon the
physical body.
A letter from Moscow, addressed to Dr. Kerner in consequence of reading the account of the Nun ofDulmen, relates a
still more extraordinary case. At the time of the French invasion,
a Cossack having pursued a Frenchman into a cul de sac, an alley
without an outlet, there ensued a terrible conflict between them~
in which the latter was severely wounded. A person who had taken
refuge in this close, and could not get away, was so dreadfully
frightened that when he reached home there broke out on his body
the very same wounds that the Cossack had inflicted on his enemy.
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We shall have to refer to this question when
dealing with materialization; but in the meantime,
and as far as p ersonation is concerned, I can myself
testify that it is p ossible for the physical features of a
m edium to be completely change~ for a time into the
exact resemblance of those of the d ead ma n wh o
is sp eaking through him. This phenomenon is n ot
-common, so far as I have seen or h eard, and we m ay
p resume that the reason for its rarity is th at ordinary
m a terialization would probably be easier to produce.
The p ersonation, however, took place in full d ayligh t
on eacl~ occasion when I \vitnessed it ; wh ereas materia lization is usually performed by artificial ligh t, a nd
there must not be· too much even of that, for reasons
which will b e explained when we come to deal with
that side of the question.
UsiNG FoRCE THROUGH T HE M EDJ UM

Speaking, writing a nd drawing are by no means
the only actions performed through the body of th e
medium. Sometimes it is used for more extensive
-and even violent activities. M . Flammarion records a
-striking case of the kind (Af ter Death, p. 100) in which
t h e " spirit " took possession of the medium in order
to attempt to revenge himself. The case first appear ed
-in Luce e Ombra (R ome, 1920), and the Revue Spirite
(1921, p. 21 4), and was witnessed by M. Bazzano,
the writer . Though the incident occurred iri 1904,
M. Bazzano felt that he could not publish a n accou nt
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<>f it before the death of the chief person concerned.
He writes:
To-day I can speak of it in the general interest of metaphysical r esearch, omitting, however, the name of the person
.chiefly concerned.
Seance held on April 5, 1904.-The following were present :
Dr. Guiseppe Venzano, Ernesto Bozzano, the Cavaliere Carlo
Peretti, Signore X-, Signora Guidetta Peretti, and the medium
L. P. The seance was begun at ten o'clock in the evening.
From the beginning we noted that the medium was troubled,
for some unknown reason The spirit-guide Luigi, the medium's
father, did not manifest himself, and L. P. gazed with terror toward
the left corner of the room. Shortly afterward he freed himself
from his "spirit-controls," rose to his feet and began a singularly
Tealistic ancl impressive struggle against some invisible enemy.
Soon he uttered cries of terror, drew back, threw himself to the
floor, gazed toward the corner as though terrified, then fled to the
-other corner of the room, shouting: "Back! Go away. i'\o, I
don't want to. Help me! Save me! " 1 ot knowing what to do,
the witnesses of these scenes concentrated their thoughts with
intensity upon Luigi, the spirit-guide, and called upon him to aid.
The expedient proved effective, for little by little the medium grew
calmer, gazed ·with less anxiety toward the corner of the apartment; then his eyes took on the expression of someone who looks
.at a distant spectacle, then a spectacle still more distant. At last
he gave vent to a long sigh of relief and murmured: "He's gone!
What a bestial face! "
Soon afterwards the spirit-guide Luigi manifested himself.
Expressing himself through the medium, he told us that in the
room in which the seance was being held there was a spirit of the
basest nature, against. which it was impossible for him to struggle ;
that the intruder bore an implacable hatred for one of the persons
of the group. Then the medium exclaimed in a frightened voice:
" There he is again! I can't defend you any longer. Stop the-."
It is certain that Luigi wished to say, "stop the seance,"
but it was already too late. The evil spirit had taken possession of
our m edium. H e shouted; his eyes shot glances of fury; his hands,
lifted as though to seize something, moved like the claws of a
wild b east, eager to clutch his prey. And the prey was Signore
X-, at whom the medium's fu rious looks were cast. A r attling
and a sort of concen trated roaring issued from our· medium's foam. ~overed lips, and suddenly these words burst from him: " I've
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found you again at last, you coward ! I was a R oyal Marine.
Don't you rem ember the quarrel in Oporto? You killed me there.
But to-day I 'll have my revenge and strangle you."
These distracted words were uttered as the hands of the
medium, L. P. , seized the victim's throat, and tightened on it like
steel pincers It was a fearful sight. T he whole of Signore X-'s
tongue hung from his wide-open mouth, his eyes bulged. We
had gone to the unfortunate man's assistance. Uniting our efforts
with all the energy which this desperate situation lent us, we
succeeded, after a terrible hand-to-hand str uggle, in freeing him
from the desperate grip . At once we pulled him away, and
thrust him outside, locking the door. We barred the medium's
access to the door; exasperated, he tried to break through this
barrier and run after his enem y. He roared like a tiger. It took
all four of us to hold him. At last, he suffered a total collapse
and sank down upon the floor.
On the following day we prep ared to clear up this affairto seek information which mig ht enable us to confirm what " the
Oporto spirit" had said. vVe were, in fact, already quite certain
of the truth of the accusation, for it was noteworthy that Signore
X-had not protested in the least while the serious charge of
homicide had b een hurled at him.
The words uttered by the furious spirit served me as a
means for arriving at the truth. He had said, " I was a Royal
Marine." And I knew vaguely that Signore X-had, himself, in
his youth, been an officer of marines; that he had witnessed the
battle of Lissa, and that after resigning his commission he had
devoted himself to commercial enterprises. With these facts as a
basis, I proceeded to ask a r etired vice-admiral for other details;
he, too, had fought at Lissa. As for Dr . Venzano, he questioned
a relative of Signore X-, with whom the latter h ad broken off
all relations years before. Between us we· gathered separate bits
of information which tallied amazingly, a nd which, brought
together, led us to these conclusions:
Signore X-had indeed served with the Royal Marines.
One day, being upon a battle-ship on a training cruise, he had
la nded for some hours at Oporto, Portugal. During his stay, while
he was walking in the city, he heard a noise of drunken, furious
voices coming from an inn. He per ceived that the language was
Italian, and, realizing that it was a. quarrel between men of his
vessel, he went into the room, recognized his men, an d commanded
them to return to their ship. One of the drinkers r. ere intoxicated
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than the others, answered him back, and even went so far as tQ>
threaten his superior officer. Angered by his attitude, the officer
drew his sword and plunged it into the insolent fellow's breast; the
latter died sopn afterwards. As a result of this adventure, the
officer was court-martialled, was sentenced to six months' imprisonment, and on the expiration of his term, was asked to resign his
commission.
Those are the facts; it follows from them that the disturbing
spirit had not lied . He had exactly stated his rank as a Royal
Italian Marine. He had remembered that Signore X-had killed
him. He had, moreover-and this was a particularly remarkable
statement-indicaled the place where he had died, the setting for
the drama, Oporlo.
A painstaking enquiry confirmed the authenticity of all this.
By what hypothesis could one explain occurrences so strikingly in
agreement-those which were revealed to us at the seance of
April 5, 1904, and those which h ad taken place in Portugal many
years before?
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CHAPTER XXXI

CLAIRVOYANCE I N SPIRITUALISM
CLAIRVOYANT FACULTIES

of the phenomena commonly displayed at a
spiritualistic gathering are simply the ma nifestation
of the ordinary powers and faculties n atural to the
astral plane, such as are possessed by every dead man.
I have already explained in my little work on Clairvoy(l,nce what th ese powers are, and any one wh o will take
.the trouble to read that will see how clearly the
possession of such senses accounts for the faculty so
often exhibited by the dead of reading a closed book or
a sealed letter, or describing the contents of a locked box.
I have h ad repeated evidence through many different
mediums of the possession of this power; sometimes the
knowledge obtain ed by its means was given out th rough
t h e medium's body in trance-sp eaking, and at other
times it was expressed directly by the dead m a n, either
in his own voice or by slate-writing.
These astral faculties sometimes include a certain
:amount of prevision, though this is p ossessed in varying
d egrees; a nd th ey also frequently give the power of
MANY
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psychometry and of looking back to some exten t into
events of the past . The way in which this ·is sometimes
don e is shown in the following story, giv en to us by
Dr. Lee, in his Glimpses of the Supernatural, vol. n,
p. 146.
THE

MISSING

p APERS

A commercia l firm at Bolton, in Lancashire, had found t hat
a .considerable sum of money which had been sent to their bank by
a confidential clerk had no t been placed to their credit. The clerk
r em ember ed the fact of taking t he money, though not the particulars,
but at the bank nothing was known of it. The clerk, feeling that
h e was liable to suspicion in the matter, and anxious to elucidate it,
sought the help of a spirit-medium. The medium promised to do
her best. Having heard the story, she presently passed into a kind
of trance . Shortl y a fter, she said : " I see you go to the bank- I
.see you go to such and such a part of the bank- I see you hand
some pap ers to a cler k-! see him put them in such .a nd such a
place under some other papers-and I see them there now."
T he clerk went to the bank, directed the cashier where to
1ook fo r t he money, and it was found; the cashier afterwards
Temembering that in t he hurry of business he had there depos ited it.
A r elation of m ine saw this story in a newspaper at the time, and
wrote to the fir m in question, the name of which was given, asking
whether the fac ts were as stated. H e was told in reply that they
wer e. T he gentleman who was applied to, having corrected one or
two u nimportan t details in the above nar.ration , wrote on November
9, 1847 : " Your account is correct. I have the answer of the finn
.t o my enq uiry at home now."

The description given does not make it absolutely
dear wh ether this was a case of clairvoyance on the
·part of the medium, or of th e use of ordinary faculty
by a dead m an ; but since the medium passed into a
trance-condition th e latter supposition seems the more
probable. The dead man could easily gather fr<? m the
derk's mind the earlier part of his story,- a:nd thus· put
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himself en rapport with the scene; and then by following it to its close he was able to supply the information
required. Here is the authenticated record of another
good example of such a case, in which the power of
thought-reading is much more prominently exhibited,
since all th e questions were mental. It is extracted
from the Report on Spiritualism, publish ed by L ongma n; Lon don, in 187 1, and is to be found in the
Examination of the Master of Lindsay, p. 215.
A

LAST WILL

A friend of mine was ver y anxious to find the will of his
grandmother, who had been dead forty years, but could not even
find the certificate of her death. I went with him to the Marshalls',
and we had a seance; w e sat at a table, and soon the raps came;
my friend then asked his questions mentally; he went over the
alphabet himself, or sometimes I did so, not knowing the question.
Y.le were told (that) t he will h ad been drawn by a man named
vVilliarn Walter, who lived at Whitechapel; the name of the street
and the number of the house were given. We went to W"hjtechapel,
found the man, and subsequently, through his aid, obtained a copy
of the draft; he was quite unknown to us, and had not always lived
in that locality, for he had once seen better days. The medium
could not possibly h ave known anything a bout the matter, and even
if she had, h er knowledge would have been of no avail, as all the
questions were mental.

As I have already said, the faculty of clairvoyance
is often possessed b y l,i ving persons, as well as by the
dead. Even in this case, in which the information
was communicated by means of raps, it is still within
the bounds of possibility that it may have been acquired
by the living and transmitted to the physical-plane
consciousness by this external means. There is an
ever-increasing volume of testimony to the fact of this
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-clairvoyance; Dr. Geley h as done splendid service by
:giving much that is new and valuable in his recent work
·Clairvoyance and Materialization. In his account of
the clairvoyance of Mr. Ossowiecki, which includes
many tests of his ability to read sentences enclosed in
:sealed opaque envelopes, he tells us that this seer has
from time to time been able to discover articles which
have been lost or stolen. In contact with the loser he
was able after brief concentration to say where the
object was lost, and sometimes also where it could be
found.
THE

LosT BRoocH

H e gives the following account of one such case
which was sent to him by Mme. Aline de Glass,
wife of a Judge of the Supreme Court of Poland.
The account is also attested by her broth er, M . Arthur
.d e Bondy :
7
July 22, 1922

vVARSAW, WsPOLNA,

Sm,
I have the honour to inform you of an actual miracle that
Mr. Ossowiecki has worked here. I lost my brooch on Monday
Tilorning, June 6th. In the afternoon of the same day I visited the
wife of General Krieger, Mr. Ossowiecki's mother, with my brother,
Mr. de Bondy, an engineer, who witnessed the event.
Mr. O sssowiecki came in, my brother introduced me to his
friend, and I said that I was delighted to make acquaintance with
·one so gifted with occult powers. All Warsaw is talking of him.
H e told us many interesting things, and warmed upin his talk as I
listened. Then in a moment of silence I told him :
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" I have lost m y brooch to-day. Could you tell me anything
about it? But if you are tired or it is h·oublesome, do not put
yourself out."
"On the contrary, madame, I will tell you. The brooch is
a t your house in a box; it is a metal brooch, round, with a stone in
the middle. You wore it three days ago, and you value it."
"No," I said, " not that one." (He had given a good dc::·3cription of a brooch kep t in the same box with that which I had
lost.) Then he said :
"I am sorry not to have guessed rig ht; I feel tired . . ."
" L et us say no more about it."
"Oh no, madame, I will try to concentrate. I should like
to have some material thing that concerns the brooch .. . "
" Sir, the brooch was fastened here, on this dress."
He placed his fingers on the p lace indicated, and after a few
seconds said: "Yes, I see it well. It is oval, of gold, very light, an
antique which is dear to you as a family souvenir; I could draw it,
so clearly do I see it. It has ears, as it were, and it is two parts
interpenetrating, like fingers clasped together . . . "
" What you say, sir, is most extraordinary. It could not be
better described. Miraculous."
H e went on : "You lost it a lo ng way from here." (This
was actually about two and a half miles.) "Yes, in Mokotowska
Street at the Koszykowa corner."
" Yes," I said.

" I went there to-day."

"Then," he said, "a poorly dressed man, with black
moustache, stoops down and picks it up. It will be very difficu lt
to get it back. Try an advertisement in the papers "
I was dazzled by the minute description, which left me no
doubt that he could see the ornament. I thanked him warmly for
the r are pleasure of meeting a r eal clairvoyant, and went home.
On the following evening my brother came to see me, and
exclaimed:
" What a mircle! Your brooch has been found. Mr. Ossowiecki telephones to me that you have only to go tomorrow at about
5 o'clock to Mme. Jacyna (Mr. Ossowiecki's sister), and he will
give it to you."
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The next day, June 7th, I went with my brother to the lady's
house, where there was company. I asked to see Mr. Ossowiecki,
and asked him; "Have you my brooch?" I was much upset.
"Compose yourself, madame; we shall see." And he
handed me my brooch. It was a real miracle. I turned pale
and could not speak for a few m inutes.
H e told me the story very simply: " The day after our
meeting I went to the bank in the morning. In the vestibule I
saw a man I remembered to have m et somewhere or other, and it
struck me that this was the man whom I had seen mentally to have
picked up your brooch." I took his hand gently, and said: "Sir,
yesterday you found a brooch at the corner of Mokotowska and
Koszykowa Streets . . . " "Yes," he said, very much astonished.
" Where is it? " " At home But how do you know? " "I described the brooch and told him all that had tzk en place. He turned
pale and was much upset, like you, madame. He brought me the
brooch, saying that he had intended to advertise its finding. That
is the whole story."
I was much moved. I thanked Mr. Ossowied..-i warmly, not
so much for the recovery of the brooch as for meeting such a
diviner, and ha,·ing a small part in this miracle. Now this fine old
brooch is worn by me constantly and considered as a talisman.
The incident has gone all over Poland, and Mr. Ossowiecki has
become all the more celebrated. He is besieged by people who
come to consult him on lost property, on men missing during the
war, etc. And this modest and extraordinary man devotes much
time and trouble to them with good grace and complete disinterestedness. He is a true diviner, who does much good by his gift
without any personal reward. I ask pardon for so long an account,
which I wished to make as exact as possible.
I am, yours,
ALINE DE

GLASS,

nee de Bondy

As· an example ofthe test conditions under which
Mr. Ossowiecki has done many readings, I rna~ mention the case of the letter which was written for the
purpose by Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, which we reproduce
here from Clairvoyance an_d Materialization (p. 55) .
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This letter was delivered to Dr. Geley, who h anded
it unopened to the clairvoyant. His reading of this
was not perfect, but nevertheless striking and evidential.
Dr. Geley says :
"His description of the letter was, however, very precise:
La vie, la vie, la vie, ... (three times) . There are four or five
lines, and below them Sarah Bernhardt's signature, sloping up·
wards." That is correct, but he might have seen her signature in
:some magazine article. He continued: " La vie semble humble."
He repeated 'humble' two or three times. There is reference to
humanity, but the word 'humanity ' is not written. There is an
idea conjoining life and humanity. Parcequ'il y a beaucoup d
haine.
Non, il n'y a pas ' lzaine ' ; il y a seulement .
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seulement .
It is a very difficult word of eight letters!
There is an exclamation mark."
Then before opening the letter, which I had previously
examined by reflected, direct and transmitted light and found
absolutely opaque, I wrote down the followi ng, which may be taken
as Ossowiecki's final answer: La vie semble humble parccqu'il y
a beaucoup de haine, (pas lzaine, mais un mot qui n'tst pas compris et
qui est de huit lettre.r); signature Sarah Bernhardt." The word
ephemere was not known to Ossowiecki, as he told us after the letter
had been opened. We asked several Poles who spoke French
well if they knew this word : they did not.

The fact that Mr. Ossowiecki does see the actual
form in some manner sometimes is confirmed by his
vision on occasion of drawings enclosed along with the
letters. Judging by the third experiment of September
21st, 1921, at Prince Lubomirski's (p. 39), when the
test letter contained four written items, ar:d also the
drawing of a fish, the picture seemed to impress him
more than the written portion of the test, and he not
only spoke about it, but said that he would draw it,
which he did, though he reversed the picture, putting
the head on the left whereas in the original it was on
the right.
CLAIRVOYANT "READINGS "

This power of clairvoyance is also frequently displayed in a minor way at the weekly meetings of which
I have spoken . Mter the trance address is over, the
medium usually expresses her readiness to give descriptions, or "readings," as they are often called, of
the surroundings of various mem hers of the audience.
Where the circle is a small one, something is said to
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each of its members in turn; if there be a large number·
gathered together, individuals are selected and called
up for special attention.
I have heard striking fragments of private family
history brought out in this way-cases which b ore·
every mark of genuineness ; but in the majority of such
meetings as I have attended the descriptions were
exceedingly vague, and had a rather suspicious adapt-·
ability about them. The conversation usually ran
somewhat along these lines :
M edium (supposed to be entranced, but speaking with.
exactly her normal contempt for aspirates and g rammatical r ules) ..
"There's an old gent with white 'air a-standin' be'ind that lady
in the corner."
Enthusiastic and Credulous Sitler. " Lor! that must be my
fa ther! "
M edium. "Yes; he snUles, he nods his 'ed, he's so pleased
that you know him. I can see his white beard r egula rly shaking,
he's so glad."
Sitter. " Ain' t it wonderful! But father didn't have no
beard before he passed over; p 'raps he's grown one since, or p'raps.
it's m y uncle .Jim; he used to have a beard ."
M edium. " Ah! yes, that's who it is; h e nods his 'ed
again, and smiles; he wants to tell you 'ow 'appy he is."
Sitter. "vVell, now ! just to think of poor uncle Jim coming
uke this! \1\Thy, it's more than thirty years ago he was drowned at
sea, when I was quite a girl; 'an 'some young chap he was, too r
not more than five-and-twenty, and t~ be drowned like that !"
M edium. " Urn! yes-yes-ah ! , I see him more clearly
now-yes, you're right. I t's not a white beard-it's the white
undershirt what sailors wears-that's what it is! "
Chorus. " H ow lovely! how wonderful! Ain't it beautiful
to think they can come back like this ! "

I have heard just about that sort of conversation a
score of times; and it is naturally not calculated to
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produce a robust faith in that particular medium. Y ~t
perhaps through the same illiterate woman there would
come on another occasion some message about a.
matter of which she could by no possibility have known
anything-a message which she could never h ave·
evolved fr_om her sordid consciousnes~ by any amount
of clumsy guess-work.
A

PRIVATE TEST

I remember on one such occasion applying a little·
private test of my own to a medium in a poor London
suburb. She was a coarse-looking woman, whom I
h ad never seen before, but she seemed earnest enough,.
though far from cultured. She went on from one:
member of the circle to another, monotonously describing behind each or them spirits with flowin g robes.
and smiling faces; she varied the story a little in my
own case by giving me " a dark-looking foreign gentle-·
man, with something whi te round his hea d," v.·hich.
may possible have been true enough, or may have b~en
merely a coincidence.
It occurred to me to try whether she could see a.
thought-form, so as a change from all these reverend
white-haired spirits with flowing robes, I set myself to
project as strong a mental image as I could construct
of two chubby boys in Eton j ackets, standing behind.
the chair of the member of the circle who was next in
order for examination. Sure enough, when that person's.
turn came, the medium (or the dead man speaking
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through her, if there was one) described my imaginary
boys with tolerable accuracy, and represented them as
sons of the lady behind whoni they stood. The latter
denied this, explaining that her sons were grown m en,
and the medium then.suggested grandchildren, which
was a lso repudiated, so the mystery remaine~ unsolved.
But from the incident I deduced two conclusions :
first, that either the medium was genuinely clairvoyant, or there really was a dead person speaking through
h er ; and secondly, that whoever was concerned h ad
not yet sufficient discernment to distinguish a thoughtform materialized on the astral plane from a living
astral body.

CHAPTER XXXII

SO ME RECENT TEST CASES
T EsT CoNDITIONS

recent researches of many learned . doctors, and
other investigators associated with the Societies for
Psychical R esearch in different countries, offer us
increasing confirmation of the facts announced by
the earlier experimenters. The attitude of many of
these distinguished explorers into the domain of the
occult inclines at the beginning towards scepticism-a
fact which renders their evidence all ~he more valuable,
though it makes the phenomena more difficult to
obtain. It constitutes a positive mental influence
acting against the manifestation of unusual psychic
powers-powers which it is difficult enough to u se, even
under the most favourable conditions. I t is only fair
to add, however, that such scepticism is rarely a
prejudice, but simply the scientific attitude which
declines to admit the existence of any facts which h ave
not been carefully observed, or the truth of any deductions which have not been studiously and impartially
considered.

THE
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The attitude and method adopted by Dr. Gustave
Geley, and described in his invaluable volume Clairvoy.ance and Materialization, is becoming more and more
p opular among experimenters. He says that the best
results for scientific purposes are not to be obtained
under conditions which cast suspicion upon the medium,
· a t,d that the end to be sought by observers is not to
p ~·otect themselves with absolute certainty at all times
a gainst any possible or conceivable fra ud, but to obtain
p henomena so powerful -and complex that they carry
their own proof and undeniable witness under the
.c onditions demanded ·by the control.
I may add that my own experience, extending over
many years, fully' confirms what Dr. Geley has written.
I have always found it best to make friends with both
the medium and the spirit-gaide and to discuss the
manifestations frankly with them. Dr. Geley continues :
If experimenters waste time on poor or elementary phenomena, they will find the greatest difficulty in getting a control that
will satisfy them at a ll points. If they are wise enough to consider
elementary phenomena, and such minor frauds as they may suspect,
both negligible; if they allow phenomena to develop without checking them at the outset by untimely demands, they will certainly
·Obta in facts so various and important, also (sometimes) of such
beauty, that their conviction will be complete, unshakable, and
.conclusive (p . 25) .
MOTHER MARIUS AND THE CONVICT

In the comparatively recent general literature of
·s piritualism and psychical research there are many
·cases which satisfy these conditions. There are
examples m which the accuracy of information
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.communicated by these methods, and previously entirely
unknown to those who receive it, al_most certainly
.announces the actual presence of the entity who is
.claiming to communicate. I will select one typical
case from M. Flammarion's book After D eath (p. 21) ,
relating to the death of a charwoman of Nantes,
generally known as Mother Marius: The narrator says
that h e used to frequent a cafe where there was a
cha:twoman, a native of Brittany, whose family name
was Keryado, although she was always called 1vfoth er
Marius. He then continues :
Every week I used to leave Nantes on Saturday evening and
·spend Sunday on a farm in the very midst of the countty -side.
One Saturday I left as usual- took leave of the proprietor, of my
friends, and said good-bye to this same charwoman, who was in
excellent health. So, late on Saturday night, I found myself in the
.country as usual, but I must expla in that this t ime, through exceptional circumstances, I was to remain there for the whole week.
The farm-house had two rooms; a kitchen and another roorr...
·On Thursday, at one o'clock in the afternoon, I was talking, in the
other r oom, with the young girl of the house. · There was no one
in the kitchen. The doors and windows were closed. W e were
talking, when both of us heard a noise in the kitchen, as though
the fire-tongs had fallen on to the hearthstone. Out of precaution,
thinking that the cat might be getting into the j ars of milk, I went
to see what it was . There was nothing; everything was shut up .
.Scarcely had I come back into the room when there was the same
noise. I turned. Nothing! Since I had already taken up spiritualism, I said to the young girl, laughing : "It's a spirit, perhaps-"
.attaching no importance to my words. However, I then had the
idea of using a .little round table, with which we had a lready
experimented, and we waited, both of us sitting at it, our hands
upon it. Almost immediately we got a communication through
rapping, according to the usual alphabetic code. " Is this a
spirit?"- " Yes"-" You lived on earth?"- " Yes"-" You knew
me?"- " Yes"-" What was your name?"- " Keryado ". At
this odd name (I did not r emember the charwoman's family name)
I was about to leave the table, thinking that the r eply was pointless,
when the young girl said to me: " That is the family name of the
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charwoman in the cafe." "That is true,': I answered, and
then I began a series of questions. I was unwilling to believe that
she was dead, having left her in perfect health only five days.
before . I asked her for details, and learned that she had been
t aken ill at eight o'clock on Tuesday evening, that she had been
carried to her home, and that she had died at eleven o'clock, of a
hremorrhage . . . On Saturday when I returned to Nantes, as
soon as I got out of the train, I went to the cafe, and there, to my
stupefaction, they gave me confirmation of this woman's death~
and of a ll the details she had given me.

· Unquestionably also there are other cases in which
only telepathy is at work. Professor Ernest Wood
relates an example, which was told to him by his
father, who u sed to investigate these things. On
the occasion in question the medium, who was a
personal friend also, said that he saw standing behind his visitor the "spirit" of a man dressed in
convict garb. He described him in detail, saying that
h e was looking through prison bars, and adding that
h e thought the spirit ·wished to communicate. But the
fact of the matter was that, a short time before, the
enquirer h ad been to see the exhibition at the opening
of the Manchester Ship Canal, in which was shown one
of the old Botany Bay convict ships fitted up realistically with wax-work figures. H e had st9od for some
time looking at one of these, and wondering what the
unfortunate convicts must have felt, and though the
incident had passed from his mind and been forgotten~
that was the figure of which the medium gave him a
d escription.
Perhaps the first great mistake which many people
make in thinJ9.ng about these things js to assume that
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one law governs all the cases, and therefore that they
are either all due to discarnate intelligences, or are
a ll caused by some form of simple or complicated
telepathy. There is a variety of causes for the phenomena produced during psychical research investigations, some of them being due to ideas in the mind of
the medium or of the sitters, others to discarnate
intelligences, others to thought-forms casually present
or magnetically attracted , and others again to the
psychometric influence of objects which may be near.
THE PEARL TIE- PIN CASE

Another good example of successful communication from the other side of death, which has been called
the pearl tie-pin case, is given in Sir William Barrett's.
On the Threshold of the Unseen, as follows :
Miss C., the sitter, had a cousin, an officer with our army
in France, who was killed in battle a month previously to the
sitting; this she knew. One day, after the name of her cousin
had been unexpectedly sp elt out on the ouija board, and her name
given in a nswer to her query " Do you know who I am? " the
following message came :
"Tell mother to give my pearl tie-pin to the girl I was
to marry. I tlllnk. she ought to have it." When asked what
was the name and address of the lady, both were given; the
name spclt out included the full Christian and surname, the
latter being very unusual and quite unknown to both sitters.
The address given in London was either wrong or taken down
incorrectly, as a letter sent there was returned, a nd the whole
message was thought to be fictitious.
Six months later, however, it was discovered that the officer
had been engaged, shortly before he left for the front, to the lady
whose name had been given; he had, however, told no one of this.
Neither his cousin nor any of his own family in Ireland were aware
36
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of the fact, and they had never seen the lady nor heard .er name,
until the War office sent over the deceased officer's df<.:ct . l'hen
they found that he had put the lady's name in his will a. !tis n•·xt
of kin, both Christian and surname being precisely .he sa.11e as
given through the automatist; and what is equally remark<.~ble, a
p earl tie-pin was found among his effects.
Both the ladies have signed a document which t hey sent to
me, affirming the accuracy of the above statement. The message
was recorded at the time, anci. no t written from m emory a fter
verification had been obtained. Here there could be no explanation of the facts by subliminal memor y, or telepathy 1 .m the
living, or collusion, and the evidence points unmi, takably to a
message from the decea~ed officer.

T HE

BIRo's-NEsTING CAsE

Another striking case appeared in The Harbinger
.o f Light for February, 1918. A New Zealand gentleman gives what appears to be a good test of ide ntity
from his soldier son, who was killed on the Somme in
September, 1916. The communication came to another
gentleman through the medium. of his wife, who was
known to the soldier b efore he left for the war. In the
course of his statement the soldier says:
Will you convey my love to father and m other, and my
brothers? Thank God th ey have no t gone to the war. Tell my
dear mother not to hold any fanciful ideas of me, or to believe
every so-called message she may receive. Tell her I owe her all that
is best in me, for she is brave and good, and I would do anything
possible to smooth her path in life. Tell her one particular thing
that will assure her of my presence-tell her that on the day when
she prevented m e from going out bird's-nesting, and took so much
trouble to instruct us in the right, I decided always to try to do
what was right. Tell her the r ecollection of the a necdote she told
us always haunted me. Tell her I have not gone to any restful
s piritual home yet, and probably will not till the war ends. Tell
her I cannot be a shirker in the body or out of it, but having been
trained with many good comrades to do my duty, I try to do it still,
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~nd if I were permitted I could tell you so much we do to help
those still fighting-m.uch that is sanctioned and assisted, too, by
<>thers higher than ourselves, but I dare not stay. Tell mother that
I was quite suddenly shot out of the body, and felt no pain whatever, and thanks to the insight I received throug h my parents, and
you, and others, I simply folded my arms and had a good look at
my b ody, and thought: "Well, is that all?" I could not wrenc]l
m yself away from the body immediately, and accompanied it when
.carried off by stretcher-bearers to the dressing-station, because t he
body was not quite dead, but I felt no pain. How long it was
before I lost the consciousness of my material body I cannot say,
but the freedom I now feel, and the active part I am taking in what
.occupied me so much before death is my duty, and it seems natural
and right. Besides, Mr. A.-'-, there are many pledges my comrades
.and I made to each other in the face of death, which are sacred,
.and must be kept, if possible. But I cannot stop now. Good-bye,
Mr. A.-, good-bye. I am so delighted to have spoken to you.
T ell father and mother they need have no regrets, and that m y
present activities are more valuable than wh en I was in th e flesh,
.and quite as n atural. They will know it is the right and proper
.course till time changes affairs. Good-bye.

The father writes that the bird's-nesting incident
was known only to the boy and his mother; some years
b efore when he h ad spoken of going on such an expedit ion his mother h a d earnestly told him how cruel it was
:to break down the home so carefully prepared by the
pa ren ts for their young, and illustrated her lesson with
the idea of some great giant coming an d ruthlessly
.s mashing up h er home and destroying her children.
This case is also interesting for its simple an d
"Straightforward account of. the soldier's experience~ an~
feelings when he found himself outside his body.
CROSS R EFERENCES

V\Th en one portion of a message is given to· bp._~
medium and another portion. to another, at a ~iStance
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from or unknown to the first, so that the two portions
fit together and make a rational whole, we have what
is called a cross-reference. A well-known instance
of this is the Kildare-street Club case, publish~d in
The International Psychic Gazette, and reprinted in
Mr. Carrington's Psychical Phenomena and the War
(p. 284). The account of the incident was furnished
by Count Hamon, as follows:
On Monday, May 14, 1917, I attended in a private house
a seance at which Mrs. Harris was the medium . There were
present on this occasion, amongst several others whose names I
am not authorized to mention, Miss Scatchered, Mrs . DixonHartland, and Dr. Hector Munro.
After many convincing conversations with spirits by means
of the "direct voice" had occurred, a spirit visitor came and said
very distinctly: "I want to send a message to m y father."
"Who are you?" we asked.
The spirit replied : " I am an officer recently killed at the
fi·ont in Flanders; my name is . .. " We could not hear the name
very distinctly, so after some repeated efforts to get it, we said :
"Well, leave the name alone for the moment and try to give us
the m essage."
Speaking very slowly at first, the spirit said, "My father
lives near Dublin, you will find him at the well-known club there."
A gentleman present asked: " Which club do you mean? "
The spirit replied: "The Kildare-street Club; you know it
well, and you also know my father."
·
As no one had caught the name of the father exactly right,
the gentleman referred to said: " I know the Kildare-street Club
very well, but I do not think I know your father; but give us the
message."
Continuing, the spirit went on : "My father is always worrying and unhappy about me; he can't seem to get over it. I want
some one to tell him that I came here to-night to get this through
as a test message to him, to tell him not to worry about me, as I
am all right, and glad to have gone through it, and I want him not
to worry and be unhappy any more."
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After a slight pause he continued, "My father also goes to
mediums in Dublin, and I try to give him messages through them,
but I want this sent on to him as a test message."
We again asked him to try to give us the name, and we got
one part- the Christian name-very distinctly, but the surname
was always so slurred that we were unable to catch it clearly,
and after many efforts had to give it up. But before we did so, I
promised that I would do all I c0uld to send on his message.
The next morning I wrote a letter to the name I thought it
had sounded like, addressing it to the Kildare-street Club. In
about a week this letter was returned to me through the Post Office
marked," Name n ot known."
I was considerably worried as to what I should do next,
until the thoug ht came to me that I should write to the secretary
of the Club, simply saying that I was anxious to find the gentleman who, I believed, was a member of his club, whose son had
recently been killed in Flanders; that the name was something like
so-and-so, and that I had a message to give him about his son.
Now comes the strangest part of this strange story. In a
few days I received a Letter from the gentleman in question, saying
that the secretary had sent him my letter, and adding: I have
had a message from my son who was recently killed in Fla nders,
saying he had sent me a message through a medium in London,
that he had difficulty in getting £he name and address tlu-ough but
he wanted to give me a test." The father added: "If you understand this I hope you will send me his message."
THE DEER IN THE BOIS

One of the most strikingly successful instances of
cross correspondence is published in the Journal of
the American Socie0J for Ps_Jic/zical Research, vol. viii,
p. 413, it being a translation from a paper read at a
meeting of the French Society for Psychical Research
by Dr. Geley, M. Camille Flammarion being in the
chair. In this case the operating entity composed a
little story, dictated the major portion of it to a medium
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at Wimereux, near Bordeaux, omitting only three
sentences, which were dictated separately but at the
same .time to a medium in Paris. The lady in Paris
declared that she could see the spirit op~rators, the
<:hief of whoin gave his name as Roudolphe, in the
form of lights, and that one of these lights came and
went rapidly. Her three sentences were:
" As well behaved as the pupils in a convent for well-trained
young ladies."
"Their large sweet eyes are used to watching the passing."
"The modern lady of fashion whose eyes."

The following day the post brought to Paris the
main part of the story which had been written in
Wimereux the previous ·evening. Roudolphe first
explained the idea of his experiment, and then wrote
as follows:
Have you sometimes met, dear friend, as you walked in the
thickets, the deer that live and roam through the leafy branches,
at times . . . (here the automatist noted a pause in the ·writing) .. .
at times the flock, jumping and frightened, so graceful and fasci- ·
nating? Have you ever asked yourself what those pretty animals
were thinking, and what they would become later ? Far be it from
m e to draw their horoscope (which would after a ll be of no interest
to them), but it seems to me that their mentality must be very
different from th at which animates the deer of the forest ... (another pause) .. . strange vehicles running without th e aid of an
animal's legs, and in those carriages or ,along the more or less.
frequent paths, they have contemplated women with elongated eyes
like their own, delicate, and stylish women. Who can ever tell us.
if ... (another pause) . .. become so unnaturally large under the
dash of the pencil, is not a doe of the forest in the throes of
retrospective recollection?
Dear friend, I have had some trouble because Miss R . tried
to understand- but trust I have succeeded with this childish story.
Affectionate good night. RouDOLPHE.
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Vve 'v\·ill leave it to the reader to put the two
portions together and see how perfectly they fit.
Dr. Gdey remarks tha t both mediums were ignorant
of the meaning and intenticn of the sentences they
were w1iti :~g, and that they both acted as machines
worked by the single direction of an independent
in tel Iigence.
THE FIR-TREE TEST

In New Evidences in Psychical Research, by Mr.
J. A . Hill, a lengthy account is given of the efforts
at cross correspondence between various mediums.
From. that source I will take one case, that of the
fir-t! ees :
On August 28, 190 I , Mrs. Verrall's script had some Latin,
ofwhich tbe following is a translation : "Sign with the seal. The
fir-tree that has been already planted in the garden gives its own
portent." This script was signed with a scrawl and three drawings
representing a sword, a suspended bugle and a pair of scissors.
On the same day Mrs. Forbes's script purporting to come
from her son (who had been killed in the South African War) said
that he was looking for a sensitive who wrote automatically, in
order that he might obtain corroboration for her own writing. This
sc1 ipt v.as apparently produced earlier in the day than Mrs. Verrall's
script above mentioned.
The interest of the incident lies in the fact that a suspended
bugle ~urmounted by a crown was the badge of Talbot Forbes's
regiment. Further, Mrs. Forbes has in her garden four or five
sma ll fir-trees grown from seed sent her from abroad by her son;
these she calls Talbot's trees. These facts were totally unknown to
Mrs. VeHall. As bearing on the question of chance coincidence,
it is to be remarked that on no other occasion has a bugle appeared
in Mrs. Verrall's script, nor has there been any other allusion to a
planted fir-tree (p . 172).
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S]r Oliver Lodge has expressed a favourable
<>pinion of the evidential value of a number of cross-correspondences between Mrs. Forbes, Mrs. Piper,
Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Verrall. Many ofthese tests
.came from a soi-disant Frederick M yers. Sir Oliver
said that the scholarship in some cases ~ingularly
corresponds with that of F. W. H. Myers when living,
:and surpasses the unaided information of any of the
receivers. M r. J. A. Hill, on p. 204· of the book abovementioned, adds :
Some of the communications a re strikingly appropriate to
.and characteristic of lVIr. Myers, in many subtle ways; and this
psychological kind of evidence, made up of many strokes, some
bold, some faint, but all tending to bring out the lineamen ts of this
one personality-this psychological evidence, I say, even apart from
.anything else, is a> impressive as isolated correct facts about the
.communicator's past life, which is the kind of evidence most sought
for hitherto. And, adding to this evidence the cross-correspondences, which are also in some instances of characteristic kind-e.g.,
the anagrams characteristic of Dr. Hodgson, and the Dante,
Tennyson, and Browning incidents suggestive of Mr. Myers, there
results a body of recent evidence stronger perhaps than anything
that has previously been published by qua lified investigators, in
favour of communication from disembodied human beings.

Referring to the telepathic theory as to the cause of
these and similar occurrences, !vir. Hill writes (p. 203):
If telepathy from the living is to expla in a ll, we shall have
to believe that it can occur in a very definite and continuous way
between people who do not know each other, as in the earlier script
<>fMrs. Holland and in some of the trance-speech of Mrs. Thompson.
We shall also have to assume a very complicated system of
telepathic cross-firing among the automatists concerned, the crossfiring, moreover, occurring at subliminal depths, leaving the normal
personalities quite ignorant of all this remarkable activity. I
.confess that I am unable to accept this. To quote Mr. Lang ...
"there is a point at which the explanations of common sense
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arouse scepticism ". And I do not think that a telepathic theory
of this extended kind can be called an explanation of common
sense. If it were presented on its own merits, and not as a refuge
from " spirits ", it would be described, by common-sense people,
as a piece of uncommon nonsense.
THE Two DROWNED SAILORS

What amounts practically to a cross-reference,
though it was apparently not intentional, is related by
Mr. W. Britton Harvey, Editor of The Harbinger of
Light, 1vielbourne, in his booklet Tlzey All Come Back/
One evening in a circle in his home the intelligence
c ontrolling the medium gave his name as Walter
Robinson, and stated that Fred Field was with him,
and added that they had both been drowned at sea.
Mr. Harvey h ad known a V\Talter Robinso n, and had
learnt that he had been drowned, but he h ad never
even heard of Fred Field.
More than a year later an acquaintance happened
to t~ll Mr. Harvey that sorrie years before, in a sitting
with a Melbourne medium, h e had been greeted by
Walter Robinson and Fred Field, who declared they
h ad been drowned. I will complete the story in Mr.
Harvey's own words:
" I know ' 1\Talter and Fred well," continued my informant,
but I had never heard of their deaths. They were shipmates of
mine at one time, and it was not for nine months after they had
purported to speak to me that I found out that they had been
drowned ." I then learnt for the first time that the casual acquaintance used to live a few miles from the town in which I resided
in the Old Country. All that time h e went to sea, and that was
how he got to know Walter Robinson and Fred Field. I had not
mentioned either of these names to him previously. In fact, this
«
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was the first chat we had had together, and this will account for:
my not knowing before that he once resided so close to me in
England (p. 15) .

THE BooK-TEsTs
In 1922 the R ev. Charles Drayton Thomas put
forth a book entitled Some New Evidence for Human
Survival. In this he opens up on a large ·scale a
method of investigation bu t slightly touched upon
hitherto, in the form of book and newspaper tests.
These tests are stated to come from his father, the
Rev. John Drayton Thomas (who died some years ago)
acting through Mrs. Leonard, with the assistance of a
control who calls herself Feda.
The general method of book-tests, of which some
hundreds are r elated, is. for the " spirits " to go in to
Mr. Thomas's library (some distance from the house
where the sittings are held) select a book, observe some
ideas on a certain page or pages in that book, and then
announce them. Several of these observations are
written down on one occasion; they are afterwards.
verified, and h ave been found to b e for the most part
correct . ~

The operators have apparen tly c~rtain difficElties.
in seeing the actual print of the book, but in some
manner not easy to comprehend they can grasp the
idea involved in the printed words. · They canno_t
app arently see the numbers printed on the pages, but
they can count the pages from the b eginning of the
printed matter, and so indicate exactly those to which
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they wish to refer. Some of the tests are taken from
books ·on the shelves, but others with equal success
were performed with books belonging to other people,
made up into carefully sealed parcels, the contents of
which were quite unknown to the experimenters until
the parcels were opened in order to verify the test
messages.
I will give two typical examples of b ook-tests from
the many recorded by Mr. Thnmas, which range
variously over description, humour, topics of the day,
philosophy and religion.
In your study, close to the door, the lowest shelf, take the
sixth book from the left, and page 149; three-quarters down is a
word conveying the meaning offalling back or stumbling.

Rather more than half-way do\" n the page ,,·as the
following senten ce :
. . . to whom a crucified 1vf essiah was an insuperable
stumbling-block.
Very low down on the page he seemed to get something
about great noise, not a sharp, thin sound, but a heavy one, more
of a roaring noise.

Close to the .bottom of this p age was th e sentence:
I chanced to come that time along the coast, and heard the
guns for two or three days a nd nig hts successively. (pp. 15-1 7.)

Mr. Drayton Thomas says that these b ook-.tests
were given, so it was claimed by the "spirit friends,"
not so much as a proof of identity, as illustrating the
ability of a spirit to obtain information unknown
to the sitter or m edium, and yet . capable of easy
verification.
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In Chapter XII Mr. Thomas gives a senes
of book-tests which were communicated for · Lady
Glenconnor, who h as also herself written about them
1n The Earthen Vessel. The messages were transmitted from the late Ron. Edward Wyndham Tennant
through the same medium, the late Rev. John
Drayt~m Thomas and Feda communicating.
This
time they used the books in the libraries at Lady
Glenconnor's house in Scotland, at her town house,
.and also at Wilsford Manor.
Summing up the results of two years' work the
.author finds that out of 209 book-tests spontaneously
given 14·7 were good, 26 indefinite, and 36 apparent
failures (p. 98).
A

TEST BY MADAME BLAVATSKY

Before closing this subj ect of book-tests, let me
recount one such example also from the record of
Madame Blavatsky. Her life was full of incidents
:showing remarkable powers in many directions; of
.these one may read especially in Tlze Occult World
.and Incidents in tlze L ife of Madame B lavatsky, by
.A. P. Sinnett, and in Old Diary L eaves, by Col. H . S.
Olcott. Mr. G. Baseden Butt has recently written a
.careful and thoughtful account of her life in his volume
entitled Madame Blavatsky. From that I take the
following "test" related by Countess Wachtmeister
(p. 153):
An experience related by the Countess Wachtmeister cannot
be explained save on the assumption that the Masters really exist
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and were able to communicate with her. In the autumn of 1885,.
before she had met Madame Blavatsky, and before she knew that.
she was likely to meet her, the Countess was making preparations.
to leave her home in Sweden in order to spend the winter with.
some friends in . Italy, intending to visit Madame Gebhard at
Elberfeld en route. While she was laying aside the articles she·
intended to take with her, the Countess, who was clairvoyant and
clairaudient, heard a voice saying: " Take that book, it will be
useful to you on your journey." The book referred to was a.
manuscript collection of notes on the Tarot and passages in the
Kabbalah compiled by a friend. Countess Wachtmeister could
conceive of no purpose for which this book might be required, but,
ob!!dient to her clairaudient injunction, she laid it in the bottom of
one of her travelling trunks. At Elberfeld, Madame Gebhard
. persuaded the Countess to go to vVurzburg and spend the winter ·
with Madame Blavatsky there instead of going to Italy. When
the Countess arrived at Wurzburg, and was going into the dining-· .
room to take some tea, Madame Blavatsky said ~bruptly, as if the·
matter had been dwelling on her mind:
" Master says you have a book for me of which I am much
in need."
The Countess Wachtmeister denied that any books were
with her, but Madame Blavatsky bade her think again, as Master
said that her visitor had been told in Sweden to bring a book on
the Tarot and the Kabbalah. "Then," adds the Countess, "I
recollected the circumstances I have related above. From the·
time I had placed the volume in the bottom of my box it had been
out ofmy sight and out of my mind. Now when I hurried to the
bedroom, unlocked the trunk, and dived to the bottom, I found it
in the same corner I had left it when packing the box in Sweden,.
undisturbed from that moment to this. But that was not all.
When I returned to the dining-room with it in my hand, Madame
Blavatsky made a gesture and cried: "Stay, do not open it yet.
Now turn to page ten, and on the sixth line you will find the words.
" And she quoted a passage.
I opened the book, which, let it be remembered, was no·
printed volume of which there might be a copy in H. P. B.'s.
possession, but a manuscript album in which, as I have said, had
· been written notes and excerpts by a friend of mine for my own
use, yet on the page and at the line she had indicated I found the
very words she had uttered:
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vVhen I handed her the bor>k I ventured to ask her why she
wanted it.
·
"0," she replied , "for The Secret Doctrine".
Surely this incident establishes at one and the same time
the existence of the Masters and the reality of Madame Blavatsky's
power of clairvoyance.
THE NEWSPAPER- TESTS

·s atisfactory as the book-tests are, what are known
as the newspaper-tests are still more effective. These.
messages, instead of relating to books existing in
libraries , in closed parcels or even in locked iron .boxes,
refer to to-morrow's p aper. Various newspapers were
used, · but ch iefly the London Times, and the communi.cations related therefore to what had not yet been
printed; enquiries at the office of the paper resulted in
the information that at the time of the sitting the typematter had not yet been assembled, and probably some
.of it h ad not even been set up. Respecting these tests
Mr. Thomas says also:
It is important to realize that a copy of these notes was
made the same evening, and posted in London so that it would be
delivered early the following morning. I t was sent to the Secretary
of the Society of Psychical R esearch in accordance with my
invariable custom, a practice adopted many months previously,
when I r ealized that the tests from the pa,per~ of the day a fter the
sitting were becoming a regular feature of conversations with my
father thr ough Mrs. Leonard and F eda. (p. 133.)

There is generally a certain vagueness about these
.tests, as in the book-tests, but that th e communicating
intelligences do make a connection b etween words in
the newspaper and names or facts familiar to the
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·enquirers is certain. for · example, they say (p. 131)
·" On p age 1, column 2, near the top, there is the n ame
-of ::1 minister with whom your fathe~ was friendly at
Leek." The name Perks was found in th e place
·indicated, and he h ad known a minister of that n ame
.at Leek.
There are m any curious approximations in these
tests. For example, it was announced that in a certain
·C<?lumn, one-quarter down, would appear Mr. Thomas'
:father's name, his own, his mother's, and that of an
.aunt. In the position indicated the names John and
Charles appeared. These were correct, but instead of
Emily and Sarah (th e names of an aunt and 1\1r.
'Thomas' mother) were the words Emile Sauret! Simi· larly in the place stated to contain the maiden name
of the mother " or one very like it " was the word
Dorothea, while h er name was Dore.
Notwithstanding this vagueness these messages do
present a valuable addition to the evidence for the
·existence of intelligence beyond that of the sitters, and
this record is especially useful because M r. Thomas
sent his tests to the Secretary of the Society for
Psychical R esearch before the newspapers were printed.
In twelve such sittings, containing 104 tests, Mr.
Thomas fi nds that there _were ?3 successes, 12 incondusive items, and 19 failures, and in another set of
trials th~re were 51 successes out of 53 tests (p. 153) .
Many tests wer e also received for persons other th an
th e sitters, a~d relatiJ!g to facts entirely unknown to
them.
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In studying the probable source of these messages,
Mr. Drayton Thomas feels assured that they do come
f~om his deceased father, for all his sittings abound in
references to his doings and surroundings which would
normally be unknown to Mrs. Leonard, also with
references to his father's earth-life, and besides " they
include a wide range of elusive touches which are
unproducible in cold print, but in which I see my
father's personality ringing true to that which I knew
so well during his life on earth." (p. 190.) We must,
of course, consider that the medium of Feda might
rea d his mind, but as to this h e says : "Up to the
present all my experiments with Feda have failed to
find in her any trace of ability to explore my thought
or reproduce my memories; the evidence all points the
other way." (p. 192.)
He mentions also that it is a curious experience,
after having received correct references through pages
of books scattered about his library to hear the control
struggling to spell out a name which h e himself knows
to be that whichis required for completing some explicit
description, and to find that such efforts usually fail to
pass beyond the initial lette~ of·the required name, and
that his own concentration upon the name appears to
make things n ot one whit easier. He concludes: " That
my father links his former memories with matter discovered in preparation for the morrow's press is the only
explanation logically fitting with the facts." (p. 194.)
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As to the views of the " spirits " themselves upon
the way in which they obtain the newspaper-tests,
Mr. Thomas received the following communication:
The tests have been devised by others in a more advanced
sphere than mine, and I have caught their ideas. This may be
done even when we do not realize whence the thought originates,
much as when mind.; on earth receive inspiration. We can visit
these higher helpers, and, even when away from them, may be
very conscious of their assistance. I am not yet aware exactly
how one obtains these tests, and have wondered whether the higher
guides exert some influence whereby a sui table advertisement
comes into position on the convenient date; I have thought of this,
but do not know. These tests will be better than the book-tests,
because more definite, and their object will be to prove that we can
obtain information from other quarters than the mind or surroundings of the sitter; it will be useless to invoke " the subconscious
mind" as an explanation here. I was taken to the Times office,
and did not find the way there by myself; helpers are plentiful
when we are engaged on work of this kind. (p. 201.)

In another communication given later, in reply to
the question: "Do you now understand what it actually
is that you operate upon at the Times office ?'' the
father said :
It is stiJl a puzzle. On one occasion I thought I saw the
complete p age set up; it certainly appeared to be so, and I noticed
certain items in it which I believe proved con ect. But on returning to the office a little while after-for I frequently go twice to
make sure of the tests-! found that the page was not yet set up,
and this astonished me and was most perplexing. (p. 207.)

In other communications the deceased clergyman
speculates variously upon the possible methods by
which future events may be known, but apparently
in that world as m this the mystery of time is not
yet solved.
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CHAPTER XXXIII

PARTIAL MATERIALIZATION
vARIETIES OF MATERIALIZATION

th e m ost interesting phenomena of the seance
room are connected in some way or other with materialization- th at is to say, wi th the building of physical
matter round some astral form, in order that through
it the ego inhabiting that astral form may he able to
p roduce results upon the physical plane. But of this
materialization there are three varieties. Let me here
quote a passage from my own little book T he Astral
Plane, p. 118 :
A LL

The habitues of seances will no doubt have noticed that
materializations are of three kinds : First, those which are tangible
but not visible; second, those which are visible but not tangible;
a nd third, those which are both visible and tangible. To the first
kind, which is much the most common, belong the invisible spirit
h ands which so frequently str oke the faces of the sitters or carry
small obj ects about the r oom, and the vocal organs from which the
" direct voice " proceeds. I n this case an order of matter is being
used which can neither reflect nor obstruct light, but is capable
under certain conditions of setting up vibratio ns in the atmosphere
which affect us as sound. A variation of this class is that kind of
partial materialization which, though incapable of reflecting any
light tha t we can see, is yet able to affect some of the ultra-violet
r ays, and can therefor e make a more or less definite impression
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·upon the camera, and so provide us ·with what are known as
"'spirit photographs."
When there is not sufficient power available to produce a
perfect materialization we sometimes get the vaporous-looking form
which constitutes our second class, and in such· a case the "spirits "
usually warn their sitters that the forms which appear must not be
touched. In the rarer case of a full materialization there is sufficient power to hold together, at least for a few moments, a form
which can be both seen and touched.

Nearly all the phenomena coming under this third
·subdivision of ours are effected by means of the first of
.t hese types of materialization, for the hands which
·Cause the raps or tilts, which move objects about the
room or raise them from the ground, are not usually
-;visible; though to be able to act thus upon physical
matter they must themselves be physical. Occasionally,
but comparatively rarely, they may be seen at their
work, thus explaining to us how that work is done in
:the far more numerous instances in which the mechanism is invisible to us. Such a case is given to us by Sir
'"W illiam Crookes, F.R.S., in his interesting book Re.searclzes in the Phenomena of Spiritualism, p. 93 :
A

L UMINOUS HAND

I was sitting next to the medium, Miss Fox, the only other
persons present being my wife and a lady relative, and I was holding the medium's two hands in one of mine, whilst her feet were
resting on my feet. Paper was on the table before us, and my
.disengaged hand was holding a pencil. A luminous hand carne
.down from the upper p art of the room, and after hovering near
me for a few seconds, took the pencil from my hand, rap idly
wrote on a sheet of paper, threw the pencil down, and then rose
up over our heads, gradually fading into darkness .

The raps and th e tilts are too well known to need
..description, but cases in which h eavy objects are raised
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and suspended without the contact ofvisible hands are
somewhat less commonly seen, so it may perhaps be
well to cite one or two of them. In the book just
quoted, on p. 89, Sir William Crookes tells us :
On five separate occasions, a heavy dining-table rose
between a few inches and a foot and a half off the floor, under
special circumstances, which rendered trickery impossible. On
another occasion a heavy table rose from the floor in full light,
while I was holding the medium's hands and feet. On another
occasion the table r ose from the floor, not only when no person
Nas · touching it, but und er conditions which I had pre-arranged
so as to assure unquestionable proof of the fact.

It will be seen, therefore, that the similar experience of my own, which_ I h ave described a few pages.
back, is by no means unique. Mr. Robert Dale Owen,
in his Footfalls on tlze Boundary of Another f!Vorld, p . 74>
gives a remarkable case of similar nature :
CASES OF L EVITATION

I n the dining-room of a French nobleman, the Count
d' O urches, residing near Paris, I saw, on the first day of October,
1858, in broad daylight, at the close of dijeuner a lafourchette, a
dining-table seating seven persons, ·with fruit and wine on it, r ise
and settle down, as already described, while all the guests were
standing r ound it, and not one of them touching it at all. All
present saw the same thing. Mr. K yd, son of the late General:
Kyd, of the British army, and his lady told me (in Paris, in April,
1859) th<>t in December of the year 1857, d uring an evening visit to·
a friend, who r esided at No. 28 Rue de la Ferme des Mathurins,.
at Paris, Mrs. K yd, seated in an arm-chair, suddenly felt it move,
as if some one had laid hold of it from beneath. T hen slowly and
gradually it rose .into the air, and r emained ther e suspended for
the space of about thirty seconds, the lady's feet being.four or five
feet from the ground; then it settled down gently and gradually so
that there was no shock when it reached the carpet. No one was.
touching the chair when it r ose, nor did any one approach it while
in the air, except Mr. Kyd, w ho, fearing a n accident, advanced and
touched Mrs. K yd. The room was at the time brightly lighted, as
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a French salon usually is; and of the eight or nine p ersons present
a ll saw the same thing in the same way. I took notes of the above,
as Mr .. and Mrs. K yd narrated to me the occurrence; and they
:kindly permitted, as a voucher for its truth, the use of their names.

People have not infrequently been lifted in this
way in their chairs, though rarely, I fancy, to the
height of five feet. Sir William Crookes saw several
instances of the same phenomenon, and thus describes
them in his Researches, p. 89:
.
On one occasion· I witnessed a chair, with a lady sitting
in it, r ise several inches from the ground. On another occasion
to avoid the suspicion of this being in some way performed by her·self, the lady knelt on the chair in such a manner that its four feet
were visible to us. I t then rose about three inches, remaining suspended for about ten seconds, and then slowly descended . Another
t ime two children, on separate occasions, rose from the floor with
t heir chairs, in full daylight, under (to me) the most satisfactory
conditions; for I was kneeling and keeping close watch upon the
feet of the chair, and observing that no one might touch them.
The most striking cases of levitation which I have witnessed
have been with Mr. Home. On three separate occasions have I
seen him raised completely from the floor of the room. Once
sitting in an easy chair, once kneeling on his chair, and once
standing up. On each occasion I had full opportunity of watching the occurrence as it was taking place.
T here are at least a hundred recorded instances of Mr.
Home's rising from the ground, in the presence of as m any separate
persons, and I have heard from the lips of the three witnesses to the
most "sh·iking occurrence of this kind-the Earl of Dunraven, L ord
Lindsay and Captain C. Wynne-their own most minute accounts
-of what took place. To reject the recorded evidence on this subject is to reject a ll human testimony whatever; for no fact in
.sacred or profane history is supported by a stronger array of proofs.

Colonel Olcott, in his People from the Other World,
-also mentions having hea rd this account from the lips
.of one of the witnesses. H e gives us, too, some striking instances of levitation upon the part of the Eddy
brothers.
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I have · my~elf on·· three occasions been present
when the medium, seated in a heavy arm-chai_r, was
lifted clear over our heads as we sat round the table,
and placed in the centre of it. On two of these·
occasions I was myself holdin g one of the medium's·
hands, and continued to h old it during his aerial_;
excursion, while a trustworthy friend held the other ..
Although this took place in darkness, we were there-·
fore certain that no one from the physical plane lifted
that chair; though as a matter of fact we did not need
that assurance, for there was no .o ne in the room at
all capable of such feat of herculean strength. The·
moment that the medium and his big chair were safely
landed on the table, raps called for a light by the·
prearranged signal, so that we might see what had
been done, our dead friend s being evidently rather·
proud of their achievement.
LIFTED TO THE CEILING

I myself was once lifted at a seance in rather an
unusual way-at least I have not heard of any other
case exactly similar. It was at one of the earliest of
the public seances which I attended, and many people
entirely unknown to me were present. Some ladies on
the opposite. side of the table cried out that a hand was
patting and · caressing them, but this in absolute dark-·
ness did not se~m to b e entirely convincing; so that
when their exclamations of delight and gratitude to the
" dear spirit" were becoming a little monotonous I
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asked quietly: "Will the spirit be so kind as to come
across and touch me?" I had hardly expected any
response, but the "spirit " took me promptly at my
word; my hand was instantly seized in a strong grasp,
and pulled upwards so that ·I was compelled to rise
from my chair. Even when I stood upright, th~ upward pull still continued, so I hastily stepped on to the
seat of my chair. Still the steady irresistible pull, and,
a moment later I was h anging in the air by one hand
and still ascending. My knuckles touch ed the smooth,
cold surface of the plastered ceiling- the room was a
lofty one-and then, apparently through the ceiling,
another hand patted mine softly, and I felt myself
sinking. Directly afterwards my feet touched the
chair, and only then the firm grasp loosened, giving me
a final hearty hand-shake as it left me. I climbed
down from my chair, convinced that "the clasp of a
vanished hand " might sometimes be a fairly strong one.
When I told this story to sceptics afterwards I was
always met with one of two explanations. First, that
there was a trap-door in that ceiling, and that some
mechanical device was employed; secondly, that the
medium was standing on the table in the d arkness, and
lifted me himself. To the first suggestion I reply that
the ceiling was plain, smooth, whitewashed plaster,
with never a crack in it, for I climbed again upon my
chair in full light afterwards to examine it; and though
it was some distance beyond my reach, it would have
been utterly impossible to miss seeing a crack if one
had been there. Besides, my request could not have
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been foreseen, and arrangements made to grant it in so
striking a manner. As to the second hypothesis, the
medium was a small, spare man, and I weigh over
thirteen stones; perhaps the sceptic who suggests this
~1 himself stand upon the edge of a circular diningt.a ble with one central support, and then with one. hand
lift a much heavier man than himself straight up above
his own head, holding him suspended merely by one of
his hands all the while.
TRUE

LEVITATION

The probabilities are that all the cases of lifting
which I have quoted or described were performed by
materialized hands, just as in this last experience of my
own. There is quite another method of levitation
which is occasionally practised in Oriental countriesa much more occult and scientific method, dependent
for its success upon the knowledge and use of a power
of repulsion which balances the aCtion of gravitation.
I have also seen that, and indeed every student of
practical magic is familiar with its employment; but it
does not seem to me at all probable that this power
was called in.t o requisition in any of the above cases.
Gravitation is in fact a force of a magnetic
nature, and may be reversed and changed into
repulsion, just as ordinary magnetism can be. Such
:a reversal of this peculiar type of magnetism can be
produced at will by one who has learnt its secret, but
it has also frequently been produced unintentionally by
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·ecstatics of various types. It is related, for example,
·.both of St. Teresa and of St. Joseph of Cupertino that
·they were often thus levitated while engaged in medita·.tion. But I fancy that those who are levitated at a
:spiritualistic seance are gen erally simply upborne by
-.the materialized hands of the dead.
These same materialized hands m anage all the
-smaller business of th e seance; they wind up the
.perennial musical box and wave it over the heads of
the sitters; they play (sometimes quite sweetly ) upon
that curious kind of miniature zither which is usually
-euphoniously termed " fairy bells , ; they sprinkle water
·o r perfume sometimes; they bring flowers and fruits
.and even lumps of sugar, which I have known them
·deftly to insert into the mouths of their friends.
I t is usually they also that are employed in slatewriting, though this may sometimes be managed still
more rapidly by means of precipitation, to which \•ve
·shall make reference presently. But gen erally the
fragment of pencil enclosed between the slates is guided
by a hand, of which only just the tiny points sufficient
:t~ grasp it are materialized.
A

SLATE-WRITING SEANCE

One well-known m edium in London used to carry
this slate-writing to a high degree of perfection some
·fifty years ago. It was th e finest p ossible performance
to which to take the bigoted sceptic, who boasted that
nothing ever happened or would h appen while he was
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present. One made a_n appointment with the medium
for, say, eleven o'clock on a bright summer morning ;·
one took the sceptic into a stationer's shop on the way
and made him buy t wo ordinary school slates, put a
tiny crumb of slate-pencil between them (or sometimes
two or three fragments of different colours) and then
have them packed up in brown paper and strongly
tied. One then purchased a stick of the best sealing
wax and requested the sceptic to seal the string with
his own seal in as many places as he wished- the more
the better- and on no account whatever to allow that
pa rcel to go out of his hands.
Then we proceeded to the medium's house and
commenced the seance, cautioning the sceptic to sit
upon his parcel in order to make sure that no cne
tampered with his slates. The medium commenced
operations with slates of his own, which were always.
lying upon the table for examination before the seance
began; and the sceptic had usually elaborate theories
about these, as to how messages had already been
written upon th em: and washed out with alcohol so that
they would presently reappear ; or else that of course·
they would presently be dropped out of sight and
others substituted for th em by sleight-of-hand. It was.
best as a rule to let him talk, and take no notice,.
knowing that one could afford to bide one's time.
The medium usually held a single slate pressed
with one hand against the under surface of the tablea little plain wooden table with no drawers, and
obviously no contrivance of any sort about it-not
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even a c~oth upon it. Under these conditions answers:
were written to any simple question, or any sentence·
dictated was faithfully taken down. H ere the sceptic
usua1ly interposed by requesting that a sentence might
be written in Sanskrit or Chinese or the Cherokee·
dialect, and was hugely triumphant if the controlling·
" spirit " confessed that h e did not happen to know
these languages. Occasionally he fetched somebody
who did know them, and then the sceptic was somewhat staggered, though he still clung to the idea that
somehow or other the whole thing was a fraud.
Presently, however, when the seance got into full
swing, one insinuatingly asked the directing entitieswhether they could write upon our own slates; and
though I have once or twice been told that they feared
the power was not sufficient, in three cases out of four
the reply was in the affirmative. Then one turned to the·
sceptic and requested him to produce his parcel, asking·
him to examine the seals so as to be perfectly certain
that it had not been touched. He was then courteously
requested to hold the sealed parcel in his own h ands
above the table, the medium perhaps taking h old of
one corner of it, or perhaps merely laying his hand
lightly upon it. Then the sceptic was further requested
to formulate a mental question, but on no account to
give any indication as to its nature. He did this, and
it was generally an interesting . study to watch the
expression of his face when he heard the sound of
rapid writing going on in the parcel between his hands.
In a few moments three quick taps signified that the

.
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·message was finished, and the medium removed his
·hand, gravely asking the sceptic to examine his seals
and make sure that they were intact.
He then cut his parcel ·o pen, and found the inside
:surfaces of his new slates covered with fine writing on
the subject of his mental question. Usually for the
·time he was speechless, and went home to think it
over; but by the end of the week he had generally
·m ade up his mind that we had been in some inexplic:able way deceived or hallucinated, and that "of course
we did not really see what we thought ·we saw."
·Nevertheless it was a hard · nut to crack, and his
frequent references later to " that clever but ridiculous
·performance" showed that it remained in his mind,
,and had perhaps done him more good than he was
·willing to own.
The answers given in this way sometimes displayed
·Considerable intelligence and knowledge. It appeared
to me, however, that they were often considerably
modified by decided opinions on the part of the questioner--whether from a friendly desire to please him,
or because the ideas were largely a reflection of those
:in his own mind, there was not sufficient evidence to
:show. For example, I remember myself receiving a
perfectly definite statement regarding the existence of
·certain' persons in whom I was deeply interested; the
communicating entity not only positively asserted t~is
-existence, but adopted towards them precisely my own
.attitude. Yet I afterwar~s discovered that only a week
-previously what professed to be the same entity had,
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in writing answers for another person, totally denied'
that any such personages existed at all! It may have·
been that here we had to deal with two entirely different
communicating entities, one masquerading for some
reason or other under the name and title of the other;.
but it is at least significant that in each case the opinion.
expressed agreed precisely with that of the questioner..
On the other hand, I am bound to admit that in m any
-cases the answers given were not at all what any of us.
expected, and contained information which could by no .
possibility have been known to any of those present.
I t is not difficult to see why this slate-writing,
should be one of the easiest forms of conveying a .
message, and indeed the only kind of writing that can
readily be performed in full daylight. For the fact is.
that it never is performed in daylight, even though the
surrounding conditions are so absolutely satisfactory to.
us. Between the two slates or between the slate and
the table there is always the darkness which makes.
materialization easy. When a physical body is slowly
grown and built together in the ordinary way, wh en it.
is thoroughly permeated by the vital principle and.
definitely energized by the spirit, it becomes a relatively
permanent organism, and ~an withstand the impact of'
vibrations from without, within certain limits.
We must remember that materialization is a mere
imita tion of this-a mere concourse of fortuitous atoms,.
temporarily put together in opposition to the ordinary
laws and arrangements of Nature. It therefore needs·
to be constantly held together with care and difficulty·
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and any violent vibration striking it from without
readily breaks it up. It must also b e remembered
-th at the matter employed in materialization is almost
all withdrawn from the body of the medium, and is
therefore subject to a strong attraction which is con:stantly drawing it back to him. 'The strong and rapid
vibrations of ordinary light will therefore dissolve a
materialization almost instantaneously, except under
·exceptional circumstances.
It can b e maintained for some time in presence
·Of a faint light, such as that given by gas turned lm.v,
-or by what is called a "luminous slate," which is
·usually a piece of wood or cardboard coated with
"luminous paint, and exposed to the sun during the day,
:so that at night it may give out a faint phosphorescent
radiance. It is, however, among the resources of the
;astral plane to produce a soft light the effect of which
seems to be far less violent; and in this it is sometimes
possible for tb e hand which writes to maintain its
corporeal existence for a considerable period, as is
-evidenced by the following extract from a description
-of a seance h eld with Kate Fox by Mr. Livermore, on
August 18, 1861.
AN HouR's

WRITH{G

The cards became the centre of a circle of light a foot in
<iiameter. Carefully watching this phenom enon, I saw the hand
holding my pencil over one of the cards. This hand moved
-quietly across from left to righ t, and when one line was finished,
moved back to commence another. At first it was a perfectly
·shaped hand; afterwards it became a dark substance, smaller than
the human hand, but still apparently holding the pencil, the writing
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:going on at intervals, and the whole remaining visible for
nearly an hour. I can conceive of no better evidence for the
reality of spirit-writing. Every possible precaution against deception had been taken. I held both hands of the medium throughout
the whole time. I have the cards still, minutely written on both
·sides; the sentiments there express~d being of the most elevated
·character, pure and spiritual. (The Debatable Land, p . 301.)

This account gives us an example of the difficulty,
even under these exceptionally favourable conditions,
of maintaining a materialization for so long a period . .
.It seems to have been impossible to preserve the shape
of the hand, but something visible ~hich could still
hold and guide the pencil was somehow kept together
until the nescessary work was finished.
It seems probable that the working of the little
board called planchette is sometimes accomplished by
means of a partial materialization, for I have seen
·cases in which it distinctly moved underneath the
fingers which were resting upon it, and was in no way
moved by them. When it is clearly the hand which
moves the board, this phenomenon of course belongs to
·our first class, in which the body of the medium is
utilized, though that medium may be entirely unconscious of what is being done.
DIRECT pAINTING

I have also seen some good specimens of painting
which were probably executed in the same manner
.as the writing above described. I say probably ,
because, as they were executed in darkness, ir is
'impossible to be absolutely sure; they may have
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been precipitations, although as that is a more difficult:
process, I do not think that it is likely to have been
employed. There have been mediums who have made·
a specialty of this production of pictures, and it is
certainly a very pleasing exhibition of astral power.
I h ave twice . seen a little landscape, perhaps eight
inches by five, produced in total darkness on a marked
piece of paper in from fifteen to twenty minutes. The
execution was fair, the colours were natural and
harmonious, and some of the paint was still wet when
the lights were turned up. I am perfectly sure that
the sheet of paper employed was in each case that
which I brought with me. In one instance, just before
the lights were turned down, I tore a curiously jagged
fragment off one of the corners of the piece and kept
it in my own possession until the picture was completed,.
and found when the lights were turned up that it fitted
exactly into the tear in the sheet upon which the
landscape was drawn.
On neither of these occasions was the landscape
one which I recognized, though at the house of the
same medium I have seen well-executed paintings of
scenes with which I was familiar, which I was told had
been produced in exactly the same manner. In both
of these cases a box of water-colours, a palette and
brushes were provided, and after the seance they bore
signs of having been used. I have also on another
occasion, and with a different medium, seen a much
larger drawing in coloured chalks produced in darkness
in even less time, but in this case the execution, though
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bold a nd dashing, was certainly crude and erratic.
The subject in this case was a lady's head, and the·
likeness was recognizable, though not flattering. On
all these occasions it was absolutely certain that the
medium was in no way concerned in the production of
the pictures, his hands b eing held during_the whole
time, and the outline of his form being sufficiently
visible in two of the cases to prevent him from moving
without instant detection.
Musi CAL PERFORMANCES

A m an who has attained facility during life in the
management of· any kind of instrument does not lose
his power when he drops his physical body. I have
heard both a violin and a flute played fairly well by
inyisible hands, when there was light enough to see that
the instruments were not being touched by any of the
persons present in the physical body. I have also
many times seen a concertina played in the same way,
sometimes while I myself held the other end of the
instrument. Many times also a piano has been played
in my presence by invisible hands, and it seemed to
make no difference wh ether the lid enclosing the keyboard was open or shut. Sometimes, before beginning
to p lay, the dead man would d ash back the lid, and
then we could see the keys depressed as the playing
went on precisely as though we ourselves h ad been
operating upon the instrument. If during the performance we closed the piano, · the p laying usually went
38
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on just as if it had remained open. On two occasions
I have heard the wires of a piano played without
moving the keys, just as the strings of a harp might be.
Another instance of a man who after death retained
his power to operate a machine to which he had been
accustomed during life is given by Sir William Crookes
on p. 95 of his book. The operator was not exactly
using his instrument, but he undoubtedly showed that
he · still possessed the power to do so, had the instrument been there. The story is as follows:
THE TELEGRAPH OPERATOR

During a seance with Mr. Home, a small lath, which I have
before mentioned, moved across the table to me, in the light, and
delivered a message to me by tapping my hands; I repeating the
alphabet, and the lath tapping me at the right letters. The other
end of the lath was resting on the table, some distance from
Mr. Home's hands.
The taps were so sharp and clear, and the lath was evidently
so well under control of the invisible power which was governing
its movements, that I said : " Can the intelligence governing the
motion of this lath change the character of the movements, and
give me a telegraphic message through the Morse alphabet by taps
on my hand? " (I have every reason to believe that the Morse code
was quite unknown to any other person present , and it was only
imperfectly known to me.) Immediately I said this, the character
of the taps changed, and the message was continued in the way I
had requested. The letters were given too rapidly for me to do
more than catch a word here and there, and consequently I lost
the message; but I heard sufficient to convince me that there was
a good Morse operator at the other end of the line, wherever that
might be.
THE DIRECT VOICE

In the case of the · flute above mentioned it is
obvious that the performer must h ave materialized
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only finger-tips to press the keys, but also a mouth
with which to blow. It is by no means uncommon at
a seance for the dead man to construct vocal organs
~ufficiently to produce intelligible sound, though this
appears to be (as indeed one would naturally suppose)
.a much more difficult feat than the production of a
hand. Often the construction of such organs seems to
be imperfect, a nd the resulting voice is a hoarse whistl~ng whispe1~.
I think almost invariably the first
:attempts of an unaccustomed ghost to materialize a
voice go no further than the softestofwhispers; but
-on the other hand the " spirit-guide " of a regular
medium, having practised the art of materializing
-organs a nd speaking through them many hundreds of
times, often possesses a perfectly natural and characteristic voice.
All -those who have been in the habit of attending
the seances of certain well-known mediums during
the last half-century must be familiar with the round,
:Sonorous voice of the director who elects to be known
by the name of "John King, " and the hearty, friendly
manner in which he greets those whom he has come to
know and trust. I well remember an occasion when,
hav[ng invited a . medium down to my cottage in the
.country, we were walking together across a wheat-field,
and a well-known "spirit-voice" joined in our conversation in the most natural way in the world, just exactly
:as if a third person had been walking with us.
I am quite aware that the ordinary explanation of
a " spi·r it-v.oice " is that it is an effort of ventriloquism
iBOt
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on the part of the medium, but when one recognizes
the voice as one well known in earth-life that explanation seems a trifle unsatisfactory. Also it seems to me
to fail to account for the fact that on one occasion, at
a seance in my own house, the unseen performers
treated us to a song in which all four parts were
distinctly audible, two of them being taken by very
good female voices-and that although the medium was
of the male sex (and in a deep trance anyhow) and
none but men (trusted friends of my own) were
physically present in the room.
Under this head of partial materialization we must
also include what are sometimes called " spirit photographs"; for whatever can be photographed must of
course be physical matter, capable of reflecting some of
the rays of light which can act upon the sensitized
plate of the camera. It does not at all follow that it
need be composed of matter visible to us, for the
camera is sensitive to · a large range of actinic ultraviolet rays which produce no impression whatever upon
our eyes as at present constituted.
. I know er:-ough of photography to realize how
easily a so-called "spirit-photograph " could be produced by trickery, but I also know that there are a great
many which were as a matter of fact not so produced.
I have seen a large number of those which were taken
under test conditions for Mr. W . T. Stead when h e was
inve·s tigating this curious form of mediumship, a:nd I have
also be~n favoured with a sight of several of those "taken
by·.arid for our late Vice-President, Mr. A. P: Sinnett.
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INTERESTING PHOTOGRAPHS

A good typical case of this photography of the
partially materialized dead was related to me by a
veteran army officer. It seems ~at he had lost (as we
usually call it) three daughters by death, within a
comparatively short space of time. One day in a large
city, hundreds of miles from home, he saw an advertisement of a photographer who professed to be able to
produce portraits of the dead, so he turned into his
studio then and there, and asked to be taken. He gave no
indication of what he expected, or indeed that he expected anything at all beyond his own portrait; and he asserts that it was absolutely impossible that he could have
been in any way known to the photographer. Yet when
he called for the portraits three floating faces appeared
grouped about his own, fainter than his, but unmistakably recognizable. He showed me the photograph, and
also the portraits of his daughters taken during their
physical life; they were unquestionably the same young
ladies as those in the picture taken after their death.
In Photographing the Invisible Dr. James Coates
gives us a number of examples of photographs on
which appear psychic "extras,, as they are sometimes
called. Many of these were produced under conditions
which precluded any sort of preparation of the plates,
and were developed in the presence of reliable witnesses.
A curious example on the photograph of a Chinese
man is recounted by Mr. Edward Wyllie, a well-known
American "spirit-photographer, _ (pp. 167-8.)
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I had been giving tests to some gentlemen in Los Angeles.
in connection with the Psychic Research Society. Some were·
convinced of the fact of psychic photography, and others were not.
It was suggested by one member it would be a good. thing if
I could obtain "extras" on the plate of someone wholly ignorant
of both the subject and of spiritualism. Then it could not be·
said that their knowledge or attitude had anything to do with the·
results. It was not easy to get someone with the qualifications.
desired. When one day " Charlie," a Chinese laundryman, called
for my clothes, it struck me to ask him: " Charlie, like to h ave.
your picture taken ? " " No," he replied. " No likee that." He
knew. that I was a photographer, but had a dislike, I think, to·
photography, as most Chinese have. I tried to persuade him after
he had called two or three times. I showed him that there could
be no harm in it, and I would take a "glass" (as negatives are
called) for nothing, and print him some nice pictures of himself.
Charlie wanted to go home and change his clothes, but I knew it
would not do to let him slip, and got him to sit. He was very
much scared. I made his mind easy and asked him to come in a.
few days, ~nd I would give him the pictures. When I developed
the negative there were two " extras " on it-a Chinese boy and
some Chinese writing. When Charlie came round I showed him
the print, and he said: "That my boy; where you catchee him?"
I asked him if it was not one of his cousins in the city. He said,
"No, that my boy. He not here; where you catchee him?" I
asked him where his boy was, and he said, ''That m y boy. He'sin China. Not seen him for three years."
Charlie would not believe that I had not by some magic g0t
his "boy here ". Charlie then brought other Chinamen-friends
of his own-to see the picture, and they all recognized the
youngster. Charlie did not know that his son was dead. As far
as he knew, he was alive and well.

Mr. Wyllie also had remarkable success in obtaining the same sort of psychic impn~ssi~ns upon photographs of letters and locks of hair . . Dr. Coates relates
(P· 197 et seq.) that before Mr. Wyllie was induced
to visit Scotland, a test ofhis photography was proposed
m The Two Worlds (1st Jan., 1909). "In consequence about forty people sent locks of hair to be
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photographed. All got some " extras," some of which
were identifiable portraits of departed friends.
Among the experimenters were Mrs. A. S. Hunter,
widow of Dr. Archibald Hunter of Bridge of Allan,
and Mme. A. L. Pogosky, also a widow, director of the
Russian Peasant Industries in London. The photograph of Mme. Pogosky's card had two psychic faces
upon it-one of Dr. Hunter, and the other that of the
d.eceased wife of Mr. Auld, a friend of Dr. Coates'.
Mrs. Hunter's photograph showed, in addition to the
letter and lock of hair which she h ad sent, three forms,
identified as an old schoolfellow, and a niece and
nephew, all dead. Referring to the picture of Mrs. Auld,
Dr. Coates remarks :
Here we have an identified portrait of a lady, taken by a
stranger six thousand miles away, wholly ignora nt of Mr. Auld or
ourselves. I had not written to this medium (Mr. Wyllie) till the 17th
of March, 1909, nearly two months after this picture was obtained,
and of its existence none in Roth esay were aware till . . . nearly
fourteen months afterwards. Truly truth is stranger than fiction.

Later Mr. Wyllie visited Dr. and Mrs. Coates in
Scotland, and took mariy <:spirit" photographs there.
When he was packing up his things preparatory to
taking his departure Mrs. Coates (who was herself
psychic) had a sudden impulse to ask for a sitting.
Mr. Wyllie had packed away his favourite camera,
but there were still in the room a Kodak camera and
some plates purchased locally, that is, in Rothesay.
One of the plates was exposed on Mrs. Coates, and
when developed showed also a good likeness of her
grandmother (p. 223).
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That Mr. Wyllie's "extras" could be produced
under test ·conditions was proved by the report of a
test committee, appointed by the Glasgow Association
of Spiritualists. They stipulated that they should
provide the camera and plates; the former belonged
to on~ of the committee, the latter, eight in number,
were bought at the nearest chemist's twenty minutes
before the meeting, and were put into slides in the
chemist's dark room. After the plates were exposed
they were immediately placed in the camera bag and
taken away by the committee and developed. Under
these test conditions several ~f the plates showed
psychic impressions. (pp. 253-6.)

CHAPTER XXXIV

THE MANIPULATION OF PSYCHIC RODS
THE GoLIGHER CIRCLE

IN three valuable little books-The Reality of Psychic
Phenomena (1916), Experiments in Psychical Science (1919),
and Psychic Structures (1921 ) -the late Mr. W. J. Crawford, D .Sc., of Belfast, Ireland, has given us a carefully
classified account of a long series of investigations into
the telekinetic phenomena of the Goligher Circle, his
studies having been carried on especially from the
mechanical point of view. The circle is so called
because it is composed of the principal medium, Miss
Kathleen Goligher, and other members of her family,
namely, her three sisters, brother, father and brotherin-law, with only occasional visitors.
RECORDING THE SouNDs

It is characteristic of Dr. Crawford's methods that
at the very beginning of his research he should seek
to convince himself and the rest of the circle that
they were merely subjects of hallucinatory senseimages induced by the peculiar conditions of the
seance-room. This he did by taking a number of
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phonograph records. He explained to the invisible·
operators, with whom he was in communication by
means of raps, that h e was about to make a record,.
and requested them to give as complete a selection
as possible of the various sounds which they had been
producing in the circle, and all within the space of
time permitted by the revolutions of the recording,
cylinder. About this he says:·
.
I then asked the operators if all was r eady, and on their
replying by three raps in the affirmative I called out, " Start".
Immediately a thunderous blow resounded on the floor and I started
the machine. Half a dozen sledge-hammer blows, varieties of
double and treble knocks, and shufflings like sand-paper rubbing·
the floor were given in succession; the hand-bell was lifted and
rung; the legs of the table were raised and knocked on the floor;.
the sound of wood being apparently sawn was heard; and so on •.
They kept up this terrific noise until I called out, "Stop "; when,.
at the word, p erfect silence rei gned. We then tried the record, and
found that most of the noises had been recorded; but the bell,.
owing to its being rung too far away, was almost inaudible. I
therefore suggested to the operators that they should ring the belli
right in the middle of the circle and as near the trumpet of the·
phonograph as possible, and !'promised not to upset their conditions of equilibrium by attempting to touch it. Accordingly, duringthe taking of the next record the bell was rung within an inch or two
of m y hand, and so close to the trumpet that it accidently touched
it and knocked it off the instrument. This partly spoiled the record.
In all, three good records and the partly spoiled one were·
taken, and these show beyond dispute, as was anticipated, that the·
sounds are ordinary objective sounds. (R. P. P., pp. 30-l.)
WEIGHING THE MEDIUM

Further on in the same book Dr. Crawford records.
a number of experiments in whicl?. he weighed the
medium before and during the levitation of the table·
or stool . placed in the centre of the circle of the sitters,.
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it being never in contact with any portion of the body
or dress of the medium or any other sitter. His conclusions as to this are given as follows:
(a) When the table is steadily levitated, a weight is added'
to the medium very nearly equal to the weight of the table.
(b) The seat of the reaction would therefore appear to be·
chiefly the medium herself.
(c) Taking an average over the six cases, the increased
weigh t on the medium seems to be about 3 per cent. less than the
weight of the levitated table. (pp. 44-5.)

Wishing then to discover if any of the weight of
the steadily levitated table was added to oth er members.
of the circle, he asked Mr. lv!orriso n (the brother-inlaw) to sit on the chair on the weighing machine which
had previously been occupied by the medium, while·
she sat on an ordinary chair in the circle. When the·
table was levitated, Mr. Morrison's weight rose two
ounces. As this might have been due to other causes,
Dr. Crawford balanced the steelyard of the weighing
machine and then asked the operators to jerk the table
up and down in the air. While it was moving, the
steelyard went up and down lightly against the stops,
in synchronism with the movement of the table. Mter
a number of such experiments he drew the conclusion
that when the table is steadily levitated the reaction
falls upon the body of the medium to the extent of at.
least 95%, and that a small proportion is distributed
over the bodies of the other sitters. Thus:
As Admiral Moore suggests, when a table is steadilylevitated
the effect is precisely the same as it would be if the medium lifted.
it herself with her hands, a ided by a very slight assistance froiiL
the members constituting the circle-say, the help that could be
given by a force applied by one finger each. (p. 48.)
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THE LINES oF F oRcE

Dr. Crawford goes on to relate that in the course
·of many investigations, when h e and others sought to
press down the levitated table they encountered an
elastic resistance, .but to their surprise, when they tried
to push the table towards the medium they found a
.Perfectly rigid or solid resistance. Whenever a visitor
undertook to try to prevent the table from rising, it <:lid
so nevertheless; first the two legs nearest to the .
medium rose, as though the table were being tilted at
the inclination most suitable for a projection from the
medium to gain the shortest and most powerful grasp.
As this occurred wherever the visitor might be standing
(though it must be understood that he wa~ in no cas~
·permitted to do so directly between the medium and
the table) it would seem that there is a projection in
the direction suggested by the diagram reproduced
"herewith. (Fig. 4, p. 73. )
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Further experiments with a compression springbalance under the table, when the operators were·
requested to levita."te the table in their usu al manner,.
gave the result, to take one example, that the vertical
reaction for the seance table weighing lOi lb. was.
greater then 28lb. and showed that there was also a
horizontal pressure against the balance and away from
the medium, amounting to about 5lb. (p. 120. ) A stool .
w~ighing 2it;lb. when levitated above a drawing board
weighing 5~lb. resting upon a compression springbalance, registered a downward force of about 24lb. In
this class. of experiments it is evident that in the total
we have pressing upon the draWing-board the weight of
the stool plus that of the pillar of psychic matter which
is supporting it. In the earlier type of experiment
mentioned above, we have evidently a cantilever support
A
from the medium, not resting on the
floor. The full researches into these
matters showed Dr. Crawford that in
most cases the cantilever form was used,
when it would not inconvenience the·
medium.by tending to overbalance her.
(p. · 131.) .
Dr. Crawford next invented a very
delicate " contact-maker". Two pieces.
of cardboard (c) and wood (w) were
hinged together as shown .in the diagram
(Fig. 22, p. ·139). Two small strips of
clock-spri~g (ss) were attached to these,
and to . an . electric bell circuit, so .that

c

s.s.

(
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w hen any pressure was exerted upon the wood and
' cardboard sides so as to bring the two strips into
-contact the b ell would ring. The instrument was so
·delicate that heavy breathing upon it was sufficient to
~cause contact.
With this instrument Dr. Crawford
.explored the field under the levitated table and near to
the medium, and thus found the situation of the stresshues of the force from the medium to the table, as in
both cases the bell rang at certain points and the
levitation was then interrupted in some degree. On
this he writes as follows:
I have some reason to believe that the establishing of these
stress-lines (the links) is for the operators a difficult process, and
that once formed they remain more or less in situ for the duration
-of the seance. I think they may be likened to tunnels somewhat
laboriously cut through resisting material. Their basis seems to be
physical, for I have actually felt the motion of material particles
near the ankles (and proceeding outwards from them) of the
medium (the stress-lines seem to commence sometimes at the wrists
and ankles of my medium) and I have noticed during the rapping
that when my hand interferes with the particle flow-which seems
to correspond with a stress-line-the rapping h as ceased for quite a
long time and could seemingly only be restarted with difficulty.
J:n other words, the path had been obliterated. I do not think
the particles of matter (for such I am assuming them to be) are
the cause of the pressure which lifts the table. I think they are
the connecting links which allow the psychic pressure to be
transmitted, much in the manner that a wire is a path which
:enables electricity to flow. (pp. 140-1.)

FEELING THE SuBSTANCE

In Experiment 65 (p. 145) Dr. Crawford describes
what this substance feels like to the touch. He says:
I felt no sense of pressure whatever, but I did feel a clammy,
-cold, almost oily ~ens_ation-in fact, an indescribable sensation, as
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'though the air there wer e mixed with particles of dead and dis.agreeable matter. Perhaps the best word to describe the feeling
is " reptilian ". I have felt the same substance often-and I "think
it is a substance- in the vicinity of the medium, but there it has
:appeared to me to be moving outwards from her. Once felt, the
experimenter always recognizes it again. This was the only occa·.sion on which I have felt it under the levitated table, though p erhaps it is a lways there, but not ust~ally in such an i ntense form.
Its presence under the table and a lso in t he vicinity of the medium
shows th at it has something to do with the levitation; and in short
·r think there can be little doubt that it is actual matter temporarily
1taken from the medium's body and put back at the end of the
s.eance, and that it is the basic principle underlying the transmis·sion of psychic force.

The above-mentioned test was made with his hand
under th e table near the top while it was levitated.
'When he moved his hand to and fro among the psychic
·stuff the table soon dropped. On page 225 h e also
mentions that he h as often 'felt th e same cold , clammy,
reptile-like sensation near the ankles of the m edium
·wh en rapping was taking place close to h er feet at the
'commencement of a seance, though he would never ex·periment in this way at an important sitting, because
ne found that it interrupted the flow of matter and put
a stop to the phenomena for the time being.
The sensation would lead him to believe that the
:same quality of matter is present during rapping as
under the levitated table, and he noticed that in the
former case it is in motion in the direction from the
body of the medium outwards; this, h e says, can easily
·be observed by the spore-like sensation as of soft p articles
moving gently against the hand. H e adds that during
·levitation of the table he n ever actually interrupte.d
ithe line of stress from the medium to the table with his
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hand, but he sometimes. placed delicate pressure-recording apparatus in that line; which showed that there was
some mechanical pressure close to the body of the
mediurri and acting outwards· from her towards the
levitated table. In every case the placing of the
apparatus in that line soon caused the table to drop.
· In Psychic Structures (p. 61 ) he adds that he distinctly felt a .cold breeze issuing from the neighbourhootl of the medium's ankles and the region just above
her shoes, which appeared to be caused by material
particles of a cold, disagreeable, spore-like matter. As
his investigations proceeded he came to know quite
certainly that what he was really doing was to cut across
the part of the structure which was not heavily materialized, as is the end with which its work is done.
Sometimes Dr. Crawford did come in contact with
the end of a rod. On some occasions the operators h eld
the end of a rod stationary in the air while he pressed
against it and kicked it, and found it "softish bu t very
dense". ·He says (Psychic Structures, p. 31) that during one of the tests, when he was poking about the floor
in the medium's neighbourhood with a wooden rod, he
accidef!,tly came against the end of a psychic rod which
happened to be out an inch or two up in the air. In
the same place he mentions that · the suckers on the
ends of the rods can often be heard slipping over the
wood, when they are presumably being forced off or are
taking new grips. He mentions (p. 32) an occasion when
the table suddenly dropped about six inches in the air
and simultaneously there was heard a swishing noise.
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A visitor to the circle, Mr. Arthur Hunter, also
describes what he himself felt, as follows:
Towards the end of the seance I asked the " operators "
(having first obtained the permission of the leader of the circle) if
they could place the end of the structure in one of my hands. On
the reply " Yes," I went inside the circle, Jay down on my right
side on the floor alongside the table, and placed my gloved right
hand between the two nearest legs of the table. Almost immediately I felt the impact of a nearly circular rod-like body about
2 inches in diameter on the palm of my hand, which was held palm
upwards. (The back of my hand was towards the floor and at a
distance of about 5 in. from it.) This circular rod-like body was
flat at the end, i.e., as if the rod were sawn across. It maintained
a steady pressure evenly distributed over the area of impact, and
w~s soft but firm to the sense of touch. I estimate the magnitude
of pressure at from 4 to 6 oz. Without being requested to do so,
the " operators " moved this rod-like structure until I felt the
clearly defined edges of the circular blunt end. This was accompanied by a sensation of roughness, as though the edge were
serrated, such a feeling, I believe, as would be given by a
substance similar to very fine emery p aper. (pp. 21 -2.)

In addition to this feeling, he had occasionally
had fitful glimpses of the psychic matter in the ordinary red light of the seance room, but in 1919
Dr. Crawford made a discovery which enabled the
(orm to be much more easily seen. A sheet of cardboard about one foot square was covered with luminous
paint, exposed to sunlight for some hours and then
placed on the floor within the circle. In the dark
seance-room such luminous sheets shone quite strongly.
While the medium had her feet and ankles locked in a
box the operators were asked to bring out the ~tructure
and hold it over the phosphorescent sheet. In a short
time a curved body somewhat resembling the toe of a
boot advanced into the light. The operators modified
39
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it into many shapes, while Dr. Crawford watched the
changes. T~e end portion would contract and gradually lengthen until a pointed shape was produced, and
then that would sometimes curl round into a hook,
twisting· and untwisting before his eyes. It could also
spread out sideways until it resembled. a mushroom or
a_cabbage. The flexibility, he says, was marvellous.
(pp. 111-3.)
THE CANTILEVERS

Following upon a great number and variety of
experiments Dr. Crawford put forward his cantilever
~heory for levitation of light tables, .based upon the
fact that ( 1) during steady levitation with no apparatus
or other impediments below the table, the weight of
the table is practically added to that of the medium;
(2) the medium is under stress, the muscles of her arms
from wrist to shoulder being rigid, and other parts of
the body being similarly affected, though to a less
degree, and (3) there is no reaction on the floor under
the table. The idea that the force employed is in the
.form of a cantilever issuing direct to the table from _the
body of the medium is also supported by the facts that
vertical pressure meets with elastic resistance, while
·p ressure -towards the medium meets ·with solid resis-tance. His summation of the theory, after considering
·all mechanical evidence, and ·after conversing on the
subject with the operators by means of raps, was that:
The cantilever arm gets under the table-probably a more
Qr less straight arm in thi~ case, as there is little stress. Whatever
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the physical composition of the substratum of the erid ot the "a rm
may be, it has the power to take an adhesive grip on certain
s ubstances, such as wood, with which it comes into contact. The
broad columnar end of the ami. grips adhesively the under surface
. .ofthetable . . (R.P.P., p.167.)

On page 230 (R.P.P. ) this theory is confirmed by
a. lady clairvoyant who happened to be present at some
.of the experiments. She said that she saw under the
table, close to the under surface and extending down a
little way, a whitish vapoury substance which increased
in density when the table was levitated. She was able
to call out that a movement was about to occ ur before
it actually took place, by noticing the increase of density
and opacity. She explained that the column did not
re.a ch to the floor, but that a band of it came from the
medium and was continuous with that under the. table,
and also that there were very thin bands, like ribbons,
.coming from all the other sitters as well, and joini'ng
it. She also saw various " spirit forms" and " spirit
hands " manipulating the psychic material. .
But the culmination . of proof arrived when
Dr. Crawford succeeded in taking photographs of the
·structure. Quite a number of photographs of matter
thus issuing from the medium and forming these
·structures have been published in Psychic Structures.
The first of these faces page l 0, and sho_ws the general
form of the structure as above described, and the fact
that it is con1:1ected not only with the mediu·m but also
with other sitters.
·
In Experiments in Psychical Science (p. 14) Dr. Crawford recounts how he obtained . from:: the ope'r ators
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a description of the dimensions and shape of a normal
levitating cantilever. They said that the top of the
columnar part of the cantilever is spread <?Ut into
a broad flat surface of area approximating to the
under surface of the table, that the vertical and horizontal sections are about 4 inches in diameter, the latter
being 3 or 4 inches above the floor, and that just before
entering the body of the medium the rod widens out to
a ·diameter of about 7 inches. Dr. Crawford drew the
figure which we reproduce herewith (Fig. 6, E.P.S.·,
p. 15) to. show these facts.

TABLE

FLO 0 R

LE.VEL

It was found in certain experiments (E.P.S., p. 31)
that when the levitated table was heavily weighted the
medium's body swung gently forward, and she said
that she felt herself being urged forward, though she
was not conscious of any mechanical pressure. When
she swung strongly forward the table dropped .
.Dr. Crawford then told her to hold on with her hands
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to the arms of the chair, while he placed an additional
weight on the table, incr:easing the whole to nearly
48 lbs. When the table levitated the medium's chair
tilted forward on its two front legs and the table
dropped.
All this was further confirmation of the cantilever
method. The operators explained (p. 33) that they
prefer to work with a cantilever, for when they rest the
structure- on the . floor, as is necessary in some kinds
of demonstra tion, it is badly strained and' much energy
is required to maintain its rigidity. .So for all moderate weights, that is up to about 30 lbs., a true cantilever
is employed, but for greater and variable forces they
use a supported structure.
The question arose (E.P.S., p. 117) as to how the
ends of rods and cantilevers could be acting at their
junction with the medium's body, for certainly a
structure several feet long and supporting 30 or 40 lbs.
weight at its end, if it were a rigid bar, would cause
serious pressure, and indeed injury. Dr. Crawford
thinks that the explanation is to be found in the different
-condition of the matter. He speaks of X-matter, which
-can transmit through itself direct and shear stresses,
but cannot transmit them from itself to ordinary
matter. Then he posits Y-matter, a modified form of
the former, which is what is usually called. materialized
substance. Then he says :
The Y-matter at the free end 9f, say, the psychic cantilever,
grips the wood of the under-surface of the table, which is then .
levitated. Weight of table is transmitted to this Y-matter, and
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from the latter to the X -m atter of ~he body of structure. The
mechanica l stress is tra nsll!-itted along the X-matter right into the
body of the medium.· At the place where the structure enters the
body of the medium, no stress of any kind is transmitted to her
flesh, because, at this particu la r place, we have X-matter and
ordinary physical matter in juxtaposition, and stress cannot be
directly transmitted from the former to the latter . Within the.
interestices of the medium's body the X -matter of the psychic
structure probably ramifies, and each ramification at its extremity
becomes Y-matter, and this Y-matter is attached to various interior
portions of the medium's body, which thus finally and indirectly
takes the weight of the table. (p . 119.)
THE RAPS

Similar observations and methods of weighing
showed that the weight of the medium began to dimin ish
just before light raps were h eard. Soon afterwards
the weight began to decrease in successive fluxes of
2 to 5 lbs. When a loud blow was given the weight
would diminish as much as 20 lbs., and then in the
course of six or seven seconds it would come nearly
back to wh at it was b efore. Numerous observations
led to the following conclusions :
. From various parts of the body of the medium psychic semiflexible rods are projected, the end portions of which, being
struck sharply on the floo r, table, chair, or other body, cause the
sharp sounds known generally as rap s.
These rods have apparently all the characteristics of solid
bodies; they are more or less flexible, and can be varied in length
and diameter. Several of the smaller rods, or one ofthe largest
size, m ay project from the medium at any one time. Each one,
especially near 'its extremity, is more or l~ss rigid, and the rigidity
can be varied within limits depending upon conditions of light, the
psychic energy available, and so forth. The rigidity is probably
ultimately brought about by some kind ofmolecular action concerning which we are as yet p erfectly ignorant- the kind of action that
produces the same effect on the ·c antilever. (p. 193, R . P. P. )
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In Experiments in Psychical Science (p. 16), the
operators' own account as to how the raps are produced
in two ways is given as. follows :.
I. ·Soft raps, bounding-ball imitations, etc.-by beating the
side of the rod on t he floor, as one uses a stick for beating a carpet.
2. Hard raps-by beating the rod on the floor more or
less axially.

Dr. Crawford ·says that while he was obtaining this
explanation the operators illustrated the various styles
of raps under consideration by actually rapping on the
flo or. When he asked them wh at were the approximate
dimc1: sions of a ·· rod used to give a fairly hard blow,
they gave a sample blow on the floor and told him
that the rod used was about 2 inches in diameter and
ofuniform thickness until just b efore entering the body
of the medium, where it increased to about 3 inches.
They also said that the same rod could be used to
make a varjety of raps: light taps; as though a lead
pencil were striking the floor, the bouncing ball imitations, and also h ard blows.
TYPEWRITING

The Reali~y of Psychic Phenomena (p. 20 l) ·des.,.
cribes an experimental attempt" at typewriting, on
a very old Bar-Lock machine. The keys ·were struck
lightly and rapidly as though a pair of hands was
playing over them, but they became j ammed as though
several had been struck simultaneously. Dr: Crawford
then explained to the operators that they must strike
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each key separately and allow time for its return before
striking another. The advice was followed by the
operators, who, however, succeeding in writing only the
following:
mbx: gcsq'
Dr. Crawford remarks that the experiment is chiefly
interesting as showing that the keys can be struck with
just the force necessary
produce the correct result.
He adds that the letters on the keys were in some cases
much worn, so that 'perhaps the operators found some
difficulty in reading them.
A more successful attempt at typewriting was
made at one of the sittings of Mr. Franek Kluski, and
is recorded in Dr. Geley's book Clairvoyance and
Materialization (p. 269 ). The seance was one of those
intended for the production of p araffin moulds of
materialized hands, of which \•v e will give an account in
a later chapter. Splashing was heard in the paraffin
and the h ands were seen by Mr. Broniewski and Prince
Lubomirski above the tank, and the same time a typewriter which was on the table, fully illuminated by red
light, began to write. The keys were operated quickly,
as by a skilful typist. There ·was no one near the
machine, but the persons holding Mr. Kluski's hands
observed that the ·reaction was upon him, for they
twitched during the writing. The typed words were:
"Je suis le sourire de l'equilibre; mon poeme d'amour
et 'de vie emplit les siecles."

to
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IMPRESSIONS IN CLAY

A large number of Dr. Cr awford's experiments
were performed by requesting the operators to press
the ends of rods into basins or trays of clay or other
substance which would take the mould, which were
placed under the table. Although the ankles of the
medium were securely fastened in various ways, and
t};le feet and legs of the other sitters were also tied
so that they could not get within 18 inches of the clay,
quite frequently, at first somewhat to the surprise of
the investigators, many of the impressions were found
to be lined with what resembled stocking marks, while
others seemed similar to impressions which might be
made with the sole of boot or shoe. All these were
examined most carefully, the conclusion being that the
forms which resembled the marks of the sole of a shoe
could not possibly have been so made, but were due to
the elastic distortion of the ends of psychic rods, which
h ave the following peculiarities:
1. When the free end of the psychic rod is flat it can
press on material substances and grip them by adhesion.
2. · The gripping action is a true suction, being due to a
difference of air pressure, the air being squeezed out from the
space between the flat end of the rod and the body which it is
contacting.
3. In order to produce this suction effect, the end of the
rod is covered with what appears to be a thin, pliable skin. As a
matter of fact the end of one of these large flat-ended rods often
feels soft and plasm-like to the touch. The very finely divided
crater-like appearance of most of the suction marks also shows
d ecisively that the suction end of such rods must possess a soft,
pliable surface. (P.S. , pp. 39-40.)
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The concave impressions varied in size from the
mark one could make with one's little finger to a size·
of 4 or 5 sq. in., but the largest was less than half the:
size of the largest fiat marks. Their peculiarity was.
that most of them had the imprint of stocking fabric-.
T.his was the usual effect, but on request to the operator
they could also be made quite smooth. (p. 53.) The·
impression is, however, altogether sharper than anything
that can actually be made with a stockinged foot,
for in the latter cac;e there is a dull, blunt outline·
owing to the foot behind the stocking exerting a squeez-·
ing effect, no matter how lightly it may be applied.
But the psychic impression has little raised edges.
projecting upwards from the impression left by each
thread.
The reason why this impression should appear is.
given as follows. The actual psychic structure is.
covered by a film which is form ed against the medium's.
feet out ofpsychic matter oozing round about the little
holes in the fabric of h er stockings. It is at first in a.
semi-liquid state, and it collects and partly. sets on the·
outer covering of the stocking, and being of a glutinous,
fibrous nature, it takes almost the exact form of the
stocking fabric. It is pulled off the stocking by theoperators and then built round the end of the psychic
rod. The large fiat impressions, which involve .heavy
pulls and pushes, have this surface further thickened
a nd strengthened by the application of additional .
materialized matter, which wholly or ·partly covers:
the impression of the stocking. (pp. 56-7.)
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TRANSPORTATION OF CLAY

It was soon observed ·that some of the clay was.
carried back when the material returned to the medium,.
and streaks were found upon and within her shoes and
stockings, and on the floor between the· medium and
the bowl of clay. In a few cases, when a sitter fe.l t
that h.e or she had been touched by the rod, marks
vyere also found upon them. All this led Dr. Crawford.
to try to discover where the structures emerged from
the medium. On page 71 he says that the floor all
round the medium's shoes was covered with patches of
clay, but where her feet rested on the floor it was clean,.
which proved that they could not have moved. Theclay had been deposited on the edge of the sole of the
shoes and in the slight clear space between the edge of
the sole and the floor, but had not been able to penetrate where the sole was in actual contact vtith the floor.
It was apparent that the material had then moved up·
the shoe and gone into it through the lace-holes and.
over the top, and there were generally particles of clay
on the fiat of the sh oes inside, wherever parts of the·
foot of the medium were not pressing tightly on theleather. It had also been noticed that there were sometimes peculiar rustling noises in the neighbourhood of
the medium's feet and ankles just prior to the phenomena, and that these were probably due to psychic stuff.
being sent in fluxes down the material of the stocking ..
There were also slight flapping noises on the fl.oo:r as.
the material was brought out and placed there. (p. 8 1._),
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THE p ATH OF THE TELEPLASM

These observations led ·Dr. Crawford to experiment extensively with various powders and colouring
matters, in order to trace the path of the m aterial.
~hese investigations are recorded at length in Psychic
Structures. I will h ere give only one or two examples.
The following is an account of experiment Z (p. 128) :
The medium had her feet on a specia lly modified electrical
apparatus. She had her feet in the seance shoes and wore
white stockings. The operators could be h eard working away
at the legs of the medium. After about twenty minutes they
said they wished to deliver a message. This was taken by means
of the alphabet and was to the effect that the white colour of the
m edium's stockings was affecting the plasma, and that it would be
n ecessary for her to change into black ones. This was done, a nd the
phenomena soon commenced. A dish containing flour .was placed
well beyond the reach of the medium on the floor, a nd the operators pushed their psychic structures into it. At the end of the
seance the shoes and stockings were examined.
Result: Only the right shoe and stocking were affected by
the flour. On th is stocking there was a large flour-mark right
acros5 the interior side, just above the shoe, and there were marks
and smudges on the stocking below the level oft he shoe to the sole.
The magnifying glass showed that the whole sole was covered with
flour particles from end to end, and there were particles at the toes.
There was flour all up the front and over the laces of th e
right shoe, as though the plasma ha d retreated along the floor, up
the front of the shoe to the ankle of the medium on the interior side,
and then down between th~ stocking and the shoes to the sole of the
foot. Also there were small particles of flo).lr right to the top of the
·stocking .

In experiment CC gold paint was used:
Medium had on shoes treated with gold paint, as in the
previous seance. At the end m any gold p articles were found on one
:stocking along the sole to the heel a nd up over the heel. Also many
p articles were found on the stocking fabric to the very top of the
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stocking. A close inspection showed that there was a regular
stream of gold particles right up both stockings to the top, this.
stream being most prominent about the region of the knees.

Dr. Crawford's conclusions from these experiments
are given on pages 133-4 as follows:
The data given above concerniftg the movement of powdered
substances, such as carmine or flour, from the interior of the shoes
of the medium up the sides of her shoes and up her stockings can
only lead to one conclusion. The p lasma must get into the m edium's
sho~s in some manner or other.
It either originates in her feet
and makes its way to the outside by coming up between her shoes
and her stockings, or it goes into her shoes first, accomplishes some
process there, and then comes out again. It usually issues round
the sides of the shoes, up from the middle of the sole of the foot,
where the contact between shoe and stocking is slight, a lthough
usually there is also a considerable movement up the back of the
heel. As I have already indicated, this ounvard and inward movement of the plasma occurs even if the medium's feet are laced up
in long boots.
In many of the experiments already described, as well as a
well-defined carmine path from the feet, there were visible distinct
traces of carmine up the stockings as far as the knees, and even up
to the top of the stockings. Usually these carmine paths were
thickest and most plainly visible round about the ball of the calves
at the back, and usually there was more carmine on the- stockings
between the legs than on the outside. The question then arose as
to whether there was a flow of plasma from the medium's body
down the legs, as well as the flow from the feet upwards, or, indeed,
whether the whole of the plasma did not come from the trunk of
the medium, flow down the legs and then, in some peculiar manner
and for some particular reason connected with the building up of
the psychic structures, enter her shoes and fill up the space between
stockings and leather. For, after all, it has to be r emembered that
our feet and legs are only pieces of apparatus to enable us to move
about, analogous to the wheels of a cart, and that the great centres
of nervous energy and reproductive activity are within the body
proper.

Further experiments were performed in order to
discover whether the plasma issues from the lower part
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of the trunk as well as returns by it. The following
is one , such experiment, with the investigator's conclusiOns:
A little slightly damp carmine was carefully rubbed on the
inside of the legs of the knickers some inches up, and the medium
put the knickers on very carefully. At the end of the seance it was
found that the carmine had traced paths right down the legs ofthe
knickers, had spread out round the embroidery at the edge, had
gone on the stockings, made paths right down the stockings,
mostly along the ball of the leg, a nd had even gone into the shoes,
which were clean ones.
Therefore it is certain that plasma issues from the trunk as
well as returns thereby.
The quantity of plasma must be considerable, for the carmine
had spread round the medium's legs right to the posterior, and in
between the legs to the base of the back-bone; i.e., the plasma had
at one time or another during the seance occupied practically all the
-space which did not make close contact with her chair. This
result suggests that during interruptions in phenomena, or when
light is temporarily lit during a seance, the plasma conceals itself
round about the top of the medium's legs under her clothing, and
does not necessarily all return to her body. If it always went back
into h er body, a .considerable time would have to elapse between
each burst of phenomena, but this does not usually occur. So long
as the plasma is away from the temporary diSturbing influence, such
as rays of light, the purpose of the operators is served. (pp. 136-7.)
THE PHOTOGRAPHS

At last came the time when it became possible to
take photographs. This could only be done after a
careful study of the effect of the phenomena upon the
medium. Dr. Crawford had observed (p. 146) that
when the mediuJ:D. was sitting on her chair in the
ordinary way, and he placed his h a1;1ds upon her
haunches, and the development of psychic action was
gomg on, parts of the flesh seemed to cave in. Then
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.as the psychic material came back, little round lumps
•Could be felt filling in on the back of the thighs and on
the interior of the thighs .
For about a year Dr. Crawford took one photo:graph each seance night, in the hope that he might
ultimately obtain success. The operators had informed
him by raps that he might finally expect this, though
he had to take care to prevent injury to the medium, as
it was necessary gradually to work her up to withstand
the shock of the flashlight upon the plasma. He found
that the pulse of the medium, which was 84 at the
beginning, rose to 120 just before the flash (while the
operators were endeavouring to exteriorize a psychic
structure fit to be photographed) and then went back to
normal gradually. Observation showed that generally ·
during all kinds of phenomena the pulse of the medium
rose, the palms of the hands became a little moist and
the fingers cool, but neither temperature nor respiration seemed to be affected to any degree. (p. 143. )
Ultimately, as we have already said, he succeeded
in his photography. As Dr. Crawford puts it:
After innumerable attempts, however, very small patches of
plasma were obtained in full view between the medium's ankles.
As time went on these increased in size and variety until great
quantities of this psychic material could be exteriorized and photographed. Then the opera tors began to manipulate it in various
ways, building it up into columns, or forming it into single or double
arms, moulding it into the different shapes with which I had been
long familiar in a general way from previous investigation. Not
only did they do this, but they showed unmistakably, by means of
set photographs, from what part of the medium's body the plasma
issued, and by means of ingenious arrangements devised by themselves brought out many of its properties. (p. 148.)
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THE DIRECT vOICE

Dr. Crawford also describes, in Experiments in
Psychical Science, his experiments in direct voice
phenomena in his own house with a medium known as
Mrs. Z. He sat her upon a weighing machine with
the weight balanced, while two trumpets were placed
uprig~t on the floor within the circle. Mter about
fif~een minutes the lever of the machine fell lightly on
the bottom stop, which indicated that her weight was
decreasing, and he found that this decrease amounted
to about 2t lbs. Then suddenly a voice called out from
somewhere near the roof within the circle" Weigh me »
and a trumpet dropped to. the floor, while the medium's
weight immediately returned to its original value.
Fifteen minutes later the same thing happened again,
the same words were heard, a trumpet dropped and the
same weight was recorded.
Although these phenomena took place in the dark,
and the weighing was merely felt by Dr. Crawford, it
was quite impossible for the medium to have done
anythin~ but sit quite still. She weighed nearly 20
stone, and her slightest movement would have been
detected, while h er lifting anything would have increased, not d ecreased the weight. Dr: Crawford asked the
control if he had been weighing h er or the trumpet, but
she did not seem to know.
·
In a 'later experiment {p. 184) Dr. Crawford
arranged to record the direct voice on a phonographic
cylinder. H e asked the control to bring the mouth of
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the trumpet up· to the horn of the phonograph, and
when she said that sh e was ready, requested her to
begin to speak as soon as she heard the buzzing of the
machine. Dr. Crawford then says :
The cylinder had made only a few revolutions wh en the
control commenced to sing a song into the horn. This song was
three verses in length, and at the end of each verse she interjected
remarks such as "How's that? " etc. I told her to sing a little
louder, and during the t~ird verse she sang quite loudly.
.
I plainly felt the movement of the air j ust at the mouth of
the phonograph horn as the song was being sung, which would seem
to indicate that the end of the trumpet was moving to and fro at
the spot. Moreover, the control's voice emanated from a position
just at the mouth of the horn. I did not attempt to touch the
trumpet, as I knew from experience that if I did so it would be
likely to drop. If an end of the trumpet was thus at the mouth
of the phonograph horn as it appeared to be, the nearest distance
of the other end of the trumpet from the medium must have been
well over four feet. At the conclusion of the song, and after I had
stopped the instrument, I asked the sitters on either side of the
m edium if they still had hold of her hands, and they replied in the
affirmative. These sitters afterwards told me that during the
taking of the r ecord the medium's hands wer e vibrating rapidly,
as th ough they were under great nervous stress . (pp. 184-5.)

As to these records, Dr. Crawford says that there
is in them internal evide~ce that the voice must have
been speaking close to th~ horn of the phonograph and
not from some distance away. He adds that it is well
known among people who are continually making records that if the voice speaks too close into the horn a
kind of tinny, metallic sound is produced, which phonographic manufacturers call " blasting". In several places
in 'the two records of the control's voice this" blastir g"
is heard, indicating that the voice must have been very
close to~ if not within, th e horn. of the phonograph.
40

CHAPTER XXXV

MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA
PRECIPITATION

1: HAVE already mentioned in connection with the
phenomenal production of p aintings or writings that
.there is another method by which this may be done,
more rapid and efficient, but requiring greater knowl. edge of the possibilities of the astral plane. This
method is usually described as precipitation, and
broadly speaking its modus operandi is as follows:
The man wishing to write or paint takes a sheet of
paper, forms a clear m ental image of the writing or the
picture, distinct down to the minutest detail, and then
by an effort of v.~ill objectifies that image and thr9ws it
upon the paper, so that the whole picture or the whole
sheet of writing appears instantan eously. It will be seen
at once that this demands far greater power and fuller
·command of resources than is likely to be possessed
by the ordinary man, either before or after his death;
·but just as those who have been trained along that line
:are capable of producing such . a result while still'in
·the physical body, so there are a few among the dead
who h ave learnt how such powers may be exercised.
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I have seen cases ·in which the writing was precipitated not all at on'ce but by degrees, so that it appeared
upon the paper in successive words, just as it would
have done if written in the ordinary way, except that
this process was much more rapid than any writing
·could ever be. In the same way I have seen a picture
form itself slowly, beginning at one side and passing
:steadily across . to the other, the effect being just
as though a sheet of paper which had concealed
it was slow~ y ·drawn off from an already existing
picture.
Some persons in performing this feat require to
have their materials provided for them; that is to ·say,
if they h ave to write a letter, the writing material-ink
or coloured chalk-must be by their side, or if they
have to precipitate a picture the colours niust be there
·either in powd er or already moistened . In this case
the operator simply disintegrates as much of the
material as he requires, and transfers it .to the· surface of
his paper. A more accomplished performer, however,
can gather together such material as he needs from
the surrounding . ether; that is to say, he is practically
able to create his materials, and so can sometimes
produce results which cannot readily be imitated by
any means at our disposal upon the physical plane.
In Photographing the Invisible (pp. 30 1-3), Dr. J.
Coates quotes an experience, recounted by ViceAdmiral W. Usborne Moore, relating to the precipitation of a portrait, which presents a good example
of the process often employed:
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The next day a portrait was precipitated on to a Steinbach.t
canvas within two feet of me. The Bangs sisters each held one.
side of the canvas, which was put up against the window, while I
sat between them and watched the face and form gradually appear.
A few minutes after they began to appear, the psychics (apparently
under impression) lowered the canvas towards me until it touched
m y breast. Mary Bangs then got a message by Morse alphabet on.
the table: "Your wife is more accustomed to see me in the otheraspect." Up went the canvas again, and I saw the profile and bust,
but turned round in the opposite direction; instead of the face look~
ing to the right, it was looking to the left. The portrait then
proceeded ap ace, until aU ·the details were filled in and in twentyfive minutes it was practica lly finished. Beyond a little deepening
of the colow·, and touches here and there by the invisible artist,.
the picture is the same now as when we arose from the table. The
precipitated portrait is very much like a photograph of the person,
taken thirty-five years ago (shortly before death), that I had in my
pocket during the sitting, which the Bangs, of course, had never·
seen. The expression of the face, however, is far more ethereal and
satisfied than in the photograph.
These instances are but two out of the many manifestations.
I witnessed at the Bangs sisters' house.

The Admiral refers as follows to a full-length.
portrait which he obtained in the same way:
On this occasion the canvases arrived from the shop wen,.
and we had to wait half an hour for them to dry. The next day I
went to the shop and complained. The woman who attended
said: " The boy who brought your order said you wanted stretched
canvases. When he came to take them away, we found he wanted
the paper as well, so we put it on at once, and of course they left
the shop wet." I relate this little incident for the benefit of those
who vainly imagine that the phenomenon of precipitation may be·
due to n01mal causes.

Mr. G. Subba Rau, editor of the West Coast
Spectator, Calicut, India, gives an account (p. 317)
of the manner in which he received a precipitated
portrait of his deceased wife, her photograph being
in his pocket without the knowledge· of the mediums.
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.Although somewhat incredulous as to the powers of the
:Bangs sisters, he arranged to have a sitting with them.
He mentions that the sisters stated that they saw
·"apparently a life-size image of the photograph I had
·with me, and described it correctly in the details. For
instance, they saw that I sat, that my wife stood behind,
with her h and on my shoulder; that her face was
round; that she wore a peculiar jewel on the nose and
.that her hair was parted; that a dog lay at my feet,
and so on." As to the precipitation of the picture,
he adds (p. 318) :
They asked me to pick out any two canvas stretchers that
lay against the wall, adding that I might bring my own stretchers
if I liked. I took out two which were verv clean and set them
·on the table against the glass window, I sat o'pposite, a nd the two
sisters o n either side. Gradu a lly I saw a cloudy appearance on
the canv,as; in a fe\\r moments it cleared into a bright face, the
·eyes formed themselves and opened rather suddenl y, and I beheld
·what seemed a copy of my wife's face in the photograph. The
figure on the canvas faded away once or twice, to r eappear with
-clearer outli ne ; and round the sho ulder was formed a loo~e w hite
robe The whole seemed a r em arkable enlar gement of the face in
t he photog raph. The photograph h ad been taken some three or
four years before her death, a nd it was noteworthy that the merely
.accidenta l details · tha t entered into it should now appear on the
canvas. For instance, the nose ornament alread y referred to, she
had not usuall y worn. Some ornaments were clumsily r epro. duced. One that she had always worn, which was not distinctly
visible in the photograph, was omitted on the canvas. I pointed
·out these blemishes, and as the result, when I saw the portrait
next day, all the ornaments ha d ~isappeared I was ~atisfied
that the portrait had been precipita~ed by some supernormal
. agency. As soon as the portrait was finished, I touched a corner
· of the canvas with my finger, and greyish substance came off. The
portrait is still in my possession, and it looks as fresh as ever. It
was all done in twenty-five minutes.

The same volume contains several chapters dealjng· :with psychographs, especially written messagP.~
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impressed on photographic plates which have never been
exposed. For example, the Ven. Archdeacon Colley,.
Rector of Stockton, delivered an Easter sermon on
Sunday evening, 3rd April, 1910, in the parish church.
This sermon was found written on a half-plate which
had been sealed up in a light-proof packet, and held
between the hands of six p~rso.ns for thirty-nine seconds.
on!y. Under these circumstances 1,710 words were
written in eigh.ty-four lines within the small compass of
the half-plate. The Archdeacon says (p. 378):
The smallness of the copper-plate-like writing renders it
impossible to be reproduced by any engraving; while at times,
with our greatly esteemed unpaid mediums in various circles,
the writing on our usual quarter-plates is so microscopic, that
to enable us to read it a higher power lens is necessary; and
the character of the caligraphy in English, archaic Greek, Latin,
Hebrew, Italian, French, Arabic, varies continually in our several
separate, devotional, and private gatherings, in places from twentyfour to seventy-seven miles apart.

Proofs of the Truth of Spiritualism by the Rev. Prof.
G. Henslow, also contains illustrations and description s.
of many remarkable psychographs (pp. 187 et seq.).
The next point for ·our consideration is the question
of what are called "spirit lights," that is to say the
different varieties of illumination which are produced
at a seance by the non-physical participators therein.
Sir William Crookes gives a comprehensive catalogue
of these on p. 91 of his book before q·u oted:
V ARlO US K!Nns

OF LIGHTS

Under the -strictest test conditions I have seen a solid selfluminous boqy, the size and nearl y the shape of a turkey's egg, float
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noiseles~ly about the room, at one time higher than a ny one present .
could reach standing on tip-toe, and then gently descend to the floor.
It was visible for more than ten minutes; and before it faded away
it struck the table three times, with a sound like that of a h ard
solid body. During this time the medium was lying back, apparently insensible, in an easy chair.

I have seen lumi no us points of light dar ting about and
settling on the heads of different persons; I have had questions
answered by the flashing of a brig ht light a desired number of times
in front of my face. I have seen sparks of ligh t r ising from the
ta ble to the ceiling, and agai n falling upon the table, striking it with
an audible sound. I have had an alphabe tic communication given
b-y a lum inous cloud floating upwards to a picture. Under the
strictest test conditions, I have more than once had a solid, selfluminous, crystalline body placed in my hand by a hand which did
not belong to any perso n in the room. In the light, I have seen a
lumirwus cloud hover over a heliotrope on a side-tab le, break a .
sprig off, and car ry the sprig to a lady ; and on some occasions I
h ave seen a similar I uminous cloud visibly condense to the form of a .
hand, and carry small objects about.

I h ave already describ ed the three varieties of ·
lights which showed themselves to me during my
preliminary home experiments without a recognized
medium; a nd though I have seen many such lights
since, they have been almost all of the same general
ch aracter a:<s those. On several occasions, however, I
have seen a light much brighter than any of those,
apparantly of an electrical character, capable of fully
lighting up the room, and in one case of blinding
brilliance. This latter manifestation is rare at a seance,
as, for reasons previously described, it would break up
any partial materializations which might be necessary
for the production of other phenomena.
Another interesting power at the command of ·
experimenters on the astral pl ane is that of dis_integra- ·
tion and of reintegration, to which we have _already ·
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Teferred when speaking of precipitation. This is·simply
the process of reducing any object to an impalpable
powder-in fact, into an etheric or even atomic condit ion. This may be brought about by the action of
·extremely rapid vibration, which overcomes the cohesion
-of the molecules of the object. A still higher rate of
·vibration, perhaps of a somewhat different type, will
further separate these molecules into their constituent
.atoms. A body thus reduced to the· eth eric or atomic
·condition can .be moved with great rapidity from one
_p lace to another ; and the moment that the force which
had been exerted to bring it into that condition is with·drawn, it will at once resume its original state.
How FoRM IS RETAINED

To answer an obvious objection which will at once
·occur to the mind of the r"eader I may be allowed to
quote once more a few sentences from The Astral
Plane ..
Students often at first find it d ifficult to understa nd how in
·such an experiment the shape of the article can be preserved. It
h as been remarked that if any metallic object- say, for example, a
"key-be melted and raised to a vaporous state by heat, when the
heat is withdrawn it will certainly return to the solid state, but it
·will no longer be a key, but merelv a lump of metal. The p oint
is well taken, though as a matter of fact the apparent analogy does
·not hold good. The elemental essence which informs the key would
' be dissipated by the alteration in its condition-not that the essence
:itself can be affected by the a ction of heat, but that when its
· temporary body is"destroyed (as a solid) it pours back into the great
·reservoir of such essence, much as the higher principles of a man,
· though entirely unaffected by h eat or cold, ar e yet forced out of a
;physical ~ody when it is destroyed by fire.
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Consequently, when what .h ad been the key cooled down
'into the solid condition again, the elemental essence (of the
·" earth" or solid class) which poured back into it would not be in
any way the same as that which it contained before, and there
·would be n o reason why the same shape should be retained. But
a man who disintegrated a key for the purpose of removing it by
astral currents from one place to another would be careful to hold
the same elemental essence in exactly the same shape until the
transfe-r was completed, and then when his will-force was removed
it would act as a mould into which the solidifying particles would
flow, or rather round which they would be r e-aggregated. Thus,
·unless the operator's power of concentration failed, the shape
· w~uld be accurately preserved.
It is in this way that objects ar e sometimes broug ht' almost
instanta neously from great distances at spiritualistic seances, and
it is obvious that when disintegrated they coul~ be passed with
perfect ease through any solid substance, such, for example, as the
·wall of a house or the side of a locked box, so that what is
.commonly called " the passage of matter throug h m atter " is seen,
when properly understood, to be as simple as the passage of water
through a sieve, or of a gas through a liquid in some chemical
·experiment.
Since it is possible by an alteration of vibrations to change
!Qatter from the solid to the etheric condition, it will be compre! :ded that it is also possible to reverse the process and to bring
etheric matter into the solid state. As the one process explains the
phenomenon of disintegration, so does the other that of materialization; and just as in the former case a continued effort. of will is
necessary to prevent the o~ject from resuming its original stare, so
in exactly the same way in the latter phenomenon a continued
·effort is necessary to prevent the materialized matter from relaps.ing into the etheric condition.

OBJECTS BROUGHT FROM A DISTANCE

The apport of objects from some other room, or
·sometimes from .a far greater distance, is one of the most
·favourite methods by which the dead meri managing a
·seance elect to manifest their especially astral powers.
:Sir William Crookes, on p . . 97 of the book which I
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have so often quoted, tells us how at a seance with
Miss Kate Fox the controlling entities announced that
"they were going to bring something to show their
power," and then brought into the room a small hand-bell from the library, the door between being carefully
locked, and the key in Sir William's pocket. ·
I have myself frequently had all sorts of small
obj ects brought to_ me from a distance-flowers and
fruits being among the most common. I n some cases.
tropica l flowers and fruits, obviously perfectly fresh,
have been thus presented to me in England. . When
interrogated as to whence these things came, the controlling entities have always most emphatically asserted
that they were not permitted to steal any person's
property in this way, but had to search for their flowers.
and fruits where they grew wild. I have had a rare
fern and a rare orchid brought to me in this waythro<A:n down upon the table with the fresh earth still
clinging to their roots. I was able to plant b oth of
them afterwards in m y garden, where they took root
and grew in the most n atural manner.
The best stories that I know of the bringing of plants·
to a seance are contained in Madame d'Esperance's.
book Shadowland. The first is quoted from p. 26 1.
(It should be premised that " Yol<:m de " is the name
given to a materialized "spirit" who took a prominent
part in all the seances of Madame d'Esperance. )
Yolande crossed the room to where Mr. Reimers (a gentleman well known throughout Europe as a prominent spiritualist)
sat, and beckoned him to go nearer the cabinet and witness some
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preparations she was about to make. Here it is as well to say that
on previous occasions when Yolande had produced flowers for us, .
she had given us to understand that sand and water were necessary
for the purpose; consequently a supply offine clean white sand and
plenty of water were kept in readiness for possible contingen<;ies.
When Yolande, accompanied by l\1r. Reimers, came to the centre
of the circle, she signified her wish for sand and water, and, making
Mr. R. kneel down on the floor beside her, she directed him to pour
sand into the water-carafe, which he did until it was about half full.
Then he was instructed to pour in water. This was done, and then
by her direction he shook it well and handed it back to her.
.
Yolande, after scrutinizing it carefully, placed it on the floor,
covering it lightly with the drapery which she took from her ·
shoulders. She then retired to the cabinet, from which she
returned once or twice at short intervals, as though to sec how it
was getting on.
In the meantime Mr. Armstxong had carried away the superfluous water and sand, leaving the carafe standing in the middle of
the floor covered by the thin veil, which, however, did not in the
least conceal its shape, the ring or top edge being especially visible.
\Ve were directed by raps on Lhc floor to sing, in order to
harmonize our though ts, and to take off the edge, as it were, of
the curiosity we were all more or less feeling.
\'Vhilc we were singing we observed the drapery to be rising
fr·om the rim of the carafe. This was p erfectly patent to every
one of the twenty witnesses watching it closely.
Yolande came out again from the cabinet and regarded
it anxiously. She appeared to examine it car efull y, and partia lly
supported the drapery as though afraid of its crushing some
tender object underneath. Finally she raised it altogether, exp osing to our astonished gaze a p erfect plant, of what appeared to·
be a kind of laurel.
Yolande x:aised the carafe, in which the plant seemed to·
have firmly grown; its roots, visible thro ug h the glass, being.
closely packed in the sand :
She regarded it with evident pride and pleasure, and, carrying
it in both her hands, crossed the room and presented it to Mr. Oxley,
one of the strangers who were present- the Mr. O xley who is so·
well known by his philosophical writings on spiritual subjects, and
the pyramids of Egypt.
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He received the carafe with the plant, and Yolande r etired
,as though she had completed her task. After examining the plant
Mr. Oxley for convenience's sake, placed it on the floor beside him,
·there being no table near at hand. Many questions were asked and
-curiosity ran high. The plant resem bled a large-leafed laurel with
dai·k glos5y leaves, but without any blossom. No one present
-r~cognized the plant or could assign it to any known species .
We were called to order by raps, and were told n ot to
-discuss th e matter, but to sing som ething and th~n be quiet. We
-obeyed the command , and after singing, more raps told us to
examine the plant anew, which we were delighted to do. T o our
-gn;at surprise we then observed that a large circular head of bloom,
forming a ft uwer full y five inches in diameter, had opened itself,
while standing on the floor at Mr. Oxley's feet.
The flower was of a beautiful orange-pink colour, or
· per haps I might say "that salmon-colour would be a nearer
. descrip tion, for I have ne\"er ~een the sam e tints, and it is difficult
.to describe shades of colour in words.
·
T he h ead was composed of some hundred and fifty-four star
corollas projecting considerably from the stem. The pla nt was ·
twenty-two inches in height, having a thick woody stem which
fi lled t he neck of the water-carafe. It ha d twenty-nine leaves,
averaging from two to two and half inches in breadth, a nd· seven
ano a half inches at their greatest length. Each leaf was smooth
and glossy, rese:Il)b ling at the first glance the laurel which we had·
first supposed it to be. The fibro us roots appear ed to be ·growing
naturally in the sand.
W e afterwards photographed the plant in the water-bottle,
·from which, by the way, it was found impossible to remove it, the
· neck being much too small to allow the roots to pass; indeed, the
. comparatively slender stem entirely filled the orifice.
T he name, we lea ni.t, was Ixora Crocata, and the plant a
native of India .
How did the plant come there ? Did it grow in the bottle ?
Had it . been broug ht from India in a dematerialized state and
rem aterial ized in th e seance-room?
These were questions which we put to one another without
· result. W e received no satisfactor y explanation. Yolande either
. could not or would not tell us. As far as we could judge-and the
, opinion of a professional gard ener corroborated our own- the plant
_h ad evid.ent~y s.9me years of growth.
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We could see where other leaves had grown and fallen off,
and wound-marks which seemed to have healed and grown over long·
ago. But there was every evidence to show that the plant had grown
in the sand in the bottle, as the roots were naturally wound around
the inner surface of the glass, all the fibres perfect and unbroken as
though they had germinated on t he spot and bad apparently never
been disturbed. It had not been thrust into the bottle, for the
simple reason that it was im possible to pass the large fibrous
roots and lower part of the stem through the neck of the bottJ,.,.
wJ1ich had to be broken to take out the pla nt.

lVIr. Oxley, in his account, which was afterwards .
published, says:
I had the p lant photographed next morning, and afterwards
brought it home and placed it in my conservatory under the
gardener's care. It lived for tlll"ee months, when it shrivelled up.I kept the leaves, giving most of them away except the flower and
the three top-leaves which the gardener cut off when he took charge
of the plant; these I have yet preserved under glass, but they show
no signs of dematerializing as yet. Previous to the creation or
materialization of th is'wonderful plant, the lxora Crocala, Yolande·
brought me a rose with a short stem not more than an inch long,
which I put into my bosom. Feeling something was transpiring,
I drew it out and found there were two roses. I then replaced
them, and withdrawing them at the conclusion of the meeting, to
my astonishment the stem had elongated to seven inches, with
three full-blown roses and a .bud upon it, with several thorns.
These I brought home and kept till they faded, the leaves droppedi
off and the stem dried up, a proof of their materiality and actuality.

We gath er from further statements that thisinteresting present was made to Mr. Oxley in fulfilment
of a promise, !or it seems that he was making a collec.tion of 'plants in order to demonstrate some theory,
for which he needed a specimen of this p articular kind,
but had been unable to obtain it by any ordinary
method. The remarkable point about the arrival of
this plant is its gradual appearance. It is not brought
as a whole and thrown down upon the table, as my
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. fern was, but it is seen to be slowly in<;:reasing under
the drapery, precisely as though it were really growing
:at a most abnormal rate; and even after it has been
·presented to Mr. Oxley it still continues this apparent
·growth, for it develops a flower during the singing.
It seems, however, evident that this apparent
·growth is not really anything of the kind, since t~e
plant is seen on examination to be clearly several years
·old; so we are driven to the conclusion that the plant
,...,as, as it 'vere, brought over in sections and built up
gradually. If a living plant can be dematerialized and
put to9;ether again without damaging it permanently, it
may just as easily be taken to pieces bit by bit as
pulverized at one blow by a mightier effort of will;
indeed, one can see that the fo~·mer might be the
simpler process, demanding less expenditure of force.
It may quite conceivably not h ave been within the
power of those who were assisting Yolande to bri ng the
entire vegetable at one fell swoop, and it may therefore
have been absolutely necessary to make several j ourneys for it. It would appear that they first arranged the
roots in the sand, disposing them with care exactly as
they had naturally grown, and then gradually added
the rest of the plant, bringing the flower over late~
\Vith dramatic effect as the crowning glory of the
.experiment.
It may be that the apparently rapid growth of the
mango-tree in the celebrated Indian feat of magic
is managed in this same manner, by successive acts
.of disintegration and reintegration, instead of by
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enormously ha sten ing the ordinary processes of develop·ment, as ·is usually suggested. . Clearly, as the author
remarks, it could not h ave been thrust ·into the bottle,
:but p article by particle had been carefully arranged in
the proper place among the damp sand . The operation
must have been difficult and d elicate, and we can
hardly wonder that Yolande regarded th e eventual
result with considerable pride.
Mr. Oxley seems to have regard ed the plant as a
temporary materialization, and expected that it would
disappear in due course; but it is quite evident th at it
was definite~y a case of apport, and that the gift was
intended to remain, as indeed it did until its deathwhich, h owever, may quite possibly have been accelerated by its abrupt removal from war mer climes to the
inclement latitude of E ngland. The photograph taken
of the p lant in the bottle is reproduced as one of the
illustrations in the book from whicP.. this account is
extracted. It seems cl ear that the rose to which Mr.
Oxley refers must also have been brought pieccm.eal in
the same way, since it would obviously be impossible
for a cut flower to grow in the way which h e describes.
In the saine book, on p. 326, we find an account
of a still more wonderful achievement of the same
nature on the part of Yolande. In this case there is
the additional anq interesti~g complication that the
plant was only borrowed, and had to be returned.
Yolande, with the assistance of Mr. Aksakof, had mixed
sand and loam in the flower-pot, and she had covered it with her
veil, as she had done in the case of the water-bottle in England
when the Ixora Crocata was grown.
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The white drapery was seen to rise slowly but steadily,..
widening out as it grew higher and hig her. Yolande stood b y ancl
m anipulated the gossamer-like covering till it reached a height
far above her head, when she carefully removed it, disclosing a talL
plant bowed with a mass of heavy blossom, which emitted the·
strong sweet scent ofwhich I had complained.
Notes were taken of its size, a nd 1t was found to be seven
feet in length from r o0t to point, or about a foot and half taller·
than m yself. Even when bent by the weight of the eleven large
blossoms it bore, it was taller than I. The flowers were ver y
p erfect, measuring eight inches in diameter; five were fully blown,.
thre.e were j ust opening and three in bud, all without spot or·
b lemish, and damp with dew. It was most lovely, but somehow
the scent of lilies since that evening has always made me feel faint.
Yolande seemed very pleased ·with her success and told us .
that if we wanted to photograph the lily we were to do so, as she
must take it away again. She stood beside it and Mr. Boutleror·
photographed it a nd her twice.

The plant was a Lilium Auratum, the golden-rayed
lily of Japan, and the date of this very interesting·
seance was June 28, 1890. The photographs mentioned:
are reproduced in the book, and show a fine specimen.
of the plant.
A curious feature of the account of the materialized
figure is that Yolande became anxious about the affair·
b ecause, having apparently borrowed this giant liiy, she
found herself unable to return it at the proper time.
T h e available p ower seems to have b een exhausted in
the effort of bringing it, so th at when she tried to take·
it b ack again sh e faile~. ·She appears to have been
much distressed at her inability to keep her promise,
and begged that every care might be taken of the p lant.
Her physical friends did all that they could for it, bu t
it seems (and no wonder) to have languished.sQmewh at .. ·
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The weather, too, pro:ved unfavourable for her purposes,
and it was nearly a week before she finally succeeded in
restoring it to its original owner, whoever he may have
been. One would like to hear the other side of this
story-the surprise and regret at the mysterious disappearance from somebody's garden or conservatory of
so magnificent a. specimen, and their equal bl!lt much
pleasanter astonishment over its inexplicable reappearal?-ce a week later, when probably all hope of tracing
the thieves had been abandoned!
T~e question of the influence of weather on the
production of psychic phenomena 'i s one of considerable
interest. It is evident that electrical disturbances of
any sort present difficulties in the way of attempts at
either materialization or disintegration, presumably for
the same reason that bright light renders them almost
impossible-the destructive effe~t of strong vibration_
It is quite conceivable that ,..,·hile the air was full of
strong electrical vibrations Yolande may have found it
impossible safely to carry her disintegrated vegetable
matter from one place to another, lest it should be so
shaken up and disarranged that restoration to its
original form m!ght become difficult or impracticable.
In many cases of the apport of objects from a
distance the fourth-dimensional method is obviously
easiest, though in these efforts of Yolande's it would
seem frotn the gradual growth of the plant that it was
not employed. But there are many instances of which
it offers the neatest and readiest explanation. There
·are nearly always several ways in which almost any
41
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phenomenon can be produced, and it is often not easy
to d etermine merely from a written account which of
them was actually employed in a given case.
Another instance either of the passage of matter
through matter, or of the employment of fourth-dimen. .sional power, is given when'a solid iron ring 'too small
to go over the hand is passed on to one's wrist. This
has three times been done to me, a nd in each case I
hac\ to trust to our dead friends for its removal, since it
would have been quite impossible to get it off by any
physical means except filing. I h ave also again and
again had the back of a chair hung over my arm while I
was grasping the hand of the medium . .Once I watched
that process in a moderately good light, and though the
phenomenon was quickly performed yet it seemed to me
that I saw part of the back of the chair fade into a sort
of mist as it approached my arm. But in a moment it
had passed round or through my arm and was again
solid as ever.
A much rarer phenomenon at a seance, so far as
my experience goes, is that of re-duplication. When it
does occur, this is produced simply by forming a perfect
mental image of the object to be copied, and then
gathering about it the necessary astral and physical
matter. For this purpose jt is. needful that every
particle, interior as well as exterior, of the object to be
duplicated should be held accurately in view simultaneously, and consequently the phenomenon is one which
requires considerable power of concentration to perform.
P ersons unable to extract the matter required directly
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fTom the sourrounding ether have sometimes taken it
from the material of the original article, which in this
case would be correspondingly reduced in weight.
A

FIERY TEST

Another striking but not very common feat displayed occasionally at a seance is that of handling fire unh '!-rmed. On one occasion at a seance in London a
materialized form deliberately put his hand into the
midst of a brightly burning fire, picked out' a lump of
;r.ed-hot coal nearly as large as a tennis ball, and held it
out to me, saying quickly: "Take it in your hand."
I hesitated for a moment, perhaps not unnaturally,
but an impatient movement on the part of the dead man
.decided me. I felt that he probably knew what he was
about, that this was perhaps a unique opportunity, and
that if it burnt me I could drop it before much harm
was done. So I held out my hand and the glowing
mass was promptly deposited in my palm. I can testify
that I felt not even the ~lightest warmth from it, though ·
when the dead man immediately took a sheet of paper
from the mantelpiece and applied it to the coal, the paper
blazed up in a moment. . I held this lump of coal for a
minute and a half, when, as it wa~ rapidly growing dull,
he motioned to me to throw it back into the fire. Not the
·slightest mark or redness remained upon my hand-noth.:ing but a little ash-nor was there any smell ofburning.
Now how was this done? I could not in the least understand .at the -time, and could get no intelligible theory
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out of the presiding entities. I know now from later
occult studies that the thinnest layer of etheric substance
can be so manipulated as to make it absolutely impervious to heat, and I assume that probably my hand was
for the moment covered with such a layer, since that is
perhaps the ·easiest way of producing the result. Be·
that as it may, I can certify that the event occurred
exactly as described.
· It is within the resources of the astral plane to
produce fire as well as to counteract its effect. I have
seen this done only once myself, and then as a special
"test" to prove that spontaneous·combustion was a possibility, but from the accounts given by Mr. Morell Theobald in Spirit Workers in the Home Circle it would appear
that ·with him the phenomenon was quite ordinary. The·
deceased members of his household seem to have takeru
almost as great a part in its work as the living members
did, and to light the family fires spontaneously was one
of the least of their achievements. Their action in this.
respect is said to have been p ar alleled on several
occasions in Scotland b y the brownies, a variety of
nature-spirits or fairies, but I ha~e not at h and.' the:
particulars of any case for quotation.
THE PRODUCTION

OF

FIRE

My own experience in this line was at a seance in
England. We were directed by raps to procure a large
flat dish< place it in the middle of the table and inake
in· it a little pile of :shavings and of the fragments of a
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-cigar box. We obeyed, and were then directed to turn,
·out the lights and sing. We sat .solemnly round the
ttable holding hands and singing in total d arkness for
what seemed at least half an hour, though it may have
been less than that in reality. T owards the end of
1that time a curious dull red glow showed itself in the
heart of our loosely-built pile of wood, waxing and
waning several times, b u t eventually bursting into flame.
It . is quite certain that none of us touched the pile or
indeed could have tou ched it without the connivance
·of several others, sitting as we were ; and jt is also
-certain that the combustion commenced in a manner
.entirely precluding the idea of its being set in motion
from outside by a match.
I infer, since heat is after all simply a certain :ate
·Of vibration, that it is only necessary for the astral
entities to set up and maintain that particular rate of
vibration, and combustion must ensue; and this is most
probably what was done. An obvious alternative would
be to introduce fourth-dimensionally a tiny fragment
·of already glowing matter, (such as tinder, for example)
and then blow upon it until it burst .into flame; or
again, ch emical combinations which would produce
-combustio n could easily be introduced. There are
plenty of stories told in India about th e way in which
·spontaneous fires break out in certain villages if the
village deity is neglected, and does not receive his
·expected offerings; so it is evident that the production
·of fire presents no difficulty to an experienced entity
functioning upon the astral plane.

CHAPTER XXXVI

VISIBLE MATERIALIZATIONS
INTANGIBLE

FoRMs

WE must consider now materia lizations of our second
and third types- those which are visible, but not
tangible, and in many cases manifestly diaphanous.~
and the full materializations, which seem in all respects
indlstinguishable for the time from persons still in the
physical body. The second type is not uncomm0n,.
and though such materializations usually avoid coming
within reach of the sitters I was on one occasion
especially asked by a direct voice to pass my hand
gently through a form of this nature. I can only say
th at my sense of touch detected absolutely nothing-,
though a distinctly visible, but semi-transparent form
stood in front of me, smiling at my futile efforts.
When I closed my eyes, I could not tell whether my
hand was inside or outside the body which looked so
perfect and so living. Forms of this nature are probably easier to construct than the more solid kind, for
I have once or twice had startling evidence that one
which appeared entirely solid was in reality so only in
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part. A hand which is strong enough to give a vigorous
grasp is ofte~ joined to an arm which does not exist as
far as the sense of touch is concerned, though appearing
to the eye just as solid as the hand. Materializations
of this second type are described by Sir William
Crookes as follows, on p. 94 of his Researches:
In the dusk of the evening during a seance with Mr. Horne
at my house, the curtains of the window about eight feet from
Mr. Horne were seen to move. A dark, shadowy, semi-transparent
form like that of a man was then seen by all present standing near
the window, waving the curtain with his hand. As we looked the
form faded away and the curtain ceased to move. The following is
a still more striking instance. As in the former case Mr. Horne
was the medium. A phantom form carne from a corne~ of the
room, took an accordion in his hand, and then glided about the
room playing the instrument. The form was visible to all present
for many rninutPs, Mr. Home also being seen at the same time.
Corning rather close to a lady who was sitting apart from the rest
of the company, she gave a slight cry, upon which it vanished.
MATTER FROM THE MEDIUM

When materialization is performed for any reason
b y a living person thoroughly trained in the resources
of the astral plane-one of the pupils of an Adept, for
instance-he condenses the surrounding ether into the
solid form, and builds in that way so much of a body
as may be necessary without in any way interfering
with any one else. But at a seance this is not usually
. done, and the simpler expedient is adopted of with:..
drawing a large amount of matter from the body of the
medium. This matter may under favourable conditions
be seen pouring out from his side in great wreaths of
mist; in Mr. W. Eglinton's remarkable book, 'Twixt
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Two Worlds, there will be found three interesting
illustrations showing successive ·stages of tlie developm ent of this mist, from its first faint appearance until
the entranced medium is almost en~irely hidden by
wreaths like those of thick, heavy sm,oke.
This mist rapidly condenses into a form-sometimes apparently into an exact double of the medium
in . the first place. I remember 4t a seance with the
well-known rriedium, Mr. Cecil Husk, after 4 period of
silent waiting, a brilliant light suddenly blazed out,
showi~g everything in the room quite clearly. The
medium was crushed together in ·his chair-shrunk int~
himself in a most extraordinary way, apparently in a
deep trance, and breathing stertorously; but just in
front of him stood an exact duplicate of himself, al.e rt
and living, holding out in front of him in the palm of
his hand an egg-shaped body, which was the source of
the brilliant light. He stood thus for a few moments,
and then in an instant the light went" out, and the form
addressed us in the well-known tones of one of the
regular" guides "-showing how entirely he built himself out of the substance of the medium.
There is no sort of doubt that it is not only etheric
matter which is thus temporarily withdrawn from the
medium's body, but ~lso often dense solid and liquid
matter, however difficult it may be for us to realize the
possibility of such a transference. I have m yself seen
cases in which this phenomenon undoubtedly took place,
and was evidenced by a considerable loss of weight in
the medium's physical body, and also. by a most curious
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:and ghastly. ·appearance of having shrivelled up and
:shrunk together, ·so .that his tiny wizened face was .
disappearing into the .collar of his coat as he sat. The
" .guides " directing a seance rarely ·allow their rriedium
to be seen when he is in this condition, and wisely, for
it is indeed a terrible and unwholesome sight, so un-canny, so utterly inhuman that it would inevitably
s'eriously frighten any nervo:us person.
In that manual of materialization$, People_from
. tlze Other World (p. 2·~3), Colonel Olcott describes the
manner in which he carefully weighed the materialized
form which called itself Honto. At his first attempt
-this Red ~ndian girl weighed eighty-eight pounds, but
at the Colonel's request she promptly reduced herself
to fifty-eight pounds, and then again increased to sixtyfive, all within ten minutes, and without changing her
· dress . Nearly all this mass of physical matter must
have been withdrawn from the body of the medium,
who must consequently have lost proportionately.
On p. 487 of the same book the Colonel tells us
how he tested in the same way the m aterialized form
· of Katie Brink, who weighed at first seventy-seven
pounds, and then reduced herself to fifty-nine and fiftytwo, without affecting her outward appearance in any
way. In this case we are confronted with the astonishing phenomenon of the total disappearance of the
medium during the materialization, though the Colonel
' h ad secured her with sewing cotton, sealed with his own
:seal, in a peculiar and ingenious way which would
. absolutely prevent her from leaving her chair in any
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ordinary way without breaking the cotton. Neverthe. less, when he was permitted during the seance to enter
the cabinet, that chair was empty; and there was not
only nothing to be seen, but also nothing to be felt,
when he passed his hands all round the chair. Yet
when the seance was over, the medium was found
seated as before, half-fainting and utterly exhausted,
but. with cotton and seal intact! Most wonderful, truly;
yet not uniq u~; see Un Cas de Dematerialisation, by
M. A. Aksakow.
This matter does not always flow out through the·
side only; sometimes it appears to ooze out from the
whole surface of the body, drawn out by the powerful
attraction or suction set up by the guides. lts flowing
forth is thus described by Madame E. d'Esperance:
Then began a strange sensation, which I had sometimes felt
at seances. Frequently I have heard it described by others as of"
cobwebs being passed over the face, but to me, who watched it
curiously, it seemed that I could feel fine threads being drawn out
of the pores of my skin. (Shadow/and, p. 229.)

MADAME n'EsPERANCE

Many mediums have written autobiographies, but
I have met with none which impres~ed me so favourably
as this of Madame d'Esperance. It is not only that it .
has about it an attractive ring of earnestness and
truthfulness, but that the author seems far .more closely
and intelligently observant than most mediums havebeen, and more anxious to understand the real nature of the phenomena which occur in her presence.
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She takes a rational view of her abnormal faculty;.
and sets herself to study it with an earnest and loyal.
desire to arrive at the truth about it all. While heartily
admiring the lady's courage and determination, one·
cannot but regret that it did not fall in her way to·
study Theosophical literature, which would have told,
her in the beginning every detail that she has slowly
and in many cases painfully discovered, at the cost of
much unnecessary suffering and anxiety. Her book:
begins with the pathetic story of a much-misunderstood
childhood, and goes on to describe the years of mentali
struggle during which the medium slowly freed herself
from the trammels of the narrowest orthodoxy. When!
her mediumship was fully developed it certainly seems.
to have been of a wonderful and varied character,.
and some of the instances given might well appear
incredible to any one ignorant of the subject. I have·
myself, however, seen phenomena of the same nature·
as all those which she describes, and consequently I
find no difficulty in admitting the possibility of all the
strange occurrences which she relates.
She realizes strongly and describes forcefully theexceedingly intimate relation which exists between the
medium and the body materialized out of his vehicles.
We are so entirely accustomed to identify ourselves.
with our bodies that it is a new and uncanny and ~lmost
a horrible sensation to find the body going through
vivid and extraordinary experiences in which nevertheless its true owner has no part whatever. On p. 345·
of her book above quoted she gives us a realistic
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. description · of the strangely unnatural situation m
· which a materializing medium must so often be
placed; ·and I think that no one can read it without
· understanding how thoroughly undesirable, how utterly
unhealthy on all planes and from all points of view
. such an experience must be.
" ANNA OR

I ?,

Now comes another figure, shorter, slenderer, and with
outstretched arms. Somebody rises up at the far end of the
·circle and comes forward, and the t\-VO are clasped in each other's
. arms. Then inarticulate cries of " Anna! 0 Anna! My child!
My loved one! "
Then somebody else gets up and puts her arms round the
figure; then sobs, cries, and blessings get mixed up. I feel my
bod y swayed to and fro, a nd all gets dark before my eyes. I feel
somebody's arms around me, although I sit on my chair alone.
I feel somebody's heart beating against my breast. I feel that
· ·something is happening. No one is near me except the two
· children. No one is taking any notice of me. All eyes and
thoughts seem concentrated on the white slender figure standing
.there with the arms of the two blackrobed women around it.
It must be m y own heart I feel beating so distinctly. Yet
th"ose arms round me? Surely never did I feel a touch so plainly.
I begin to wonder which is I. Am I the white fi.p;ure, or am I
that on the chair? Are they my hands r ound the old lady's neck,
·or are these mine that are lying on the knees of me, or on the
knees of the figure, if it be not I, on the chair?
Certainly they .are my lips that are being kissed. I~ is my
.face that is wet with the tears which these good women are
shedding so plentifully. Yet how can it be? It is a horrible
.feeling, thus losing hold of one's identity. I long to put out one
·9f these ha nds that are lying so helplessly, and tou ch some one
just to know if I am myself or only a dream-if" Anna " be I,
.and I am lost, as it were, in her identity.
I feel the old lady's trembling arms, the kisses, the tears,
the blessings and caresses ofthe sister, and I wonder in the agony
.of suspense .and .bewjlderment, how long can it last? How long
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will there be two of us? Which will it be in the end? Shall I be ·
" Anna, " or " Anna " be I ?
Then I feel two little hands slip themselves into my nervdess .
hands, and they give me a fresh hold of myself, as it were, and
with a feeling of exultation I find I am myself, and that little ··
Jonte, tired of being hidden behind the three figures, feels lonely
and grasps my hands for company and comfort.
How glad I am of the touch, even from the hand of a child!

:My doubts as to who I am are gone. While I am feeling thus the
white figure of :" Anna " disappears in the cabinet, and the two ..
ladies return to their seats, excited and tearful, but overcome with
happiness.
There was a great deal more to happen that night, but somehow I felt weak and indifferent to all around me, a nd not inclined
to be interested in what occurred. Strange and remarkable incidents took place, but for the moment my life seemed dragged out
of me and I longed for solitude a~1d rest.

This feeling of lassitude and of having the life
dragged out of them is naturally terribly common
among mediums. Sir William Crookes remarks on
p. 41 of his Researches:
Afte~ witnessing the painful state of nervous and bodily
prostration in which some of these experiments h ave left Mr. H ome
-after seeing him lying in an almost fainting condition on the
floor, pale and speechless-! could scarcely doubt that the evolution
of psychic force is accompanied by a corresponding drain on
vital force.
·

This entirely agrees with my own experience; I
have frequently seen a medium absolutely prostrate
after a seance, and I fear that many of them fancy
themselves compelled to . resort to alcoholic stimulants in order to recover from the terrible· drain upon their ·
strength. Some of their vitality necessarily goes into - .
the materialized form, and the <disturbance to the system
IS so serious, that after the seance is over, they are in
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.a condition closely resembling the shock which follows
a surgical operation. And no wonder; for that would
indeed be a terrible surgical operation which removed
1forty to eighty pounds of matter from the body, and
then restored it again.
On the curious connection between the medium
:and the materialized form, Madame d'Esperance writes
.as follows as to the relation between herself and Yolande:
AN INTIMATE RELATION

There seemed to exist a strange link between us. I co~ld do
mothing to ensure her appearance amongst us. She came and went,
·so far as I am aware, entirely independent of my will, but when she
had come, she was, I found, depeP.dent on me for her brief material
existence. I seemed to lose, not my individuality, but my strength
.and power of exertion, and though I did not then know it, a great
portion of my material substance. I felt that in some way I was
.changed, but the effort to think logically in some m ysterious way
.affected Yolande, and made her weak. (Sitadowland, p. 271.)

The medium is conscious of her own individuality in
the background all the time; but any attempt to assert it,
-or to think connectedly, immediately weakens the form,
-or brings it back to the cabinet. And this is natural, for
to think logically means to set up chemical action-to
_produce oxidation of the phosphorus of the brain;
whereas it iS only under conditions of perfect passivity
-in the physical vehicle that so much matter can be spared
from it without danger to life. As a matter offact, there
is always a possibility of such danger; and in case of
.-sudden shock or disturbance it may come terribly near
reali~ation.
It is for that reason that the attempt of
-the ignorant and boastful sceptic to seize the "spirit
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form " is so crimiQal .as well as so brainless an action;
and the person whose colossal stupidity leads him to
commit such an atrocity runs a serious risk of occupying the position of defendant in a trial for murder.
Beings at that level of intelligence ought not to be
permitted to take part in exp erimen ts of a delicate
n ature. What harm may be done by this dangerous
variety of the genus blockhead is shown by the
following extract from the experiences of Madame
d'Esperance, given upon p. 298 of her book:
A

ScANDALous OuTRAGE

I do not k now how long the seance had proceeded, but I
knew that Yolande had taken her picture on her shoulder and was
outside the cabinet. What actually occurred I had to learn afterwards. All I knew was a horrible excruciating sensation of being
doubled up and squeezed together, as I can imagine a hollow guttapercha doll would feel, if it had sensation, when violently embraced
by its baby owner. A sense of terror and agonizing pain came over
me, as though I were losiog hold of life and was falling into some
fearful abyss, yet knowing nothing, seeing nothing, hearing nothing,
except the echo of a scream which I heard as at a distaJ.].ce. I felt
I was sinking down, I knew not where. I tried to save myself, to
grasp a t something, but missed it; and then came a blank from
which I awakened with a shuddering horror and sense of being
bruised to death.
My senses seemed to have been scattered to the winds, a nd
only lit tle by little could I gather them sufficiently together to
understand in a slight degree what had happened. Yolande had
been seized, and the man who had seized her declared it was I.
This is what I was told. T he statement was so extraordinary
that if it had not been for my utter prostration I could have laughed,
but I was unable to think or even move. I felt as though very
1ittle life remained in me, and tha t little was a torment. The
hremorrhage of the lungs, which my residence in the south of France
had apparently cured, broke out again and the blood almost suffocated me. A severe prolonged illness was the result; and our departure
from England was delayed for some weeks, as I could not be moved.
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, .No wonder that the" guides ." take every precaution.
in their. power to save their medium from such brutality •.
Even they themselves may suffer ·through the temporary
vehicle which they h ave assumed, trusting themselves.
to the honour and good feeling of those who are present
on the physical plan·e. Mr. R. D. O wen, in T/ze·
D ebatable Land (p. 273) thus refers to this matter :
.
Two highly intelligent friends of mine, now deceased,
Dr. A. D. Wilson and Professor J ames Mapes, both formerly of"
New York, each on one occasion firmly grasped what seemed a
luminous hand. In both cases the result was the same. What was
laid hold of melted entirely away-so each told me-in his grasp .
I have had communications to the effect that the spirit thus
manifesting its presence suffers when this is done, and that a
spirit would have great reluctance in appearing, in bodily form, to
a ny one whom it could not trust to r efrain from interference with
the phenomena, except by its express permission. In my experiments I have a lways governed myself accordingly, and I ascribe
my success in part to this condnence.

I do not know whether the "spirit" would suffer
in such a case as this, though it- certainly does when a
materialized form is struck or wounded. For that
reason a sword constan~ly waved r ound a man who is.
·haunted is supposed to be a p rotection (and indeed
often really is so, as h as been seen in some of the
n arratives previously quoted), and the sword was
also an important part of the outfit of. the media:val
.
magiCian.
No physical weapon could affect the astral body
in th e slightest degree; a sword might b e passed through
it again and again with~ut the owner b€ing e~en aware·
of it; but as soon as there is apy ·inatetialization (and
:wher~ve~ physi~al phen_o~e~~ occ~r there. must·_be.·spme
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materialization, however little) physical weapons may
act through it upon the astral body and produce sensa' tion, much as was the case with the more permanent
physical body during life. But undoubtedly the
medium may be seriously injured by any unauthorized
interference with the materialized form, as is seen by
Madame d'Esperance's story.
I most heartily endorse the sentiments expressed
a}?~ve by Mr. Owen, and'I have always been governed
by them in my own investigations. There are some
persons who enter upon an enquiry of this kind with
the fixed conviction that they a re going to be deceived,
and ·(with some idea that they can obviate a result so·
humbling to their self-conceit) they endeavour to invent.
all kinds of complicated ·contrivances, which they think
will render fraud impossible. I t is quite true that in
ma ny cases phenomena do not take place under the
conditions which they prescribe, for naturally the dead
m_a n is not especially disposed to go out of his way to
take a great deal of trouble for a person who meets him
from the beginning with unfounded suspicion expressed
in terms of egregious self-confidence. Often l'tlso the
conditions prescribed by the ignoramus are really such
as to render phenomena impossible.
D r. Alfred R. Wallace o~ce very truly remarked :
Scientific men almost invariably assume that, in this enquiry,
they should be permitted at the very outset to impose conditions;
and if under such conditions nothing happens, they consider it a
proof of imposture or delusion. But they well know that in all other
bra nches ofresearch,Nature,not they, determines the essential conditions without a compliance.with which no experiment will succeed.
42
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These conditions have to be learnt by a patient questioning of
Nature, and they are different for each branch of science. How
much more m ay they be expected to differ in an enquiry which
,d eals with subtle forces, of the nature of which the physicist is
wholly and a bsolutely ignorant!

In just the same way, a man might easily render
dectrical experiments impossible, if h e chose to regard
the insulatin g arrangements as suspicious, ard insisted
upon seeing the same results produced when the wires
were uninsulated; and then; when it was gently explain ed to him that insulation was a necessary condition,
he might raise the same old parrot-cry of fraud, and
declare that these pretended electrical marvels could
never be worked under his conditions! Instances of the
extent to which folly and cruelty can go in this direction
a re given with full illustrations in Qolonel Olcott's
People frnm the Other World (pp. 36-40):
I have myself always adopted the plan of giving
the dead man credit for honest intention until I saw
.evidence to the contrary; I have allowed him to arrange
his own conditions, and to show exactly what h e chose,
endeavouring first of all to establish friendly relations;
a nd I have invariably found that as soon as h e gained
<:onfidence in me, h e would gladly describe the limits
{)[ his power, so far as h e knew them, and would
frequently himself suggest tests of various kinds to show
to others the genuineness of the phenomena.
Attempts have been made to cheat me on several
occasions; and when I saw this to be the action of the
medium) I held my p eace, but troubled that medium
n o further. On the other hand, I have also seen cases
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<Jf deceit where I felt convinced that the medium's
intentions were perfectly honest, and that the deception
l ay entirely with the unseen actors in the drama. I
have known the medium's physical body, when in a
condition of trance, to be wrapped up in materialized
gauzy drapery, and passed off as "a spirit form " .apparently for no other reason than to save the operators
the trouble of producing a genuine materialization, or
.possibly because in some way or other the power to
produce the real manifestation was lacking. In this
case the medium, on hearing what had happened after
recovery from his trance, protested most earnestly and
with every appearance of real sincerity that he had had
no conception of what was being done; and having
many times before seen unmistakably genuine manifestations through him, I believed him.
Exactly the ~arne story was told to me by a wellknown medium with regard to an "exposure" of him
which was triumphantly trumpeted abroad in many
newspapers; and it is at least perfectly possible that
the statement may have been equally true in that case
also. My experience therefore warrants me in saying
that even when a clear case of fraud is discovered, it is
not always safe to blame the medium for it. On the
other hand, I h ave known a medium come to give a
seance with half-a-yard of muslin hanging out of her
pocket, and I have recognized the aforesaid muslin
appearing as spirit drapery at a later stage of the
proceedings-in its original form, I mean, for even in
cases of genuine materialization of drapery it is
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fJ;"eq).lently formed from th~ . material of the clothes of
the medium. Once more we may turn to Madame
d ' Esperance for an instance showing this to be the case.
" SPIRIT, DRAPERY

It was at one of those seances in Christiania that a sitte1~
"abstracted " a piece of drapery which clothed one of the spiritforms. Later I ·discovered that a large square piece of material
was missing from my skirt, partly cut, p artly torn out. My dress
was Of a heavy dark woollen material. The " abstracted " piece of
drapery was found. to be of the same shape as that missing from
my skirt, but several times larger, and white in colour, the texture
fine and thin as _g ossamer.

Something of the kind had happened once before in England,
when some one had begged the little Ninia for a piece of her
abundant clothing. She complied, unwillingly, it seemed, and th e
reason for her unwillingness was explained when, after the seance,
I found a hole in a new dress which I had put on for the first time.
This being nearly black, I had attributed the mishap more to an
accident on the part ofNinia than to any psychological cause. Now
that it happened a second time, I began to understand that it was
no accident, and that my dress, or the clothing of the persons in the
seance, was the foundation of, or the stores from. which the dazzling
raiment of the spirit form was drawn. (Shadowland, p. 337.)

There are various types of this materialized
drapery-some quite coarse and some exceedingly finefiner indeed 'than even the production of Eastern
looins. Sometimes the manifesting entity will encourage
a favoured sitter to feel this drapery or even to cut a
piece from it. I have had such pi'eces given to me on
several occasions; some of them lasted for years, and
appear ·to be permanent, while others faded away in
the cours~ of an hour or so, and one within ten minut~s.
Though light and filmy white drapery seems to be the
..regular.. fa~hion among materialized forms, I have also
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seen them show themselves in the ordinary garb of
civilization, and SOil)etim~S in a uniform Of SOQ)e special
<iress characteristic of their position during life.
MATERIALIZATION IN ·fULL VIEW

The following v_ery good account of the materialization and dematerialization of a form is given in
Slzadowland (p. 254), and was written by .a member
'who had frequently formed part of that circle:
First a filmy, cloudy patch of something white is observed
on the floor in front of the cabinet. It then gradually expands,
visibly extending itself as if it were an animated patch ofmuslin,
lying fold upon fold, on the floor, until extending about two and a
half by three feet and having a depth of a few inches-perhaps six
or more. Presently it begins to rise slowly in or near the centre, as
if a human head were underneath it, while the cloudy film on the
floor begins to look more like muslin falling into folds about the
portion so m ysteriously rising. By the time it has attained two or
more feet, it looks as if a child were under it and moving its arms
about in all directions as if manipulating something underneath.
It continues rising, oftentimes sinking somewhat to rise
again higher than before, until it attains a height of about five
feet, when its form can be seen as if arranging the folds of drapery
a bout its figure.
Presentl y the anns rise considerably above the head and
open outwards through a mass of cloud-like spirit drapery, and
Yolande stands before us unveiled, graceful and beautiful, nearly
five feet in height, having a turban-like head dress, from beneath
which her long black hair hangs over her shoulders and down
h er back.
Her body-dress, of Eastern form, displays every limb and
contour of the body, while the superfluous white veil-like drapery
is wrapped round her for convenience, or thrown down on the
carpet out of the way till required again.
All this occupies from ten to fifteen minutes to accomplish.
When she disappears or dematerializes it is as follows.
Stepping forward to show herself and be identified by any strangers
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then present, she slowly and deliberately opens out the veil-like
superfluous drapery; eA.-panding it, she places it over her head,,
and spreads it round her like a great bridal veil, and then immediately but · slowly sinks down, becoming less bulky as she collapses,
dematerializing her body beneath the cloud-hke drapery until it
has little or no resemblance to Yolande. Then she further collapses
until she has no resemblance to human form, and more rapidly
sinks down to fifteen or twelve inches. Then suddenly the form
falls into a heaped patch of drapery-literally Yolande's left-off
clothing, which slowly but visibly melts into nothingness.
The dematerializing of Yolande's body occupies from two to
five minutes, while the disappearance of the drapery occupies from
half a minute to two minutes. On one occasion, however, she
did not dematerialize this drapery or veil, but left the whole lying.
on the carpet in a heap, until another spirit came out of the cabinet
to look at it for a moment, as if moralizing on poor Yolande's
disappearance. This taller spirit a lso disappeared and was replaced
by the little, brisk, vivacious child·:form of Ninia, the Spanish girl,.
who likewise came to look at Yolande's remain ; and, curiously
picking up the left-off garments, proceeded to wrap them round
her own little body, which was already well clothed with drapery_

I have myself seen both these processes, a lmost
exactly as described above. In my case the form was
that of an unusually tall man, and he did not begin by
forming drapery, but appeared as a patch of cloudy
light on the floor, which rose and increased until it
looked somewhat like the stump of a tree. It grew on
until it was a vague pillar of cloud towering above our
h eads, and then gradually condensed into a definite and
well-known form, which stepped forward, shook me
warmly by the hand, and spok.e in a full clear voice,
exactly as any other friend might have done. After
talking to us for about five minutes and answering
several questions, he again shook hands with us and
announced that he must go. Bidding us good-bye,
he immediately became indistinct in outline, and
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relapsed into the pillar of cl~ud, which sank down
fairly rapidly into the small cloudy mass of light upon
the floor, which then flickered and vanished.
I have seen three materialized forms togetherone of them an Arab six inches taller than the medium,.
another a European of ordinary medium h eight, and
the third a little girl of dark complexion, claiming to·
be a Red Indian-while the medium was securely
·locked up inside a wire cage of his own invention,.
which v;as sec~red by two keys (both in my pocket)
and a letter-lock which could only be operated from
the outside. Later in the same evening we were·
requested to unlock this cage, and the two forms first
described brought out the entranc~d medium between
them, cne supporting him by each arm. We were
allowed to touch both the medium and the materialized
forms, and were much sti·uck to find the latter distinctly firmer and more definite than the former. They
did not in this case return him to his cage, but laid him
upon a sofa in full view of us all, cautioned us that hewould be exceedingly exhausted when he woke, and
then in conti nently vanished into thin air before our
eyes. All this took place in a dim light,· the two
gas-jets in the room being both turned very low, but'
there was all the time. quite sufficient illumination to
enable us to recognize clearly the features both of the
medium and of our dead visitors, and to follow their
movements with absolute certainty.
It is only when the conditions are favourable that
one may hope to find the materialized forr~s able to
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move about the room_ as freely as in the cases ·above
described. MQre. generally the materialized form is
·s trictly confined to the immediate neighbourhood of
the medium, and is subject to an attraction which is
·Constantly drawing it back to the body from which it
·came, -so that if kept away from the medium too long
the figure collapses, and the matter which composed it,
returning to the etheric condition, rushes back instantly
to 'its . source. It is excessively dangerous to the
medium's health, or even to his life, to prevent this
return in any way; and it was no doubt precis.e ly
this that caused such terrible suffering in the case of
poor Madame d'Esperance, above quoted. It would
.seem from her own account as though the majority of
her etheric matter, and probably a great·deal of the
-dens.e r also, was with Yolande rather than in the
-cabinet; and since the for·m of Yolande was so unwarrantably detained it is·probable that what was left in
her· body would rush into Yolande's, and so it would in
·One sense be true that she was found outside the cabinet
and in the hands of the ignorant vulgarian who had
-seized the materialized form. All this makes it in-creasingly obvious that no one who has not sufficient
education to comprehend a little. of the conditions
-ought ever to be perm~tted to take part in a seance.
Another. reason for great care in the selection of
sitters is that in the case of materialization matter is
borrowed to some extent from all of them as well as from
the medium. Ther_e is no doubt, therefore, a considerable intermixture of such matter, and undesirable qualities
'
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or vices of any kind in any one of the sitters are distinctly
liable to react upon the others, and most of all upon
the medium, who is almost certain to be the most
sensitive person present-from whom, in any case,
the heaviest contribution will be drawn. Yet again
we may obtain an example of this from Madame
.d'Esperance's invaluable book. On p. 307 she writes:
EVIL EFFECT OF TOBACCO

From the very beginning of our experiments in this line I
had always more or less suffered from nausea and vomiting after a
:seance for materialization, and I had grown to accept this as a
natural consequence and not to be avoided. This had always been
the case, except when surrounded only by the members of our home
circle or children. During the course of seances for photography
this unpleasantness increased so much that I was usually prostrate
for a day, or sometimes two, after a sitting, and, as the symptoms
were those of nicotine poisoning, experiments were made and it was
discover ed that none of these uncomfortable sensations were felt
when seances were held with non-smokers. Again, when sick p er·sons were in the circle, I invariably found myself feeling more or
l ess unwell afterwards. \.Yith persons accustomed to the use of
alcohol the discomfort was almost as marked as with smokers.
These seances were to me fruitful in many repects; I learned
that many habits, which are common to the generality ofmankind
and sanctioned by custom, are deleterious to the results of a seance,
or, at any rate, to the health ofa medium.

A "guide, who has been working for some years,
:and has learnt to know fairly well the possibilities of the
plane, has often interesting phen?mena connected with
materialization which he is ·willing to exhibit to special
friehds when the power is strong. One such eXhibition
was sometimes given by him who calls himself "John
K ing , many years ago, and may perhaps be given by
him still. He would sometimes take one of the printed
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luminous slates and lay his hand upon it. A fine, strong,.
muscular, well-shaped hand it was, and its outline of
course stood forth perfectly distinctly against the faintly
luminous background. Then as we watched it, he would
cause that hand to diminish visibly until ~t was a
miniature about :the size of a small baby's hand, though
still perfect in its resemblance to his own. Then slowly·
and steadily under our eyes it would grow again until
it b ecame gigantic, and covered the whole slate, and
would finally return by degress to its normal size. Now
of course this manifestation might easily have been a
m ere case of mesmeric influence if only one person had
seen it; but since every one in the circle saw preci~ely
the same, and there was nothing to indicate that any
attempt at mesmerism was being made, it seemed on
the whole more probable that it was really an exhibition
of augmentation and diminution in the materialized
h a nd-a result which could readily be brought about
by any one who understood how to manipulate the·
matter.
A

DEAD MAN's JoKE

Occasionally the materialization takes some other
shape than the human. One such case which I recollect
vividly shows that our departed friends by no means.
lose their sense of humour when they pass over into
astral life. At a certain seance we were much annoyed.
by the presence of a man of the boastful sceptic g~nus ..
H e swaggered in the usual blatant way, and showecE
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his entire ignorance by every word he uttered in the·
]ouci, coarse voice which constantly reiterated that he:
knew that aU these things were nonsense, that we
might be sure that nothing would happen so long as he·
was there.
This went on for some time as we sat round the·
table, and at last the medium, who was a mild, inoffensive sort of man, quietly. advised him to moderate his.
to;q.e, as on several occasions the "spirits." had been
known to treat rather roughly persons who talked. iili
that manner. The sceptic, however, only became
coarser and more offensive in his remarks, defying any·
spirit that ever existed to frighten him, or even to dare
to show itself in his presen ce. We had now been sittingfor a good while in the darkness, and nothing wh atever
had h appened beyond a few brief words from one of the
"guides" at the commencement of the seance, which
had informe.d us that they were storing up power. As
the time passed on we all became somewhat wearied,.
and I at least began to think that perhaps our sceptic
really was so inharmonious an influence that it would
be impossible to obtain any good results-wherein,.
however, it seems that I was wrong.
To make clear what did happen I must say a few
words as to the room in which the seance was being
held. It was a tiny apartment at the back of the· house
on the second floor, opening out of a much larger front
room by great folding-doors which reached up to the
ceiling. We were seated round a large circular table,
so much out of proportion to the room that the· backs.
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of our chairs were a ll but touching the walls and the
big door as we sat round it. Ther~ was another door
in the corner of the room leading to a flight of stairs;
that was locked, the key being in the lock on the inside,
and the great doors were also secured by a bolt on our
side. We sat, as I say, with practically no manifestations
for about three-quarters of hour, and I at least was
heartily tired of th e whole thing.
Suddenly in the adjoining room we heard extraordinarily ponderous footsteps, as of some mighty giant;
and even as we raised our heads to listen the great
doors burst violently open, crashing into the backs of
the chairs on that side, driving them and their occupants
against the table, and so pushing the table itself against
those on the opposite side. A pale, rather ghastly
luminosity shone in through the opened door, and b y
its light we saw-we all saw-an enormous elephant
stepping straight in upon u~, dashing the .chairs
together with his stride! A gigantic elephant in a room
of that size is ·not exactly a pleasant neighbour; nobody
stopped to think of the impossibility of the thingnobody waited to see what would happen next; the
great beast was on the top of us~ as it were, and the
man nearest to the back door tore it operi., and before
we had time for a second thought we were all rushing
madly down those stairs.
A roar of Homeric laughter followed us, and in a
moment we realized the absurdity of the situation, and
some of us ran back, and struck a light. No one was
there, and both the rooms were empty; there was no·
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way out of either of them but the doors which opened
side by side upon the head of the stair, which. had been
within our sight all the time; there was no place to
which anybody could have escaped, if any one could
have been playing a trick upoiJ us ; not a trace of an
elephant, a nd nothing to show for our fright, except the
bolt torn off the folding-door with the force of the
bursting open, and three broken chairs to testify to the·
spe.ed of our departure! We gathered again in our room,
and gave way (now it was over) to unrestrained mirthall but our sceptic, wh o had rushed straight out of the·
house; and he was so terrified that he would not even
return into the hall below for his coat and hat, and
they had to be carried out into the street for him. I
have never seen him since, but I have sometimes.
wondered exactly how he explained to himself afterwards the deception which he must have supposed to
be practised upon him.
In this case the guides controlling the seance
evidently thought it desirable to administer a salutory·
lesson; but this is rarely done, as it is not usually
considered worth while to \\·aste so large an amount of
energy over so unworthy an object as the conceited and
blatant sceptic. It is one of the rules of the higher
life that force should be ccononiized, and employed
only where there is at _least reasonable hope that good
can be done. We have an instance of the application
of this rule in the life of our Great Exemplar, for is it
not recorded th at when Christ visited His own country,
" He did not many mighty works there because of their·
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.unbelief;"? 1 His power could unquestionably have
.broken down their obstinate scepticism; but it is His
Will to knock at the door of· the human heart, not to
Jorce Himself upon those who are as yet unready to
1profit by His ministrations.

·1

M otlhtw, xiii, 58

CHAPTER XXXVII

.SOME RECENT MATERIALIZATION
PHENOMENA
EcTOPLASMs

IT is 'Only lately that scientific men have undertaken
-an enquiry into the nature of the curious material
produced at se~nces, out of which visible and tangible
phantoms are built. It has long been understood in a
-general way by spiritualists that the visiting entities use
some· sort of matter derived from the medium and to
-some extent from the· other persons present, with which
to densify their superphysical f~rms. But only comparatively recently has it been realized that the material
-so employed comes not merely from the etheric body,
but even to a large extent from the tissues of the dense
physical body, and that it therefore has in some way
impressed upon it the habit of the organic structures
from which it comes.
Apparently, then, the operating entities find it
necessary to allow that material to follow its own lines of
growth in the production of forms as it d ensifies, adapting these only so far as may be absolutely necessary;
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the aim being, no doubt, to conserve energy as much
as possible. This physiological aspect of materialization phenomena has called forth much scientific
interest, and up to date we have the results of extensive
research upon it in several volumes, particularly in
Dr. Geley's Clairvoyance and Materializ ation and Baron
von Schrenck-~otzing's Phenomena of Materialization.
The substance in question appears to be of precisely
the. same character from whatever medium it may
come. It issu~s in an invisible form, which may sometimes be felt as a wind. It then becomes vapor~us,.
and finally condenses into a white, grey or black
material of various textures. This is then moulded
into human limbs and faces and sometimes entire
figures, apparently by unseen sources of intelligence.
Sometimes, however, the operating intelligences are
seen by the medium or other clairvoyant persons who
m ay be present, and also other than human forms are
produced, as in the case of Mr. Kluski, about whom a
perfectly formed eagle has frequently been seen and
even photographed. On account of the plastic quality
of this ·material and the fact that it can be moulded
into forms at a little distance from the medium's body,.
it goes by the name of teleplasm, and to the "forms made
out of it Professor Richet gave the nam~ ect~plasms some
years ago. Afterwards, some writers modified Professor Richet's nomenclature, and designated the
substance itself ectoplasm.
In the case of the famous medium Eusapia
P~lladino the first manifestation appear~d in the form
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of a cool wind issuing from her forehead, especially
from an old wound on one side of her head , and from
other parts of the body. This wind would billow out
the curtains of the cabinet or the m aterial of her dress,
and within the protection of the dark space behind
the'm would proceed to density into a form, which
might then emerge into some degree of light. The
endeavours of later investigators have been to induce
the operating entities to perform the entire process in
full view as far as possible, for the sake of scientific
research, and this no doubt accounts for the fact that
many of the materialized form s photog raphed in various
stages of growth are not as perfect as some of the
ea rlier phenomena, such as the appearance of Katie
King through the mediumship of Florence Cook.
THE PHENOMENA oF E usAPIA PALLADIKO

Th e following typical account of Madame Palladino's work appears in Mr. Carrington's Eusapia
Palladino and her Phenomena, p. 205:
After the medium had resumed h~r chair, we felt her head
with our hands, to see if the cold breeze was issuing from her forehead. We all clearly p erceived it with our hands, placed at a
distance of about three inches from the medium's head. F. held
his hand over her mouth and' nose, and we all did fjkewise, holding
our noses and.mouths and refraining from breathing, and the breeze
was still distinctly perceptible. B. then held a small paper flag to
the medium's forehead-her nose and mouth, as well as our own,
still being covered. The flag blew out several times, and then out
so forcibly that it turned completely over and wrapped itself once
round the flagstaff, to which it was attached. The objective nature
of this breeze was thus established-though a thermometer held to
her head failed to record any lowering of temperature.
43
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A fair example of the phenomena produced by
what was presumably a condensation of this wind was
given in the experiments made at Turin in 1907 by
Professor Lorn broso and his two assistants, Dr. Imoda
and Dr. Audenino. These seances were held in the
clinical chamber of psychiatry in the University, ~md
were attended by a number of eminent men. The
unanimous opinion was that" even the cleverest trickery
could not begin to explain the majority of the phenomena observed·,. The phenomena took place in the
light of an electric lamp of ten candle-power. In the
second and later seances there were heavy blows on
the table as well as the usual lighter raps, and various
musical instruments were played. The persons present
were tapped and pulled, and various objects were
thrown about.
A footstool of common wood, which was inside the medium's
cabinet, shook and fell; the curtain also shook; behind it a hand
grasped repeatedly the extended hands of those present; shook them
and caressed them. Suddenly, to the surprise ofall, ~little closed
hand, the arm covered with a dark sleeve, showed itself in the full
light, quite visibly; it was pink, plump and fresh. "Surprise did
not · prevent our at once giving attention to the control of the
medium; her hands were firmfy enclosed in those of the two
watchful doctors." A few minutes later a cold wind came from
behind the curtain, which suddenly opened as if it had been opened
by two hands, a human head came out, with a pale, haggard face,
-of sinister evil a~pect. It lingered a moment and then disappeared.
The wooden stool rose up in the air and seemed to want to
leave the cabinet, pushing aside the curtains. It was liberated from
the curtains, then it continued to ascend in an inclined position
toward _the circle. Sever al hands stretched out, following the
-curious phenomenon, and lightly touched the object.
The woman's small hand then reappeared near the curtain,
seizerl one of the feet of the footstool, and pushed it. Signor
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Mucchi broke the chain, and, by a rapid action, seized the warm
hand, which at once seemed to dissolve and disappeared. Immediately observations were made to ascertain if the medium's two
hands were well controlled; such was found to be the case. The
footstool kept o n rising, and p assed over the heads of the sitters, but
at this moment the medium seemed in distress, and cried out: "It
will kill us! Catch it!" The hands that were following the movements of the small piece of furniture then seized hold of it to
withdraw it from this perilous position, but an invisible force
withdrew it to the centre of the table, where it finally remained in
repose.
At the close of t he seance, the r eporter placed his hand on
the deep scar which the medium has on the left side of her h ead,
.and felt a strong, cold, continuous breeze issuing from it, like
a human breath. He subsequently felt the same cold breeze
issuing, though less strongly, from the tips of her fingers. (p. 90.)
l1~

some cases a complete form appeared, as in the
following record, on page 96:
The medium rested her head against the shoulder of the
controller on the right; her hands were held in his; suddenly the
curtain shook violently, a cold wind passed out, then a human form
<:overed by the thin material of the curtain was visible against this
light background. The head of a woman, unstable and staggering,
approached the face of the old man; she moved tremblingly like
an old woman; perhaps she kissed him; the old man encouraged
her; she withdrew, returned, seemed as if she was afraid to
venture, then advanced resolutely.

THE TELEPLASM OF EvA

C.

One of the most successful materializing mediums
of recent years is the lady known as Eva C. More
than a hundred scientific men, especially physicians,
have had an opportunity of observing her phenomena.
Dr. Gcley had two sittings a week with her for twelve
months, and has fully and carefully described the
teleplasm or ectoplasm. In a lecture given on the 28th
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of January, 1918, to the members _ofthe Psychological
·Institute in the medical lecture theatre of the College
de France, in which Dr. Geley discusses his observations with Eva C., he gave a description of the material
which has been summ<l:rized as follows. (Phenomena
of M aterialization, p. 328.)
A substance emanates from the body of the medium, it
extemalizes itself, and is amorphous, or polymorphous, in the
first instance. This substance takes various forms, but, i n
general, it shows m ore or less composite organs . ' 'Ve m ay
distinguish ( 1) the substance as a substratum of materialization;
(2) its organized dev'elopment. Its appeara nce is generally announced by the presence of fluid, white and luminous flakes of a
size ranging from that of a pea to that of a five-franc piece, and
distributed here and there over the medium's black dress, principally on the left side.
The manifestation is a premonitary phenomenon, which
sometimes precedes the other phenomena by three-quarters of an
hour, or an hour. Sometimes it is wanting, and it occasiona lly
happens tha t no other m anifestation follows.
The substance itself emanates from the whole body of the
medium, but especially from the natura l orifices a nd the extremities,
. from the top of the head, from the breasts, and the tips of the
fingers. The most usual origin, which is most easily observed, is
that from the m outh. We then see. the substance externa lizing
itself from the inner surface of the cheeks, from the g ums, and
from the roof of the mouth.
The substance occurs in various forms, som etimes as ductile
doug h , sometimes as a true pro toplastic m ass, sometimes in the
form of numerous · thin threads, sometimes as cards of various
thickness, or in the form of narrow rigid rays, or as a broad band,
as a membrane, as a fabric, or as a woven material with indefinite
and irregular outlines. The most curious appearance is presented
by a widely e>.rpanded membrane, provided with fringes a nd rucks,
and resembling in appearance a net.
The amount of externalized m a tter varies within wide limits.
In some cases it completely envelops the medium as in a m antle.
It may have three differ ent colours-white, black, or grey. The
white colour is the most frequent, perhaps because it is most easily
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<>bserved. Sometimes the three colours appear simultaneously. The
visibility of the substance varies a great deal, and it may slowly
increase or decrease in succession. To the touch it gives various
impressions. Sometimes it is moist and cold, sometimes viscous
.and sticky, more rarely dry and hard. · The ·impression created
depends on the shape. It appears soft and slightly elastic when it
.is expanded, and hard, knotty, or fibrous when it forms cords .
.Sometimes it produces the feeling of a spider's web passing over
the observer's hand. The threads are both rigid and elastic. .
The substance is mobile. Sometimes it moves slowly up or
<l.own, across the medium, on her shoulders, on her breast, or on
h.e r knees, with a creeping motion resembling a reptile.
·
Sometimes the movements are sudden and quick. The
substance appears and disappears like lightning and is extraordinarily sensitive. Its sensitiveness is mix.e d up .with the . hyperresthetic sensibility of the medium. Every touch produces a' pa:in~
ful reaction in the meqiuin. When the touch is IJlOderately strong,
.or prolonged, the medium complains of a pain comparable wit~
the pain produced by a s)10ck .to the normal body.
The substance is sensitive to light. · Strong light, especially
when sudden and unexpected, produces a painful disturbance in
the subject. Yet"nothing is more variable than the action oflight.
In some cases, the phenomena withstand full daylight. The
magnesium flash-light acts like a sudden blow on the medium, but
it is withstood, and flash-light photographs can be taken.
The substance has an intrinsic and irresistible tendency
towards organization. It does not r emain long in the primitive
-condition. It often happens that the organization is so rapid that
the primordial substance does not appear at all. At other times
one sees at the same time the amorphous substance, and some
forms or structures, more or less completely embedded in it, e.g. , a
thumb suspended in a fi·ing.e of the substance. One even sees heads
.and faces embedded in the material.

As to actual ex:periments, Dr. Gdey gives .the
follo~ing case from his no.t e book:
A cord of white substance proceeds slowly from the mouth
down to Eva's knees, having the thickness of about two fin'g ers.
This band assumes the most varied fonns b efore our eyes. Sometimes it expands in the form of a membraneous fabriC, with gaps
.and bulges. Sometimes it ' contracts · and folds up, subsequently
expanding and stretching out again. Here and there projections
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issue .from the mass, a sort of pseudopods, and these sometimes
take, for a few seconds, the form of fingers, or the elementary outline
of a hand, subsequently returning back into the mass. Finally, the
cord contracts into itself, e-xtending again on Eva's knees. Its end
rises in the air, leaves the medium, and approaches me. I then see
that the end condenses itself in the form of a knofor terminal bud,
and this again expands into a perfectly modelled hand. I touch
this :1and; it feels quite normal. I feel the bones and the fingers
with the nails. This hand is then drawn back, becomes smaller,
and vanishes at the end of the cord. The latter makes a few
further motions, contracts, and then returns into the medium's
mouth. (p. 330.)

Again:
A head suddenly appears about 30 inches from the head of
the medium, above her and on her right side. It is a human
head of normal dimensions, well developed, and with the usual
relief. The top of the skull and the forehead are completely
materialized. The forehead is broad and high. The hair is short
and thick, and of a chestnut or black colour. Below the line of the
eyebrows the design is vague, only the forehead and skull appearing
clearly. The head disappears for a moment behind the curtain, and
then reappears in the same condition, but the face, imperfectly
materialized, is covered with a white mask. I extend my hand,
and pass my fingers through the bushy hair, and touch the bones of
the skull. The next moment everything had disappeared. (p. 330.)

Speaking from the physiological point of view the
doctor adds:
Both normal and supernormal physiology tend to establish
the unity of the organic substance. In our experiments we
have observed, above all, that a uniform amorphous substance
externalizes itself from the medium's body, and gives rise to the
various ideoplastic forms. We have seen how this uniform substance organized and transformed itself under our eyes. We have
seen a hand emerging from the mass of the substance; a white
mass developed into a face. We have seen how in a few moments
the form of a head was replaced by the shape of a hand. By the
concurrent testimony of sight and touch we have followed the
transition of the amorphous unorganized substance into an organically developed structure which had temporarily all the attributes
of life-a complete formation, so to speak, in flesh and blood.
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We have watched the disappearance of these formations as
they sank back into primitive substance, and have even observed
how, in an instant, they were absorbed into the body of the
medium. In supranormal physiology there are no different organic
substrata for the various substances, as, e.g., a bone substance, a
muscular, visceral, or nervous substance; it is simply then a single
substance, the basis and substratum of organic life.
In normal physiology it is exactly ~he same, but it is not so
obvious. In some cases it appears quite clear that the phenomenon
which takes place in the black seance cabinet, takes place also, as
already mentioned, in the chrysalis of the insect. The dissolution
of tissues reduces a large proportion of the organs, and their various
parts, to a single substance, that substance which is destined to
materialize the organs and the various parts of the adult form. We,
therefore, have the same manifestation in both physiologies. (p. 332.)

But it is Baron von Schrenck-Notzing of Munich
who has given us the fullest account of Eva's mediumship, in his great work Phenomena of Materialization, a
large volume containing no less than 225 illustrations,
mostly from actual photographs of the occurrences.
These are derived from literally hundreds of sessions,
extending from May, 1909 to June, 1914. The phenomena described in this book are of the same nature as
those of Dr. Geley, but as they relate to an earlier
period of Eva's work they show a gradual developmen~
of the power, at any rate with respect to that condition of
the telepl.a stic substance in which it is capable of being
photographed. Madame Bisson, who lives with Eva,
and has ~aken care of her for many years, describes a
number of occasions on which she was able to handle
the teleplasm, and she confirms the sensations of it which
are described by Dr. Geley.
The teleplasm is rarely, if ever, entirely separated
from the medium, and though it possesses no organized
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nerves, impressions made upon it by touch and by light
appear in the medium's conciousness as her own
sensations. Incidentally, this proves that the nervous
system is not absolutely necessary for the communication of sensations to the brain. Generally speaking,
any presure given to the substance, or any sudden and
powerful light, such as that from a pocket electric lamp,
hurt.s the medium. The pain seems to appear in the
body of the medium in that part of the body from which
the materia] was probably drawn. The following example illustrates this to some extent.
Eva took my right hand in both her hands. This time the
material was thrown on my right hand ~nd on her hands, completely enclosing our hands. I then commenced to pull again and
to draw the material outwards, proceeding as tenderly as possible,
in order not to hurt the medium. When I began to examine the
material, it had curled right round my hand. Suddenly Eva made
a movement with her hands, lying on my arm, and involuntarily
pulled at the material held by me. It obviously frightened and
hurt her, for she screamed, and gave me great anxiety. I tried to
soothe her, but she complained of a strong nausea. The nausea
continued for about ten minutes.

At a later sitting (p. 131) when a female head
showed itself, the Baron heard Eva speak at the same
time, and request Madame Bisson to cut a lock from
the head. Madame Bisson took a pair of scissors, and
while under the careful observation of the Baroh, cut
off a lock of hair about four inches long and gave
it to him. The materialized structure then suddenly
disappeared in the direction of the medium, accompanied by a scream from her. After the sitting a lock
of the medium's hair was cut, with her permission.
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While Eva's hair showed an entirely brunette character,
that taken from the small head (which represented a
female form whom Eva called Estelle) was blonde,
and th e fact that the two samples of hair were
quite different was further proved by the microphoto:graphical and chemical examinations made by experts.
{p. 133.)
SciENTIFic PRECAUTIONS

It should be mentioned that the scientists engaged
in this research work always made every possible
·examination of the medium as well as of the place of
meeting beforehand. As to this Dr. von SchrenckN otzing writes:
Not one of the observers during these four years has ever
found on the m edium's body, or in the seance costume, anything
which could have been used for the fraudulent production of the
phenomena. The author was a witness to the thorough performance of this task on no less than 180 occasions. The honesty of
the medium is therefore not a probability, but a certainty placed
beyond all question. She has never introduced any objects into
the cabinet with which she could have fraudulently r espresented
the teleplastic products. The various seance rooms, in different
houses, had no secret passages or trap-doors, and were regularly
·examined, both before a nd after every sitting. (p. 275.)

If many of the faces and forms which appear to
look to the casual observer as though drawn upon and
cut out of paper and are even marked by lines as
though that paper had been folded up, nevertheless it
cannot be assumed that paper figures were smuggled
into the seances. Both the rigidity of the searches and
the control of the medium prevent not only their being
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introduced, but also their being handled if introduced.
The examination of the photographs b y experts, and.
their fruitless ·attempt to produce similar effects with
paper figures photographed under exactly the same·
conditions, also show fraud to be impossible; and t.he·
exgurgitation hypothesis, which has been proposed by
some speculators, also stretches the imagination too far
frq?l possible facts; besides, in some of the experiments bilberrY.. jam was given to Eva to eat shortly
before the sitting, and this must inevitably have colour-·
ed the entire contents of the stomach (p. 206) .
THE

DEVELOPMENT oF THE FoRMS

On the other hand, it does often appear that the·
intelligences operating in the production of the forms
have some difficulty in their materialization, which
they can overcome only by methods of production
resembling those of the artist and the sculptor on our
own plane. For example, as to the experiment of the
lOth of September, 1912,.the Baron mentions (p. 196)
that the_ head which appeared showed in several
respects faults of drawing. . Sometimes the same·
· phantom appears a number of t!mes, with or without
a considerable interval. In such cases Baron von
Schrenck-Notzing finds that while there is the same
head and dress, and position of the arms crossed over
the breast, there are a great number of small differences.
He concludes that the differences between the pictures.
taken of the same type but on different evenings may
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be compared with the different poses of a person at a
photographer's and that they are due principally to
different positions of the body, owing to displacement.
and changes in the external lines and the folds of the
dress. The differences, he adds, indicate mobility and.
variability of the artistic will behind the scenes in the
details and shades of the conception, for the "elementary formative principle" never produces rigid
and unchangeable produ cts, " but the photogaphed
emanations· always indicate a mobile, soft material
basis, which is highly changeable and rapidly perishable". (p. 230.)
The same distinguished investigator had also a
number of seances with a Polish medium, a girl of
ninteen years, named Stanislava P. (p. 251 et seq.)
From h er h e obtained phenomena very similar to those·
presented by Eva C. In this series of investigations
some cinema pictures were taken-on one occasion as
many as four hundred, and on another three hundred
and sixty (p. 258}. T h e films show the recession of
the material into the mouth of the medium, and one
of them also shows the broadening and narrowing of
the mass of substance.
In 1922 Baron von Schrenck-Not~ing devoted
several months to demonstrations of the reality of
ectoplasm to members of the liberal professions, in
this case with a medium named Willy Schneider, an
Austrian boy of 16 .. Through these phenomena a large·
number of scientists became convinced of the reality
of materializations.
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T HE CLOTffiNG OF PHANTOMS

The question is sometimes asked why the materialized forms of persons who have been dead for a
considerable time still present themselves in the
clothing which they used to wear. This is not always
strictly the case, but it is generally so even when the
departed person may have changed his habit in the
astral world. One reason for this is that many of them
would not be r'e cognized in their new condition, but it
appears also that when they come within earth influence
their old earth condition closes in upon them, as it were,
and reproduces the old material forms. Through Mrs.
Coates in trance (Photographing the Invisible, p. 208) the
reply given to this question was:
When we think what we were like upon the earth, the ether
condenses around us and encloses us like an envelope. \.Ye are
within those ether-like substances which are drawn to us, and our
thoughts of what we were like and what we would be better known
by, produce not only the clothing, but the fashioning of our forms
a nd features. It is here the spirit chemists step in. They fashion
according to their ability that ether substance quicker than thought,
and produce our earth features so that they m ay be recognized ...
\1\'hen I was photographed . . . at Los Angeles, that etherealized
matter was attracted or clung to me, taking on the features
fashioned by my thoughts which were, by some sudden impulse or
mysterious law, those of my last illness op earth.

A somewhat unusual modific'ation of this process
is recounted in Mr. J. Arthur Hill's New Evidences in
Psychical Res.earch. At a sitting on Feb. 7th, 1908;
the medium Watson said that he saw in the room the
dead mother of one of the sitters. He described her as
attired in a brown silk dress, high in the neck, trimmed
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with white, and having a lined or watered effect in its.
texture. He said that there was some history attach ed
to this dress, about which the sitter ought to enquire
from her sis~er. On enquiry from the lady mentioned
they learned that the old lady h ad ordered a dress such
as that described, but it was delivered only the day
before sh e died, and so was never worn. Mr. Hill
remarks that, if the supposition of fraud be dismissed,
thi.s incident suggests :
Neither telepathy nor a rummaging among passive memories
in a cosmic reservoir, but rather the a ctivity of a surviving mind,
able to marshal its earth-memories and to select from them for
presentation to the medium such details as will constitute the
strongest possible evidence of identity. (p. 134.)

THE WAX GLOVES

It would be difficult to imagine anything more
effective in the way of proof of the astral presence of
solid materialized human forms than those products
which have become popularly known as the wax gloves.
These are paraffin wax moulds of various human
members. Dr. Geley gives us a full account of a
number of seances in which these were produced.
(ClairVO)Iance and Materialization, pp. 221 to 252. )
The medium for these experiments was Mr. Franek
Kluski, of Warsaw. This gentleman, who has been
psychic from childhood, is described by Dr. Geley as a
member of a liberal profession, a writer and a poet, a
symp athetic and attractive personality, very intelligent,
well-educated, speaking several languages, and adds.
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that he has placed his wonderful gifts freely and
·disinterestedly at the service first of his own compatriots
and then of the Metapsychic Institute, by frank devotion to science. The phenomena are plentiful, including
·exhibitions of the primary substance and luminous
phenomena, materializations of human members, of
human faces and animal forms, and the movement of
·O~j ects without apparent contact, as well as phenomena
·Of amental order.
We will, however, confine ourselves here to a brief
:account of the wax moulds. In these sittings a tank of
melted paraffin wax was set upon an electric heater,
-the materialized entity was asked to plunge a hand or
foot or even part of the face into the paraffin several
times. Th~s .action results in the formation of a closely
fitting envelope, which sets quite rapidly. When the
form dematerializes the glove or envelope remains, and
if it be desired plaster can afterwards be poured into
the mould, giving a perfect cast of the hand or other
member upon which it had been formed. In one short
series of si ~tings nine moulds were produced, of which
.seven were all hands, one was a foot and one a mouth
.and chin. The following is Dr. Geley's account of the
tenth experiment in this series:
Control was perfect-right hand held by Professor Richet
.and left by Count Potocki. The controllers kept repeating "I am
holding the right hand," or" I am holding the left hand." After
futeen or twenty minutes splashing was audible in the tank, and the
hands operating, covered with warm paraffin, touched those of the
·controllers. Before the experiment Professor Richet and I had
added some blue colouring matter to the paraffin, which then had a
.bluish tinge. This was done secretly, to be a n absolute proof that
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-the moulds were made on the spot and not brought ready-made
·into the laboratory by Franek or any other person, and passed off
.on us by legerdemain. The operation lasted as before, from one
to two minutes.
Two admirable moulds resulted, of right and left hands of
the size of the hands of children five to seven years old. These were
-of bluish wax, the same colour as that in the tank.
Weight ofparaffin before experiment: 3 kilograms 920 grams.
Weight of paraffin after the experiment: 3 kilograms 800
grams.
Weight of the moulds: 50 g rams.
The difference is represented by a consider able quantity of
wax scattered on the floor, about 15 grams near the medi,lm and
.also some far from him, 3?r yards distant, in a place to which he
could not have gone, near the photographic apparatus. We did not
scratch up this last, which was adherent to the floor, for weighing,
but there was a gpod deal of it - about 25 grams. Mr. Kluski
had not been neai· that place either before or during the experiment. There was also paraffin on the hands and clothes of the
medium. His hands had never been released from the hold of the
·Controllers. (p . 224.)

The appearance of paraffin on Mr. Kluski's hands
.and clothes reminds u s of the same occurrences in
1vir. Crawford's experiments in the Goligher circle,
already described in Chapter XXXIV. The moulds
mentioned above show hands with fingers bent down,
and thumbs turned over them or over the palm of the
hand, and in some cases two h ands are shown with
fingers interlocked in various ways. For these and
·Other reasons it is quite certain that the wax moulds
have been made upon human members afterwards
.dematerialized.
In the second series of experiments conducted at
Warsaw (those above mentioned took place in Paris)
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some of the materializations were at the same time
visible. Dr. Geley says:
We · bad in this case a new and hitherto unpublished proof.
We had the great pleasure of seeing the hands dipped into the
paraffin. They were luminous, b earing points of light at the fingertips. They passed slowly before our eyes, dipped into the wax,
moved in it for a few seconds, came out, still luminous, and deposited the glove against the hand of one of us. (p. 234-.)

CHAPTER XXXVIII

OUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS •SPIRI'TU.ALISM
MucH

IN CoMMON

"BuT," some. spiritualists have said to ·me; ' CC we alw'ays
thought that you Theosophists supposed all our phenomena to be the ·work of elementals, or fairies, or devils
or something of that sort! " No Theosophist who kno'ws
anything about it has ever made. any such foolish assertion. What may h ave been said is th.a t some part o'f
the phenomena were occasionally produced·by ·agencies
other than d ead men or women; and that is perfectly
true. It has often seemed to me that there has frequently .
been a good deal of entirely unnecessary mistrust and
misconception between Theosophists and spiritualists.
Various spiritualistic organs have frequently abused
Theosophy in no measured terms, and there is no doubt
that on our side a lso both speak~rs and writers have
often referred to spiritualism with much scorn, but w.ith
little knowledge. But I hope that with more knowledge
each of the other we shall come to respect one another
more as we understand one anoth er better, for we each
have our p art to fill in the great work of the future: It
would indeed be foolish of us to quarrel, for we have
44
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more in common with each other than either of us has
with any of the other shades of opinion.
PoiNTS OF AGREEMENT

We both hold strenuously to the great centra l idea
of man as an immortal and ever-progressive being; we
bo.t h know that as is his lif~ now, so shall it be after he
has cast aside .this body, which is his only that he may
learn through it; we both hold the Fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man as fundamental te~ets;
and we both know that the gains a nd rewards of this
world are but as dross compared with the glorious
certainties of the higher life beyond the grave. Let us
stand side by side on this common platform, and let us
postpone the consideration of our points of difference
until we have converted· the rest of the world to the
belief in these points upon which we agree. Surely
that is wise policy, for these are the points of importance; and if the life is lived in accordance with these
all the rest will follow.
We h ave a magnificent system of philosophy;
our spiritualistic brother does not care for it. Well,
if his thought does not run a~ong that line, why
sho.uld we seek to force it upon him? Perhaps presently
he will feel the need of some such system ; if he does,
then there it is all ready for his study. I believe that
in due course I shall return to live again upon this
earth; herein some of my spiritualistic brothers agree
with me, and some do not; but, after all, what does
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that matter? To us this doctrine of reincarnation is
luminous and helpful, because it seems to explain so
much for which otherwise there is no solution; but if
.another man does not yet feel the need of it, it is no
jpart of our policy to try to force it upon him.
We hold the idea of continued progress after death
by means of further lives upon this earth, after the life
•an subtler planes is over; the spiritualist prefers the
ide?- of passing on to other a nd higher spheres a ltogether. We both agree that there is a progress here:after; let us live so as to make the best use of this
existence as a preparation for that, for if we do that
we shall surely come out successfully, whichever of us
is right as to the place of our future meeting. When
:all the world is living its highest in the preparation for
that life of progress, it will be time enough to begin to
.argue abou t where it will b e lived.
UNTRAINED OBSERVATION OF LITTLE VALUE

As to the spiritualistic phenomena, we have no
·quarrel whatever with them; we know well that they
t ake place, and we kno·w that they have had great
value as demonstrating the reality of superphysical life
t o many a sceptical mind. Th,ere are many men
who seem constitutionally incap able of profiting by the
-experience of others; they must go and see everything
"for themselves, not realizing that, even if th ey do see,
their untrained observations will be of little valu e. On
this point Mr. Fullerton_has well said :
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·To ensure observations with any worth there must be long.
and careful discipline; natural errors must through repeated experience be guarded against, distinctions and qualifications and illusions
be learned. This is true of the physical plane; much more of the
astral plane, where phenomena are so different, conditions so
unlike, misguidance so multiform. He who assum es that hisuntutored observation for the first time of the contents and facts
of the astral world would better determine them than does the
'trained faculty of long and accomplished students, presupposes.
really that he. is an exception to universal rule, superior to other
men and of different mould. But what is this save a form of
va.nity, a case of that strange delusion as to personal wor th which
the· smallest observation of human nature might have cur ed? It is.
akin to the supposition tha t his frrst introduction to an tinkno':Vn
cpntinent, he not being a naturalist, a physicist, or a botanist,
would be more conclusive in its results than the protracted researches of scientists long familiar with the region and mutually
comparing their investigations. ( The Proofs of Theosophy, p. 7.)

If a man must see for himself, and is unable to
rest upon the basis of intellectu al conviction, b y all
means let l!im attend the spiritualistic seance, and
learn by experience, as so many others have done_
It is not a course that we should advise except to such
a man as this, because there are certain serious drawh acks to it from our point of view.
DRAWBACKS

The greatest of these is on~ at which the sceptic
·would laugh-the danger ·of believing too much! For
if the sceptic has determination and perseverance, he·
will assuredly be convinced sooner or later ; and when
he is, it is quite likely that the pendulum will swing to
the other extreme, and that he will believe too much,
instead of too little. He may readily grow to' regard
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all the words of the dead as gospel, all communications
which come through the tilts of a table as divinely
inspired.
There is a]so another danger·- that of being un-·
-comforta~ly haunted. Often there come to a seance
most undesirable d ead people,. m en of depraved morals,
:Seeking to gratify vicariously obscene lower passions.
And b esides these, there are those dead men who are
m~d with fear, who ~re clutching "desperately at any
:and ·every opportunity to seize a physical vehicle, to
get back at any cost and by any means into touch with
t he lower life which they have lost. The " guide "
usually protects "his medium from such infl.uences, and
will not allow such a man to communicate; but h e
·Cannot prevent him from attaching himself to other
:sitters and following them home. The sceptic may
thin~ himseif strong-minded and non~sensitive, and
rtherefore proof against any such possibility; so m~ day
he may be unpleasantly undeceived as to this; but
·even if that be so, p.oes h e wish to run the risk of
bringing home an influence to his wife or his daughter?
Of course, I fully recognize that this is only a possibility-that a man might attend a score of seances and
encounter nothing of this sort; yet these things have
happened, and they are happening even now. People
·driven to the verge of insan:ity by astral persecution
have come to me again and again; and in many cases
it was at a seance that they first encountered that
ghostly companion. The strong can resist; but who
knows whether he is strong until he tries?
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RESOLUTION NEEDED

When, however, this unfortunate thing has alr~ady
happened to a person-when he already feels himself
haunted or obsessed- there is only one thing to b e
done, and that is to set the mind steadily aga.i nst it in
determined resistance. Realize firmly tpat the human
will is stronger than any evil influence, and that you
ha:ve a right to your own individuality and the use
of your own organs-a . right to choose your company
astrally as well as on the physical plane.· Assert
this right persistently, and all will be well with you.
Take resolutely to hea~t the common sense advice given
by Miss Freer, in her Essays in PS)'chical R esearch:
If you believe yourself obsessed, if planchette swears, if your
table-raps give lying messages, and you fall into traJ;lces at unreasonable moments, drop the subject. Get a bicycle, or learn
Hebrew, or go on a walking tour, or weed the garden! If you are
sane, you can do as you like with your own mind; ifyou can not,
consult the staff of Colney Hatch! \Vant of self-restraint is either
sin or disease.
PosSIBILITY OF DECEPTION

Then there is always the possibility of d eception
-not so much of deception by the medium, or by any
one on the physical plane, as by en.tities behind. I have
known many cases in which such deceptions were wellintentioned; but · of course they remain deceptions.
nevertheless. It may happen that one dead man personates another from the best of motives-it may be
simply to comfort surviving relations, by taking the
place of one who does not care sufficiently, or perhaps
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is ashamed to come: Sometimes .o ne man will take the
place of another who h'as already pa~sed on to the
heaven-world and so is out of reach, in ·order that his
surviving relat~ons may not feel themselves neglected
or abandoned. In such a case it is not for us to blame
him; his action may be right or it may be wrong, but
that is a matter exclusively for his own conscience, and
we are not called upon to judge him. I simply note
the fact that such cases occur.
It must be remembered that the man who has
passed on into the heaven-world has left behind him
his astral corpse, which · is at the stage of decay of the
shade or of the shell, according to the time which has
elapsed since he abandoned it. Obviously to utilize
and revivify this will be the easier way of personating
him, and it is therefore the plan usually adopted.
It is not even in the least necessary that the communicating entity should be human at all; many a
joyous and obliging nature-spirit is proud to have the
opportunity of playing the part of a being belonging to
a superior evolution, and will continue assuring his
delighted audience that he is " so happy " as long as
they like to listen to him.
The entity who poses at a seance as Shakespeare
or Julius Cresar, as Mary Queen of Scots or George
Washington, is usually of this class, though he is sometimes also a human being of low degree, to whom it is
a j oy to strut even for a few minutes in such borrowed
plumes, to enjoy even for a single evening the respect
due to a well-known name. Also, if he has something
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to ,say .which h~ considers useful or important, he thinks
'(and ·q uite rightly) that credulous mortals are more
likely to· pay attention to it if it be attributed to some
rustinguished ·..person. . His motives are.often e·stima ble,
:even though we. cannot approve of his methods. .. -;
·· ·- '"Jlhere is- 4ny· amount of such personation ·as ;this;
it· is ~6ne..:of the commonest facts which we encounter in
our .. researches . . There is a book on Spiritualism, for ·
example, by Judge Edmonds of the Supreme Court of
New York, which consists chiefly of communications
plirporting to·'come from Swedenborg and Bacon, ·with
·o ccasional observations frorri ·Washington and Charleni<ig~e; but ·none of these great people seem to have
tiseri at all..to the level of their earthly reputation, and
'their remarks do not differ appreciably from the deadly
dullness of the ordinary trance-address, while many of
their statements are of course wildly inaccurate.
' Another fine example is the list of signatures
:appended · to the prolegomena of The Spirits' Book, by
Allan Kar'dec, which is· as follows : "John the Evangelist, 'St. Augustine, St. Vincent de Paul, St. Louis', the
Spirit of Truth, Socrates, Plato, Fenelon, Franklin,
Sweden]:)Qrg, etc., etc." One wonders who is: covered
by the mystic ·cc. etc., etc.,?' and whether
the. other names
'
were all that the communicating entity could think of
·a:t the moment!
All such extravagant pretensions as these are so
obviously ridiculous that ··they are easy of detection.
::But when :the man personated is one of ordinary type,
·it' is quite another· matter; so that at a seance~ unless
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the sitter is himself a trained clairvoyant of no mean
o0rder, .he simply cannot tell what it is that he SGes,
however much he may flatter himself that his discernment is perfect. Let me quote once more what I wrote
some years ago in The Astral Plane, p. ~08.
A manifesting "spirit" is often exactly what it professes to
bel but .often also is nothing of the kind; and for the ordinary sitter
there is absolutely no means of distinguishing the true from the
false, since the extent to which a being having all the resources of
the astral plane at his command can delude a person on the physical
p lane is so great that no reliance can be placed even on what seems
the most convincing proof.
If something manifests which announces it$elf as a m,an's
long-lost brother, he can have no certainty that its claim is a just
one. If it tells him of some fact known only to that brother and to
'himself, he remains unconvinced, for he knows that it might easily
have read the information from his own mind, or from his surround'ings in the astral light. Even if it goes still further a nd tells him
·something connected with his brother, of which he himself1is unaware, which he afterwards verifies, he still realizes that even this
may have been read from the astral records, or that what he sees
before him may be only the shade of his brother, and so possess his
memory without in any way being himself. It is not for one
moment denied that important communications have sometimes
b een made at seances by entities who in such cases have. been
precisely what they said they were; all that is claimed is thM it is
quite impossible for the ordinary person who visits a seance ever
to be certain that he is not being cruelly deceived in one or
·other of a dozen different ways.

Once more, I know that these are possibilities only,
and that in the majority of cases the dead man gives his
name honestly enough; but the possibilities exist nevertheless, and often materi4lize themselves into actualities.

Another point is the harm which must to a greater:
·or less extent be done to the medium- not only the
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extreme physical prostration.which I have mentioned,.
leading sometimes to nervous breakdowJ?., and sometimes to 'excessive use of stimulants in order to avoid.
that break-down-but also along moral lines. Here I
must protest .emphatically against the ordinary type of'
paid seances to which anyone may come on payment.
of so much per head. It places the unfortunate medium
in an utterly false position, and exposes him to a.
temptation to which no man ought ever intentionally
to be exposed. ~ Anyone who knows anything at all
about these phenomena knows that they are erratic,
that they are dependent upon many causes of whic~ as
yet he knows only a few and that therefore sometimes.
they can be had and sometimes they cannot. This is
the experience of every investigator. Miss Goodrich
Freer corroborates it in the preface to her Essays in:
Psychical Research, p. vi:
If I know anything, I know that psychic phenomena arenot to be commanded, be their origin what it may . . . He
who ordains the services of Angels as well as of men may send
His messengers-but not, I think, to produce poltergeist phenomena. The veil of the future may be lifted now and then-l?ut
not, I take it, at the bidding of a guinea fee in Bond Street.
That we may momentarily transcend time and space, the tern-·
porary conditions of our mortality, I cannot doubt; but such
phenomena are not to be commanded, nor of everyday occur-·
renee, nor hastily to be assumed. ·

.
.
Now if the medium is in the position of h aving been.
paid beforehand for their production, and then he finds.
that they will not come, what is he to do to satisfy all.
these people who are sitting round him expecting their
money's worth? · It is so easy to deceive them; they·
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lend themselves to it so readily; nay, it · is often
quite sufficient just to allow them to deceive themselves. It is not fair to put ·any man in such a
position as that; and if the medium sometimes falls
into cheating, it is surely not he alone who is to
blame.
HARM TO THE DEAD

Then there is the whole question of possible harm
to the dead. I have already admitted that the dead
man sometimes wishes to communicate in order to
unburden his mind in some way, and when this is the
case it is well that he should have the opportunity of
doing it. But these cases are comparatively rare. If
the dead want us they will seek to reach us; but we
should invariably let the movement come from their
side-we should never seek to draw them back. It
may be said, perhaps: " But is it not a natural desire
on the part of a mother to see her dead child again? n
Surely it would be more natural for the mother to be
entirely unselfish, and to think first of what was best
for the child, before she considered her personal longings. In many cases communication with the physical
plane may do a man but little harm during the earliest
stages of his astral life; but it must always be remembered that in every case it intensifies and prolongs his.
attachment to the lower levels of the plane- that it
sets up in him a habit o£ remaining closely in touch
with the ·earth-life.
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Yet, with all this, spiritualism, has- assuredly its
place and its work, and it has been of incalculable value
to many thousands of men and women. .J'he Catholic
~Church and the Salvation Army are bot_
h sections of .
•Christianity, yet they appeal to widely different types
-of p_e ople, and those who are attracted by one would
have been littl ~ likely to come to the other. So each
has its place and its work to do for the broad idea of
.Christianity. In the same way it seems to me that
:Theosophy and spiritualism have each their clientele.
Those who study the philosophy · which we set before
them would never have been satisfied with the trancespeaking and the constantly repeated phenomena of
the spiritualistic seance; those who desire such phenomena, and those who yearn after what good old
Dr. Dee us~d to call "sermon-stuffe" would never have
been happy with us, while they find exactly what they
want in spiritualism.
For among spiritualists, as among any other body
of men, there are several types. There are those who
are chiefly. interested in the trance-speaking, who niake
this their religion and take their tra~ce-address followed
by a clairvoyant reading of surroundings every Sunday
evening, just as mortals who are otherwise disposed go
to church or to a Theosophical lecture. · Then there is
the type whose interest is purely personal-whose one
and only ·idea in ·. connection with the whole affair is the
gratification of their private and particular wish to see
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their own dead relations. There is another type who·
honestly and unselfishly set themselves to the task of
trying to help and develop the degraded, the unevolved
and the ignorant among the dead ; and there is no·
doubt that they really achieve .a great deal of good'
with that unpromising class of people. Others there·
are who are really anxious to learn ·and understand
scientifically the facts of the higher _life ; and these
people, while:. intensely delighted and interested for a
time, usually find presently that beyond a certain point
. they can get no ·further; an~ ~en perhaps we can do.
something for them in Theosophy.
A qucsti0n which -is constantly asked is : "Why·
do not these dead men wh o return to us with the
knowledge of a higher plane teach us the doctrine of
reincarnation? " The answer is perfectly simple; first
of all, some of them do teach it. All spiritists of the·
French school of Allan Kardec hold this doctrine·
during lfe, and consequently when they return after
death they have still the same story to tell. Those who
return in England or America usually say nothing.
about it, because they have no means of knowing a ny-·
thing more about it now than they knew· when they
were upon earth. As we explained in an earlier chapter,
it is the soul himself in his causal body who passes
from life to life, and he has no more knowledge or
memory of th~t wider existence on the astral plane
than he had on the physical. So he repeats only what
he has known on earth, .unless he is .so fortunat~ as to
m eet with someone who is able to teach him something
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of this grand truth-an Oriental for example, or a
Theosophist .
Still, even in spiritualism evidence of reincarnation
-occasionally appears, as, for example, in Claude's
Book by L. Kelway-Bamber, first published in 1918,
wherein the young British officer, communicating from
t he astral plane, devotes a chapter to a description of
the subject, and naturally it is usually of that rapid
typ~ ·. of reinca:nation of which Monsieur Gabriell
Delanne collected so many examples in the address
which he delivered some years ago before one of t~e
spiritualistic societies. ·Here, for example, is a curious
case, extracted from the pages of The Progressive
Thinker of December 13th, 1902. It appears in the
form of a letter to the editor, signed with the initials
S .O ., and dated somewhat vaguely from New :Mexico.
A

STORY OF REINCARNATION

I oAer m y p ersonal experience as an absolute fact-not as
supporting any theory. At the time I passed through the experience
(28 years ago) , I knew absolutely nothing of mediumship in any
phase and probably had never heard the word r eincarnation. I
was then sixteen years of age and had b een married one year.
The knowledge that I was to become a mother had just
dawned upon m e, when in a vague way I became conscious of the
.almost constant presence of an invisible personality. I seemed to
know intuitively that my invisible compariion was a woman, and
·quite a number of years older than myself. By degrees this presence
·grew stronger. In the third month after she first made her presence
felt, I could r eceive irnpressionally long messages from h er.· She
manifested the most solicitous care for my health and general
welfare, and as time wore on her voice became audible to m e, and
I enj oyed many hours of conversation with her. She gave her
name and nationali ty, with many details of her personal history.
She seemed anxious th~t I should know and love her for herself, as
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she expressed it. She made continual efforts to become visible to
me, and towards the last succeeded. She was then as true a
-companion to me as if she had been clothed in an embodiment of
flesh. I had merely to draw my curtains, shrouding the room in
·quiet tones, to have the presence manifest, both to sight and hearing.
Two or three weeks before the birth of my baby she
informed me that the real purport o.fher presence was her intention
to enter the new form at its birth, in order to complete an earth.experience that had come to an untimely end. I confess I had
but a dim conception of her meaning, and was considerably
troubled over the matter.
·. On the night before my daughter's birth, I saw my companion for the last ~ime. She came to me and said: " Our time is
at hand; be brave and all will be well with us."
My daughter came, and in appearance was a perfect
miniature of my spirit friend, and totally unlike either family to
which she belonged, and the first remark of everyone on seeing her
would be: <<Why, she does not look like a baby at all. She looks
.at least twenty years old. "
I was greatly surprised some years later when I chanced to
find in an old work the story of the woman, whose name and
history my spirit-friend claimed as her own in her earth-life, and
the fragments of her story, as slie bad given them to me, were in
accord with history, except some personal details not likely to have
been known to anyone else. All this experience I kept to myself as
a profound secret, for, young as l was, I realized what judgment
the world would place upon the narrator of such a story.
Once when my daughter was in her fifteenth year, the first
name of my spirit-friend happened to be mentioned in her presence,
She turned to me quickly with a look of surprise on her face a nd
said: " Mamma, didn't my papa call m e by this name? " (Her
father died when she was one year old.) I said: «No, dear, you
were never called this name." She replied: « Well, I surely
r emember it, and somebody somewhere ctlled me by it."
In conclusion I will add that in character my daughter is
very much like the historic character of the woman whose spirit
-said she would inhabit the new form .
·
These are my facts. I offer no explanation; if they chance
to fit anybody's theory, so much the better for the theory. Theories
usually need some facts to prop them up; facts are independent
.and able to stand on their own feet.
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Madame d'Esperance, who seems to be in so·
many respects in advance of the majority of mediums,.
appears to have been taught not only reincarnation but
much other Theosophical doctrine by one of her dead
friend s, as 1s set forth m her book Slzadowland.
Perhaps the most striking incident in that very
interesting work is
occasion on which the a~thor
leayes her body and is shown a remarkable symbolical
vision of her life; for in that one experience her eyes
are opened to the doctrine of · cause and · ~ffect, o~
evolution and reincarnation,.and to the absolute realization of the fundamental unity of all, however dimly
and imperfectly it may be expressed. For the law of
cause and effect is involved in the statement made by
the spirit-friend as to the path of life:· "It is the road
you h ave made; you have no other." Evolution is taught
when she is shown " that it is the same life w~ich, circling
for ever and ever through form after fQrm, dwelling
in the rocks, the sand, the sea, in each blade of grass,.
each tree, each flower, in all forms of animal existence,
culminates in man's intelligence and perception".
As to reincarnation she remarks:

the

I .could see that the fact of the spirit first taking on
itself the fonn of man ~id not bring ,it to its utmost earthly
perfection, for there are many degrees of man . In the savage it
widens its experience and finds a new field for education, which
being exhausted, another step is taken; and so step by step, in an
ever onward, progressive, expansive direction the spirit develops,.
the· decay of the forms which the spirit employs being only the
evidence that they have fulfilled their mission, and served the
purpose for which they were used. They return to their original
elements, to be used again and again as a means whereby the spirit
can manifest itself, and obtain the development it requires. (p. 376.}
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M . L. Chevreuil's book Proofs of the Spirit World
contains a ch apter entitled " Previous Lives," in which
he vigorously supports the truth ofreincarnation. He
says:
The soul is an entity distinct from the body; it accompanies
the essential part of the human being in the course of the numerous incarnations necessary to our evolution. From the time of Plato
the majority of men have lived in the knowledge of this truth, and
tomorrow they will dwell in scientific certainty that this ancient
pl1ilosophy has not deceived them. (p. 56.)

He d escribes at considerable length some of the
labours of 1\1:. de Rochas upon th e regressioh of
memory. M . Chevreuil explains that every subject
describes in the same manner his or her going back to
the past:
They are transported back to six months of age, two
months, into the body of the mother, where they, take the position
of the fretus; the regression is continued and they ar e in space. A
brief lethargy, and we are present at a new scene, the death of an
old person. It is the beginning of the life which preceded the
present incarnation, manifesting itself backwar ds, and continuing
back to a still older incarnation. (p. 59.)

Considering the mode of t~e "spirit's " coming to
birth, M. Chevreuil says that the vision described is
always th e same, that before birth the subject sees
himself in space in the form of a ball or as a slightly
luminous mist, and sees. in the mother's womb the
body in which h e is to be incarnated; all agree, he
adds, that th e spiritual body enters little by little, and
that the complete incorporation occurs at about seven
years of age.
45
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REINCARNATIONS IN I NDIA AND jAPAN

Rao Bahadur Shyam Sundar Lal, C. I. E., a
distinguished Minister of the Gwalior and Alwar States,
has devoted many years to the study of reincarnation.
· Among th~ eviden~e collected by him is a case which
was l_'ecounted as follows in The New ·rork Times,
September 16th, 1923:
. Within the Maharaja of Bharatpur's extensive territory
was · found a boy of four years, Prabhu by name, the son of a
Brahman called Khairti, who with childish prattle and laughter told
with the greatest detail of,his supposed former existence. He gave
.his former name, the year of his other birth, his personal appearance
on his earlier visit to this earth, and recounted events, such as
famines, which had happened more than fifty years before his last
birth. H e told of his former wife, his daughters and his. sons,
givi ng their ·names and the money ·he received on their marriages,
and described his former home and neighbours.
The child, the savants vouch, had not been tutored and had
no means outside of himself to learn of these details, or to know
anything of the transmigration of souls. The neighbourhoods he
described were visited by the savants, with the child, and in nearly
every detail his statements were found to be correct, even to the
names of his supposed former children and wife. He had sonie
di!ficulty in locating his supposed fonner home, but this, it was
claimed, may be accounted for by the fact that .it is now a m(.\ss of
ruins and much different from what it ha d been.

A somewhat similar account, but coming this time
from Japan, appears in Lafcadio Hearn's Gleanings in
Buddha-Fields, Chapter X, and · is entitled " The
Rebirth of Katsugoro " . Mr. Hearn cites it as a good
illustration of the common id.eas of the people of Japan:
concerning pre-existence and rebirth. He takes it from
a series of documents, very much signed and seal~d by
various officials, Priests and Daimyos. The full story
is translated as follows.
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Some time in the eleventh month of the past year, when
Katsugoro was playing in the rice-field with his elder sister, Fusa,
he asked her: :::·
" Elder Sister, where did you come from before you were
born into our household?"
Fusa answered him :
"How can I know what happened to me before I was born?"
Katsugoro looked surprised and exclaimed:
"Then you cannot remember anything that happened be• fore you were born ? "
·~Do you

remember? " asked Fusa.

"Indeed I do," replied Katsugoro. " I used to be the son
o f Kyubei San of Hodokubo, and my name was then Tozo-do
you not know all that? "

"Ah! " said Fusa, " I shall tell father and mother about it."
But Katsu~oro at once began to cry, and said:
" Please do not tell !-it would not be good to tell father and
rnother."
·
Fusa made answer, after a little whi le:
"\Veil, this time I shall not tell. But the next time that
·you do anything naughty, then I will tell."
·
After that day ,,•henever a dispute arose between the two,
the sister would threaten the brother, saying: "Very well, then-!
,<;hall tell that thing to father and mother." At these words the
boy would a lways yield to his sister. This happened many times;
.and the parents one day overheard Fusa making her threat. Think·
ing Katsugoro must have been doing something wrong, they
.desired to know what tne matter was, and Fusa, being questioned,
told them the truth. Then Genzo a nd his wife, and Tsuya, tlie
·grandmother of Katsugoro, thought it a very strange thing. They
-called Katsugoro, therefore; and tried, first by coaxing, and then by
'threatening, to make him tell what he had meant by those words.
After hesitation, Katsugoro said: "I will tell you everything. I used to be the son of Kyubei San of Hodokubo, and the
·Dame of my mother then was 0 Shidzu San. When I was five
·years old, K yubei San di~d; and there came in his place a ma~
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called Hanshiro San, who loved me very much. But in the following year, when I was six years old, I died of smallpox. In the
third year after that I entered mother's honourable womb, and was.
born again."
·
The parents and the grandmother of the boy wondered
greatly at hearing this, and they decided to make all possible
inquiry as to the man called Hanshiro of Hodokubo. But as they
all had to work very hard every day to earn a living, and so could
spare but little time for any other matter, they could not at once·
carry out their intention.
No""• Sei, the mother of Katsugoro, had nightly to suckleher little daughter Tsune, who was four years old ;-and Katsugorotherefore slept with his grandmother, Tsuya. Sometimes he used
to talk to her in bed; and one night, when he was in a very
confiding mood, she pursuaded him to tell her what happened a t
the time when he had died. Then he said :- " Until I was four
years old I used to remember everything; but since then I havebecome more and more forgetful; and now I forget many, many
things. But I still remember that I died of smallpox; I remember
that I was put into a j ar; I remember that I was burie~ on a hill.
There was a hole made in the ground; and the people let the jar
drop into that hole. It fell pon! I remember that sound welL
Then somehow I returned to the house, and I stopped on my own
pillow there. In .a short time some old man-looking like a grandfather--came and took me away. I do not know who or what
he wa~. As I walked I went through empty air as if flying. I
remember it was neither night nor day as we went; it was always
like sunset-time. I did not feel either wami or cold or hungry. Wewent very far,· · I think; but still I could hear always, faintly, the
voices of people talking at home; and the sound of the Nembutsu:.
being said for me. I remember also that when the people at home
set offerings of hot rice-cake before the household shrine, I inhaled
the vapour of the offerings. Grandmother, never forget to offer
warm food to the honourable dead (Iiotoke Same) and do not
forget to give to priests-! am sure it is yery good to do these·
things. . .. After that, I only remember that the old man led me by
some roundabout way to this place-! remember we passed the.road beyond the village. Then we came here, and he pointed to·
this house, and said to me: 'Now you must be reborn, for it is:
three years sj.nce you died. You are to be reborn in that house.
The person who will become your grandmother is very kind ; so it
will be well for you to be conceived and born there.' After saying·
this; ·the· old man went away. I remained a little time under the-
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kaki-tree before the entrance of this house. Then I was going to
enter when I heard talking inside; some one said that because
father was now earning so little, mother would have to go to
service in Yedo. I thought, 'I will not go into that house ';
and I stopped three days in the garden. On the third day it was
decided that, after all, mother would not have to go to Yedo.
The same night I passed into the house through a knot-hole in
the sliding shutters;-and after that I stayed for three days beside
the kitchen range. Then I entered mother's honourable womb ....
I remember that I was born without any pain at alL-Grandmother, you may tell this to father and mother, but please never
tell it to anybody else."
The grandmother told Genzo and his wife ~hat Katsugoro
had related to her; and after that the boy was not afraid to speak
·fi:eely with his parents on the subject of his former existence, and
would often say to them : " I want to go to Hodokubo. Please
let me make a visit to the tomb ofKyubei San." Genzo ... asked
his mother Tsuya, on the twentieth day of the first month of this
year, to take her grandson there.
Tsuya went with Katsugoro to H odokubo; and when they
·entered the village she pointed to the nearer dwellings, and asked
the boy, "Which house is it ?-is it this house or that one?"
'No," answered Katsugoro,-" it is further on-much further,".and he hw-ried before her. Reaching a certain dwelling at last,
he cried, "This is the house! "-and ran in, without waiting for
his grandmother. Tsuya followed him in, and asked the people
there what was the name of the owner of the house. "Hanshiro,"
one of them answered. She asked the name of Hanshiro's wife.
~· Shidsu," was the reply. Then she asked whether there had ever
been a son called Tozo born in that house. " Yes," was the
answer; "but that boy died thirteen years ago, when he was six
years old."
Then for the first time Tsuya was convinced that Katsu:goro had spoken the truth; and she could not help shedding tears .
.She related to the people of the house all tha t Katsugoro had told
her about his remembrance of his former birth. Then Hanshiro
.and his wife wondered greatly. They caressed Katsugoro and
wept; and they remarked that he was much handsomer now than
Jle had been as Tozo before dying at the age of six .. In the meanltime, Katsugoro was looking all about; and seeing the roof of a
itobacco shop opposite to the house of Hanshiro, he pointed to it,
.and said: "That used not to be there." And he also said,-" The
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tree · yonder used . not .to be ther'e..J'· All this was true. So froni
the minds of Hanshiro and hi~ wif~ every doubt departed:
REINCARNATIONS IN

BuRMA

. · · :: Some interesting cases are rp.entioned by Mr. H ..
Fielding-Hall in his charming book on Burma, T he
Soul :of aPeople. He writes:
. A friend of mine once put up for the night at a monastery
far away in the forest, near a small village. Talking in the evening
round the fire, he''remarked that the monastery was very large and
fine for so small a village; it was built of the best and straightest
teak, which must have been brought from very far away ; it m.ust
have t~ken a long t~e and a great deal of labour to build.
In explanation he hea rd a curious story. I t appeared that
in the old days there used to be only a bamboo and grass monastery
there, such as most jungle villages have; and the then monk was
distressed at the smallness of his abode·and the little accommoda. tion there was for his school (for a monastery is always a school).
So one rainy season he planted with great care a number of teak
seedlings round about, and he watered and cared for them.
"When they are grown up," he would say," these teak-trees
shall provide timber for a new and proper building; and I myself
will return in another life, and w ith those trees I will build a
monastery more worthy than this."
Teak-trees take a hundred years to reach a mature size, and
while the trees were still but saplings the monk died and another
monk taught in his stead. And so it went on, and th'e years rolled
by, and from time to time new monasteries ofbam boo were built
and rebuilt, and . the teak-trees grew bigger and bigger. But the
village grew smaller, for the times were troubled, and the village
was far away in the forest. So it happened that at last the village·
fo-qnd itself without a monk at all; the last monk was dead, and.
no one came to take his place.
It is a serious thing for a village to have no monk. To begin
with, there is no one to teach the lads to read and write and do·
arithmetic; and there is no one to whom you can give offerings and:
thereby acquire merit, and there is no one to preach to you and telt
you of the sacred teaching. So the village was in a bad way.
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Then at last one evening, when the girls were all out at the
well drawing water, they wer_e surprised by the arrival of a mon~
from the forest, weary widi a long journey, footsore and 'hungry.
The villagers recei~ed him with enthusiasm, and ·furnished up the
old monastery in a hutTy for him to sleep.' But the curious thirig
was tha! the monk seemed to know it a ll. He knew th~ monastery
and the path to it, and the ways about the village, and the names
of the hills and the streams. It seemed as though he mt·st have
lived there in the vlllage, and yet' no one knew him or r!!cognized
his face, though he was but a young ma n still, and there were
villagers who had lived there for seventy years. Next morning ~he
mon~ came irtto t11e village with his begging-bowl, as monks do,
and collected his food for the day; and that evening, when the
villagers went to see him, he told them he was going to stay. He
recalled to them the monk who had planted the teak-trees, and
how he had said that when the trees were grown he would return.
" I," said the young monk, "am he who planted these trees.
Lo, they are grown up and I have returned, and now we will build
a monastery as I said."
When the villagers, doubting, questioned him, and old men
came and talked to him of traditions of long-past days, he answered as one who knew all. He told them he had been born and
educated far away in the South, and had grown up not knowing
who he had been; then he had entered a monastery, and in due
time became a Pongyi. The remembrance came to him, he went
on, in a dream of how he had planted the trees and had promised
to return to that village far away in the forest.
The very next day he had started, and travelled day after
day and week upon week, till at length he had arrived, as they
saw. So the villagers were convinced, and they set to work and
cut down the great boles, and built the monastery which my
friend saw. And the monk lived there all his life, and taught
the children, and preached the marvellous teachings of the great
Buddha, till at length his time came again and he returned; for of
monks it is not said that they die, but that they return .. ...
About fifty years ago in a village called Okshitgon were born
two children, a boy and a girl. They were born on the same day
in neighbouring houses, and they grew up together a nd played
together, and loved each other. In due course they married and·
started a family, and m a intained themselves by cultivating the fields·
about the village. They were always known as devoted to each
other, and they died as they had lived-together. The same death.
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took them on the same day; so they were buried withou~ the village
and were forgotten, for the times were serious. . . . Okshitgon was
~n the midst of one of the most distressed districts, and many of
Its people fled; and· one of them, a man named Maung Kan, went
with his young wife to the village of Kabyu and lived there.
Now, Maung Kan's wife had borne to him twin sons. They
were born at Okshitgon shortly before their parents had to run
away, and they were named, the first Maung Gyi (which means
Brother Big-felloY<) and the second Maung Nge (which means
Brother Little-fellow) . These lads grew up at Kabyu, and soon
learnt to talk; and their parents were surprised to hear them calling i:o each other at play, not as Maung Gyi and Maung Nge,
but as Maung San Nyein and Ma Gywin. The latter is a woman's
name, and the parents remembered that these were the names of
the man and wife who had died at Okshitgon about the time the
children were born.
So the parents thought that the souls of the man and wife
had entered into the children, and they took them to Okshitgon
to try them. The children knew everything in Okshitgon; they
knew the roads, the houses and the people, and they recognized
the clothes they used to wear in the former life; there was no
doubt about it. One of them, the younger, remembered how she
had borrowed two rupees once from a woman, Ma Thet, unknown to her husband, and left the dt:bt unpaid. Ma Thet was
still living, so they asked her, and she recollected that it was true
she had lent the money long ago ....
Shortly afterwards I saw these two children. They were
then just over six years old. The elder, into whom the soul of the
man entered, is a fat, chubby little fellow, but the younger twin is
smaller, and has a curious dreamy look in his face, more like a
girl than a boy. They totd ine much about their former lives.
After they died they said they lived for some time without a body
at all, wandering in the air and hiding in the trees. Then, after
some months they were born again as twin boys. "It used to be
so clear," said the elder boy," I could remember everything; but
it is getting duller and duller, and I cannot now remember as I
used to do." ...
Another little boy told me once that the way remembrance
came to him was by seeing the silk he used to wear made into
curtains, which are given to the monks and used as partitions in
their monasteries, and as walls to temporary erections made at
festival times. H e was taken when some three years old to a feast
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:at the making of the son of a wealthy merchant into a monk.
"There he recognized in the curtain walling in part of the bamboo
.building his old dress, and pointed it out a once. 1

Most of the examples of reincarnation given above
:are taken from Oriental countries-not because the
:great law of rebirth is operative only in those lands,
but because for various reasons it is easier to trace its
:action there. The law is universal, but the interval
between lives differs widely. For some it is a matter
·of many centuries; for others it may be only a few
months, or even days. With the Burmese, as we have
just seen from Mr. Fielding Hall's account, very short
intervals seem to be the rule, and the Burman evidently
h as also the peculiarity that he usually takes birth over
:and over again in the same race before transferring
himself to a nother. These two habits of his are specially
·Convenient for the student of reincarnation who, by researches among that race, can readily convince himself
·Of the truth of the general principle before· extending
his inquiries into other fields where the investigation is
more diffkult.
There is plenty of testimony available of quite
.another kind, for there are a certain number of people
who have a clear memory of at least some of their own
·former births; and it is sometimes possible for those
who have lived simultaneously in the past to compare
notes, and so obtain some sort of verification of their
recollections. I remember once, years ago, when I
bad given a lecture upon reincarnation to an Indian
I

Op. cit., p. 291 el seq.
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audience; and asked at the ·conclusion of it for·qu_estions.
on ·any point· which I ·had not made qll;i.t e d~ilr~J a
highly-cultured Indian gentleman rose, and with the
utmost courtesy said :
"Sir, ~his theory of reincarnation is familiar to us:
from childhood; we all of us begin by accepting it, and
it is only when we grow up and absorb your European
cu~ture that we come to doubt it. Have you ·any objec-·
tion to telling us how it happens that you, an English-·
man, whose education and surroundings must have:
been so entirely different, are able to speak to us so·
convincingly and . with such apparent certainty on this.
subj ect? "
I in my turn put a question to him: "Do you wish.
me to rehearse for you the stock arguments which show
so conclusively that reincarnation is the only rational
theory of life, the only hypothesis which enables us to
account in any degree equitably for the conditions
which we see around us? Or do you want me to unveil
something of my own inner life, and give you my real
reason?"
He replied : " Sir, if I may venture to put so intimate, so almost impertinent a question (though I assure·
you that it is not asked imperti ~ently) it is preciselytha t real inner reason that it would mean so much to·
me to hear.".
Seeing ho.w genuine and how serious was his query,
I answered him openly: " Very well then," I said, " I
sp eak d efinitely and certainly about reincarnation
because I know it to be a fact, because I can clearly·
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remember a large number of my own past births, and
in the case of some of them I have been able to satisfy
myself by exterior evidence that my recollection is
accurate. But of course that, however satisfactory to
me, is no proof to ypu."
He thanked me heartily, assuring me that that was:
exactly what he h ad wanted to hear.

CHAPTER XXXIX

CONCLUSION
...
I HAVE tried to describe the life on the other side of
death just as it is, just as it is seen to b e b y those who,
taking p art in it (as we a ll do every night of our earthly
lives) h ave unfolded within themselves the power to
remember clearly what they see a nd do, so that to them
it is familiar, simple, straightforward-part of their
everyday existence. And I have gathered together
from many sources a large number of illustrative cases,
a. vast amount of concurrent testimony to show you
that the account I give is not a dream or a hallucination, but a plain statement of the facts as commonly
experienced.
For those who are able to accept this, all fear of
d eath should be eradicated, all grief for those whom
we call the d ead should automatically cease. Yet so
strong is this ingrained habit of mourning, so firmly
implanted within us is this hereditary, though baseless,
sense of separation, that even those who intellectually
grasp the truth, who fully believe all that is written
herein, may at times find themselves slipping back
under its influence into that old and harmful attitude
Df despondency, of longing, .of never-fading regret.
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So sad is this, so injurious both to the living and
the dead, that I feel it my duty to close this book with
a final and urgent appeal to my readers to raise themselves once and forever above the possibility of any
such relapse, to take their stand firmly in God's sunlight, and never for a moment allow it to be obscured
by man-made clouds of doubt or fear. To the man,
then, whose sky is dark because one whom he loves.
deeply has left this physical world, I would address.
myself thus : ·
AN EARNEST APPEAL

1viy brother, you have lost by death one whom
you loved dearly-one who perhaps was all the world
to you; and so to you that world seems empty, and life
no longer worth the living. You feel that joy has left
you forever-that existence can be for you henceforth
nothing but hopeless sadness-naught but one aching
longing for " the touch of a vanished hand and the
sound of a voice that is still". You are thinking chiefly
of yourself and your in tolerable loss; but there is also
another sorrow. Your grief is aggravated by your
uncertainty as to the present condition ofyour beloved;.
you feel that he has gone you k'n ow not where. You
hope earnestl y that all is well with him, but when you
look upward all is void; when you cry, there is. no
answer. And so despair and doubt overwhelm you,
and make a cloud that hides from you the sun which
never sets.
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Your feeling is most natural; I who write under:stand it perfectly, and my heart is full of sympathy for
.all those who are afflicted as you are. But I hope that
I can do more than sympathize; I hope that I can
bring you help and relief. Such help and relief have
·come to thousands who were in your sad case. Why
:should they no~ come to you also ?
You say: " How can there be relief or hope
for· me?"
There is the hope of relief for you because your
·sorrow is founded on misapprehension; you are grieving for som~thing which has .not really happened.
When you understand the facts you will cease to
:gneve.
You answer : "My loss is a fact. How can you
.help me-unless, indeed, you give me back my dead?"
I understand your feeling perfectly; yet bear with
me for awhile, and try to grasp three main propositions
which I am about to put before you -at first merely as
broad statements, and then in convincing detail.
I. Your loss is only an apparent fact-apparent
from your point of view. I want to bring you to
another view-point. Your suffering is the result of a
.g reat delusion-of ignorance of Nature's law; let me
help you on the road towards kno~ledge by explaining
a few simple truths which you ca11 study further at
your leisure.
2. You need be under no uneasin ess or uncertainty
with regard to the condition of your loved one, for the
life after death is no longer a mystery. The world
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beyon d the grave exists under the same natural laws
as this which we know, and h as b een explored and
-examined with scientific accuracy.
3. You m ust not mourn, for your mourning does
h arm to your loved one. If you can once open your
mind to the truth, you will mourn no more.
Before you can understand your lost friend's
-c ondition you must understand your own. Try to
grasp the fact_ that you are an immortal being,' immortal because you are divine in essen ce-beca use you
are a spark from God's own Fire; that you lived for
.ages before you put on this vesture which you call a
body, and that you will live for ages after it has
.crumbled into dust. ''God made man to be an image
of His own etern ity. T his is not a guess or a pious
belief, it is a definite scientifi c fact, capable of proof, as
you may see from the literature of the subject if you
will t ake the trouble to read it. What you have been
considering as your life is in truth only one day of
your reai life as a soul, and the same is tru~ of your
beloved; therefore, he is not dead-it is only his body
that is cast aside.
Yet you !nust not, therefore, think of him as a
mere bodiless breath, as in any way less himself than
he was before. As St. Paul said .long ago ·: -"There is
a natural body, and there is a spiritual body." People
misunderstand that remark, because they think of these
bodies as successive, and do not realize that we all of
us possess both of them even now. You, as you read
this, have both a "natural " or physical body, which
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you can see, and another inner body, which you.
cannot see, that which St. Paul called the "spiritual".
And when you lay aside the physical, you still retain
the other finer vehicle; you are clothed in your
"spiritual body". If we symbolize the physical body
as an overcoat or cloak, w·e rnay think of this spiritual
body as the ordinary house-coat which the man wears
underneath th at outer garment.
· · · If that idea is by this time clear to you, let u s.
advance another step. It is not only at what you call
death that you doff that overcoat of dense matter~
ev~ry night when you go to sleep you slip it off for
awhile, and roam about the world in your spiritual
body-invisible as far as this dense world is concerned,
but clearly visible to those friends who happen to be·
using their spiritual bodies at the same time. For each
body sees only that which is on its own level; your
physical body sees only other physical bodies, your
spiritual body sees on ly other spiritual bodies. When
you resume your overcoat-that is to say, when you
come back to your denser body, and wake up (or down}
to this lower world- it occasionally happens that you
have some recollection, though usually considerably
disorted, of what you have seen when you were away
elsewhere; and then you call it a vivid dream. Sleep,
then, may be described as a kind of temporary death 7
the difference being that you do not withdraw yourself
so entirely from your overcoat as to be unable to
resume it. It follows that when you sleep, you enter
the same condition as that into which your beloved has
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passed. What that condition is I will now proceed
to explain.
Many theories have been current as to the life
after dea th -most of them based upon misunderstandings of ancient scriptures. At one time the horrible
dogma of what was called everlasting punishment was.
almost universally accepted in Europe, though none
but the hopelessly ignorant believe it now. It was
based upon a mistranslation of certain words attributed
to Christ, and it was maintained by the medireval
monks as a convenient bogey with which to frighten
the ignorant masses into well-doing. As the world
advanced in civilization, men began to see that such ID
tenet was not only blasphemou s, but ridiculous. ·
Modern religionists have, therefore, replaced it by
somewhat saner suggestions; but they are usually quite
vague a nd far from the simplicity of the truth.
All the Churches have complicated their doctrines
because they insisted upon starting with absurd a nd
unfounded dogma of a cruel and angry Deity who.
wish ed to injure His people. They import this dreadful
idea from primitive Judaism, instead of accepting the·
teaching of Christ that God is a loving Father: People
who have grasped the fundamental fact that God is.
Love, and tha t His universe is governed by wise eternal
laws, have begun to realize that those laws must be
obeyed in the world beyond the grave just as much as
in this. But even yet beliefs are vague. W e are told
of a far-away heaven, of a day of judgment in the
remote future, but little information is given us as to
4G
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what happens here and now. Those who teach do not
even pretend to have any personal experience of after-death conditions. They tell us not what they themselves know, but only what they have heard from
others. How can that satisfy us?
The truth is that the day of blirid belief is past;
the era of scientific knowledge is w~th us, and we can
no longer accept ideas unsustained by reason and
common sense. There is no reason why scientific
methods should not be applied to the elucidation of
problems which in earlier days were left entirely to
religion; indeed, such methods have been applied by
the Theosophical Society and the Society for Psychical
' Research; and it is the result of those investigations,
made in a scientific spirit, that I wish to place before
you now.
Let us consider the life which the dead are leading. In it there are many and great variations, but at
least it is almost always happier than the earth-life.
As an old scripture puts it: "The souls of the righteous
are in the hand of God, and there shall no torment
touch them. In the sight of the unwise they seem to
die, and their departure is taken for misery, and their
going from u s to be utter destruction; but they are in
peace." 1 We must disabuse ourselves of antiquated
theories; the dead man does not leap suddenly into
an impossible heaven, nor does he fall into a still
more impossible hell. There is indeed no hell in the
old wicked sense of the word; and there is no hell
~

Wisdom of Solomon, iii, I.
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:anywh ere in a ny sense except su ch as a man makes for
himself. Try to understand clearly that death makes
no change in the man ; h e d oes not suddenly become a
great saint or angel, nor is he suddenly endowed with
all the wisdom of the ag~s; he is just the same man
:the day after his death as he was the day before it, with
the same emotions, the same disposition, the same
intellectual development. T he only difference is. that
· he h as lost the physical body.
In this spiritual world no money is necessary, food
and shelter are no longer needed, for its glory and its
beauty are free to all its inhabitants without money
.and without price. In its rarefied matter, in the
spiritual body, a man can move hither and thither as
he will; if he loves the beauteous landscape of forest
and sea and sky, he may visit at his pleasure all earth's
fairest spots; if he loves art he may spend the whole of
his time in the contemplation of the masterpieces of
a ll the greatest painters, and may himself produce
masterpieces by the exercise of the wonderful magic of
high thought-power; if he be a musician, he may pass
from one to the other of the world's chiefest orchestr as,
he may spend his time in listening to the most
celebrated performers, or with the willing aid of the
great Angels of music h e may himself give forth such
str ains as are never heard on earth.
vVhatever has been his particular delight on earth
- his hobby, as we should say-he has now the fullest
liberty to devote himself to it entirely and to follow it
out to the utmost, provided only that its enjoyment is
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that of the intelleet or of the higher emotions-that its:
gratification does not necessitate the possession of a
physical body. Thus it will be seen at once that all
r ational and decent men are infinitely h appier afterdeath than before it, for they have ample time.not only
for pleasure, but for really satisfactory progress along:
the lines which interest them most.
. .Are · there then none in ' that world who are unhappy? Yes, for that life is necessarily a sequel to this,
and the man is in every respect the same man as he·
was before he left his body. If his enjoyments in this
world were low and coarse, he will find himself unablein that world to gratify his desires. A drunkard will
suffer from unquenchable thirst, h aving no longer a
body through which it can be assuaged; the glutton
will miss the pleasures of the table; the miser will no·
longer find gold for his gathering. The man who has
yielded himself during earth-life to unworthy passions:
will find them still gnawing at his vitals. The·
sensualist still palpitates with era vings that can never
now be satisfied; the jealous m an is still torn by his.
jealousy, all the more that he can no longer interfere
with the action of its object. Such people as these unquestionably do suffer.-but on~y such . as these, only
those whose ·proclivities and passions have been coarseand physical in their nature. And even they have·
their fate absolutely· in the·ir own hands. They have
but to cGmquer these inclinations, and they <;~.re at once
free from the s~ffering which such longings entaiL
Remember alw~ys that there is no such thing. as.
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·punishment; there is only the natural result of a
·definite cause; so that you h ave only to remove the
cause and the effect ceases-not always. immediately,
but as soon as the energy of the cause is exhausted.
" Do the dead then see us ? " it may be asked;
"do they hear wh at we say?" Undoubtedly they see
us in the sense that they are always conscious of our
pres ence, that they know whether we are h appy or
miserable; but they do n ot h ear the words that we say,
1:or are they consciol!s in detail of our physical actions.
A moment's thought will show us what are the limits of
their power to see. They are inhabiting what we have
-call ed the " spiritual body "-a body which exists in
ourselves, and is, as far as appearance goes, an exact
-duplicate of the ph ysical body; but while we are awake
our consciousness is focussed exclusively in the latter .
We have already said that j ust as only physical matter
.appeals to the physical body, so only the matter of the
spiritual world is discernible by that higher body.
Therefore, what th e d ead man can see of us is only
our spiritual body; which, however, he has no difficulty
in recognizing.
When we are what we call asleep, our consciousn ess is using tha t vehicle, and so to the dead man
we are awake; but when we transfer our consciousmess to the physical body, it seems to the dead man
that we fall asleep, b ecause though h e still sees . us,
we are no longer. paying a ny attention to him or
.able to communicate with him. When a living friend
falls asleep we a re qui te a ware of his presence,
.

.
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but for the moment we cannot communicate with:
him unless we arouse him. Precisely similar is the
condition of the living man (while he is a.wake) in the·
eyes of the dead. Because we cannot usually remember
in our waking consciousness what we h ave seen during
sleep, we are under the delusion that we have lost our·
dead; but they are never under the delusion that they
have lost us, because they can see us all the time. To·
thein the only difference is that we are with them
during the night and away from them during the d ay;
whereas when they were on earth with us, exactly the·
reverse was the case.
All life is evolving, for evolution is God's law; and.
man grows slowly a nd steadily along ,.vith the rest..
What is commonly called man's life is, in reality,.
only one day of his true and longer life. Just as in
this ordinary life m an rises each morning, puts on his
clothes, and goes forth to do his daily work, and then·
when night descends he lays aside those clothes and
takes his rest, and then again on the following morning
rises afresh to take up his work at the point where he·
left it- just so when the man comes into the physical
life he puts upon him the vesture of the physical b ody,
and when his work-time is over he lays aside that
vesture again in what you call d'e ath, and p asses into
the more restful condition which I have described;·
and when that rest is over he puts upon himself once
more the garment of the body, and goes forth yet
again to begin a new day of physical life, taking up•
his evolution at the point where h.e left it. And this.
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long life of his lasts unti~ h e attains that goal of
divinity which God means him to attain.
One of the sadd est cases of apparent loss is when
a child passes away from this physical world and its
paren ts are left to watch its empty place, to miss its
loving prattle. W'hat then h appens to children in this
strange new spiritual world? Of all those who enter it,
they are perhaps the happiest and the most entirely
and immediately at home. Remember that they do
not lose the parents, the brothers, the sisters, the·
playmates whom they love; it is simply that they have
them as companion during what we call the night
instead of the day ; so that they have no fe.e ling of
loss or separation.
During our day they are never left alone, for,
there as here, children gath er together and play
together-play in Elysian fields full of rare delights.
We know h ow here a child enjoys" making believe,"
pretending to be this character or that in historyplaying the principal parts in all sorts of wonderful
fairy stories or tales of adventure. In the finer matter
of that higher world thoughts take to themselves visible
form, and so the child who imagines himself a certain
hero promptly takes on temporarily the actual appearance of that hero. If be wishes for an enchanted
castle, his thought can build that enchanted castle.
I f he desires an army to command, at once that army
is there. And so among the dead the hosts of children
are a lways full of joy- indeed, often even riotously
happy.
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If you have been able to assimilate what I have
already said, you will now understand that, however
natural it may be for us to feel sorrow at the death of
-our relatives, that sorrow is an error and an evil, and
we ought to overco~e it. There is no need to sorrow
for them, for they have passed into a far wider and
happier life. If we sorrow for our own fancied separation from th em, we are, in the first place, weeping
over an illusion, for in truth they are not separated
from us; and, secondly, we are acting selfishly, because
we are thinking more of our own apparent loss than of
their great and real gain. We must strive to be
utterly unselfish, as indeed all love should be. We
must think of them and not of ourselves-not of what
we wish or we feel, but solely of what is best for them
and most h elpfu l to their progress.
If we mourn, if we yield to gloom and depression,
we throw out from ourselves a heavy cloud which
darkens the sky for them. Their very affection for us,
their very sympathy for us, lay them open to this
direful influence. We can use the power which that
affection gives us to help them instead of hindering
them, if we only will; but to do that requires
courage and self-sacrifice. We must forget ourselves
utterly in our earnest and loving desire to be of
the greatest possible assistance to our dead. Every
thought, every feeling of ours influences them; let
us then take care that there shall be no thought
which IS not broad and helpful, ennobling and
purifying.
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If it is probable that they may be feeling some
:anxiety about us, let us be persistently cheerful, that
we may assure them that they have no need to feel
trouble on our account. If, during physical life, they
have been without detailed and accurate information
:as to the life after death, let us endeavour at once to
assimilate such information ourselves, and to pass it
{)D ·in our nightly conversations with them.
Since our
thoughts and feelings are so readily mirrored in theirs,
let us see to it that those thoughts and feelings are
:always elevating and encouraging. "If ye know these
things, happy are ye ifye do them." 1
Not only should we abstain from mourning; we
.should go further than that; we should earnestly try to
develop within ourselves positive joyousness. It is
the duty of every man to be happy, that he may
1·adiate happiness on others; and most especially is
that true of those whq have dear friends who have
Tecently passed over into the higher life. The best
anodyn e for sorrow is active work for others; an d that
a lso is the surest way to peace and joy.
That great truth we can impress upon these friends
{)[ ours, if they do not already know it ; for the opportunities for helpful work . are greater far in the astral
world than in the physical. Among the vast hosts of
those whom we call the dead there are many who are
bewildered by their surroundings, many who through
·erron eous religious teaching on earth are in a state of
painful uncertainty and even acute terror, many who
1

St. John, xiii, 17.

- '
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are causing themselves unnecessar y suffering by perpetuating earthly desires and passions in that high er
life where there is no assuagement for them. What
occupation can be nobler and h appier than to help·
these poor souls from darkness to light, to relieve their
sufferings, to explain these things that puzzle them, and
to guide their feet into the way of peace?
Into the splendid corps of Invisible Helpers who
are ceaselessly engaged in this benevolent activity we·
can introduce our newly-arri\·ed friends, thus assuring
them of h appy and useful work during the whole of their
stay in. this wonderful astral world which God has.
provided for the training and enjoyment of His people,
even though it be but a stage on the way to that still
higher realm whose glories eye hath not seen, neither
hath it entered into the heart of man to conceive it.
Try to comprehend the unity of all ; there is one
God, and all are one in Him. If we can but bring·
home to ourselves the unity of that Eternal Love,.
there will be no more sorrow for us; for we shall
realize, not for ourselves alone, but also for those·
whom we love, that wh ether we live or die, we are the
Lord's, and that in Him we live and move and h ave
our being, whether it be in this world or in the world to
come. T h e attitude of mourning Is a faithless attitude~
an ignorant attitude. T h e more we know, the more
fully we shall trust, for we sh all feel with u tter certainty
that we and our dead alike are in the hands of perfect
Power and perfect Wisdom, directed by perfect Love.
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All taint of grief and mourning we firmly lay aside,
Our seeming loss forgetting, since th~y are glorified.
We know they stand befor e us and love us as of old;
God grant we may not fail them, nor let our love grow cold t·:
With heart and soul we trust Thee! Thy love no tongue
can tell;
Thou art the All-Commander, Who doest all things well..

PEACE TO ALL BE!NGS

ODE TO THE LIVING DEAD
-Loved ones ! though our waking vision
Know your forms no more,
·Earth 's illusion shall not hold us;
Well we know your loves enfold us
Even as before.
Death? 'Tis but a stepping forwar dNo divorce at all;
;Swifter than of old the meeting,
' .Varmer, heartier the greeting
When you hear our call.
And at night, when softest slumber
Seals these earthly eyes,
Lo, a new d ay d awneth brightly;
From our fetters slipping lightly
To your world we rise;
There to work and there to wander
In the sweet old wayDrink of upper springs and nether,
Learn what Love hath knit together
Standeth fast for aye.
Praise and glory for this knowledge
To the One in Three;
For the sting from death is taken,
.Nevermore are we forsaken
Through eternity.

D. W. M. Brun
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